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IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECTION, IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION, CAROLYN 
MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN 
SANDY, ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, 
PAM SONNEN, TONY MEATTE, SUSAN 
FUJINAGA, THEO LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, 
in their official capacities and as State employees, 
Defendants-Respondents, 
and 
DOES 1 through I 0, fictitiously named persons, 
Defendants. 
Supreme Court Case No. 41216 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada. 
BARRY SEARCY 
APPELLANT PRO SE 
BOISE, IDAHO 
HONORABLE THOMAS F. NEVILLE 
ANDREW C. BRASSEY 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2011-03414 Current Judge: Thomas F. Neville 
Barry Searcy vs. State Of Idaho Board Of Correction, etal. 
User 
CCAMESLC New Case Filed - Other Claims 
CCAMESLC Request for Leave to File Civil Complaint 
[file stamped 02/17/2011] 
DCELLISJ Order RE: Request For Leave To File Civil 
Complaint 
CCWATSCL Plaintiff's Response to the Court's March 3, 2011 
Order Re: Requests for Leave to Fie Civil 
Complaint 
CCWATSCL Plaintiff's List of State Court Actions or Appeals 
Brought While Incarcerated 
CCAMESLC Suppliment to Plaintiff's List of State Court 
Actions or Appeals Brought While Incarcerated 
CCAMESLC Order 
CCAMESLC Complaint Filed 
CCHOLMEE Summons Filed 
MCBIEHKJ Return of Service (6/28/11 and 6/29/2011) 
CCVIDASL Answer to Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
(Brassey for Idaho State Board of Correction, 
Idaho Department of Correction, Meline, Tibbs, 
Dressen, Nielsen, Sandy, Rienke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Funinaga, Lowe and Audens) 
CCJOYCCN Notice Of Service of Plaintiff's First Set of 
Discovery Requests 
CCLATICJ Notice Of Service 
·ccDWONCP Notice of Service of Supplemental Discovery 
Responses 
CCMASTLW Plaintiff's Partial Motion for Summary Judgment 
Against IDOC as to Liability Only on Count I 
CCMASTLW Affidavit of Barry Searcy 
CCMASTLW Memorandum in Support 
CCMASTLW Plaintiff's Notice of Change of Mailing Address 
CCRANDJD Notice of Change of Firm Name 
(Brassey,Wetherell and Crawford LLP) 
CCRANDJD Notice Of Service 
DCELLISJ Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment 04/06/2012 10:00 AM) 
CCNELSRF Notice Of Service 
CCNELSRF Defs Motion For Summary Judgment 
CCNELSRF Statement of Material Facts 
CCNELSRF Affidavit of Counsel 
CCNELSRF Affidavit of Andrew C. Brassey 
CCNELSRF Affidavit of Shirley Audens 
User: TCWEGEKE 
Judge 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
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Thomas F. Neville 
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Date: 12/23/2013 
Time: 11 :24 AM 




















Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2011-03414 Current Judge: Thomas F. Neville 
Barry Searcy vs. State Of Idaho Board Of Correction, etal. 
User 
CCNELSRF Memorandum In Support of Defs Motion for 
Summary Judgment and In Opposition to Plfs 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
CCNELSRF Notice Of Hearing (04/06/12@ 10am) 
TCORTEJN Affidavit of Barry Searcy 
TCORTEJN Plaintiffs Response to Defendants Motion for 
Summary Judgment and Reply to Defendants 
Opposition to Plaintiffs Partial Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
CCWRIGRM Reply to Plaintiffs Response to Defendants 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
DCELLISJ Continued (Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment 04/19/2012 03:30 PM) 
DCELLISJ Continued (Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment 04/26/2012 09:00 AM) 
DCELLISJ Hearing result for Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment scheduled on 04/26/2012 09:00 AM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: SUE WOLF 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: LESS THAN 100 pages 
DCELLISJ Memorandum Decision and Order Denying In 
Part PL's PMSJ Against Def. IDOC;Granting In 
Part Defendant's MSJ and Setting a Schedule for 
Further Briefing 
TCORTEJN Motion for Extension of Time to Submit 
Supplemental Briefing 
DCELLISJ Order Granting Defendants 
Motion for Extension of Time to Submit 
Supplemental Briefing 
CCNELSRF Second Motion for Extension of Time to Submit 
Supplemental Briefing 
DCELLISJ Order Granting Defendant's Second Mot For 
Extension of Time to Submit Supplemental 
Briefing 
CCRANDJD Memorandum in Support of Defendants Motion 
for Summary Judgment and in Opposition to 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment I 
Supplemental 
CCRANDJD Affidavit of David Sorensen 
CCRANDJD Affidavit of Lorenzo Washington 
CCVIDASL Plaintiffs Motion for Extension of Time to Submit 
Supplemental Briefing 
CCSWEECE Plaintiffs Supplemental Memorandum In Support 
of Plaintiffs Motion For Partial Summary 
Judgment and In Opposition to Defendants 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
User: TCWEGEKE 
Judge 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
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Date: 12/23/2013 
Time: 11 :24 AM 
















Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2011-03414 Current Judge: Thomas F. Neville 
Barry Searcy vs. State Of Idaho Board Of Correction, etal. 
User 
CCSWEECE Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider the Courts 
Memorandum Decision and Order Filed June 13, 
2012 
CCSWEECE Memorandum In Support of Plaintiffs Motion to 
Reconsider the Courts Memorandum Decision 
and Order Filed June 13, 2012 




Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
CCMEYEAR Motion for Hearing Date and Briefing Schedule on Thomas F. Neville 
Plainitffs Pending Motion to Reconsider and 
Response to Defendants' Motion for Oral 
Argument on Supplemental Briefing 
DCELLISJ Order granting in part defendant's MSJ Thomas F. Neville 
CCMEYEAR Non-Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Heaing Thomas F. Neville 
Date and Briefing Schedule on Plaintiffs Pending 
Motion to Reconsider 
CCHEATJL Notice Of Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Thomas F. Neville 
Summary Judgment 03/08/2013 02:0q PM) 
CCPINKCN Notice Of Hearing Re: Plaintiffs Supplemental Thomas F. Neville 
Memorandum (03/08/2013 at 2:00 p.m.) 
CCGDULKA Response to Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider the Thomas F. Neville 
Court's Memorandum Decision and Order 
CCPINKCN Reply to Defendants' Response to Plaintiffs Thomas F. Neville 
Motion to Reconsider the Court's Memorandum 
Decision and Order 
CCPINKCN Affidavit of barry Searcy in Support of Reply to Thomas F. Neville 
Defendants' Resonse to Plaintiffs Motion to 
Reconsider the Court's Memorandum Decision 
and Order 
DCELLISJ Hearing result for Motion· for Summary Judgment Thomas F. Neville 
scheduled on 03/08/2013 02:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: SUE WOLF 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Plaintiffs Supplemental 
Memoraandum - Less than 100 pages 
DCELLISJ Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Thomas F. Neville 
Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider;Denying Plaintiffs 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment;and 
Granting Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
CCOSBODK Plaintiffs Objection To Defendants Draft Of Order Thomas F. Neville 
Denying Plaintiffs Motion To Reconsider; 
Denying Plaintiffs Motion For Summary 
Judgment; And Granting Defendants Motion For 
Summary Judgment; And Draft Of Judgment 
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Date: 12/23/2013 
. Time: 11 :24 AM 




















Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2011-03414 Current Judge: Thomas F. Neville 
Barry Searcy vs. State Of Idaho Board Of Correction, etal. 
User 
DCELLISJ Denying Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsier, Denying 
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment & 
Granting Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
DCELLISJ Judgment 
DCELLISJ Civil Disposition entered for: Audens, Shirley, 
Defendant; Dressen, Anna Jane, Defendant; 
Fujinaga, Susan, Defendant; Idaho Department 
Of Correction, Defendant; Lowe, Theo, 
Defendant; Meatte, Tony, Defendant; Meline, 
Carolyn, Defendant; Nielsen, Jay, Defendant; 
Reinke, Brent, Defendant; Sandy, Robin, 
Defendant; Sonnen, Pam, Defendant; State Of 
Idaho Board Of Correction, Defendant; Tibbs, 
Jim, Defendant; Searcy, Barry, Plaintiff. Filing 
date: 6/4/2013 
DCELLISJ STATUS CHANGED: Closed 
CCNELSRF Motion & Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on 
Partial Payment of Court Fees (Prisoner) 
CCTHIEBJ Appealed To. The Supreme Court 
CCTHIEBJ NOTICE OF APPEAL 
CCHOLMEE Motion for Relief from Judgment or Orders 
CCHOLMEE Memorandum in Support of Motion 
CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Barry Searcy in Support of Motion 
CCHOLMEE Motion for Oral Argument on Motion for Relief 




Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
CCMARTJD Notice of Submission of Partial Initial Filing Fee to Thomas F. Neville 
IDOC Accounting 
CCTHIEBJ Plaintiff's Motion to Clarify that the Fee for Clerk's Thomas F. Neville 
Record is Encompassed Within the Court's Order 
Re: Partial Payment of Court Fees Filed October 
18,2013 
CCTHIEBJ Affidavit of Barry Searcy Thomas F. Neville 
CCTHIEBJ Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Thomas F. Neville 
Clarify that the Fee for the Clerk's Record is 
Encompassed Within the Court's Order Re: 
Partial Payment of Court Fees Filed October 18, 
2013 
CCTHIEBJ Noti~e of Request for Scanned Clerk's Record Thomas F. Neville 
CCTHIEBJ Amended Notice of Appeal Thomas F. Neville 
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,, Rec~,vc 
FEB 17 2011 D 
Acta Count 
~ C/efk 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 9-B-39A 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, Prose 
:~.=wx FIL~.M. ----
FEB 1 7 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By LARA AMES 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT' COURT.OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT' 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 






IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECI'ION, ) 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECI'ION, ) 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY ) 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA JANE ) 
DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, ) 
TONY MEA'ITE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, ) 
THEO LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, ) 
in their official capacities and ) 
as State employees; DOES 1 through ) 
10, fictitiously named persons, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) ________________ ) 
case No. CV O C 
REQUEST FOR LEAVE TO FILE 
CIVIL COMPLAINT 
1103414 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, pro se, and requests:leaveof this Court, pursuant 
to I.C. § 19-4221(1), to file the Civil Complaint (hereinafter, "Complaint"), 
submitted contemporaneously herewith. Also included herewith is Plaintiff's 
check for $88.00 to pay the full filing fee that is due to file ,the Complaint. 
REQUEST FOR LEAVE TO FILE CIVIL COMPLAINT - 1 
000007
, 
As an initial matter, Plaintiff submits that he is not required to first 
obtain leave of this Court to file his Complaint because he maintains he has 
not "on two (2) or more occasions, while incarcerated or detained in any prison, 
jail or other correctional facility, brought an action or appeal in a court 
of this state that was dismissed on any ground set forth in section 19-4209(1)(a) 
through (d), Idaho Code." See I.C. § 19-4221. 
However, in the event and to the extent that this Court determines that 
Plaintiff is required to first obtain leave of the Court to file his Complaint, 
Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court grant him leave to file his 
Complaint. Plaintiff's request is based on: (1) the facial sufficiency of the 
Complaint, (2) the accompanying full payment of the filing fee that is due, 
(3) Plaintiff's inability to afford to retain counsel to file his Complaint, 
and (4) because denying Plaintiff leave to file his Complaint would violate 
his state and federal constitutional guarantees of access to the courts • 
. Based on the foregoing and the accompanying Complaint, Plaintiff requests 
that this Court grant him leave to file his Complaint. A proposed Order is 
submitted contemporaneously herewith. 
DATED this 111J day of £~ , 2011. 
Barryearcy 7 
Plaintiff, Prose 






























A.M._ ___ _. ,n._.._.....,._ 
MAR -3 2011 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIS~,~~~~~~~H, lerk 
DEPUTY 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECTION, 
. IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION, 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA JANE 
DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, 
TONY MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees, 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named persons, 
Defendants. 




Plaintiff asks that this Court rule on his Request for Leave to File Civil Complaint "in the event 
and to the extent that this Court determines that Plaintiff is required to first obtain leave of the Court to 
file his Complaint." However, in his Request for Leave to File Civil Complaint, Plaintiff states the 
following legal conclusion: 
Plaintiff submits that he is not,required to first obtain leave of this Court to file his Complaint 
because he maintains he has not 'on two (2) or more occasions, while incarcerated or detained in 
any prison, jail or other correctional facility, brought an action or appeal in a court of this state 
that was dismissed on any ground set forth in section 19-4209(1)(a) through (d), Idaho Code.' 
See I.C. § 19-4221. 
The Plaintiff is in a position to know how many actions or appeals he has brought while 
incarcerated, and on what grounds, if any, such actions were dismissed. Therefore, prior to making any 





























determination, the Court requires the Plaintiff to provide the basis for his assertion that he is not required 
to first obtain leave of this Court to file his Complaint. 
The Plaintiff is hereby ordered to submit a list of any action or appeal brought by him in any 
court of this state while he was incarcerated or detained in any prison, jail or other correctional facility. 
The list shall include, when possible, case numbers and the disposition of any such actions or appeals. 
The Defendants may also submit documentation in furtherance of the Court's determination. 
AND IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this B~ayof ~!.J,.,, 2011. 
ORDER - PAGE 2 
c;JJ~ 
Thomas F. Neville 
District Judge 
000010
. . . .. 
1 CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 

























the within instrument to: 
BARRY SEARCY 27413 
ISCI Unit 9-B-39A 
P.O. Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL 
PO BOX 83710 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
ORDER - PAGE 3 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 




Barry Searcy 27413 
!SCI Unit 9-B-39A 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, Prose 
NO ~~~. ~77=::--IU5lnlll"'"---
A.M o . =+ . p .... u.__ ___ _ 
MAR 1 7 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By CHARLOTTE WATSON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 






IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECI'ION, ) 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR"RECTION, ) 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY ) 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA JANE ) 
DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, ) 
'IONY MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, ) 
THEO LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, ) 
in their official capacities and ) 
as State employees; OOFS 1 through ) 
10, fictitiously named.persons, ) 
) 
Def~dants. ) ________________ ) 
Case No. CV-OC-2011-03414 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE 'ID THE COURT'S 
MARCH 3, 2011 ORDER RE: REXJ{JEST FOR 
LEAVE 'ID FILE CIVIL COMPLAINT 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Barry Searcy, prose, and hereby responds to the Court's 
March 3, 2011 Order Re: Request For Leave To 'File Civil Complaint. 
As an initial matter, Plaintiff wishes to express to the Court his regret 
and embarrassment at failing to appreciate the Court's need for a history of 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE 'ID THE COURT'S MARCH 3, 2011 ORDER 
RE: REX;lUEST FOR LEAVE 'ID FILE CIVIL COMPLAINT - 1 
000012
Plaintiff's state court litigation in order to consider Plaintiff's Request 
For Leave To File Civil Complaint. As directed by the Court, filed 
contemporaneously herewith is Plaintiff's List Of State Court Actions Or Appeals 
Brought While Incarcerated (hereinafter, "Plaintiff's List"). 
A. Plaintiff Believes He Has Only One "Strike" Against Him And Therefore Is 
Not R~red To First Request Leave Of The Court To File His Civil Complaint 
As noted by the Court, in Plaintiff's Request For Leave To File Civil 
Complaint he states the following: 
"As an initial matter, Plaintiff submits that he is not required to 
first obtain leave of this Court to file his Complaint because he maintains 
he has not "on two (2) or more occasions, while incarcerated or detained 
in any prison, jail or other correctional facility, brought an action or 
or appeal in a court of this state that was dismissed on any ground set 
forth in section 19-4209(1)(a) through (d), Idaho Code." See I.C. § 
19-4221. II 
Id., pg. 2. 
On June 23, 2006, Plaintiff filed an Amended Civil Complaint And Demand 
For Jury Trial (hereinafter, "Amended Complaint") in the Fourth Judicial District 
' 
of the State of Idaho in a case entitled Searcy v. Ada County, et al., Case 
No. CVOC0610797. See Plaintiff's List at No.113, pg. 3. Plaintiff concedes 
that this Amended Complaint was subsequently !dismissed on grounds set forth 
in section 19-4209(1)(a) through (d), Idaho doae, and qualifies as one "strike" 
against him under I.e.§ 19-4221. 
Plaintiff subsequently appealed the dismissal of Searcy v. Ada County, 
et al., case No. CVOC0610797, under Idaho Supreme Court Docket Number 34216. 
On August 11, 2008, the Court of Appeals affirmed the district court's dismissal, 
and also found that the appeal was frivolous. See Plaintiff's List at No. 1~, 
pg. 3. However, the Court of Appeals' finding of frivolous was based on the 
appeal being decided on the merits rather than the appeal itself being dismissed 
PLAINTIFF I S RESPONSE 'IO THE CDURT' S MARCH 3, 2011 ORDER 
RE: REQUEST FOR LEAVE 'IO FILE CIVIL CX>MPLAINT - 2 
000013
(. 
as frivolous. It is based on this distinction, and the specific wording of 
the statute, that Plaintiff maintains that this finding of frivolous on appeal 
does not count as a (second) "strike" against Plaintiff under I.C. §? 19-4221. 
See I.C. § 19-4221 (specifically stating that an action or appeal be "dismissed" 
on grounds set forth in I.C. § 19-4209(1 )(a) through (d) to qualify as a 
"strike"). (emphasis added). 
Plaintiff does not believe that any other actions o£ appeals he has brought 
in a court of this state while incarcerated raises the question of being 
dismissed on grounds set forth in I.C. § 19-4209(1)(a) through (d). See 
Plaintiff's List, Nos. l through 12, pgs. 2-3. 
Therefore, based on the specific wording of I.e.§§ 19-4221 and 
19-4209(1)(a) through (d), Plaintiff submits that he.s his not required to first 
obtain leave of this Court to file his Complaint because he maintains he has 
not "on two (2) or more occasions, while incarcerated or detained in any prison, 
jail or other correctional facility, brought an action or appeal in a court 
of this state that was dismissed on any ground set forth in section 19-4209(1)(a) 
through (d), Idaho Code." See I.C. §? 19-4221. 
However, if after reviewing Plaintiff's List, and any submissions by 
Defendants, the Court determines that any of Plaintiff's state court actions 
or appeals (in addition to Searcy v. Ada County, et al., case No. CVOC0610797) 
fall within the scope of I.e.§§ 19-4221 and 19-4209(1)(a) through (d), then 
Plaintiff concedes he would be required by I.C. § 19-4221 to first obtain leave 
of the Court before filing his Civil Complaint in this case. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO THE COURT'S MARCH 3, 2011 ORDER 
RE: ~ FOR LEAVE TO FILE CIVIL mMPLAINT - 3 
000014
I 
B. In The Alternative, If The Court Detennines That Plaintiff Has Two Or More 
"Strikes" Against Him, The Court Should Grant Plaintiff's Request For Leave 
To File Civil Complaint. 
If Plaintiff does have two.or more "strikes" against him, he has complied 
with the terms of I.C. ~ 19-4221 by first asking for the Court's leave to file 
his Civil Complaint in this case. See I.C. ~ 19-4221(1). The Court should 
grant Plaintiff's request and allow his Civil Complaint to be filed so this case 
may go forward. 
Plaintiff's Civil Complaint is facially sufficient and raises serious 
questions regarding the alleged illegality of Defendants' raising of funds for 
IDOC puri;:x::,ses through means which violate the State's statutes and constitution. 
Plaintiff has submitted his Civil Complaint accompanied with full payment 
of the filing fee that is due. However, Plaintiff is unable to afford to retain 
counsel to file his Civil Complaint • 
. Further, denying Plaintiff leave to file his Civil Complaint would violate 
his state and federal constitutional guarantees of access to the courts. 
THEREFORE, the Court should find that "Plaintiff only has one "strike" 
against him and is not required to first obtain leave of the Court: to file his 
Civil Complaint. IN THE ALTERNATIVE, if the Court finds that Plaintiff has 
two or more "strikes" against him, the Court should grant him leave to file 
his Civil Complaint in this case. 
RF..SPECTFULLY SUBMITTF.O This /!f..nJ_ day of March, 2011. 
Plaintiff, Prose 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE 'ID THE COURT'S MARCH 3, 2011 ORDER 




CER'rll!'ICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Plaintiff's Response To The Court's March 3, 2011 Order Re: Request For Leave 
To File Civil Complaint on the following named person, via the !SCI Prison Legal 
Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 1 st class postage prepaid, on March /fzil , 2011 : 
IDAHO ATI'ORNEY GENERAL 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO THE OOURT' S MARCH 3, 2011 ORDER 








Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 9-B-39A 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, Prose 
MAR 17 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By CHARLOTTE WATSON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TfIB FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 






IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECTION, ) 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION, ) 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY ) 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA JANE ) 
DRESSEN, BRENT 'REINKE, PAM SONNBN, ) 
TONY MEATI'E, SUSAN 'FUJINAGA, ) 
THED LOWE, and SHIR.LEY A.UDENS, ) 
in their official capacities and ) 
as State employees; OOF..S 1 through ) 
10, fictitiously named persons, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) ________________ ) 
case No. CV-OC-2011-03414 
PLAINTIFF'S LIST OF STATE COURT 
ACTIONS OR APPEALS BROUGHT 
WHILE INCARCERATED 
Plaintiff Barry Searcy, prose, hereby submits Plaintiff's List Of State 
Court Actions Or Appeals pursuant to the Court's March 3, 2011 order "to 
submit a list of any action or appeal brought by him in any court of this 
state while he was incarcerated or detained in any prison, jail or other 
correctional facility. The list shall include, when possible, case numbers 
PLAINTIFF'S LIST OF STATE COURT ACTIONS 
OR APPEALS BROUGHT WHILE INCARCERATED - 1 
000017
and the disposition of any such actions or appeals." Id., pg. 2. 
1. State v. Searcy, Supreme Court Docket No. 17835 (appeal of criminal 
conviction and sentence), Disposition: 1990 Decision No. 127, issued 
September 5, 1990, 118 Idaho 632, 798 P.2d 914 (1990), affirmed in part, 
vacated in part arid remanded. 
2.. State v. Searcy, Supreme Court Docket No. 17908 (appeal re: payment 
of court appointed attorney's fees), Disposition: Searcy does not have 
a copy of the decision/order, nor does he know the result of this appeal. 
3. State v. Searcy, Supreme Court Docket No. 19144 (appeal of resentencing), 
Disposition: Court of Appea~s 1991 Opinion No. CA-191, issued 
November 21, 1991, affirmed. 
4. State v. Searcy, Supreme Court Docket No. 20006 (appeal of re-sentencing) 
Disposition: Court of Appeals 1993 Opinion No. CA-44, issued April 23, 
1993, 124 Idaho 107, 856 P.2d 897 (Ct. App. 1993), affirmed with 
modification. 
5. State v. Searcy, Supreme Court Docket No. Unknown (appeal of denial 
of "Rule 35 motion for correction of illegal sentence filed in district 
court on October 15, 1996), Oispqsition: Searcy does not possess the 
records of this appeal and underlying Rule 35 motion but believes, to 
the best of his recollection, that the appeal was either dismissed or 
denied as being untimely filed. 
6. Searcy v. Paskett, Supreme Court Docket No. 24903 (habeas corpus under 
original jurisdiction of Supreme Court re: denial/dismissal of appeal 
of Rule 35 as untimely and applicability of prisoner "mailbox rule"), 
Disposition: Searcy does not possess the records of this habeas action 
but believes, to the best of his recollection, that it was denied. 
7. Searcy v. Idaho State Board of Correction, Supreme Court Docket No. 
27144 (petition for exercise of original jurisdiction and Writ of 
Mandate re: whether I.C. § 1-505 requ.:j,.res Idaho "Reports be delivered 
to penitentiary library), Disposition: Denied in February 2001 (unclear 
to Searcy whether denial was of exercise of original jurisdiction, 
or of Writ of Mandate,· or both). 
8. State v. Audens, Four°t4 District Magistrate.court, case No. M0407968.01 
(private citizen criminal complaints mailed to Ada County Courthouse 
on February 4, 2004, to Administrative Judge Williamson on March 24, 
2004, and to Magistrate Judge SWain on July 13, 2004), Disposition: 
dismissed due to prosecution being declined by Ada County Prosecutor. 
PLAINTIFF'S LIST OF STATE COURT AcrIONS 
OR APPEALS BROUGHT WHILE INCARCERATED - 2 
000018
9. State v. Navarro, Bower, Bourn!=, Vietz and 'Reiner, No case Numbers 
Assigned (private citizen criminal complaints mailed to Administrative 
Judge Williamson on March 24, 2004 and on June 23, 2005), Disposition: 
These private citizen criminal complaints were not presented to a 
magistrate for a detennination of probable cause as requested by citizen 
complainant Searcy. Instead, prosecution was declined by Defendant/Dep. 
Ada County Prosecutor Roger Bourne. Therefore, Searcy maintains these 
complaints were not "brought ••• in a court of this state" within the 
meaning of I.C. § 19-4221 and has listed them only for the purpose of 
"full disclosure" to the Court. 
10. State v. Audens, Fourth District Court, case No. H0401623 (appeal of 
' 'magistrate court's dismissal of No. 8, above), Disposition: appeal 
dismissed.on January· 4, 2005 due to district court's detennination that 
Searcy did not have standing to appeal. 
11 • State v. Audens, Supreme Court Docket No. 31597 ( appeal of Nos. 8 and 
1 O, above), Disposition: dismissed for reason that Searcy was not an 
aggrieved "Party" on March 28, 2005. 
12. Searcy and Asbury v. Loomis, Nettles, Idaho Department of Correction, 
and Office of Attorney General, Fourth District Court, Case No. 
CV-OC-0509718 (Amended Petition For Disclosure Of Public Records), 
Disposition: in Order On Cross Motions For Surrmary Judgment filed 
September 20, 2007, the district court concluded each party had prevailed 
in part: Petitioners' action resulted in production of requested records, 
Respondents received surrrnary judgment that denial of records was not 
done in bad faith. 
13. Searcy v. Ada County, et al., Fourth District C9urt, Case No. CVOC0610797 
(Amended Complaint filed June 23, 2006), Disposition: dismissed on 
grounds set forth in section 19-4209(1) (a) through (d) on March 19, 
2007 and April 5, 2007. .. 
14. Searcy v. Ada County, et al., Supreme Court Docket No. 34216 (appeal 
of No. 13, above), Disposition: affi:rmed by Court of Appeals by 2008 
Unpublished Opinion No •. 596,::.A!:Jgyst :1t;.s2008; appeal found frivolous, 
but was decided on merits rather than being dismissed •. 
DATED this Lf7tt day of March, 2011. 
PLAINTIFF'S LIST OF STATE CDURT AcrIONS 




CER'l'lli'ICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Plaintiff's List Of State Court Actions Or Appeals Brought While Incarcerated 
on the following named person, via the ISCI Prison Legal Mail System, 1st 
class postage prepaid, on MarchffrtJ, 2011: 
IDAHO ATl'ORNEY GENERAL 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
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Boise, :ro 83707 
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case No. CV-OC-2011-03414 
SUPPLEMENT 'IO PLAINTIFF'S LIST 
OF STATE CDURT ACI'IONS OR 
APPFALS BROUGHT WHILE INCARCERATED 
Plaintiff Barry Searcy, prose, hereby submits his Supplement To Plaintiff's 
List Of state court Actions or Appeals Brought While Incarcerated, which was 
filed on March 17, 2011. 
[, 
The reason for this supplement is that after Plaintiff fileq. his original 
list, he recalled an additional action, listed below, that, in the interest 
SUPI'I.amNT 'ID PLAINTIFF'S LIST OF STATE CDURT 
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of full disclosure, should be included for the Court's determination of 
Plaintiff's pending Request For Leave To File Civil Complaint: 
1 • State v. Nettles and Loomis ( misdemeanor Omission Of Public Duty misdemeanor 
private citizen criminal complaints mailed to Ada County Court Clerk, copy 
to Ada County Prosecutor, on November 14, 2006), Disposition: To Plaintiff's 
knowledge, these complaints were not pres~ted to a magistrate for a 
detennination of probable cause. Instead, prosecution was declined by 
the. Ada County Pros·ecutor on December 11, 2006. Therefore, Searcy maintains 
these complaints were not "brought ••• in a court of this state" within 
the meaning of I.e.§ 19-4221 and has listed them for the purpose of "full 
disclosure" to the Court. 
DATED this 7/ ff day of March, 2011 • 
Plaintiff, prose 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Supplement To Plaintiff's List Of State Court Actions Or Appeals Brought While 
Incarcerated on the following named person, via the ISCI Prison Legal Mail 
System, 1st class postage prepaid, on March -:!Is~, 2011: 
IDAHO ATI'ORNEY GENERAL 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
SUPPLEMENT 'ID PLAINTIFF'S LIST OF STATE ClXJRT 
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DEPUTY 
TN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 






IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECTION, ) 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR"RECTION, ) 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY ) 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA JANE ) 
DRESSEN,. BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, ) 
TONY MEATI'E, SUSAN FUJINAGA, ) 
THEO LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, ) 
in their official capacities and ) 
as State employees, DOES 1 through ) 
10, fictitiously named persons, ) 
) 
.Defendants. ) _______________ ) 
case No.CJ/ 0 C 11Q3414 
ORDER 
Plaintiff has submitted a request, pursuant to I .c. § 19-4221 { 1 ) , to file 
a Civil Canplaint in the above-entitled matter. After considering Plaintiff's 
request and Civil Complaint, the Court hereby GRANTS Plaintiff leave to file 
his Civil Complaint in this matter. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATID this .J1. .t&.,y of ~ , 2011. 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
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IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECTION/ ) 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF a)RREcrION; ) 
CAROLYN MELINE; JIM TIBBS; JAY ) 
NIELSEN/ ROBIN SANDY-~ ANNA JANE ) 
DRESSEN~ BRENT REINKE; PAM SONNEN; ) 
TONY MEATTE~ SUSAN FUJINAGA; ) 
<I 
THEO LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, ) 
in their official capacities and ) 
as State employees; DOES 1 through ) 
10, fictitiously named persons, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) ________________ ) 
CV O C 1103414 case No. __________ _ 
CIVIL COMPLAIN!' 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, above-named, and for causes of action against 
the Defendants, states, avers and alleges as follows: 
PREDICATE 
1. This is a civil action to redress various torts, illegal conduct and 
declaratory judgment claims, brought under the constitution and laws of the 
State of Idaho, as herein more particularly described. 
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2. The relief sought includes compensatory damages arising from the 
conduct set forth herein, costs, fees and interest, and equitable,.. declarative 
and injunctive relief. 
3. This civil action is encompassed within filing fee category A. of 
Appendix "A" of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. The filing fee of eighty-
eight dollars ($88.00) prescribed for this action was paid in full by Plaintiff 
upon the filing of this Civil Complaint in this action. 
SCDPE AND RELE.VANT TIMES 
4. The scope and relevant times of this Civil Complaint ("Complaint") 
are plead under alternative theories: (a) under Idaho's "continuing tort" 
doctrine, Plaintiff's claims reach back to May 31, 1988, when he was sentenced 
to the custody of the Board of Correction, through and continuing to the date 
of the filing of this Complaint ("relevant times"); and alternatively, 
(b) Plaintiff's claims reach back in time as far as allowed by the applicable 
statute of limitations and all allowed tolling, equitable estoppel and other 
legal p~ovisions which serve to extend and expand the scope of Plaintiff's claims 
to the greatest period of time allowed by law, through and continuing to the 
date of the filing of this Complaint (relevant times"). 
JURISDICTION 
5. The jurisdiction of this Court is invoked and secured pursuant to 
Idaho Constitution, Article I, Section 18; Article V, Section 20; and Idaho 
Code Sections 1-705, 1-1622, 6-914, 18-310(a) and 10-1201 et seq. Personal 
jurisdiction is invoked and secured pursuant to Idaho Code Section 5-514. 




6. Plaintiff Barry Searcy ( "Plaintiff Searcy") resides five ( 5) miles 
south of Boise in Ada County, Idaho and is a citizen of the State of Idaho. 
7. He is and has been an inmate under the care, custody and control of 
the Idaho State Board of Correction since May 31, 1988, and is presently housed 
at the Idaho State Correctional Institution ("ISCI") in Unit 9. His Department 
of Correction inmate number is 27413. 
Defendants: 
8. Defendant Idaho State Board of Correction ("the Board") is a State 
governmental entity created by the constitution and laws of the State of Idaho, 
and includes among the entities under its direction and control the Idaho 
Department of Correction. 
9. Defendant Idaho Department of Correction ("IIX>C") is a State 
governmental department created by the constitution and laws of the State of 
Idaho. 
1 0. Defendant Board Member Carolyn Meline ("Meline") , during relevant 
times hereto, was a citizen and resident of the state of Idaho. She is sued 
in her official capacity and as a State employee. 
11 • Defendant Board Member Jim.1 Tibbs ("Tibbs") , during relevant times 
hereto, was a citizen and resident of the State of Idaho. He is sued in his 
official capacity and as a state employee. 
12. Defendant Board Member Jay Nielsen ("Nielsen") , during relevant times 
hereto, was a citizen and resident of the State of Idaho. He is sued in his 
official capacity and as a State employee. 
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13. Defendant Board Member Robin Sandy ("Sandy") , during relevant times 
hereto, was a citizen and resident of the State of Idaho. She is sued in her 
official capacity and as a State employee. 
14. Defendant Board Member Anna Jane Dressen ("Dressen") , during relevant 
times hereto, was a citizen and resident of the State of Idaho. She is sued 
in her official capacity and as a State employee. 
15. Defendant :rrx:x::: Director Brent Reinke ("Reinke"), during relevant times 
hereto, was a citizen and resident of the State of Idaho. He is sued in his 
official capacity and as a state employee. 
16. Defendant :rrx:x::: Chief of Division of Prisons Pam Sonnen ("Sonnen"), 
during relevant times hereto, was a citizen and resident of the State of Idaho. 
She is sued in her official capacity and as a State employee. 
17. Defendant :rrx:x::: Chief of Management Services Tony Meatte ("Meatte"), 
during relevant times hereto, was a citizen and resident of the State of Idaho. 
He is sued in his official capacity and as a State employee. 
18. Defendant IDOC Deputy Chief of Management Services Susan Fuj inaga 
("Fujinaga"), during relevant times hereto, was a citizen and resident of the 
State of Idaho. She is sued in her official capacity and as a State employee. 
1 9. Defendant IDOC Executive Financial Officer· Theo Lowe ("Lowe") , 7 
during relevant times hereto, was a citizen and resident of the State of Idaho. 
She is sued in her official capacity and as a State einpil.xbyee~ 
20. Defendant :rrx:x::: Financial Specialist Sr •• Shirley Audens· ( "Audens'·''l ,:'.. · 
during: .relevant ,ti.mest heret~r, .. was a citizen and resident of the State of Idaho 
and employed by the IDOC to oversee the Inmate Accounts section and monitor 
the Inmate Management Fund ("IMF") appropriation. She is sued in her official 
capacity and as a State employee. 
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21 • Defendan~, ,OOES 1 through 10, whose number may be any number, are 
fictitiously-named persons or entities, whose true identities are presently 
unknown to Plaintiff Searcy, but each of whom is responsible, in whole or in 
part, for the wrongful conduct alleged herein. Plaintiff Searcy reserves the 
right to amend this Complaint, as further information becomes available, to 
properly identify the true names of such Defendants and the specific acts and 
omissions giving rise to their liability. 
22. Certain facts alleged herein regarding state law torts are attributable 
to employees and agents of the State of Idaho, are imputed to, and are the legal 
responsibility of, the State by virtue of the principles of agency, the doctrine 
of respondeat superior and the state statutes and case law authorizing such 
imputation of responsibility. 
23. With respect to the state torts alleged herein, Defendants Meline, 
Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonneq,, Meatte, Fujinage, Lowe and Audens 
are sued as the employees of the State of Idaho, in that their acts and omissions 
alleged herein were committed within the course and scope of their employment 
and agency. 
24. Prior to the corrmencement of this action, Plaintiff Searcy complied 
with Chapter 6, Title 6, Idaho Code, by filing a Notice of Tort Claim with the 
duly authorized agents of the State of Idaho on October 28, 2009. 
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EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 
25. Prior to bringing this action, Plaintiff Searcy exhausted all 
administrative remedies available to him by utilizing and exhausting the IDOC 
Concern Fonn /Grievance/ Appeal of Grievance process ("IDOC Grievance 
Process"). True and correct copies of documents evidencing Plaintiff Searcy's 
use and exhaustion of the IDOC Grievance Process are attached hereto as 
Appendix "A". 
FACIUAL SUMMARY 
26. During the relevant times, the Defendants corrmitted acts and omissions 
and conspired with one another in a scheme to unlawfully take and obtain moneys 
belonging to Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of other persons totaling in the 
millions of dollars. As part of the scheme, Defendants would and did abuse 
their positions and employment with the IDOC. Defendants circumvented the 
legally authorized means of raising revenue for IDOC uses, and through such 
circumvention diverted moneys belonging to Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of 
other persons to the IDOC, which had no lawful right to those moneys. The 
multifarious illegal activities and tortious conduct through which these broad 
objectives of the Defendants were carried out consisted of a complex pattern 
of individual transactions and groups of transactions. 
27. Defendants' scheme to illegally take and obtain moneys is an ongoing 
revenue raising project which has not reached completion as of the date of the 
filing of this Complaint. The scheme has inflicted, and continues to inflict, 
harms on Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of other persons. Some of the 
transactions which evidence, constitute and caused these hanns are listed in 
Appendices B and C, and are incorporated herein. The victims of Defendants' 
illegal revenue raising scheme suffered losses as a result of these transactions. 
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Some of these losses, suffer_ed by Plaintiff Searcy, are listed in Appendix "C .. 
28. In carrying out the scheme to take and obtain moneys belonging to 
Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of other persons, Defendants engaged, inter alia, 
. 
in conduct in violation of the constitution and laws of the State of Idaho, 
to wit: Idaho Code Section 20-212; Idaho Constitution Article II, Section 1; 
Article VII, Sections 2, 5 and 16; Article X, Section 1, and Idaho Code Section 
18-314. 
The Scheme to Illegally Raise Revenue for IOOC Uses. 
29. Idaho Code Section 20-212 provides that "[t]he state board of 
correction shall make all necessary rules to carry out the provisions of this 
chapter not inconsistent with express statutes of the state constitution"·and 
that the "board shall fix ••• all other rules necessary to the efficient 
management and control of the state penitentiary and all properties used in 
connection therewith." 
30. Idaho Constitution Article II, Section 1 provides that· the "powers 
of the government of this state are divided into three distinct departments 
••• and ho person or collection of persons charged with the exercise of powers 
properly belonging to one of these departments shall exercise any powers properly 
belonging to either of the others." 
31. Idaho Constitution Article VII, Section 2 provides that "[t]he 
legislature shall provide such revenue as may be needful." Section 5 of this 
article provides that "[a]ll taxes shall be uniform upon the same class of 
subjects within the territorial limits." Section 1 6 of this article provides 
that "[t]he legislature shall pass all laws necessary to carry out the provisions 
of this article." 
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32. Idaho Constitution Article X, Section 1 provides that "penal 
institutions ••• shall be established and supported by the state in such manner 
as may be prescribed by law." 
33. Idaho Code Section 18-314 provides that "no conviction of any person 
for crime works any forfeiture of any property, except in cases in which a 
forfeiture is expressly imposed by law." 
34. During the relevant times, in a scheme to circumvent the constitutional 
and statutory constraints on the legitimate means of securing revenue for IDOC 
uses, the Defendants executed, implemented, maintained and/or enforced IDOC 
policies, rules, practices and contracts as a means to take and obtain moneys 
belonging to Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of other persons totaling in the 
millions of dollars. 
35. Defendants' scheme illegally diverted moneys belonging to Plaintiff 
Searcy and thousands of other persons for IDOC uses, without express 
constitutional or statutory authority to do so, through phone and corrmissary 
sales corrmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft 
surcharges. 
36. Defendants' scheme also illegally diverted moneys belonging to the thousands 
of family, friends and associates of IDOC inmates who provide support for said 
inmates, for IDOC uses, without express constitutional or statutory authority 
to do so, through direct phone time and corrmissary purchases. 
'!11e Illegal Raising of Revenue for IIX)C Uses Through Phone Sales camri.ssions. 
37. IDOC Management Services Division Directive 114.03.03.014, Inmate 
Management Fund ("IMF") Equity sets forth that IMF moneys come from sources 
including phone revenues. 




38. Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, during relevant times hereto, executed, 
implemented, maintained and/or enforced IDOC policies, rules, practices and 
contracts under which the IDOC illegally raised revenue for its uses through 
phone sales commissions. 
39. Defendants Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga and Lowe, during relevant 
times hereto, solicited, collaborated, developed, negotiated, executed and 
monitored contracts with private telephone service providers under which the 
IDOC illegally raised revenue for its uses through phone sales corrmissions. 
40. Participant, MCI, 22001 Loudoun County Parkway, Ashburn, VA 20147, 
during relevant times hereto, negotiated and executed a contract with IDOC 
(hereinafter, "the IDOC/MCI Contract") under which the IOOC would and did 
illegally raise revenue for its uses through MCI phone sales corrmissions from 
MCI phone time purchases made by.IDOC inmates and/or their family, friends and 
associates. 
41. Participant, Verizon, 22001 Loudoun County Parkway, Ashburn, VA 20147, 
\ 
during relevant times hereto, negotiated and executed a contract with IDOC 
(hereinafter, "the !DOC/Verizon Contract") under which the IDOC would and did 
illegally raise revenue for its uses through Verizon phone sales corrmissions 
from Verizon phone time purchases made by IDOC inmates and/or their family, 
friends and associates. 
42. Participant, Public Cornnunications Services ("PCS"), Inc., 11859 
Wilshire Blvd., Suite 600, Los. Angeles, CA 90025, during relevant times hereto, 
negotiated and executed a contract with IDOC (hereinafter, "the IDOC/PCS 
Contract") under which the rooc·would, did and continues to illegally raise 
revenue for its uses through PCS phone sales commissions from PCS phone time 




purchases made by IDOC inmates and/or their family, friends and associates. 
43. The IDOC/PCS Contract provided that PCS would charge $3.80 for Collect 
calls, $3.60 for Pre-Paid Collect calls, and $3.40 for Debit calls by IDOC 
inmates. From these charges, the IDOC would raise $1.75 in revenue per Collect 
call, $2.00 in revenue per Pre-Paid Collect call, and $2.25 in revenue per Debit 
call made by IDOC inmates. 
44. From July 2005 through and continuing to the date of the filing of 
this Complaint, the IDOC received monthly phone.revenue averaging over $95,000.00 
per month and totaling over $5,200q000.00. 
45. During the relevant times hereto, Plaintiff Searcy purchased phone 
time, from which the IDOC raised revenue from phone time sales corrmissions. 
46. During relevant times hereto, the IDOC received the phone revenue 
checks via interstate mail or other facilities originating from MCI, Verizon 
and PCS; or alternatively, the IDOC sent checks (representing sales minus IDOC's 
retained corrmissions) via interstate mail or other facilities, to MCI, Verizon 
and PCS. 
47.· Defendant Audens, and/or an IlX>C inmate Banking Financial Technician 
under Audens' supervision ( a OOE Defendant) , then coded and prepared the IDOC 
phone revenue for deposit into the State Treasurer's sweep account, Miscellaneous 
Revenue Fund 0349.07, Revenue Code 1555.01. 
48. The IDOC phone revenue was subsequently appropriated back to the IMF 
from the State Treasury. 
49. Defendant Audens monitored, reviewed and ensured that the phone revenue 
was received by the IDOC and was deposited into the State Treasurer's sweep 
account and appropriated back to the IMF for IDOC uses., 
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50. During relevant times hereto, Defendant Audens generated monthly 
reports showing the phone revenues and IMF expenditures and distributed these 
reports to the Board, the IDOC Director, Administrators and all location 
managers, including Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy,'oressen, Reinke, 
Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga and Lowe. 
51. Defendants' scheme of raising revenue for IDOC uses through contractual 
phone sales corrmissions exceeds and violates the scope of rule making authority 
granted under I.C. § 20-212; illegally invades the province and powers of the 
legislature in violation of Id. Corist. Art. II,§ 1; is done without a 
legislative act authorizing said revenue raising and carried out in a manner 
constituting un-uniform taxation in violation of Id. Const. Art. VII,§§ 2, 
5 and 16; causes the support of the penal institution to be placed upon the 
inmates and their family, friends and associates rather than upon the State 
in violation of Id. Const. Art. X, § 1; and causes a forfeiture of convicts' 
property not expressly imposed by law in violation of I.e.§ 18-314. 
The Illegal Raising of Revenue for IOOC Uses Through Ccmnissary Sales 
Ccmnissions. 
52. IDOC Management Services Division Directive 114.03.03.014, Inmate 
Management Fund ("IMF") Equity sets forth that IMF moneys come from sources 
including corrmissary revenues. 
53. Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, during relevant times hereto, executed, 
implemented, maintained and/ or enforced HX)C policies, rules, practices and 
contracts under which the IDOC illegally raised revenue for its uses through 
corrmissary sales corrmissions. 
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54. Defendants Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga and Lowe, during relevant 
times hereto, solicited, collaborated, developed, negotiated, executed and 
monitored contracts with private cormnissary service providers under which the 
IIX)C illegally raised revenue for its uses through cormnissary sales corrmissions. 
55. Participant, Keefe Corrmissary Network Sales ("Keefe"), PO Box 17490, 
st. Louis, MO 63178-7490, during relevant times hereto, negotiated and executed 
a contract with !DOC (hereinafter, "the IIX:lC/Keefe Contract") under which the 
IIX:lC would, did and continues to illegally raise revenue for its uses through 
Keefe cormnissary sales corrmissions from Keefe corrmissary purchases made by IIX:lC 
inmates and/or their family, friends and associates. 
56. The IIX:lC/Keefe Contract provided that IIX:lC corrmissary revenue would 
be based upon the contractual sales percentage agreed upon by the IIX:lC and Keefe. 
57. The contractual sales percentage cormnission agreed upon by the !DOC 
and Keefe was approximately 9% of sales between July 1 , 2005 through June 30, 
I . 
2007; approximately 20% of sales between July 1 , 2007 through December 31 , 2008; 
ka approximately 25% of sales between January 1, 2009 through and continuing 
Jo the date of the filing of this Complaint. 
58. At the approximately 9% sales corrmission rate from July 1 , 2005 through 
Jiune 30 2007, the IIX:lC received monthly corrmissary revenue averaging over I , 
$22,500.00 per month and totaling over $540,000.00; at the approximately 20% 
Jales cormnission rate from July 1, 2007 through December 31, 2008, the IIX:lC 
~eived ll'Oilthl.Y revenue averaging over $52,400.00 per ll'Oilth and totaling over 
$1943, 000. 00; and at the approximately 25% sales conmission rate from January 1 , 
+09 through and continning to the date of the filing of this catplaint, the 
!DOC received monthly corrmissary revenue averaging over $62,000.00 per month 
ala totaling over $1,426,000.00. 
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59. From July 2005 through and continuing to the date of the filing of 
of this Complaint, the IOOC received corrmissary revenue totaling over 
$2,909,000.00. 
60. During the relevant times hereto, Plaintiff Searcy purchased corrmissary 
items, from which the IlX)C raised revenue from cormnisssary sales cormnissions. 
61. During relevant times hereto, the IOOC received the corrmissary revenue 
checks via interstate mail or other facilities originating from Keefe; or 
alternatively, the IDOC sent checks (representing sales minus IlX)C's retained 
corrmissions) via interstate mail or other facilities, to Keefe. 
62. Defendant Audens, and/or an IlX)C Inmate Banking Financial Technician 
under Audens' supervision ( a DOE Defendant) , then coded and prepared the IlX)C 
cormnissary revenue for deposit into the State Treasurer's sweep account, 
Miscellaneous Revenue Fund 0349.07, Revenue Code 1555.02. 
63.. The IOOC corrmissary revenue was subsequently appropriated back to 
the IMF from the state Treasury. 
64. Defendant Audens monitored, reviewed and ensured that the IOOC 
corrmissary revenue was received by the IOOC and was deposited into the State 
Treasurer's sweep account and appropriated back to the IMF for IDOC uses. 
65. During relevant times hereto, Defendant Audens generated monthly 
reports showing the corrmissary revenues and the IMF expenditures and distributed 
these reports to the Board, the IOOC Director, Administrators and all location 
managers, including Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, 
Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga and Lowe. 
66. Defendants' scheme of raising revenue for IOOC uses through contractual 
corrmissary sales corrmissions exceeds and violates the scope of rule making 
authority granted under I.e.§ 20-212; illegally invades the province and powers 
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of the legislature in violation of Id. Const. Art. II,§ 1; is done without 
a legislative act authorizing said revenue raising and carried out in a manner 
constituting un-unifonn taxation in violation of Id. Const. Art. VII,§§ 2, 
5 and 1 6; causes the support of the penal institution to be placed upon the 
' 
inmates and their family, friends and associates rather than upon the State 
in violation of Id. Const. Art. X, § 1; and causes a forfeiture of convicts' 
property not expressly imposed by law in violation of I.C. § 18-314. 
The Illegal Raising of Revenue for IlX)C Uses Through Medical Co-Pay Fees. 
67. IDOC Policy 411, Medical Co-Pay, sets forth that the IIX)C and its 
contractors charge IDOC inmates incarcerated at IIX)C facilities a co-pay fee 
for medical and pharmacy services. 
68. Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, during relevant times hereto, executed, 
implemented, maintained and/or enforced IDOC policies, rules, practices and 
contracts under which the IIX)C illegally raised revenue for its uses through 
medical co-pay fees. 
69. Medical co-pay fees revenues are used by the IDOC to offset general 
:!=und medical expenses. 
70. Participant, Correctional Medical Services ("CMS"), Inc., 12647 Olive 
Blvd., Creve Coeur, MO 63141, during relevant times hereto, ensured that the 
co-pay policy was adhered to and that the co-pay fees were charged to IDOC 
inmates. 
71. Under Policy 411 and its associated directives, standard operating 
procedur~s ("SOPs") and field memoranda, during the relevant times hereto, the 
first offender-initiated visit for sick call services were assessed a medical 
co-pay fee of three dollars ($3.00) for a physician, physician assistant, nurse, 
medical provider, dental, optometry, or emergency evaluation and treatment. 
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Each initial sick call visit that was offender initiated and not related to 
a serious chronic medical illness was assessed this medical co-pay fee. This 
medical co-pay fee was raised to five dollars ($5.00) on September 1, 2010. 
72. Under policy 411 and its associated directives, standard operating 
procedures ("SOPs") and field memoranda, during the relevant times hereto, a 
pharmacy service medical co-pay fee was also assessed to each offender who was 
dispensed over-the-counter ("arc") or prescription ("Rx") medications. The 
pharmacy service medical co-pay fee was two dollars ($2.00) per course/treatment 
or per prescription. This pharmacy service medical co-pay fee was raised to 
three dollars ($3.00) on September 1, 2010. 
73. In Fiscal Year ("FY") 2007 (July 1, 2006 through June 30, 2007), the 
IDOC received about $82,800.00 in medical co-pay fees charged to IIX)C inmates; 
in FY 2008 (July 1, 2007 through June 30, 2008), the IDOC received about 
$80,100.00 in medical co-pay fees charged to IDOC inmates; and in FY 2009 i' 
(July 1, 2008 through June 30, 2009), the IDOC received about $81,000.00 in 
medical co-pay fees charged to IIX)C inmates. Since the beginning of FY 2010 
(July 1, 2009 through and continuing to the date of the filing of this 
Complaint, the IDOC has received about $102,000.00 in medical co-pay fees 
charged to IDOC inmates. 
74. During the relevant times hereto, Plaintiff Searcy has received medical 
and pharmacy services, from which the IDOC raised revenue from medical co-pay 
fees. 
75. Defendant Audens, and/or an IIX)C Inmate Banking Financial Technician 
under Audens' supervision (a DOE Defendant), charged and collected the medical 
co-pay fees by deducting the fees from Plaintiff Searcy's Inmate Trust Account. 
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76. Defendant Audens monitored, reviewed and ensured that the medical 
co-pay.fees were received by the IDOC for IDOC uses. 
77. During the relevant times hereto, Defendant Audens generated monthly 
re:i;x::,rts showing the medical co-pay fee revenues and distributed these re:i;x::,rts 
to the Board, the IDOC Director and Administrators, including Defendants Meline, 
Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga and Lowe. 
78. Defendants' scheme of raising revenue for IIXX! uses through assessing 
medical co-pay fees exceeds and violates the scope of rule making authority 
granted under I.C. § 20-212; illegally invades the province and :i;x::,wers of the 
legislature in violation of Id. Const. Art. II,§ 1; is done without a 
legislative act authorizing said revenue raising and carried out in a manner 
constituting un-uniform taxation in violation of Id. Const. Art. VII, §§ 2, 
5 and 1 6; causes the sup:i;x::,rt of the penal institution to be placed u:i;x::,n the 
inmates and their family, friends and associates rather than u:i;x::,n the state 
in violation of Id. Const. Art. X, § 1; and causes a forfeiture of convicts' 
property not expressly im:i;x::,sed by law in violation of I.C. § 18-314. 
The Illegal Raising of Revenue for IlX::>C Uses Through.Photocopying Fees. 
79. TOOC SOP 405.02.01.001, Access To Courts, sets forth that the !DOC 
charges IlX)C inmates a fee of ten cents ($0.10) per page for photocopies. 
80.· Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, during relevant times hereto, executed, 
implemented, maintained and/or enforced IDOC :i;x::,licies, rules and practices under 
which the IOOC illegally raised revenue for its uses through photocopying fees. 
81. During the relevant times hereto, Plaintiff Searcy has been charged 
photocopying fees by the IOOC. 
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82. Defendant Audens, and/ or an IDOC Inmate Banking Technician under 
Audens' pupervision (a DOE Defendant), charged and collected the photocopying 
fees by deducting the fees from Plaintiff Searcy's Inmate Trust Account. 
83. Defendant Audens monitored, reviewed and ensured that the photocopying 
fees were received by the IDOC for IDOC uses. 
84. During relevant times hereto, Defendant Audens generated monthly 
reports showing the photocopying fee revenues and distributed these reports 
to the Board, the IDOC Director and Administrators, including Defendants Meline, 
Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga and Lowe. 
85. Defendants' scheme of raising revenue for IDOC uses through assessing 
photocopying fees exceeds and.violates the scope of rule making authority granted 
under I.C. § 20-212; illegally invades the province and powers of the legislature 
in violation of Id. Const. Art. II, § 1; is done without a legislative act 
authorizing said revenue raising and carried out in a manner constituting 
un-uniform taxation in violation of Id. Const. Art. VII, §§ 2, 5 and 16; causes 
the support of the penal institution to be placed upon the inmates and their 
family, friends and associates rather than upon the State in violation of Id. 
Const. Art. X, § 1 ; and causes a forfeiture of convicts' property not expressly 
imposed by law in violation of I.C. § 18-314. 
The Illegal Raising of Revenue for IIXJC Uses Through Hobby Craft Surcharges. 
86. IDOC SOP 608.02.00.001, Hobby Craft, sets forth that the IDOC charges 
IDOC inmates a 5% surcharge on their hobby craft purchas~s~, 
87. Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, during relevant times hereto, executed, 
implemented, maintained and/or enforced IDOC policies, rules and practices under 
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which the IDOC illegally raised ~evenue for its uses through hobby craft 
surcharges. 
88. During the relevant times hereto, Plaintiff Searcy has been charged 
hobby craft surcharges by the IDOC. 
89. Defendant Audens, and/or an IDOC Inmate Banking Financial Technician 
under Audens' supervision ( a OOE Defendant) , charged and collected the hobby 
craft surcharges by deducting them from Plaintiff Searcy's Inmate Trust Account. 
90. Defendant Audens monitored, reviewed and ensured that the hobby craft 
surcharges were received by the IDOC for IDOC uses. 
91. During relevant times hereto, Defendant Audens generated monthly 
reports showing the hobby craft surcharge revenues and distributed these reports 
to the Board, the IDOC Director and .Administrators, including Defendants Meline, 
Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga and Lowe. 
92. Defendants' scheme of raising revenue for IDOC uses through assessing 
hobby craft surcharges exceeds and violates the scope of rule making authority 
granted under I.C. § 20-212; illegally invades the province and powers of the 
legislature in violation of Id. Const. Art. II,§ 1; is done without a 
legislative act authorizing said revenue raising and carried out in a manner 
. . 
constituting un-unifonn taxation in violation of Id. Const. Art. VII,§§ 2, 
5 and 16; causes the support of the penal institution to be placed upon the 
inmates'and their family, friends and associates rather than upon the state 
in violation of Id. Const. Art. X, § 1; and causes a forfeiture of convicts' 
property not expressly imposed by law in violation of I.C. § 18-314. 
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STATE LAW CLAIMS 
State Declaratory Judgment Claims 
COUNI' I 
Violation of Idaho Code Section 20-212; 
Idaho Constitution, Article II, § 1; 
Article VII,§§ 2, 5 and 16; 
Article X, § 1; and Idaho Code§ 18-314; 
Under Idaho Code §§ 10-1201 et seq. 
93. Plaintiff Searcy hereby re-alleges and incorporates the preceding 
and following paragraphs as part of this Count. 
94. The question to be detennined here is this: Does the raising of 
revenue for roo:::: uses by Defendants, the Board, the IIX>C, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, 
Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujin3.ga, Lowe and Audens, through phone 
and commissary conmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby 
craft surcharges, exceed and violate , the scope of rule making authority granted 
under Idaho Code Section 20-212; and/or violate the provisions of Idaho 
Constitution, Article II, Section 1; Article VII, Sections 2, 5 and/or 16; 
Article X, Section 1; and/or Idaho Code Section 18-314? 
95. There exists an issue in dispute and a justicable controversy between 
the parties, that is, Plaintiff Searcy asserts, avers, maintains and alleges 
that these Defendants' raising of revenue for IDJC uses through phone and 
conmissary conmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft 
surcharges, exceeds and violates the scope of rule making authority granted 
under Idaho Code Section 20-212; and violates the provisions of Idaho 
Constitution, Article II, Section 1; Article VII, Sections 2, 5 and 16; 
Article X, Section 1; and Idaho Code Section 18-314; whereas these Defendants 
maintain that their raising of revenue for IIX>C uses through phone and cornmissary 
cornmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges, 
does not violate these provisions of Idaho's statutes and constitution. 
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96. During the relevant times, these Defendants raised revenue for IDOC 
uses through phone and corrmissary corrmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying 
fees and hobby craft surcharges. 
97. During the relevant times, Plaintiff Searcy purchased phone time and 
corrmissary items, and paid medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby 
craft surcharges, from which these Defendants raised revenue for IDOC uses. 
98. As a result of the acts and omissions of these Defendants, Plaintiff 
Searcy's rights were violated. 
99. WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Searcy prays that this honorable court make and 
enter its declaratory judgment affording the parties a definite answer to the 
question posed in paragraph 94, above, and declare that: The raising of revenue 
for IDOC uses by Defendants, the Board, the IDOC, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, 
Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, through phone and 
corrmissary corrmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft 
surcharges, exceeds and violates the scope of rule making authority granted 
under Idaho Code Section 20-212; and violates the provisions of Idaho 
Constitution, Article II, Section 1; Article VII, Sections 2, 5 and 16; 
Article X, Section 1; and Idaho Code Section 18-314. 
100. As the proximate cause of the conduct of Defendants, the Board, the 
IDOC, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, 
Lowe and Audens, Plaintiff Searcy was injured, as more fully described below. 
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Govemnental Tort Claims under the Idaho Tort Claims Act ( "ITCA") 
rouNI' II 
Negligent Acts and Omissions, Conversion, and 
Negligent Training and Supervision 
By Board and IOOC E}nployees, 
Under the ITCA 
101. Plaintiff Searcy hereby re-alleges and incorporates the preceding 
and following paragraphs as part of this Count. 
102. During the relevant times, Defendants, the Board, the IDOC, Meline, 
Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and 
Audens, had independent, non-delegable·duties of their own, and independent, 
non-delegable duties to train, supervise and control their employees and 
subordinates, to: 
a. constrain themselves to only raising revenue for IDOC uses through 
means expressly authorized by the state constitution and statutes; and 
b. refrain from violating the rights of Idaho citizens and prisoners. 
1 03. These Defendants knew and appreciated that these duties existed to 
protect citizens and prisoners, including Plaintiff Searcy, from violations 
of their rights and from tortious conduct; and also knew that without proper 
training; supervision and control of their employees and subordinates it was 
foreseeable that such transgressions would occur. 
104~ These Defendants further knew and appreciated that these duties are 
part of the course and scope of their employment with the Board and IDOC. 
105. These Defendants, and their employees and subordinates, negligently 
corrmitted acts and omissions, including engaging in a scheme to circumvent the 
constitutional and statutory constraints on the legitimate means of securing 
revenue for IDOC uses, whereby these Defendants, and their employees and 
subordi~tes, executed, implemented, maintained and/or enforced IDOC policies, 
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rules, practices and contracts as a means to take and obtain moneys belonging 
to Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of other persons, totaling in the millions 
of dollars. 
1 06. These Defendants knew, or had reason to know, that their employees 
and subordinates, including Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, 
Sonnen, .Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, had a propensity to improperly raise 
revenues for IDOC uses and to violate the rights of citizens and prisoners. 
107. The acts and omissions of these Defendants also constitute the tort 
of conversion, that is, these Defendants did commit an act of dominion wrongfully 
exerted over Plaintiff Searcy's (and thousands of other persons') personalty 
in denial or unwarranted interference with Plaintiff Searcy's (and thousands 
of other persons' ) rights. 
108. These acts and omissions also constitute negligent supervision and 
training by these Defendants. 
109. In conmitting these acts and omissions, these Defendants failed or 
refused to exercise ordinary care in the course and scope of their employment. 
110. These acts and omissions were not in the nature of discretionary 
policy or planning activities. 
111. 'Ihese Defendants, and their employees and subordinates, did abuse 
and exceed their positions and authorities of their employment. 
112. As the proximate cause of the conduct and negligence of Defendants, 
the Board, the IOOC, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, Plaintiff Searcy was injured, as more fully 
described below. 




State Civil Conspiracy 
To Ccmnit Tortious Acts and Omissions, and 
To Violate Idaho's Constitution and statutes 
113. Plaintiff Searcy hereby re-alleges and incorp::>rates the preceding 
and following paragraphs as part of this Count. 
114. During the relevant times, Defendants, the Board, the IDOC, Meline, 
Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and 
Audens, engaged in a plan, design and conspiracy to execute, implement, maintain 
and/or enforce IDOC policies, rules, practices and contracts which illegally 
raised revenue for IDOC uses by diverting moneys belonging to Plaintiff Searcy 
and thousands of other persons, totaling in the millions of dollars, without 
express state constitutional and/or statutory authority to do so. 
115. These illegal di versions of moneys were done in furtherance of and 
for the purposes of the plan, design and conspiracy, were tortious and violated 
Plaintiff Searcy's rights and the state constitution and statutes. 
116. The tortious conduct and violations of Plaintiff Searcy's rights 
and state constitution and statutes were proximately caused by the plan, design 
cilild conspiracy of these Defendants. 
117. As the proximate cause of the plan, design and conspiracy of 
Defendants, the Board, the IDOC, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, 
Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, Plaintiff Searcy was injured, as 
more fully described below. 
DAMAGFS 
118. Plaintiff Searcy hereby re-alleges and incorp::>rates the following 
paragraphs as to each and every count, claim and cause of action stated herein. 
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119. The Defendants' scheme to illegally divert, take and obtain moneys 
belonging to Plaintiff Searcy and t,housands of other persons has had a pervasive, 
draining and debilitating impact on Plaintiff Searcy's property and the resources 
available to him. 
120. Plaintiff Searcy was not only directly injured by having to pay 
illegal medical co-pay fees, hobby craft surcharges and photocopy fees, he was 
also directly injured by having to pay more for the purchase of commissary items 
and phone time than he would have had to pay without Defendants' scheme. He 
was also directly injured by having to pay more for sales taxes due to the 
wrongfully increased prices of these purchases. A schedule of some of Plaintiff 
Searcy's fee payments and purchases are listed in Appendix C, and incorporated 
herein. 
121. Plaintiff Searcy has sustained, and will in the future sustain, 
economic losses in am amount to be detennined at trial. 
122. The Defendants' conduct was tortious, and violated Plaintiff Searcy's 
rights and the state constitution and statutes. 
123. The Defendants knew, or should have known, that their acts and 
omissions were illegal and violated Plaintiff Searcy's rights. Their acts and 
omissions were done in bad faith. 
124~ In connection with the activities giving rise to this action, the 
Defendants intentionally violated Plaintiff Searcy's rights and the state 
constitution and statutes, acted with malice, insult, intent and knowledge, 
and acted willfully, wantonly and with reckless disregard to the rights of 
Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of others. 




125. The conduct attributable to the Defendants herein was an extreme 
deviation from acceptable standards, corrmitted with malice and reckless disregard 
for the likely consequences, by reason of which Plaintiff Searcy reserves leave 
to hereafter amend his Complaint, pursuant to Idaho Code Section 6-1604, to 
add a prayer for punitive damages for each count, claim and cause of action 
and against each Defendant. 
RELIEF REQUFSTED 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Searcy requests that judgment be entered against 
Defendants, the Board, the IDOC, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, 
Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, jointly and severally, for: 
1 • Compensatory, economic damages, in an amount to be determined at trial; 
2. pre- and post-judgment interest; 
3. costs and fees incurred; 
4. Equitable, declarative and injunctive relief against Defendants in 
the form of such related orders as might be appropriate, including but 
not limited to: 
a. Declaring that: The raising of revenue for IDOC uses by 
Defendants, through phone and commissary corrmissions, medical co-pay fees, 
photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges, exceeds and violates the 
scope of rule making authority granted under Idaho Code Section 20-212; 
and violates the provisions of Idaho Constitution, Article II, Section 1; 
Article VII, Sections 2, 5 and 16; Article x, Section 1 ; and Idaho Code 
Section 18-314; 
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b. Declaring that: IIX)C Management Services Di vision Directive 
114.03.03.014, Inmate Management Fund Equity, IIX)C Policy 411, Medical 
Co-Pay, IIX)C Standard Operating Procedure 405.02.01.001, Access To Courts, 
and IIX)C Standard Operating Procedure 608.02.00.001, Hobby Craft, and their 
related IIX)C policies, directives, standard operating procedures and field 
memoranda, to the extent that they raise revenue for IIX)C uses through 
phone and commissary commissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees 
and hobby craft surcharges, are invalid, and exceed and violate the scope 
of rule making authority granted under Idaho Code Section 20-212; and · 
violate the provisions of Idaho Constitution, Article II, Section I, 
Article VII, Sections 2, 5 and 16; Article X, Section I; and Idaho Code 
Section 18-314; 
c. Orders permanently enjoining Defendants from raising revenue 
for IIX)C uses through phone and corrmissary corrmissions, medical co-pay 
fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges; and 
5. Such other relief as is just and equitable under the circumstances. 
DATED this 7-EL day of ~.~ , 20J..L. 
Plaintiff, Prose 
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Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 9-B-39A 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, Prose 
IN THE DISTRICT CDURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 






IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CDRRECI'ION, ) 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CDRRECI'ION, ) 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY ) 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA JANE ) 
DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, ) 
TONY MEATI'E, SUSAN FUJINAGA, ) 
THED LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, ) 
in their official capacities and ) 
as State employees; DOES 1 through ) 
10, fictitiously named persons, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) ________________ ) 
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SEARCY, BARRYINGTON EUGENE 
27413 
I Offender Grievance Information 
Date Received: 09/25/2009 
The problem is: 
Location: ISCI 
Number: II 090001262 
Category: CONDITIONS OF 
Inmate monies, including my own, stemming from phone / commissary commissions, laundry fees, vending machines, 
medical co-pay, copying fees, hobby boxes, etc. are being taken to fund IDOC expenditures. There is no constitutional or 
statutory authority to take and raise revenue in this manner. If you maintain that these takings and revenue raising is legal, 
please cite the statute you rely on for your authority to do this. 
I have tried to solve this problem informally by: 
Concern form dated 9/14/09 to Shirley Audens, answered by Terrie Rosenthal on 9/21/09 (yellow attached). 
I suggest the following solution for the problem: 
Please stop taking monies and raising revenue in this illegal manner and please reimburse myself and all other IDOC 
inmates, and their family and friends who have had money taken by these practices. Thank You. 
I Level 1 - Initial Response 
Date Forwarded: 09/28/2009 Date Returned: 09/28/2009 
Date Due Back: 10/08/2009 Level 1 Responder: AUDENS, SHIRLEY A 
The response from the staff member or person in charge of the area/operation being grieved: 
Idaho code, in conjunction with the Idaho Administrative Code, gives the Board of Correction authority to establish "rules 
necessary to the efficient management and control of the state penitentiary and all properties used in connection therewith." 
When the court places an inmate in the custody of the Dept. of Correction, they are required to follow the policies, 
procedures, field memorandums, post orders, and SOP's authorized by the Board of Correction. 
Since the law is being adhered to, no refund is owed to the inmate. 
Shirley Audens, Financial Specialist Sr. 
Inmate Accounts 
Sept. 28, 2009 
Date: 10/IS/2009 12:19 
CIS/Facilities/Main/Misc/Grievance Detail 




II 090001262 SEARCY, BARR YING'! ON EUGENE 
I Level 2 - Reviewing Authority Response 
Date Forwarded: 09/29/2009 




Your grievence has been reviewed and I find: 
27413 
Grievance Disposition: 
Level 2 Responder: 




There is nothing illegal about charging offenders for fees. The State ofldaho law has given the Idaho Dept of Correction?s 
Board the authority to ?make all rules, necessary to the efficient management and control of the state penitentiary,? as 
outlined in Title 20 , State Prison and County Jails, Chapter 2. 
Rules are defined as law, policy, procedure, statements, intra-department memoranda, or any written statement given by the 
department or the board. 
Further the Idaho Administrative Code for the Idaho Dept of Correction, Rules of the Board of Correction {IDAPA 06? 
Board of Correction) allows the Director of the Agency to assume all authority, powers, functions and duties as delegated 
by the Board, as found under legal authority section. 
Further, these rules allow for the establishment of Offender Accounts and ?for the withdrawal of funds to satisfy inmate?s 
financial obligations.? 
Maintenance of Offender Funds, Policy 410, specifically allows the director of the Department of Correction, or his 
designee, to formulate regulations for the withdrawal or withholding of offender funds. 
This is all law. And these laws and rules allow the Idaho Dept of Correction to create, define, and assess any fees to 
offenders they deem necessary. 
The fees mentioned on the concern form are all legal assessments, for services provided by the Idaho Dept of Correction. 
We have every legal right to assess (or charge) these fees (or any other fees that are formulated regulations by the Director 
and approved by the board) to Mr. Searcy, and all offenders incarcerated or in the custody ofIDOC. Not only is this legal, 
but it is the right thing to do. These co-pays are used to offset actual general fund expenditures, paid by the citizens of the 
State ofldaho, for the offenders. 
As long as Mr. Searcy uses these services, his account will be accessed the fees. His request is denied. 
TheoM.Lowe 
Executive Financial Officer 
I Offender Appeal 
Offender Comments: 
I incorporate herein my concern form' dated September 14, 2009 (yellow attached) and grievance No II 09000162. The 
provision ofldaho's Constitution, ART. II, S 1; ART. III, S 14; ART. VIII, S S 2, 5 and 16; and ART. X, S 1, prohibit 
raising revenues for the IDOC except through express, uniform taxation laws, passed by the legislature via revenue bills 
originating in the house of representatives. IDOC's general rule making authority does not neet the constitutional 
requirements for the raising of revenues/ charging fees. 
Concern form dated 9/14/09 to Shirley Audens, answered by Terrie Rosenthal on 9/21/09 (yellow attached), plus submitted 
format- grievance No II 090001262, and now this Appeal of grievance. 
Please stop taking monies and raising revenue in this illegal manner. and please reimburse myself and all other IDOC 
inmates, and their family and friends who have had money taken by these practices. Thank you. 
Date: 10/IS/2009 12:19 
CIS/Facilities/Main/Misc/Grievance Detail 
Created By: jwhittin Page 2 of 3 
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II 090001262 SEARCY, BARRYING'!ON EUGENE 
I Level 3 - Appellate Authority Response 
Date Appealed: 
Date Forwarded: 















I can only reiterate what has been stated in the previous two responses. We, as citizens ofldaho need to pay some financial 
obligation for services rendered. Whether incarcerated or not, paying for services are not unusual for anyone. A fact for 
you to contemplate, taxpayers ofldaho pays at least $50.00 for each day you are incarcerated in the State ofldaho. I am 
sure many of your family members and friends are taxpayers and are assisting you in your living situation. So by asking 
incarcerated citizens ofldaho to help bear a minimal amount of this taxpayer burden by paying through fees for services is 
more than fair and responsible. 
The IDOC is doing nothing illegal charging various fees to incarcerated individuals. This is common practice in all state 
correctional agencies in this country. The vast majority of your living expenses provided to you are graciously funded by 
the taxpayers ofldaho. (Housing, programming, food, etc.) . 
I am sure in these tough economic times no one wants to pay fees or taxes, but by providing various services and privileges 
to you, fees to the department offset your living expenses to the taxpayer. Therefore, we will not be refunding you any fees 
for services rendered. 
Again, if there is still some confusion, please refer to the policies noted in the prior two responses. Ms. Lowe has referred 
to a number of documents that will satisfy your request to cite the statues and policies you require. 
Susan Fujinaga 
Deputy Chief? Management Services 
Date: 10/lS/2009 12:19 
CIS/Facilities/Main/Misc/Grievance Detail 
Created By: jwbittin 
l}pp{;ll/()1x. A- -6 
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Date IDOC IMF Report Description of Transaction Complaint 
FY-2006 
Jul-05 $104,664.12 MCI-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Aug-05 $111,676.07 MCI-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Sep-05 $101,588.17 MCI-IDOC Phone Commission <][<JI 37-51 
Oct-05 $101,503.48 MCI-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Nov-05 $93,974.12 MCI-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Dec-05 $94,749.72 MCI-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Jan-06 $90,583.03 MCI-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<][ 37-51 
Feb-06 $85,729.06 Verizon-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<Jl 37-51 
Mar-06 $89,317.42 Verizon-I DOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Apr-06 $86,174.36 Verizon-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
May-06 $47,146.67 Verizon-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Jun-06 $79,171.72 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
$1,086,277.94 
FY-2007 
Jul-06 $90,485.88 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<Jl 37-51 
Aug-06 $81,075.63 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Sep-06 $83,893.18 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Oct-06 $82,496.32 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Nov-06 $79,654.46 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <][<JI 37-51 
Dec-06 $88,128.51 PCS-IDOC Phone·commission <JI<][ 37-51 
Jan-07 $92,875.51 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Feb-07 $112,099.91 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JICJI 37-51 
Mar-07 $103,452.51 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission CJICJI 37-51 
Apr-07 $93,221.05 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <][<JI 37-51 
May-07 $105,341.65 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Jun-07 $105,186.26 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <J[CJI 37-51 
$1,117,910.87 
FY-2008 
Jul-07 $105,915.84 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Aug-07 $101,853.94 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI':[ 37-51 
Sep-07 $103,948.02 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Oct-07 $106,417.19 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission 'I[<JI 37-51 
Nov-07 $99,147.38 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <J['I[ 37-51 
Dec-07 $97,895.82 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission 'I[<jf 37-51 
Jan-08 $98,588.66 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Feb-08 $108,115.04 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission Cj[<JI 37-51 
Mar-08 $101,878.63 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
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.. 
Apr-08 $101,362.91 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
May-08 $110,665.20 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Jun-08 $103,280.53 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI'll 37-51 
$1,239,069.16 
FY-2009 
Jul-08 $108,314.85 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Aug-08 $105,211.04 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Sep-08 $103,550.25 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Oct-08 $104,394.58 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Dec-08 $200,435.43 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Jan-09 $97,184.69 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Feb-09 $107,856.20 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Mar-09 $106,983.93 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Apr-09 $99,004.19 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
May-09 $107,710.40 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Jun-09 $108,159.01 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
$1,248,804.57 
FY-2010 
Jul-09 $114,297.08 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Aug-09 $101,350.95 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
Sep-09 $100,006.02 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <Jl<JI 37-51 
Nov-09 $198,527.49 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JICJ[ 37-51 
Dec-09 $103,246.10 PCS-IDOC Phone Commission <JI<JI 37-51 
$617,427.64 
Amount Per 
Date IDOC IMF Report Description of Transaction Complaint 
FY-2006 
Jul-05 $17,481.15 9% Keefe-I DOC Commissary Commission <JI<j[ 52-66 
Aug-05 $21,669.56 9% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission CJ[<JI 52-66 
Sep-05 $18,719.71 9% Keefe-I DOC Commissary Commission <JI<JI 52-66 
Oct-05 $21,734.38 9% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <JI<JI 52-66 
Nov-05 $19,256.08 9% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <JI<JI 52-66 
Dec-OS $21,126.16 9% Keefe-I DOC Commissary Commission <JI<.![ 52-66 
Jan-06 $21,301.28 9% Keefe-I DOC Commissary Commission <Jl<JI 52-66 
Feb-06 $18,366.62 9% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <j[Cj[ 52-66 
Mar-06 $21,192.75 9% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <J['l[ 52-66 
Apr-06 $20,943.66 9% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <JI<j[ 52-66 
May-06 $24,592.78 9% Keefe-I DOC Commissary Commission <j[<j[ 52-66 
Jun-06 $32,566.76 9% Keefe-I DOC Commissary Commission <j[<j[ 52-66 
$258,950.89 




Jul-06 $21,388.97 9% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Aug-06 $22,855.41 9% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Sep-06 $20,760.66 9% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Oct-06 $24,202.96 9% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Nov-06 $23,321. 78 9% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Dec-06 $20,586.76 9% Keefe-I DOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Jan-07 $24,967.94 9% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Feb-07 $19,587.55 9% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Mar-07 $23,794.11 9% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Apr-07 $23,074.36 9% Keefe-I DOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
May-07 $26,438.65 9% Keefe-I DOC Commissary Commission <_[<JI 52-66 
Jun-07 $48,066.01 9% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
$299,045.16 
FY-2008 
Jul-07 $55,901.77 20% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Aug-07 $55,858.92 20% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Sep-07 $49,772.76 20% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<][ 52-66 
Oct-07 $58,658.74 20% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<JI 52-66 
Nov-07 $48,984.95 20% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Dec-07 $55,746.28 20% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Jan-08 $49,289.83 20% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Feb-08 $47,390.53 20% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Mar-08 $56,378.15 20% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Apr-08 $53,453.19 20% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<][ 52-66 
May-08 $50,620.94 20% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Jun-08 $76,208.61 20% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <JI<_[ 52-66 
$658,264.67 
FY-2009 
Jul-08 $52,647.37 20% Keefe-I DOC Commissary Commission <_[<_[ 52-66 
Aug-08 $45,149.47 20% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <JI<_[ 52-66 
Sep-08 $50,437.65 20% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<JI 52-66 
Oct-08 $48,870.89 20% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <JI<][ 52-66 
Nov-08 $45,587.27 20% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <JI<_[ 52-66 
Dec-08 $55,294.32 20% Keefe-I DOC Commissary Commission <JI<_[ 52-66 
Jan-09 $59,018.73 25% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <JI<][ 52-66 
Feb-09 $63,372.51 25% Keefe-I DOC Commissary Commission <JI<][ 52-66 
Mar-09 $72,229.01 25% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <_[<JI 52-66 
Apr-09 $66,682.43 25% Keefe-I DOC Commissary Commission <][9[ 52-66 
May-09 $63,286.51 25% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <JI<][ 52-66 
Jun-09 $81,073.79 25% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission <JI<JI 52-66 
$703,649.95 




Jul-09 $62,579.23 25% Keefe-I DOC Commissary Commission 'll'll 52-66 
Aug-09 $59,244.71 25% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission 'll'll 52-66 
Sep-09 $59,874.60 25% Keefe-I DOC Commissary Commission '][<JI 52-66 
Oct-09 $52,134.77 25% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Commission 'll'll 52-66 
Nov-09 $61,630.82 25% Keefe-IDOC Commissary Coimnission <JI<JI 52-66 
$295,464.13 
Amount Per 
Date IDOC Report Description of Transaction Complaint 
FY-2007-2010 
FY-2007 $82,800.00 Est. Combined Medical Co-Pay for FY-2007 <JI'][ 67-78 
FY-2008 $80,100.00 Est. Combined Medical Co-Pay for FY-2008 'll'll 67-78 
FY-2009 $81,000.00 Est. Combined Medical Co-Pay for FY-2009 <JI<JI 67-78 
FY-2010 $80,000.00 Est. Combined Medical Co-Pay for FY-2010 'll'll 67-78 
Est. Combined Medical. Co-Pay for FY-2011 
FY-2011 $33,000.00 (July 1, 2010 through November 30, 2010) 'll'll 67:...78 
$356,900.00 
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APPEND:IX C 
Total Sales I 
Date TX Amount Description of Estimated Loss Complaint 
FY-1989 
Jul-88 $67.45 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <]I<JI 52-66 
Aug-88 $10.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <JI'][ 52-66 
Sep-88 $57.40 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* ']['][ 52-66 
Oct-88 $7.75 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <]I<]l 52-66 
Nov-88 $20.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* '][<]I 52-66 
Dec-88 $85.75 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <.lf<]l 52-66 
Jan-89 $45.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <JI'][ 52-66 
Feb-89 $24.15 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* ']['][ 52-66 
Mar-89 $15.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <.lf<]l 52-66 
Apr-89 $123.60 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* ']['][ 52-66 
May'-89 $54.50 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <[<[ 52-66 
Jun-89 $15.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <['JI 52-66 
$525.60 $105.12 
FY-1990 
Jul-89 $30.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <[<[ 52-66 
Aug-89 $40.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <[<[ 52-66 
Sep-89 $34.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <['JI 52-66 
Oct-89 $70.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <['JI 52-66 
Nov-89 $41. 70 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* '][<[ 52-66 
Dec-89 $30.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* '][<[ 52-66 
Jan-90 $15.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* ']['][ 52-66 
Feb-90 $20.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <[<[ 52-66 
Mar-90 $25.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <['JI 52-66 
Apr-90 $45.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <[<[ 52-66 
May-90 $295.20 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* ']['][ 52-66 
Jun-90 $18.55 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* i<JI 52-66 
$664.45 $132.89 
Nov-89 $0.15 Hobbycraft Surcharge <[<]I 86-92 
$0.15 $0.15 
FY-1991 
Jul-90 $30.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <JI<JI 52-66 
Aug-90 $71. 05 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <JI<JI 52-66 
Sep-90 $27.25 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <JI<JI 52-66 
Oct-90 $40.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <JI<JI 52-66 
Dec-90 $10.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <JI<JI 52-66 
Jan-91 $31.10 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <JI<JI 52-66 
Feb-91 $20.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <JI<]l 52-66 
Mar-91 $10.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <]I<]l 52-66 
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Apr-91 $47.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* 'II'II 52-66 
May-91 $35.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* cncn 52-66 
Jun-91 $52.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* cncn 52-66 
$373.40 $74.68 
Jun-91 $0.15 Photocopy Fees <JI<[ 79-85 
$0.15 $0.15 
Jul-90 $1.52 Hobbycraft Surcharge cncn 86-92 
Aug-90 $1. 34 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j['[ 86-92 
Sep-90 $1. 89 Hobbycraft Surcharge 'II'II 86-92 
Oct-90 $1.17 Hobbycraft Surcharge cncn 86-92 
Nov-90 $5.94 Hobbycraft Surcharge 'II'II 86-92 
Dec-90 $1.46 Hobbycraft Surcharge 'II'II 86-92 
Jan-91 $0.59 Hobbycraft Surcharge 'II'II 86-92 
Feb-91 $2.85 Hobbycraft Surcharge 'II'II 86-92 
Mar-91 $1. 06 Hobbycraft Surcharge 'II'II 86-92 
$17.82 $17.82 
FY-1992 
Jul-91 $40.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* 'II'II 52-66 
Aug-91 $123.90 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* 'II'II 52-66 
Sep-91 $35.00 ,20% Markup on Commissary Sales* 'II'II 52-66 
Oct-91 $90.80 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* 'II'II 52-66 
Nov-91 $48.40 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* 'II'II 52-66 
Dec-91 $196. 00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* 'II'II 52-66 
Jan-92 $40.00 20% Markup on C?mmissary Sales* 'II'II 52-66 
Feb-92 $100.65 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* 'II'II 52-66 
Mar-92 $40.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* 'II'II 52-66 
Apr-92 $45.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* 'II'II 52-66 
May-92 $42.85 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* 'II'II 52-66 
Jun-92 $40.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* 'II'II 52-66 
$842.60 $168.52 
Jul-91 $0.65 Photocopy Fees 'II'II 79-85 
Jan-92 $0.35 Photocopy Fees 'II'II 79-85 
$1.00 $1.00 
Oct-91 $1. 87 Hobbycraft Surcharge <[Cj[ 86-92 
Dec-91 $0.16 Hobbycraft Surcharge 'H 86-92 
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May-92 $1.38 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<j[ 86-92 
Jun-92 $0.37 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<j[ 86-92 
$3.78 $3.78 
FY-1993 
Jul-92 $40.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Aug-92 $52.85 20% Ma;r-kup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Sep-92 $15.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Oct-92 $10.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Nov-92 $15.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Dec-92 $50.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Jan-93 $10.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Feb-93 $60.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Mar-93 $20.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Apr-93 $43.60 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* 9£9£ 52-66 
May-93 $45.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Jun-93 $34.75 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
$396.20 $79.24 
Jan-93 $2.45 Photocopy Fees 'H 79-85 
Apr-93 $5.25 Photocopy Fees <j[9{ 79-85 
May-93 $0.60 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
$8.30 $8.30 
Jul-92 $1.42 Hobbycraft Surcharge <J!i 86-92 
Aug-92 $4.49 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<j[ 86-92 
Sep-92 $7.05 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j['JI 86-92 
Oct-92 $3.15 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<j[ 86-92 
Nov-92 $1.16 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<j[ 86-92 
Dec-92 $2.40 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<j[ 86-92 
Jan-93 $1. 94 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<j[ 86-92 
Feb-93 $1.08 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<j[ 86-92 
Apr-93 $7.66 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<j[ 86-92 
May-93 $3.36 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<j[ 86-92 
Jun-93 $9.56 Hobbycraft Surcharge 9£9{ 86-92 
$43.27 $43.27 
FY-1994 
Jul-93 $37.20 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <_![9{ 52-66 
Aug-93 $20.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* ii 52-66 
Sep-93 $35.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[Cj[ 52-66 
Oct-93 $15.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* 9[<j[ 52-66 
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Nov-93 $15.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Dec-93 $20.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Jan-94 $20.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Feb-94 $30.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[':JI 52-66 
Mar-94 $45.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[':JI 52-66 
Apr-94 $20.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
May-94 $25.40 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Jun-94 $20.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
$302.60 $60.52 
Jan-94 $5.20 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
Feb-94 $2.25 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
$7.45 $7.45 
Aug-93 $2.28 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<Jl 86-92 
Sep-93 $9.74 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<j[ 86-92 
Oct-93 $0.35 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<j[ 86-92 
Nov-93 $1. 44 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<j[ 86-92 
Jan-94 $0.78 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<j[ 86-92 
Mar-94 $1.22 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<j[ 86-92 
Apr-94 $1.73 Hobbycraft Surcharge ':JI<j[ 86-92 
May-94 $1. 89 Hobbycraft Surcharge <J[i 86-92 
Jun-94 $3.25 Hobbycraft Surcharge <Jli 86-92 
$22.68 $22.68 
FY-1995 
Jul-94 $43.80 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <Jli 52-66 
Aug-94 $80.20 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <Jl<j[ 52-66 
Sep-94 $40.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <J[91 52-66 
Oct-94 $70.90 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <Jl<j[ 52-66 
Nov-94 $96.20 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Dec-94 $124.75 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Jan-95 $60.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Feb-95 $40.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<Jl 52-66 
Mar-95 $40.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
Apr-95 $80.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<j[ 52-66 
May-95 $75.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* 91<.II 52-66 
Jun-95 $80.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* <j[<Jl 52-66 
$830.85 $166.17 
Sep-94 $5.00 Photocopy Fees (j[':JI 79-85 
Jan-95 $1. 60 Photocopy Fees 9191 79-85 
$6.60 $6.60 
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Jul-94 $0.11 Hobbycraft Surcharge '1['1[ 86-92 
Aug-94 $2.41 Hobbycraft Surcharge '1['1[ 86-92 
Sep-94 $3.12 Hobbycraft Surcharge '1['1[ 86-92 
Oct-94 $1. 41 Hobbycraft Surcharge '1['1[ 86-92 
Nov-94 $2.60 Hobbycraft Surcharge '1['1[ 86-92 
Dec-94 $0.98 Hobbycraft Surcharge '1['1[ 86-92 
Mar-95 $0.44 Hobbycraft Surcharge '1['1[ 86-92 
May-95 $0.29 Hobbycraft Surcharge '1['1[ 86-92 
Jun-95 $0.96 Hobbycraft Surcharge '1['1[ 86-92 
$12.32 $12.32 
FY-1996 
Jul-95 $256.80 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* '1['1[ 52-66 
Aug-95 $95.25 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* '1['1[ 52-66 
Sep-95 $80.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* '1['1[ 52-66 
Oct-95 $41. 85 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* '1['1[ 52-66 
Nov-95 $170.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* '1['1[ 52-66 
Dec-95 $120.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* '1['1[ 52-66 
Jan-96 $80.00 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* '1['1[ 52-66 
Feb-96 $98.50 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* '1['1[ 52-66 
Mar-96 $46.35 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* '1['1[ 52-66 
Jun-96 $153.02 20% Markup on Commissary Sales* '1['1[ 52-66 
_$1,141. 77 $228.35 
Sep-95 $0.95 Photocopy Fees '1['1[ 79-85 
May-96 $0.65 Photocopy Fees '1['1[ 79-85 
$1.60 $1.60 
Sep-95 $0.87 Hobbycraft Surcharge '1['1[ 86-92 
$0.87 $0.87 
FY-1997 
Jul-96 $0.82 10% of Commissary Sales** '1['1[ 52-66 
Aug-96 $64.42 10% of Commissary Sales** '1['1[ 52-66 
Sep-96 $86.82 10% of Commissary Sales** '1['1[ 52-66 
$152.06 $15.21 
Jul-96 $0.15 Photocopy Fees 'l[C]l 79-85 
$0.15 $0.15 
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FY-1998 
Mar-98 $44.98 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
Apr-98 $14.40 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
Jun-98 $117.77 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
$177.15 $17.72 
Apr-98 $ 0 . 2 0 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
$0.20 $0.20 
FY-1999 
Jul-98 $43.53 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
Aug-98 $37.32 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
Mar-99 $24.22 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
Apr-99 $6.75 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
May-99 $21. 25 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
Jun-99 $43.62 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
$176.69 $17.67 
Aug-98 $101.50 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
Sep-98 $16.10 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
Mar-99 $0.20 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
Apr-99 $0.20 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
May-99 $0.40 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
Jun-99 $0.30 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
$118.70 $118.70 
Jun-99 $5.00 Medical Co-Pay <j[<j[ 67-78 
$5.00 $5.00 
FY-2000 
Jul-99 $4.37 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66; 
' Aug-99 $15.88 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66:
I 
Sep-99 $13.13 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
I 
Oct-99 $13.50 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66'. 




Dec-99 $87.08 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
Jan-00 $76.62 10% of Commissary Sales** 'lI'lI 52-66 
J 
Feb-00 $15.31 10% of Commissary Sales** 'lI'lI 52-66; 
I 
Jun-00 $43.09 10% of Commissary Sales** 'lI'lI 52-66, 
$276.38 $27.64 
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.Jan-00 $18.40 Photocopy Fees 'lI'lI 79-85 
Feb-00 $25.00 Photocopy Fees 'lI'lI 79-85 
Mar-00 $23.20 Photocopy Fees 'lI'lI 79-85 
Jun-00 $5.70 Photocopy Fees 'lICJI 79-85 
$72.30 $72.30 
Oct-99 $3.00 Medical Co-Pay 'lI'lI 67-78 
$3.00 $3.00 
FY-2001 
Jul-00 $45.13 10% of Commissary Sales** 'lICJI 52-66 
Aug-00 $16.16 10% of Commissary Sales** 'lI'lI 52-66 
Sep-00 $73.76 10% of Commissary Sales** 'lI'lI 52-66 
Oct-00 $132.74 10% of Commissary Sales** 'lI'lI 52-66 
Nov-00 $24.98 10% of Commissary Sales** CJI'lI 52-66 
Dec-00 $291. 06 10% of Commissary Sales** 'lI'lI 52-66 
Jan-01 $53.74 10% of Commissary Sales** 'lI'lI 52-66 
Feb-01 $39.93 10% of Commissary Sales** 'lI'lI 52-66 
Mar-01 $45.82 10% of Commissary Sales** 'lI'lI 52-66 
Apr-01 $42.82 10% of Commissary Sales** CJI'lI 52-66 
May-01 $25.85 10% of Commissary Sales** '][<JI 52-66 
Jun-01 $94.69 10% of Commissary Sales** ']I'][ 52-66 
$886.68 $88.67 
Dec-00 $42.90 Photocopy Fees 'Bl 79-85 
Feb-01 $0.10 Photocopy Fees 'lI'lI 79-85 
$43.00 $43.00 
Jul-00 $2.00 Medical Co-Pay ']['][ 67-78 
Aug-00 $3.00 Medical Co-Pay ']['][ 67-78 
Mar-01 $7.00 Medical Co-Pay <JI'][ 67-78 
Apr-01 -$7.00 Medical Co-Pay ']['][ 67-78 
May-01 $5.00 Medical Co-Pay ']['][ 67-78 
Jun-01 $7.00 Medical Co-Pay ']['][ 67-78 
$17.00 $17.00 
Jun-01 $0.81 Hobbycraft Surcharge '][CJ! 86-92 
$0.81 $0.81 
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FY-2002 
Jul-01 $68.94 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <JI<JI 52-66 
Aug-01 $18.87 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <JI<JI 52-66 
Sep-01 .$20. 94 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <JI<JI 52-66 
Oct-01 $49.15 10% of Commissary Sales** <JI<JI 52-66 
Nov-01 $27.54 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <][<JI 52-66 
Dec-01 $83.28 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <JI<JI 52-66 
Jan-02 $94.53 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <JI<][ 52-66 
Feb-02 $8.69 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <][<JI 52-66 
Mar-02 $53.00 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <J[':I[ 52-66 
Apr-02 $14.64 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <J[':I[ 52-66 
May-02 $154.74 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <JI<][ 52-66 
Jun-02 $52.24 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <JI<][ 52-66 
$646.56 $64.66 
Oct-01 $16.70 Photocopy Fees <J[':I[ 79-85 
Apr-02 $0.30 Photocopy Fees <][<JI 79-85 
$17.00 $17.00 
Jan-02 $3.00 Medical Co-Pay ':l[':I[ 67-78 
Feb-02 $5.00 Medical Co-Pay <J[':I[ 67-78 
May-02 $7.00 Medical Co-Pay <JI<JI 67-78 
Jun-02 $6.00 Medical Co-Pay ':![<JI 67-78 
$21.00 $21.00 
Jul-01 $1.17 Hobbycraft Surcharge <JI<][ 86-92 
Aug-01 $0.55 Hobbycraft Surcharge <JI<JI 86-92 
$1.72 $1.72 
FY-2003 
Jul-02 $18.74 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <JI<[ 52-66 
Aug-02 $68.86 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <[<JI 52-66 
Sep-02 $32.56 10% of Cormnissary Sales** ':I[<[ 52-66 
Oct-02 $62.08 10% of Commissary Sales** <[<JI 52-66 
Nov-02 $71. 95 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <[<JI 52-66 
Dec-02 $55.68 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <[<JI 52-66 
Jan-03 $90.95 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <[<JI 52-66 
Feb-03 $43.24 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <JI<JI 52-66 
Mar-03 $42.13 10% of Cormnissary Sales** «JI<JI 52-66 
Apr-03 $109.14 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <JI<JI 52-66 
May-03 $69.24 10% of Cormnissary Sales** <JI<JI 52-66 
Jun-03 $57.86 10% of Commissary Sales** <JI<JI 52-66 
$722.43· $72.24 
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Aug-02 $0.10 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
$0.10 $0.10 
Jul-02 -$2.00 Medical Co-Pay <j[<j[ 67-78 
Aug-02 $5.00 Medical Co-Pay <j[<j[ 67-78 
Oct-02 -$2.00 Medical Co-Pay <j[<j[ 67-78 
Dec-02 $5.00 Medical Co-Pay <J[':ll 67-78 
Jan...:03 $4.00 Medical Co-Pay <j[<j[ 67-78 
Feb-03 $9.00 Medical Co-Pay <j[<j[ 67-78 
Mar-03 $2.00 Medical Co-Pay <j[<j[ 67-78 
Apr-03 -$2.00 Medical Co-Pay <j[<j[ 67-78 
May-03 $5.00 Medical Co-Pay <j[<j[ 67-78 
$24.00 $24.00 
FY-2004 
Jul-03 $34.30 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
Aug-03 $50. 96 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
Sep-03 $97.95 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
Oct-03 $35.98 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
Nov-03 $70.94 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[':JI 52-66 
Dec-03 $237.32 10% of Commissary Sales** ':lli 52-66 
Jan-04 $77.10 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
Feb-04 $34.43 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
Mar-04 $59.85 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
Apr-04 $45.19 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
May-'-04 $61. 54 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
Jun-04 $90.02 10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
$895.58 $89.56 
Jan-'04 $62.20 Photocopy Fees ':ll':ll 79-85 
Feb-04 $5.20 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
Mar-04 $11. 40 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
May-04 $3.50 Photocopy Fees <j[':JI 79-85 
Jun-04 $8.00 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
$90.30 $90.30 
Aug-03 $5.00 Medical Co-Pay ':lli 67-78 
Dec-03 $3.00 Medical Co-Pay cncn 67-78 
Feb-04 $5.00 Medical Co-Pay ii 67-78 
Mar-'04 -$5.00 Medical Co-Pay C][C][ 67-78 
$8.00 $8.00 











































































10% of Commissary Sales** <JI<JI 52-66 
10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<JI 52-66 
10% of Commissary Sales*'* <JI<JI 52-66 
10% of Commissary Sales** <JI<JI 52-66 
10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<JI 52-66 
10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<JI 52-66 
10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<j[ 52-66 
10% of Commissary Sales** <j[<JI 52-66 
10% of Commissary Sales** <JI<jf 52-66 
10% of Commissary Sales** <jf<JI 52-66 
10% of Commissary Sales** <JI<JI 52-66 
10% of Commissary Sales** <JI<jf 52-66 
$75.04 
Photocopy Fees <JI<JI 79-85 
Photocopy Fees <JI<JI 79-85 
Photocopy Fees <j[<JI 79-85 
Photocopy Fees <JI<JI 79-85 
Photocopy Fees <j[<JI 79-85 
Photocopy Fees <jf<jf 79-85 
Photocopy Fees <j[<jf 79-85 
Photocopy Fees <jf<jf 79-85 
Photocopy Fees <jf<j[ 79-85 
Photocopy Fees <jf<JI 79-85 
Photocopy Fees <JI<jf 79-85 
$132.50 
Medical Co-Pay <jf<jf 67-78 
Medical Co-Pay <JI<JI 67-78 
Medical Co-Pay <JI<JI 67-78 
Medical Co-Pay <j[<j[ 67-78 
Medical Co-Pay <j[<j[ 67-78 
$17.00 
FY-2006 
9% of Commissary Sales <JI<JI 52-66 
9% of Commissary Sales <jf<JI 52-66 
9% of Commissary Sales <JI<JI 52-66 
9% of Commissary Sales <JI<jf 52-66 









































































9% of Corrunissary Sales 'lI'lI 52-66 
9% of Corrunissary Sales 'lI'lI 52-66 
9% of Corrunissary Sales 'lI'lI 52-66 
9% of Corrunissary Sales 'lI1 52-66 
9% of Corrunissary Sales 'lii 52-66 
9% of Corrunissary Sales 'lI'lI 52-66 
9% of Corrunissary Sales 11 52-66 
$67.33 
Photocopy Fees 'lI<JI 79-85 
Photocopy Fees 'lI'lI 79-85 
Photocopy Fees 'lI'lI 79-85 
Photocopy Fees 'lI'lI 79-85 
Photocopy Fees 'lI<JI 79-85 
Photocopy Fees 'lI'lI 79-85 
Photocopy Fees 11 79-85 
Photocopy Fees <JI<JI 79-85 
Photocopy Fees <JI'lI 79-85 
Photocopy Fees 'lI'lI 79-85 
Photocopy Fees 'lI1 79-85 
$291.75 
Medical Co-Pay 'lI'lI 67-78 
Medical Co-Pay 'lI'lI 67-78 
$0.00 
Phone Corrunissions 'lI'lI 37-51 
$6.62 
FY-2007 
9% of Corrunissary Sales 'lI<JI 52-66 
9% of Corrunissary Sales 'lI<JI 52-66 
9% of Corrunissary Sales 'lI'lI 52-66 
9% of Corrunissary Sales 'lI'lI 52-66 
9% of Corrunissary Sales 1'lI 52-66 
9% of Corrunissary Sales <JI'lI 52-66 
9% of Corrunissary Sales <JI'][ 52-66 
9% of Corrunissary Sales ']['][ 52-66 
9% of Corrunissary Sales 'lI'lI 52-66 
9% of Corrunissary Sales i'lI 52-66 




Jul-06 $42.30 Photocopy Fees i'll 79-85 
Aug-06 $151. 65 Photocopy Fees ']['][ 79-85 
Sep-06 $3.20 Photocopy Fees ']['][ 79-85 
Oct-06 $27.90 Photocopy Fees ']['][ 79-85 
Nov-06 $24.30 Photocopy Fees i'll 79-85 
Dec-06 $11. 50 Photocopy Fees 'lli 79-85 
Jan-07 $179.00 Photocopy Fees ']['][ 79-85 
Feb-07 $18.10 Photocopy Fees ii 79-85 
Mar-07 $120.60 Photocopy Fees ']['][ 79-85 
Apr-07 $12.30 Photocopy Fees ']['][ 79-85 
May-07 $59.80 Photocopy Fees ']['][ 79-85 
Jun-07 $161.80 Photocopy Fees i'll 79-85 
$812.45 $812.45 
Dec-06 $5.00 Medical Co-Pay ii 67-78 
Jan-07 $15.00 Medical Co-Pay ']['][ 67-78 
Jun-07 $3.00 Medical Co-Pay i'll 67-78 
$23.00 $23.00 
Aug-06 $20.40 Phone Commissions (2. 25 of 3. 40) ']['][ 37-51 
Sep-06 $20.40 Phone Commissions (2. 25 of 3. 40) <JI'][ 37-51 
Nov-06 $40.80 Phone Commissions (2 .25 of 3.40) ']['][ 37-51 
Dec-06 $30.60 Phone Commissions (2 .25 of 3.40) 9['][ 37-51 
Apr-07 $30.60 Phone Commissions (2. 25 of 3. 40) ii 37-51 
May-07 $30.60 Phone Commissions (2. 25 of 3. 40) ']['][ 37-51 
Jun-07 $30.60 Phone Commissions (2.25 of 3.40) 'lli 37-51 
$204.00 $135.00 
FY-2008 
Jul-07 $45.49 20% of Commissary Sales ']['][ 52-66 
Aug-07 $35. 72 20% of Commissary Sales ']['][ 52-66 
Sep-07 $37 .11 20% of Commissary Sales ']['][ 52-66 
Oct-07 $280.45 20% of Commissary Sales ']['][ 52-66 
Nov-07 $112. 76 20% of Commissary Sales ']['][ 52-66 
Dec-07 $189.27 20% of Commissary Sales ']['][ 52-66 
Jan-08 $138.08 20% of Commissary Sales ']['][ 52-66 
Feb-08 $100.24 20% of Commissary Sales <Jli 52-66 
Mar-08 $116. 32 20% of Commissary Sales <j[<j[ 52-66 
Apr-08 $128.04 20% of Commissary Sales ii 52-66 
May-08 $131. 09 20% of Commissary Sales <JI<j[ 52-66 
Jun-08 $168.62 20% of Commissary Sales <JI<]{ 52-66 
$1,483.19 $296.64 
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• 
Jul-07 $5.10 Photocopy Fees <][<JI 79-85 
Aug-07 $16.80 Photocopy Fees <JI<][ 79-85 
Sep-07 $5.00 Photocopy Fees <JI<JI 79-85 
Oct-07 $15.00 Photocopy Fees <JI<JI 79-85 
Nov-07 $0.80 Photocopy Fees <JI<JI 79-85 
Dec-07 $1. 90 Photocopy Fees <JI<JI 79-85 
Jan-08 $8.00 Photocopy Fees <JI<JI 79-85 
Feb-08 $3.10 Photocopy Fees <JI<JI 79-85 
Apr-08 $5.60 Photocopy Fees <JI<JI 79-85 
May-08 $79.40 Photocopy Fees <JI<JI 79-85 
Jun-08 $0.10 Photocopy Fees <JI'][ 79-85 
$140.80 $140.80 
Sep-07 $3.00 Medical Co-Pay <JI<JI 67-78 
Oct-07 $5.00 Medical Co-Pay <JI<JI 67-78 
Dec-07 $3.00 Medical Co-Pay '][<JI 67-78 
$11.00 $11.00 
Jul-07 $20.40 Phone Commissions (2 .25 of 3. 40) ']['][ 37-51 
Aug-07 $30.60 Phone Commissions (2 .25 of 3. 40) 'I[<][ 37-51 
Sep-07 $10.20 Phone Commissions (2 .25 of 3.40) <JI<JI 37-51 
Oct-07 $10.20 Phone Commissions (2 .25 of 3.40) <JI<JI 37-51 
Dec-07 $30.60 Phone Commissions (2.25 of 3.40) <JI<JI 37-51 
Jan-08 $30.60 Phone Commissions (2.25 of 3.40) '][<JI 37-51 
Jun-08 $20.40 Phone Commissions (2.25 of 3. 40) <j['][ 37-51 
$153.00 $101.25 
FY-2009 
Jul-08 $71. 68 20% of Commissary Sales <JI<JI 52-66 
Aug-08 $124.28 20% of Commissary Sales <JI<JI 52-66 
Sep-08 $97.66 20% of Commissary Sales <JI<JI 52-66 
Oct-08 $288.97 20% of Commissary Sales '][<][ 52-66 
Nov-08 $47.87 20% of Commissary Sales '][<JI 52-66 
Dec-08 $85.01 20% of Commissary Sales <JI<JI 52-66 
$715.47 $143.09 
Jan-09 $15.69 25% of Commissary Sales <JI<JI 52-66 
Feb-09 $16.45 25% of Commissary Sales <JI<JI 52-66 
Mar-09 $81. 65 25% of Commissary Sales <JI<][ 52-66 
May-09 $16. 62 25% of Commissary Sales '.l['.l[ 52-66 
Jun-09 $24.86 25% of Commissary Sales '.l['.l[ 52-66 
$155.27 $38.82 




Jul-08 $5.20 Photocopy Fees <JI<[ 79-85 
Aug-08 $17.70 Photocopy Fees <JI<[ 79-85 
Jan-09 $9.10 Photocopy Fees <[<JI 79-85 
Feb-09 $1.70 Photocopy Fees <JI<[ 79-85 
$33.70 $33.70 
Sep-08 $5.00 Medical Co-Pay <JI<[ 67-78 
$5.00 $5.00 
Jul-08 $10.20 Phone Commissions (2 .25 of 3. 40) <[<Jr 37-51 
Dec-08 $30.60 Phone Commissions (2 .25 of 3. 40) <JI<[ 37-51 
Jan-09 $20.40 Phone Commissions (2 .25 of 3.40) <JI<[ 37-51 
Feb-09 $20.40 Phone Commissions (2 .25 of 3.40) 'l[<j[ 37-51 
Mar-09 $20.40 Phone Commissions (2. 25 of 3. 40) <JI<[ 37-51 
$102.00 $67.50 
Oct-08 $1. 00 Hobbycraft Surcharge <JI<[ 86-92 
Jan-09 $1.26 Hobbycraft Surcharge <JI<[ 86-92 
Mar-09 $6.94 Hobbycraft Surcharge <JI'][ 86-92 
Jun-09 $0.08 Hobbycraft Surcharge <[9[ 86-92 
$9.28 $9.28 
FY-2010 
Jul-09 $115. 97 25% of Commissary Sales <JI<[ 52-66 
Aug-09 $45.66 25% of Commissary Sales <['l[ 52-66 
Sep-09 $9.01 25% of Commissary Sales <JI<[ 52-66 
Oct-09 $33.94 25% of Commissary Sales <JI<[ 52-66 
Nov-09 $10.81 25% of Commissary Sales <JI<[ 52-66 
Dec-09 $27.79 25% of Commissary Sales ']['][ 52-66 
Jan-10 $27.70 25% of Commissary Sales <JI<[ 52-66 
Feb-10 $16.48 25% of Commissary Sales <JI<[ 52-66 
Mar-10 $59.16 25% of Commissary Sales <JI<[ 52-66 
Apr-10 $44.41 25% of Commissary Sales <JI<[ 52-66 
May-10 $18.93 25% of Commissary Sales <JI<[ 52-66 
Jun-10 $67.35 25% of Commissary Sales <JI'][ 52-66 
$477.21 $119.30 
Jul-09 $0.30 Photocopy Fees '][<[ 79-85 
Sep-09 $3.10 Photocopy Fees <[<JI 79-85 
Oct-09 $5.20 Photocopy Fees <J[<j[ 79-85 
Nov-09 $7.00 Photocopy Fees ']['][ 79-85 
Jan-10 $16.70 Photocopy Fees ']['][ 79-85 
Feb-10 $14.10 Photocopy Fees '][<JI 79-85 
Apr-10 $13.80 Photocopy Fees '][<JI 79-85 
May-10 $19.20 Photocopy Fees <[<JI 79-85 




Jun-10 $8.20 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
$87.60 $87.60 
Jul-09 $3.00 Medical Co-Pay <j[<j[ 67-78 
Mar-10 $5.00 Medical Co-Pay <j[9{ 67-78 
$5.00 $5.00 
Jul-09 $20.40 Phone Commissions (2.25 of 3.40) <j[9[ 37-51 
Oct-09 $10.20 Phone Commissions (2. 25 of 3.40) <j[<j[ 37-51 
Feb-10 $20.40 Phone Commissions (2 .25 of 3.40) <j[<j[ 37-51 
$51.00 $33.75 
Oct-09 $0.70 Hobbycraft Surcharge <j[<j[ 86-92 
Nov-09 $0.75 Hobbycraft Surcharge i<JI 86-92 




Jul-10 $5.67 25% of Commissary Sales <j[<j[ 52-66 
Aug-10 $10.99 25% of Commissary Sales <j[<JI 52-66 
Sep-10 $245.97 25% of Commissary Sales ii 52-66 
Nov-10 $8.74 25% of Commissary Sales <JI<j[ 52-66 
Dec-10' $21.27 25% of Commissary Sales <j[<j[ 52-66 
$292.64 $73.16 
Jul-10 $0.10 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
Sep-10 $0.40 Photocopy Fees <j[<j[ 79-85 
Oct-10 $25.20 Photocopy Fees ii 79-85 
$25.70 $25.70 
Nov-10 $6.80 Phone Commissions (2 .25 of 3.40) <j[<j[ 37-51 
Dec-10 $10.20 Phone Commissions (2 .25 of 3.40) <j[<j[ 37-51 
$17.00 $11.25 
* Under Rule 11, I.R.C.P., during this period IDOC operated its own inmate 
commissary at a 20% markup. 
** Under Rule 11, I.R.C.P., 10% Commissary Commission during this period. 
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Barry Searcy 27413 
!SCI Unit 14A-51B 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, prose 
FILED P.M. ___ _ 
JUN O 6 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELYSHIA HOLMES 
DEPUTY 
IN TBE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 'FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 






IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORR'ECI'ION, ) 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORR'ECI'ION, ) 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY ) 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA .JANE ) 
DRF.SSEN, BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, ) 
TONY MEATTF., SUSAN FUJINAGA, ) 
THOO LOw;E, and SHIRLEY AT.JOENS, ) 
in their official capacities and ) 
as State employees; DOES 1 through ) 
10, fictitiously named persons, ) 
) 
Defendants." ) ________________ ) 
TO: IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECrION, 
CAROLYN MELINE, 
JAY NIELSEN, 




case No. CVOC1103414 
SUMM:lNS' 





THFD LOWE, anc:1. 
NOTICE: YOU HAVE BEEN SUED BY THF.: AOOVE NAMED PLAINI'IFF: THE a:>URT MAY ENTER 
JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU WITHOUT FURTHER NOI'ICE UNLESS YOU RESPOND WITHIN 20 DAYS. 
READ THE INFOOMATION BEIDW: 
SUMMJNS - 1 
000078
A copy of the Civil Complainc is served with this Surnnons. If you wish 
to seek the advir.e of or reprP.sentation by an attorney in this matter, you 
should do so promptly so that your written response, if any, may be filed in 
time and other J egal rights protected, 
An appropriate wri tte.il response requires compJiance with Rule 1 0 ( a) ( 1 ) 
and other Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and shall also include: 
1 • The title and number of this case. 
2. If your response is an Answer to the Civil Complaint, it must contain 
admissions or denials of the separate allegations of the Civil Complaint 
and other defenses you may claim. 
3. Your signature, mailing address and telephone number, or the signature, 
mailing address and telephone number of your attorney. 
4. Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy of your response to Plaintiff, as 
designated above. 
To determine whether you must pay the filing fee with your response, 
contact the Clerk of the above-named court. 
DATED this .k2__ day of .~JUAII.A.c , 
sur.M>NS - 2 
2011 • f . 
. . OHRtSTOPHER D~ RiCH 




JUL 11 2011 
Ada County Clerk 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, prose 
Pll.11!D P.M ___ _ 
JUL .. f f 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Ct k 
By JAMIE RANDALL ' er 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT (X)URT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE IDARD OF 











) ________________ ) 
case No. CVOC1103414 
RERJRN OF SERVICE 
Plaintiff, Barry Searcy (hereinafter, "Plaintiff"), prose, hereby files 
his Return Of Service. 
On June 28, 2011 at 5:00 pn, Plaintiff's process server personally served 
the Defendants a true copy of the Surnnons and two (2) true copies of the 
Civil Complaint by delivering and leaving them with Paul Panther, Deputy 
Attorney General - Correction Section. Documents evidencing service are 
attached hereto as Exhibits A, Band C. 
On June 29, 2011 at 4:24 pn, Plaintiff's process server personally served 
RR1'CJRN OF SERVICE - 1 
000080
the Defendants a.true copy of the Surrmons and Civil Complaint by delivering 
and leaving them with Miren E. Artiach, Deputy Secretary of State. Dcx::uments 
evidencing service are attached hereto as Exhibits D and E. 
DATED this 1nL day of July, 2011 • 
Plaintiff, prose 
CERl'IFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Return Of Service on the following named person, via the ISCI Prison Legal Mail 
System and the U.S. Mail, 1st class :i;:ostage prepaid, on July1:nL_, 2011: 
Paul R. Panther 
Deputy Attorney General, Correction Section 
Idaho Department of Correction 
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110 
Boise, ID 83706 





Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 14A-51B 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, prose 
IN THE DISTRicr COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRicr 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 






IDAHO STA'IE BOARD OF CORRECI'ION, ) 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECI'ION, ) 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY ) 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA JANE ) 
DRESSEN, BRENI' REINKE, PAM SONNEN, ) 
'IONY MEAT'IE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, ) 
THEX) LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, ) 
in their official capacities and ) 
as State employees, DOES 1 through ) 
10, fictitiously named persons, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) ________________ ) 
STA'IE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of ADA ) 
Case No. CVOC1103414 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
KRAIG PARKINSON, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1 • I am over eighteen ( 18) years of age and not a party to this action. 




2. On 6-2.&' ·. , 2011 at 6:~0 ami@ I served the above-named 
Defendants by delivering to and leaving with ~U.L fAAJ'11/El<-, , 
Deputy Attorney General - Correction Section, a true copy of the Surnnons 
and two (2) true copies of the Civil Complaint. Said service was effected 
at !DOC Central Office, 1299 N. Orchard Street, Suite 110, Boise, ID. 
3. Further your affiant sayeth not. 
DATED this __ day of June, 2011 • 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~ day of June, 2011. 
JAMIE MCDONALD . 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IOAHO 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE - 2 
~'Sond.J NARYPUBLicFDRIDAHO 
Residing at: /J,(J/~ ~~ 
Corrmission Expires: 'J. 1/-/fl 
000083
ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE 
By P~- Vf::rtint:~ 
Date· ¥;? - <2..\- -. \ I 
t~O·-------·--·-···"·-·---------·~·-, .. , ;, t.· 
A.M. ____ .,_,_ .. _, _____ ;,~·1-·---·---
Time S:-,•. c9CUQ 0 .. 
1l 1N O . }01' SeMK'k£'~'i.';' .. ~@~, ,i0S.'o~ ., JI. .. - • 
Note: The Atto;;y ·G~neral's. Office, CHRIS1 u1 , ,.:rl u. RICH, Clerk 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 14A-51B 
PO Box 14 
CorrectionS Section, accepts service only By ELYSHIA HOLMES 
for the lbOC and its current employees. oEPurv 
This does not relieve the plaintiff of the 
Boise, ID 83707 
duty to serve any other persons or entities 
as required !>Y law or C<?.urt rule. 
Plaintiff, prose 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 






IDAHO STATE BOARD OF mRRECI'ION, ) 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECI'ION, ) 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY ) 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA ,JANE ) 
DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, ) 
TONY MEATI'F., SUSAN FUJINAC':iA, ) 
THOO LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUOENS, ) 
in their official capacities and ) 
as state employees; DOES 1 through ) 
10, fictitiously named persons, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) ________________ ) 
case No. CVOC1103414 
SUMrvDNS 
TO: IDAHO STATE B0ARD OF CORRECTION, 
CAROLYN MELINE, 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION, 
JIM TIBBS, 
JAY NIELSEN, 







THFX) LOWE, and 
:tUI'ICE: YOO HAVE BEEN SUED BY THE AOOVE NAMED PI..AINI'IFF: THE COURT MAY ENTER 
JUm'1EN1' AGAINST YOU WITHOUI' FURTHER NOI'ICE UNLESS YOU RESPOND WITHIN 20 DAYS. 
'RF.AD THE INFORMATION BELOW: 




Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI unit 9-B-39A 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, Prose 
NO.------· ·-··"". -·-······· ..... --·--·--"· 
AM--···--···· 
M~',./ '1 1.: a··, l u •", ,-1 L,. • T; 
.-..-..1,··,ic .... ·rL""' "';.·
1 
,! ,··:, :. · ~ ~ .... te;h: 
vt'lf"'l,0 I ,~ '• , • 
ACCEPTANCE bt.SERVICE 
sy o~ \M\:t-lt{~ 
Date <o. · ~ ~ " 
Time ~ •· &D8JY:'> . 
ServenG:0:Y's:::\ fut Gcs-Gv''i ~~~ 
Note: !he Attorney General's Office, 
Corrections Section, accepts service only 
for the IDOC and Its current employees. 
This does not relieve the plaintiff of the 
duty to serve ~ny other persons or entities 
as required ~Y raw or· ~rt rule. 
IN THE DISTRICT ffiURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 






IDAHO STATE BOARD OF ffiRRECI'ION, ) 
IDAHO DEPAR'IMENT OF ffiRRECI'ION, ) 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY ) 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA JANE ) 
DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, ) 
TONY MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, ) 
THEX) LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, ) 
in their official capacities and ) 
as State employees; DOES 1 through ) 
1 0, f icti tiousl y named persons, ) 
) 
Defendants • ) 
) ----------------
Case No. 
If' '.; "' .. ··, 
r, e 
li ~' 
·1 ·;· 0·· ·1 i ,,l. L, 
~ ~ .:,l, r 
C ,i., ,~,;' I • 
-----------
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, above-named, and for causes of action against 
the Defendants, states, avers and alleges as follows: 
PREDICATE 
1. This is a civil action to redress various torts, illegal conduct and 
declaratory judgment claims, brought under the constitution and laws of the 
State of Idaho, as herein more particularly described. 
CIVIL cn.1PLAINI' - 1 
[x~,a rr C. 
000085
.,., ....... 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 14A-51B 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, prose 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 






IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECI'ION, ) 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECI'ION, ) 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY ) 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA JANE ) 
DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, ) 
TONY MEATI'E, SUSAN FUJINAGA, ) 
THOO LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, ) 
in their official capacities and ) 
as State employees, DOF...S 1 through ) 




STATE OF IDAHO) 
)ss. 
County of ADA ) 
case No. CVOC1103414 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
KRAIG PARKINSON, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1 • I am over eighteen ( 18) years of age and not a party to this action. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE - 1 




2. On b .- zr , 2011 at £21.;tffil/@ I served the. above-named 
Defendants by delivering to and leaving with Miren E. Artiach for the 
Secretary of State a true copy of the SUII1YDns and Civil Coolplaint. Said 
service was effected at 700 W. Jefferson, Boise, ·ID. 
3. Further your affiant sayeth not. 
DATED this 2j_ day of June, 2011. 
. ~-~ 
. ~~!!_~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~f::::t. Ji'.ine, 2011 • 
LAUREL K WILLIAMS 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE - 2 
ARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: /tl>-14-o -6+....rG. cil!-~'cA 
Corrmission Expires: ..-41..+1 l 1 , "Z 011, 
000087
State of Idaho 
Office of the Secretai · State 
Ben Ysursi. 
Miren Artiach 
Deputy Secretary of State 
Legislative & Executive Affairs Division 
martiach@sos.idaho.gov 
100 w Jefferson E205 
:io Box 83720 
3oise ID 83720-0080 
Office: (208) 334-2300 
Direct: (208) 332-2814, 
Fax: (208) 334-2282 , 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 14A-51B 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID .83707 
Plaintiff, prose 
~ \f '2. 4 
\ \. J\l\l 2 9 ~ _ .· __ 1 E 
'. lj\" .J \f.\ 
- \... . . ... I\ I {) II. \..\0 
;.., j.~· .. :;t 11i\c...;.~J,-i'.'f. \\J/1.>,I 




A.M. ________ , ____ 2:,~ 
.JUN O : "2011 
CHRISh.11· 1 .. .:H Li. FIICH, Clerk 
By ELYS1i1A HOLMES 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN ANT.> FOR THE C'OUNl'Y OF ADA 






IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORR.'ECTION, ) 
IDAHO DEPAR'IMENI' OF CO'RRECl'ION, ) 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY ) 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA ,JANE ) 
D'RF.SSEN, B°EID'lT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, ) 
'IONY MEA'ITF., SUSAN FUJINAC":iA, ) 
THEO LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUOENS, ) 
in their official capacities and ) 
as State employees; DOES 1 through ) 




'IO: IDAHO STATE ROARD OF CORRECrION, 
CAROLYN MELINE, 
JAY NIELSEN, 




Case No. CVCC1103414 
sm.H)NS 





THFD LOWE, and 
00.I'ICE: YOO HAVE BEEN SUED B¥--'lliE AOOVE NAMED PLAINTIFF: THE COURT MAY ENl'ER 
JUOGMENI' AGAINST YOU WITHCX1I' FURTHER NO!'ICE UNLESS YOU RESPOND WITHIN 20 DAYS. 
READ THE INIDRMATION BELJ::M: 
SUMM)NS - 1 kx/4/JJ(T £ 
000088
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Brassey, Wetherell & Crawford, LLP 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
\/"' 
NO. C 
ANi ____ ~~.~. 4 :r=e 
JUL 1 8 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By STEPHANIE VIDAi< 
DEPUTY 
· IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF 
CORRECTION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT 
OF CORRECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, 
JIM TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN 
SANDY, ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named 
persons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV QC 1103414 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
COME NOW, Defendants Idaho State Board of Corrections, Idaho Department of 
Correction, Caroline Meline, Jim Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent 
Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shirley Audens (hereinafter 
"Defendants") in the above-entitled matter, by and through their counsel of record, Brassey, 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 1 
.•• 
000089
Wetherell & Crawford, LLP1, and answer Plaintiff's Complaint (Prisoner Civil Rights Complaint) 
as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a cause of action upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
Defendants deny each and every paragraph and allegation of Plaintiffs Complaint not 
herein expressly and specifically admitted. 
I. 
Defendants admit that Plaintiff was incarcerated in the Idaho State Correctional Institution 
in Ada County, Idaho. The Defendants further admit that Defendants Robin Sandy and Jay 
Nielsen ~re Board members on the State Board of Corrections; that Defendant Brent Reinke is the 
Director of the Idaho Department of Corrections ("IDOC"); that Tony Meatte is a chief of the 
Division of Management Services; that Defendant Susan Fujinaga is a deputy chief Division of 
.. 
Management Services; and that Defendant Theo Lowe is head of the IDOC's Fiscal Department. 
TIIlRD DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is not the real party in interest with respect to all or a portion of his claim for 
damages. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
Defendants .specifically aver that Plaintiff lacks the capacity to maintain this action. 
1 Brassey, Wetherell & Crawford, LLP, has been appointed Special Deputy Attorney General for 
this matter. See attachment. 
f 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 2 
000090
FIFTH DEFENSE 
To the extent Plaintiff's claims sound in equity, Plaintiff's claims are barred by the 
doctrine of unclean hands. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff has waived the right or is estopped to assert the various claims and causes of 
action alleged against Defendants. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
The alleged actions of Defendants, if any, are not actionable torts under Idaho state law. 
EIGHTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs alleged damages, if any, were proximately caused by the superceding, 
intervening negligence, and/or admissions or actions of other third persons, and any negligence 
or breach of duty on the part of Defendants, if any, were not a proximate cause of the alleged loss 
to Plaintiff. In asserting this defense, Defendants do not admit any negligence or blameworthy 
conduct. 
NINTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff assumed the risk of the events, occurrences, and damages alleged in his 
Complaint. 
TENTH DEFENSE 
The damages prayed for in the Complaint and the causes of action alleged against 
Defendants arise out of and stem from activities that are immune from liability by virtue of 
Title 6, Chapter 9, Idaho Code, and therefore, Plaintiff's causes of action and the damages alleged 
are barred by virtue of Title 6, Chapter 9, Idaho Code. 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 3 
000091
ELEVENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff has failed to exhaust all administrative remedies available to him before bringing 
this action in District Court. 
TWELFTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff has failed to mitigate damages, if any. By asserting this defense, Defendants do 
not admit that Plaintiff has been damaged. 
THIRTEENTH DEFENSE 
Defendants acted in conformity with existing state statutes and corresponding state and 
internal rules, regulations, and policies. 
FOURTEENTH DEFENSE 
The damages and injuries sustained by Plaintiff, if any, were proximately caused by the 
actions of persons or entities other than Defendants whom Defendants do not control, and over 
whom Defendants had no control. By asserting this defense, Defendants do not admit that Plaintiff 
has been damaged. 
FIFTEENTH DEFENSE 
Subject to and without waiving any other defense, Defendants are immune from the claims 
asserted by Plaintiff under federal and state law. This includes, without limitation, protections 
afforded.Defendants by the doctrines of qualified or absolute immunity. 
SIXTEENTH DEFENSE 
Any and all conduct of Defendants with respect to the matters alleged was justifiable, 
reasonable, authorized by law, and performed in good faith with the belief that such acts were proper, 
legal and appropriate. 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 4 
000092
SEVENTEENTH DEFENSE 
Defendants affirmatively plead the statute oflimitations specifically including Idaho Code 
§§ 5-219 and 6-911. 
EIGHTEENTH DEFENSE 
The alleged actions of Defendants, if any, do not rise to the level of a deprivation 
of a constitutionally protected right. 
NINETEENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claim for damages is limited by Idaho Code § 6-926. 
TWENTIETH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is not required to purchase items from the commissary, make photocopies, or 
make phone calls. These services are provided as a privilege, not a right. 
TWENTY-FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiff has failed to comply with the provisions of Title 6, Chapter 9 of the Idaho Code. 
TWENTY-SECOND DEFENSE 
Discovery is ongoing in this matter, and because of such ongoing discovery, Defendants 
respectfully reserve the right to amend and/or supplement their answer to Plaintiffs Complaint as 
may be necessary. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
Defendants have been required to retain the services of an attorney in order to defend against 
Plaintiffs Complaint and are entitled to reasonable attorney fees and costs of suit pursuant to Idaho 
Code § § 12-120 and 12-121, ,Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and any other state 
statutes or regulations that may be applicable. 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 5 
000093
WHEREFORE, Defendant prays for judgement against Plaintiff as follows: 
1. That Plaintiff take nothing by this Complaint; 
2. That the Complaint in this matter be dismissed with prejudice; 
3. That Defendants be awarded costs expended in this matter; 
4. That Defendants be awarded attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Rules of Procedure and 
the statutes of the State ofldaho, including, without limitation, Idaho Code§§ 12-120 and 12-121, 
and Rule 54; and 
5. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem proper and just. 
DEFENDANTS DEMAND A TRIAL BY JURY AS TO ALL ISSUES 
Defendants demand a trial by jury, composed of no less than twelve persons, on all issues and 
claims so triable, pursuant to the Constitutions and laws of the United States and the State ofldaho. 
DATED this 16 ~y of July, 2011. 
ERELL & CRAWFORD, LLP 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 6 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this }B~ay of July, 2011, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the 
method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 14A-51B 
P. 0. Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 





ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 7 
000095
> 
July 6, 2011 
STATE OF IDAHO 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
.·REC.EI"'\7ED 
JUL 12 2011 
SPECIAL DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL APPOINTMENT 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
Andrew·C. Brassey of the firm of Brassey, Wetherell & Crawford, LLP, P. 0. Box 
1009, Boise, Idaho 83701-1009, is hereby appointed Special Deputy Attorney 
General for the purpose of representing the State of Idaho in Searcy v. Idaho 
State Bd. of Correction, et al., Case No. CV-OC-1103414. 
This letter of appointment will be included in the files of any court case, hearing, 
or other matter in which he represents the State of Idaho in this matter. This 
appointment is effective for the duration of the above-stated case. 
Any courtesies you can extend to Mr. Brassey in his conduct of business for the 
State of Idaho, as my delegate, will be appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
LGW:blm 
P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-001 0 
Telephone: (208) 334-2400, FAX: (208) 854-8071 
Located at 700 W. Jefferson Street, Suite 210 
000096
(\x . 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 1'3 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, prose 
NO. RLED~ 
A.M. _____ ,P.M. . -· · 
AUG o 8 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By LARA AMES 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT CDURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE OOARO OF 
CORRECTION, et al., 
Defendants. 
·) 
) case No. 01 oc 1103414 
) 
) 
) N<Jl'ICE OF SERVICE OF 
) PLAINTIFF I S FIRST SE!' OF DISCOVERY 
) REXJ{JESTS: INTERROGA'IORIES, REXJ(JESTS 
) . FOR PRODUCTION AND REQUESTS FOR 
) ADMISSION . 
. ) 
) ________________ ) 
- , 
· · Plaintiff Barry Searcy, pro se, hereby notifies the Court that on this 
date he served upon Defendants' counsel 'Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery 
Requests: Interrogatories, ~equests For 'Production and Request~ For Admission. 
Dated this Lf71J day of Augu9t, 201,1. 
Plaintiff, prose 
N<Jl'ICE OF SERVICE OF PLAINI'IFF'S FIRST Sm' OF DISO)VERY REQUESTS: 
IN!'ERROGA'IORIES, REQUESTS FOR .PRODUCTION A.~ REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION - 1 
000097
fl 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CF.:RTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Notice of Service of Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery 'Requests: 
Interrogatories, 'Requests For Production and Requests For Admission on the 
following named person, via the ISCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 
1st class postage prepaid, on August 9-nJ :; · · 2011 : 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Brassey, Wetherell & Crawford, LLP 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
RJl'ICE OF SERVICE OF PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SE!' OF DISOOVERY REQUESTS: 
INl'ER'ROGA'IORIFS, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCl'ION AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION - 2 
000098
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Wetherell & Crawford, LLP 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
NO. ___ r=ii:§o-~---
A.M. ____ ~,t~~. q : /$_ 
SEP O 7 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By STEPHANIE VlDAK 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF 
CORRECTION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT 
OF CORRECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, 
JIM TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN 
SANDY, ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named 
persons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
OF DISCOVERY 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on the (e, .fJ day of September, 2011, I served 
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY - 1 
000099
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS together with this NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY, upon: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 14A-51B 
P. 0. Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
by depositing the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to said 
attorney at his/her last known address set forth above. 
>ll 
DATED thisL day of September, 2011. 
BRASSEY, WETHERELL & CRAWFORD, LLP 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY - 2 
SSEY, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for De endants 
( 
000100
. ' .. .. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 0 t, day of September , 2~ 11, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by 
the method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 14A-51B 
P.0.Box14 
Boise, ID 83707 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY - 3 





Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Wetherell & Crawford, LLP 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
10. _________ ~i=n'"""~~~----~ 
.A.M. ____ FIL~-12' _______ = 
OCT f f 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By PATRICIA A. DWONCH 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF 
CORRECTION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT 
OF CORRECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, 
JIM TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN 
SANDY, ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named 
persons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
OF SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY 
RESPONSES 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on the / b day of October, 2011, I served 
DEFENDANTS' FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO 
PLAIN'IJFF'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY RESPONSES - 1 
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AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS together with this NOTICE OF SERVICE OF 
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY RESPONSES, upon: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P. 0. Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
by depositing the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to said 
attorney at his/her last known address set forth above. 
DATED this jQ_ day of October, 2011. 
BRAS SEY, WETHERELL & CRAWFORD, LLP 
By uYvlut»-$i(o(1~ #.c 
_A R~C. BRASSEY, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY RESPONSES - 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this J_Q_ day of October , 2011, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered 
by the method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P.0.Box14 
Boise, ID 83707 








OCT 2 0. 2011 
Ada county_ Clerk ~ =o 
NO,- FI\.E~A J. :> -P,iv1o-
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, prose 
f.\.M.-----
OC1 l O 20\\ 
'. ER D R\CH,· Clerk 
cHR\STOP~n, MAST~RS 
aye OEPl.l'TY 
IN THE DISTRICT COmlT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF 












) ________________ ) 
case No. CJ oc 1103414 
PLAINTIFF'S PARTIAL MOI'ION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AGAINsr DEFENDANT TIXlC AS 
'ID LIABILITY ONLY ON CX>UNT I 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Barry Searcy, prose, and files Plaintiff's Partial 
Motion For Surrmary Judgment Against Defendant Il)(JC As To Liability Only On 
Count I, pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Plaintiff's motion is limited to only Defendant Idaho Department of 
Correction ("ItJOC") and is also limited to the question of liability only on 
Count I. Plaintiff's motion is supported by the Memorandum In Support Of 
Plaintiff's Partial Motion For Surrrna.ry Judgment Against Defendant rnoc As To 
PLAINTIFF I S PARTIAL ml'ION FOR Sill-1MARY JUDGMENT 
AGAINST DEFENDANT !DOC AS 'ID LIABILITY ONLY ON COUNI' I - 1 
000105
Liability Only On Count I and the Affidavit of Barry Searcy In Support Of 
Plaintiff's Partial Motion For Surnnary Judgment Against Defendant IDOC As To 
Liability Only On Count I, both filed contemporaneously herewith, and the 
pleadings, record and files herein. 
DATED this L:lzJL day of October, 2011 • 
Plaintiff, prose 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CF!:RTIFY That I served a true and correct oopy of the foregoing 
PLAINTIFF'S l\DTION FOR PA'RTIAL SUMMA'R.Y ~ AGAINST DErnNT)ANT IOOC AS TO 
LIABILITY ONLY ON COUNT I, on the following named person, via the ISCI Prison 
Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 1st class postage prepaid, on 
October _LL, 2011 : 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Rrassey, Wetherell & Crawford, LLP 
203 West Main Street 
PO Rox 1009 , 
Boise; ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
PLAINrIFF'S PARTIAL r.m'ION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AGAINST DEFENDANI' IDOC! AS 'ID LIABILITY ONLY ON COUNT J; - 2 
000106
RECEIVED 
OCT 2 0 2011 
... _ Ada county Clerk 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, prose 
NO,,---~Firn'1L'i:reD'°",~.~5""~~~-AM. ____ ,.1P.M, ____ _ 
OCT 2 0 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By SETH MASTERS 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT OJURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
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) ________________ ) 
STA.TE OF IDMIO) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
case No. CV oc 1103414 
AFFIDAVIT OF BARRY SEARCY IN SUPPORT 
OF PLAINI'IFF'S PARTIAL :r.Dl'ION FOR 
SCM-1ARY JUDGMENl' AGAINST DEFENDANT 
IDOC AS TO LIABILITY ONLY ON COUNT I 
BARRY SEARCY, being duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1 • I am over eighteen ( 18) years old and competent to testify on matters 
herein. I make this affidavit based upon personal knowledge. 
2. I make this affidavit.in support of Plaintiff's Partial .Motion For 
Surrmary Judgment Against Defendant IDOC A.s To Liability Only On Count·I, which 
is filed contemporaneously herewith. 
AFFIDAVIT OF BARRY SEARCY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINI'IFF'S PARTIAL :r.DI'ION FOR SUMMA.RY 
JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANT IDOC AS '.IO LIABILITY ONLY ON COUNT I - 1 
000107
3. Attached hereto as F.xhibit A is a true and correct copy of the IOOC 
Management Services Division Directive 114.03.03.014, Inmate Management ~und 
Equity. 
4. Attached hereto as Exh1.bit Bis a true and correct redacted copy of 
:cixx:: Standard Operating Procedure ("SOP") 114.03.03.014, 'R.evenue: Offender 
Management Fund, which was provided to Plaintiff via Defendants' First 
Supplemental Answers and ~esponses to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories, 
Requests for Production and 'Requests for Admissions (hereinafter, "Defendants' 
First Supplement to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery 'R.equests"). 
5. Attached hereto as "El{hibit C is a true and correct copy of Il)()C Policy 
411, Medical Co-pay, which was provided to Plaintiff via Defendants' First 
Supplement to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit Dis a true and correct copy of IDOC SOP 
411.06.03.001, Medical Co-pay, which was provided to Plaintiff via Defendants' 
First Supplement to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit Eis a true and correct copy of IDOC Policy 
405, Access to Courts, which was.provided to Plaintiff via Defendants' First 
Supplement to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit Fis a true and correct copy of IDOC SOP 
405.02.01.001, Access to Courts, which was provided to Plaintiff via Defendants' 
First Supplement to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests. 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of IDOC Policy 
608, Hobby Craft Activities, which was provided to Plaintiff via Defendants' 
First Supplement to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests. 
AFFIDAVIT OF BA"RRY SFA'RCY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINI'IFF' S PA'R'.l'IAL mrION FOR SUMMARY 
.JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANT IDOC AS 'IO LIABILITY ONLY ON a:>UNT I - 2 
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10. Attached hereto as Exhibit His a true and correct copy of IfXX:: SOP 
608.02.00.001, Hobby Cr~ft, which was provided to Plaintiff via Defendants' 
First Supplement to Pl~intiff's First Set of Discovery Requests. 
Further your affiant sayeth not. 
DATED this~ day of October, 2011 • 
2011. 
~~IDAOO 
Residing at: Ii _ 
Cornnission Expires: 'i(/Ui /Vi q 
CERl'IFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
AFFIDAVIT OF BARRY SEARCY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S PA'RTIAL ~rn'ION FOR SUMM~RY 
JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANI' IDOC AS 'ID LIABILITY ONLY ON mDNT I, on the following 
named person, via the ISCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail,· 1st class 
postage prepaid, on October L.2_, 2011: 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Brassey, Wetherell & Crawford, LLP 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
AFFIDAVIT OF,BF\RRY SEARCY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S PARTIAL MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
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DIVISION Inmate Management Revised: 03/19/01 
Fund Equity 
01.00.00. POLICY OF THE DEPARTMENT 
It is the policy of the Board of Correction that the Department 
of Correction shall manage its fiscal responsibilities in 
accordance with the Governmental Generally Accepted Accounting 
Practices (GAAP), and the laws of the State of Idaho. 
02.00.00. TABLE OF CONTENTS 
01.00.00. POLICY OF THE DEPARTMENT 




05.01.00. Incoming Funds 
05.02.00. Deposit of Funds 
05.03.00. Expenditure of Funds 
05.04.00. Reconciliation 
05.05.00. Reporting 
05.06.00. Internal Audit 
03.00.00. REFERENCES 
Department Policy 114, Fiscal Policy. 
Standards for Adult Correctional Institutions, 3rd Edition, 
Standard No. 3-4027, 3-4031, 3-4032, 3-4034, 3-4038. 
04.00.00 DEFINITIONS 
Internal control: M.easures employed for the purpose of 
safeguarding resources against waste, fraud, and inefficiency; 
promoting accuracy and reliability in accounting and operating 
data; encouraging and measuring compliance with policy; and 
judging the efficiency of operations. 
PCA: Program Cost Account. 
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114.03.03.014 Management Fund Equity 
2 of 6 
05.00.00. PROCEDURE 
Inmate management funds will be managed and accounted for in 
accordance with Department of Correction written policy· and in 
compliance with state code. 
' 05.01.00. Incoming Funds 
Funds from the following sources will be deposited to the State 
of Idaho Miscellaneous Revenue fund 0349.07. (See exhibit A for 







05.02.00. Deposit of Funds 
The Central Office Inmate Banking records clerk will open all 
mail and will determine to whom the funds should be directed for 
recording and deposit. 
001. Phone Revenue 
Phone revenue receipts will go to the Inmate Banking 
financial technician for review and preparation of 
deposit. Phone revenue will be tracked by a PCA 
number for each institution, and coding to revenue sub-
object detail 1555.01 for phone revenue. 
The Inmate Banking 
prepare the deposit 
sweep account in 
procedures. 
financial technician will code and 
for entry into the State Treasurers 
accordance with STARS receipts 
The Inmate Banking financial technician will maintain 
copies of the phone receipts and back-up documentation. 
000112
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002. Commissary Revenue 
Commissary Revenue is the contractual sales percentage 
commission agreed upon by the department and the 
commissary vendor. The department collects the 
commission by remitting gross sales less the contract 
commission percentage to the vendor. 
The Inmate Banking account technician is responsible 
for the weekly reconciliation of commissary sales and 
commission to the vendor invoice. 
The Inmate Banking account technician will prepare the 
payment transmittal for review by the Inmate Banking 
senior accountant. The Inmate Banking senior 
accountant will review, sign, obtain a second signature 
and transmit. 
Once a month the senior accountant will prepare a check 
and transfer the month's commission received by IDOC 
into the state fund 0349, Miscellaneous Revenue, 
Revenue code 1555.02. 
003. Vending Revenue 
Vending Revenue receipts will go•to the Inmate Banking 
Financial Technician for review and preparation of the 
deposit into the State Treasurers sweep account. A PCA 
number for each institution, and revenue sub-object 
code 1555.0j tracks vending revenue. 
The Inmate Banking financial technician will code and 
prepare the check for deposit into the State Treasurers 
sweep account in accordance with STARS receipts 
procedures. 
The Inmate Banking financial technician will maintain 
copies of the vending receipts and back-up 
documentation. 
004. Laundry Fees 
Inmates pay work centers fees for doing their laundry. 
Work centers forward the list of inmates and the amount 
they owe to the centra] office Inmate Banking financial 
support technician. 
000113
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The Inmate Banking financial support technician debits 
the inmate's account and credits a laundry fees payable 
account in the inmate banking system. 
On a monthly basis the Inmate Banking financial 
technician closes the laundry payable account and 
prepares a check for deposit into the State Treasurer's 
sweep account 0349.07, revenue code 1555.04. 
The Inmate Banking financial technician will maintain 
the back-up documentation for work center laundry fees. 
005. Social Security 
The Inmate Banking financial technician receives 
notification from Social Security when direct deposits 
are sent to the inmate banking system bank account. 
These payments are incentive awards as the result of 
the department notifying the social security 
administration that an inmate is illegally receiving 
social security. 
The Inmate Banking financial technician verifies the 
deposit with the inmate banking bank and then prepares 
a check for deposit into the Treasures Office sweep 
account. 
05.03.00. Expenditure of Funds 
All funds are expended through STARS and spending authority is 
granted through the Idaho State Legislative budgeting process. 
To increase or change appropriated spending authority locations 
must submit an enhancement decision unit to be included in the 
department's annual budget request. (See Management Services 
Directive 114.03.03.019, Budget.) 
001. Fund Expenditure Approval 
Each institution will prepare a financial plan annually 
based on legislated appropriation. 
002. Purchasing 
Expenditures may be made at the institutions, work 
centers, or the central off ice. All purchases and 
expenditures should be in accordance with Management 
Services Division Directive 114.03.03.003, 
Expenditures, and 114.03.03.007, Purchasing. The 
ins ti tut ion/di vision account technician will maintain 
and distribute blank purchase order forms. 
000114
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003. STARS Pre-Audit 
In accordance with the Expenditure Directive 
114.03.03.003, all Inmate Management Fund batches will 
be sent to the central office for audit and release. 
However, Inmate Management Fund batches will go to the 
Inmate Banking Senior Accountant for audit. 
The Inmate Banking Senior Accountant will review 
expenditure batches for: 
Compliance with state and department purchasing and 
expenditure rules and regulations. 
Compliance with the location's appropriated budget and 
Division of Prison's Administrator approved financial 
plan. 
05.04.00. Reconciliation 
The Central Office inmate banking senior accountant will be responsible for reviewing 
the monthly general ledger and all general ledger reconciliation's prepared by the 
Inmate Banking financial technician. 
The Inmate Banking Senior Accountant will be responsible for reviewing all revenue 
accounts for consistency and reasonableness. 
The Department budget analyst will include Inmate Banking revenue in monthly 
statements of department revenue and in the Department Receipts Supplemental 
Information form submitted with the annual budget request. 
05.05.00. Reporting 
The Inmate Banking Senior Accountant will be responsible for 
generating monthly reports showing revenues and expenditures. 
Reports will be distributed to the Board of Correction, the 
Director, the Administrators, and all location Managers. 
05.06.00. Internal Audit 
The IDOC internal auditor will perform an internal audit at least 
annually, or when there 
000115
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is a major change in the Inmate Management Fund, except in years 
when audits are performed by the Legislative Auditor's Office. 
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Revenue: Offender Management Fund 
I Page Number: 1 
1 of 8 -·--··· 
Adopted: 
8-31-200'1 




I. ___________ , 
This document was approved by Susan Fujinaga, acting chief of the Division 
of Management Services, on 9/29/10 (signature on file). 
BOARD OF CORRECTION IDAPA RULE NUMBER 
None 
POLICY STATEMENT NUMBER 114 
Fiscal Polic~ 
·, 
POLICY DOCUMENT NUMBER 114, :·"\ 
Fiscal Policy 
DEFINITIONS 
Standardized Definitions List 
' < 
Manager: An employee appointed to manage, direcr, and control a designated work unit. 
Managers include division chiefs, deputy divisiol) chiefs, facility heads, deputy wardens (or 
second-in-commands), district managers, designated lieutenants, program managers, or 
any appointed unit manager. 
Program Cost Account (PCA) Code: A five character alphanumeric code entered in the 
Statewide Accounting and Reporting System (STARS) that is used to identify a specific 
program structure. 
Statewide Accounting and Reporting System (STARS): The State of Idaho's Office of tl1e 
State Controller's computer system that is used for processing and reporting accounting 
transactions. 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this standard operating procedure (SOP) is to establish a standardized 
process for processing financial transactions and documents related to offenders. 
SCOPE 
This SOP applies to all Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) employees and correctional 
facilities, to include community work centers (CWC) and in-slate IDOC-co11tracled 
correctional facilities (such as the Idaho Correctional Center [ICC]). 
I Note: Hereafter, ~!_I_ or" the abov·e will be referre~- to as 'facili_tie_s_'. ______ - _-:~====_____,-,-, 
000119
) Control Number: • 1·version: j Title: - ·------- -P-a-geNL1111be-r:-l 
114.0.3.03.014 1.3 Revenue: Offender Management 2 of 8 _J 
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RESPONSIBILITY 
Chief of the Division of Management Services 
The chief of the Division of Management Services (or designee) is responsible for 
overseeing and monitoring the provisions provided herein. 
Executive Financial Officer 
The executive financial officer (or designee) shall be responsible for implementing this 
SOP and for ensuring IDOC employees and contractors are practicing the guidelines, 
standards, and procedures provided herein. 
Financial Specialist Senior 
The de·signated financial specialist senior (located in the Fiscal Unit at Central Office) 
shall be resp~nsible for.maintaining the Offender Trust Accounting computer system. 
Financial Tec.tmician(s) 
The designat(;}d financial technician(s) (located in the Fiscal Unit al Central Office) shall 
be responsible:-f<;>r closing an offender's trust account, transitioning funds, reconciling 
offender receivables and offender payroll receivables, processing offender payrolls. and 
making nightly deposits. . .. ·· 
· Note: All offender r~ceipts: w.it.hdraw~I ~lips, ~nd offe~~er ~itachments· shall oniy be · · J 
1 processed by a designated F1sc~~~-~~~nanc1al techn1c1an(s_L __ _ 
Table of Contents 
General Rquirernents ............................................................................................................ 3 
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Revenue: Offender Management 
Fund 
[9ontroi Number: 
, , 14.03.03.014 
-'----··----
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
1. Incoming Funds 
. , P~ge Nl;mber: 
3 of 8 
I 
The Fiscal Unit (located at Central Office) shall deposit incomin~ funds from the following 
sources into the State of Idaho miscellaneous revenue fund, Ci~}Zs:~;~t/it~ri'.'1£:Zii:1: 
• Telephone revenue 
• Commissary revenue 
• Vending revenue 
• Laundry revenue 
• Donation revenue 
• Social Security revenue 
2. Deposit Preparation Procedures 
Telephone Revenue 
The vendor will send the telephone revenue receipt and telephone revenue check to the 
designated Fiscal Unit financial technician, and the following process steps shall be used 
to process telephone revenue: 
! Fu~~~:nal Roles and I 
Res onsibilities Step Tasks 
I 




Forward the telephone revenue receipt to the 
Evaluation and Compliance Unit (located at Central 
Office) for verification of information; and 
Place the 
ml until the Evaluauo·n and Compliance Unit 
approves the telephone revenue ~receipt for 
rocessin . --------t---+---'---~----------·-----------, 
i 
i Fiscal Unit Financial 
I Technician 




• Ensure that the commission amount per facility is 
provided by the telephone vendor .a11d entered into a 
spreadsheet (i.e., a Fiscal U11it internal tracking 
sheet). 
• Ensure that telephone revenue is tracked by the PCA 
code designated for the specific facility and revenue 
sub-object detail code. (See appendix A. Location 
·-·- PCA and Descriptive Sub-object Detail Codes.) 
• Forward a copy of the spreadsheet and telephone 
revenue check to the designated Fiscal Unit financial 
technician; and 
• File copies of the telephone revenue receipts and 
f----------+---...__-·--~~.ck-up documentation. 
Fiscal Unit Financial 
Technician 4 
Deposit ~p{~ ,.,. 
i number.) 
000121
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. _ .. ___ I 
_[ ______ Li_~~-----·· . . -· -· ..... . 
Commissary Revenue 
Commissary revenue is the contractual sales percentage commission agreed upon by 
the IDOC and the commissary vendor. The revenue is calculated by taking gross 
commissary sales and subtracting the agreed upon percentage. The following process 
steps shall be used to process commissary revenue: 
Functional Roles and 
Responsibilities 
Fiscal Unit Financial 
Technician 






Once a week, reconcile the commissary vendor's invoice 
and the amount of commissary sales (downloaded each 
day) by entering the invoice and sales information into a 
spreadsheet (i.e., a Fiscal Unit internal tracking sheet). 
Note: The spreadsheet shall be designed to add down and 
: then across. When completed, the total photo ticket sales, 
; profit, payment, and South Idaho Correctional Institution 
(SICI) vending will reflect in each column. The net sales for 
each facility will reflect at the end of each row. 
Using Reflections, make journal entries to move: 
• Each facility's sales and sale returns to the net 
income account. 
• Photo ticket sales, profit, and SICI vending to the 
commissary equity account. 
• Payment Jo the cornmis~.9.~y...2ayable account. 
Note: 10 days later, payment is sent to the commissary 
vendor. 
Fiscal Unit Financial 
i Technician 3 
• Prepare the commissary payment check payable to 
the vendor; and 
• Forward the vendor's check to the designated Fiscal 
!---·-------, 
Fiscal Unit Financial 
Specialist Senior 4 
Unit financial specialist senior. ··--···· __ -· . ___ -·- ...... . 
• Prior to signing the vendor's commissary payment 
check, review the vendor's invoice and commissary 
sales spreadsheet for verification of information; 
• When verification is completed, sign th'e check and 
obtain a second signature on the check; and : 
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Functional Roles and 
Res onsibilities 
Fiscal Unit Financial 
Specialist Senior 






• During month end closing, use ,~ · · .p;,,;_:::"!'~:,\, · ,!' 
t?i~Wufl in the GL Daily (a screen in the Reflections 
system) to run the commissary revenue; 
• Print the GL Daily Report and highlight the 
appropriate facility balances; and 
• Forward the highlighted GL Daily Report to the 
desi nated Fiscal Unit financial technician. 
Note: At month end closing, tt1e commissary equity 
account will be closed (except for Central Office's, which is 
closed at the end of the fiscal year}, and moved to the 
offender management account in the Offender Trust 
General Ledger. 
; Note: The GL Daily Report will be coded with each facility's 
PCA code. (See appendix A, Location PC/\ and Descriptive 
Sub-object Detail Codes.) 
• Code the GL Daily Repor1 with each facility's PCA 
code (see appendix A, / ocation PCA and Descriptive 
Sub-object Detail Codes); 
• Generate an Offender Management Fund revenue 
remittance check (payable to the IDOC); 
• Forward a copy cf the GL Daily Report and 
remittance check to the designated Fiscal Unit 
financial technician; and 
• File a copy of the Statewide Accounting and 
Reporting System (STARS) transfer batch and back-
u documentation e.g., the GL Daily Report . 
1----------:---t----t----'--,,,_ c"-----1 
Fiscal Unit Financial Deposit 
Technician 
7 
·-··-· L number.} _________________ _ 
Vending Revenue 
The vendor will send vending revenue checks to the designated Fiscal Unit financial 
technician, and the following process steps shall be used to process vending revenue: 
Functional Roles and 
Res on~ii?m!!es . ..... . ~tep .. 
Fiscal Unit Financial 
Technician 1 
Tasks 
Receive the vending revenue checks and enter the vending 
information into a spreadsheet (i.e., a Fiscal Unit internal 
lrac.ki~g .sheet). 
Note: Ensure that the vending revenue is tracked by the 
PCA code designated for the specific facility and revenue 
, sub-object detail code. (See appendix A, Location PCA and 
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Fiscal Unit Financial 
Technician 
Laundry Reve,:we 
• 0 A ·---·---------
Tasks 
Offenders pay community work centers (eWCs) fees for the use of washers and dryers. 
ewes enter the list of offenders and the amount they owe. 
On a monthly basis the designated Fiscal Unit financial technician shall close the laundry 
revenue account, prepare a. laundry revenue remittance check, and forward the check to 
the designated Fiscal Uniffinancial technician. 
The designated Fiscal Unitfinancial technician shall deposit $fc:;c;;f}!.;;$f;;~:.1 
fiiK~MIIWMPSS;\,:Jj~7~Q~i£f:-I. (See appendix A, Location 
PCA and Descriptive Sub-object Detail Codes.) (Also soc section 1 for the account 
number.) 
Donation Revenue 
Offenders who want to become indigent donate their funds to the Offender Management 
Fund. 
On a monthly basis the designated Fiscal Unit financial technician shall include the 
donation revenue in the monthly end closing for the Offender Management Fund. The 
following process steps shall be used to process donation revenue: 
I Fu.nctional Roles and 
rl3~~p~~sibilities Ste~ I 
I 
I • Durin.onth end clo:~~~:se ffi!i}Jtri?'lfll ----- -I I 
I 








tw!Z in the GL Daily (a screen in the Reflections 
system) to run the donation revenue; 
Print the GL Daily Report and highlight the 
appropriate facility balances; and J 
Forward the highlighted GL Daily Report to the 
designated fisc~I Unit financial technician. ·- .... 
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Functional Roles and 
Res onsibilities Step Tasks f-----'----------'---1------·-· . - --------------
Fiscal Unit Financial 
Technician 
Fiscal Unit Financial 
Technician 
2 
• Code the GL Daily Report with each facility's PCA 
code (see appendix A, Location PCA and Descriptive 
Sub-object Detail Codes); 
• Generate an Offender Management Fund revenue 
remittance check (payable to the !DOC); 
• Forward a copy of the GL Daily Report and 
remittance check to the designated Fiscal Unit 
financial technician; and 
• File a copy of the STARS transfer batch and back-up 
documentation (e.g., the GL Daily Report . ··I _.,_ - ----. 
Deposit ?/,)Y~t:,.-!tt'(,·, .. ,~:.:, ." ·~-,,,:., ... 4-~--.:i,iZi·f 
r:)g, ~41'-f:~;l]kJJt'~ ;-;<i:";· ... o,/ ": .:-·}_.-. ' '', ~$; ',J 
---~-3- ·~~:;_,.),,~•·,·r:f'\ ... ,~.-~~':'_. ~See seclion __ 1_r.~r.'.h_~.a~~-ount _, I.. 
Social Security Revenue 
The designated Fiscal Unit rinandal technician receives notification from the Social 
Security Administration (SSA) when direct deposits are sent to the Offender Trust 
Account at the bank. Social Security revenue is incentive awards paid to the IDOC when 
the IDOC notifies the SSA that an offender is illegally receiving benefits. 
Note: The SSA is notified when !DOC information technology staff transmits the notice 
for the Fiscal Unit. 
The Fiscal Unit financial technician shall: 
• Verify that the SSA paid, via EFT, the Social Security revenue and that payment 
has been posted lo the bank; and 
• Enter the deposit in the Off ender Trust General Ledger. 
3. Reconciliation 
The designated Fiscal Unit financial specialist senior shall review the Offender Trust General 
Ledger on a monthly basis. The Fiscal Unit financial specialist senior shall also review all 
revenue accounts for consistency and reasonableness. 
4. Reporting 
The designated Fiscal Unit financial specialist senior shall generate the following monthly 
reports: 
• Balance Sheet, 
• Statement of Activities (STARS), 
• Statement of Activities (Reflections), and 
• Revenue. 
These reports shall be sent to the budget analyst (located at Central Office) for distribution 
to the director of the IDOC and managers. 
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5. Internal Audit 
i\n IDOC internal auditor shall perform an internal control audit (as part of attestation) 
<lnnually (or when there is a major change in the Offender Management Fund), except in 
years when audits are performed by the State of Idaho's Legislative Services Office, 
Legislative Audits Division. 
REFERENCES 
Appendix A. Location PCA and Descriptive Sub-object Detail Codes 
State of Idaho, Legislative Services Office (www.legislature.idaho gov/lso/lso.htm) 
State of Idaho, Office of the State Controller (www.sco.idaho.gov) 
State of Idaho, State Treasurer's Office (www.sto.idaho.gov) 
- End of Document -
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
Location PCA and Descriptive Sub-object Detail Codes 
,-~-B--c-··w==c==========----·-_l_o_ca_t_io_n _________ --+_P_C_A_C_o_d--ie 
East Boise Community Work Center) __ _ .. 
ICIO 
Idaho Correctional Institution - Orofino -·-·- -- . .. - --'---------!-_., 
IF-CWC 
' Idaho Falls Communit Work Center 
Idaho Stal~f~orrectional ln:>_titu\i?.n) __________ I----' 
N-CWC 
Nam a Communit Work Center 
NICI 
Jl';J_orll]_l~_ah~ Correctional Institution l_ ____ _ 
PWCC 
Pocatello Women's Correctional Center 
SAWC 
---· _____ i 
_(Saint AQ.!_l:J.9_i:iy_~9r~ C~~p) .... -·- _________ _ 
SBWCC 
South ~~l~~ W2[Ylen's _C~rrectional Center) ·------f---
SICI 
South Idaho Correctional Institution)._ . _ _ll!IIL __ I 
SICI-CWC 
South Idaho Correctional Institution Communil Work Center 
I TF-CWC 









-· u. . 
* Interest is also deposited into the State of Idaho 
miscellaneous revenue fund. See ?_§_ction 1 of the 
I. ~OP for the account number. 
(Appendix last updated 9/29/10) 
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POLICY STATEMENT 
,\ 
It is the policy ofthe tdaho Board of Correction that the Idaho Department of Correction 
(IDOC) and its contrattors charge offenders incarcerated at IDOC facilities a co-pay for 
medical and pharmacy services, but do not deny access to medical, dental, and mental 
health services when the offender does not have the resources to pay for such services. 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this policy is to communicate the Board's philosophy about promoting and 
encouraging responsibility and accountability in regards to offenders and their personal 
health. Nothing in this policy shall be construed to relieve the contract medical provider(s) of 
any obligation and/or responsibility stipulated in their respective contractual agreements. 
SCOPE 
This policy applies to all employees, offenders, contractors, and subcontractors of the IDOC. 
This policy also applies to all procedures created under its Authority. ,' 
.;- ..-r.':4"y~ 
~ '- r-:7;~ .2 ;;;::.;;:•.ir~ 
RESPONSIBILITY 
The director of the IDOC and chief of the Division of Education and Treatment are 
responsible for overseeing the implementation of this policy and the development and 
implementation of standard operating procedures (S0Ps) to fully implement this policy. 
In addition: 
• The Department health authority is responsible for monitoring compliance with this 
policy. 
• When services are privatized, the contract medical provider is responsible for 
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National Commission on Correctional Health Care (NCCHC), Standards for Health Services 
in Prisons, 2003, Appendix F, Charging Inmates a Fee for Health Care Services 
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POLICY STATEMENT NUMBER 411 .. 
Medical Co-pay~>· . \ .. ' ,. ~ 
POLICY DOCUMENT NUMBER 411 
Medical Co-pay 
DEFINITIONS 
Standardized Definitions List 
Chronic Care Clinic: A specialized clinic that provides psychiatric, endocrine, 
cardiovascular, pulmonary, neurological, infectious disease, or special needs services. 
Contract Medical Provider: A private company under contract with the Department to 
provide comprehensive medical, dental, and mental health services to the incarcerated 
offender population. A contract medical provider may include private prison companies and 
other entities under contract with the Department to operate the Idaho Correctional Center 
(ICC) and other out-of-state facilities housing Department offenders. ; •. 
Self-medication Program: A program that permits responsible offenders to carry and 
administer their own medications. (Also known as Keep-on-Person Program.) 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this standard operating procedure (SOP) is to establish a system for 
charging offenders housed in Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) facilities a fee for 
healthcare services provided by the IDOC and/or its contractors. 
SCOPE 
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• Monitoring and overseeing all aspects of healthcare services; and 
• The implementation and continued practice of the provisions provided in this 
SOP. 
When healthcare services are privatized, he will also be responsible for monitoring the 
contract medical provider's performance, to include but not limited to reviewing 
processes, procedures, forms, and protocols employed by the contract medical provider 
to ensure compliance with all healthcare-related requirements provided in this SOP. 
Contract Medical Provider 
When healthc;:are services are privatized, the contract medical provider is responsible for 
implementing and practicing all provisions of this SOP, unless specifically exempted by 
written contr.actual agreements. 
Note: Nothin'!J' in this SOP shall be construed to relieve the contract medical provider(s) 
of any obligation and/or responsibility stipulated in respective contractual agreements. 
Facility Heads 
Facility heads (or designees) will be responsible for designating facility staff to assess 
medical co-pay fees against offender patient's trust accounts. 
Table of Contents 
General Requirements ............................................................................................................ 3 
1. Offender Access to Healthcare Services .......................................................................... 3 
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3. Medical Co-pay Procedures ......................................................... :J ........ '. ........................ 3 
:~J 
4. Healthcare Services Requiring Payment of Medical Co-pay Fee .:.: .................................. 3 
Prison Offenders, CWC Offender Facility Workers, and Uri~m:~iby:~d.CWC Work 
Release Offenders Medical Co-pay Fee ..................................................................... 3 
Employed CWC Work Release Offenders Medical Co-pay Fee ................................. 4 
5. Pharmacy Services Requiring Payment of Medical Co-pay Fee ....................................... 4 
Prison Offenders, ewe Offender Facility Workers, and Unemployed ewe Work 
Release Offenders Pharmacy Service Medical Co-pay Fee ....................................... 4 
Employed ewe Work Release Offenders Pharmacy Service Medical Co-pay Fee .. .4 
6. Approving, Reevaluating, Renewing, Rewriting, or Refilling a Medical Order ................... 4 
7. Services, Medicines, and Offenders Excluded from the Medical Co-pay Requirement.. .. 5 
8. Health Services Request Co-pay Form ............................................................................. 5 
9. Assessing the Medical Co-pay Fee ............................................................. , ..................... 6 
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Designated Facility Staff Member ............................................................................... 6 
10. Offender Concerns ............................................................................................................ 6 
11. Compliance ....................................................................................................................... 6 
References .............................................................................................................................. 6 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
I Note: Medical co-pay funds will be used to offset general fund medical expenses. 
1. Offender Access to Healthcare Services 
The IDOC and/or contract medical provider shall not deny an offender access to healthcare 
services based on the offender's inability to pay. 
r 
2. Procedures for Offenders to Access Healthcare Services 
Each facility is responsible for orientating and notifying both offenders and staff of the 
procedures for providing offenders access to healthcare services on an on-going basis. 
Orientation and notification will take place at intake orientation and upon arrival at new 
facilities. 
3. Medical Co-pay Procedures 
Medical co-pay procedures will be applicable to offenders housed in IDOC facilities. When 
subject to contractual agreement, medical co-pay procedures will also be applicable to 
offenders who are under the jurisdiction of the IDOC and:housed in out-of-state, county, or 
private facilities. (Offender patients housed in out-of-stateJounty, or private facilities will be 
assessed the established medical co-pay, to include pharmacy services requiring the 
payment of a medica[ co-pay fee, in accordance with th9t_s~ycific facility's policy.) ..... 
>. 
4. Healthcare Services Requiring Payment of Medical Co-pay Fee , ·} 
' ':! 
c.l 
Prison Offenders, CWC Offender Facility Workers, and Unemployed CWC Work 
Release Offenders Medical Co-pay Fee ~L ·< .. ' · ' 
1-.~ll'!· 
An offender-initiated visit for sick call service shall be assessed:,fmedical co-pay fee of 
five dollars ($5.00) for a physician, physician assistant, nurse practitioner, nurse, medical 
provider, dental, optometry, or emergency evaluation and treatment. 
Each initial sick call visit that is offender-initiated and not related to a serious chronic 
medical illness shall be assessed this five dollar ($5.00) medical co-pay fee. 
Note: Sick call for those offender assigned to special confinement (e.g., death row, 
administrative segregation, etc.) shall be assessed the same medical co-pay fees as 
those offender patients in the general population. 
See section 7 for medical co-pay exemptions and enrolling an offender into a chronic 
care clinic. 
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An offender-initiated visit for sick call service shall be assessed a medical co-pay fee of 
ten dollars ($10.00) for a physician, physician assistant, nurse practitioner, nurse, 
medical provider, dental, optometry, or emergency evaluation and treatment. 
Each initial sick call visit that is offender-initiated and not related to a serious chronic 
medical illness shall be assessed this ten dollar ($10.00) medical co-pay fee. 
See section 7 for medical co-pay exemptions and enrolling an offender into a chronic 
care clinic. 
See section 9 for responsibilities associated with assessing the medical co-pay fee. 
5. Pharmacy Services Requiring Payment of Medical Co-pay Fee 
Regardless of whether medications are dispensed to the offender in self-medicate or 'keep-
on-person' quantities or by the individual unit doses, all medical prescriptions will be ordered 
by qualified healthcare professionals in quantities and durations that are medically 
appropriate and in keeping with all applicable laws and regulations. 
Offender patients will be assessed the medical co-pay fee every 90 days for the renewal of 
any chronic maintenance medication.(except those covered under chronic care clinics) . 
. ,- , .. ' >!, 
. .,, 
Prison Offenders, ewe Offender Facility I/yorkers, and Unemployed ewe Work 
Release Offenders Pharmacy. Service Medical Co-pay Fee .. 
A pharmacy service medical co-pay fee-w·ill be assessed to each offender patient who is 
dispensed over-the-counter (OTC) or prescription (Rx) medications. The pharmacy 
service medical co-pay fee will be three dollars ($3.00) per course/treatment or per 
. t" . Ji"' . 1"-prescnp ,on. j.l ·, . :\. 
See section 7 for medical co-pay exemptions anq enrolling an offender into a chronic 
care clinic. ~ ;,.., ·. ~~~~--... · \ ,,: 
' .. · /' 
See section 9 for responsibilities associated with assessing the medical co-pay fee. 
Employed CWC Work Release Offenders Pharmacy Service Medical Co-pay Fee 
A pharmacy service medical co-pay fee will be assessed to each offender patient who is 
dispensed OTC or Rx medications. The pharmacy service medical co-pay fee will be five 
dollars ($5.00) per course/treatment or per prescription. 
See section 7 for medical co-pay exemptions and enrolling an offender into a chronic 
care clinic. 
See section 9 for responsibilities associated with assessing the medical co-pay fee. 
6. Approving, Reevaluating, Renewing, Rewriting, or Refilling a Medical Order 
Whenever a healthcare professional is required to approve, reevaluate, renew, rewrite, or 
refill a medication order, that transaction will be viewed as a new prescription chargeable to 
the offender patient. 
Each OTC or Rx medication that is renewed will be assessed a medical co-pay fee in 
accordance with section 5. 
Note: Some OTC medications for personal, elective use shall be made available in the 
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7. Services, Medicines, and Offenders Excluded from the Medical Co-pay Requirement 













Initial assessments during the reception and diagnostic process, including physical 
and dental examinations and screening; 
Prescribed laboratory studies and tests; 
Prescribed electromagnetic radiations (X-rays); 
Testing routinely done during the intake process; 
Prescribed psychiatric and/or psychological testing and evaluation; 
Dressing changes and other ongoing treatments ordered by healthcare staff. (Note: 
If the treatment is prescribed over the course of several days or weeks, the offender 
patient should not be charged for each visit.); 
Miscellaneous offend~r health assessments, including screenings for work and 
program assignment_s;' 
Chronic care medicines including, but not limited to, prescriptions for diabetes, 
epilepsy, hypertension, mental illness, lung diseases, etc. (Note: Offender patients 
taking tuberculosis prophylaxrs:types of medications will not be assessed the 
pharmacy service medic~}co-pay te1); 
'/ ... l 
Chronic care clinics incl~ding: prescribed infirmary care, transfer screenings, periodic 
.II .r 
assessments, and sched,uled follow-up exams. (Also see the below note box.); 
. ''. ·'· ;I" 
Follow-up visits authorized_by:beaithcare staff; 
Written referrals by one healthcare staff men,ber to another for the same presenting 
problem (as opposed to a different proble111kand 
- .. ;~· -·~ 
Offenders injured while on work proje~t§: facility assigned duties, or Correctional 
Industries (Cl) assignments. 
Note: The facility medical director (or designee) shall be responsible for enrolling an 
offender into a chronic care clinic when the offender has a disease that if not followed and 
treated properly may become life-threatening. 
8. Health Services Request Co-pay Form 
A Health Services Request Co-pay Form shall be initiated during each visit for healthcare 
services or pharmacy services (except for those described in section 7). The Health 
Services Request Co-pay Form will be provided in No Carbon Required (NCR) paper. 
Note: NCR paper or carbonless copy paper is a type of paper used to make a copy of the 
original document by handwriting on the top copy of the paper. NCR paper forms typically 
come three (3) pages per form. 
The contract medical provider shall make available to offenders and complete a Health 
Services Request Co-pay Form for each medical or pharmacy service described in section 
,1,, section 5, and section 6. 
Healthcare staff shall verify the identification of the offender and obtain a signature from the 
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the Health Services Request Co~pay Form, healthcare staff shall document the offender's 
refusal on the form. 
Upon completion of the Health Services Request Co-pay Form, the original will be retained 
by the healthcare staff. The first and second copy will be sent to a facility head designated 
staff member for assessing the medical co-pay fee. Once charges are documented on the 
second copy, it will be returned to the offender via institutional mail. 
The Health Services Request Co-pay Form shall be processed pursuant to directive 
114.03.03.011, Offender Trust Account. 
9. Assessing the Medical Co-pay Fee 
Healthcare Staff 
Healthcare stc!ffj.ball q~ responsible for determining the appropriate medical co-pay fee 
to charge in accordance'with section 4 and/or section 5. 
Designated Faf;lity Staff Mlmber 
,1 ..,,, 
A facility heag designated staff member shall be responsible for assessing the medical 
co-pay fee ag~if]s~the offender patient's trust account. 
- ··-- ' ; -:/;;;:.,..·:'.>,1.._ 
10. Offender Concerns :,: 'Y } _ _ -,-1 ~-. 
Offenders who feel as though,th'ey have been; unfairly assessed the medical co-pay fee shall 
have the right to file a concern, 'r'hich must.b¢ done by completing an IDOC Offender 
Concern Form and submitting it to the proper authority for resolution. (See SOP 
316.02.01.001, Grievance and informalResolution Procedure for Offenders, for procedures 
and the concern form.) 
11. Compliance 
Compliance with this SOP and all related Department-approved protocols will be monitored 
by the health authority (or designee) by using various sources to include: this SOP, clinical 
practice guidelines, routine reports, program reviews, and record reviews. 
REFERENCES 
Directive 114.03.03.011, Offender Trust Account 
Gilbert v. Homar, U.S., 117S. Ct. 1807 (1987) 
IDAPA 06.01.01, Rules of the Board of Correction, Section 302.05, Medical, Dental, 
Psychological and Psychiatric Care 
IDAPA 06.01.01, Rules of the Board of Correction, Section 401, Medical Care 
Matthews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 96 S. Ct., 893 (1976) 
National Commission on Correctional Health Care (NCCHC}, Standards for Health Services 
in Prisons, 2003, Appendix F, Charging Offenders a Fee for Health Care Services 
Shapely v. Nevada Board of State Prison Commissioners, 766 F.2d, at a 404 (9th Cir. 1985) 
Standard Operating Procedure 316.02.01.001, Grievance and Informal Resolution 
Procedure for Offenders 
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Access to Courts Page 1 revised 07-29-04 
01.00.00. POLICY OF THE D.EPARTMENT 
It is the policy of the Idaho Board of Correction to ensure that all inmates have direct 
access to the courts through the initial pleading stage in all qualified legal claims. 
Qualified legal claims are those causes of action which involve the fact, duration or 
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Cornett v. Donovan, 51 F.3d 894 (9th Cir. 1995) cert denied 116 S.Ct. 2580 135 L.ed.2d 
1095. 
Idaho Department of Correction Access to Courts Program Manual. 
Lewis v. Casey, 116 S.Ct. 2174 (USSC 1996). 
Standards for Adult Correctional Institutions, Third Edition, 1991, Standards 3-4262, 3-





The IDOC will facilitate this access by making standardized form and instruction packets 
and paralegal assistance available to the inmate population. The system is designed to 
maximize inmates' opportunities to present legal claims pertaining to the 
aforementioned qualified legal claims in a quick, efficient manner. 
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Each affected division within the IDOC will draft a division directive to implement this 
policy. 
This policy is not intended to prohibit the inmates' ability to independently pursue 
actions using their own resources or to obtain outside counsel to represent them. 
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Standardized Definitions List ·-;.,/, "~) ··, -~ / 
Access to Courts Request Form: A printed form provided for offenders to make requests 
for assistance in accessing Idaho Department of Corr~ti~(IDOC)-provided legal resources 
or IDOC paralegal staff. -~ :,. 
· ... \ 
Access to Courts Manual: A manual containing qualified legal claim.packets and forms for 
offenders to file initial pleadings with a court. . :J . 
Legal Mail: Confidential communication directly between (1) an offender·and an attorney, 
(2) an offender and the court, (3) opposing parties for service of dqtu"riients (pursuant to 
court rules), or (4) sheriff offices for service of documents (purs~aiit to court rules). 
Legal Resources: Those statutes, codes, court rules, legal reference materials, and 
publications provided by the Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) for use by offenders on 
legal matters. 
Paralegal: A person hired by the Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) to assist 
offenders, as set forth in this standard operating procedure (SOP). 
Resource Center: An area of a facility--designated and approved by the facility head--
where (1) legal resources are maintained and (2) the photocopying and mailing of legal 
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To ensure that all offenders have access to the courts to enable them to pursue 
constitutionally mandated legal actions and other legal filings as identified by the Idaho 
Department of Correction (IDOC). 
This standard operating procedure (SOP) applies to all offenders, and to all employees 
involved in the planning, management, or operation of any activity which governs the legal 
activities of offenders. 
SCOPE 
This SOP applies to all lDOC facilities, facility's staff, and offenders. 
RESPONSIBILITY 
Facility heads are responsible for implementing and ensuring that guidelines are followed in 
their facilities. 
Facility heads will: 
• Make readily available to offenders locked boxes designated for Access to Courts 
Table of Contents 
Request Forms. · .~".',-, 
.... -~ •. ~, 
• Make Access to Courts Requests Fo(mS readily available to the offender population. 
• Designate a location (ge~erally the r;lource center) where all legal resource material 
will be kept. · ... j 
"-· . .-:-·;j)·' . \, 
.:/·:~~ 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS ................................ :.:: .......... :: ................................................. 3 • ,(. ;wj ·,.~ \• -~, 
1. QUALIFIED LEGAL CLAIMS .......................... ;\· •• ~~ ..... :~:~ ....... :::J. .............................................. 3 
;;~i,,. ,,.,,;:t:::-;\j/' 
State Court ........................................................... :: ................... , .................................. 3 
Federal Court .............................................................................................................. 3 
Other (not constitutionally required) ....................................... :.~ .................................. 4 
2. PROCESS TO ACCESS PARALEGAL ASSISTANCE AND RESOURCE MATERIALS ....................... 4 
. ··,f' 
Access to Courts Request Process ................................... -:: ........................................ 4 
3. AUTHORIZED PHOTOCOPIES ................................................................................................ 4 .. 
4. MAILING AND PHOTOCOPYING COURT DOCUMENTS AND LEGAL MAIL ................................... 5 
Procedure for Filing Pleadings and Other Documents with a Court ............................ 5 
5. SERVICE OF DOCUMENTS UPON OPPOSING PARTIES ........................................................... 5 
6. ACCESS TO COURT SUPPLIES FOR INDIGENT OFFENDERS .................................................... 6 
Procedure to Obtain Indigent Supp/ies ........................................................................ 6 
7. OFFENDERS WHO ARE UNABLE TO COMPLETE FORMS ......................................................... 6 
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
1. Qualified Legal Claims 
The IDOC has identified the following legal claims in which paralegal staff will assist 
offenders: 
State Court 
• Direct appeal of a criminal conviction. 
• Motion for correction or reduction of sentence (Idaho Criminal Rule 35) or an appeal. 
• Petition for Post-Conviction Relief (I.C. § 19-4901, et. seq.) or an appeal. 
• Habeas corpus proceeding pursuant to (1.C. § 19-4201, et seq.). 
• Civil Rights Complaint (42 U.S.C. § 1983, et seq.). 
Federal Court 
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• Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus (28 U.S.C. § 2241, et seq.). 
• Appeal to glh Circuit Court of Appeals. 
• Petition for Writ of Certiorari to U. S. Supreme Court. 
Other (not constitutionally required) 
• Notice of Claim for tort claim (1.C. § 6-901, et seq.) 
• Motion for Credit for Time Served. 
2. Process to Access Paralegal Assistance and Resource Materials 
Access to Courts Request Process 
.. ::~$'-
~ Functional Roles and.-? ... { Responsibiliti,·s· St~' Tasks 
Offender f 
,:.4 Place completed and signed Access to Courts Request 
2 1-:, 
'\ Form in a designated locked box. ... 
Gather the Access to Courts Requests Forms on regular 
Paralegal staff 
·~.. ,, 
2 c:.·,~.\ -...~~., workdays. 
,SE\3,nd thenequested materials to the offender using 
Paralegal staff 3 )n'stitutional"rnpil, or schedule a visit with the offender at the 
· lfesource center or other location. 
Jf requested;:provide the offender with the list of qualified 
Paralegal staff 4 'iegc!I claimfp'ackets from which fo choose. (Note: If offender 
is ilfiferate see step 8.) . 
Paralegal staff 5 
Allow the offender to review legal resources at the resource 
center or check out legal resources for a designated period. 
Paralegal staff 6 
If books are ch~cked · out, log. jn the Resource Center Book 
Checkout Log (Access-to Courts database). 
Paralegal staff 7 If the offender requests assistance, help the offender 
complete authorized court fillings. 
If the offender does· not speak, understand, read, or write 
the English language: 
• Arrange for an Idaho Department of Correction 
(IDOC) staff member, who speaks the offender's 
Paralegal staff 8 native language, to interpret; or 
• Arrange for another offender, who speaks the 
offender's native language, to interpret; or 
• Access the Language Line Services to provide 
interpretation. 
Complete the claim for filing with the court. (Note: to 
Offender 9 complete this process, also see section 4, Mailing and 
Photocooving Court Documents and Legal Mail.) 
3. Authorized Photocopies 
Authorized photocopies include: 
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• A completed Power of Attorney signed by the offender and notarized. 
Note: If there is a question regarding the documents or attachments, paralegal staff will 
determine what documents are necessary based on court rules or by contacting the court. 
4. Mailing and Photocopying Court Documents and Legal Mail 
Copying privileges for offenders include the following conditions: 
• Offenders (excluding indigent offenders) will be charged a fee of ten cents ($.10) per 
page for copies. 
• Page limitations on pleadings may be enforced in accordance with court rules. 
Procedure for FilinfJ, e!_eadings and Other Documents with a Court 
,• 
,l<'!,'~ 
:1~~ Functional Roles}and 
Resconsibiliti~ stJ. Tasks 
Offender 
·( 14 Complete the documents, forms, or pleadings to be \. photocopied and mailed. 
Offender ·, ~!:~:~tr:~ ~ 2 Submit to the paralegal staff an Access to Courts Request 
Form for copies, notary (if needed), and mailing services. 
Meet with the offender and determine those documents 
Paralegal staff 3 ;a~thorized for copying in accordance with this standard 
.ioperating procedure {SOP). 
Paralegal staff 4 
Notarize the documents that require a notary (if needed). 
~~::~. 
' ' 
Paralegal staff 5 
Copy the documents as required by court rules. 
Paralegal staff 6 
Forward the Wit~drawal Slip to the account technician for 
processinQ. , 
Paralegal staff 7 
Complete the Legal Mail Log (Access to Courts database) 
and the Notary Services Log (if needed). 
Paralegal staff 8 
Forward the mail to the mailroom for postage and mailing (if 
necessary). " 
5. Ser:vice of Documents Upon Opposing Parties 
An offender shall neither attempt, nor cause another offender acting on his behalf to attempt 
to personally serve the IDOC, the Board of Correction, the director of IDOC, the Idaho 
Commission of Pardons and Parole, or any employee thereof, with any legal documents and 
statutes. 
Service on the IDOC, the director, the Board, the Idaho Commission of Pardons and Parole, 
or any employee thereof, shall be made upon the deputy attorneys general assigned to the 
IDOC, in accordance with applicable court rules. 
Service on any other person or entity shall be the sole responsibility of the offender. 
Service rules for state court are contained in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
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6. Access to Court Supplies for Indigent Offenders 
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Indigent status is defined in SOP 402.02.01.001, Mail Handling in Correctional Facilities. 
Indigent supplies include the following: 
• Preprinted forms provided by IDOC (no charge). 
• Blank paper for preparing court filings (no more than 25 sheets in possession at any 
time). Indigent offenders must use preprinted forms if available. 
• Envelopes for mailing at the time of filing or to an attorney of record. 
• One (1) security pen on an exchange basis. 
Note: Postage sufficient to mail authorized legal documents for filing will be affixed in 
accordance with 402.02.01.001, Mail Handling in Correctional Facilities. 
,.~ ~ .... ~ _:;,• -·~~ ~ . 
Procedure to O_ptain Indigent Supplies 
'd ~:1 Functional Roles and ,,, 'l/1 
Resoonsibilitles Step Tasks 
Offender 
~~ .. ~~:-~;;: ) 
1 
Request indigent supplies using an Access to Court 
Request Form. 
Paralegal staff 2 Qetermine the items needed and costs. 
' -\ ,, ' 
Paralegal staff 3 
Enter the item's in the Indigent Offender Supplies Log and 
Access to Courts database. 
Paralegal staff 4 Issue the items to the offender. ... ·• 
Note: Facility heads may limit an offender's indigenfs~ppli~s)f the offender is misusing or 
wasting the supplies issued. "' ~:-::·· ;..7 
;iJ 
7. Offenders Who are Unable to Complete Forms )1 
An offender who believes he needs help completing qualified legal clJim forms may: 
1 ~~r:' t t:'''·i~:,-;~ 
• Directly contact an attorney and seek representation at the 9ffende/Js expense, or 
/Ir 
• Complete a Motion for Appointment of Counsel, or · 
• Request assistance from paralegal staff as outlined in this SOP. 
8. Offender to Offender Assistance 
Offenders may assist one another with legal work under the following guidelines: 
• Both offenders must live in the same housing unit and have access to one another 
during normal facility operations. 
• The assisting offender cannot work on the legal material alone or be in possession of 
the other offender's legal materials. 
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• An offender must not represent another person in any legal proceeding. 
Note: When affidavits are complete, the affidavits and copies of attachments becomes the 
property of the offender filing the claim. (Originals of attachments are returned to the 
offender providing the affidavit.) 
When necessary, due to custody level or housing, paralegal staff will help offenders with the 
process of obtaining ~fficjavits. To eliminate questions regarding the affidavit process, the 
following information must be obtained before the process begins: 
,I' .• 
The name_ ~~d address of the offender filing the document 
•. J • 
The court in;~hich the case is pending or will be filed 
. '_......, .... ~\ 
The name of the .offender attesting to_ the information in the affidavit 
• .. ' 
The case number if one ha~-e,e~n assig}1,,,ed. 
After the information noted abQy~ is obtainedj the affidavit can be given to the offender 
attesting to the information. The offender att~sting to the information can write the affidavit 
or sign the document if the offender filing the' document wrote the information. If the offender 
attesting to the affidavit is in another f~cility, the paral~g~I staff will facilitate the process . 
. jl''--;,~ 
.• e ,. • "' 
' .... ,,? "::.~4, 
9. Rlghtto Retain Counsel . ;--·:.\,, ·_j 
This SOP is not intended to interfere with an (!ffender-'~~r~~to retain counsel. 
" 1 O. Supervision of Paralegal Staff , J 
The facility head will designate a deputy warden to provide direct supervision of paralegal 
staff. Paralegal staff will address operational issues with the designatkd c;teputy warden. The 
paralegal or deputy warden may contact the Division of Prison's access:fd·courts 
coordinator regarding operational issues. ./ 
The chief of the Division of Prisons will designate an access to courts coordinator who will 
be responsible for the following: 
• Scheduling and coordinating paralegal meetings. 
• Identifying training needs and agenda items for the meeting. 
• Facilitating the meeting. 
• Providing guidance to paralegal staff and deputy wardens regarding access to courts 
issues. 
• Requesting clarification from the deputy attorney general's office regarding access to 
~urts~~ea -
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• Maintaining and issuing the password to the password protected Access to Courts 
Manual only to those deemed as having a need to know, such as paralegals and 
attorneys. 
11. Duties of Paralegal Staff 
The IDOC shall employ paralegal staff to assist offenders with qualified legal claims. 
Paralegal duties include the following: 
• Responding to offender access to courts requests as set forth in this SOP. 
• Providing offenders with IDOC-aµthorized legal resources. 
• Providing offenders with qualified legal claims packets and appropriate instructions. 
• Providing notary services to the offender population. 
·"'·· ' • # 
• Providing:ot securing.translator services for non-English speaking and special needs 
offend~r~iseeking assistance with initial pleadings for qualified legal claims. 
' 
• Maintaining the following logs in the resource center: - ,. 
- Access to Courts Activity Lo_g 
• V ;--. 
- lndi~ent Offender Su~fJ..lies tog>\ 
- Copies Log i '.j 
- Resource Center Bopk CheckoufLog 
. ./ 
- Notary Services Log (Note: the notary log$ are the property of the notary) 
0 t . L I M 'I L · ·.;)· ;\ - u gomg ega a1 og .; ... ~/ '·"<\, 
- Attorney Telephone Calls Set Up in theResource.Center Log 
·,;_,_'Y -~---~ 
A paralegal will not: :,7 ,· - .~:,-;9 
- ... 
• Assist offenders to file any claim beyond the scope of this SOP;'. :, 
• Offer legal advice, except about grammar, spelling, or other m~tters not of a legal 
I 
consequence. 4 • . • .• :;-::~ • 
.. _:/~,i.(~1~··. .. 
• Represent an offender . 
• Refer offenders to attorneys or attorneys to offenders. 
,/'"·"' ... 
'" . -1' 
• Make unauthorized changes to the initial pleading forms or packets. 
• Schedule appointments for offender~ to meet with each other. 
• Issue the password to the password protected Access to Courts Manual to any other 
persons. 
12.LegalResources 
All resource centers will maintain the publications.forms, and packets listed in the Access to 
Courts Manual (see Appendix 1, Access to Courts Manual Table of Contents). 
Facility staff may not purchase additional items or create additional forms without the written 
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Resources may be used in the resource area or checked out as approved by paralegal staff. 
The IDOC does not provide for extensive or generalized legal research. If an offender wants 
additional research materials not available in the resource center, the materials may be 
received through the m~il in accordance with SOP 402.02.01.001, Mail Handling in 
Correctional Facilities. 
13. Telephone Hearings and Attorney Calls 
Telephone Hearings 
Functional Roles and 
Responsibilities Step Tasks 
Facility head 1 
Designates an area(s) that can be used for telephonic 
hearinQs. 
·, Provides a copy of the court order or notice of hearing at 
Offender 2·' . " least twenty-four (24) hours before the hearing. 
... 





Ensures the offender is scheduled or made available at the 
time:ofine,hearinQ. 
Paralegal staff or facilitates the telephone call at the appropriate time. 
5 / j -, designee ~ ); -~i J.;~ 
Paralegal staff 6 Logs the qalVin the access to courts database. '""~-·:-~~-~~;,,..,.. ._ ';. 
Offender 7 Participates in the telephoqic hearing/conference. ·~,, ....., .. 
•• /!!.1,_.~t ,;. ~~ 
.. 
Note: If the offender fails to provide 24 hourri_'.otfce fo.the.:;.,D~partment, the paralegal staff will 
still facilitate.the call if possible. ~ • .. :~ 
Attorney Telephone Calls 
Offenders can place unmonitored telephone calls to their attorneys using the offender 
telephone system (see SOP 503.02.01.001, Offender Telephone Monitoring and 
Recording.) 
Occasionally an attorney may have difficulty making contact with an offender because of 
schedule conflicts or due to the offender's inability to access the telephone at a specific 
time. If an attorney or attorney's agent contacts the paralegal requesting to talk to an 
offender, and the paralegal determines the normal process outlined in SOP 
503.02.01.001, Offender Telephone Monitoring and Recording, will not work, the 
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Process When Attorney Telephone Calls Cannot be Placed in Accordance with SOP 
503.02.01.001, Offender Telephone Monitoring and Recording 
Functional Roles and 
Responsibilities Step Tasks 
Attorney or attorney's Contacts the paralegal staff and requests contact with an 
agent 1 offender. 
Paralegal staff 2 Log the request into the Access to Courts database. 
Prepare a memo to the offender with the name of the 
Paralegal staff 3 attorney, the telephone number to call, and the date and 
time the call is to be placed. 
'"'t> Place the telephone call. Offender ,,. ·. ·i. . _;- ~ 
1 
14. Forms for Qu~,lified Legal Qlaims 
Authorized forms are maintained in the Access to Courts Manual. Only paralegal staff and 
designees have acce~~:to the manual (see section 10, Supervision of Paralegal Staff, for 
further details). The table of content§;o'flhe1:£11anual lists the authorized materials (see 
Appendix 1, Access to Courts Manual Tablec9f Contents). 
Prohibited Forms 4( ,..,j 
Offenders must not draft or pq_~ses~)h7'following: 
.'.')· .. ~~·-5-. .. ,,,,.. 
• Completed or blank trar\spbrf' orders 
• Blank letterhead stationery .,; 
,·,:7···· ·.' .. 
15. Access to Courts Procedures for Correctional Facilities ·without Resource Centers 
Offenders housed at St. Anthony Work Camp (SAWC), North Idaho Correctional Institution 
(NICI), South Boise Women's Correctional Center (SBWCC), or a community work center 
(CWC) will use the appropriate resource center listed below to provide access to court 
services. The Division's assess to courts coordinator can make temporary (up to 60 days) 
reassignments of this reporting structure to accommodate training or staff shortage . 
. ~.,,. . 
Resource Center Correctional Facilities Served 
Idaho Correctional Institution Orofino (ICIO): • North Idaho Correctional Institution 
(NICI) 
• Nampa CWC 
South Idaho Correctional Institution (SICI): • South Boise Women's Correctional 
Center (SBWCC) 
• East Boise CWC 
• St. Anthony Work Camp 
Pocatello Women's Correctional Center (PWCC): • Idaho Falls CWC 





Functional Roles and 
Resoonsibilities 
Offender 
Facility head or 
designee 
Paralegal 
, ";,. ·-:.;;-~ 
' .~ ... 
Fac!lity head or.,/ 
des1gnee ~~i 
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Tasks 
Step CIS steps are in bold 
Ask the facility head or designee for Idaho Department of 
1 Correction (IDOC)-authorized access to courts materials 
using a completed and signed Access to Courts Request 
Form. 
Place a telephone call to the designated resource center 
2 and if possible have the offender talk directly to an IDOC 
paralegal. 
Tell the facility head or designee which materials the 
3 offender needs and document the request in the Access to ,_ 
._\ . ..-., Courts database . 
-··\ Give the materials to the offender and document in the 
,:'t 
4q offender's Corrections Integrated System (CIS) contact 
;~~ sheets. 
For further assistance with CIS, see your designated CIS super user. 
-~"'"r') 
. '<.e~~. r ,;,:;;." .... :~ 
16. Storage of Excess Legal MateriaJs,_ · · ·· >\ 
...,~~> 1. 
Each facility head will identify a secure area for storage for excess legal materials. :..; : 
The IDOC will store legal mate.rials related to ongoing litigation that cannot be contained in 
an offender's authorized pers6n)it.Property:, 
, .. ··-; .. 14·'tf'2;i.:· 
-The IDOC will not store case law, excess legal materials, multiple copies of pleadings, 
research materials, or materials not related to ongoing litigation. 
Legal materials remaining after an offender has been released will be disposed of in 
accordance with SOP 320.02.01.001, Control _of Offender Property. 
Paralegal staff will review stored materials annually. 
17. Record Retention 
Paralegal staff will retain copies of access to court forms, attachments, and other logs and 
documentation identified in this SOP as follows: five (5) years for paper and seven (7) for 
electronic records. 
18. Attorney Visits 
Attorney visits are explained in SOP 604.02.01.001, Visiting. 
19. Confid,ntlal Mall 
All indigent confidential mail shall be processed in accordance with SOP 402.02.01.001, 
Mail Handling in Correctional Facilities. 
20. Searching Legal Material 
Information regarding the search of offenders' legal material can be found in SOP 
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BOARD OF CORRECTION IDAPA RULE NUMBER 608. 
Inmate Hobby Craft 
POLICY STATEMENT . 
It is the policy of the Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) that offenders have 
opportunities to"'pursue hobby craft activities. In developing hobby craft programs, facility 
safety and security are the Department's priority. 
• The Division of Operations will develop a standard operating procedure (SOP) to 
implement this policy. · 
., 
• Hobby craft procedures and practices will be reviewed during facility security audits. 
• Any person who violates this. policy or the related SOPs may be subject to disciplinary 





The purpose of this policy is to provide guidanc·e and authq.ri;ation in the development and 
implementation of hobby craft activities for offenders housed in IDOO,facilities. 
SCOPE .:;/ 
This policy applies to offenders housed in IDOC facilities, and staff·lembe;finvolved with 
hobby craft activities. .L,'~ · 
.~;,' 
RESPONSIBILITY 
The Division of Operations Administrator is responsible to oversee the implementation of 
this department policy and the development and implementation of a standard operating 
procedure for hobby craft activities. 
The following conditions must be addressed in the Division of Operation's SOP: 
• The process by which offenders are approved to participate in a hobby craft 
activities. 
• The area in which hobby craft is authorized. 
• The type of approved hobby craft activities. 
• Security practices for handicraft articles, materials, and tools. 
000159
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• A 5% surcharge for hobby craft materials to defray the costs of the hobby craft 
program. 
• Guidelines for purchasing hobby craft materials and tools. 
REFERENCES 
IDAPA Rule 608, Inmate Hobby Craft 
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DEFINITIONS 
Standardized Definitions List 
PURPOSE 
' . 
The purpose of this standard operating procedure (SOP) is to establish guidelines, rules, 
and expectations for the management of hobby craft activities in all Idaho Department of 
Correction (IDOC) correctional facilities. 
SCOPE 
. 
This standard operating procedure applies to all IDOC staff and offenders involved in hobby 
craft activities. 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
Facility heads are responsible for the following: 
• Implementing this standard operating procedure and ensuring that staff members 
follow the practices and guidelines contained herein. 
• Developing field memorandums that identify allowable hobby craft activities, hobby 
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1. Introduction · ,." :· ·~ .... 
Most IDOC correctional facilities will·offer offenders hobby craft activities. Exceptions to this 
practice may include intensive treatment programs such as therapeutic communities. Large 
facilities will normally offer a wider variety of hobby craft activities than small facilities do. 
Facility heads must approve hobby craft activities that are available at their facilities. Before 
approving hobby craft activities, facility heads will consider, at a minimum, the following: 
• Resources required to support the activity 
• Costs associated with the hobby craft 
• Potential security risks 
• Health risks 
• Offenders' interests 
• Whether or not the offender can continue the hobby craft upon release and whether 
or not the hobby craft provides the offender an environment that supports a pro-
social lifestyle. 
2. In-cell and Hobby Shop Guidelines 
Facilities may have in-cell hobby craft activities, a hobby craft area, or both. Normally, in-cell 
hobby craft materials and the working project will be kept in the offender's cell. All other 
materials and projects will be kept in the hobby craft work area. Hobby craft work areas will 










3. Examples of Approved Hobby Craft Activities 
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The following are examples of hobby craft activities that facility heads could approve: 
• Pen and pencil drawing (including charcoal, pastel, acrylics and water colors) 
• Beading 
• Horsehair braiding 
• Stick art 
• Paper weaving 
• Fly tying 
• Crocheting (ioclude~knitting and cross-stitch) 
~::r"''' . 
• String w~1fving 
·-J 
4. Fees ?~ . 
The price of hob6t¢rc;1ff materials will include the purchase price, shipping, sales tax, and a 
5% surcharge. The 5% surcharge is used to purchase hobby craft supplies and items that 
are used by participating offend«::JS, such as hobby shop tools. The surcharge will be 
collected and managed in accordance with standard operating procedure 114.03.03.011, 
Inmate Trust Account. 
5. Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria 
Inclusion 
Offenders must meet the following criteria before they can be approved to participate in 
a hobby craft activity: 
• No Class A or B Disciplinary Offense Report (DOR) convictions within the last six 
(6) months. 
• Remain in compliance with case plan goals. 
Exclusion 
Offenders will be excluded from hobby craft activities for the following: 
• Being found guilty of a Class A or B DOR within the past six (6) months. 
• Failing to successfully participate in any program or activity made available in 
accordance with the offender's case plan goals. 
6. Removal from Hobby Craft Activities 
Offenders will be removed from hobby craft activities for the following: 
• Conviction of a Class A or B DOR. 
• Conviction of a Class C DOR related to hobby craft. 





1.1 Hobb Craft 
7. Completed Hobby Craft 
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Completed hobby craft items must be sent out of the facility within 14 days of completion 
and must be handled in accordance with SOP 320.02.01.001, Property: State-issued and 
Offender Personal Property. 
While offenders are permitted to send completed hobby crafts to someone for resale, the 
IDOC will not participate in or facilitate that activity. In addition, staff members are not 
allowed to purchase or accept, as a gift, a hobby craft item. 
8. Documentation 
Hobby craft should be documented in accordance with SOPs 613.02.01.001, Team Cas~ 
Management and 320.02.01.001, Property: State-issued and Offender Personal Property. 
In-cell hobby craftand removal from hobby craft should be documented in the 
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MEM:>RANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
PARTIAL MCYI'ION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AGAINST DEFENDANT IDOC AS 'ID LIABILITY 
ONLY ON COUNT I 
Plaintiff Barry Searcy, pro se, hereby subI_nits his Memorandum In Support' 
Of Plaintiff's Partial Motion For Surrrnary Judgment Against Defendant IDOC As 
To Liability Only On Count I. Plaintiff's memorandum is supported by the 
Affidavit of Barry Searcy In Support Of Plaintiff's Partial Motion For Sunmary 
Judgment Against Defendant IDOC As To Liability Only On Count I (hereinafter, 
~e "Searcy Affidavit"), filed contemporaneously herewith, and the pleadings, 
record and files herein. 
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I. INl'RODUCI'ION 
As demonstrated ,below, Plaintiff is entitled to sumnary judgment against 
Defendant Idaho Department of Correction (hereinafter, "IDOC") as to the question 
of liability on Count I of the Civil Complaint (hereinafter, "Complaint"). 
II. APPLICABLE LEX;AL STANOAlIDS 
"A party seeking ••• to obtain a declaratory judgment may ••• move with 
or without supporting affidavits for a sumnary judgment in that party's favor 
upon all or any part thereof." I.R.C.P. 56(a). "The judgment sought shall 
be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as 
to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a j udgrnent as 
matter of law." I.'R.C.P. 56(c). 
III. STATEMENI' OF UNDISPUTED FACTS 
1. Plaintiff Barry Searcy (hereinafter, "Plaintiff" or "Searcy") resides five 
,, 
(5) miles south of Boise in Ada County, Idaho and is a citizen of the State 
of Idaho. He is and has been an inmate under the care, custody and control 
of the Idaho State Board of Correction since May 31, 1988, and is presently 
housed at the Idaho State Correctional Institution (hereinafter, "ISCI"). 
His IDOC inmate number is 27413. Complaint,~ 6-7. 
2. Defendant !DOC is a State governmental depa;rtment created by the 
constitution and laws of the State of Idaho. Complaint, i[ 9. 
IIX)C "Raises Revenue Through Phone Sales Corcmissions. 
3. I~ Management Services Division Directive 114.03.03.014, Inmate Management 
"Fund ( "nw") Equity, sets forth that IMF moneys come from sources including 
phone revenues. Complaint, !JI 37; Searcy Affidavit, TI 3, Exhibit A; ,r 4, 
Exhibit B. 
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4. ·IIXlC has policies, rules, practices and contracts under which it raises 
revenue for its uses through phone sales cornnissions. Complaint,~ 38; 
Searcy Affidavit, ff 3, Exhibit A; ff ·4, Exhibit B. 
5. IDOC has a contract with Public Comnunications Services, Inc. ("PCS") 
(hereinafter, "the IDOC/PCS Contract") under which IDOC raises revenue 
for its uses through PCS phone sales corrmissions from PCS phone time 
purchases made by IOOC inmates and/or their family, friends and associates. 
Complaint,~ 42. 
6. Searcy has purchased phone time, from which IDOC has raised revenue from 
phone time sales comnissions. Complaint, ,-r 45. 
IIXlC Raises Revenue Through Comnissary Sales Ccmni.ssions. 
7._ IDOC Management Services Division Directive 114.03.03.014,.Inmate·Management 
Fund ("IMF") Equity, sets forth that IMF moneys come from sources including 
cornnis~ary revenues. Complaint, ff 52; Searcy Affi~vit, ff 3, Exhibit A; 
ff 4, Exhibit B. 
8. IDOC has policies, rules, practices and contracts under which it raises 
revenue for its uses through cornnissary sales corrmissions. Complaint, 
ff 53; Searcy Affidavit, ff 3, Exhibit A; ff 4, Exhibit B. 
9. IIXlC has a CO!}tract with Keefe Cornnissary Network Sales ("Keefe") 
(hereinafter, "the IDOC/Keefe Contract") under which IIXlC raises revenue 
for its uses through cornnissary sales commissions from corrmissary purchases 
made by IDOC inmates and their family, friends and associates. Complaint, 
ff 55 • 
. 1 0. Searcy has purchased comnissary. i terns, from which IDOC raised revenue from 
cormnissary sales cornnissions. Complaint, ff 60. 
' . 
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IDOC Raises Revenue Through Medical Co-Pay Fees. 
11. IIX)C Policy 411, Medical Co-Pay, sets forth that IIX)C and its contractors 
charge IDOC inmates incarcerated at IDOC facilities a co-pay fee for medical 
' and phannacy services. Complaint, fl. 67; Searcy Affidavit, ,r 5, Exhibit C; 
,r 6, Exhibit D. 
12. IIX)C has policies, rules, practices and contracts under which it raises 
revenue for its uses through medical co-pay fees. Complaint, ,r 68. Medical 
co-pay fee revenues are used by IDOC to offset general fund medical expenses. 
Complaint, ,r 69; Searcy Affidavit, ,r 5, Exhibit C; ,r 6, Exhibit D. 
13. Searcy has received medical and pharmacy services, from which IDOC raised 
' 
revenue from medical co-pay fees. Complaint, ,r 74. 
IDOC Raises Revenue Through Photocopying Fees. 
14. IIX)C Standard Operating Procedure ("SOP") 405.02.01.001, Access to Courts, 
sets forth that IDOC charges IDOC inmates a fee of ten cents ($0.10) per 
page for photocopies. Complaint, ,r 79; Searcy Affidavit, ,r 7, Exhibit E; 
,r 8, Exhibit F. 
15. IDOC has policies, rules and practices under which IDOC raises revenue 
for its uses through photocopying fees. Complaint, ,r 80, Searcy Affidavit, 
,r 7, Exhibit E; ,r 8, Exhibit F. 
16. Searcy has been charged photocopying fees by IDOC. Complaint, ,r 81. 
IDOC Raises Revenue Through Hobby Craft Surcharges. 
17. IIX)C SOP 608.02.00.001, Hobby' Craft, sets forth that IIX)C charges IIX)C 
inmates a 5% surcharge on their hobby craft purchases. Complaint, ,r 86; 
Searcy Affidavit, ,r 9, Exhibit G; ,r 10, Exhibit H. 
18. IDOC has policies, rules and practices under which it raises revenue for 
its uses through hobby craft surcharges. Complaint, ,r 87. 
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19. Searcy has been charged hobby craft· surcharges by IDOC. '.Complaint, 
'II 88. 
N. ARGUMENI' 
In Count I of the Complaint at Paragraph 94, Searcy states the question 
to be detennined by declaratory judgment: 
94. The question to be detennined here is this: Does the raising 
of revenue for IDOC uses by.Defendant[] IDOC, ••• through phone and 
corranissary commissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby 
craft surcharges, exceed and violate: the scope of rule making authority 
granted under Idaho Code Section 20-212; and/or violate~ the provisions 
of Idaho Constitution, Article II, Section 1; Article VII, Sections 2, 
5 and/or 16; Article X, Section 1; and/or Idaho Code Section 18-314? 
Based on the Statement of Undisputed Facts, above, and the pleadings, record 
and files·before the Court, the Court should answer the q1,1estion posed in 
Paragraph 94 of the Complaint in the affinnative and grant Searcy surrrnary 
declaratory judgment against IDOC as to liability only on Count I. 
1. IDOC' s Revenue Raising Scheme Violates I.C. ~ 20-212. 
Idaho Code Section 20-212(a) provides, in pertinent part: 
The state board of correction shall make all necessary rules to carry 
out the provisions of this chapter not inconsistent with express statutes 
or the state constitution and to carry out those duties assigned to the 
department of correction pursuant to the provisions of·chapter 8, title 
20, Idaho Code. The board shall fix the time and place of meetings, the 
order of business, the form of records to be kept, the reports to be made, 
and all other rules necessary to the.efficient management and control of 
the state penitentiary and all properties used in connection therewith. 
Prior to bringing this suit, Searcy exhausted all available administrative 
remedies by utilizing the IDOC Concern Form/ Grievance/ Appeal of Grievance 
(hereinafter, "Grievance Process"). Complaint, !JI 25, Appendix A. Throughout 
the Grievance Process, IDOC agents and employees relied on provisions of I.e. 
§ 20-212 as authorization for th~ir revenue raising scheme; Complaint, Appendix 
A, pgs. 4-6. 
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Nowhere in this statute does it state that IJX)C may raise revenue for Il:X)C 
purposes outside of Idaho's constitutionally provided legislative process, or 
that IlX)C may collect corrmissions or assess monetary.charges for services 
rendered to inmates. 
In a similar case in Florida, inmates filed suit for declaratory judgment, 
challenging prison rules "establishing the amount to be charged prison inmates 
for photographic copying services and authorizing deductions from and liens 
imposed upon inmate trust accounts to cover incurred costs for photographic 
copying services." Smith v. Florida Dep't. of Corrections, 920 So.2d 638 (2005). 
In support of their request for declaratory relief, the Florida inmates 
'specifically alleged that neither ••• of the Florida Statutes, cited by the 
Department as authority for the challenged rule, contain any provision 
authorizing the DOC to make ~y assessment against inmates for copying costs[]." 
Id., 638-39. 
Florida prison officials relied on statutory rule making authority and 
sought to justify the rule, arguing it only applied "to those inmates who 
'voluntarily' seek the 'benefits of the photocopying services."' Id., 641. 
However, the Florida court held the rule invalid, stating "[n]owhere in 
.this statute does it state that the Department may, in the discharge of its 
supervisory authority over inmates in the state corrections system, assess 
monetary charges for services rendered to those inmates." Id., 642. "[T]here 
is no specific grant of authority in this statute for the assessment by the 
Department of monetary-costs _for any particular service provided to inmates 
by the Department." Id. "A proposed or existing rule is an invalid exercise 
of delegated leg:i,slative authority if the agency has exceeded its grant of rule 
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making authority ••• or the rule·enlarges, modifies, or contravenes the specific 
provisions of the law implemented." Id .• , 640-41 • 
"A grant of rulemaking authority is necessary but not sufficient to allow 
an agency to adopt a rule; a specific law to be implemented is also required. 
An agency may adopt only rules that implement or interpret the specific powers 
and duties granted by the enabling s~tute. No agency shall have authority 
to adopt a rule only because it is reasonably related to the purpose of the 
enabling legislation and is not arbitrary and capricious or is within the 
agency's class of powers and duties, nor shall an agency have the authority 
to implement statutory provisions setting forth general legislative intent or 
policy. Statutory language granting rulemaking authority or generally describing 
the powers and functions of.an agency shall be construed to extend no further 
than implementing or interpreting the specific powers and duties conferred by 
the same statute." Id., 641. 
"The question is whether the statute contains a specific grant of 
legislative authority for the rule, not whether the grant of authority is 
specific enough. Either the enabling statute authorizes the rule at issue or 
it does not." Id. 
The Florida court noted that "[i]f [the statute] were interpreted in the 
manner set forth by the Deparbnent, the Department would have unbridled 
discretion to charge an inmate for any and all ·services rendered by the 
Depar~t. While one may argue that this is appropriate public policy, such 
a policy decision should be made by the T...egislature rather than the executive 
branch~" Id., 642. 
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The same applies to rncx::'s revenue raising through phone and comnissary 
sales cornnissions, medical.co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft 
surcharges. Idaho Code Section 20-212 provides no authority whatsoever for· 
raising revenue or assessing fees for services provided to inmates by rnoc. 
I 
By its own terms, I.C. ~ 20-212(a) only authorizes rules "not inconsistent 
i 
·1 
with express statutes or the state constitution." Id. ITOC's revenue raising:. 
I 
scheme fails this test. The IfX)C's practice is inconsistent with I.e.~ 20-212 
!' 




IDOC's revenue raising scheme is also inconsistent with Idaho Constitution, 
I 
I 
Article II, Section 1; Article VII, Sections 2, 5 and 16; Article X, Section 1; 
I 
and Idaho Code Section 18-314. 
! 
Searcy's arguments regarding the inconsistency 
and violation of these provisions of tqe state constitution and statute are 
i 
set forth in sections IV. ( 2) through ( 5) , below, of this memorandum, and are 
I . 
I 
incorporated in this section by ref~.rence. 
i . 
2. IDOC's 'R.evenue "Raising Scheme Violates Id. Const. Art. II, & 1. 
i 
Idaho's separation of powers clause is set forth in Idaho Constitution, 
I . 
Article II, Section 1, which provides that the "powers of the government of 
this state are divided into three distinct departments • • • and no person or 
collection of persons charged with the exercise of powers properly belonging 
I 
I 
to one of thes~ departments shall exercise any powers.properly belonging to 
I 
either of the others." 
' I 
a. '!'he Legislature's power to raise revenue. 
I 
• I 
The power:to raise revenue lies.. exclusively with the Legislature. Idaho's 
' I 
i 
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provide such revenue as may be needful." See al'so J.C. Penney Co. v. Diefendorf, 
., I 
54 Idaho 374, 392, 32 P.2d 784, 792 (1934) ("It is for the legislature to 
determine the tax policy ~f lhe state, subject only to the limitations prescribed 
by the Constitution~"). Thik provision applies to the raising of revenue for 
I . 
state purp:::>ses. Fenton v. Board of Corrrn'rs, 20 Idaho 392, 119 P. 41 (1911). 
"The legislature shall pass l11 laws necessary to carry out the provisions of 
I 
this article." See Idaho Constitution, Article VII, Section 16. 
! . 




authority and thus, invades the province of the legislature to "provide such 
revenue as may be.needful." I Id. Const. Art. VII,~ 2. By independently raising 
i 
revenue for State purposes, !DOC is violating the separation of powers clause 
I. 
of Idaho's Constitution. Id. 
b. The legislature's power to make law. 
I 
Prior to bringing this ;suit, Searcy challenged the legality of rnoc's 
' . 
revenue raising scheme through IDOC's Grievance Process. See Complaint, 
i 
Appendix A. Searcy specifically alleged "[t]here is no constitutional or 
statutory authority to take jand raise revenue in this manner.;, Id., pg. 4. 
!DOC agents and employJes responded to Searcy's allegation, stating that 
"[w]hen the court places anlinmate in the custqdy of the Dept. of Correction, 
they are required to follow!the policies, procedures, field memorandums, post 
I 
I 
orders, and SO'P's authorized by the Board of Correction." Id. (see response 
i 
! 
of Shirley Audens, Financial Specialist Sr.). 
I 
IDOC is placing its own rules and regulations on the same level as express 
. I 
statutory ~uthority. HowevJr, it is well settled that the executive branch . I· 
cannot constitutionally do this. 
. - I 
. I 
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. In Mead v. Arnell, 117 Idaho 660, 791 "P. 2d 41 0 ( 1990) , the Idaho Supreme 
Court held that "[w]hile the power 'to make law lies exclusively within the 
province of the legislature (Idaho Constitution, art. 3 ~ 1, 15) 'the 
legislature may constitutionally leave to administrative agencies the selection 
of the means and the time and place of the execution of the legislative purpose, 
and to that end may prescribe suitable rules and regulations. 111 Id., at 664 
(citing State v. Taylor, 58 Idaho 656, 664, 78 "P~2d 125, 128 (1938)). "However, 
while these rules and regulations may be given the ' force and effect of law, ' 
they do not rise to the level of statutory law. Only the legislature can make 
law." Id. (citations omitted). 
"The Constitution of the state of Idaho and this Court, through it9 
interpretation in the cases cited herein, have clearly established that the 
legislative power was vested exclusively in the legislature." Id. 
To the ext~..nt that ITX)C asserts that it has ·the authority to make rules 
that raise revenue because of general statutory rulemaking authority, that 
argument also fails. 
"One of the settled maxims in constitutional law is that the power conferred 
upon the legislature to make.laws cannot be delegated by that department to 
any other body or authority." Id., at 665 (citing State v. Purcell, 39 Idaho 
642, 649, 228 P. 796, 797 (1924). The Idaho Supreme Court has consistently 
held that administrative rules or regulations are "less than the equivalent 
of statutory law." Id. 
The fact that the Legislature has provided I~ with express statutory. 
authority for other types·of revenue raising and monetary assessments only 
further demonstrates. that general rulemaking authority is not an adequate legal 
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basis for IOOC to raise revenue through phone and comnissary comnissions, medical 
co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges. See, e.g., I.C. 
§ 20-102A (express statutory authority for the·penitentiary earnings reserve 
fund);§ 20-103 (express statutory authority for the penitentiary income fund); 
§ 20-209n (express statutory authority for forfeiture of contraband property 
or money found in possession of inmates);~ 20-225 (express statutory authority 
for payment of cost of supervision under probation or parole); and~ 20-241 
(express statutory authority to accept federal and other funds). 
IDOC's rules authorizing the raising of revenue and assessment of fees 
through phone and commissary sales corrmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying 
fees and hobby craft surcharges are less than the equivalent of statutory law 
and violate the separation of powers clause of Idaho's Constitution, Article II, 
Section 1. 
3. IDOC's "Revenue "Raising Scheme Violates Id. Const. Art. VII,~~ 2, 5 and 16. 
Idaho Constitution, Article VII, Section 2, provides that "[t]he legislature 
shall provide such revenu~ as may be needful." This provision applies to the 
raising of revenue for state purposes. Fenton v. Board of Comn' rs, 20 Idaho 
392, 119 P. 41 (1911). 
Article VII, Section 5, provides that " [a] 11 taxes shall be unifo:rm upon 
the same class of subjects within the territorial limit ••• and shall be levied 
and collected under general laws." 
"Tax statutes are to be construed strictly in favor of the taxpayer." 
Idaho Gold Dredging Company v. Balderston, 58 Idaho 692, 725, 78 P.2d 105, 120 · 
(1938). 
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Article VII, Section 16, provides that "[t]he legislature shall pass all 
laws necessary to carry- out the provisions of this article." 
As the allegations in Searcy's Complaint disclose, IDOC's revenue raising 
scheme largely operates as a "sales tax," assessed when IDOC inmates purchase •, 
phone time, oorrmissary items, medical services, photocopies and hobby craft 
1 purchases. Complaint, II 37-92. 
However, IDOC's revenue scheme runs afoul of the finance and revenue 
provisions of Article VII,§§ 2, 5 and 16. Not only is IDOC not the legislature 
and, thus, without the power to create sales tax laws, their scheme is imi;:osed 
in additions to sales taxes already paid (Complaint, I 120), and not unifonn 
due to not being applied to the other Idaho subjects in the same territory or 
taxing district. 
Further, the Irxx::'s "sales tax" is not imi;:osed "under general laws" passed 
by the legislature but instead by rules established by IDOC itself. 
Thus1,, IDOC's raising of revenue and assessment of fees through phone and 
cornnissary sales cornnissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby 
craft surcharges violate Idaho Constitution, Article VII, Sect~ons 2, 5 and 16. 
4. IDOC's Revenue Raising Scheme Violates Id. Const. Art. x, ~ 1. 
Idaho Constitution, Article X, Section 1, provides that " ••.• penal 
institutions ••• shall be·established and supi;:orted by the state in such manner 
as may be prescribed by law." 
1 :II:0: :irnates I fani..lies, fr:i.ems am as&:ei..ates aJ:e a.ls:> ase:593J th:ee llsaJ.es t,a}Q;S'' vhrJ. 
trey dinrtly pm:rase i;i-x:ra tine am a:nmissacy itars far IDX irnates. Cl:IIp]a:int, fflI 36-66. 
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The Idaho Supreme Court interpreted this constitutional provision; as 
applied to a statute that provided for the support of insane asylums from the 
estates of the inmates, in the case of State ex rel. Macey v. Johnson, 50 Idaho 
363, 296 P. 588 (1931). The Macey Court found the statute constitutional 
"because our Constitution is not a delegation of power, but a restriction (sec. 
21, art. 1), and unless the legislature is expr.essly prohibited by the 
Constitution, it has plenary power." Id., 50 Idaho at 367, 296 P. at 589. 
"Not only is the legislature not prohibited, but is expressly authorized to 
determine how the institutions enumerated shall be maintained." Id., 50 Idaho 
at 368, 296 P. at 589. 
"Sec. 1, art. 19, is a direction to establish the institution, and 
authorizes state support but does not make such support exclusive nor prescribe 
how or from what sources the necessary funds shall be obtained, but leaves that 
to the legislature." Id. 
The Idaho Supreme Court's holding in Macey demonstrates that IOOC's revenue 
· scheme clearly violates Article X, Section 1. Rather than "leaving it to the 
legislature," IDOC has chosen to independently establish the state's policy 
by itself and has created a revenue raising scheme that is utterly without 
legislative authority. IDOC can point to no statutory authority wh~ch expressly 
authorizes IDOC to raise revenue from inmates and their families, fri~ds and 
associates through phone and commissary sales corrmissions, medical co-pay fees, 
photocopying fees or hobby craft surcharges. IDOC's revenue raising scheme 
violates Idaho Constitution, Article X, Section 1. 
MEMJRANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S PARTIAL MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
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5. IDOC's Revenue,Raising Scheme Violates I.C. ~ 18-314. 
Idaho Code Section 18-314 provides that "no convict_iQn of any person for 
crime works any forfeiture of any property, except in cases in which a forfeiture 
is expressly imposed by law." As discussed above, IDOC's raising of revenue 
through phone and corrmissary sales corrmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying 
fees and hobby craft surcharges, is carried out without express statutory 
authority and is thus, a forfeiture prohibited by I.e.§ 18-314. 
Just as the Florida Court·stated in Smith v. Florida Dep't. of Corrections, 
920 So.2d 638 (Fla. App. 1Dist. 2005), if IDOC's revenue scheme •iwere interpreted 
in the manner set forth by the Department, the Department would have unbridled 
discretion to charge an inmate for any and all services rendered by the 
Department. While one may argue that this is appropriate public policy, such 
a policy decision should be made by the Legislature rather than the executive 
branch." Id., at 642. 
Seru:;cy agrees with this assessment, and urges the court to grant him surrmary 
judgment against Defendant IDOC as to liability only on Count I of the Complaint. 
V. RmUE8TED DECLARA'IDRY JUDGMENl' 
2 
Plaintiff respectfully asks the Court to enter surrmary declaratory judgment 
against Defendant IDOC, declaring that: 
The raising of revenue for IDOC uses by Defendant IDOC, through phone 
and corrmissary corrmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and 
hobby craft surcharges, exceeds and violates the scope of rule making 
-
MEM)RANOOM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINI'IFF'S PA"RTIA'L MOTION FOR SCM,1ARY 
JU0qMENr AGAINST DEFENOANT IOOC AS 'ID 'LIABILITY ONLY ON a:>UNT I - 14 
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.. 
authority granted under Idaho Code Section 20-212; and violates the 
provisions of Idaho Constitution, Article II, Section 1; Article VII, 
Sections 2, 5 and 16; Article X, Section 1; and Idaho Code Section 18-314; 
and 
!DOC Management Services Division Directive 114.03.03.014 (Inmate 
Management Fund Equity), !DOC Policy 411 (Medical Co-Pay), !DOC Standard 
Operating Procedure 405.02.01.001 (Access to Courts), and !DOC Standard 
Operating Procedure 608.02.00.001 (Hobby Craft), and their related policies, 
directives, standard operating procedures and field memoranda, to the extent 
that they raise revenue for !DOC uses through phone and corrmissary 
corrmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft 
surcharges, are invalid, and exceed and violate the scope of rule making 
authority granted under Idaho Code Section 20-212; and.violate the 
provisions of Idaho Constitution, Article II, Section 1; Article VII, 
Sections 2, 5 and 16; Article x, Section l; and Idaho Code Section 18-314. 
See Complaint, pgs. 25-26. 
Respectfully submitted this L? :rlJ day of October, 2011 • 
Plaintiff, prose 
MEM:>RANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINl'IFF' S PAl:lTIAL MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
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CERl'IF'ICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
MEM:>RANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S PARTIAL MJI'ION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AGAINST 
DEFENDANT :O:XX:: AS TO LIABILITY ONLY ON CXJUNI' I, on the following. named person, 
via the ISCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S .• Mail, 1st class postage 
prepaid, on October .LL, 2011: 
·Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Brassey, Wetherell & Crawford, LLP 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1UU9··!-·1 L'(!'. 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
MEM>RANDUM .IN SUPPORI' OF PLAINl'IFF' S PARTIAL Kn'ION 'FOR sm.H\.RY 




OCT 2 0 .2011 
Ada County Clerk 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, prose 
ftO. t 
I .. !\,tis: if. 
l'ILE03.~ D 
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IDAHO STATE OOARD OF 












) _______________ ) 
case No. CJ oc 1103414 
PLAINTIFF'S NOI'ICE OF CHANGE OF 
MAILING ADDRESS 
Plaintiff Barry Searcy, prose, hereby notifies the Court and Defendants 
that since this case was filed, Plaintiff's mailing address has changed slightly. 
Plaintiff's current mailing address reads: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83107 
PLAINTIFF'S rol'ICE OF CHANGE OF MAILING ADDRESS -.1 
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' 
DATED this Lf..m. day of October, 2011 ~ 
Plaintiff, prose 
CERl'IE'ICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
PLAINTIFF'S NJTICE OF CHANGE OF MAILING ADDRESS, on the following named person, 
via the ISCI Prison ,Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 1st class postage 
prepaid, on October LX__, 2011 : 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Brassey, Wetherell & Crawf()rd, LLP 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
l 
, I 
PLAINTIFF'S NOTICE OF CHANGE OF MAILING ADD'RESS - 2 
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Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main ·street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208} 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
No. 
JAN 11 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D 
By CHRISTINE 81J}f H, Clerk 
0!:PUry c7' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF 
CORRECTION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT 
OF CORRECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, 
JIM TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN 
SANDY, ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINK.E,PAMSONNEN, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named 
persons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
NOTICE OF CHANGE 
OFFIRMNAME 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE THAT Andrew C. Brassey of the law firm Brassey, Crawford 
& Howell, PLLC, hereby substitutes in the place and stead of Andrew C. Brassey for the law firm 
Brassey, Wetherell & Crawford, LLP, as counsel of record for the Defendant. 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF FIRM NAME - 1 
000184
.. 
DATED this _11__ day of January, 2012. 
ssey, Of the Firm 
BRASS , RA WFORD & 
HOWELL, PLLC 
r( 
DATED this _I_(_ day of January, 2012. 
assey, Of the Firm 
BRASSEY, ETHERELL & 
CRAWFORD, LLP 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Ji day of January, 2012, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by 
the method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCIUnit 13 
P. 0. Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF FIRM NAME - 2 











.,._ .. _ 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 




JAN 11 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D RIC 
By CHRISTINE .SWEEH, Clerk 
DEPUTY T 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUD ENS, in' their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV QC 1103414 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on the ( ( day of January, 2012, I served 
Defendants' First Set of Interrogatories and First Set of Requests for Production of Documents to 
Plaintiff, together with this NOTICE OF SERVICE, upon: 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS - 1 
000186
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P.O.Box14 
Boise, ID 83707 
by depositing the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to pro 
se plaintiff at his last known address set forth above. 
DATED this_\ l_ day of January, 2012. 
BRASSEY, CRAWFORD & HOWELL, PLLC 
By~,r~~ 
ANDRE BRASSEY, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS - 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this JL day of January, 2012, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered 
by the method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P. 0. Box 14 
Boise, ID 83 707 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS - 3 































Wednesday. r~bruary 08, 2012 at 03:54 PM 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, CLERK OF THE COURT 
BY: __ (k--"--lfo--"e-u ..... ~ .... c-,e-rk ___ _ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 




STATE OF IDAHO BOARD OF 
CORRECTION, 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, 
JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, 
BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, 
TONY MEATTE,SUSAN FUJINAGA, 
THEO LOWE, SHIRLEY AU DENS, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-OC-2011-03414 
NOTICE OF HEARING RE: 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED That the Motion for Partial Summary Judgment has 
been set on Friday, April 06, 2012, at 10:00 AM, in the Ada County Courthouse regarding 
the above entitled matter. Plaintiff will appear telephonic. 
Dated this 8th day of February, 2012 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this 8th day of February, 2012, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be mailed, postage prepaid, to: 
BARRY SEARCY #27 413 
ISCI UNIT 13 
PO BOX 14 
BOISE ID 83707 
Notice of Status Conference 
ANDREW C BRASSEY 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
PO BOX 1009 
BOISE ID 83701-1009 ,, ........... . 
,,,''\ .. l\JDIC/ ,,,,,,#. 
...... ,:.. ........ -if ,A ---
.. ~ •• •• ~-> -~ -TC~ . . ",J" ii 
CHRISTOPHER D. RLffl. · l ~ 4:,'t~TE • •• ;.,. \ 
Clerk of the District Cc~ I ,...(c '\~ ,rt • \ 1; ! . . .... "''" . _, . :£--• .v .......... 
• u • •'-0 • ,l,,,,: 
B . ~ ~;;,.-\ \io""" , ,..~ 
y. --·· ' ··-~-k . 4' .. •• ~~ Deputy Cler • ~-- .l)h •111111,• c ~ 
. --,. Y'. ~'p. .. , 
• . ##. ifv ,I \ti'\ K{'.)'f.. ~ ,,~ , • , ,,, • l:I r ,,, 
. . ........... , ,· 
. ,r.. ,. 
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RECEIVED 
FEB 13 2012. NO-------n~~---AM.. ____ jI3t,=-~--
Ada County Clerk 
-"2io:-.a..:I .... ~~. _,. 
FEB 13 2012 
/ 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, prose 
OHft1sropHER o. Rio ,, . .. 
!y Rte Nlil..SON H, , .. Ir.: 
D&I.JTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF .THE FOURTH JUl)ICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF 












) ___________ ) 
case No. 0/ oc 1103414 
NOI'ICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY 
NOI'ICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on the 'J-r.JJ day of February, 2012, I served 
PLAINTIFF I S OBJP_.CTIONS AND RESPONSES 'IO DEFENDAl'lTS' FIRST SE!' OF INTP.R.ROC'!\'IO~IF..S 
TO PLAINTIFF and PLAINTIFF I S OBJECI'IONS AND RESPONSES 'IO DEFENDANTS I FIRST SE!' 
OF REXJ{JESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS together with this NOI'Icy! OF SERVICE OF 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY - 1 
000190
.. 
DIS(l)VERY, UIX)n Defendants' counsel of record. 
DATED this 1-rJJ day of February, 2012. 
~laintiff, prose 
· CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Notice of Service of Discovery, on the following named persons, via the ISCI 
Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S.,Mail, 1st class postage prepaid, on 
February !J__, 2012: 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
NOl'ICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY - 2 
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Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Fil~-~- q '3 u A.M. _______ , .)!. 
MARO 6 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By LARA AMES 
DEPUTY 
0::: Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
0 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COME NOW, Defendants Idaho State Board of Corrections, Idaho Department of 
Correction, Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent 
Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shirley Audens (hereinafter 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1 
; 
000192
"Defendants") in the above-entitled matter, by and through their counsel of record, Brassey, 
Crawford & Howell, PLLC, and hereby move this Court for dismissal of Plaintiff's Complaint 
against them. This Motion is made pursuant to Rule 56(b ), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and is 
based upon the records, pleadings and files herein, together with the Affidavit of Shirley Audens, 
the Affidavit of Counsel, the Affidavit of Andrew C. Brassey, a Statement of Material Facts and a 
supporting memorandum filed contemporaneously herewith. 
Oral argument is respectfully requested. 
DATED this la__ day of March, 2012. 
BRASSEY, CRAWFORD & HOWELL, PLLC 
By Y/Vl~ipe~ 
ANDRE~ RASSEY, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this J.a__ day ofMarch, 2012, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the 
method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P. 0. Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 




Andrew C~as ~y 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 3 
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Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
). 
A.M.=.~-=_-_-_-_-_FiF,LLS~tolfn_r:-j,-;l:-a--:-
MAR o 6 2012 
CHA/STOPHER D. RICH Cl 
By lARAAMEs , erk 
DEPUTY 
Cc::. Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
0 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEA TIE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
STATEMENT OF MATERIAL 
FACTS 
COME NOW, Defendants Idaho State Board of Corrections, Idaho Department of 
Correction, Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Anna Jane·· Dressen, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent 
Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shirley Audens (hereinafter 
STATEMENTOFMATERIALFACTS-1 
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"Defendants") in the above-entitled matter, by and through their counsel of record, Brassey, 
Crawford & Howell, PLLC, and hereby submit the following statement of material facts: 
1. At all times relevant hereto, Plaintiff was an inmate in the custody of the Idaho 
Department of Correction (IDOC). See Civil Complaint, i!7. 
2. The IDOC is the state government agency responsible for the incarceration and 
community supervision of felony offenders in Idaho. The IDOC is an executive department of state 
government. A three-member panel called the Board of Correction oversees the IDOC. See I.C. 
§§20-201, 20-201A. 
3. The Board of Correction appoints a direct~r who directs all aspects of the IDOC's 
operations. See I.C. §§20-217 A. 
4. The IDOC is funded primarily from the State General Fund. Other funding sources 
include, but are not necessarily limited to, endowment income, cost of supervision fees, inmate 
labor, federal grants, and miscellaneous revenue. See Affidavit of Shirley Audens (hereinafter "Af£ 
of SA"), ill 2. 
5. The Miscellaneous Revenue Fund, which makes up part of the annual budget 
appropriated by the Legislature for the operation of the state correction system, includes money from 
the inmate management fund (IMF). The IMF is made up of money that is collected by the IDOC 
and deposited in the state treasury. Currently, as set forth in IDOC SOP 114.03.03.014 (Revenue: 
Offender Management Fund), the source of these monies includes, but is not limited to: telephone 
revenue; commissary revenue; vending revenue; laundry revenue; donation revenue; and social 
security·revenue. See Aff. of SA, i!14. See also Civil Complaint, i!i!37, 52. 
6. Pursuant to IDOC SOP 405.02.01.001 (Access to Courts), offenders have copying 
privileges subject to the following conditions: offenders (excluding indigent offenders) will be 
STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS- 2 
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charged a fee of ten cents ($.10) per page for copies and page limitations on pleadings may be 
enforced in accordance with court rules. See Aff. of SA, ,r16. See also Civil Complaint, ,r79. 
7. Pursuant to IDOC Policy 406 (Commissary Privileges and Services), the IDOC 
makes commissary services available to the incarcerated population. Commissary services provide 
inmates with the opportunity to purchase items that are not necessary for prison existence but 
approved for use by the IDOC. The Inmate Management Fund is partially comprised of funds from 
commissary revenue. See Af£ of SA, ,r17. See also Civil Complaint, ,rs2. 
8. Pursuant to IDOC Policy 503 (Use of Telephones by Offenders), the IDOC allows 
inmates the use of telephones subject to security needs and resources. The Inmate Management Fund 
is partially comprised of funds from telephone revenue. See Aff. of SA, ,r18. See also Civil 
Complaint, ,r3 7. 
9. Pursuantto IDOC Policy 411 (Medical Co-pay), the IDOC and its contractors charge 
offenders incarcerated at IDOC facilities a co-pay for medical and pharmacy services, but do not 
deny access to medical, dental and mental health services when the offender does not have the 
resources to pay for such services. Medical co-pay funds are used to offset general fund medical 
expenses. See Aff. of SA, ,r19. See also Civil Complaint, ,r,r67, 69. 
10. Pursuant to IDOC Policy 608 (Hobby Craft Activities), the IDOC provides offenders 
with opportunities to pursue hobby craft activities. The price of hobby craft materials includes the 
purchase price, shipping, sales tax, and a 5% surcharge to defray the costs of the hobby craft 





STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS- 3 
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DATED this ft;__ day of March, 2012. 
BRASSEY, CRAWFORD & HOWELL, PLLC 
By~~C 
ANI>BRASSEY, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ftJ day ofMarch, 2012, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the 
method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P. 0. Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS- 4 











Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
... -·. 
>----~~-r--7'-:,,,,-~~ --
A.M. ____ F_IL~-~.Y.3 (} 
MARO 6 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
ByLARAAMES 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, TIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
I 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
MEGAN GOICOECHEA, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
·"'1.FFIDA VIT OF COUNSEL· 1 
000199
.> 
1. That I am an attorney duly licensed to practice law within the state ofldaho and am 
a member of the law firm of Brassey, Crawford & Howell, attorneys for the Defendants in the 
above-entitled action. I make this affidavit based upon my personal knowledge. 
2. That on or about February 13, 2012, counsel for Defendants received Plaintiffs 
Objections and Responses to Defendants' First Set oflnterrogatories to Plaintiff, a true and correct 
copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A. In response to Defendants' interrogatory seeking 
information regarding prior or subsequent litigation involving Plaintiff, Interrogatory No. 8, Plaintiff 
raised various objections and reserved the right to supplement, amend or correct his response if 
information came into his possession that would justify the same. See Exhibit A at p. 8. He did not, 
however, substantively respond to Interrogatory No. 8. 
3. That in preparation for drafting Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment in the 
instant case, I ran a query in the electronic case filing (ECF) system for the United States District 
Court for the District ofldaho using the following search criteria: Last Name: Searcy, First Name: 
Ba .. My search returned approximately six cases involving Mr. Searcy including Searcy v. Idaho 
State Board of Corrections, et al, U.S. District Court District ofldaho Case No. 1:10-cv-00166-
CWD, which appeared to involve the exact same parties as the instant action. Using the Public 
Access to Court Electronic Records (PACER) system, I was able to vi~w and download documents 
filed in that case including the Complaint (Dkt. 3), a true and correct copy of which is attached 
hereto as Exhibit B; the Initial Review Order (Dkt. 7), a true and correct copy of which is attached 
hereto as Exhibit C; the Judgment (Dkt. 8), a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as 
Exhibit D; and the Order denying Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration (Dkt. 10), a true and 
correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit E. 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL- 2 
000200
) 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NOT. 
Dated this d- day of March, 2012. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~,.._lday of March, 2012. 
Notary Public for Ida]l~ 
Residing at: ~Ak. .J~ 
My commission expires:__,.9_-....;:3~-..... l'-'.Z...,,.._ ___ .....,_ 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL- 3 
000201
> 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of March, 2012, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered 
by the method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P.O.Box14 
Boise, ID 83707 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL- 4 








Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, prose RECEIVED. 
BARRY SEARCY, 
C 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Case No. 01 OC 1103414 
:Plaintiff, 
FEB 18 2012 
vs. 
IDAHO STATE BOARD OF 












PLAINTIFF'S O~IONS AND RESPONSES 
'ID DEFENDANI'S I FIRST SE:r OF 
INI'ERRCCA'IDRIES 'ID PLAINTIFF 
Defendants. ________________ ) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Barry Searcy, prose, and hereby submits his Objections 
and Responses to Defendants' First Set of Interrogatories as follows: 
GENERAL OBJEX::TIONS 
1. The following responses are based on discovery available as of the 
date of these responses. Discovery is still continuing, and these responses 
are subject to change accordingly. It is anticipated that further discovery, 
independent investigation and analysis may lead to discovery of additional 
information or documents, which may in turn lead to-substantial amendments or 
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changes to, additions to, or variations from the information herein set forth. 
2. The following responses are given without prejudice to responding 
party's right to further respond, produce evidence of, or otherwise use any 
documents or things which responding party may later recall or produce. The 
responses contained herein are made in a good faith effort to comply with Rules 
26 and 33 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure but are in no way deemed to 
be to the prejudice of responding party in relation to further discovery, 
research and analysis. 
3. Responding party objects to each Interrogatory to the extent that 
it purports to require information and facts subject to and protected by the 
attorney-client privilege and/or the work-product doctrine. 
4. Responding party objects to each Interrogatory to the extent that 
it seeks to request information and/or documents that are within the possession 
of the Defendants. 
RESPONSES 'ID INI'ERR(:x;A'IORIES 
:INI'ERROGA'IORY 00. 1: Please state the name, address and telephone number 
of each and every person known to you or your attorneys who has any knowledge, 
or purports to have any knowledge, of any of the facts of this case. By this 
Interrogatory, we seek the names, addresses and telephone numbers of all 
witnesses who have any knowledge of any fact pertinent to damages and/or 
liability. 
ANSWER 'ID INI'ERROGA'IORY 00. 1: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory 
on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome 
and attempts to obtain information that is already within the Defendants' 
possession or control. Subject to and without waiving any objections, the 
following individuals may have knowledge of facts pertaining to this case: 
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1. Plaintiff Barry Searcy 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
2. Defendants Idaho State Board of Correction, Idaho Department of Correction, 
Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Anna Jane Dressen, 
Brent Reinke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe and Shirley 
Audens -
C/0 Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83702 
3. IDOC and ISCI Personnel including but not limited to Jill Whittington (ISCI 
Grievance Coordinator) and Terrie Rosenthal 
c/o Idaho Department of Correction 
1299 North Orchard Street, Suite 110 
Boise, ID 83706 
4. Kraig Parkinson (Plaintiff's process server, who may have read the Civil 
Complaint and therefore, may have "knowledge, of any of the facts of this 
case.") 
2448 Virginia St. 
Boise, ID 83705 
'.( 208) 343-9641 
5. ~laintiff further responds to Interrogatory No. 1, to the extent it seeks 
'"all witnesses who have any knowledge of any fact pertinent to damages 
and/or liability" as follows: As alleged in Plaintiff's Civil Complaint, 
.:Defendants' illegal revenue raising scheme "has inflicted, and continues 
to inflict, harms on Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of other persons." 
See, e.g., Civil Complaint at~ 27. Plaintiff generally describes these 
"thousands of other persons" to include, without limitation, any I[X)C 
inmates who have made, or will make, purchases of phone time and/or 
comnissary, and/or were, or will be, assessed medical co-pay fees, 
photocopying fees and/or hobby craft surcharges. These "thousands of other 
persons" would also include, without limitation, any family, friends and/or 
associates of I[X)C inmates who have made, or will make, direct phone time 
and/or commissary purchases. 
6. Plaintiff further responds to Interrogatory No. 1, to the extent it seeks 
the identities of persons having knowledge of the facts of this case as 
follows: Plaintiff is not aware of any other ISCI inmate who has knowledge 
of the existence, allegations and/or legal theories of this case. Plaintiff 
has not disclosed the Civil Complaint or any other documents from this 
case to any other ISCI inmates. However, despite the confidentiality that 
Plaintiff has maintained, in the absence of a formal agreement otherwise, 
Plaintiff reserves the right to disclose and discuss the allegations and 
legal theories of this case with other persons as this litigation 
progresses. 
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Discovery is ongoing and Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement, amend 
or correct his response to this Interrogatory if infonnation comes into his 
possession, custody or control that would justify such supplementation. 
INI'ERRCGA'IDRY NO. 2: Please state the names, addresses and telephone 
numbers of all persons you intend to call as factual witnesses at the trial 
of this case. With respect to the persons you intend to call at the trial of 
this case, please state the knowledge each said person possesses regarding 
liability or the damages allegedly suffered by you. 
ANSWER 'ID lNI'ERROGA'IORY ID. 2: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory 
on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly 
burdensome. Plaintiff further objects to this Interrogtory on the grounds that 
it is premature and subject to a Scheduling and/or Pre-Trial Order of the Court. 
Subject to and without waiving any objections, Plaintiff responds as follows: 
Plaintiff has not determined the witnesses he intends to call at the trial of 
this ,case, but has·determined that he may call Plaintiff Barry Searcy and/or 
any of the named Defendants in this case. 
Discovery is ongoing and Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement, amend 
or correct his response to this Interrogatory if information comes into his 
possession, custody or control that would justify such supplementation. 
INTERROGA'IORY NO. 3: Have you engaged or contacted any experts for 
consultation or assistance who are expected to testify at the trial of this 
cause? If so, please state the experts: 
(a) Name, address and telephone number; 
(b) Educational background starting with college or university experience; 
(c) Any field of specialization, special training, or skills possessed 
by the expert; 
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(d) The specific substance of the expected testimony of the expert; 
(e) All facts, data, knowledge, or information relied upon by the expert 
in the fanning of opinions or testimony, which is the subject of 
sub-paragraph (d) above. 
ANSWER 'ID INI'ERROGA'IDRY 00. 3: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory 
on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly 
burdensome. Plaintiff further objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds 
that it is premature and subject to a Scheduling and/or Pre-Trial Order of the 
Court. Subject to and without waiving any objections, Plaintiff responds as 
follows: To date, Plaintiff has not engageo or contacted any experts for 
consultation or assistance who are expected to testify at the trial of this 
cause. 
·0iscovery is ongoing ana Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement, amend 
or correct his response to this Interrogatory if infonnation comes into his 
possession, custody or control that wouln justify such supple.mentation. 
IN!'F.:RRCX'..A'IURY NO. 4: P.le.ase identify in full and complete detail each 
and every documE'.nt, writing or other physical evidence which you intend to offer 
as an exhibit in the trial of this matter. 
ANSWF.:R 'ID INI'F.RRC:X::A'ID'RY NO. 4: Plaintiff ohjects to this Interrogatory 
on the grounds that it is vague, amhiquous,'overly broad and/or unduly 
burdensome. Plaintiff further n~jects to this Interrogatory on the grounds 
that it i.s ?re.mature an:! suhject to a Sche<'luling ann/o-.:: ?.·F~·-'rrial Orner of the 
eonr.t. .r;u.bject to and without waiving any objections, Plaintiff responds as 
follows: Plaintiff has not determined the evidence he intends to offer as 
exhibits in the trial of this matter. 
Discovery is ongoing and Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement, amend 
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or correct his response to this Interrogatory if information comes into his 
possession, custody or control that would justify su9h supplementation. 
IN.l'ERRcx;A'IORY NO. 5: If you contend that any Defendants or any of 
Defendants' agents or employees have at any time made any admissions against 
interest with regard to the allegations referred to in the Complaint or any 
mater connected therewith, please state the name of the person making the 
admission, the name and address of the person(s) to whom the admission was made, 
and the substance of the admission. 
ANSWER 'IO INI'ERROGA'IORY NO. 5: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory 
on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly 
burdensome and attempts to obtain information that is already within the 
Defendants' possession or control. Subject to and without waiving any 
objections, Plaintiff responds as follows: 
1. Defendants Shirley Audens, Theo Lowe and Susan Fujinaga have made admissions 
against interest. These admissions are available at Appendix A of the 
Civil Complaint filed in this case on May 18, 2011. 
2. Defendant IOCX:: has made admissions against interest. These admissions 
are available at Exhibits A-Hof the Affidavit of Barry Searcy in Support 
of Plaintiff's Partial Motion for Surrmary Judgment Against Defendant IDOC 
as to Liability Only on Count I, dated and served October 18, 2011. 
Discovery is ongoing and Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement, amend 
or corr~ct his response to this Interrogatory if information comes into his 
possession, custody or control that would justify such supplementation. 
INI'ERROOA'IORY NO. 6: If you are aware of any statement whether oral, 
recorded, written, or otherwise made by any person or entity regarding the 
allegations referred to in the Complaint or any matter connected therewith, 
please state the name and address of the person making the statement, and, if 
applicable, what oral statements were made, to whom they were made or by whom 
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they were made; the means by which the statement is preserved (e.g., writing, 
tape recording, etc.); and the name and address of each person or entity having 
possession of the original or a copy of the statement preserved. 
ANSWER 'ID INTERROGA'IDRY NO. 6: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory 
on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly 
burdensome and attempts to obtain information that is already within Defendants' 
possession or control. Subject to and without waiving any objections, see 
Objections and Answer to Interrogatory No. 5. 
Discovery is ongoing and Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement, amend 
or correct his response to this Interrogatory if information comes into his 
possession, custody or control that would justify such supplementation. 
INTERROGA'IORY ro. 7: Please set forth in detail a full and complete 
itemization of all damages claimed by you in this action, including the date 
and amount of the item, a description of the item; and if the item was a charge 
or bill, the name and address of the originator thereof, (i.e., the person or 
entity which issued the bill). 
ANSWER 'ID INI'ERROGA'IDRY NO. 7: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory 
on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly 
burdensome and attempts to obtain information that is already within the 
Defendants' possession or control. Plaintiff further objects to this 
Interrogatory on the grounds that damages includes those sustained, and those 
which will be sustained in the future, and have been submitted, without 
limitation, in an amount to be determined at trial. Subject to and without 
waiving any objections, Plaintiff responds as follows: 
1. A detailed estimation of damages are available at Appendix C of the Civil 
Complaint filed in this case on May 18, 2011. 
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2. A detailed estimation of damages, estimated through January 31, 2012, 
is submitted herewith, along with a summary of same. 
Discovery is ongoing and Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement, amend 
or correct his response to this Interrogatory if information comes into his 
J?C)ssession, custody or control that would justify such supplementation. 
INTERROGA'IDRY NO. 8: If, prior or subsequent to the events which fonn 
the subject matter of this litigation, you have been a plaintiff or.defendant 
in any other litigation, please state the name and address of each and every 
court wherein said Complaint was filed, denote the names of the parties to said 
proceedings, the number assigned to the particular litigation, and state 
generally what that litigation consisted of and the disposition thereof. 
ANSWER 'ID INI'ERROGA'IDRY ID. 8: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory 
on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly 
burdensome and attempts to obtain information that is already within the 
Defendants' possession or control. Plaintiff further objects to this 
Interrogatory on the grounds .that the discovery sought can be obtained from 
some other source that is more convenient, less burdensome, or less expensive. 
Plaintiff further objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it is not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant, material, or 
admissible evidence. 
Discovery ._is ongoing and Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement, amend 
or correct his response to this Interrogatory if information comes into his 
possession, custody or control that would justify such supplementation. 
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INI'ERRCGATORY NO. 9: If you contend that the Defendants' liability is 
based upon any statute or regulation, please set forth in complete detail: 
(a) The identity of each statute or regulation; and 
(b) How you contend Defendants' violated each statute or regulation. 
ANSWER 'ID INI'ERROGA'IDRY ID. 9: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory 
on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome 
and attempts to obtain information that is already within the Defendants' 
possession or control. Plaintiff further objects on the grounds that this 
Interrogatory need not be answered until after designated discovery has been 
completed or until a pre-trial conference or other later time. Subject to and 
without waiving any objections, Plaintiff responds as follows: Plaintiff's 
Civil Complaint, filed May 18, 2011, adequately answers this Interrogatory. 
,Discovery is ongoing and Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement, amend 
or correct his response to this Interrogatory if information comes into his 
possession, custody or control that would justify such supplementation. 
JNI'ERROGA'IDRY NO. 10: Please identify any and all diaries, calendars, 
contemporaneous notes, and journals created by you which were made prior to, 
contemporaneously with, or after the alleged incidents which are the subject 
of this litigation. 
ANSWER 'ID INI'ERROGA'IDRY ID. 10: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory 
on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly 
burdensome. Plaintiff further objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds 
it seeks information prepared in anticipation of litigation or is otherwise 
protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege and/or work product 
doctrine. 
Discovery is ongoing and Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement, amend 
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or correct his response to this Interrogatory if information comes into his 
possession, custody or control that would justify such supplementation. 
INTERR~'IORY NO. 11: As to each allegation directed at Defendants Caroline 
Meline, Jim Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent Reinke, 
Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shirley Audens in your 
Complaint, state in specific detail each and every fact or item of information 
known to you which in any way supports the allegations against these Defendants. 
This Interrogatory seeks information as to each specific act or fact known to 
you which you contend in any way indicates that any defendant cormnitted any 
wrongdoing in this matter. 
ANSWER 'IO INI'ERR~'IORY NO. 11: Plaintiff objects to this_Interrogatory 
on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensane 
and attempts to obtain information that is already within the Defendants' 
possession or control. Plaintiff further objects to this Interrogatory on the 
grounds that the discovery sought can be obtained from some other source that 
is more convenient, less burdensome, or less expensive. Plaintiff further 
objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds it seeks information prepared in 
anticipation of litigation or is otherwise protected from disclosure by the 
attorney-client privilege and/or work product doctrine. 
Discovery is ongoing and Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement, amend 
or correct his response to this Interrogatory if information comes into his 
possession, custody or control that would justify such supplementation. 
INTERR~'l'ORY NO. 12: As to each act and/or omission identified in response 
to Interrogatory No. 11 above, state in full and complete detail how each act 
and/or admission contributed or caused the injuries and damages alleged to have 
occcurred. 
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ANSWER 'IO INI'ERROGA'IORY NO. 12: Please see Plaintiff's answer to 
Interrogatory No. 11, above. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE OBJECTIONS 'IO THE FOREGOING INTERROGA'IDRIES ARE 
MADE IN GOOD FAITH. I FURTHER CERTIFY UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY THAT THE 
RESPONSIVE ANSWERS TO THE FOREGOING INTERROGATORIES ARE TRUE AND CORRECT 'IO 
THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF, SUBJECI' TO THE'QUALIFICATIONS AND OBJECTIONS 
SET FORTH HEREIN. 
DATED this -1..&_ day of February, 2012. 
earcy/ 
Plaintiff, prose 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
'I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Plaintiff's Objections and Responses to Defendants' First Set of Interrogatories 
to Plaintiff, on the following named persons, via the ISCI Prison Legal Mail 
System and the U.S. Mail, 1st class postage prepaid, on February 2__, 2012: 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
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Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 09-B-37A 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, Prose 
U.S. COURTS 
MAR 2 9 2010 
Rcvd Filed_Time_ 
EL!ZJ-\ES1"t-1 A. SMJTH 
CL!:R!<; :)~~ .. !"~!~~~:- C? i:: . .:.! .. 1.'.J 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECTION, 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION, 
CAROLYN MELINErJIM TIBBS, 
JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, 
PAM SONNEN, TONY MEATTE, 
SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO M. LOWE, 
and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
individual and official capacities; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously 
named persons, 
Defenaants. 
Case No. 1 0 - 0 1 6 6 - C V CWD 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR 
JURY TRIAL 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, above-named, and for causes of action against 
the Defendants, states, avers and alleges as follows: 
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PREDICATE 
1. This is a civil action to redress various r~cketeering activities, 
deprivations of civil rights and torts brought under the constitution and laws 
of the United States and the State of Idaho, as herein more particularly 
descrit:>ed. 
2. The rel,tef sought inc~udes actual damages, punitive damages and 
treble damages arising from the conduct set forth herein, costs of 
investigation and suit, moratory interest and attorney's fees, and equitable, 
declar~tive and injunctive relief. 
RELEVANT TIMES 
3. The relevant times to this Comp~aint and Demand for Jury Trial 
{"Complaint") are from on or about May 31, 1988, when the Plaintiff was 
sentenced to the custody of the Board of Correction, through and continuing to 
the dat"e of the filing of this Comlaint ("relevant times"). 
JURISDICTION 
4. The jurisdiction of this Court is 'invoked and secured pursuant to 28 
U.S.C. § 1331 (Federal Question Jurisdiction), 28 u.s.c. § 1337 (Regulation of 
Commerce), 28 u.s.c. § 1343(a)(3), (4) and 42 u.s.c. § 1983 (Deprivation of 
Federal Rights), is u.s.c. §§ 1964(a) (Equity) and 1964(c) (Right to Sue and 
Treble . Damages), and 28 u.s.c. §§ 2201 and 2202 (Equitable Declarative and 
Injunctive Relief). 
. 
5. Because there is a common nucleus of operative facts affecting 
Plaintiff's federal ~nd state claims, this Court has supplemental-jurisdiction 
over the state claims pursuant to 28 u.s.c. § 1367. 
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PERSONAL JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
6. Personal jurisaiction ana venue are preaicatea upon 18 u.s.c. § 
1965(a) ana (.b) and 28 u.s.c. · § 139l(b) and (a) since the Plaintiff ana 
Defendants are resiaents of, have an agent or agents, or transact their 
affairs in the District of raaho, ana the acts ana occurrences in furtherance 
of the claims alleged herein arose in the District of Iaaho, ana because the 
ends of justice require that other parties residing in other districts, if 
any, be brought before the Court. 
PAR.TIPS 
Plaintiff: 
7,. Plaintiff Barry Searcy ( "Plaintiff Searcy") resiaes five ( 5) miles 
south of Boise . .in Aaa County, raaho ana is a citizen of the State of Iaaho. 
8. He is· ana has been an inmate unaer the care, custoay and control of 
the Idaho State Board of Correction since May 31, 1988, and is · presently 
housea at the Iaaho State Correctional Ins ti tut ion ( "ISCI 11 ) in Unit 9. His 
Department of Correction inmate number is 27413. 
Defenaants: 
9. Defendant Idaho State Boara of Correction ( "the Board") is a State 
governmental entity created by the constitution and laws of the State of 
Iaaho, anq includes among the 9epartments under its direction ana control the 
Idaho Department of Correction. 
10. Defendant Idaho Department of Correction ("IDOC") is a State 
governmental department created by the constitution and laws of the State of 
Idaho. 
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II•. Defenaant Board Member Carolyn Meline ("Meline"), during relevant 
times hereto, was a citizen and· resident of the State of Idaho. She is sued 
in her individual and official capacities. 
12. Defenaant Boara Member Jim Tibbs ("Tibbs"), auring relevant times 
hereto, was a citizen ana resident of the State of Idaho. He is sued in his 
individual and official capacities. 
13. Defendant Board Member Jay Nielsen ("Nielsen"), during relevant 
times .hereto, was a citizen and resident of the State of Idaho. He is sued in 
his individual and official capacities.-
Ht. Defendant Boara Member Robin Sanay ( "Sanay"), during relevant times 
hereto, was a citizen and resident of the State of Idaho. She is sued in her 
individual and official capacities. 
1§. Defenaant Board Member Anna Jane Dressen ("Dressen"), during· 
relevant times hereto, was a citizen ana resident of the State of Idaho. She 
is sued in her individual and official capacities. 
16. Defenaant !DOC Director Brent Reinke ( "Reinke") , during relevant 
times hereto", was a citizen ana resiaent of the State of Idaho. He is sued in 
his individual ana official capacities. 
17-. Defenaant IDOC Chief of Division of Prisons Pam Sonnen ("Sonnen"), 
during relevant times hereto, was a citizen and resident of the State of 
Idaho. She is suea in her individual and official capacities. 
18. Defendant IDOC Chief of Management Services Tony Meatte ("Meatte"), 
during relevant times hereto, was a citizen ana resident ·of the State of 
Idaho. He is sued in his indiviaual and official capacities. 
. . 
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19. Defendant !DOC Deputy Chief of Management Services Susan Fujinaga 
( "Fujinaga"), during relevant times hereto, was a citizen and resident of the 
State of Idaho. She is sued in her individual and official capacities. 
20. Defendant IDOC Executive Financial Officer Theo M. Lowe ("Lowe"), 
during relevant times hereto, . was a citizen and resident of the State of 
Idaho. She is sued in her individual and official capacities •. 
21. Defendant !DOC Financial Specialist Sr. Shirley Audens ( "Audens") , 
during relevant times hereto, was a citizen and resident of the State.of Idaho 
and employed by the !DOC to oversee the Inmate Accounts section and monitor 
the Inmate Management Fund ("IMF") appropriation. She is sued in her 
individual and official capacities. 
22. Defendants, the Board, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen,· 
Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, during relevant times 
hereto, were chief policy and decision makers in regards to the IDOC. 
23. Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Fujinaga, .Lowe and Audens, during relevant times heret~, each 
executed, implemented, maintained and/or enforced the IDOC policies, rules, 
practices and contracts which· are the subject of ·the allegations of this 
Complaint· and which violated Plain~iff 's rights. These Defendants each 
directed or participated in the conduct whicti violated Plaintiff's rights, or 
·knew of the conduct and failed to act to prevent it. These Defendants each 
have direct knowledge, involvement or information related to the allegations 
described .in this Complaint. 
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24. Certain facts alleged. herein regarding state law torts are 
attributable to. employees and agents of the State of Idaho, are imputed to, 
and are the legal responsibility of, the State by virtue of the principles of 
agency, the doctrine of respondeat superior and the state statutes and case 
law authorizing such imputation of responsibility. 
25. With respect to· the state torts alleged herein, Defendants Meline, 
Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, .Lowe and 
Audens are sued as the agents of the State of Idaho,· insofar as their conduct 
was within the course and scope of their employment and agency, and was 
without malice or criminal intent. For the purpose of Plaintiff's RICO and 
state racketeering claims, and claims for violation of federal rights under 
color of state law, these Defendan·ts are sued in both their official and 
individual capacities. 
26. To the extent the acts and omissions of any putative agent or 
employee of the State of Idaho were outside of the course and scope of their . . . 
employment, or included malice or criminal intent, such persons are sued in 
their individual capacities. 
27. Prior to the commencement of this action, Plaintiff Searcy complied 
with Chapter 9, ·Title 6, Idaho Code, by filing a Notice of Tort Claim with the 
duly authorized agents of the State ot Idaho on October 27, 2009. 
28 •. With respect to the federal civil rights violations alleged herein, 
all of.the individual Defendants' acts and omissions were committed under the 
color of state law. 
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29. To the extent this suit alleges RICO, state racketeering violations 
and violation of Plaintiff Searcy's civil rights, he seeks redress from this 
Court and an assessment of joint and several liability and damages against the_ 
Defendants, all of whom jointly and severally engaged in ~acketeering 
activity, deprived him of his civil rights and acted tortiously, thereby 
proximately causing Plaintiff's injuries. 
EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 
30. Plaintiff Searcy has exhausted all adminstrative remedies available 
to him prior to bringing this action. 
FACTUAL SUMMARY 
MID 
THE PATTERN OF UNLAWFUL RACKETEERING ACTIVITY 
31. During the relevant times, the Defendants committed acts and 
omissions and conspired with one another in a scheme to unlawfully take, 
obtain and launder moneys belonging to Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of other 
persons totalling in the millions of dollars. As part of the scheme, 
Defendants would and did abuse their positions of appointment and employment 
with the IDOC. Defendants accomplished the corruption of the policies, rules, 
practices and contracts of the IDOC regarding its legally authorized means of 
raising revenue for its uses, and through such corruption diverted moneys 
belonging to Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of · other persons to the IDOC, 
which had no lawful right to those moneys. The multifarious racketeering 
activities, civil rights violations and tortious conduct through which these 
broad obj~cti ves of the Defendants were car:ried out consisted of a complex 
pattern of individual transactions and groups of transactions. 
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32. The scheme to take, obtain and launder moneys evolved over time as a 
pattern of racketeering activities, civil rights violations and tortious· 
conduct that inflicted discrete harms on Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of 
other persons. Some of these discrete transactions and harms are listed in 
Appendices A through E, incorporated herein. The vic;:tims of t.he unlawful 
patterns of racketeering activity, civil rights violations and tortious 
conduct suffered discrete losses as a result of these activities. Some of 
these losses, suffered by Plaintiff Searcy, are listec;3 in Appendix E. The 
individual racketeering acts are listed in Appendices A through D. 
33. In carrying out ~he scheme to take, obtain and · launder moneys 
belonging to Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of other persons, Defendants 
engaged, inter alia, in conduct in violation of Federal laws, to wit: 
interstate use of mails or other facilities in interstate or foreign commerce 
in aid of racketeering enterprises and conspiracy to corrmit interstate use of 
mails or other facilities in interstate or foreign commerce in aid of 
racketeering enterprises in violation of .18 u.s.c. § 1952; engaging in illegal 
money transactions and conspiracy to engage in illegal money transactions in 
violation of 18 u.s.c. § 1957; money laundering and conspiracy to commit money 
laun~ering in violation of 18 u.s.c. § 1956; and theft or b~ibery concerning 
programs receiving Federal funds in violation of 18 u.s.c. § 666. 
34. In carrying out the scheme to take, obtain and launder the moneys 
belonging to Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of other persons, Defendants 
engaged, inter alia, in conduct in violation. of the laws of the State of 
Idaho, to wit: grand theft and conspiracy to commit gran~ theft in violation 
of r.c~ §§ 18-2403, 18-2407 and 18-1701; ~nd furioery.-and conspiracy to commit 
bribery in violation of I.C. §§ 18-1352 and 18-1701. 
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The Scheme to Illegally Raise Revenue for IDOC pses. 
35.The provisions of Idaho's Constitution, Article II, Section l; Article 
III, Section 14; Article VII, Sections 2, 5 and 16; and Article X, Section 1, 
prohibit Defendants from acquiring revenues or funding for the state penal 
system (i.e., the IDOC) except through express, uniform taxation laws, passed 
by the legislature via revenue bills originating in the house of 
representatives. 
36. Under Idaho law, a . convict 's property rights are specifically 
protected by Idaho Code Section _18-314, which states in pertinent part that 
. . 
"no convict~on of any person for:: crime works any forfeiture of any property, 
except in cases in which a forfeiture is expressly imposed by law." 
37. During the relevant times, in a scheme to circumvent the 
consti_~~~.'?.!1~1- ~!1~.-s!:at~~?ty .. c~:11s_t~<:li~t~ .. on _t_h_e l~g~_ti~te ~e~ms of .~5=:c~i;i_ng_ _ 
revenue for !DOC uses, the Defendants executed, implemented, maintained and/or 
enforced IDOC policies, rules, practices and contracts as a means to take, 
obtain and launder moneys belonging to Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of other 
persons totalling in the millions of dollars. 
38. Defendants' scheme illegally diverted moneys belonging to Plaintiff 
Searcy and thousands of other prisoners for !DOC uses, without express 
constitutional or statutory authority to do so, through phone and commissary 
sales commissions, medical co-pay fees, . photocopying fees and hobby craft 
surcharges. 
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39. Defendants' scheme also illegally diverted moneys belonging to the 
thousands of family, friends and associates of !DOC inmates who provide 
suppoi::t for said inmates, for !DOC ~ses, without express constitutional or 
statutory authority to do so, through direct phone time and commissary 
purchases. 
The Illegal Raising of Revenue for !DOC Uses Through Phone Sales Conunissions. 
40. !DOC Management Services Division Directive 114.03.03.014, Inmate 
Management Fund ("IMF'') Equity sets forth that IMF moneys come from sources 
including phone revenues and the procedures in depositing funds, purchase 
orders for expenditures, reconciliation, reporting and internal audits. 
41. Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy,·· Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens,. during relevant times hereto, executed, 
implemented, maintained and/or enforced !DOC policies, rules, practices and 
contracts under which the !DOC illegally raised revenue for its uses through 
phone sales c0Im1issions. 
42. Defendants Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga and Lowe, during 
reievant times hereto, solicit~d, collaborated, developed, negotiated, 
executed and monitored contracts with private telephone service providers 
under which the !DOC illegally raised revenue for its uses through phone sales 
commissions. 
43. Participant, Public Communications Services ("PCS"), Inc., 11859 
Wilshire Blvd., Suite 600, Los Angeles, CA 90025, during· relevant times 
hereto, corruptly gave, offered, or agreed to give to Defendants and/or the 
IDOC, with. the intent to influence or reward Defendants qnd/or the IDOC, a 
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. contract (hereinafter, 11 the IOOC/PCS Contract 11 ) in which the IOOC would 
illegally raise revenue for its uses through PCS phone sales cOII'iilissions from 
PSC phone time purchases made by IOOC inmates and their family, friends and 
associates. 
44. The IOOC/PCS Contract provided that PCS would charge $3.80 for 
Collect calls, $3.60 for Pre-Paid Collect calls, and $3.40 for Debit calls by 
IOOC inmates. From these charges, the IOOC would raise $1.75 in revenue per 
Collect call, $2.00 in revenue per Pre-Paid Collect call, and $2.25 in revenue 
per Debit call made by IOOC inmates. 
45. From July 2005 through and continuing to the date of the filing of 
this Complaint, the IOOC · received monthly phone revenue averaging over 
$95,000.00 per month and totalling over $5,200,000.00. 
46. During the relevant times hereto, Plaintiff Searcy purchased phone 
time, from which the IOOC raised revenue from phone time sales commissions. 
47. On information, belief and under Rule ll(b)(3), Fed.R.Civ.P., during 
relevant times hereto, the IDOC received the phone revenue checks, in Idaho, 
via interstate mail or other facilities originating from PCS in California; or 
alternatively, the IOOC sent checks (representing sales minus IOOC's ·retained 
commissions), from Idaho, via interstate mail or other facilities, to PCS in 
California. 
48. Defendant Audens, and/or an IDOC Inmate Banking Financial Technician 
under Audens' supervision (a DOE Defendant), then coded and prepared the IDOC 
phone revenue for deposit into the State Treasurer's sweep account, 
Miscellaneous Revenue Fund.0349.07, Revenue Code 1555.0l. 
49. The IOOC phone revenue was subsequently appropriated .back to the IMF 
from the State Treasury. 
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50. Defendant Audens monitored, reviewed and ensured that the phone 
revenue was received by the ~DOC and was deposited into the State Treasurer's 
sweep account and appropriated back to the IMF for !DOC uses. 
51. During relevant times hereto, Defendant Audens generated monthly 
reports showing the phone revenues and IMF expenditures and distributed these 
reports to the Board, . the !DOC Director, Administrators· and all location 
managers, including Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke,. 
Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga and Lowe. 
52. There is no uniform taxation law, passed by the legislature via a 
revenue bill originating in the house of representatives, nor is there express 
statutory or constitutional authority, which provides for or allows the 
raising of revenue for rooc·uses through contractual phone sales commissions. 
·The Illegal Raising of Revenue for IDOC Uses Through Comnissary Sales 
Comnissions. 
53. IDOC Management Services Division Directive ll4.03.03.014, Inmate 
Management Fund ( 11 IMF 11 ) Egui ty sets forth that IMF moneys come from sources 
including commissary revenues and the procedures in depositing funds, purchase 
orders for expenditures, reconciliation, reporting and internal audits. 
54. Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe· and Audens, during relevant times hereto, executed, 
implemented, maintained and/or enforced IOOC policies, rules, practices and 
contracts under which the IDOC illegally raised revenue for its uses through 
commissary sales commissions • 
. ~-;. ~ = .. ·-··· 
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55. Defendants Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga ana Lowe, during 
relevant times hereto, solicited, collaborated, developed, negotiated, 
executed and monitored contracts with private commissary service providers 
under which the IDOC illegally raised revenue for its uses through corrunissary 
sales conunissions. 
56. Participant, Keefe Commissary Network Sales ("Keefe"), PO Box 17490, 
St. Luis, MO 63178-7490, during relevant times hereto, corruptly gave, 
offered, or agreed to give to Defendants and/or the IDOC, with the intent to 
influence or reward Defendants and/or the IDOC, a contract (hereinafter, "the 
IDOC/Keefe Contract") in which the IDOC would illegally raise revenue for its 
uses through Keefe corrrnissary sales commissions from Keefe commissary 
purchases made by !DOC inmates and their family, friends and.associates. 
57. The !DOC/Keefe Contract provided that IDOC commissary revenue would 
be based upon the contractual sales percentage agreed upon by the !DOC and 
Keefe. 
58. The contractual sales percentage commission agreed upon by the !DOC 
and Keefe was approximately 9% of ·sales between July 1, 2005 through June 30, 
2007; approximately 20% of sales between July 1, 2007 through December 31, 
2008; and approximately 25% of sales between January 1, 2009 through and 
continuing to the date of the filing of this Complaint. 
59. At the approximately 9% sales commission rate from July 1, 2005 
through June 30, 2007, the IDOC received monthly commissary revenue averaging 
over $22,500.00 per month and totalling ove~ $540,000.00; at the approximately 
20% sales commission rate from July 1, 2007 through December 31, 2008, the 
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IDOC received monthly commissary revenue averaging over $52,400.00 per month 
and totalling over $943,000.00; and, on information and belief, ·at the 
approximately 25% sales commission rate from January 1, 2009 through and 
continuing to the date of the filing of this Complaint, the IOOC received 
monthly commissary revenue averaging over $62,000.00 per month and totalling 
over $868,000.00. 
60. From July 2005 through and continuing to the date of the filing of 
this Complaint, the IDOC received commissary revenue totalling over 
$2,351,000.00. 
61. During the relevant times hereto, Plaintiff Searcy purchased 
commissary i terns, from which the IDOC raised revenue from commissary sales 
commissions. 
62. On information, belief and under Rule ll(b)(3), Fed.R.Civ.P., during 
relevant times hereto, the IDOC received the commissary revenue checks, in 
Idaho, via interstate mail or ~ther facilities originating from Keefe in 
Missouri; or alternatively, the !DOC sent checks (representing sales minus 
IDOC's retained cormnissions), from Idaho, via interstate mail or other 
facilities, to Keefe· in Missouri. 
63. Defendant Audens, and/or an !DOC Inmate Banking Financial Technician 
under Audens' supervision (a DOE Defendant), then coded and prepared the !DOC 
commissary revenue for deposit into the State Treasurer's sweep account, 
Miscellaneous Revenue Fund 0349.07, Revenue Code 1555.02. 
64. The !DOC commissary revenue was subsequently appropriated back to 
the IM~ from the State Treasury. 
65. Defendant Audens monitored, reviewed and ensured that the. !DOC 
commissary revenue was received by the IDOC and was deposited into the State 
Treasurer's sweep account and appropriated back to the IMF for IDOC uses. 
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66. During relevant times hereto, Defendant Audens generated monthly 
reports showing the commissary revenues and IMF expenditures and distributed 
these reports ~o the Board, the !DOC Director, Administrators and all location 
managers, including Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, 
Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga and Lowe. 
67. There is no uniform taxation law, passed by the legislature via a 
revenue bill originating in the house of representatives, nor is there express 
statutory or constitutional authority, which provides for or allows the 
raising of revenue for !DOC uses through contractual corrnnissary sales 
commissions. 
The Illegal Raising of Revenue for I1X)C Uses Through Medical Co-Pay Fees. 
68. !DOC Policy 411, Medical Co-Pay, sets forth that the IDOC and its 
contractors charge !DOC inmates incarcerated at IDOC facilities a co-pay fee 
for medical and pharmacy·services. 
69. Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
"Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, during relevant times hereto, executed, 
implemented, maintained and/or enforced !DOC policies, rules, practices and 
contracts under which the IDOC illegally raised revenue for its uses through 
medical co-pay fees. 
70. Medical co-pay fee revenues are used by the IDOC to offset general 
fund medical expenses. 
71. ·Participant, Correctional Medical Services ("CMS"), Inc., 12647 
Olive Blvd., Creve Coeur, MO ?3141, during relevant times hereto, ensured 
that the co-pay policy was adhered to and that the co-pay fees were charged to 
IDOC inmates. 
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72. Under policy 411 and its associated directives, standard operating 
procedures (S0Ps) and field memoranda, during the relevant times hereto, the 
first offender-initiated visit for sick call services were assessed a medical 
co-pay fee of three dollars ($3.00) for a ·physician, physician assistant, 
nurse, medical provider, dental,· optometry, or emergency evaluation and 
treatment. Each initial sick call visit that was offender initiated and not 
·related to a serious chronic medical illness was assessed this medical co...:pay 
fee. 
73. Under policy 411 and its associated directives, standard operating 
procedures (SOPs) and field memoranda,. during the relevant times hereto, a 
. . 
pharm?cy service medical co-pay fee was also assessed to each offende~ who was 
dispensed over-the-counter ("OTC") or prescription ("Rx") medications. The 
pharmacy service· medical co-pay fee -was two dollars ($2.00) per 
course/treatment or per prescription. 
74. In Fiscal Year ("FY") 2007 (July 1, 2006 through June 30, 2007), the 
!DOC received about $82,800.00 in medical co-pay fees charged to !DOC inmates; 
in FY 2008 (July 1, 2007 through June 30, 2008), the IOOC received about 
$80,100.00 in medical co-pay fees charged to !DOC inmates; and in FY 2009 
(July 1, 2008 through June 30, 2009), the !DOC received about $81,000.00 in 
medical co-pay fees charged to !DOC inmates. Based on information and belief, 
since the beginning of FY 2010 (July 1, 2009 through and continuing to the 
date of the filing of this Complaint), the !DOC has received about $.54,000.00 
in medical co-pay fees charged to !DOC-inmates. 
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75. During the relevant times hereto, Plaintiff Searcy has received 
medical and pharmacy services, from which the IDOC raised revenue from medical 
co-pay fees. 
76. Defendant Audens, and/or an IDOC Inmate Banking Financial Technician 
under Aude~s' supervision (a DOE Defendant), charged and collected the medical 
co-pay fees by deducting the fees from Plaintiff Searcy's Inmate Trust 
Account. 
77. Defendant Audens monitored, reviewed and ensured that the medical 
co-pay fees were received by the IDOC for IDOC uses. 
78. During the relevant times hereto, Defendant Audens generated monthly 
reports showing the medical co-pay fee revenues and distributed these reports 
to the Board and IDOC Director and Administrators, including Defendants 
Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga and 
Lowe. 
79. There is no unifo.rm taxation law, passed by the legislature via a 
revenue bill originating in the house of representatives, nor is there express 
statutory or con~titutional authority, which provides for or allows the 
. raising of revenue for IDOC uses through medical co-pay fees. 
The Illegal Raising of Revenue for !DOC Uses Through Photocopying Fees. 
80. IDOC SOP 405.02.01.001, Access To Courts, sets forth that the !DOC 
charges IDOC inmates a fee of ten cents ($0.10) per page for photocopies. 
81. Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, during relevant times hereto, executed, 
implemented, maintained and/or enforced !DOC policies, ruies and practices 
under which the !DOC illegally raised revenue for its uses through 
photocopying fees. 
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82. During the relevant times hereto, Plaintiff Searcy has been charged 
photocopying fees by the !DOC. 
83. Defendant Audens, and/or an IDOC Inmate Banking Technician under 
Audens' supervision (a DOE Defendant), charged and collected the photocopying 
fees by deducting the fees from Plaintiff Searcy's Inmate Trust Account. 
84. Defendant Audens monitored, reviewed and ensured· that the 
photocopying fees were received by the IDOC for IDOC uses. 
85. During relevant times hereto, Defendant Audens generated monthly 
reports showing the photocopying fee revenues and distributed these reports to 
the Board and IDOC Director and Administrators, including Defendants Meline, 
Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga and Lowe. 
86. There is no uniform taxation law, passed by the legislature via a 
revenue bill originating in the house of representatives, nor is there express 
statutory or constitutional authority, which provides for or allows the 
raising of revenue for IDOC uses through photocopying fees. 
The Illegal Raising of Revenue For IDOC Uses Through Hobby Craft Surcharges. 
87. IDOC SOP 608.02.00.001, Ho)Jby Craft, sets forth that the IDOC 
charges IDOC inmates a 5% surcharge on all of their hobby craft purchases. 
88. Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, during relevant times hereto, executed, 
implemented, maintained and/or enforced IDOC policies, rules and practices 
under which the IDOC illegally raised revenue for its uses through hobby craft 
surcharges .. 
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89. During the relevant times hereto, Plaintiff Searcy has been charged 
hobby craft surcharges by the IDOC. 
90. Defendant Audens, and/or an IDOC Inmate Banking Financial Technician 
under Audens' supervision (a DOE Defendant), charged and collected the hobby 
craft surcharges by deducting them from Plaintiff Searcy's Inmate Trust 
Account. 
91. Defendant Audens monitored, reviewed and ensured that the hobby 
praft surcharges were received by the IDOC for IDOC uses. 
92. During relevant times hereto, Defendant Audens generated monthly 
reports showing the hobby craft surcharge revenues and distributed these 
reports to the Board and IDOC Director and Administrators, including 
Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, 
Fujinaga and Lowe. 
93. There is no uniform taxation law, passed by the legislature via a 
revenue bill originating in the house of representatives, nor is there express 
statutory or constitutional authority, which provides for or allows the 
raising of revenue for IDOC uses through hobby craft surcharges. 
SUMMARY 
94. When Plaintiff Searcy was sentenced to the custody of the Boar~ on 
May 31, 1988, the scheme to raise revenues for IDOC uses through phone 
commissions, commissary profits and/or commissions, photocopying fees and 
hobby craft surcharges was already in place ,by Defendants' . predecessors in 
office (DOE Defendants), and has continued thereafter without interruption by 
Defendants and their predec~ssors. 
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95. In about October of 1998 the scheme expanaea to also include the 
meaical co-pay fees, and has continued thereafter without interruption. 
96. During the relevan~ _times, the "enterprise," that is, the IOOC, was 
engaged in interstate commerce, in that it purchasea ana/or usea ana/or sold, 
the IOOC's products, supplies, materials, and services, .outside of the State 
of Idaho. 
97. During the relevant times, in connection with the activities giving 
rise to this action, Defenaants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, 
Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fu~inaga, Lowe and Audens, and Participants PCS, Kee~e 
and CMS, conspired with each other, and with others unknown, to engage in the 
various activities set forth herein and aided ana abetted one.another in these 
activities, all as proscribed and prohibited by '18 u.s.c. §§ 1962(c) and (d) 
and r.c. §§ 18-7804(c) ,an.a'· (a}; ~--- ~:"..: 
98. During the relevant times, and in furtherance of and for the purpose 
of executing, implementing,· maintaining and/or enforcing the scheme to 
illegally take, obtain ana launder moneys belonging to Plaintiff Searcy and 
thousands of other persons, by ci~cumventing the constitutional and statutoty 
constraints on the legitimate means of securing revenue for IOOC uses, 
Defenaants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, 
Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, and Participants PCS and Keefe, · on numerous 
occasions·, 
a. used the maii or other facilities in interstate or foreign 
commerce, with intent to (i) distribute the proceeds of any unlawful 
activity, or (ii) otherwise promote, manage, establish, carry on, or 
facilitate the promotion, management, establishment, or carrying on, of 
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unlawful activity; and thereafter performed or attempted to perform (i) 
acts to distribute the proceeds of any unlawful activity, or (ii) acts to 
otherwise promote, manage, establish, carry on, or facilitate the 
promotion, management, establishment, or carrying on, of unlawful 
activity, constituting the offense of interstate use of mails or other 
facilities in interstate or foreign commerce in· aid of racketeering 
enterprises as proscribed and prohibited by 18 u.s.c. § 1952. A schedule 
of some of the relevant uses of the mail or other facilities is included 
·in Appendix A and incorporated by reference herein; 
b. while in the United States, knowingly engaged or attempted to 
engage in a monetary transaction in criminally derived property of a 
value greater than $10,000, said property being derived from i:3pecified 
unlawful activity (i.e., violations of 18 u.s.c. §§ 1952, 1956, 1957, 666 
and I.e. §§ 18-1352, 2403, 2407 and 1701), constituting the offense of 
engaging in illegal money transactions as proscribed and prohibited by 18 
u.s.c. § 19~7. A schedule of some of the relevant monetary transactions 
is included in Appendix Band incorporated by reference herein; 
c. and Participant CMS, on numerous occasions, knowing that the 
property involved in a financial transaction represented the proceeds of 
some form of unlawful activity, conducted or attempted to conduct such a 
financial transaction which in fact involved the procee_ds of specified 
unlawful activity (i.e., violations of 18 u.s.c. §§ 1952, 1956, 1957, 666 
and I.e.§§ 18-1352, 2403, 2407 and 1701), (i) with the intent to promote 
the carrying on of spec~fied unlawful activity, or (ii) knowing that the 
transaction is designed in whole or in part to conceal or disguise the 
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nature, the location, the souree, the ownership, or the control of the 
proceeds of specified unlawful activity, constituting the offense of 
money laundering as proscribed and prohibited by 18 u.s.c. ·§ 1956. A 
schedule of some of the relevant financial transactions is included in 
·Appendix C and incorporated by reference herein; and 
d. and Participant CMS, on numerous occasions, (i) being agents of 
an organization, or of a State government, or any agency thereof, did (a) 
embezzle, steal, obtain by fraud, or otherwise without authority 
knowingly convert to the use of any person other than the rightful owner 
or intentio~ally misapplied property that is valued at $5,000 or more and 
was owned by, or was under the care, custody, or control of such 
organization, government, or agency; or (b) did corruptly solicit or 
demand for the benefit of any person, or accept or agree to accept, any 
thing of value from any person, intending to be influenced or rewarded in 
connection with any business, transaction, or series of transactions of 
such organization, government, or agency involving any thing of value of 
$5,000 or more; or (ii) did corruptly give, offer, or agree to give 
anything of value to any person, with intent to influence or reward an 
· agent of an organization or of a State government, or any agency thereof, 
in connection with any business, transaction, or series of transactions 
of such organization, government, or agency involving anything of value 
· of $5,000 or more, constituting the offense of theft or bribery 
concerning programs receiving Federal Funds as proscribed and prohibited 
by 18 u.s.c. § 666 and I.e. § 1352. A schedule of some of the relevant 
acts of theft and/or bribery is included in Appendix D and incorporated 
by reference herein; and 
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e. ·and Participant CMS, on numerous occasions, with the intent to 
deprive another of property or to appropriate the same to himself or to a 
third person, did wrongfully take, obtain or withhold such property from 
an owner thereqf, committed by: 
i. knowingly taking or exercising unauthorized control over, or 
making an unauthorized transfer of an interest in, the property of 
another person, with the intent of depriving the owner thereof: 
and/or 
ii. knowingly receiving, retaining, concealing, obtaining control 
_over, possessing,. or disposing of stolen property, knowing the 
property to have been stolen or under such circumstances as would 
reasonably induce them to believe that the property was stolen, and 
(a) intending to depr,ive the owner permanently of the use or benefit 
of the property: or (b} knowingly using, concealing or abandoning 
the property in such a manner as to deprive the owner permanently of 
such use or benefit: or (c) using, ·concealing, or abandoning the 
property knowing such use, concealment or abandonment probably will 
deprive the owner permanently of such use or benefit, 
when ( i) the value of the property taken exceeds one thousand dollars 
($1,000); or (ii) ·the property consists of a check, draft or order for 
the payment of money upon any bank, or a check, draft or order account 
number, or a financial transaction card or financial transaction card 
account number as those terms are defined in section 18-3122, Idaho Code: 
or (iii) a series of thefts, comprised of individual thefts having a 
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value of one thousand dollars ($1,000) or less, are part of a· common 
scheme or plan, in which the aggregate value exceeds one thousand dollars 
($1,000);· or (iv) th~ property has·an aggregate value over fifty dollars 
($50.00) and is stolen during three (3) or more incidents of theft during 
a series of unlawful acts committed over a period of up to three (3) 
days, constituting the offense of grand theft as. proscribed and 
prohibited by I.C. §§ 18-2403, 2407. A schedule of some of the relevant 
acts of grand theft is included in Appendix D and incorporated by 
·. reference herein. 
99. During the relevant times, the IDOC did receive, in any one year 
period (as defined by 18 u.s.c. 666(c) (5)), benefits in excess of $10,000 
under a Federal program involving a grant, contract, subsidy, loan, guarantee, 
insurance, or other form of Federal assistance. 
100. During Idaho's FY 2007, the IDOC received about $3,391,000 in 
Federal assistance, in FY 2008 the IDOC received about $4,323,900 in Federal 
assistance, in FY 2009 the IDOC received about $3,500,000 in Federal 
assistance·, arid in FY. 2010 the· IDOC received over· $2,000,000 in Federal 
assistance. 
101. Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Fujinaga, . Lowe and Audens, during the relevant times, knew and 
appreciated that the IDOC was a recipient of benefits under Federal programs 
involving a grant, contract, subsidy, loan, guarantee, insurance, or other 
form of Federal assistance, the granting, receipt and/or use of which were 
contingent upon these Defendants' compliance with the terms, criteria, 
prerequisites, and applicable standards for said Federal assistance, which 
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included the~e Defendants' refrain from the illegal racketeering, civil rights 
violations and tortious conduct alleged in this Complaint. 
FEDERAL LAW CLAIMS 
Federal RICO Claims 
COUNT I 
Violation of 18 u.s.c. § 1962(c) 
102. Plaintiff Searcy hereby re-alleges and incorporates the preceding 
paragraphs 1-101 of this Complaint. 
103. The IDOC is a "person" within the meaning of 18 u.s.c. §§ 1961(3) 
and 1964(c). 
104. The Defendants, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, · 
Sonnen, Meatte, · Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, and Participants PCS, Keefe and 
CMS, are each a "person" within the meaning of 18 u.s.c. §§ 1961(3) and 
1964(c). 
105. The !DOC is an "enterprise" within the meaning of 18 u.s.c. §§ 
1961(4) and 1962(c), which enterprise was engaged iri and the activities of 
which affected interstate commerce during the relevant times. 
106. The Defendants, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, R~inke, 
Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, and· Participants PCS, Keefe and 
CMS, were each employed by or associated with an enterprise, that is, the 
!DOC, and did conduct or participate, directly or indirectly, in the conduct 
of the aff&irs of the !DOC through a pattern of racketeering activity within 
the meaning of 18 u.s.c. §§ 1961(1) (A), .·,(H) .ahd.(J:961.(S) °J.aha.t.l.962(:c•), :to wit: 
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a. multiple instances of interstate use of mails or other facilities in 
interstate or foreign commerce in aid of racketeering enterprises and 
conspiracy to commit interstate use of mails or other facilities in 
interstate or foreign corranerce in aid of racketeering enterprises in 
violation of 18 u.s.c. § 1952: 
b. multiple instances of engaging in illegal money transactions and 
conspiracy to engage in illegal money transactions in violation of 18 
u.s.c. § 1957: 
c. . multiple .instances of money laundering and conspiracy to commit 
money laundering in violation of 18 U~S;C. § 1956: 
d. multiple instances of theft or bribery concerning programs receiv'ing 
Federal funds in violation of 18 U.S. C. § 666. am:l''I.. C. § 18-1352: and 
e. multiple instances of grand theft and conspiracy to commit grand 
theft in violation of r.c; §§ 18-2403, 18-2407 and 18-i701. 
107. By reason of the violation of 18 u.s.c. § · 1962(c) committed by 
Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, 
Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, and Participants PCS, Keefe and CMS, Plaintiff 
Searcy was injured, within the meaning of 18 u.s.c. § 1964(c), as more fully 
described below. 
COUNT II 
Violation of 18 u.s.c. § 1962(d) by 
Conspiracy to Violate 18 u.s~c. § 1962(c) 
108. Plaintiff Searcy hereby re-alleges and incorporates the preceding 
paragr~phs 1-101 of this Complaint. 
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109. The IOOC is a "person" within the meaning of 18 u.s.c. §§ 1961(3) 
and 1964(c). 
110. The Defendants, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, 
Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, and Participants PCS, Keefe and 
CMS, are each a "person" within the meaning of 18 u.s.c. §§ 1961(-3) and 
1964(c). 
111. The IOOC is a.n "enterprise" within the meaning of 18 u.s.c. §§ 
1961(4) and 1962(c), which enterprise was engaged in and the activities of 
which affected interstate commerce during the relevant times. 
112. .The Defendants, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, 
Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, and Participants PCS, Keefe and 
. CMS, were each employed by or associated with an enterprise, that is, the 
IOOC, and conspired within the meaning of 18 u.s.c. § · 1962(d) to violate § 
19.62(c), that is, said Defendants and Participants did conspire to conduct or 
participate,.directly or indirectly, in the conduct of the affairs of the IOOC 
throug~.a pattern of racketeering activity within the meaning of 18 u.s.c. §§ 
1961(1) (A), .(;lil1 .al'lm! 0:9:G1(iS--) .EfriGf-.i;I;9.6.2(m ,;,~~ wit: 
a. multiple instances of interstate use of mails or other facilities in 
interstate or foreign corrunerce in aid of racketeering enterprises and 
conspiracy to commit interstate use of mails or other facilities in 
interstate or foreign commerce in aid of racketeering enterprises in 
violation of 18 u.s.c. § 1952; 
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b. multiple instances of engaging in i.llegal money transactions ana 
conspiracy to engage in illegal money transactions in violation of 18 
u.s.c. § 1957; 
c. multiple instances of money launaering ana conspiracy to commit 
money launaering in violation of 18 u.s.c. § 1956; · . 
. . 
d. multiple instances of theft or bribery concerning programs receiving 
Feaeral funas in violation of 18 u.s.c. § 666;aHa~r.c. § 18-1352; and 
e. multiple instances of grana theft ana conspiracy to corrunit grana 
theft in violation of I.e.§§ 18-2403, 18-2407 and 18-1701. 
113. By reason of the violation of. 18· u.s.c. § 1962(a} committea by 
Defendants Meline, T,ibbs, Nielsen, Sanay, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, 
Fujinaga, Lowe ana Auaens, and .Participants PCS, Keefe ana CMS, Plaintiff 
Searcy was injured, within the meaning of 18 u.s.c. § 1964(c), as more ~ully 
aescribea below. 
Federal 42 u.s.c. § 1983 Claims 
COUNT III 
Violation of Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment 
Under 42 u.s.c. § 1983 
114. Plaintiff Searcy hereby re-alleges and inc~rporates the preceding 
paragraphs 1-101 of this Complaint. 
· 115. During the relevant times, Plaintiff Searcy had clearly establishea 
rights under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States 
Constitution to be free from unlawful deprivations of property occurring as a 
result'of an affirmatively· establishea or de facto policy, proceaure or custom' 
which the state had the power to control. 
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116. During the relevant times, Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, 
Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte,. Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, and 
Participants PCS, Keefe and CMS, each executed, implemented, maintained and/or 
~nforced IDOC policies, rules, practices and contracts which illegally raised 
revenue for IDOC uses by diverting moneys belonging to Plaintiff Searcy and 
thousands of other persons totalling in the. millions of dollars, without 
express state constitutional and/or statutory authority to do so. 
117. These illegal di versions of moneys were not "random" or 
"unauthorized" activities, but rather, were done pursuant ·to an affirmatively 
estab.lished or de facto policy, procedure or custom which the state had the 
power to control. 
118. Plaintiff Searcy did not receive a pre-deprivation due process 
hearing related to the diversion of these.moneys. 
119. As a result, Plaintiff Searcy's rights under the Fifth and 
Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution were violated. 
120. Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Fuji_naga, Lowe and Audens, and Participants PCS, Keefe and CMS, each 
participated in the conduct which violated Plaintiff Searcy's rights under the 
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, or, as supervisors, directed the conduct; or 
knew of the conduct and failed to act to prevent it. 
121. These violations of Plaintiff Searcy's rights under the Fifth and 
Fourteenth . Amendments were proximately caused by Defendants Meline, Tibbs, 
Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, 
and Participants PCS, Keefe and CMS, while acting under color of state law. 
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122. By reason of the violation of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments 
committed by Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, 
.Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and ·Audens, and Participants PCS, Keefe and 
CMS, Plaintiff Searcy was injured, as more fully described below. 
COUNT IV 
Conspiracy to Violate Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment 
Under 42 u.s.c. § 1983 
123. Plaintiff Searcy hereby re-alleges and incorporates the preceding 
paragraphs·l-101 of this Complaint. 
124. During the relevant times, Plaintiff Searcy ha~ clearly established 
rights under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States 
Constitution to be free from unlawful deprivations of property occurring as a 
result of an affirmatively established or de facto policy, procedure or custom 
which the state had the power to control. 
125. During the relevant times, Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, 
Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, and 
Participants PCS, Keefe and CMS, engaged in·a plan, de~ign and conspiracy to 
execute, implement, mai.ntain and/or enforce IDOC policies, rules, practices 
and contracts which illegally raised revenue f9r IDOC uses by diverting moneys 
belonging to Plaintiff Sear.cy and thousands of other persons totalling in the 
millions of dollars, without express state constitutional· and/or statutory 
authority to do so. 
126. These illegal di versions of moneys were not "random" or 
"unauthorized" activities, but rather, were done in furtherance of and for the 
' purposes of the plan, design and conspiracy, and pursuant to an affirmatively 
established or de facto policy, procedure or custom which the state had the 
power to control. 
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127. Plaintiff Searcy did not ·receive a pre-deprivation due process 
hearing related to the a~version 0£ these moneys. 
128. As a result of the plan, design and conspiracy, Plaintiff Searcy's 
rights under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States 
Constitution were violated. 
129. Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nieisen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, and. Participants PCS, Keefe and CMS, each 
participated in the conspiracy which violated Plaintiff Searcy's rights under 
the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, or, as supervisors, directed the 
conspiracy, or knew of the conspiracy and failed to act to prevent it. 
130. These violations of Plaintiff Searcy's rights under the Fifth and 
Fourteenth Amendment~. were proximately caused by the plan, design and 
conspiracy of Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, 
Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, and Participants PCS, Keefe and 
:CMS, while acting under color of state law. 
131. By reason of the~e wr:ongful and illegal acts, omissions and 
conspiracy, Plaintiff Sea~cy was injured, as more fully described below. 
STATE LAW CLAIMS 
State Racketeering Claims 
COUNT V 
Violation·of I.e.§ 18-7804(c) 
132. Plaintiff Searcy hereby re-alleges and incorporates the preceding 
paragraphs 1-101 of this Complaint. 
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133. The rnoc is a "person" within the meaning of r.c. §§ 18-7803(b) ana 
l8-7805(a). 
134. The Defenaants, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sanay, Dressen, Reinke, 
Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe ana Audens, ana P?lrticipants PCS, Keefe ana 
CMS, are each a "person" within the meaning of r.c. §§ 18-7803(b) ana 
18-7805(a). 
135. The IDOC is an "enterprise" within the meaning of r.c. §§ 
18-7803(c) ana 18-78Q4(c). 
136. The Defendants, Meline; Tibbs, Nielsen, Sanay, Dressen, Reinke, 
Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe ana Audens, ana Participants PCS, Keefe ana 
CMS, were each employed by or associatea with an enterprise, that is, the 
IDOC, ana aia conauct or participate, directly or indirectly, in the conauct 
of the affairs of the IDOC through a pattern of racketeering activity within 
the meaning of r.c. §§ 18-7803(a) ana 7803(a) ana 78q4(c), to wit: 
a •. multiple instances of interstate use of mails or other facilities in 
interstate or foreign conunerce in aia of racketeering enterprises ana 
conspiracy to connni t interstate use of mails or other facilities in 
interstate or foreign commerce in aia of racketeering enterprises in 
violation of 18 u.s.c. § 1952; 
b. multiple instances of engaging in il~egal money transacti.ons ana 
conspiracy to engage in illegal money transactions in violation of 18 
u.s.c. § 1957; 
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c. multiple instances of money laundering and conspiracy to commit 
money laundering in violation of 18 u.s.c. § 1956; 
' . 
d. multiple ir:istances of theft or bribery concerning programs receiving 
Federal funds in violation of 18 u.s.c. § 666 and/or I.e. § 18-1352; ·and 
e. multiple instances of g~and theft and conspiracy to conmit grand 
theft in violation of r..c. §§ 18-2403, 18...;2407 and 18-1701. 
137. By reason of the violation of r.c. § 18-7804(c) conunitted by 
Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen1 Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, 
Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, and . Participants PCS, Keefe and CMS, Plaintiff 
Searcy was injured, within the meaning of r.c. § 18-7805(a), as more fully 
,described below. 
COUNT VI 
· Violation of I.e. § 18-7804.(d} by 
Conspiracy to Violate ~.c. § 18-7804(c) 
138. Plaintiff Searcy hereby re-allege~ and incorporates the precedjng 
paragraphs 1-101 of this Complaint •. 
139. The IOOC is a "person'' within the meaning of r.c. §§ ·18-7803(b) and 
18-7805(a). 
140. The. Defendants, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, 
Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, and Participants PCS, Keefe and 
CMS, are each a "person" within the meaning of r.c. §§ 18-7803(b) and 
18-7805(a). 
141. -The IDOC is an "enterprise" within the meaning of I.e. §§ 
18-7803(c) and 18-7804(c)-. 
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142. The Defenaants, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sanay, Dressen, Reinke, 
Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Auaens, ?ina Participants PCS, Keefe and 
CMS, . were each employed by or associated with an enterprise, that is, the 
rooc, ana conspirea within the meaning of r.c. § 18-780~(a) to violate § 
7804(c), that is, said .Defendants and Participants did conspire to conduct or 
participate, directly or indirectly, in the conduct of the affairs of the !DOC 
through a pattern of racketeering activity within the meaning of I.C. §§ 
18-7803(a) ana 7803(a) and 7804(c), to wit: 
a. multiple instances of interstate use of mails or other facilities in 
interstate or foreign commerce . in aid of racketeering enterprises and 
conspiracy to commit interstate use of mails or other facilities in 
interstate or foreign commerce in aid of racketeering enterprises in 
violation of 18 u.s.c. § 1952; 
b. multiple instances of engaging in illegal money transactions and 
conspiracy to engage in illegal money tr~msactions in violation of 18 
u.s.c. § 1957; 
c. multiple instances of money laundering and conspiracy to comrni t 
money laundering in violation of 18 u.s.c. § 1956; 
d. multiple instances of theft or bribery concerning programs receiving 
Federal funds in violation of 18 u.s.c. § 666 ana/or r.c. § 18-1352; and 
e. multiple instances of grand theft and conspiracy to commit grana 
theft in violation of r.c. §§ 18-2403, 18-2407 and 18-1701. 
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143. By reason of the violation of r.c. § 18-7804(d) committed by 
Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dres·sen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, 
Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, and Participants PCS, Keefe and CMS, Plaintiff 
Searcy was injured, within the meaning of r.c. § 18-7805(a), as more fully 
described below. 
State Declaratory Judgment Claims 
COONT VII-
Violation of Idaho Constitution, Article II,§ l; 
Article III,§ 14; Article VII,§§ 2, 5 and 16; 
Article X, § 1, and Idaho Code,§ 18-314; 
Under Idaho Code§§ 10-1201 et seq. 
144. Plaintiff Searcy hereby re-alleges and incorporates the preceding 
paragraphs 1-101 of this Complaint. 
145. The question to be determined here is this: Does the raising of 
revenue for !DOC uses by Defendants, the Board, the !DOC, Meline·, ·Tibbs, 
Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen,. Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens,. 
·through phone and commissary commissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying 
fees and hobby craft surcharges, violate'the provisions of Idaho Constitution, 
Article II, Section l; Article III, Section 14; Article VII, Sections 2, 5 
and/or 16; Article X, Section l; and/or Idaho Code Section 18-314? 
146. There exists an issue in dispute and justicable controversy between 
the parties, that is, Plaintiff Searcy asserts, avers, maintains and alleges 
that these Defendants' raising of revenue for !DOC uses through phone and . 
commissary commissions, .medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft 
surcharges, violated the provisions of Idaho Constitution, Article II, Section 
l; Article. III, Sec_tion 14; Article VII, Sections 2, 5 and 16; Article X, 
Section l; and Idaho Code Section 19...:314; whereas these Defendants assert, 
aver, maintain and allege that their raising of revenue for IOOC uses through 
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\. 
phone and commissary commissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and 
hobby craft surcharges, did not violate these provisions of ·Idaho' s 
constitution and statutes. 
147. During·the relevant times, these Defendants raised revenue for IDOC 
uses through phone and commissary commissions, medical co-pay fees, 
photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges. 
148. During the relevant times, P;I.aintiff Searcy purchased phone time 
and commissary i terns, and paid medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and 
hobby craft surcharges, from which these Defendants raised revenue for IDOC 
uses. 
149. As a re1:1ult of the acts and omissions of these Defendants, 
Plaintiff Searcy's rights were violated. 
150. WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Searcy prays that this honorable court make 
and enter its declaratory judgment affording the parties a definite answer to 
the question posed in paragraph 145, above~ and declare that: The raising of 
revenue for IDOC uses by Defendants, the Board, the IDOC, Meline, Tibbs, 
Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, 
through phone and commissary commissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying 
fees and hobby craft surcharges, violated the provisions of Idaho 
Constitution, Article II, Section 1; Article III, Section 14; Article VII, 
Sections 2, 5 and 16; Article X, Section l; and Idaho Code Section 18-314. 
150A. As the proximate cause of the conduct of Defendants, the Board, 
the !DOC, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, 
FuJinaga, Lowe and Audens, Plaintiff Searcy was injured, as more ·fully 
described below. 
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Governmental Tort Claims under the Idaho Tort Claims Act ("I'l'CA") 
COUNT VIII 
Negligent Acts and Omissions, Conversion, and 
Negligent Training and Supervision 
By Board and IDOC Enployees, 
Under the ITCA 
151. Plaintiff Searcy hereby re-alleges and incorporates the preceding 
paragraphs 1-101 of this Complaint. 
152. During the relevant times, Defendants, the Board, the IDOC, Meline, 
Tibbs,. Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, "Lowe and 
Audens, had independent, non-delegable duties of their own, and independent, 
non-delegable duties to train, supervise and control their employees and 
subordinates, to: 
a. constrain themselves to only raising revenue .for IDOC uses through 
means expressly authorized by the stat"e constitution and statutes; and 
b. refrain from violating the rights of Idaho citizens and prisoners. 
153. These Defendants knew and appreciated that these duties existed to 
protect citizens and prisoners, including Plaintiff Searcy, from violations of 
their rights and. from tortious conduct; and also knew that without. proper 
training, supervision and control of their employees and subordinates it was 
foreseeable that such transgressions would occur. 
154. These Defendants further knew and appreciated that these duties are 
part of the course and scope of their employment with the Board and IDOC. 
155. These Defendants, and their employees and subordinates, negligently 
conuni tted acts and omissions, including engaging in a s·cheme to circumvent the 
constitutional and statutory constraints on the legitimate means of securing 
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revenue for rooc uses, whereby these Defendants, ana their employees ana 
subordinate~, executed, implemented, maintained and/or enforced IDOC policies, 
rules, practices and contracts as a means to take, obtain and launder moneys 
belonging to Plaintiff Searcy ~nd thousands of other persons, totalling in the 
millions of dollars. 
156. These Defendants knew, or had reason to know, that their employees 
and subordinates, including Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, 
Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, had a prqpen.sity to improperly 
raise revenues for IOOC uses and to violate the rights of citizens and 
prisoners. 
157. The acts and omissions of these Defendants also constitute the tort 
of conversion, that is, these Defendants did commit an act of dominion 
wrongfully exerted over Plaintiff Searcy's (and thousands of other persons') 
personalty in denial or unwarranted interference with Plaintiff Searcy's (and 
th9usands of 9ther persons') rights.· 
158. rhese acts and omissions also constitute negligent supervision and 
training by these Defendants. 
159. In committing these acts and omissions, these Defendants failed or 
refused to exercise ordinary care in the course and scope of their employment. 
160. ~hese acts and omissions were not in the nature of discr~tionary 
po~icy or planning activities. 
161. These Defendants,. and their employees and subordinates, did abuse 
and exceed their positions and authorities of their employment. 
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162. As the proximate cause of the conauct ana negligence of Defenaants, 
the Boara, the IDOC, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sanay, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe ana Audens, Plaintiff Searcy was injurea, as more fully 
aescribea below. 
COUNT IX 
Negligent Retention of Employees 
Under the ITCA 
163. ·Plaintiff Searcy hereby re-alleges ana incorporates the prec~aing 
ana following paragraphs btli:i _;thCi:5,1~.Jbmll>laint. 
164. In 1986, the Idaho Supreme Court, in the case of Doe v. Durtschi, 
110 Idaho 466, 716 P.2a 1238 (1986), recognizea and established the 
governmental tort of "negligent retention of employees" unaer the ITCA. 
165. During the relevant times, Defenaants, the Board, the !DOC, Meline, 
Tibbs, Nielsen, Sanay, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe ana 
Audens, had independent, non-delegable duties to protect citizens and 
prisoners, including Plain~iff Searcy, from intentionally tortious, malicious 
and/or criminal conduct by Board ana IDOC employees. 
166. These Defendants knew and appreciated that these duties existed to 
protect citizens and prisoners, including Plaintiff Searcy, from violations of 
their rights and from intentionally tortious, malicious and/or criminal 
conduct by Board and IDOC employees. 
167. These Defendants further knew and appreciated that these auties are 
part of the course and scope of their employment with the Board and IDOC. · 
168. During the relevant times, Board and IDOC employees ana Defendants 
to this action Meline, Tibbs, _Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, 
Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens knowingly committed proscribed criminal acts against 
• 
Plaintiff Searcy,. including violations of 18 u.s.c. §§ 1962(c), 1962(d), 1952, 
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1957, 1956, 666 and r.c; §§ 1B-7804(c), 7804(d), 1352, 2403, 2407 and 1701. 
169. The acts and omissions of Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, 
Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens also constitute. intentional 
torts, and were done with malice. 
170. Defendants, the Board and !DOC, had notice and knowledge of the 
criminal, intentionally ·tortious and mal.icious acts of Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, 
Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, ~onnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, or knew or 
should have known that it was likely that one or mo~e of these employees was 
likely to commit a criminal,_intentionally tortious or mal~cious act; however, 
despite this knowledge, negligently continue~ their employment with. the Board 
and !DOC. 
171. The inJuries suffered by Plain.tiff Searcy from the acts and 
omissions of Defendants, the Board and !DOC, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, 
Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens were the 
foreseeable conseguence of the Board's and ID0C 1 s negligence in retaining them 
·despite knowledge of their proclivities. 
172. As a result of the Board's and IDOC's negligent ~etaining_ of 
Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe 
and Audens, Plaintiff Searcy was the victim of, and injured by, their 
criminal, intentionally tortiou~ and/or malicious conduct. 
173. As the proximate cause of the conduct and negligence of Defendants, 
the Board, the !DOC, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen~ 
Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, Plaintiff Searcy was injured, as more fully 
described below. 
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COONT X 
State Civil Conspiracy 
To Commit Tortious Acts and Omissions 
174. Plaintiff Searcy hereby re-alleges and incorporates the preceding 
and following paragraphs of this Complaint. 
175. During the relevant times, Defendants, the Board, the IDOC, Meline, 
Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and 
Audens, and Participants PCS, Keefe and CMS, engaged in a plan, design and 
conspiracy to execute, implement, maintain and/or enforce IDOC policies, 
rules, practices. and contracts which illegally raised revenue for IDOC uses by 
diverting moneys· belonging to Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of other persons, 
totalling in the millions of dollars, without express state constitutional 
a~d/or statutory authority.to do so. 
176. These illegal diversions of moneys were done in furtherance of and 
for the purposes of the plan, design and conspiracy, were tortious and 
violated Plaintiff Searcy's rights. 
177. Defendants, the Board, the IDOC, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, 
Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, and Participants 
PCS, Keefe and CMS, each participated in the conspiracy which was tortious and 
violated Plaintiff Searcy's rights, or, as supervisors, directed the 
conspiracy, or knew of the conspiracy ~nd failed to act to prevent it. 
178. The tortious conduct and violations of Plaintiff Searcy' s rights 
were proximately caused by the plan, design and conspiracy of Defendants, the 
Board, the IDOC, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, 
Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, and Participants PCS, Keefe and CMS. 
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179. As the proximate ·cause of the plan, design, conspiracy and tortious 
conduct of Defendants, the ~oara,· the IDOC, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, 
Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and ~udens, and Participants 
PCS, Keefe and CMS, Plaintiff Searcy was injured, as more fully described 
below. 
Individual Tort Claims 
COUNT XI 
Conversion 
180. Piaintiff Searcy hereby re-alleges and incorporates the preceding 
and following paragraphs of this Complaint. 
181. During the relevant times, Defendants Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, 
Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, engaged in 
a scheme which illegally diverted moneys belonging to Plaintiff Searcy and 
thousands of other persons totalling in the millions qf dollars. 
182. The conduct of these Defendants constitutes the tort· of conversion, 
that is, these Defendants did corrunit an act of dominion wrongfully exerted 
over Plaintiff Searcy's (and thousands of other persons') personalty in denial 
or unwarranted interference with Plaintiff Searcy's (and thousands of other 
persons') rights. 
183. As the proximate cause of th~ tortious conduct of Defendants 
Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe 
and Audens, Plaintiff Searcy was injured, as more fully described below. 
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Contract Claims 
COUNT XII 
Breach of Contract 
1 Page 18 of 25 
184. Plaintiff Searcy hereby re-alleges and inco~porates the preceding 
. and following paragraphs of this Complaint. 
185. In 1984, !SCI inmates brought t~e case of Terry Hamilton, et al., 
v. Al Murphy, et al., Case ·No. CIV 84-1052-S-BLW, (hereinafter, "Hamilton") 
before the United Stated District Court for the District of Idaho, alleging 
that !DOC and !SCI officials improperly handled their inmate accounts by 
failing to provide hearings to rectify accounting errors made by the IDOC 
ausiness Office. 
18,6. On September 4, 1985, the Hamilton Parties filed their_ Stipulation 
For Dismissal, with its attached and incorporated "Release and Indemnity 
Agreement" and , "Settlement Agreement and Stipulation For Dismissal" 
(hereinafter, "the Settlement Agreement"). These documents are attached to 
this Complaint as·Appendi,x F, and incorporateq herein by reference. 
187. Under the Hamilton Settlement Agreement, the Parties agreed to do a 
number of things, including but not limited to:. 
a. that "no monies received from the Idaho State Correctional 
Institution (!SCI) inmate commissary will be spent on any 
security-related hardware or software, including but not limi i;ed to 
handcuffs, uniforms an~ security salaries, unless related to commissary 
operat~on or inmate recreation;" 
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b. that "a monthly balance sheet of !SCI commissary purchases and 
receipts will be posted at the door to the !SCI commissary at the time of 
reconciliation each month;" 
c. that "a yearly balance sheet of the ISCI commissary will be made 
available by posting it on the door to the inmate commissary;" and 
d. that "the minutes of the commissary advisory committee meetings will 
be made available to the inmates by posting the minutes on the door to 
the inmate commissary." 
188. The Hamilton Settlement Agreement provided that "the Plaintiffs 
have agreed to dismiss this action with prejudice" and that "each side to bear 
its own costs, if any." 
189. Defendants, the Board, the !DOC, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, 
Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, are parties to, or 
are bound by, the Hamil ton Settlement Agreement through rules and laws 
governing_the substitution of parties and relevant contract law. 
190. Plaintiff Searcy is a third party beneficiary of the Hamilton 
Settlement Agreement. 
191. During the relevant times, Defendants, the Board, the !DOC, Meline, 
Tibbs, Nielsen, · Sandy, ·Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and 
Audens, have violated and failed to perform ·the terms of the Hamilton 
Sett~ement Agreement, including_but not limited to, the agreement's terms: 
a. that "no monies received· from the Idaho State Correctional 
Institution (ISCI) inmate commissary will be· spent on any 
secur~ty-related hardware or software, including but not limited to 
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hanacuffs, _uniforms ana security salaries, unless relatea to commissary 
operation or inmate recreation;" 
b. that "a monthly balance sheet of !SCI commissary purchases ana 
receipts will be postea at th~ aoor to the !SCI commissary at the time of 
reconciliation each month;" 
c. that "a ye·arly balance sheet of the !SCI corrmissary will be maae 
available by posting it on the aoor to the inmate commissary;" ana 
a. that "the minutes of the commissary aavisory committee meeti;t1gs will 
be maae available to the inmates by posting the minutes on the door to 
the inmate commissary." 
192. As the proximate cause of the Defendants' , the Board, the !DOC, 
Meline,-Tibbs, Nielsen, Sanay, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe 
ana .Audena '· breach of the Hamilton Settlement Agreement and failure to perform 
its terms, Plaintiff Searcy was injured, as more fully describea below. 
DAMAGES, COSTS.AND FEES 
193. Plaintiff Searcy hereby re-alleges and incorporates the following 
paragraphs of this Complaint as to each ana every count, claim and cause of 
action statea herein. 
194. The Defendants' scheme to illegally divert, take, obtain ana 
launaer moneys belonging to Plaintiff Searcy ana thousanas of other . persons 
has had a pervasive, draining ana debilitating impact on Plaintiff Searcy's 
property and the resources available to him. 
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195. Plaintiff Searcy was not only directly injured by having to pay 
illega+ medical co-pay fees, hobby craft surcharges and photocopy fees,,he was 
also directly injured by having to pay more for the purchase of commissary 
items and phpne time than he would have had to pay without Defendants' scheme. 
He was also directly injured by having to pay more for sales and other taxes 
pue to the wrongfully increased prices of these purchases. A schedule of some 
of Plaintiff Searcy's fee payments and purchases are listed in Appendix E, and 
incorporated herein. 
196. Plaintiff Searcy has sustained, and will in· the future sustain, 
economic losses well in excess of the jurisdictional threshold for this Court, 
in an amount to be determined at trial~ 
197. The Defendants' conduct constituted racketeering activity, violated 
Plaintiff Searcy's constitutional and statutory rights, and was tortious. 
198. The Defendants knew, or should have known, that their acts and 
omissions violated Plaintiff Searcy's rights. Their acts and omissions were 
done in bad faith. 
199. In connection with the activities giving rise to this action, the 
Defendants intentionally violated Plaintiff Searcy's constitutional and 
statutory rights, acted with malice, insult, intent and knowledge, and acted 
willfully, wantonly and with reckless disregard to the rights of Plaintiff 
Searcy and thousands of others. 
200. The conduct attributable to the Defendants herein was an extreme 
deviation from acceptable standards,. committed with malice and reckless 
disregard for the likely consequences, by reason of which Plaintiff Searcy 
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reserves leave to hereafter amend his Complaint, pursuant to Idaho Code 
Section 6-1604, to add a prayer for punitive damages for each count, claim and 
cause of action and·against each Defendant. 
201. Plaintiff Searcy is a Pro se litigant ana as such, is entitled to 
recover all actual costs he incurs in prosecuting this litigatio~,· including 
but not limited to: costs <;>f reproducing pleadings and motions, fees for 
filing and service of pleadings, witness fees, costs for paralegal and 
secretarial assistance, research costs, discovery and deposition costs, c?sts 
of preparing exhibits to assist the jury or the court in understanding the 
issues at trial, costs which could be ·construed as implied overhead in an 
attorney's hourly fees, and all costs on appeal. 
·202. Further, during the course of this litigation Plaintiff Searcy may 
retain or be appointed legal counsel to prosecute this action. Upon s~ch 
retainer or appointment of legal counsel, Plaintiff Searcy would incur 
enormous legal fees and costs that are both an economic damage caused by the 
Defendants' wrongdoing and an expense of th~s litigation. 
203. Plaintiff Searcy is entitled to an a~ard for his fees and costs 
incurred in the successful resolution of this action, pursuant to 18 u.s.c. § 
1964(c), 42 u.s.c. § 1988, r.c. § 18-7805(a) ~ and every other provision. of 
state and federal law affording such awards. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
204. Plaintiff Searcy requests a jury trial on all claims and causes 
triable by jury, pursuant to Rule 38, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, D. 
Idaho L. Civ. R. 38.1 and I.R.C.P. 38. 
205. All factual contentions throughout this Complaint, and speGifically 
those identified in paragraphs 31-101 and 191, are made pursuant to Rule 
ll(b)(3), Fed.R.Civ.P. 
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RELIEF REQUESTED 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Searcy requests that juagment be . entered against 
Defendants, the Board, the IOOC, Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy,. Dressen, 
Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, jointly and severally, for: 
1. Compensatory, economic damages, in an amount to be determined at 
trial; 
2. Trebling of damages sustained and proved, in accordance with 18 
u.s.c. § l964(c) and I.e. § l8-7805(a); 
3. Punitive damages; 
4. Pre- and post-judgment interest; 
5 •. Prose costs, fees and expenses incurred; 
6. Reasonable attorney fees and costs of the suit; 
7. Equitable, declarative and injunctive relief against Defendants in 
the form of such related orders as might be appropriate, in accordance 
with 18 u.s.c. § 1964(a), 28 u.s.c. §§ 2201-2202, 42 u.s.c. § 1983, r.c. 
§§ 10-1201 et seq., 18-7805(c), and every other provision of state and 
federal law affording such relief, including but not limited to: 
a. Declaring and ordering that: The raising of revenue for !DOC 
uses by Defendants, through phone and commissary commissions, 
medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges, 
violated the provisions.of Idaho Constitution, Article II, Section 
1 ; Article III, Section 14; Article VII, Sections 2, 5 and 16; 
Article~' Section l; Idaho Code Section 18-314; and the Fifth and 
Fourteenth Amendments of the Unites States Constitution; 
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b. Orders prohibiting Defendants from raising revenue for !DOC 
uses through phone and commissary commissionsr medical co-pay fees, 
photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges; 
c. Ordering ·Defendants to divest themselves .of any interest, 
direct or indirect, in the !DOC; 
d. Imposing reasonable restrictions on the future activities or 
investments of Defendants, including but not limited to, prohibiting 
Defendants from engaging in the same type of endeavor as the IOOC 
engages in, the activities of which effect interstate or foreign 
corranerce; or ordering dissolution or. reorganization of the IOOC, 
making due provision for the rights of innocent persons; 
e. Ordering the payment of three (3) times the damages sustained 
and proved to those persons injured by racketeering; 
f. Ordering the suspension or revocation of licenses, permits or 
prior approvals granted to the !DOC, the Defendants, or Participants 
PCS, Keefe ahd CMS, by any agency·of the state; 
g. Ordering the forfeiture of the charter of a corporation 
organized under the laws of the state or the revocation of a 
certificate authorizing a foreign corporation to conduct business 
within this state; 
h. Ordering the payment of all costs and expenses of the 
prosecution and investigation of any offense included in the 
definition of racketeering incurred by a municipal, county or state 
government agency to the agency incurring the costs or expenses; 
8. Orders for specific performance; and 
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9. Such other relief as is just and equitable under the circumstances. 
~ . . 
DATED this,25""-"aay of March, 2010. 
Plaintiff, Prose 
DECLARATION UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY . 
The undersigned declares under penalty of perJury that he is the 
Plaintiff in the above action, that he has read the above Complaint and that 
the information contained in the Complaint is true and co.rrect, within the 
provisions of Rule 11, Fed.R.Civ.P. 28 u.s.c. § 1746. 
H 
Executed at ISCI in Boise, Idaho on March.,2$', 2910. 
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FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO 
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Plaintiff, 
Case No. 1:10-CV-166-CWD 
INITIAL REVIEW ORDER 
V. 
IDAHO STATE BOARD OF 
CORRECTION; IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECION; 
CAROLYN MELINE; JIM TIBBS; JAY 
NIELSEN; ROBIN SANDY; ANNA 
JANE DRESSEN; BRENT REINKE; 
PAM SONNEN; TONY MEATTE; 
SUSAN FUJINAGA; THEO M. LOWE; 
SHIRLEY AUDENS; and DOES 1-10; 
Defendants. 
The Clerk of Court conditionally filed Plaintiff's Complaint as a result of his status 
as an inmate and his in form a pauperis request. The Court now reviews the Complaint to 
determine whether it or any of the claims contained therein should be summarily 
dismissed under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1915 and 1915A. Plaintiff, the only party appearing in this 
case, has consented to the jurisdiction of a United States Magistrate Judge to enter final 
orders in this case. See 28 U.S.C. § 636(c) and Fed. R. Civ. P. 73; see also United States 
v. Real Property, 135 F.3d 1312, 1316 (9th Cir. 1998) (holding that in an in rem civil 
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forfeiture action wherein the plaintiff consented, the magistrate judge had jurisdiction to 
enter a final judgment over a defaulted person who was technically not a "party" to the 
litigation); Neals v. Norwood, 59 F.3d 530, 532 (5th Cir. 1995) (reasoning that unserved 
defendants are not parties). Having reviewed the record, and otherwise being fully 
informed, the Court enters the following Order. 
BACKGROUND 
Plaintiff is a prisoner in· the custody of the Idaho Department of Correction 
(IDOC), currently incarcerated at Idaho State Correctional Institution. Plaintiff claims 
that Defendants have engaged in a conspiracy "to unlawfully take, obtain and launder 
moneys belonging to Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of other persons" and "diverted 
moneys belonging to Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of other persons to the IDOC, which 
had no lawful right to those moneys." (Complaint iJ31, Dkt. 3.) Defe!1dants accomplish 
this alleged schem_e by charging inmates for phone calls, commissary sales, medical 
services, photocopying services, and hobby craft items. 
The IDOC enters into contracts with private providers for certain prison services. 
The contract with Public Communications Services (PCS), the telephone service provider 
for the prison, allows PCS to charge inmates $3.80 for a collect call, $3.60 for a pre-paid 
collect call, and $3.40 for a debit call. (Id. iJ44.) Plaintiff states that from these charges, 
the IDOC receives $1.75 per collect call, $2.00 per pre-paid collect call, and $2.25 per 
debit c~ll. (Id.) The contract between the IDOC and Keefe Commissary Network Sales, 
the provider of commissary goods at the prison, gives the IDOC a percentage of total 
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commissary sales. (Id. ,J,J56-58.) According to Plaintiff, Defendants deposit these funds 
into the State Treasury. The Treasury then sends the money back to the IDOC to fund 
prison operations. (Id. ,J,I48, 63 .) 
The IDOC also imposes fees for other services at the prison. Inmates pay $0.10 
per page for photocopies and 5 .0% of their hobby craft purchases. (Id. ,r,rso, 87 .) 
Additionally, the inmates are charged a small co~pay for medical services; a first sick call 
visit costs $3 .00, and a prescription costs $2.00. (Id. ,r72-74.) 
Plaintiff asserts that the Idaho Constitution does not allow a state agency to raise 
revenue in this manner and that the only funds the IDOC may receive are those provided 
by a "uniform taxation law, passed by the legislature via a revenue bill originating in the 
house of representatives" or other express statutory or constitutional authority. (Id. ,J,I52, 
67, 79, 93 .) Plaintiff claims the alleged conspiracy violates (1) the Racketeer Influenced 
and Corrupt Organizations Act _(RICO)~ 18 U.S.C. § 1962, (2) the civil rights statute, 42 
U.S.C. -§ 1983, (3) Idaho state racketeering laws, and (4) the Idaho Constitution. He also 
asserts tort and breach of contract claims under Idaho law. Plaintiff seeks compensatory, 
treble, and other punitive damages, as well as declaratory and injunctive relief. 
DISCUSSION 
The Court is required to review prisoner and informa pauperis complaints seeking 
relief against a governmental entity or an officer or employee of a governmental entity to 
determine whether summary dismissal is appropriate. 28 U.S.C. §§ 1915(e) and 1915A. 
The Court must dismiss a complaint or any portion thereof which states a frivolous or 
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malicious claim, which fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted, or which 
seeks monetary relief from a defendant who is immune from such relief. 28 U .S.C. § 
1915(e)(2)(B); 28 U.S.C. § 1915A. In addition, the United States Supreme Court recently 
determined that a complaint should be dismissed under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8 
if the factual allegations are not "plausible," but merely "conceivable." Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 
129 S. Ct. 1937, 1951 (2009). 
1. RICO claims 
Plaintiff claims that Defendants' actions violate RICO. District courts have 
jurisdiction over RICO claims pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1963. RICO provides: 
It shall be unlawful for any person employed by or 
associated \Vith any enterprise engaged in, or the activities of 
which affect, interstate or foreign commerce, to conduct or 
participate, directly or indirectly, in the conduct of such 
enterprise's affairs through a pattern of racketeering activity 
or collection of unlawful debt. 
18 U.S.C. § 1962(c). A finding of liability under§ 1962(c) requires "(1) the conduct (2) 
of an enterprise (3) through a pattern (4) of racketeering activity." Sun Sav. & Loan Ass 'n 
v. Dierdorjf, 825 F.2d 187, 191 (9th Cir. 1987) (citing Sedima, S.P.R.L. v. Imrex Co., 473 
U.S. 479, 496 (1985)). A pattern of racketeering requires proof of two or more predicate 
acts of racketeering that are related and that are in furtherance of a single criminal 
scheme. Id. at 193. A list of racketeering acts upon which a RICO action must be based 
is set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 1961. 
Plaintiff's allegations fail to show that Defendants engaged in the predicate acts of 
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racketeering required for a RICO violation. He first asserts that Defendants' actions 
constitute racketeering activities under § 1961 (1 )(A). (Complaint 11 106, 112.) 
Subsection (A) defines a racketeering activity as "any act or threat involving murder, 
kidnapping, gambling, arson, robbery, bribery, extortion, dealing in obscene matter, or 
dealing in a controlled substance." However,.Plaintiff does not contend that Defendants 
committed any of these acts and thus fails to allege a racketeering activity described in 
subsection (A). 
Plaintiff also contends that Defendants' actions constitute racketeering activities 
under § 1961 (I )(B). (Complaint 11 106, 112.) Subsection (B) describes a racketeering 
activity as any act indictable as a crime under certain provisions of Title 18 of the United 
States Code. 18 U .S.C. § 1961 (l)(B). Plaintiff contends that Defendants committed the 
following crimes listed in subsection (B): mail fraud under§ 1341; engaging in illegal 
money transactions under§ 1957; and money laundering under§ 1956. (Complaint 
11106, 112.) Defendants allegedly committed these crimes by receiving checks from the 
telephone and commissary contractors via interstate mail, by depositing those funds into 
the State Treasury (id. 1147, 48, 62, 63), and by charging and collecting the medical, 
photocopying, and hobby craft fees from the inmates' accounts (id. 1176, 83, 90). 
None of these acts constitutes a federal crime enumerated in § 1961 (1 )(B). The 
mere act of receiving money in the mail pursuant to a contract is not a crime. Nor is 
depositing those funds into the State Treasury or using them to pay for prison operations. 
Therefore, Plaintiff has not alleged that Defendants engaged in racketeering activities, 
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and his RICO claim fails. 
2. Section 1983 Claims 
To state a claim under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, a plaintiff must allege a violation of 
rights protected by the Constitution or created by federal statute proximately caused by 
conduct of a person acting under color of state law. Crumpton v. Gates, 94 7 F .2d 1418, 
1420 (9th Cir. 1991 ). Plaintiff alleges that Defendants violated his Fourteenth 
Amendment right to due process when they charged and collected the fees from his 
account. Although it is not entirely clear from Plaintiff's Complaint, he also appears to 
allege that Defendants took his property without just compensation in violation of the 
Fifth Amendment. 
A. Procedural Due Process 
Plaintiff claims he "did not receive a pre-deprivation due process hearing related to 
the diversion of [his] moneys." (Complaint 11118, 127.) The Fourteenth Amendment 
. prohibits the state from depriving an individual of life, liberty, or property without due 
process of law. U.S. Const. amend. XIV. Thus, Plaintiff's right to due process is not 
implicated unless the state actually deprived Plaintiff of a liberty or property interest. 
. ' 
Plaintiff clearly has a protected property interest in the money in his inmate 
account. See Quick v. Jones, 754 F.2d 1521, 1523 (9th Cir. 1984). However, Plaintiff's 
allegations fail to show that the state deprived him of any of this money. In fact, they 
show quite the opposite. Plaintiff has made his own decisions to purchase commissary 
items, to make telephone calls, to photocopy documents, to purchase hobby craft items, 
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and to obtain medical services. In exchange for his money, Plaintiff has received goods 
and the value of services rendered; he has therefore not suffered a deprivation of the sort 
contemplated by the Due Process Clause. See Jensen v. Klecker, 648 F.2d 1179, 1183 
(8th Cir. 1981) (holding that a prison's postage fee does not constitute a deprivation of 
property because it is "in the nature of an assessment for value received"). Plaintiff's 
voluntary decisions on how to spend his money preclude a finding that the state deprived 
him of that money. See Knappenberger v. City of Phoenix, 566 F.3d 936,942 (9th Cir. 
2009) (holding that a city employee's voluntary retirement was fatal to his claim that the 
city deprived him of his employment). 
B. Fifth Amendment Taking 
The Fifth Amendment prohibits the government from taking private property for 
public use without just compensation. U.S. Const. amend. V. To the extent Plaintiff 
-asserts a takings claim, that claim fails for the same reason as Plaintiff's due process 
claim. Because Plaintiff voluntarily exchanged his property for goods and services, the 
government did not take that property within the meaning of the Fifth Amendment. See 
M cClung v. City of Sumner, 548 F .3d 1219, 1230 (9th Cir. 2008) ("Because the 
[plaintiffs] were not compelled to install a 24-inch pipe [ on their property], but 
. 
voluntarily contracted with the City to do so, there was simply no 'taking' by the City."). 
Plaintiff's allegations not only fail to state a claim upon which relief can be 
granted. They also affirmatively show that, as a matter of law, Defendants did not violate 
RICO or Plaintiff'.s civil rights. Therefore, Plaintiff will not be given an opportunity to 
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amend his Complaint, and the Court will dismiss Plaintiff's federal claims with prejudice. 
4. State Law Claims 
28 U.S.C. § 1367(a) provides that a district court may exercise supplemental 
jurisdiction over state claims when they are "so related" to the federal claims "that they 
form part of the same case or controversy under Article III of the United States 
Constitution." In other words, the supplemental jurisdiction power extends to all state 
and federal claims that one would ordinarily expect to be tried in one judicial proceeding. 
United Mine Workers of Am. v. Gibbs, 383 U.S. 715, 725 (1966). However, if a 
plaintiff's federal claims are dismissed, a district court may decline to exercise 
; 
supplemental jurisdiction over plaintiff's state claims. 28 U .S .C. § 1367(c )(3). 
Because Plaintiff's federal claims will be dismissed, the Court declines to exercise 
supplemental jurisdiction over Plaintiff's statutory, constitutional, contract, and tort 
c.laims under Idaho law. See id.; Ove v. Gwinn, 264 F.3d 817 (9th Cir. 2001). If Plaintiff 
wishes to pursue his state law claims, he must do so in state court. 
CONCLUSION 
Plaintiff's allegations fail to show that Defendants engaged in any racketeering 
activity prohibited by RICO. Additionally, Plaintiff's civil rights were not violated 
because he did not suffer a deprivation or a taking of his property when he chose to 
exchange that property for goods and services. Therefore, Plaintiff's Complaint fails to 
state a claim ·upon which relief can be granted, and the Court will dismiss this case. 
INITIAL REVIEW ORDER 8 
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ORDER 
IT IS ORDERED: 
1. Plaintiff's Complaint (Dkt. 3) is DISMISSED. Plaintiff's federal claims 
are dismissed with prejudice for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
Plaintiff's state law claims are dismissed without prejudice for lack of subject matter 
jurisdiction. 
2. Plaintiff's Application to Proceed In Forma Pauperis (Dkt. 1) is MOOT. 
DATED: September 13, 2010 
~ 
Honorable Candy W. Dale 
Chief United States Magistrate Judge 
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Case No. 1:10-CV-166-CWD 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
IDAHO STATE BOARD OF 
CORRECTION; IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECION; 
CAROLYN MELINE; JIM TIBBS; JAY 
NIELSEN; ROBIN SANDY; ANNA 
JANE DRESSEN; BRENT REINKE; 
PAM SONNEN; TONY MEATTE; 
SUSAN FUJINAGA; THEO M. LOWE; 
SHIRLEY AUDENS; and DOES 1-10; 
Defendants. 
JUDGMENT 
In accordance with the Order filed on this date, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, 
ADWDGED, and DECREED that this case is dismissed. Plaintiff's federal claims are 
dismissed with prejudice for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
Plaintiff's state law claims are dismissed without prejudice for lack of subject matter 
jurisdiction. Additionally, this case is hereby ordered closed. 
JUDGMENT 1 
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DATED: September 13, 2010 
~ 
Honorable Candy W. Dale 
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The Court previously reviewed Plaintiff's Complaint under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1915 and 
1915A. On September 13, 2010, the Court dismissed Plaintiff's Complaint, deemed 
Plaintiff's Application to Proceed in Forma Pauperis moot, and entered judgment. (See 
Initial Review Order, Dkt. 7; Judgment, Dkt. 8.) Plaintiff has now filed a M.otion for 
Reconsideration (Dkt. 9), which the Court will treat as a motion to alter or amend the 
judgment under Rule 59(e) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Plaintiff argues that 
the Court erred by dismissing his RICO and § 1983 claims, improperly declining to 
ORDER 1 
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exercise supplemental jurisdiction over his state law claims, entering "sua sponte 
Summary Judgment" on Plaintiff's federal claims, and deeming his Application to 
Proceed in Forma Pauperis moot. Having carefully reviewed the record, the Court enters 
the following Order. 
1. Rule 59(e) Standard 
' "Under Rule 59(e), it is appropriate to alter or amend a judgment if '(1) the district 
court is presented with newly discovered evidence, (2) the district court committed clear 
error or made an initial decision that was manifestly unjust, or (3) there is an intervening 
change in controlling law."' United Nat'! Ins. Co. v. Spectrum Worldwide, Inc., 555 F.3d 
772, 780 (9th Cir. 2010) (quoting Zimmerman v. City of Oakland, 255 F.3d 734, 740 (9th 
Cir. 2001)). 
Plaintiff's Complaint centers around his assertion that the Idaho Constitution 
allows the Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) to raise revenue only through a 
"uniform taxation law, passed by the legislature via a revenue bill originating in the house 
of representatives" or other express statutory or constitutional authority. (Complaint at 
iJiJ52, 67, 79, 93.) Plaintiff argues that the IDOC's practices of charging inmates for 
phone calls, commissary sales, medical services, photocopying services, and hobby craft 
items violate this constitutional provision. 
2. RICO Claims 
In its Iriitial Review Order, the Court determined that Plaintiff's allegations failed 
to state a RICO claim because the Defendants' actions -- as described by Plaintiff -- did 
ORDER 2 
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not show a pattern of racketeering activity. See 18 U .S.C. § 1961 (1 ). 1 Plaintiff takes 
issue with this conclusion.2 
Plaintiff first states that his Complaint alleged bribery, a racketeering activity 
described in § 1961 (1 )(A). Plaintiff did state his legal conclusion that Defendants' 
actions constituted "theft or bribery concerning programs receiving Federal funds in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 666 and [Idaho Code]§ 18-1352." (Complaint 1198(d), 106(d), 
112( d).) But he made no factual allegations to support that conclusion. "A pleading that 
offers 'labels and conclusions' or 'a formulaic recitation of the elements of a cause of 
action will not do."' Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. 1937, 1949 (2009) (quoting Bell 
Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007)); see also id. ("Nor does a 
complaint suffice if it tenders 'naked assertion[s]' devoid of 'further factual 
enhancement."') (alteration in original) (quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 557). 
In his Motion for Reconsideration, Plaintiff clarifies his allegations: "Under 
Plaintiff's RICO theory, the IDOC's telephone, commissary and medical contracts, under 
which Defendants illegally raise revenue for IDOC purposes, are themselves the 
'bribes."' (Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration at 10, Dkt. 9-1.) 
1 Unless otherwise specified, all citations to the United States Code refer to Title 
18. 
2 As an initial matter, Plaintiff states that the Court invoked the wrong statute for 
its jurisdiction over RICO claims. The Court cited 18 U .S.C. § 1963, which, as Plaintiff 
points out, involves criminal penalties for violations of RICO. The statute allowing a 
private party to bring a civil RICO claim is 18 U .S.C. § _1964. This typographical error 
does not affect the Court's jurisdiction over this case. The Court also has jurisdiction 
over Plaintiff's federal claims pursuant to 28 U .S.C. § 1331. 
ORDER 3 
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If a contract between IDOC and a private entity is not authorized by the Idaho 
Constitution, that is a civil matter. It does not turn that contract into a bribe, and it does· 
not turn state officials into criminals. Even civil RICO claims require that the underlying 
activity constitute a crime. Entering into the contracts for the provision of goods and 
services for Idaho's prison population is not a racketeering activity under§ 1961(l)(A). 
Plaintiff's reliance on Smith v. Florida Department of Corrections, 920 So. 2d 638 
(Fla. Ct. App. 2005), is misplaced. In Smith, the Florida Court of Appeal held that a 
prison regulation setting a fee for copying services was "an invalid exercise of delegated 
legislative authority" under Florida law. Id. at 640. The Florida Department of 
Corrections promulgated the regulation pursuant to section 20.315 of the Florida code. 
That statute, however, did not "authorize the Department to make monetary assessments; 
it simply authorize[d] the Department to collect monetary assessments." Id. at 641-42. 
The :Department therefore did not have the power to impose the copying fee. 
Smith says nothing about whether the setting of such a fee would constitute a 
criminal act subjecting prison officials to RICO liability. Plaintiff's argument is that the 
IDOC lacks constitutional or statutory authority to set fees. But he has alleged no facts 
tending to show that imposing those fees or entering into the challenged contracts 
constitutes a racketeering activity within the meaning of RICO. 
For this same reason, the actions of Defendants as set forth in Plaintiff's Complaint 
do not constitute crimes enumerated in § 1961 (1 )(B). Plaintiff states that the Court 
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should have considered his citation to § 1952. The Court did consider Plaintiff's 
statements that Defendants used the interstate mails "in aid of racketeering activities" in 
violation of§ 1952. However, Plaintiff's factual allegations -- rather than his legal 
conclusions and citations -- appeared to the Court to be more consistent with mail fraud 
than with a violation of§ 1952. It is the Court's practice to construe a pro se complaint 
liberally and to go beyond bare legal citations in determining whether a pro se plaintiff 
has stated a claim for relief. This practice is designed to favor the pro se plaintiff by not 
penalizing them for legal or technical pleading mistakes. 
The Court has reviewed PlaintifCs allegations against the backdrop of the alleged 
§ 1952 _violation. A violation of§ 1952 requires an intent to engage in, promote, manage, 
or facilitate an "unlawful activity." Subsection (b) includes bribery in its definition of 
"unlawful activity." As explained above, however, entering into a contract for legal 
goods or legal services -- even if that contract is unauthorized -- cannot be considered the 
criminal act of accepting a bribe. 
Plaintiff's claims that Defendants laundered money in violation of§ 1956 and 
engaged in illegal monetary transactions in violation of§ 1957 are similarly unsupported 
by his allegations .. The Court's initial determination remains the same: 
ORDER 5 
Defendants allegedly committed these crimes by receiving 
checks from the telephone and commissary contractors via 
interstate mail, by depositing those funds into the State 
Treasury, and by charging and collecting the medical, 
photocopying, and hobby craft fees from the inmates' 
accounts. 
None of these acts constitutes a federal crime 
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enumerated in§ 1961(1)(B). The mere act of receiving· 
money in the mail pursuant to a contract is not a crime. Nor 
is depositing those funds into the State Treasury or using them 
to pay for prison operations. 
(Initial Review Order at 5-6 (citations omitted).) Defendants' actions as described by 
Plaintiff are not criminal and therefore do not give rise to a RICO claim. 
3. Section 1983 Claims 
Plaintiff also asserted due process and takings claims under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. As 
the Court previously explained, it was Plaintiff's voluntary choice to purchase the goods 
and services at issue. That choice precludes his claims that Defendants deprived him of 
his property without due process or took his property without just compensation. See 
Knappenberger v. City of Phoenix, 566 F.3d 936, 942 (9th Cir. 2009) (city employee's 
voluntary retirement precluded claim that the city deprived him of employment); 
McClung v. City of Sumner, 548 F.3d 1219, 1230 (9th Cir. 2008) (voluntary contract with 
the city to install underground pipe could not be a taking under the Fifth Amendment); 
see also Jensen v. Klecker, 648 F.2d 1179, 1183 (8th Cir. 1981) (prison postage fee does 
not constitute a deprivation of property because it is "in the nature of an assessment for 
value received"). 
4. Sua Sponte Summary Judgment 
Plaintiff argues that the Court's Initial Review Order did not simply dismiss his 
caseunder28U.S.C. §§ 1915 and 1915A. Instead,Plaintiffargues,theCourtactually 
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its Initial Review Order, the Court stated: 
Plaintiff's allegations not only fail to state a claim upon which 
relief can _be granted. They also affirmatively show that, as a 
matter of law, Defendants did not violate RICO or Plaintiff's 
civil rights. Therefore, Plaintiff will not be given an 
opportunity to amend his Complaint, and the Court will 
dismiss Plaintiff's federal claims with prejudice. 
(Dkt. 7 at 7-8.) Plaintiff claims that the Court's language, stating that Plaintiff's claims 
fail as a matter of law, transformed its Order into a summary judgment ruling. 
In stating that Plaintiff's allegations showed no RICO or civil rights vio.lations as a 
matter of law, the Court was merely explaining why it would be futile for Plaintiff to 
amend his Complaint: no further factual allegations could save his claims. In dismissing 
the Complaint under § § 1915 and 1915A, the Court did not look outside the pleadings. 
Rather, the Court focused only on the Complaint and determined that it failed to state a 
claim upon which relief could be granted. The Court did not issue a summary judgment 
ruling, and thus further notice was not required. 
5. Supplemental Jurisdiction 
Plaintiff's Complaint asserted violations of the Idaho Constitution and various 
Idaho statutes, as well as tort and breach of contract claims. In his Motion for 
Reconsideration, Plaintiff argues the Court should have exercised supplemental 
jurisdiction over these claims. 
A district court may decline supplemental jurisdiction over state claims when the 
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claims fail, the Court again concludes that the Idaho courts are in a better position than 
this Court to consider Plaintiff's state law allegations. 
6. Form a Pauperis Application 
Finally, Plaintiff argues that the Court should not have deemed moot his 
Application to Proceed in Forma Pauperis. He states that mooting such an application 
"put[s] the proverbial cart before the horse." (Dkt. 9 at 18.) Plaintiff continues: 
(Id.) 
Under the PLRA, a ruling on in forma pauperis status comes 
first, because, regardless of the outcome of the initial 
screening process, prisoner litigants will be required to pay 
the entire filing fee in full, over time, as they have money in 
their prison accounts. 
The Court should grant Plaintiff's IFP Motion and 
require Plaintiff "to make monthly payments of 20 percent of 
the preceding month's income credited to the prisoner's 
account" towards the full payment of the $350 filing Jee. See 
28 U.S.C. § I9l5(b)(2). 
Although the determination of whether to grant inform a pauperis status may be 
decided during the initial screening process and before a disposition on the merits, a 
district court has discretion to address the in forma pauperis application 
contemporaneously with that disposition. The Ninth Circuit has often deemed moot 
requests to proceed in forma pauperis where the underlying appeal has been dismissed or 
relief otherwise denied. See, e.g., La Pena v. Grigas, 146 Fed. Appx. 208, 2005 WL 
2650832, * 1 (9th Cir. Oct. 18, 2005) (unpublished) (denying as moot prisoner's motion to 
proceed in form a pauperis because appeal was dismissed for lack of jurisdiction); Alston 
ORDER 8 
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v. Quinlan, 972 F.2d 1336 (Table), 1992 WL 197592, *1 (9th Cir. August 17, 1992) 
(unpublished) ("The underlying appeal ... was dismissed for failure to prosecute .... 
Therefore, the issue of Alston's in forma pauperis status on appeal is moot."). 
Because Plaintiff's case was dismissed, the Court determined that deeming 
Plaintiff's Application moot would be in Plaintiff's best interest. Although Plaintiff 
indicates a willingness to pay the filing fee for this action even though it has been 
dismissed, the Court will not require him to do so. 
ORDER 
IT IS ORDERED: 
Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration (Dkt. 9) is DENIED. 
DATED: October 7, 2010 
~ 
Honorable Candy W. Dale 
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ANDREW BRASSEY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
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1. That I am an attorney duly licensed to practice law within the state ofldaho and am 
a member of the law firm ofBrassey, Crawford & Howell, attorneys for the Defendants in the above-
entitled action. I make this affidavit based upon my personal knowledge. 
2. That I was the attorney appointed by the State of Idaho to act as Special Deputy 
Attorney General for the purpose of representing the Idaho Department of Correction in Shackelford 
v. Audens, et. al., a case in the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State ofldaho, in 
and for the County of Ada, Case No. CV-OC-09-13083. 
3. That Plaintiffs Complaint in Shackelford v. Audens, et. al. was dismissed by way of 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy 
of the Memorandum Decision and Order issued by the Honorable Patrick Owen in Shackelford v. 
Audens, et. al., dated December 13, 2010. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NOT. 
Dated thisb 1l,- day of March, 2012. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this b~ day of March, 2012, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered 
by the method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P.0.Box14 
Boise, ID 83707 
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DEC 15 2010 
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By • EP~;/T~ 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF~ 
THE STATE OF IDAHO,~ AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
DALE C. SHACKELFORD, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHIRLEY AUDENS, FINANCIAL 
SPECIALIST SUPERVISOR, IDOC; 
BRENT REINKE, DIRECTOR, IDOC; 
PAM SONNEN, CHIEF OF PIVISION 
OF PRISONS, IDOC, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-OC-09-13083 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER 
This matter is,before the Court on defendants Shirley Audens', Brent Reinke's and Pam 
Sonnen's (collectively tpe "State Defendants") Motion to Dismiss and/or Motion for Summary 
Judgment, and on Plaintiff Dale C. Shackelford's ("Shackelford") Motion for Summary J~dginent. 
For the reasons explained below, the Court will grant the State Defendants' motion and deny 
Shackelford's motion. 
Background 
Shackelford is incarcerated at the Idaho Maximum Security Institution in Ada County,. 
Idaho where he is serving a life sentence. This case arises out of allegations made by Shackelford 
that, while incarcerated, the State Defendants have violated his rights. Shackelford filed a prisoner 
Civil Rights Complaint pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983 on July 14, 2009, wherein he alleges 
essentially that: D the State Defendants have refused to pay him the accrued interest on money 




























deposited into an Offender Trust Account ("OTA") which he alleges is a forfeiture of his property 
in violation of the U.S. Constitution's Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, as well as the Idaho 
Constitution and Idaho statutes; and that 2) the State Defendants charge him a twenty-five percent 
(25%) Inmate Monetary Fund ("IMF") fee on commissary purchases, in violation of the U.S. 
Constitution's Fifth Amendment as well as both the federal and state constitutional guarantees of 
due process and equal protection. Essentially, Shackelford' s claims are that the denial of interest 
and the imposition of the IMF fee each constitute an unconstitutional taking of his property 
without just compensation. 
Specifically, Shackelford alleges that he is required to deposit his money into the OT A 
from which prisoners can draw in order to purchase goods from the commissary. According to 
Shackelford, however, the State Defendants do not pay or credit him the accrued interest on the 
balance of the OTA. (Pl.'s Civil Rights Compl. 3-5.) Shirley Audens is the Senior Financial 
Specialist for Idaho Department of CC?rrections ("IDOC"). She explains in her affidavit how the 
OT A operates: 
[T]he OT A allows offenders to make commissary purchases, to purchase hobby 
craft supplies to satisfy debts and obligations imposed by courts on the part of the 
Department's disciplinary policy, and where possible, to have funds available upon 
release from incarceration. Offenders cannot use cash for these purposes. As such, 
offenders can place money in the OT A, or they may. choose to utilize an outside 
savings or investment account which earns interest. As a result, the use of the OT A 
is not mandatory in any way. 
Specifically, 05.05.00 of policy No. 410 states that offenders may establish outside 
savings or investment accounts at any financial institution or brokerage firm 
licensed with the Idaho Department of Finance or the United State Treasury 
Department. Additionally, an offender may deposit funds into this-account directly 
from the OT A or through a non-incarcerated third person. Further, offenders may 
not establish or maintain a checking account. There are limitations placed on 
offenders. Offenders may not be in possession of checks or other negotiable 
instruments, credit cards or debit cards. As such, an offender may have in his 




























possession official statements of his accounts generated by the financial institution 
or brokerage firm that maintains his account. 
Therefore, there are limitations imposed on how purchases can be made, but the 
offender is given discretion as to what accounts he or she desires to use, or whether 
even to deposit any money in the OTA, which is not required or necessary. 
(Auden's Aff. in Opp. ,r,r 4-6.) 
With respect to the 25% IMF fee, Shackelford simply alleges that IDOC imposes the fee on 
purchases made at the commissary and the fee is placed into the IMF. Shackelford does not appear 
to challenge the reasonableness of the fee, only that it takes place without a takings analysis and 
without just compensation. (Pl.'s Civil Rights Compl. 6-8.) 
Shackelford's complaint names the following defendants in both their individual and 
official capacities: (1) Shirley Audens, IDOC Senior Financial Specialist; (2) Brent Reinke, 
Director ofIDOC, and (3) Pam Sonnen, IDOC Chief of the Division of Prisons. Shackelford seeks 
injunctive and declaratory relief as well as monetiµ-y damages. (Pl.' s Civil Rights Com pl. 8-9; Pl.' s 
Mem. in Supp. of Mot. for Summ. J. 6.) 
On August 11, 2010 the State Defendants filed a Motion to Dismiss and/or Motion for 
Summary Judgment, along with a Memorandum in Support, on the grounds that: I) there is no 
respondeat superior liability under § 1983; 2) § 1983 bars suit against state employees sued in their 
official capacities; 3) they are entitled to qualified immunity; and 4) they are entitled to statutory 
immunity for any state law claims. 
On August 20, 2010 Shackelford filed a Response to the State Defendants' motion and on 
August 31, 20 IO the State Defendants filed a Reply to Plaintiff's Response. Meanwhile, on August 
13, 2010, Shackelford filed his own Motion for Summary Judgment along with a Memorandum in 




























Support. The State Defendants filed a Memorandum in Opposition on August 24, 2010. Also on 
August 24, 2010, the State Defendants filed a Motion to Strike an Exhibit of Dale Shackelford 
along with a Memorandum in Support. 
On September 7, 2010 the Court heard oral argument on both motions for summary 
judgment and the motion to strike. Andrew Brassey, Brassey, Wetherell & Crawford, appeared and 
argued on behalf of the State Defendants. Shackelford appeared telephonically and argued prose. 
The Court took all three motions under advisement. 
Discussion 
A. The State Defendant's Motion to Strike Exhibit of Dale Shackelford 
As a preliminary matter, the Court will address the State Defendant's Motion to Strike 
Exhibit of Dale Shackelford. 
Shackelford filed an affidavit along with his Motion for Summary Judgment in which he 
refers to an exhibit attached to his Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
The exhibit is entitled "IDOC Offender Concern Form." The State Defendants contend that the 
exhibit should be stricken because Shackelford did not provide "any designation as to where or 
how the form was obtained, or any other requisite foundational information." (Defs.' Mem. in 
Supp. of Mot. to Strike 3.) Additionally, the State Defendants argue that the exhibit contains 
inadmissible hearsay. Shackelford argues that the exhibit is an admission by a party opponent or, 
\ 
alternatively, falls into an exception under ER 803(6), (8), (14) or the catchall (24). 
Because the Court can settle the entire case here on other grounds without considering the 
exhibit in question, it is not necessary to decide the admissibility of the exhibit. See Kirk v. Ford 




























Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 704, 116 P.3d 27, 34 (2005) (declining to address certain issues as case 
was properly dispensed with on other grounds). 
B. The State Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment and/or Dismissal 
The State Defendants seek dismissal pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) and/or summary 
judgment pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56 on a number of grounds. First, that there is no respondeat 
superior liability under § 1983; second, that there is no cause of action here against the State 
Defendants in their official capacities; third, that the State Defendants each enjoy qualified 
immunity; and fourth, the State Defendants enjoy statutory immunity. Because the issue of 
qualified immunity is dispositive, it will be addressed first. 
1. Qualified Immunity 
The State Defendants contend that they are entitled to qualified immunity in their 
individual capacities because Shackelford has: 1) failed to raise the existence of a clearly 
established law pertaining to the use of funds with respect to the OTA and IMF; 2) there is no 
evidence that the State Defendants engaged in conduct to violate Shackelford's rights; and 3) the 
State Defendants could have believed their conduct was lawful. (Defs.' Mem. 6-11.) 
Shackelford cites Brown v. Legal Foundation of Washington., 538 U.S. 216 (2003), 
McIntyre v. Bayor, 339 F.3d 1097 (9th Cir. 2003) and Schneider v. California Department of 
Corrections, 345 F.3d 716 (9th Cir. 2003) for the proposition that although the law might have 
been unsettled prior to 2003, it is now clearly established. Further, he contends that the State 
Defendants could not have reasonably believed their actions were lawful. (Pl. 's Resp. 5-8.) 
The threshold inquiry for a qualified immunity analysis under § 1983 is as follows: 
[B]efore we proceed to the question of qualified immunity, we first must ask: 
'Taken in the light most favorable to the party asserting the injury, do the facts 




























alleged show the officer's conduct violated a constitutional right?' If our answer is 
no, the case must be dismissed; there can be no valid cause of action. It is only if 'a 
violation could be made out on a favorable view of the parties' submissions that we 
must go on to determine whether the constitutional right was clearly established, 
and if so, whether a reasonable prison official would have believed his conduct was 
clearly unlawful. 
Vance v. Barrett, 345 F.3d 1083, 1087-88 (9th Cir. 2003) (internal citations omitted) (emphasis in 
original). Accordingly, the Court must first consider the issue of whether the State Defendants' 
conduct violated a constitutional right with respect to both the OT A interest and the IMF fee. If no 
such violation has occurred, then the issue of whether qualified immunity even applies is moot. 
Likewise, the other issues would become moot as well. 
The State Defendants cite to Hatfieldv. Scott, 306 F.3d 223 (5th Cir. 2002), Washlefske v . . 
Winston, 234 F.3d 179 ( 4th Cir. 2000) and Givens v. Alabama Department of Corrections, 381 
F .3d, 1064 (11th Cir. 2004) for the proposition that Shackelford is not entitled to the OTA accrued 
interest because he voluntarily put his money in the account. As such, he is free to put excess 
money beyond what he needs to use the commissary into a savings account that does collect 
interest. (Defs.' Mem. in Opp. 5-8; Audens' Aff. in Opp.~~ 4, 5.) They argue that the Brown and 
McIntyre cases Shackelford relies on for the proposition that there exists a constitutional right to 
the interest is misplaced because those cases both "involved law that required certain funds to be 
placed into specific state run trust accounts; and unlike the cases cited above, there was no other 
option for the plaintiffs to earn interest." (Defs.' Mem. in Opp. 8.) ( emphasis in original) 
Generally, the Fifth Amendment proscribes the taking of property without just 
compensation. E.g. Schneider v. California Dept. of Corr., 345 F.3d 716, 720 (9th Cir. 2003) 
(Schneider JV) (citing Brown v. Legal Found. of Wash., 538 U.S. 216 (2003). There is, however, a 




























circuit split on the issue of whether inmates have a sufficient property right in trust account interest 
so as to implicate the Fifth Amendment. There is no U.S. Supreme Court decision or Idaho 
decision directly on point. The following cases illustrate the split. 
The Ninth Circuit in Schneider IV considered an inmate trust account in California similar 
to the OTA at issue here. Inmates had the option of voluntarily placing funds into the account to 
pay for commissary goods and were free to put any excess money in outside accounts so as to 
accrue interest. The prisoner plaintiffs brought a § 1983 claim asserting that the state had engaged 
in a taking without just compensation and must provide a takings analysis. The court agreed, 
holding that '·'interest income of the sort at issue here is sufficiently fundamental that States may 
not appropriate it without implicating the Takings Clause." Id. 
Other circuits take different views. The Fifth Circuit in Hatfield discussed a similar trust 
account policy in Texas and stated that "where earned interest is used to pay for the administration 
of a fund providing a benefit to prisoners, there is no 'taking' violative of the Fifth Amendment." 
Hatfield, 306 F.3d at 229. Moreover, and what the court considered more compelling, prisoners in 
Texas "choose whether to participate in the Inmate Trust Fund." Id. (emphasis in original). As 
such, the claimant had "waived any such interest as may have existed and the earned money 
interest properly was paid to the TDC] [Texas Department of Criminal Justice J to manage the 
Trust Fund." Id. 
The Fourth Circuit has taken the view that prisoners in Virginia have only "limited 
property rights for penological purposes ... " in the interest accrued in inmate trust accounts 
because under Virginia common law there is no "traditional private property interest in the wages 
'earned' for work in prison." Washlefske, 234 F.3d at 185. The court in Washlefske recognized this 



















created a conflict with the Ninth Circuit in Schneider v. California Department a/Corrections, 
151 F.3d 1194 (9th Cir. 1998) (Schneider JJ)1. It observed that the Schneider II court did not 
conduct an inquiry into traditional principles of property law to determine in the first place 
whether prisoner's have a property right in their wages and subsequently in their interest. Id. at 
181. Instead, the Schneider II court applied the rule that "interest follows principal" and concluded 
prisoner's have a right to the interest, under the assumption that they have a right to the principal. 
Schneider II, 151 F.3d at 1200-01 (citing Phillips v. Wash. Legal Found., 524 U.S. 156 (1998)). 
Lastly, the Eleventh Circuit in Givens also considered an inmate trust account policy in 
Alabama similar to the one here. The court concluded that Alabama inmates do not have a 
property right to interest that accrues in the account for three reasons. First, inmate status 
traditionally meant that prisoners did not have a property right in what they earn in prison, and 
could,also be forced to forfeit their right to any other personal property. Givens, 381 F.3d at 1068 
( citing 1 William Blackstone, Commentaries). Second, the Givens court stated that Schneider II, 
"fram[ ed] the common-law inquiry too broadly. Rather than merely asking whether interest 









which inmates at common law enjoyed property rights." Id. at 1068-69. Third, the U.S. Supreme 
Court cases on which the theory that inmates have a right to their interest lies, also assume a 
traditional property right to the principal. Id. (referring to Phillips v. Wash. Leg. Found, 524 U.S. 
156 (1995) and Webb's Fabulous Pharmacies, Inc. v. Beckwith, 449 U.S. 155 91980)). Next, the 
Givens court considered whether Alabama created a property right to interest by statute, rule or 
2 5 1 Schneider II is an earlier decision in the Schneider case series and its holding is incorporated into Schneider IV. 




























policy and found that was not the case. Thus, the court concluded that in Alabama inmates have no 
common law right to interest and no statute, regulation or policy created such a right. 
There is neither a controlling Idaho opinion nor a controlling U. S. Supreme Court decision 
directly on point on this matter. There is a circuit split and the decisions of the Ninth Circuit are 
n?~ binding on this Court. See Leavitt v. Arave, 383 F.3d 809, 819 (9th Cir. 2004) (stating that "the 
courts ofldaho are (and were) not bound to follow the Ninth Circuit."); State of Colorado v. 
Barber, 799 P.2d 936, 940 (Colo. S.Ct. 1990) (stating "[l]ower federal courts do not have appellate 
jurisdiction over state courts and their decisions are not conclusive on state courts, even on 
questions of federal law."). The Court will decline to follow the Ninth Circuit's ruling regarding 
interest on inmate offender accounts because the Court finds that an inmate has no such right. 
Even assuming Shackelford has a property right to the OT A interest, the Court will 
conclude that the OT A is a voluntary account and Shackelford is free to deposit only so much as 
he wants to use the commissary, the remainder of which he can place in an interest bearing account 
of his choosing. Further, the state ofldaho, though required to provide for Shackelford's basic 
necessities, is under no obligation to provide any of the niceties associated with commissary use.2 
Shackelford voluntarily participates in the commissary and, if he is unhappy with how it operates, 
he is free to withdraw. Accordingly, the State Defendants have not violated Shackelford's 
2It should be noted that, generally speaking, incarcerated individual's liberties and those corresponding protections are 
severely limited. See, e.g., Lightner v. Hardison, 149 Idaho 712, _, 239 P.3d 817, 822 (Ct. App. 2010) (stating, in 
the context of prisoner visitation: "The very object of imprisonment is confinement. tvfany of the liberties and 
privileges enjoyed by other citizens must be surrendered by the prisoner. An inmate does not retain rights inconsistent 
with proper incarceration."). Indeed, lawful incarceration necessitates withdrawal or limitation of many privileges and 
rights and this is "a retraction justified by the considerations underlying our penal system." Sandin v. Conner, 515 U.S. 
472, 485 ( 1995) (internal citations omitted). 



























constitutional rights with respect to the OTA and it is therefore not necessary to address whether 
they would enjoy qualified immunity from suit on this claim. 
However, because the parties addressed the issue at some length, the following discussion 
addresses the applicability of qualified immunity. 
To determine whether the State Defendants enjoy qualified immunity, assuming a 
constitutional right has been implicated, there is a three-part inquiry: 1) Was there a clearly 
established law? 2) Did the conduct of the party asserting qualified immunity violate a clearly 
established right of the party claiming the violation? 3) Was the conduct of the party asserting 
qualified immunity reasonable? Farnsworth v. Femling, 125 Idaho 283, 286, 869 P.2d 1378, 1381 
(1994) (citing Arnzen v. State, 123 Idaho 899,904,854 P.2d 242,247 (1993). The essential 
inquiry, though, is whether there is a clearly established law. 
The U.S. Supreme Court has stated: 
[O]ur cases establish that the right the official is alleged to have violated must have 
been "clearly established" in a more particularized, and hence more relevant, sense: 
The contours of the right must be sufficiently clear that a reasonable official would 
understand that what he is doing violates that right. This is not to say that an official 
action is protected by qualified immunity unless the very action in question has 
previously been held unlawful, but it is to say that in the light of the pre-existing 
law the unlawfulness must be apparent. 
Anderson v. Creighton, 483 U.S. 635,640 (1987). See also Saucier v. Katz, 533 U.S. 194,201 
(2001) ( stating that the inquiry "must be undertaken in light of the specific context of the case, not 
as a broad general proposition"). 
Given the lack of U.S. Supreme Court and Idaho law directly on point, along with the 
circuit split on this issue, the law does not appear to be "clearly established." As such, even 




























assuming Shackelford otherwise had a meritorious § 1983 claim, the State Defendants would be 
entitled to qualified immunity in their individual capacities. 
2. The IMF Fee 
Shackelford alleges that IDOC imposes a 25% fee on all purchases made at the prison 
commissary. He alleges this money is then placed into the IMF without providing a takings 
analysis in violation of due process or equal protection. (Pl.'s Compl. 6.) Under the same 
analytical framework as above, the Court concludes, as explained below, that the IMF fee does not 
violate any of Shackelford' s constitutional rights and even assuming any such right was violated, 
the State Defendants would enjoy qualified immunity from suit on this claim. 
The court in Vance considered a similar fee and held that it was not an unconstitutional 
taking. The fee at issue there was essentially a user fee called an "applicable charge." Vance, 345 
F.3d at 1089. The court stated: 
We have no trouble concluding that the officials may deduct such expenses. "[A] 
reasonable user fee is not a taking if it is imposed for the reimbursement of the 
costs of government services." A charge for the creation and maintenance of trust 
accounts certainly fits that category. Phillips v. Washington Legal Foundation, 524 
U.S. 156, 171, 118 S.Ct. 1925, 141 L.Ed.2d 174 (1998) ("Our holding does not 
prohibit a State from imposing reasonable fees it incurs in generating and allocating 
interest income."); see Sperry, at 61-62 n.8, 110 S.Ct. 3 87 (noting that in Webb it 
"expressed 'no view as to the constitutionality of a statute that prescribes a county's 
retention of interest earned, where the interest would be the only return to the 
county for services it renders,'" which was analogous to the us~r fee at issue in that 
case); cf Webb's Fabulous Pharmacies, Inc. v. Beckwith, 449 U.S. 155, 163, 101 
S.Ct. 446, 66 L.Ed.2d 358 (1980) (holding unconstitutional an "exaction [which 
was] a forced contribution to general governmental revenues, and [was] not 
reasonably related. to the costs of using the courts"). 
Id The court went on to conclude that "because ... [the claimant did] not allege that the charges 
are unreasonable or unrelated to the administration of his account, his takings claim must fail." 




























Similarly, in this case Shackelford does not challenge the reasonableness of the IMF fee or 
its relation to the administration of his account. Instead, he "is concerned only with what the 
Defendant's don't do with the money-that is - provide just compensation to the Plaintiff." (Pl. 's 
Resp. 7.) (emphasis in original) As such, Shackelford's taking's claim regarding the IMF will fail. 
Additionally, Shackelford's attack of the IMF fee is without merit in the same vein as his attack on 
the OT A. The commissary's items are not necessary to prison existence and the state is not obliged 
to provide these extra items to Shackelford. That Shackelford enjoys the commissary, albeit at a 
higher cost, is a privilege. If Shackelford does not want to pay the additional IMF fee he is free to 
discontinue using the commissary. Accordingly, it is not necessary for the Court to consider the 
issue of qualified immunity with respect to the IMF fee. 
However, assuming for the sake of argument that there is a colorable constitutional claim 
based on the IMF fee, the State Defendants point to language from a Memorandum Decision and 
Order issued by the Honorable Chief U.S. District Judge B. Lynn Winmill, of the United States 
District Court for the District ofldaho, in which Judge Winmi11 suggests that there is no Idaho 
statute, regulation, rule or court order that specifies the use to which the IMF fee must be put. See 
Nelson v. Dawson, Case No. CV06-53-S-BL W (D. Idaho Feb. 2009). That assertion appears to be 
correct. Thus, it does not appear that there is clearly established law. As such, the State Defendants 
would be entitled to qualified immunity in their individual capacities. 
3. Remaining Issues 
a. Respondeat Superior Liability 
The State Defendants argue that to the extent Shackelford's complaint raises claims based 
upon respondeat superior, Sonnen and/or Reinke should be dismissed because "'there exists no 




























respondeat superior liability under § 1983. (Defs.' Mem. 4) ( quoting Jones v. Williamson, 297 
F.3d 930, 934 (9th Cir. 2002) and Taylor v. List, 880 F.2d 1040, 1045 (9th Cir. 1989)). 
Shackelford responds that his claims against the State Defendants are based not upon the 
doctrine of respondeat superior, but upon the State Defendants' own participation in the 
complained of conduct. He states that the State Defendants "created and approved, then failed to 
revise, modify, delete or even address the offending policies/customs which were the causation 
upon which plaintiffs rights were violated." (Pl.'s Resp. 2-3.) The State Defendants reply that 
Shackelford has not provided any admissible evidence that Reinke and Sonnen "participated in, or 
knew of, established violations and failed to prevent them." (Defs.' Reply 4-5.) No such argument 
is made on behalf of Defendant Audens. 
Although it appears that the parties' argument shifted from respondeat superior to the 
personal involvement of the State Defendants in enforcing creating and enforcing the relevant 
policies, the State Defendants are correct in their assertion that respondeat superior is inapplicable 
here. As for the State Defendants involvement in creating and enforcing the policies, that is a moot 
point as the Court has concluded that they have not violated any of Shackelford's constitutional 
rights. 
b. Suit Against the State Defendants in their Official Capacities 
The State Defendants cite Hafer v. Melo, 502 U.S. 21, 27 (1991) for the proposition that 
there is no cause of action under § 1983 against state employees sued in their official capacities. 
Further, they quote O'Malley v. Sheriff of Worcester County, 612 N.E.2d 641, 648 (Mass. 1993) 
for the proposition that "[m]onetary damages against state officials are available only if they are 
sued in their individual or personal capacities for actions under color of state law." (Defs.' Mem. 




























5 .) Thus, according to the State Defendants, there can be no suit against them in their official 
capacity because Shackelford se~ks damages. 
Shackelford cites Chaloux v. Killeen, 886 F.2d 247 (9th Cir. 1989) for the proposition that 
because he is seeking prospective relief his suit against the State Defendants in their official 
capacity is not barred. (Pl. 's Resp. 4-5.) The State Defendants reply that Shackelford's reliance on 
Chaloux is misplaced because it dealt with a claim that was solely for prospective relief. (Defs.' 
Reply 5.) 
Shackelford has sued the State Defendants in both their official and individual capacities. 
He seeks both injunctive and declaratory relief as well as monetary damages. It appears that a 
plaintiff cannot sue a state official in her official capacity for damages. Hafer, 502 U.S. at 27. This 
is because such a defendant is not a "person" for purposes of§ 1983 litigation. Id; Will v. 
Michigan Dept. of State Police, 491 U.S. 58, 71 (1989). It also appears that a plaintiff can sue a 
state official in her official capacity for prospective relief. This is because such a defendant when 
sued for prospective relief is considered a "person" for purposes of§ 1983 litigation. Id at 71 
n.10. 
In any event, because Shackelford does not have meritorious claims against the State 
Defendants, the issue of whether they can be sued in their official capacity is moot. 
c. State Defendants' Statutory Immunity 
In response to Shackelford's state based claims, the State Defendants contend they are 
immune underldaho Code§§ 6-904(1) and 6-904B. (Defs.' Mem. 13-14.) Shackelford, however, 
responds that: 



























Despite defendants myriad arguments invoking/concerning the Idaho Tort Claims 
Act (ITCA), Idaho Code Title 6, Chapter 9, these argument do not apply to the 
claims or the parties to this action. 
Defendants know the (instance) action is a § 1983 action and they are well aware 
that the matter has been reviewed by the court, the Honorable Michael McLaughlin 
having held that the claims "constitute a civil action for deprivation of rights under 
42 U.S.C. § 1983, and that the ITCA "does not apply." 
' 
(Pl.' s Resp. 9.) Shackelford' s com plaint does in fact appear to raise some state claim issues, but it 
also appears that he has, at least to some extent, abandoned them. 
To the extent that Shackelford has raised potential claims under Idaho statutes, however, 
the State Defendants have demonstrated immunity pursuant to the above referenced statutes. Idaho 
Code § 6-904 provides in part: 
A governmental entity and its employees while acting within the course and scope 
of their employment and without malice or criminal intent shall not be liable for 
any claim which: 
(1) Arises out of any act or omission of an employee of the governmental entity 
exercising ordinary care, in reliance upon or the execution or performance of a 
statutory or regulatory function, whether or not the statute or regulation be valid, 
or based upon the exercise or performance or the failure to exercise or perform a 
discretionary function or duty on the part of a governmental entity or employee 
thereof, whether or not the discretion be abused. 
Idaho Code§ 6-904(1). 
Idaho Code§ 6-904B provides: 
A governmental entity and its employees while acting within the course and scope 
of their employment and without malice or criminal intent and without gross 
negligence or reckless, willful and wanton conduct as defined in section 6-904C, 
Idaho Code, shall not be liable for any claim which: 
l .• Arises out of th~ detention of any goods or merchandise by any law 
enforcement officer. 




























2. Arises out of the cancellation or rescission, or the failure to cancel or rescind, 
any motor vehicle registration. and license plates for failure of the owner to verify 
or maintain motor vehicle liability insurance coverage. 
3. Arises out of the issuance, denial, suspension or revocation of, or failure or 
refusal to issue, deny, suspend, or revoke a permit, license, certificate, approval, 
order or similar authorization. 
4. Arises out of the failure to make an inspection, or the making of an inadequate 
inspection of any property, real or personal, other than the property of the. 
governmental entity performing the inspection. 
5. Arises out of any act or omission providing or failing to provide medical care to 
a prisoner or person in the custody of any city, county or state jail, detention 
center or correctional facility. 
6. Arises out of a decision of the state commission of pardons and parole or its 
executive director when carrying out the. business of the commission. 
7. Arises out of a decision, act or omission of a city, county, the Idaho board of 
correction or Idaho department of correction when carrying out duties and 
responsibilities as set forth in chapter 8, title 20, Idaho Code. 
Idaho Code § 6-904B. 
Thus, the State Defendants are facially entitled to statutory immunity here absent a showing 
that there was malice or criminal intent. Shackelford has not shown admissible evidence 
demonstrating any such malice or criminal intent. He has therefore not met his burden of 
demonstrating that immunity does not apply. 
d. Shackelford's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Shackelford's motion echoes his arguments m'ade in his initial complaint and responsive 
briefing. That is, he moves for summary judgment on the grounds that the law is well settled with 
respect to the OTA interest deprivation and IMF fee, argues that the State Defendants can be sued 
in their official capacity and that they are not entitled to qualified immunity in their individual 
capacities. For the reasons explained above, Shackelford is incorrect in these assertions. 



























Additionally, he contends that the State Defendan~s violated the Idaho Regulatory Takings 
Act (IRTA), specifically Idaho Code§ 67-8003(3)3, a statute he contends "provides the necessary 
authority for this Court to dispose of this case in favor of the plaintiff, with only damages left to be 
determined and any injunctive or declaratory relief to be considered by the Court." (Pl.'s Mem. 6.) 
The State Defendants reincorporate their earlier arguments that they are immune under Idaho Code 
§§ 6-904(1) and 6-904B. 
In 1994, the Idaho Legislature enacted the Takings Act. 1994 Sess. Laws, ch. 116, codified 
at Idaho Code § 67-8001 et seq. The purpose of the takings Act is set forth as follows: 
The purpose of this chapter is to establish an orderly, consistent review process 
that better enables state agencies and local governments to evaluate whether 
proposed regulatory or administrative actions may result in a taking of private 
property without due process of Jaw. It is not the purpose of this chapter to expand 
or reduce the scope of private property protections provided in the state and 
federal constitutions. 
Idaho Code § 67-8001. The Takings Act requires the Attorney General to establish a process, 
including a checklist, that "better enables a state agency or local government to evaluate proposed 
regulatory or administrative actions to assure that such actions do not result in an unconstitutional 
taking of private property." Idaho Code§ 67-8003(1). 
3 "A governmental action is voidable if a written taking analysis is not prepared after a request has been 
made pursuant to this chapter. A private real property owner, whose property is the subject of governmental 
action, affected by a governmental action without the preparation of a requested taking analysis as required 
by this section may seek judicial determination of the validity of the governmental action by initiating a 
declaratory judgment action or other appropriate legal procedure. A suit seeking to invalidate a 
governmental action for noncompliance with subsection (2) of this section must be filed in a district court in 
the county in which the private property owner's affected real property is located. If the affected property is 
located in more than one (I) county, the private property owner may file suit in any county in which the 
affected real property is located." 



























Under the Takings Act, a "regulatory taking" is defined as "a regulatory or administrative 
action resulting in deprivation of private property that is the subject of such action, whether such 
deprivation is total or partial, permanent or temporary" in violation of the constitutional 
prohibitions against taking without just compensation. Idaho Code§ 67-8002(4). The Act further 
provides that: 
Upon the written request of an owner of real property that is the subject of such 
action, such request being filed with the clerk or the agency or entity undertaking 
the regulatory or administrative action not more than twenty-eight (28) days after 
the final decision concerning the matter at issue, a state agency or local 
governmental entity shall prepare a written taking analysis concerning the action. 
Idaho Code § 67-8003(2). A government action is "voidable" if a takings analysis is not prepared 
after an appropriate request under the Act. Idaho Code§ 67-8003(3). Private parties are authorized 
to file actions for declaratory or other appropriate relief regarding the validity of such government 
action. Id. 
Shackelford has not demonstrated that a takings analysis would apply to something to 
which he is not entitled to in the first place. The items the commissary sells are not basic 
necessities that the state is otherwise required to provide inmates. And as discussed above, 
Shackelford's participation in the commissary is entirely voluntary. As such, he has no right to the 
interest on the OT A associated with the commissary and he is not entitled to be compensated for 
the IMF fee. If Shackelford wishes to earn interest, he is free to deposit his money into a bank 
account. If he does not want to pay the IMF fee on his commissary purchases, he is free to not use 
the commissary. Shackelford is not entitled to these things. Accordingly, the regulatory takings 
analysis does not apply here. 



























e. Discovery Issues 
Lastly, there remains an unsettled discovery dispute between the parties. Shackelford 
originally filed a Motion to Compel Discovery last December 1, 2009. The State Defendants 
objected on June 9, 2010. The Court has conducted two (2) hearings into this issue. In light of the 
decision to grant summary judgment to the State Defendants, the dispute is moot and Shackelford's 
motion is therefore denied. 
Conclusion 
For the foregoing reasons, the Court will grant the State Defendants Motion for Summary 
Judgment. The Court will deny Shackelford's motion. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
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I. That I am over the age of eighteen (18) years, am competent to make this Affidavit, 
and do it based upon personal knowledge. 
2. I am employed with the Idaho Department of Correction ("IDOC") and have been 
employed with the ID OC for approximately 22 years. I currently hold the position ofFinancial 
Specialist, Sr. and have held this position for over 12 years. 
3. The IDOC is the state government agency responsible for the incarceration and 
community supervision of felony offenders in Idaho. A three-member panel, called the Board of 
Correction, oversees IDOC. The governor appoints the members, who serve six-year terms. The 
current members of the Board of Correction are Robin Sandy, J.R. Van Tassel and Jay Nielsen. 
4. The Board of Correction appoints a director who directs all aspects of the IDOC's 
operations. Brent Reinke is the current director of the Department of Correction. 
5. The Idaho Department ofCorrection is comprised of two divisions - the Operations 
Division and the Management Services Division. Each division is led by a chief who is named by 
the director. Currently, Kevin Kempf is the Chief of the Operations Division and oversees the 
Bureau of Prisons, the Bureau of Probation and Parole, and the Bureau of Education, Treatment & 
Reentry. Tony Meatte serves as Chiefofthe Management Services Div is ion and oversees the Bureau 
of Management Services, the Bureau of Contract Services and the Bureau of Correctional Industries. 
Each Bureau is comprised of several departments. See IDOC Organizational Chart attached hereto 
as Exhibit A. 
6. In my capacity as Financial Specialist, Sr., I am part of the Fiscal Services group, 
which is a department within the Bureau of Management Services. The Fiscal Services group 
provides a:counting and fnancial reporting services fur all expenditures other than capital projects. 
Fiscal works closely with the State Controller's Office to ensure compliance with legislative intent 
in setting up and allotting appropriations. 0 ther fiscal responsibilities include processing inmate 
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banking and cost of supervision payments; tracking the department's assets; and ensuring that all 
departmental purchases meet state purchasing regulations. I oversee Inmate Bmking in my capacity 
as a Financial Specialist, Sr. My job duties include but are not limited to, the supervising ofother 
staff; reconciling the savings and checking accounts; monitoring the inmate accounts in the offender 
tracking system; monitoring and maintaining all financial records pertaining to inmate accounts; 
maintaining the accuracy of general ledgers; monitoring ~propriatio ns; preparing monthly reports; 
and other duties as assigned. 
7. As a Financial Specialist, Sr. with the IDOC, I have access to the policies and 
procedures ofthe Idaho Department of Correction in the ordinary course of business. The IDOC 
currently manage over 400 policies and procedures. Policies have general application to the entire 
Department and are considered to be a broad statement of policy on a particular subject. Division 
Standard Operating Procedures ("SOPs") (and previously Division Directives), on the other hand, 
provide specific information and guidance on how a particular policy is executed. The development 
of polices and procedures by IDOC leadership necessarily entails an evaluation of broad policy 
factors including consideration of financial, social and other effects. 
S. The IDOC 's Fiscal Policy is contained generally in ID OC Policy 114. As set forth 
therein, it is the policy of the Board of Correction that the IDOC shall manage its fiscal 
responsibilities in accordance with the Governmental Generally Accepted Accounting Practices 
(G AA P) and the laws of the State ofldaho. Attached hereto as Exhibit Bis a true and correct copy 
of Policy Number 114, which is kept in the ordinary course of business. 
9. The IDOC has established a standardized process fir IDOC correctional facilities to 
manage and maintain offenders' funds, which is set forth in Management Services Division 
Directive I 14.03.03.0l lv3.0 (Inmate Trust Account) and SOP 114.04.02.001 (Funds: Offender). 
Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy ofD irective 114.03.03.011 v3.0, which is 
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_I 
kept in the ordinary course of business. Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of 
SOP 114.04.02.00 l, which is kept in the ordinary course of business. 
I 0. When an offender enters an IDOC correctional institution, an account is established 
in his or her name in the Offender Trac king System. The use of this account is not mandatory, 
however, and the account only becomes active if money is deposited into it by or on behalf of the 
offender or if expenditures are made. Money received by the IDOC for an offender's bank account 
is deposited into the IDOC Trust Fund bank account and posted to the inmate's account within the 
IDOC Trust accounting system (aka Offender Trust Account (OTA)). Inmate accounts allow 
offenders to make purchases and satisfy debts and financial obligations. Further, offenders may 
establish and maintain an outside interest-bearing savings or in vestment account at any financial 
institution or brokerage firm licensed with the Idaho Department ofFinance or the United States 
Treasury Department. See Exhibit C and Exhibit D attached hereto. 
11. The operating budgets of individual state ofldaho agencies, including the Idaho 
Department of Correction, are established annually. Appropriation acts establishing annual agency 
operating budgets are law, and the limits of those budgets cannot be exceeded. The IDOC considers 
itself the "caretaker" of the funds appropriated to it by the Legislature, and only those expenses 
necessiry, legal and ~propriate a-e ecpended for the operation of the fi.mctional units ofthe IDOC. 
See a trueandcorrect ropy ofManagementServices Division Directive 114.03.03.001 (Compliance 
with Fiscal D irectio ns), wh ich is attached hereto as Exhibit E. In th is regard, in developing the 
policies and procedures of the ID OC, including those pertaining to institut ional programs and 
activities and operational services, ID OC leadership must evaluate financial effects and consider 
budgetary constraints. 
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12. The IDOC is funded primarily from the State General Fund. Other funding sources 
include, but are not necessarily I imited to, endowment income, cost of supervision fees, inmate 
labor, federal grants, and miscellaneous revenue. 
13. Within the IDOC, money is allocated in a lump sum to the various IDOC facilities 
to spend in accordance with their respective financial plans. All IDOC facilities are required to abide 
by state purchasing policies and must com ply with the Governmental Accepted Accounting Practices 
and the laws of the State ofldaho regardless of what fund is being used for expenditures. 
14. The Miscellaneous Revenue Fund, which makes up part of the annual budget 
appropriated by the Legislature for the operation of the state correction system, includes money from 
the inmate management fund (IMF) or offender management fund (OMF). The IMF, in one form 
or another, has existed for many years. The IMF is made up of money that is collected by the IDO C 
and deposited in the state treasury. Currently, as set forth in IDOC SOP 114.03.03.014 (Revenue: 
Offender Management Fund), the source of these monies includes, but is not limited to: telephone 
revenue; commissary revenue; vending revenue; laundry revenue; donation revenue; and social 
security revenue. IDO C SO P 11 4.03.03.014 also sets forth the procedure for depositing funds, 
reconciliation, reporting and internal audits. Attached hereto as Exhibit Fis a true and correct copy 
of SOP 114.03.03.014, which is kept in the ordinary course of business. 
15. IMF money is deposited in the state treasury before it is appropriated back to the 
IDOC each year as part of its annual budget from the Idaho Legislature. There is no state law 
governing what expenditures can be made with IMF monies, and it is within the discretion of each 
ID OC facility how to spend its portion of the IMF. Traditionally, the IMF has been used primarily 
on school materials, library books/subscriptions, recreation, materials for the visitingcenter, the legal 
resource center, mov ies, cable te levision, specials meals on holidays, etc. In addition, some 
personnel costs for various positions are paid from the IMF including the legal assistant/para legal 
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·, 
in the Legal Resource Center, the correctional officer in the Recreation Department, the Religious 
Activities Coordinator and the Financial Specialist who monitors the IMF. 
16. As set forth in IDOC SOP 405.02.01.001 (Access to Courts), offenders have copying 
privileges subject to the following conditions: offenders (excluding indigent offenders) will be 
charged a fee of ten cents ($. I 0) per page for cop ies and page limitations on pleadings may be 
enforced in accordance with court rules. See ID OC SOP 405.02.01.00 I attached hereto as Exhibit 
G at page 5. Fees charged for photocopying are deposited in the Miscellaneous Revenue Fund, 
which makes up part of the annual budget appropriated by the Legislature for the operation of the 
state correction system. 
17. As set forth in ID OC Policy 406 (Commissary Privileges and Services), it is the 
policy of the Board of Corrections that the IDOC will make commissary services available to the 
incarcerated population. Commissary services provide inmates with the opportunity to purchase 
items that are not necessary for prison existence but approved for use by the IDOC. Attached hereto 
as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of IDOC Pol icy 406, which is kept in the ordinary course of 
business. The Inmate Management Fund is partially comprised of funds from commissary revenue, 
which is thecontractual sales percentage commission agreed upon by theIDO C and the commissary 
vendor. The revenue is calculated by taking gross commissary sales and subtracting the agreed upon 
percentage as set forth in SOP 114.03.03.014 (Revenue: Offender Management Fund). See Exhibit 
Fat page 4. 
18. As set forth in ID OC Policy 503 (Use of Telephones by Offenders), it is the policy 
of the Board of Corrections to allow the use of telephones to inmates based on security needs and 
resources. Attached hereto as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of IDOC Policy 503, which is kept 
in the ordinary course of business. All telephone calls will be either collect or coin operated at 
facilities that permit offenders to carry change. See Exhibit I at page 2. The Inmate Management 
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Fund is partially comprised of funds from telephone revenue, which is the commission amount 
agreed upon by the IDOC and the telephone vendor. See Exhibit F at page 4. 
I 9. As set forth in ID OC Policy 41 I (Medical Co-pay), it is the policy of the Board of 
Corrections that the Idaho Department of Correction and its contractors charge off enders 
incarcerated at ID OC facilities a co-pay for medical and pharmacy services, but do not deny access 
to medical, dental and mental health services when the offender does not have the resources to pay 
for such services. Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and correct copy oflDOC Policy 41 I, which 
is kept in the ordinary course ofbusiness. IDOC SOP 411.06.03.001 establishes the system for 
charging offenders the medical co-pay fee. Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy 
of SOP 41 I .06.03.001, which is kept in the ordinary course ofbusiness. Medical co-pay funds are 
used to offset general fund medical expenses. See Exhibit Kat page 3. 
20. As set forth in IDOC Policy 608(Hobby Craft Activities), it is the policy ofthelDOC 
that offenders have opportunities to pursue hobby craft activities. Attached hereto as Exhibit L is 
a true and correct copy ofIDOC Policy 608, which is kept in the ordinary courseofbusiness. lDOC 
-
SOP 608.02.00.001 establishes the guidelines, rules and expectations for the management of hobby 
craft activities. Attached hereto as Exhibit M is a true and correct copy of SOP 608.02.00.001, 
which is kept in the ordinary course of business. The price of hobby craft materials includes the 
purchase price, shipping, sales tax, and a 5% surcharge to defray the costs of the hobby craft 
program. The 5% surcharge is used to purchase hobby craft supplies and items that are used by 
participating offenders. See Exhibit Mat page 3. See also Exhibit Lat page 2. 
21. At all times relevant to Plaintiffs Complaint, to the extent I was involved with the 
matters alleged therein, I was acting within the course and scope ofmy employment, in good faith 
and with a good faith belief that my conduct was lawful. 
. II 
II 
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT. 
Dated this _f1d,._ day of March, 2012. 
By ~~fl~ 7ttiRLEYAENS 
Notary Public 
Residing at--->......=.::::..:.....J...?,='-'":-L......,=-'1f-=-,----
Commi ssion expires: ---'---+--'----''----
CERTI Fl CATE OF SERVI CE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this la_ day ofMarch, 2012, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the 
method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P. 0. Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
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01.00.00. POLICY OF THE DEPARTMENT 
PAGE NUMBER: 
1 of 2 
Adopted: 04-1992 
Revised: 02-22-05 
It is the policy of t~~~p of Correction that the Department of Correction shall manage 
its fiscal respon~i.bilities in accordance with the Governmental Generally Accepted 
Accounting Practic~t (G~P), and the laws of the state of Idaho. 
~-'}/ 
01.01.00. Purpose 
The purpose of this policy is to provide guidance to the department to manage its fiscal 
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American Correctional Association Manual Of Standards For The Administration Of 
Correctional Agencies, Standard Numbers 103 And 104. Y- 17 \\// 
\ .f 





POLICY NUMBER: SUBJECT: PAGE NUMBER: 
114 Fiscal Policy 2 of 2 
This policy governs the fiscal duties of the Department of Correction. 
06.00.00. RESf~~IBILITY 
It is the respon('ility of the executive financial officer to ensure staff adheres to the 
fiscal process oLlt~djr-i this policy and all associated fiscal division directives. 
PROCEDURE 07.00.00. 
07.01.00. Division Of Management Services 
The Division of Management Serviees~ill maintain and update the fiscal procedures 
manual on the Dep/rtment)j of Correction intranet website. 
http:/1132.32.42.12/policy/policy.bim. qepartment Policies and Division Directives, 
General Administration (1 ODs), Pollcy._1..14( 
~
Each facility, division, and field office, and any entity conducting business as the 
Department of Correction, will be familiar with and will adhere strictly to the procedures in 
the Fiscal Policy section of the General Administration site. 
Exceptions to compliance with any fiscal procedures will-be,pnly by written permission of 
the .executive financial officer or his designee. i~.~2) 
07.02.00. Fiscal Procedures Manual Li 
The fiscal procedures will be reviewed annually by the deputy administrator of 
management services or his designee, and appropriately revised when necessary. 
08.00.00. FLOWCHART 
Not applicable to this policy. 
09.00.00. SIGNATURE 
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Management 




Changed page 2, 
Definitions on: 
05-25-07 
01.00.00. POLl~O~E DEPARTMENT 
It is the policy o'(.,tQrd: of Correction that the Department of Correction shall 
manage its fis¢~i responstbi,iities in accordance with the Governmental Generally 
Accepted Accounting Practices (GAAP), and the laws of the State of Idaho. 
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POLICY OF THE1 DEPARTMENT 
TABLE OF CON{J"ENTS ) ) 
REFERENCES \,\ _.// 
DEFINITIONS ~:._-::;-'/ 
PROCEDURE o·· 
Maintenance of Inmate Accounts · 
Inmate Account Receipts ~ , 
Funds Received Through The·Mail At :A.QJ!J§titution 
Funds Sent To The Fiscal Office Through The Mail 
Funds Left In The Drop Box At Central Office 
Miscellaneous Receipts 
Inmate Payroll 
Electronic Fund Transfers 
Inmate Trust Account Withdrawals 
Closed Accounts 
Deceased Inmates 
Inmate Management Fund 
Postage Payable & Prepaid Postage 
Sales Tax Payable 
Hobby Shop 
Stale Dated Checks 
Photocopies, Metered Mail And Medical Payment Withdrawals 
Attachments And Inmate Payables 
Suspended Accounts 
Uncollectible and Unclaimed Property - Inmate Accounts 
Reconciliation/Review 
Inmate Banking Access 
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03.00.00. REFERENCES 
Department Policy 114, Fiscal Policy. 
Division of Prisons Directive 312.02.01.001, Death of an Inmate. 
Management Services Division Directive 114.03.03.014, Inmate Management Fund. 
Standards for Adult~tional Institutions, Third Edition, Standards numbers 3-4027, 
3-4031 3-4032 3~4034 anci'-3\4038 
04.00.~0. oJiNITIONS lJ . . 
\~-~ 
Indigent Offender: A'fi..:dffender whose~offender trust account balance has (1) been less 
than the current price of a/fyank~ir,st-class envelope available through the 
commissary, and (2) had no d1posits, for ttiirty (30) consecutive days. 
]nmate: An individual in the ph\~/ of the Board (see also Offender). 
Internal control: Measures employed for the purP,0~safeguarding resources against 
waste, fraud, and inefficiency; promoting acctfra_.ty a;,..Gl,reliability in accounting and 
operating data; encouraging and measuring/ompll'aQ_:_:,}vith policy; and evaluating the 
efficiency of operations. V ~
Offender: A person under the legal care, custody, supervision o/)uthority of the Board 
including a person within or without the state pursuant to agreem4nt with another state 
or contractor. · . ~
State Standard Accounting and Reporting System: Commor-i,?fuferred to as STARS. 
05.00.00. PROCEDURE 
All Department of Correction Inmate Banking transactions will be processed in 
accordance with written Inmate Trust Account procedures and in compliance with State 
Code. 
05.01.00. Maintenance of Inmate Accounts 
All inmate accounts will be maintained in the fiscal office. The Trust Fund Senior 
Accountant is responsible for the maintenance of the Inmate Trust Account accounting 
system. 
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Transactions are processed when received. (i.e. deposits are not processed before 
withdrawals or vice-versa). 
05.02.00. Inmate Account Receipts 
Money deposited into an inmate's account must be in the form of cashiers check or 
money order. Personal checks and cash will not be accepted and will be returned to the 
sender if known. When the sender is unknown, the cash will be considered the property 
of the state and will notbe returned. 
The fiscal office(~").n,ey to be deposited into inmate accounts in the following 
ways: · lJ 
Mailed to t~~ office; 
Mailed to an institution·; an~ 
11 ... _)\ · 
Left in the drop box located at the Central Office. 
Money received by the depart~\rdnmate·~ancount is deposited into the Idaho 
Department of Correction (IDOC) Trust Fund accou))t and posted to the inmate's 
account within the IDOC Trust accounting systefu( All i::?ust Fund mail and money will 
be receipted and sorted using the following ~ced~ 
05.02.01 Funds Received Through the Mail at an lnstitutl/") 
Each institution may have variation in mailroom post orders bJt at a minimum the 
following procedures will be followed: )·~ 
001. Open mail, remove money and endorse mQ_~~rs and cashiers 
checks to IDOC Savings account with "For Deposit Only" stamp; 
002. Run double tape of all cashiers checks and money orders; 
003. Enter deposits into inmate's account in the IDOC Offender System; 
004. Print batch and receipts. Verify the batch total equals the total receipts. 
Distribute receipts to institution inmates; 
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006. Money will be deposited in accordance with central office deposit 
procedure; 
007. Institutions outside Boise: forward money, batch copy, and calculator tape 
to a designee of the institution for deposit preparation; 
008. All money will be deposited within twenty-four (24) hours in accordance 
with Idaho Code; and 
009. The i~s~o not accept cash through the mail. 
05.02.02. F{f Sent Tthe Fiscal Office through the Mail 
The Fiscal Offic~Resords Clerk will: .......___.... 
001. Open the envelop. e~)v' the money; 
({ l 
. 00~. Verify the inmate t. am ___e ~, .. i _n ]mat~ number, and sender. Make sure money 
order 1s signed; ~ . _ 
003. Restrictively endorse money order~-.,,,,cashier checks to the IDOC 
savings account; /;U'\ 
004. Highlight the gross and net pay£m~ts,_91olg with the pay-period ending 
date on all work release payroll monies; .~ 
005. Run a double tape of the negotiable instruments. / items will be batched 
according to the number of items and type of transaction. j\ttac_tr:Qi5e, tape to the 
deposit slip that goes to the bank and one tape to the copy of,,~IJe'-deposit slip or batch, 
whichever is applicable, that remains on file; V 
006. The records clerk will verify that total receipts equal the tape; 
007. The records clerk enters the date, dollar amount, and the number of items 
in the cash log next to the corresponding control number; and 
008. The records clerk will forward the money orders and the calculator tapes 
to the trust fund account clerk for data entry. 
05.02.03 Funds Left In The Drop Box At Central Office 
The Fiscal Office Records Clerk will: 
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001. Remove the money orders and/or cashiers checks from the drop box; 
002. Verify the inmate name, inmate number, sender, and ensure money 
orders and cashiers checks are signed; 
003. Restrictively endorse money orders and cashiers checks to the IDOC 
Trust Account; 
004. Run a double tape. Items will be batched according to the number of 
items and type of transaction. Attach one tape to the deposit slip that goes to the bank 
and one tape to tife-'cjeposit\lip on file, or the batch, whichever is applicable; 
(I !J 
005. Th~'~ecords Clerk will verify that total receipts equal the tape; 
..... "--,._."')_ 
006. The Recofds Clerk 7nte-r~the amount to be deposited, the date, and the 
number o.f items in the cash log1.1i~1t1d'assiglis a control number to each batch; and 
tf ) \ 
007. The Records Clerk will forward the money orders, cashiers checks, and 
\ l ,J'. j 
calculator tapes to the Trust Fu~elerk for data entry. 
008. A sign will be posted, on the dro.£~. bo(~) \. the following: 
No cash will be accepted; <:,/ ~-
Unidentified cash will be considered the property orhe state and will not 
be returned; fl 
Cash left with the sender's return address will be retumed-fc>-tl:ie sender. 
The Trust Fund Account Clerk will: r-
001. Enter the inmate account batches into the IDOC TRUST section of the 
Offender System; 
002. Record the batch number on a copy of the cash log supplied by the 
records Clerk, and give the cash log to the Account Technician when finished; and 
003. Prepare the deposit slip and recount the deposit with the records clerk. 
The Trust Fund Records Clerk will: 
001. Give the cash log to the Account Technician for reconciliation with the 
Trust Fund Account Clerks copy; 
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The Trust Fund Skc~ntant will: 
001. Rec{o~eneral Ledger savings account and checking accounts 
monthly. \ ···· ···· [} 
05.02.04. Mis~us Cash Receipts 
MisceUaneous receipts are mop.~i~. ~i·v.· e.· d for deposit into the Inmate Management 
~und that are not applied di e\aly to an i' mate's account. Miscellaneous receipts 
include: · 
001. Phone Revenue; 
002. Vending Revenue; 
003. Restitution; 
004. Donations; . ( 
I 




The Records Clerk will open and sort the mail and give copies of the miscellaneous 
receipts and documentation to the inmate trust fund account technician to code. 
Miscellaneous receipts will be deposited into the State of Idaho Treasury in accordance 
with Management Services Division Directive 114.03.03.014, Inmate Management Fund 
Equity. 
05.03.00. Inmate Payroll 
The procedures used to record inmate payroll into the inmate trust account system are 
described in Management Services Division Directive 114.03.03.012, Inmate Payroll. 
000332
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05.04.00. Electronic Fund Transfers: STARS 
Electronic Fund Transfers (EFT) are issued to the inmate trust account through the 
STARS accounting system from the institutions/community work centers (CWC) for: 
Inmate payroll reimbursements 
Restitution to inmates 
Community Work Center: Work Release 
Correctional Industries payroll reimbursements . /. ..... , ' 
Prison lnd~/es-EnQ.ancement Act (PIE) 
I, )) 
Electronic Fund(Transfers are ,receipted onto the IDOC TRUST accounting system upon 
receipt of the Electronic Dep~it Transfer Advice from STARS. 
05.05.00. lnm~t Account-withdrawals 
The Trust Fund Account ClerC~)le for processing transactions for inmates 
through the inmate trust accoJnt system. Jh~ account clerk will process checks (drawn 
against the inmate's account) d~t,,~ inmate for approved transactions. 
Inmates may request payment to people or/.eQs, outside the system (family 
members, companies for goods or services, legal ,/xpen"s1=?S.) by submitting an approved 
withdrawal request form to the fiscal office. ~} 
Inmates are prohibited from sending or transferring funds totother inmates. An 
exception may be made with the approval of both wardens for transfers between family 
members. j.· J 
L---:;., 
All withdrawals, except for court ordered withdrawals or close accouiii requests, must 
use the Request for Withdraw of Inmate's Personal Fu~d{ form and contain the 
following details before processing: 
001. Inmate Name; 
002. Inmate Number; 
003. Inmate Initials; 
004. Amount of Disbursement; 
005. Date withdrawal filled out; 
006. Reason for the disbursement of funds; 
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007. Inmate's signature; and 
008. Witnessing Officer's Signature. 
See Exhibit B 
A stamped envelope addressed to the recipient of the check must accompany 
withdrawal requests requiring mailing. 
~ 
Once the Account.,Clerk·-has,generated a check they will assemble the check, the draw 
slip, and any ~thef corres"Rqndence and present it to an authorized signer. The 





Financial E;ecative Office~ 
Budget Analyst, Principlo/.YCl/ '.~ 
STARS Senior Accountant t • . 
\ '\ ··.· . 
Checks for five hundred dollars\($~00) qr,fl)ore must have two authorized signatures. 
 
The check signer will forward the signed checks anGck-up to the receptionist who will 
mail them. / D) 
05.05.01. ClosedAccounts ~ ~ 
Checks to close accounts for inmates will be prepared by the ahunt technician upon 
written notice of inmate release by the Parole Commission, Centfai Records, institution, 
or work center. The Account Technician will prepare a dravl l!ip-wLflJ),the inmate's 
account information. r 
Before signing the check the signer will verify the validity of the check by checking that 
the following back-up accompanies the draw slip: 
001. A copy of the offender's status, QT Profile (should show release) from the 
IDOC Offender System; 
002. The written notification of release from a third party, Parole Commission, 
records, institution, or community work center; and 
003. A· copy of the inmate's statement of account from the IDOC trust 
accounting system. 
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Subsequent to signing the check the signer will give the check to the receptionist for 
mailing. 
Checks that are held for hand to hand delivery to the inmate will be placed in the safe 
by the check signer. 
05.05.02. Deceased Inmates 
The institution or g?m~ity work center will notify the trust accounting Senior 
Accountant when ali inmate dies. 
11· \\ . 
The institution frfwork cente} will determine the disposition of the inmate's account 
balance and ndtify the Senidr Accountant in writing according to Division of Prisons 
\ ' 
Directive 312.02.0~~_;peath of an Inmate. 
The Senior Accountant will hav~I checks prepared and the account will be 
closed and made inactive. (r ) 
\\ 
05.05.03. Inmate Management Fund -'~-
Inmate Management Fund purchases will b~Q-ed in the STARS system by 
accountant technicians throughout the Departmenr"'of C6r~ction in accordance with the 
procedures in Management Services DiVision~ctiVe 114.03.03.014, Inmate 
Management Fund. V ~
05.05.04. Postage Payable and Prepaid Postage 0 
The trust fund account technician will monitor the prepaid postage..accoUnt-balance and 
periodically pay postage. r--
The inmate trust account technician uses the IDOC TRUST system to print the checks 
to pre-pay the metered mail accounts. 
The postage payable account for HQ is closed at the end of each month by generating 
a check to the Department of Correction. 
05.05.05. Sales Tax Payable 
The Inmate Trust Senior Accountant posts the five percent (5%) sales tax charged to 
the sales to the Sales Tax Payable G/L account. 
On or before the 2oth of each quarter, a check is written to the Idaho State Tax 
Commission to pay for sales tax generated from department miscellaneous sales. 
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The Account Technician will complete a Summary for Batch Input form and enter the 
batch into the inmate trust account system. 
The system posts the data to the affected G/L accounts and generates a check for the 
payable. 
05.05.06. Hobby Shop 
Completed request fo[ms are submitted to the fiscal office for hobby purchases. The 
purchase amount on!he·d~slip must include a five percent (5%) surcharge. 
All hobby purchU~ are cJr:ged a five percent (5%) surcharge that is debited to the 
G/L Hobby Accbont. The surcharge is automatically posted to the Hobby Account by 
'\ ..... . 
the Inmate Trust A~System. 
The Account Clerk will enter tho/i~into the Inmate Trust Account System. 
r( ll 
The system will generate a che,~ense. · 
05.05.07. Stale-Dated Checks~ ~ 
The Trust Fund Senior Accountant will review otitsttn'~ ahecks on a monthly basis. If 
a check is outstanding for twelve (12) mont'}s(tne"~h~~y be considered stale-dated 
and voided off the IDOC TRUST accounting--system~ 
If an inmate requests an outstanding check be voided from the0account, the inmate 
must submit a signed withdrawal slip authorizing the department/9' charge their account 
for all fees assessed by the bank to process the stop payment ~cl!lrrentlf-this amount is 
twenty 'dollars ($20.00)). r 
05.05.08. Photocopies, Metered Mail and Medical Payment Withdrawals 
The mail officer, resource center manager and medical contractor will submit all 
completed inmate withdrawal slips to the prison Account Technician or work center 
Administrative Assistant at their facility on a daily basis. 
The prison Account Technician and the community work center Administrative Assistant 
are responsible for processing inmate photocopy, metered mail and medical payment 
withdrawal slips on a daily basis for the inmates at their facility. 
If the inmate is indigent the withdrawal slip will be set aside and no fe.e will be charged 
to the inmate's account. 
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Medical withdrawal slips are charged against the inmate's account and the fees are 
placed into a corresponding payable account. 
The Inmate Accounts Account Technician will close the medical payable account on a 
monthly basis and issue a check to the Idaho Department of Correction for the amount 
of medical fees collected from the previous month. 
05.0.5.09. Attachments and Inmate Payables 
All court orders ;0~tions from inmate accounts (child support, court-ordered 
restitution, and G~Uit fees) "wm go to the inmate banking account clerk. The Inmate 
Account Clerk w'illlset up thelotder in the trust accounting attachment module. 
The Account Cl~int:n the original court orders on file. 
The system will check the attaeh~ainst any receipts entered anywhere in the 
system and generate a system(ia.·/tch to p.a-.} ~ l~e approprtate order. 
The check will reside in the prir\t\iu~} · 
'.:.':::_ _ _...,/ /' 
When the Account Clerk prints the daily check('an0system generated attachment 
checks will be prtnted. / ~)) 
The .check signer will sign the check using the{y~:.:g~nerated batch as back up. 
The check will go to the receptionist to be mailed. 
05.05.10. Suspended Accounts ~ 
Inmate accounts can be suspended by Wardens, Deputy ,~ardens, Investigative and 
Disciplinary Hearing Officers, Community Work Center Managers, Deputy Attorney 
Generals, Senior Accountants, Financial Executive Officer, Division Administrators, or 
the Director for a pending DOR, escape, investigation, court order, or accounting 
purpose. 
Each institution will designate a Financial Technician, Office Specialist, or 
Administrative Assistant to monitor their suspended accounts to minimize the time the 
account is suspended. 
The employee who initiated the suspension must inform inmate banking in writing when 
the suspension is to be reversed. 
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If an inmate's trust account has been suspended for three (3) months or more, the 
Senior Accountant of Trust Accounting will contact the employee who initialized the 
suspension. If the reason for the suspension, or if the employee, who initialized the 
suspension, can not be determined, the Senior Accountant can reverse the suspension. 
05.06.00. Uncorrectable anc;t Unclaimed Property - Inmate Accounts 
Once a month the Trust Fund Senior Accountant will generate a list of inmate accounts 
that are inactive and or~in history. A copy of the list will be given to the department's 
internal auditor ~~ 
The Senior Acqofnt~.n~ will~aintain an on,.going file of the status of history/inactive 
accounts. The rn<!b.ument attempts. to locate offenders_ with balances 
Inmate accounts ~e deemed uncolled1ble and written off 1f: 
001. The inmate owe{rnqhe Department of Correction for indigent 
supplies received during their incarceratio~ . 
002. The probability of\,~e monies,o~ by the inmate is remote; and 
. 003. The. Trust Fund Senior Accoun}a~a\Yze the_ debt and write the 
obllgat1on off against the corresponding paya91e"8f~~IJ..tlQ.e. medical fees against the 
medical payable, postage and metered mail'againsf'tl:lfilMF). 
The IDOC Financial Executive Officer will approve all write-offs. 0 
fj 
The Senior Accountant will review inactive accounts on an annual-basi§Jh accordance 
State of Idaho unclaimed property procedures. (/_._... ..... 
The Internal Auditor will audit inactive and history accounts at least semi-annually. 
05.07.00. Reconciliation/Review 
The Trust Fund Senior Accountant will reconcile the Trust Account General Ledger 
(G/L) to the bank statement monthly (see Exhibit C: Reconciliation). 
The Trust Fund Account Technician is responsible for reviewing the daily checking 
account balance and determining when money should be transferred into the checking 
account from the trust account's savings account. Money should be transferred as 
often as needed to maximize the return on the trust's banking accounts. 
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The Trust Fund Senior Accountant is responsible for reviewing the IDOC Trust General 
Ledger for errors and for reviewing the account receivable accounts for unusual or large 
balances. 
05.08.00 Inmate Banking Access 
The Senior Accountant of the Inmate Trust Account will give access to the Offender 
System. 
The Senior Accoyn~\_the Fin~ncial Executive Officer will have access to all 
phases of the Jn~mate BanJ<ip9 portion of the Offender System; ATTACH MENU, 
BATSTMT, CHE~KREG, GHKRECON, CIINCOME, GLBAL, GLBATCH, GLDAIL Y, 
GLPOST, IBAcis._.AL, IBINACTIVE, IBINTRST, IBOFFBAL, IBSUSPEND, IMBATCH, 
OFFSTMT,OFFT~S~~RTCHECK,PRTRECPT,QLBATCH,QMBATCH,QTCHECK, 
QTDOC NUMBER-;--QTIBHISJ,····-,:J3EP.._RTCHECK, REPRTRECPT, RPFACBAL, 
RPINDGNT, RPINTRST, RP9Ff.=BAL-:--·~~TVOIDCHK, SAVRECON, VOIDGLCHK, 
VOIDIMCHK, and VOID RECPf./ ;t ) 
d l 
The Fiscal Financial TechniciaQ'Will h§,ve;/ATTACH MENU, BATSTMT, CHECKREG, 
CHKRECON, CIINCOME, GLBAt.:::.,GL::BATCH, S3t:QAILY, IBACTBAL, IBOFFBAL, 
IBSUSPEND, IMBATCH, OFFSTMT, OFFTRNS,,,P~-TC,H~CK, PRTRECPT, QLBATCH, 
QMBATCH, QTCHECK, QTDOC NUMBER, _>.lTl~HIST';\~EPRTRECPT, RPFACBAL, 
RPINDGNT, RPINTRST, RPTVOIDCHK, SAV~EG,S)tJ, ~01DGLCHK, VOIDIMCHK, and 
VOIDRECPT. </ ,-::::::;,/ 
The Fiscal Financial Support Technician will have the follo~fr(g access; ATTACH 
MENU, GLBATCH, IBACTBAL, IBOFFBAL, IBUSUPEND, IMBATCH, OFFSTMT, 
PRTCHECK, PRTRECPT, QLBATCH, QMBATCH, QTCHESK{ ...... GffDCJ8 NUMBER, 
QTIBHIST, QTRECPT, RPFACBAL, RPINDGNT, VOll?)GtCHi<,° VOIDIMCHK, 
VOIDRECPT, CIINCOME. (,/ 
The Fiscal Office Specialist I will have the following access; ATTACH MENU, 
IBACTBAL, IBOFFBAL, IMBATCH, PRTRECPT, QTDOC NUMBER, QTIBHIST, 
QTRECPT, RPFACBAL, IBSUSPEND, QMBATCH, and QTCHECK. 
Mail Room officers and Financial Technicians at the institutions will have the following 
access; IBACTBAL (FACILITY), IBOFFBAL, IMBATCH, QTDOC NUMBER, 
PRTRECPT (FACILITY), QMBATCH (FACILITY), QTCHECK, QTIBHIST, QTRECPT, 
RPINDGNT (FACILITY), QTATTACH from the Attach Menu, AND RPOFFBAL 
(FACILITY). 
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Investigation and Disciplinary officers will have the following access; IBOFFBAL, 
QTDOC NUMBER, QMBATCH (FACILITY), QTCHECK, QTIBHIST, and QTRECPT. 
All other access will be considered on a case by case basis. 
Chief, Division of/Management Services 
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Standardized Definitions List /A"\ 
Immediate Family-Offenders: The immediat7family of an inmate is (1) the mother or 
father of the inmate, including step parent, (2ttne bfatfler~1lister of the whole or half (1/2) 
blood or by adoption, or the stepbrother or stepsister ofthe inmate, (3) the wife or husband 
of the inmate, as proved by marriage license or other operation of lafvl(4) the natural child, 
adopted child, or stepchild of the inmate, (5) the grandparents of blo_od relation to the 
inmate, or (6) the grandchildren of blood relation to the inmate. [~ 
Indigent Offender: An offender whose offender trust account balance-has (1) been less 
than the current price of a franked, first-class envelope availab,thfough the commissary, 
and (2) had no deposits, for 30 consecutive days. 
Manager: An employee appointed to manage, direct, and control a designated work unit. 
Managers include division chiefs, deputy division chiefs, facility heads, deputy wardens (or 
second-in-commands), district managers, designated lieutenants, program managers, or 
any appointed unit manager. 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this standard operating procedure (SOP) is to establish a standardized 
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SCOPI; 
This SOP applies to all IDOC correctional facilities, to include community work centers 
(CWC) and in-state IDOC-contracted correctional facilities (such as the Idaho Correctional 
Center [ICC]). 
RESPONSIBILITY 
The Fiscal Unit (located at Central Office) will be responsible for the overall management 
and maintenance of an offender's trust accounts. 
Facility heads (or designees) are responsible for implementing this SOP and ensuring staff 
members adhere to the guidelines provided herein. 
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General Requ7~ ................................................................................................. 3 
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GENERAL REQUIREMENT~ · · 
1. Offender Trus~rposits 
Offender trus~fcounts a110Joffenders to make purchases and satisfy debts and financial 
obligations. Money deposited into an offender's trust accounts must be in the form of a 
cashier's chec~rfayr.ell~check, money order, or facility deposit (i.e., offender wages earned 
at a facility) or reirnbar'8ments~ 
Personal checks WIii not ,Hrlll be returned to the sender. Personal Checks {{ ___ ... _.., _J) 
Cash ~ 
If cash is received in the facility, which is not al}a-Av~d method of receipt, it will be 
accepted and deposited into the offender's trust.accou~'if the offender's name and 
IDOC number are provided. In this event, th~offender mu\t be notified to inform the 
sender that cash is not an approved met~d to "cierlesit..fn6ney. Cash will be considered 
the property of the State of Idaho and wiir'not be returned if the offender and the sender 
are unknown. fl 
Note: When a ewe work release offender receives tips, the mdn~y will be converted to 
a money order at the expense of the offender. The ewe will d~~ir.1e~hat point the 
money order will be obtained, for example, (a) each offender,.wilLpurchase his own 
money order; (b) tip money will be counted, collected, and sign~d for as the offender 
,( " returns from work; (c) when the aggregated amount totals two hundred dollars ($200), a 
money order will be purchased and sent to the Fiscal Unit (located at Central Office). 
Note: If money is determined to be contraband (see SOP 402.02.01.001, Mail Handling 
in Correctional Facilities) it will be converted to a money order and turned over to the 
Idaho State Treasurer's Office. 
Money Orders 
Any money order that is five hundred dollars ($500) or more will be posted to the 
offender's trust account. The account will then be suspended for 1 O business days to 
allow the funds to be cleared by both the sending and the receiving banking location. 
International money orders will cost the offender fifty dollars ($50) to deposit. The fifty 
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international money order is fifty dollars ($50) or less, the money order will be returned to 
the sender. 
All correctional facilities except CWCs and the South Boise Women's Correctional 
Center {SBWCC) -- Money orders that are sent from friends and family must be mailed 
directly to the offender's current housing facility. 
CWCs and SBWCC -- Money orders that are sent from friends and family should be 
mailed to the Fiscal Unit (located at Central Office). 
2. Offender Trust Savings 
Offenders who work in a prison industry enterprise (PIE) program are required to save five 
percent (5%) of their net income, or send five percent (5%) of their net income home for 
family support. MoneY. is deposited into the offender's trust savings account by an electronic 
transfer. Particip7ti~t;3f IE program is voluntary; offenders who participate in the PIE 
program must sign~n agr~ement stating they are aware of the minimum savings rule. Trust 
savings accOl{nJbalances a}J intended to be held until their release from the IDOC. Money 
may be transfe1red from theZdffender's trust savings account to the offender's trust account 
as long as the "tavings balance does not go below the minimum requirement defined in their 
signed agreemeht::::, 
3. Offender Trust Account State~ 
;offender trust account statem~tts will be p~ovided for offenders monthly, either from their 
.·housing facility or from the FiJq~I Unit (logite/d at Central Office). It is the offender's 
:responsibility to track balances ''(bttwe~~nder trust account statements. Copies of 
offender trust account statements wilfnot be provided"'ur\less approved by the facility head 
,(ordesignee). ~ )') 
4. Offender Requested Withdrawals from Off,1~'Fr,e.ccount 
Offenders may request payment to people or outside entities (e.g., family, payments for 
goods and services, legal expenses or obligations, child support, etd.)jby completing an 
Inmate Personal Funds Withdrawal Slip, (hereinafter referred to as ~ ;withdrawal slip'). A 
withdrawal slip is a three (3)-part form (white, yellow, pink). Funds that reg.uir~mailing must 
be submitted with a stamped envelope that is accurately addressEz_a to.If.ie-re·ce1ving party 
along with the withdrawal slip. ff 
Note: Work release offenders are also required to address court-ordered obligations in 
accordance with section 9. 
Withdrawal slips must include: offender name, IDOC number, offender initials, amount 
requested, date, reason for the request, and signature. Incomplete withdrawal slips will be 
returned to the offender for correction. 
Facility staff must verify that the withdrawal slip is from the appropriate offender by signing 
the withdrawal slip and ensuring that it is accompanied with an envelope (if the funds will be 
mailed) before it is sent to the Fiscal Unit (located at Central Office) for processing. 
Withdrawal slips that are not signed by staff will be returned to the facility by the Fiscal Unit 
for correction. 
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If approved for processing, facility staff will return the pink copy of the completed withdrawal 
slip to the offender; this will notify the offender that his withdrawal slip has been forwarded to 
the Fiscal Unit for processing. 
Checks that do not require mailing, typically for minimum or community custody offenders 
requiring services (e.g., driver's license fees, store runs, prepaid medical visits, bus or plane 
tickets, etc.) will be sent to the facility where the withdrawal slip originated from. : 
The Fiscal Unit will return the yellow copy of the withdrawal slip (with or without the check) to 
the requesting facility for forwarding to the offender. Receipt of the yellow copy notifies the 
offender that his requested withdrawal has been processed by the Fiscal Unit. The ; 
computerized banking system records will provide transaction information for staff. The 
white copy will be retained by the Fiscal Unit for retention and storage for seven (7) years. 
Withdrawal slips for offender trust accounts that have insufficient funds (see section 6) to 
process will beif'ed]1b,t~ facility. . 
Returned Che5k ;J _ 
If it becorrl~ necessary for a facility to return an un-cashed check to be reapplied to an 
offender's tr.fist account, staff will write 'void' on the face of the check and cut out , 
(remove and's~the signature before returning the check to the Fiscal Unit. 
Stop Payments ~ : 
Offenders requesting a 'stop payment' ol an un-cashed check must put the request in 
writing and submit a withdt~~al slip in tBe' amount of the current stop payment fee. 
(Facilities may contact the ~~c~I U!),it"§,~erify the current fee.) If an offender does not 
wish to ~ay the sto~ payment,fe-.e::outstanding o:ffe~d~r trust account checks will · 
automatically be voided 14 months after the date'1>f!1s~ue. 
5. Electronic Withdrawals from Offender Trufo.,~ 
Commissary Orders f') · 
Offender commissary order spending limits are determined by eagh division in · 
accordance with SOP 320.02.01.001, Property: State-issued a}nlif ff~ Personal 
Property. ~
Payments for commissary orders are withdrawn electronical)y from the offender's trust 
account. The electronic withdrawal occurs between the co~t commissary provider 
and the Offender Trust Accounting computer systems. 
Commissary orders submitted by indigent offenders (see section 10) will not be 
processed. 
The contract commissary provider will adjust or modify the commissary order for 
offenders whose trust account has insufficient funds (see section 6) to process the 
commissary order. ' 
Issues with commissary orders or refunds need to be addressed through the contract 
commissary provider. ; 
Postage and Photo Copies 
Withdrawal slips for postage and photo copy services will be processed by the facility 
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only), or the assigned facility accounting staff (as applicable) in accordance with SOPs 
402.02.01.001, Mail Handling in Correctional Facilities, and 405.02.01.001, Access to 
Courts. 
Withdrawal slips from offenders who are indigent or have insufficient funds will be 
handled in accordance with SOPs 402.02.01.001 and 405.02.01.001. · 
Issues with postage or photo copy charges need to be addressed through the facility 
staff from the respective areas. 
If an offender's trust account does not have sufficient funds, charges for postage and 
photo copies will continue to be applied until the offender is determined 'indigent' (see 
section 10). 
Medical Co-payments 
Charges for me~o-,payments will be processed by the facility contract medical 
provider in /~ebrdanc~with SOP 411.06.03.001, Medical Co-pay. 
Issues with medical co-Ja~ments need to be addressed through the facility contracted 
medical p{otider. ~ 
If an offend~'s.Jry_st!account does not have sufficient funds, the medical co-pay will 
continue to be applied untir~er~ determined 'indigent' (see section 10) .. 
Child Support Withholdingsrf estituti~nd Court Filing Fees 
Al.I court orders for withholding child sup>~brt, restitution, and court filing fees that are 
received by the Fiscal Unit\fQcated 9(Central Office) will be set up and entered into the 
~ ____ ,,, 
Offender Trust Accounting attacfiment module. ~ 
Note: Monetary gifts are not exempt from most"'attachr.rfents or offender trust account 
garnishments unless an order for child supej't~ithholdin°'g stipulates an exemption. 
Note: Offenders receiving wages from oafside of~-d/ptrtment (i.e., CWC work· 
release) will have the attachment taken from their ~wages ear~ed. Work release 
offenders are also required to address court-ordered obligations,in]accordance with 
section 9. . J f 
Unless specified in the court order, fifty percent (50%) of each Jetosit·made to the 
offender's trust account within a calendar month will be dedu~(ea-forchild support or 
restitution until the monthly court-ordered obligation has be~/satisfied or paid in full. 
Example: Child support ordered for two hundred dollars ($200) a month. 
On the 5th, a two hundred ($200) deposit is made to the offender's trust account. One 
hundred dollars ($100) will be deducted for child support, leaving a remaining court-
ordered obligation of one hundred dollars ($100). 
On the 15th, a one hundred dollar ($100) deposit is made to the account. Fifty dollars 
($50) will be deducted for child support, leaving a remaining court-ordered obligation of 
fifty dollars ($50). '. 
! 
On the 25th, a two hundred dollar ($200) deposit is made to the account. Only the 
remaining court-ordered obligation of fifty dollars ($50) will be deducted for child s:upport. 
When the offender has a court order for (a) restitution or court fees, and (b) child 
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obligation will be paid first and the restitution or court fees will be paid second). When 
there is a primary obligation and a secondary obligation, the primary obligation will 
continue to be deducted at a rate offifty percent (50%) for each deposit made, and the 
secondary obligation will be deducted at a rate of twenty-five percent (25%) for each 
deposit made until the court-ordered obligations have been satisfied or paid in full. 
Note: The deduction rates described above will continue each month until a party'. to the 
court order modifies the order or the court-ordered obligations are satisfied or paid in 
full. 
Note: Offenders may voluntarily pay child support, restitution, and fines in accordance 
with section 4. 
Disciplinary Restitution 
When an offend~eives an Offender Disciplinary Restitution Order in accordance 
with SOP 31'8.02.01.cioK_oisciplinary Procedures: Offender, any restitution ordered will 
be automatically deducted by the Fiscal Unit. If the offender has sufficient funds in his 
trust accoMt to pay thelQfdered obligation in full, one hundred percent (100%) of the 
ordered amount will be deducted from the account. If the offender does not have 
sufficient fu~a"'s-in-nis trust account to pay the obligation in full, the balance on the 
account will beciecfucted and..§11afiac.hment will be placed on the account for the' 
remaining ordered obligatict::~ffifess"aicafted by the facility head (or division chief), fifty 
percent (50%) of each def?osit made to the offender's trust account within a calendar 
month will be deducted uriti( the orderel obligation is paid in full. 
~_// . 
6. Insufficient Balances to Cover Witffdrawals ,&_ 
When an offender requested withdra;al (see sectionA)'isJ,ubmitted and the offender does 
not have sufficient funds in his trust account to satisfy the retjuest, the withdrawal slip will be 
returned to the originating facility for forward!r:1tto't~,Q_ffe1J.iiE/r. The withdrawal slip will be 
stamped 'insufficient funds'. v ~
When multiple withdrawals are submitted at the same time or on thefsame day (offender 
requested or electronic withdrawals), and the offender does not ha'ie,~ufficient funds in his 
trust account to satisfy the withdrawals, the withdrawals will be re,~offender. 
7. Commissary Purchased Phone Time ff 
If the offender has commissary purchased phone time remaining on his phone account but 
the remaining time is not sufficient to cover the cost of placing another call, and he does not 
have sufficient funds to purchase additional phone time through the commissary, he can 
request that funds be moved from his trust account to his phone account to cover the cost of 
a call. 
Example: The offender has two dollars and eighty cents ($2.80) on his phone account. The 
cost to place a phone call is three dollars and forty cents ($3,40). The offender can request 
that sixty cents (60¢) be withdrawn from his trust account for payment to his phone account. 
Refunds 
Phone time purchased through the commissary can only be refunded when an off~nder 
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vacated. All refund requests must be sent to the phone contract officer (located at 
Central Office). Phone time is non-refundable under any other circumstance. 
Note: The Fiscal Unit will not generate a refund check for amounts less than one dollar 
($1 ). 
Offenders who are close to their release dates, are encouraged to spend down their 
purchased phone time and only purchase the amount of time needed to get them by 
until their release. 
8. Offender-to-Offender Fund Transfers 
Offenders are prohibited from transferring funds to other offenders. However, exceptions 
may be made for offenders who are immediate family (see the definitions section). 
To transfer funds j9~Jlt!_mediate family member, the sending offender must submit 
appendix A, 01qiier-to-Offender Funds Transfer Request Form, to his facility head (or 
designee). If 9pproved by t~e}sendi~g offender's facility head (or designee), the recipient 
offender's facility head (or de,signee) must also approve the transfer. 
. ~'\... ' 
Recipient Not H~n an /DOC Facility 
In addition to the above guidan~e~oth the sending and recipient offender's facility 
heads (or designees) appro~sthe transter, the sending offender must forward to the 
• • > 'Y' l'"l 
Fiscal Unit {located at Central Office) the approved transfer request form and a self-
addressed stamped envel~yo the recipient offender. 
9. Typical Financial Obligations for ... cWe'Work Releas'e~ffenders 
CWC work release offenders are required to addrels,tMir,own CWC financial obligations. 
CWC maintenance, van (except for religious ser/icefs), and\l~undry fees will be assessed in 
accordance with SOP 605.02.01.002, Work ffe6Je~Y.otren&e}. ,~ "~./ 
Note: In accordance with SOP 605.02.01.001, Furlougn';van fees will not be assessed for 
transport to religious services. f) 
Work release offenders are also expected to be financially responsi,~t with spending and 
budgeting. Sending money to an immediate family member or spe2ding-mone_y on 
themselves or an immediate fa~i~y (e.g., clothing_, shop~ing) sh9u1_9~be~nable ~nd 
approved by CWC staff. The facility head (or des1gnee) 1s resp..9ns1ble for any spending 
decisions outside of the minimum requirements described in thi! SOP. 
Note: Saving for release and paying outstanding CWC financial obligations should be the 
primary financial goal for each CWC work release offender. 
ewe Medical Requirements 
While at a CWC, work release offenders will comply with the medical care and payment 
requirements described in directive 401.04.03.004·, Access to Health Care. 
Cost of Supervision (COS) Fees and Court-ordered Restitution and Fines 
While at a ewe, it is mandatory for work release offenders to agree to pay valid, 
outstanding COS fees and all court-ordered restitutions and fines. The ewe requires 
that work release offenders have five hundred dollars ($500) in their trust accounts 
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monthly payments. Any disputes related to payments due to the courts will be addressed 
by the offender directly with the court. Any disputes related to outstanding COS fee 
payments will be addressed by the offender directly with his case manager (designee). 
Note: Payment requirements will not change if an amount is in dispute. Refunds may be 
necessary depending on resolution of the disputed amount. 
The standard minimum payment for outstanding COS fees, restitution, and fines is ten 
percent (10%) of the offender's trust account balance (rounded up or down to an even 
dollar amount), which is due on the 1st of each month (even if the required payment will 
drop the offender's trust account balance below five hundred dollars [$500]). This allows 
,offenders an opportunity to save a greater portion of their earnings. Each payment will 
be split in half (50/50) and disbursed to each debt (COS and court-ordered} until one (1) 
is satisfied or paid in full, then the ten percent (10%} payments will be applied to the 
remaining de~t.~ 
Note: The '9,ove payment obligation is a minimum. If desired, offenders may pay more 
towards opt~tandin cds}tees and restitution and fines. 
Financial Su~\ct,_ to_an 1::ediate Family Member 
CWC work r~ase~ffenders ~y.:_request family support withdrawals from their trust 
accounts to provide financial/assi§tanc"e,for their immediate family members. A work 
release offender must have?minimum''b'alance of five hundred dollars ($500) in his trust 
account before family supp9rt will be considered. All other CWC financial obligations 
must be addressed and de .. ~cted befgre)vithdrawals for family support will be 
processed. Amounts forfar'iil!t--~RP()~Will not exc\ed ten percent (10%) of the 
offender's trust account balance-(after all other deductions), or the amounts must be 
equal (dollar for dollar) to the payments made J~di"e~tstanding COS fees and court-
ordered obligations. The facility head (or designe'e) is ~SP.onsible for any spending 
decisions made outside of the minimum req,ii-uiferrtents disbribed herein. 
v' ~ 
Personal Property: Commissary Items and Phone Cards f) 
Once employed, CWC work release offenders are responsible for providing their own 
clothing, hygiene and commissary items. Property limits and tyP,~J must be in 
accordance with SOPs 320.02.01.001, Property: State-issued Jnb_Offenaer Personal 
Property and 320.02.01.002, Property: Religious. Facility headt(or11esignees) are 
responsible for ensuring that work release offenders do no~ufchase or overspend for 
personal property items. Considerations for 'need vs. want' should take precedence. In 
addition, consideration for all other financial obligations and savings should be evaluated 
prior to allowing personal spending based on 'wants'. 
Consumable commissary spending limits are determined by each division in accordance 
with SOP 320.02.01.001, Property: State-issued and Offender Personal Property. 
ewes are equipped with payphones for offenders to use. ewe work release offenders 
may be allowed cash limits as determined by SOP 320.02.01.001. Phone cards may be 
purchased by family and/or friends and mailed into the ewe. 
10. Indigent Offenders 
If an offender temporarily leaves an IDOe facility (e.g., same day court appearances, or 
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period of having no deposits made to his trust account, the 30 consecutive day countdown 
will stop and begin anew when the offender returns to IDOC custody. 
Indigent Offenders on Work Release 
An indigent offender who goes to a CWC for work release will be assessed van and 
laundry fees regardless of his indigent status. Van (except for religious services) and 
laundry fees will be assessed in accordance with SOP 605.02.01.002, Work Release: 
Offender. 
Note: In accordance with SOP 605.02.01.001, Furlough, van fees will not be assessed 
for transport to religious services. 
When work release wages are deposited, the outstanding van and laundry fees will be 
assessed as applicable. 
~ 11. Offender Trust,1\Yccount Balances of Escaped or Walk-away Offenders 
If an offender tscapes fromfl~OC custody (other than a CWC), the facility head (or 
designee) will,il!lmediately ~quest that the offender's trust account be suspended (see 
section 13) to a~ss-a'1d collect any fees or pay any outstanding debts accrued while in 
custody. Escape or-walk-away a~qeiated costs and overtime hours that other agencies 
may accrue during the search 9.tar.1,Qffend'g_\who escapes or walks-away, may be assessed 
and collected in accordance witb~ue process procedures described in SOP 318.02.01.001, 
Disciplinary Procedures: OffeJcfer. The facili~ head (or designee) will ensure that the Fiscal 
Unit (located at Central Office1).f~ceives thli~formation needed to collect any fees and 
outstanding debts described in';;t11is~cti6nl 
In the event of a walk-away from ~~he facility.,.iQ,(or designee) will immediately 
request that the offender's trust account be susp~119ed (~~section 13) to assess and 
collect any outstanding debts accrued while~~- ) J 
If a CWC work release offender has agreedlo"pay resti!Q!i._on, other court-ordered fees, or 
outstanding COS fees accumulated while on probation or parole as described in the Work 
Release Agreement (see SOP 605.02.01.002, Work Release: OffenbJr) or similar 
document, all remaining funds (including pending work release payJ01i) at the time of the 
escape or walk-away will be paid per the agreement. The facility hJaE_( w:.,_ciesignee) will 
ensure that the Fiscal Unit receives the information (to include a si6ned-eopy'""of the 
agreement) needed to pay the amounts described in this secti~ 
When recaptured, any remaining offender trust account balance is subject to restitution if the 
offender is found guilty of a disciplinary offense, in accordance with SOP 318.02.01.001, 
Disciplinary Procedures: Offender. 
When the offender is recaptured, any funds remaining in the offender's trust account that is 
not used to pay restitution or fees described in this section will remain in the offender's trust 
account and the account unsuspended for the offender to access. · 
If the offender is not recaptured within two (2) years, the offender's trust account will be 
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In the event of an offender's death, the facility staff responsible for managing the process 
(typically the facility head [or designee]) will request that the offender's trust account be 
suspended (see section 13) within one (1) business day. 
The facility will manage the offender's estate in accordance with directive 312.02.01.001, 
Death of an Inmate, and inform the Fiscal Unit (located at Central Office) financial specialist 
senior (or designee) of what can be expected to happen with the deceased offender's trust 
account (e.g., commi!?sary credits, wages due, postage for property, cremation charges). 
If there is a balance after all deposits and expenses are processed, the same staff member 
who suspended the offender's trust account will provide the financial specialist senior (or 
designee) instructions of where to send the remaining account balance. 
13. Suspended Offencl~nl'st Accounts 
Offender trust ~c,nts ccJi '\e suspended (i.e., frozen) by the director of the IDOC, a 
manager (or designee), theivestigative or disciplinary hearing officer, the financial 
executive offiJ~~ fina~ncial specialist senior, or deputy attorneys general who represent the 
IDOC. ,~ 
Reasons for suspenaing an offen_p_?r'strust account includes, but is not limited to: 
• Pending disciplinary act~}require restitution to be paid; 
• Removal from a ewe~ disciplin,J'.asons; 
• An escape or walk-away;~,) 
• Investigations; 
• Court orders; or 
• Accounting purposes. 
Requests for suspending an offender's trust account must be in writing (electronic mail [e-
mail] or memorandum) and sent to the Fiscal Unit (located at Centra'i Office) financial 
specialist senior (or designee). // 
I Note: Suspensions should not exceed 90 days. J ~ 
The employee who initiated the suspension must inform the finaiefulspecialist senior, in 
writing, when the suspension can be reversed or lifted. V 
When an account has been suspended and all account activity ceases (e.g., the offender's 
wages are applied and/or van and laundry fees are assessed), and the offender was 
removed from the CWC (see section 14), up to fifty percent (50%) of the offender's trust 
account balance can be used to pay any outstanding: 
• COS fees or court-ordered restitution and fines; 
• COS fees accumulated while on probation or parole; or 
• Debts owed to the courts. 
14. Offender Removed from a ewe for Disciplinary Reasons 
Any offender removed from a CWC for disciplinary reasons in accordance with SOP 
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(see section 13) for the purpose of assessing and collecting any outstanding debts accrued 
while at the ewe. 
If the offender has cash in his possession, it will be taken and converted to a money order in 
accordance with section 1. 
I Note: For contraband money, also see section 1. 
15. Offender Released from IDOC Custody 
An offender being released from IDOC custody who has an offender trust account or 
offender trust savings account balance will receive those funds in the form of a check upon 
his release. Upon receiving written notice from the Commission of Pardons and Parole, 
Central Records Unit (located at Central Office), or the facility, the Fiscal Unit (located at 
Central Office) will p_g~pare a check for the offender. 
/_"'"'- ... ~ 
If an offender ha}o~ding expenses (e.g., maintenance, van, and laundry fees) still 
owing, those e~penses will be deducted from his trust accounts prior to closing them. CWC 
staff will provitle the Fiscal ltJit with the outstanding expense details and amounts owing. 
\ \. 
Generally the check will be mailed to the releasing facility (or picked up from the Fiscal Unit ...... ~
by CWC staff foraeliii.ery to the offender:) prior to the offender's release; however, there may 
be times when it is necessary fo£a,p-offemf:e{ to (a) personally pick up the check from the RE:~::~~n~~ or (b) arrange for [iscal )} mail the check to him. 
Appendix A, Offender-to-Offende~Transfer Requ\est Form 
Directive 312.02.01.001, Death of an Inmate ~"' 
Directive 401.04.03.004, Access to Health c,:e~'- } . 
Standard Operating Procedure 318.02.01.0fJ,VDisclpli~rocedures 
Standard Operating Procedure 320.02.01.001, Property: State-issJue~'and Offender 
Personal Property I / 
Standard Operating Procedure 320.02.01.002, Property: Religious ~ 
Standard Operating Procedure 402.02.01.001, Mail Handling in [/vectional Facilities 
Standard Operating Procedure 405.02.01.001, Access to Gou/& 
Standard Operating Procedure 411.06.03.001, Medical Co-pay 
Standard Operating Procedure 605.02.01.002, Work Release: Offender 
State of Idaho, Idaho State Treasurer's Officer (www.sto.idaho.gov) 
- End of Document -
000353
IDAHO DEPARTM.ENT.OF CORR.ECTION 
Offender-to-Offender Funds Transfer Request Form 
Transferring Offender's Information 
Name: ------------- IDOC#: ___ _ Last, First, Middle 
Facility: ____________ _ 
The immediate family relationship to the recipient offender is: 
D Parent D Sibling D Spouse D Child D Grandparent D Grandchild 
Type of transfer: D One-time D On-going Amount: -----
Signature Date 
Note: You must fill out an Inmate Personal Funds Withdrawal Slip each time you wish to 
transfer funds to your immediate family member. The Inmate Personal Funds 
Withdrawal Slip must be completely and correctly filled out and signed by your facility 
staff member, even if you already have a signed approval form on file. If the Inmate 
Personal Funds Withdrawal Slip is not filled out correctly, it will be returned to you 
unprocessed. 
Recipient Offender's Information 
Name:------------- IDOC#: ___ _ 
Last, First, Middle 
Facility: ____________ _ 
Facility Heads' Approval 
Transferring Offender's Facility Head (or designee) 
The requested transfer of funds is: D Approved D Not Approved 
Signature Date 
Recipient Offender's Facility Head (or designee) 
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It is the policy of the ,Boara\Qf Correction that the Department of Correction shall manage its 
fiscal responsibilities: fn ac6ordance with the Governmental Generally Accepted Accounting 
Practices (GAAP), ar1tj, the. ,layvs of the State of Idaho. 
\::::._-:::;./ 
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REFERENCES 
DEFINITIONS LJ 
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Compliance with Fiscal Directiv.es 
Budget Philosophy \g/ 
REFERENCES 
Department Policy 114, Fiscal Policy 
Governmental Generally Accepted Accounting Pra1!dJAAP) 
04.00.00. · DEFINITIONS a 
Financial Executive Officer. The title of the Bureau Chief of the fiscal office (located in the 
administrative office in Boise). · 
State Controller's Office. The title used to refer to that elected official's office. 
State Standard Accounting and Reporting System. Commonly refer-redhto'as STARS. 
. \\ / 
\_\./ 
05.00.00. PROCEDURE ). ( 
Ll 
It is the responsibility of department employees to comply with fiscal directives and 
philosophies to insure compliance with state code and legislative intent. 
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05.01.00. Compliance with Fiscal Directives 
Fiscal directives are 9gpffcable to all department of correction employees and are to be used in 
conjunction with ST .f..RS u~tr·s training information and formal memorandums pertaining to 
fiscal procedures. 'y 
The information in the fiscal directives provides a system for management to measure the 
performance and efficiency of individual departments. The directives are intended to help 
management focus responsibility through established methods of processing transactions. 
They should also assist all employees in knowing their minimal responsibilities and 
management's expectations regarding these responsibilities. 
It is the responsibility of the useq~ information to read and understand the fiscal 
procedures of the department. The~{l_sca!_;9ffice will provide technical assistance to users as 
needed. ~ 
05.02.00. Budget Philosophy 
Th~ Department of Correction is the "caretaker'' of funds belonging to the taxpayer and 
appropriated by the Legislature. As caretaker, it is the responsibility of all managers to keep in 
mind that only those expenses necessary, legalrand\appropriate are expended for the 
operation of the functional units of the department. f ,~ 
Administrators are caretakers for budget line itemsLallotted to them by the Director. They are 
responsible for not overspending budget line items. Administrators will be required to comply 
with procedures established by management services with regard to spending patterns and the 
department's financial/accounting systems. 
While administrators are responsible for the budgeted line items for their organizational units, 
funds appropriated by the Legislature belong to the department. T\h~re;f9re, adjustments to an 
organizational unit's budget may be necessary for the good o(,t~e agency. Decisions 
regarding adjustments will be recommended to the Director by the F,irfancial Executive Officer 
following consultation with the administrator affected. Li 
The Director, through the Financial Executive Officer of the Department of Correction, is the 
caretaker for the department's funds as appropriated by the Legislature. The Board of 
Correction has delegated to the Financial Executive Officer the authority for the following: 
001. Planning, designing, implementing, maintaining and auditing the agency's 
automated and manual accounting system and sub-systems for all organizational 
units. 
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002. Supervising the maintenance and processing of all manual and automated 




Deve19yrng:accounting/financial procedures for all organizational units. 
Ii ~ 
Assuring acc1;1rate accounting for and costing of the agency's assets. 
~ 
Developing and preparing the agency's budget. 







Providing input in prorr~~nagement decision having fiscal implications. 
Establishing accounti~~ancial controls for all organizational units. 
Coordinating, negotiating and fiscally administering contracts for all 
organizational units. 
Participating in decision making on approval or disapproval of areas of budgets 
for all organizational units. 
Making and/or recommending tr~~~J) of budget line items to address 
deficiencies within the department. [ /-·-·· 
Li 


























This document was approved by Susan Fujinaga, acting chief of the Division 
of Management Services, on 9/29/10 (signature on file). 
BOARD OF COR~. ECJl0N,IDAP. A RULE NUMBER 
None n 
POLICY STATEMENT NUMBER 114 
Fiscal Policy ~ 
POLICY DOCUMENT NUMBER 11~ 
Fiscal Policy 
DEFINITIONS 
Standardized Definitions List ~ 
Manager: An employee appointed to manage, dire~( and''cpqtrol a designated work unit. 
Managers include division chiefs, deputy divisio'n,c~efs, facility heads, deputy wardens (or 
second-in-commands), district managers, d~ignateck~~nts, program managers, or 
any appointed unit manager. ./) . 
Program Cost Account (PCA) Code: A five character alphanumeric code entered 1n the 
! ' Statewide Accounting and Reporting System (STARS} that is used Jojidentify a specific 
program structure. }I::::::-~ 
Statewide Accounting and Reporting System {STARS): The State of Idaho's Office of the 
State Controller's computer system that is used for processing~n~ reporting accounting 
transactions. 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this standard operating procedure (SOP) is to establish a standardized 
process for processing financial transactions and documents related to offenders. 
SCOPE 
This SOP applies to all Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) employees and correctional 
facilities, to include community work centers (CWC) and in-state I DOC-contracted 
correctional facilities (such as the Idaho Correctional Center [ICC]). 
j Note: Hereafter, all of the above will be referred to as 'facilities'. 
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RESPONSIBILITY 
Chief of the Division of Management Services 
The chief of the Division of Management Services (or designee) is responsible for 
overseeing and monitoring the provisions provided herein. 
Executive Financial Officer 
The executive financial officer (or designee) shall be responsible for implementing this 
SOP and for ensuring IDOC employees and contractors are practicing the guidelines, 
standards, and procedures provided herein. 
Financial Specialist Senior 
The designate~ial specialist senior (located in the Fiscal Unit at Central Office) 
shall be resjionsible for.:u1uaintaining the Offender Trust Accounting computer system. 
Financial Te{lician(s) " 
The desigh~ted financial technician(s) (located in the Fiscal Unit at Central Office) shall 
be responsible:@l.closing an offender's trust account, transitioning funds, reconciling 
offender receivables and offender-payrqll receivables, processing offender payrolls, and 
making nightly deposits. / / \\ 
Note: All offender receipts,fllithdrawal ef!ips, and offender attachments shall only be 
processed by a designate~ f.iscal UniJ-tirlancial technician(s). 
~ 
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
1. Incoming Funds 
The Fiscal Unit (located at Central Office) shall deposit incom~lng 
sources into the State of Idaho miscellaneous revenue fund, ----: 
• Telephone revenue 
• Commissary revenue 
• Vending revenue 
• Laundry revenue 
• Donation revenue, 
S 'IS/~'-• oc,a( /cunty revTJe 
2. Deposit Prep'r,e_tion Procedures 
Telephone Reve~ _. 
The vendor will send the telepncfoe.J~vE?nue receipt and telephone revenue check to the 
designated Fiscal Unit fina/ciaftechnician, and the following process steps shall be used 
to process telephone revE:infe: ) l 
Functional Roles and 
Res onsibilities 
Fiscal Unit Financial 
Technician 
Fiscal Unit Financial 
Technician 
Fiscal Unit Financial 
Technician 
\\ )l 




.--Forward the telephon~ revenue receipt to the 
Evaluation a~,Coriiplia,nce Unit (located at Central 
Office) t9r/verification bf",information; and 
• Place tHe, 
• until the Evaluation and Compliance Unit 
approves the telephone revenu~eceipt for 
rocessin . f I 
• Ensure that the commission a~bunt per facility is 
provided by the telephone vendbr~~tered into a 
spreadsheet (i.e., a Fiscal lJ~it'internal tracking 
sheet). (/' 
• Ensure that telephone revenue is tracked by the PCA 
code designated for the specific facility and revenue 
sub-object detail code. (See appendix A, Location 
PCA and Descri five Sub-ob'ecl Detail Codes. 
• Forward a copy of the spreadsheet and telephone 
revenue check to the designated Fiscal Unit financial 
technician; and 
• File copies of the· telephone revenue receipts and 
back-u documentation. 
1------,.-=---,----+-----1---,----,-
F is ca I Unit Financial 
Technician 4 
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Commissary Revenue 
Commissary revenue is the contractual sales percentage commission agreed upon by 
the IDOC and the commissary vendor. The revenue is calculated by taking gross 
commissary sales and subtracting the agreed upon percentage. The following process 
steps shall be used to process commissary revenue: 
Functional Roles and 
Responsibilities Step Tasks 
Once a week, reconcile the commissary vendor's invoice 
and the amount of commissary sales ( downloaded each 
day) by entering the invoice and sales information into a 
Fiscal Unit Finr 
spreadsheet (i.e., a Fiscal Unit internal tracking sheet}. 
Technician · )) 
Note: The spreadsheet shall be designed to add down and 
then across. When completed, the total photo ticket sales, 
profit, payment, and South Idaho Correctional Institution 
(SICI) vending will reflect in each column. The net sales for 
each facility will reflect at the end of each row. 
~} Using Reflections, make journal entries to move: 
/.•~E~h.!_acility's sales and sale returns to the net r mco~,account. 
Fiscal Unit Financial (. Photo ticket sales, profit, and SICI vending to the 
Technician 2 com~is!ary equity account. 
.f 
Pa'lment to the commissary payable account. 
'Note:-tb-days later, Qayment is sent to the commissary 
vendor. /1,, 
• Prepare the/commissary payment check payable to 
Fiscal Unit Financial / ' ' ) the vendor;-,anch, ) . 
Technician 3 • ForwataAhe v~dbr's check to the designated Fiscal 
Unit fin~ncial specialist senior. ;... 
• Prior to signing the vendor's co'inmissary payment 
I check, review the vendor's inv6i6e and commissary 
Fiscal Unit Financial sales spreadsheet for verificatioh ofJn~ation; 
Specialist Senior 4 J.f.-• When verification is completea,:sign-the check and 
obtain a second signature16n,the check; and .. ., 
• Mail the vendor's check to,the vendor . 
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Functional Roles and 
Res onsibilities Ste Tasks 
Fiscal Unit Financial 
Specialist Senior 




• During month end closing, use 
- in the GL Daily (a screen in the Reflections 
system) to run the commissary revenue; 
• Print the GL Daily Report and highlight the 
appropriate facility balances; and 
• Forward the highlighted GL Daily Report to the 
desi nated Fiscal Unit financial technician. 
Note: At month end closing, the commissary equity 
account will be closed (except for Central Office's, which is 
closed at the end of the fiscal year), and moved to the 
offender management account in the Offender Trust 
General Ledger. 
Note: The GL Daily Report will be coded with each facility's 
PCA code. (See appendix A, Location PCA and Descriptive 
St[b=-objegt Detail Codes.) 
/ • ..-code"'t~e GL Daily Report with each facility's PCA 
I / code '(see appendix A, Location PCA and Descriptive ( Sub-ob/ect Detail Codes); 
\ ~ • Gene1'ate an Offender Management Fund revenue 
~erflitt~nce chec},(payable to the IDOC); 
• · F~ard a co~y oftl:l,e GL Daily Report and 
remittance cli7.ekto.Jlie designated Fiscal Unit 
financial te'bq_hician; ~~ 
• File a ~cfp(of't~.,filate.,wide Accounting and 
Reporting System-(S:PARS) transfer batch and back-
u documentation e.g., the Gl/ts:>aily Report . 
--------------~ -'-------I 





. (See se~.· -1~fortr.1e account 
/,-· 
The vendor will send vending revenue checks to the designated Fiscal Unit financial 
technician, and the following process steps shall be used to process vending revenue: 
Functional Roles and 
Responsibilities Step Tasks 
Receive the vending revenue checks and enter the vending 
information into a spreadsheet (i.e., a Fiscal Unit Internal 
Fiscal Unit Financial 
tracking sheet). 
Technician 1 
Note: Ensure .that the vending revenue is tracked by the 
PCA code designated for the specific facility and revenue 
sub-object detail code. (See appendix A, Location PCA and 
Descriptive Sub-object Detail Codes.) 
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Tasks 
• Code the vending revenue checks and write the 
coding (i.e., PCA code and sub-object detail code) on 
the bottom of each check; 
• Make two (2) photocopies of each check; 
• Forward one photocopy of each check and the actual 
checks to the designated Fiscal Unit financial 
technician; and 
• File a copy of each check and back-up documentation 
in the miscellaneous revenue folder. 
t-=:-----:-..,--,--=-----t----t~-~ 
Fiscal Unit FinanciY- '- De osit 
Technician //~\ 
ff , 
Laundry Revenue , 
Offenders\1y~munity work centers (CWCs) fees for the use of washers and dryers. 
CWCs enter'theJist~f offend;,:and the amount they owe. 
On a monthly basis the desigpated1=~1 Unit financial technician shall close the laundry 
revenue account, preparela11aundry rev\~ue remittance check, and forward the check to 
the designated Fiscal Uni£ flnancial te,7cian. 
The designated Fiscal Un~,Jin~ncial)eqt:inician shall deposit 
. (See appendix A, Location 
PCA and Descriptive Sub-object Detail Codes),(Also ·see section 1 for the account 
number.) r ( '\'\ 
.Donation Revenue ~;I 
Offenders who want to become indigent donate their funds to the'Offender Management 
~~":·monthly basis the designated Fiscal Unit financial technicl/shall Include the 
donation revenue in the monthly end closing for the Offender M~nage~t,Fund. The 
following process steps shall be used to process donation reve'nue:.::...--
Functional Roles and 
Responsibilities 







• ~onth end closing, use 
.... in the GL Daily (a screen in the Reflections 
system) to run the donation revenue; 
• Print the GL Daily Report and highlight the 
appropriate facility balances; and 
• Forward the highlighted GL Daily Report to the 
desl nated Fiscal Unit financial technician. 
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Tasks 
• Code the GL Daily Report with each facility's PCA 
code (see appendix A, Location PCA and Descriptive 
Sub-object Detail Codes); 
• Generate an Offender Management Fund revenue 
remittance check (payable to the IDOC); 
• Forward a copy of the GL Daily Report and 
remittance check to the designated Fiscal Unit 
financial technician; and 
• File a copy of the STARS transfer batch and back-up 
1-=,----:-c-:--,:~,-----,~~i:::::...,----i----=d:.=.;ocumentation e.g., the GL Dally Re ort. 
Fiscal Unit Financial_,,..-,, 
Technician / / u 
t ( number. 
Social Securlty~ue 
The designated Fiscal Unit fir:iaoc~<:;hnician receives notification from the Social 
Security Administration (S$~)'when dirett deposits are sent to the Offender Trust 
Account at the bank. Soci~l;Security re~epue is incentive awards paid to the IDOC when 
the IDOC notifies the SSA\ t~at an offe9d1r is illegally receiving benefits. 
Note: The SSA is notified wt:ienJDGC,.information technology staff transmits the notice 
for the Fiscal Unit ....___...,.... /:>, 
The Fiscal Unit financial technician shall: ~( ) \ 
• Verify that the SSA paid, via EFT, tn~S~ial\~.§91:Jrity revenue and that payment 
has been posted to the bank; and V .....,...._::.,,..~ 
• Enter the deposit in the Off ender Trust General Ledger. 
3. Reconciliation 
The designated Fiscal Unit financial specialist senior shall review pe·Offender Trust General 
Ledger on a monthly basis. The Fiscal Unit financial specialist,'-(enior shall also review all 
revenue accounts for consistency and reasonableness. 
4. Reporting 
The designated Fiscal Unit financial specialist senior shall generate the following monthly 
reports: 
• Balance Sheet, 
• Statement of Activities (STARS), 
• Statement of Activities (Reflections), and 
• Revenue. 
These reports shall be sent to the budget analyst (located at Central Office) for distribution 
to the director of the IDOC and managers. 
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5. Internal Audit 
An IDOC internal auditor shall perform an internal control audit (as part of attestation) 
annually (or when there is a major change in the Offender Management Fund), except in 
years when audits are performed by the State of Idaho's Legislative Services Office, 
Legislative Audits Division. 
REFERENCES 
Appendix A, Location PCA and Descriptive Sub-object Detail Codes 
State of Idaho, Legislative Services Office (www.legislature.idaho.gov/lso/lso.htm) 
State of Idaho, Office of the State Controller (www.sco.idaho.gov) 
State of Idaho, Sta~treasurer's Office (www.sto.idaho.gov) 
( \\ - End of Document -
i IJ 
~~::) 
> <" .. ·~ ~,· 
/ 
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Location PCA and Descriptive Sub-object Detail Codes 
Location . 
EB-CWC 
East Boise Communit Work Center 
ICIO 
Idaho Correctional Institution - Orofino 
IF-CVVC 
Idaho Falls Communi Work Center 
IMSI 
Idaho Maximum Securit Institution 
ISCI 
Idaho State Correctional Institution 
N-CWC 
Nam a Communi Work Center 
NICI 
North Idaho Correctional Institution 
PWCC 
Pocatello Women's Correctional Center 
SAWC 
Saint Anthon Work Cam 
SBWCC 
South Boise Women's Correctional Center 
SICI 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
SICI-CWC 
South Idaho Correctional Institution Communit Work Center 
TF-CWC 
Twin Falls Communit Work Center 
Appendix A 
114.03.03.014 






* Interest is also deposited into the State of Idaho 
miscellaneous revenue fund. See section 1 of the 
SOP for the account number. 
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BOARD OF CORRE~PA RULE NUMBER 405 
Attorney Visitsland Court Pl<iceedings 
(( lJ 
POLICY STATEMENT NUMBER 405 
Access to Court~ 
POLICY DOCUMENT NUMBER 405 
Access to Courts 
DEFINITIONS A 
Standardized Definitions List / 6"\ 
Access to Courts Request Form: A printed form{r~i~ed)for offenders to make requests 
for assistance in accessing Idaho Departmei:d,of CotT~tion (l'DOC)-provided legal resources 
or IDOC paralegal staff. '--" ~ 
Access to Courts Manual: A manual containing qualified legal claim packets and forms for 
offenders to file initial pleadings with a court. // 
Legal Mail: Confidential communication directly between (1) an o~~~an attorney, 
(2) an offender and the court, (3) opposing parties for service o}d.9-euments (pursuant to 
court rules), or (4) sheriff offices for service of documents (pursuant to court rules). 
"" 
Legal Resources: Those statutes, codes, court rules, legal reference materials, and 
publications provided by the Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) for use by offenders on 
legal matters. 
Paralegal: A person hired by the Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) to assist 
offenders, as set forth in this standard operating procedure (SOP). 
Resource Center: An area of a facility-designated and approved by the facility head:.-
where (1) legal resources are maintained and (2) the photocopying and mailing of legal 
materials are performed pursuant to written Department or facility guidelines. 
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PURPOSE 
To ensure that all offenders have access to the courts to enable them to pursue 
constitutionally mandated legal actions and other legal filings as identified by the Idaho 
Department of Correction (IDOC). 
This standard operating procedure (SOP) applies to all offenders, and to all employees 
involved in the planning, management, or operation of any activity which governs the legal 
activities of offenders. 
SCOPE 
This SOP applies to all I DOC facilities, facility's staff, and offenders. 
RESPONSIBILITY ~ 
Facility heads are responsible for implementing and ensuring that guidelines are followed in 
their facilities./{ \\ 
Facility heads\. will: l.J 
\ 
• Make rea!Jily-available to offenders locked boxes designated for Access to Courts 
Request Forms-:> ~
• Make Access to Courtt}e~For\s readily available to the offender population. 
• Designate a location (g'\'erally the}source center) where all legal resource material 
will be kept. "V 
Tab:E~::~~:QUIREMENTS ............................. A ............................................... 3 
1. QUALIFIED LEGAL CLAIMS ........................ t-6.~ ............................................... 3 
State Court ............................................................................. /) ................................. 3 
Federal Court ........................................................................ , .................................... 3 
Other (not constitutionally required) ....................................... ./. ................................ .4 ,~ 
2. PROCESS TO ACCESS PARALEGAL ASSISTANCE AND RESOUR,,T.ERIA(S •.•••••••..••••..•••••. 4 
Access to Courts Request Process ............................... ;~ .......................................... .4 
3. AUTHORIZED PHOTOCOPIES ................................................................................................ 4 
4. MAILING AND PHOTOCOPYING COURT DOCUMENTS AND LEGAL MAIL ................................... 5 
Procedure for Filing Pleadings and Other Documents with a Court ............................ 5 
5. SERVICE OF DOCUMENTS UPON OPPOSING PARTIES ........................................................... 5 
6. ACCESS TO COURT SUPPLIES FOR INDIGEI\IT OFFENDERS .................................................... 6 
Procedure to Obtain Indigent Supplies ........................................................................ 6 
7. OFFENDERS WHO ARE UNABLE TO COMPLETE FORMS ......................................................... 6 
8. OFFENDER TO OFFENDER ASSISTANCE ............................................................................... 6 
9. RIGHT TO RETAIN COUNSEL ................................................................................................ 7 
. ... · ... . . 
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10. SUPERVISION OF PARALEGAL STAFF ................................................................................... 7 
11. DUTIES OF PARALEGALSTAFF .......................... , .................................................................. 8 
12. LEGAL RESOURCES ............................................................................................................ 8 
13. TELEPHONE HEARINGS AND ATTORNEY CALLS .................................................................... 9 
Telephone Hearings .................................................................................................... 9 
Attorney Telephone Calls ............................................................................................ 9 
Process When Attorney Telephone Calls Cannot be Placed in Accordance with SOP 
503.02.01.001, Offender Telephone Monitoring and Recording ............................... 10 
14. FORMS FOR QUALIFIED LEGAL CLAIMS .............................................................................. 10 
Prohibite<1J~'S.··························· ....................................................................... 1 O 
15. ACCESS TO GJl:JRTS PROGEDURES FOR CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES WITHOUT RESOURCE 
CENTERS ........ l .................. .1.~ ............................................................................................... 10 
#1 lJ Proces~ ........................................................................................................ 11 
OFFENDER ·······~····················································· ................................................... 11 
FACILITY HEAD OR DESIGNEE~ ......................................................................... 11 
PARALEGAL ......................... /f ......... "\\ ...................................................................... 11 
"16_ STORAGE OF ExCESS LEGAiJMATERIALSV----------------------------------------------------------------------11 
17. RECORD RETENTION .......... ~ .......................................................................... 11 
18. ATTORNEY VISITS ................................................. ~ .................................................. 11 
19. CONFIDENTIAL MAIL ....................................... /c .... ~\ ............................................. 11 
~)) 20. SEARCHING LEGAL MATERIAL. .................. ~········~······· ........................................ 11 
REFERENCES .................................................................................... ~ ................................ 12 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
1. Qualified Legal Claims 
The IDOC has identified the following legal claims in which paralegal staff will assist 
offenders: 
State Court 
• Direct appeal of a criminal conviction. 
• Motion for correction or reduction of sentence (Idaho Criminal Rule 35) or an appeal. 
• Petition for Post-Conviction Relief (I.C. § 19-4901, et. seq.) or an appeal. 
• Habeas corpus·proceeding pursuant to (I.C. § 19-4201, et seq.). 
• Civil Rights Complaint (42 U.S.C. § 1983, et seq.). 
Federal Court 
• Civil Rights Complaint (42 U.S.C. § 1983). 
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•• Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus (28 U.S.C. § 2241, et seq.). 
• Appeal to 9th Circuit Court of Appeals. 
• Petition for Writ of Certiorari to U. S. Supreme Court. 
Other (not constitutionally required) 
• Notice of Claim for tort claim (1.C. § 6-901, et seq.) 
• Motion for Credit for Time Served. 
2. Process to Access Paralegal Assistance and Resource Materials 
Access to Courts Request Process 
. ~ 
~ Functional Role~aod'"' .. Responsibilitie,s" · Ste, Tasks 
Offender (( 1/J Place completed and signed Access to Courts Request Form in a desianated locked box. 
Paralegal staff ~) 2 
Gather the Access to Courts Requests Forms on regular 
wor:kdays__. 
S~d-the,r~\uested materials to the offender using 
Paralegal staff 3 .1institutional\mail, or schedule a visit with the offender at the 
/ Jesource cebt~r or other location. 
\ ~If requested:,J>rovide the offender with the list of qualified 
Paralegal staff 4 ,~g~!aiipackets from which to choose. (Note: If offender 
is illiterate see step 8 .. ·)"-
Paralegal staff 5 Allow the offende90.,.review~egal resources at the resource center or check,outd_egal r"esoµrces for a designated period. 
Paralegal staff 6 If books are c~~eked"a~log in the Resource Center Book ~· "" ,, , . Checkout LdgJ Access.to Courts database). 
Paralegal staff 7 
If the offender requests assistance, help the offender 
complete authorized court fillinas. J I 
If the offender does not speak, understand, read, or write 
the English language: J ~
• Arrange for an Idaho Departmentof Correction 
(IDOC) staff member, w~speaks the offender's 
Paralegal staff 8 native language, to interpret; or 
• Arrange for another offender, who speaks the 
offender's native language, to interpret; or 
• Access the Language Line Services to provide 
interoretation. 
Complete the claim for filing with the court. (Note: to 
Offender 9 complete this process, also see section 4, Mailing and 
Photoconvina Court Documents and Legal Mail.) 
3. Authorized Photocopies 
Authorized photocopies include: 
• Documents and all attachments that are ready to be filed with the court. 
. ... ~ .. 
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• A completed Power of Attorney signed by the offender and notarized. 
Note: If there is a question regarding the documents or attachments, paralegal staff will 
determine what documents are necessary based on court rules or by contacting the court. 
4. Mailing and Photocopying Court Documents and Legal Mail 
Copying privileges for offenders include the following conditions: 
• Offenders (excluding indigent offenders) will be charged a fee of ten cents ($.10) per 
page for copies. 
• Page limitations on pleadings may be enforced in accordance with court rules. 
Procedure for Filing Pleadings and Other Documents with a Court -.L'' -
~ Functional Roles'1lna 
. 
Responsibiliti~, Tasks .. 
Offender \\ 1'.J Complete the documents, forms, or pleadings to be photocopied and mailed. 
Offender ~~ 2 Submit to the paralegal staff an Access to Courts Request F9rm-for-CQpies, notarv (if needed), and mailino services. 
tfv'leet witn'th'e offender and determine those documents 
Paralegal staff 3 ( luthorized to}1 copying in accordance with this standard 
foperatino pfoeedure (SOP). 
Paralegal staff 4 '~,document~ that require a notary (if needed). 
Paralegal staff 5 Copy-tne documents,as~~ired by court rules. // .. 
Paralegal staff 6 
Forward the Withdrawal Sllp_ to the account technician for 
processino. / / "'-. ;/ / 
Paralegal staff 7 
Complete the"'Legal Mail~L<ig (Access to Courts database) 
and the Notary Services Log (if neeo~d}. 
Paralegal staff 8 
Forward the mail to the mailroom forghstage and mailing (if 
necessary}. f I 
5. Service of Documents Upon Opposing Parties )~ 
An offender shall neither attempt, nor cause another offender aSfing on his behalf to attempt 
to personally serve the IDOC, the Board of Correction, the director of IDOC, the Idaho 
Commission of Pardons and Parole, or any employee thereof, with any legal documents and 
statutes. 
Service on the IDOC, the director, the Board, the Idaho Commission of Pardons and Parole, 
or any employee thereof, shall be made upon the deputy attorneys general assigned to the 
IDOC, in accordance with applicable court rules. 
Service on any other person or entity shall be the sole responsibility of the offender. 
Service rules for state court are contained in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Service rules for federal court are contained in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 
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Indigent status is defined in SOP 402.02.01.001, Mail Handling in Correctional Facilities. 
Indigent supplies include the following: 
• Preprinted forms provided by IDOC (no charge). 
• Blank paper for preparing court filings (no more than 25 sheets in possession at any 
time). Indigent offenders must use preprinted forms if available. 
• Envelopes for mailing at the time of filing or to an attorney of record. 
• One (1) security pen on an exchange basis. 
Note: Postage sufficient to mail authorized legal documents for filing will be affixed in 
accordance with 402.02.01.001, Mail Handling in Correctional Facilities. 
/~~ 
Procedure to10btain Indigent Supplies , I, 
LJ iJ Functional Roles and 
Responsibillt~s Step Tasks 
Offender ~) 1 Request indigent supplies using an Access to Court Rf3aaest·Form. 
Paralegal staff 2 
,oetermine,the items needed and costs. 
I ( \\ 
Paralegal staff 3 \ {Enter the itefm's in the Indigent Offender Supplies Log and 
~ccess to,Cclurts database. 
Paralegal staff 4 'ls~.~.::!!!~Jtems to the offender. /n' 
Note: Facility heads may lim"it an offender's indigent's_uppl1i~)t the offender is misusing or 
wasting the supplies issued. <7 "-...x.;.....,,,....;.,, 
7. Offenders Who are Unable to Complete Forms n 
An offender who believes he needs help completing qualified legalJ~~ may: 
• Directly contact an attorney and seek representation at the offender's expense, or 
• Complete a Motion for Appointment of Counsel, or (/' 
• Request assistance from paralegal staff as outlined in this SOP. 
8. Offender to Offender Assistance 
Offenders may assist one another with legal work under the following guidelines: 
• Both offenders must live in the same housing unit and have access to one another 
during normal facility operations. 
• The assisting offender cannot work on the legal material alone or be in possession of 
the other offender's legal materials. 
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• An offender must not represent another person in any legal proceeding. 
Note: When affidavits are complete, the affidavits and copies of attachments becomes the 
property of the offender filing the claim~ (Originals of attachments are returned to the 
offe_nder providing the affidavit.) 
When necessary, due to custody level or housing, paralegal s~ff wiU help- offenders with the 
. process of obtai~n~ffilt!y~ts. To eliminate questions regarding the affidavit process, the 
following info~en must,,e1 obtained before the process begins: 
The name~nd address epthe offender filing the document 
The court ttiwhich the case is pending or will be filed 
The name ~nder attestingJo the information in the affidavit 
/,,-' ~ 
The case number if one has1bee'iiassigned. 
After the information noted ab.tv{ is obtainJri) the affidavit can be given to the offender 
.attesting to the information. Tt:td offender aJlesting to ·the information can write the affidavit 
,or sign the document if the offider filing,the' document wrote the information. If the offender 
·attesting to the affidavit is in anbther-f@ilify, the para1,g~I staff will facilitate the process. 
9. Right to Retain Counsel ~ 6 ') 
This SOP is not intended to interfere with an~ffende~to retain counsel. 
10. Supervision of Paralegal Staff /) 
The facility head will designate a deputy warden to provide direct sJpLrvision of paralegal 
staff. Paralegal staff will address operational issues with the design~~eput}! warden. The 
paralegal or deputy warden may contact the Division of Prison's adcess-toiou'rts 
coordinator regarding operational issues. ~ 
The chief of the Division of Prisons will designate an access to courts coordinator who will 
be responsible for the following: 
• Scheduling and coordinating paralegal meetings. 
• Identifying training needs and agenda items for the meeting. 
• Facilitating the meeting. 
• Providing guidance to paralegal staff and deputy wardens regarding access to courts 
issues. 
• Requesting clarification from the deputy attorney general's office regarding access to 
courts issues. 
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• Maintaining and issuing the password to the password protected Access to Courts 
Manual only to those deemed as having a need to know, such as paralegals and 
attorneys. 
11. Duties of Paralegal Staff 
The IDOC shall employ paralegal staff to assist offenders with qualified legal claims. 
Paralegal duties include the following: 
• Responding to offender access to courts requests as set forth in this SOP. 
• Providing offenders with !DOC-authorized legal resources. 
• Providing offenders with qualified legal claims packets and appropriate instructions. 
• Providing notary-services to the offender population. 
• Providin~rGn~\translator services for non-English speaking and special needs 
offende'rs'seeking assistance with initial pleadings for qualified legal claims. 
• MainJiJing the follo~ng logs in the resource center: 
- Ac~'i:J.![S;_ourts Activity Log 
= :::,:;~c:;ndern 
- Resource Center Book C. heck9ut Log 
\'- A( 7 
- Notary Services Log (N~the notary logs,are the property of the notary) 
- Outgoing Legal Mail Log /A 
- Attorney Telephone Calls Set Up ~tpe,8~~ Center Log 
A paralegal will not: (/ ~ 
• Assist offenders to file any claim beyond the scope of this SO~. 
• Offer legal advice., except about grammar, spelling, or other futtters not of a legal 
consequence. 
• Represent an offender. 
• Refer offenders to attorneys or attorneys to offenders. 
• Make unauthorized changes to the initial pleading forms or packets. 
• Schedule appointments for offenders to meet with each other. 
• Issue the password to the password protected Access to Courts Manual to any other 
persons. 
12.LegalResources 
All resource centers will maintain the publications, forms, and packets listed in the Access to 
Courts Manual (see Appendix 1, Access to Courts Manual Table of Contents). 
Facility staff may not purchase additional items or create additional forms without the written 
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Resources may be used in the resource area or checked out as approved by paralegal staff. 
The IDOC does not provide for extensive or generalized legal research. If an offender wants 
additional research materials not available in the resource center, the materials may be 
received through the mail in accordance with SOP 402.02.01.001, Mail Handling in 
Correctional Facilities. 
13. Telephone Hearings and Attorney Calls 
Telephone Hearings 
Functional Roles and 
Responsibilities Step Tasks 
Facility head ~ 
Designates an area(s) that can be used for telephonic 
~ hearings. 
Offender (/ 1,, Provides a copy of the court order or notice of hearing at least twenty-four (24) hours before the hearing. 
Paralegal staff \ \ a" Reviews the order or notice. 
Paralegal staff ~> 4 Ensures the offender is scheduled or made available at the 
tirne1>U6e~tiearing. 
Paralegal staff or 
;Facilitates'th'e telephone call at the appropriate time. 
5 ( ( )) designee 
Paralegal staff 6 '~~call/in the access to courts database. 
/ A 
Offender 7 Participates in the telephgnic hearing/conference. // ,, 
Note: If the offender fails to provide 24 hour<!J_otfce i'olhe-1?.>epartment, the paralegal staff will 
still facilitate the call if possible. "--""' .._ 
Attorney Telephone Calls I/ 
Offenders can place unmonitored telephone calls to their attorn1eys usiag-the offender 
telephone system (see SOP 503.02.01.001, Offender Telepho1:ufMonitorin"g and 
Recording.) "7 
Occasionally an attorney may have difficulty making contact with an offender because of 
schedule conflicts or due to the offender's inability to access the telephone at a specific 
time. If an attorney or attorney's agent contacts the paralegal requesting to talk to an 
offender, and the paralegal determines the normal process outlined in SOP 
503.02.01.001, Offender Telephone Monitoring and Recording, will not work, the 
paralegal will use the following procedure: 
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Process When Attorney Telephone Calls Cannot be Placed in Accordance with SOP 
503.02.01.001, Offender Telephone Monitoring and Recording 
Functional Roles and 
Responsibilities Step Tasks 
Attorney or attorney's Contacts the paralegal staff and requests contact with an 
agent 1 , offender. 
Paralegal staff 2 Log the request into the Access to Courts database. 
Prepare a memo to the offender with the name of the 
Paralegal staff 3 attorney, the telephone number to call, and the date and 
time the call is to be placed. 
Offender ~ ~\ Place the telephone call. 
LI >,l 
14. Forms for Qualified LegakQlaims 
Authorized torfn\~e maintained in the Access to Courts Manual. Only paralegal staff and 
designees have'a~to the manual (see section 10, Supervision of Paralegal Staff, for 
further details). The table of cont_..en~ofJtte~manual lists the authorized materials (see 
Appendix 1, Access to Courts Manual Table of Contents). 
Prohibited Forms ( ( )) 
Offenders must not draft or,'-.~?.following: 
• Completed or blank transport orders 0, , , • Blank letterhead stationery 
~', 
15. Access to Courts Procedures for Correctional Facilities-without Resource Centers ... 
Offenders housed at St. Anthony Work Camp (SAWC), North Idaho p:>rrectional Institution 
(NICI), South Boise Women's Correctional Center (SBWCC), or a e0rrtmunity work center 
(CWC) will use the appropriate resource center listed below to prov1d~ access to court 
services. The Division's assess to courts coordinator can make te~pbrary'(up;.to 60 days) 
reassignments of this reporting structure to accommodate train~g)r-staffshortage. 
< , ' 
Resource Center Correctibnal Facilities Served 
Idaho Correctional Institution Orofino (ICIO): • North Idaho Correctional Institution 
(NICI) 
• Nampa CWC 
South Idaho Correctional Institution (SICI): • South Boise Women's Correctional 
Center (SBWCC) 
• East Boise CWC 
• St. Anthony Work Camp 
Pocat~llo Women's Correctional Center (PWCC): • Idaho Falls CWC 
• Twin Falls CWC 
I ~~ '~ '• "•, 
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Process Steps 
., 
Functional Roles arid Tasks • .. 
Responsibilities Step .. CIS steps are in bold 
Ask the facility head or designee for Idaho Department of 
Offender 1 Correction (IDOC)-authorized access to courts materials using a completed and signed Access to Courts Request 
Form. 
Facility head or 
Place a telephone call to the designated resource center 
2 and if possible have the offender talk directly to an IDOC designee paralegal. 
Tell the facility head or designee which materials the 
Paralegal 3 offender needs and document the request in the Access to 
,....-:: ~ Courts database. 
Facility head or((' 1) Give the materials to the offender and document in the offender's Corrections Integrated System (CIS} contact designee . sheets. 
For funher assistance with CIS, see your designated CIS super user. 
~ 
16. Storage of Excess Legal Mat~~ 
Each facility head will identify ~secure areai for storage for excess legal ma~erials. 
The IDOC will store legal mattrials related tJongoing litigation that cannot be contained in 
\ i's! proper:t{.7 an offender's authorized pers ~--
The IDOC will not store case law, excess legal mater.ia'is,{Tlultiple copies of pleadings, 
research materials, or materials not related to onggi~g"'litig~tion. 
Legal materials remaining after an offender h~.f~;(~ele~~ will be disposed of in 
accordance with SOP 320.02.01.001, Contr~of Offe~operty. 
Paralegal staff will review stored materials annually. fJ 
17. Record Retention // 
Paralegal staff will retain copies of access to court forms, attachments;--aficLotlier logs and 
documentation identified in this SOP as follows: five (5) years ~japerand seven (7) for 
electronic records. v 
18. Attorney Visits 
Attorney visits are explained in SOP 604.02.01.001, Visiting. 
19. Confidential Mail 
All indigent confidential mail shall be processed in accordance with SOP 402.02.01.001, 
Mail Handling in Correctional Facilities. 
20. Searching Legal Material 
Information regarding the search of offenders' legal material can be found in SOP 
317.02.01.001, Searches: Cell/Living Unit, and Offender. 
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• Order Re: Partial Payment of Court Fees (Prisoners} 
5. State Habeas Corpus 
• State Habeas Corpus Cover Sheet 
• State Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus 
• Motion and Affidavit in Support for Appointment of Counsel 
• Order Granting Motion for Appointment of Counsel 
• State Habeas Summons 
• Motion and Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on Partial Payment of Court Fees 
(Prisoners} 
• Order Re: Partial Payment of Court Fees (Prisoners} 




"• .... ., 
6. Federal Habeas Corpus - 28 U.S.C. § 2254 
• Federal Habeas Corpus Instruction Sheet 
• Federal Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus 
• Application for In Forma Pauperis Status 
• Statement of Trust Fund 
7. Appeals (Direct Appeal of Criminal Conviction, Civil Action) 
• General Appeal 
• Appeals Process in Idaho Cover Sheet 
• Appeals Instructions for filing an Appeal in the Idaho State Court System 
• Memorandum Regarding Sample Notices of Appeal 
• Guide to Motion and Appellate Practice 
• Notice of Appeal 
• Motion and Affidavit in Support for Appointment of Counsel 
• Order Granting Motion for Appointment of Counsel 
• Motion and Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on Partial Payment of Court Fees 
(Prisoners) 
• Order Re: Partial Payment of Court Fees (Prisoners) 
• Appellant's Brief (Supreme Court) 
• Petition for Rehearing (Supreme Court/Court of Appeals) 
• Petition for Review (Supreme Court) 
• Post Conviction Appeal 
• Appeals Process in Idaho - Post Conviction Cover Sheet 
• Appeals Instructions for filing an Appeal in the Idaho State Court System 
• Memorandum Regarding Sample Notices of Appeal 
• Guide to Motion and Appellate Practice 
• Notice of Appeal (Post Conviction) 
• Motion and Affidavit in Support for Appointment of Counsel 
• Order Granting Motion for Appointment of Counsel 
• Motion and Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on Partial Payment of Court Fees 
(Prisoners) 
• Order Re: Partial Payment of Court Fees (Prisoners) 
• Appellant's Brief (Supreme Court) 
• Petition for Rehearing (Supreme Court/Court of Appeals) 
• Petition for Review (Supreme Court) 
• Rule 35 Appeal 
• Appeals Process in Idaho - Rule 35 Cover Sheet 
• Appeals Instructions for filing an Appeal in the Idaho State Court System 
• Memorandum Regarding Sample Notices of Appeal 
• Guide to Motion and Appellate Practice 
• Notice of Appeal (Rule 35) 
• Motion and Affidavit in Support for Appointment of Counsel 
• Order Granting Motion for Appointment of Counsel 






• Order Re: Partial Payment of Court Fees (Prisoners) 
• Appellant's Brief (Supreme Court) 
• Petition for Rehearing (Supreme CourUCourt of Appeals) 
• Petition for Review (Supreme Court) 
• Probation Revocation Appeal 
• Appeals Process in Idaho - Probation Revocation Cover Sheet 
• Appeals Instructions for filing an Appeal in the Idaho State Court System 
• Memorandum Regarding Sample Notices of Appeal 
• Guide to Motion and Appellate Practice 
• Notice of Appeal (Probation Revocation) 
• Motion and Affidavit in Support for Appointment of Counsel 
• Order Granting Motion for Appointment of Counsel 
• Motion and Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on Partial Payment of Court Fees 
(Prisoners) 
• Order Re: Partial Payment of Court Fees (Prisoners) 
• Appellant's Brief (Supreme Court) 
• Petition for Rehearing (Supreme CourUCourt of Appeals) 
• Petition for Review (Supreme Court) 
• 9th Circuit Court of Appeals 
• 9th Circuit Court of Appeals Cover Sheet 
• Notice of Appeal (U.S. District Court) 
• Application For In Forma Pauperis Status 
• Motion for Appointment of Counsel on Appeal (9th Circuit) 
• Affidavit in Support of Motion for Appointment of Counsel on Appeal 
• Motion to Proceed In Forma Pauperis on Appeal 
• Affidavit of Assets in Support of Motion to Proceed In Forma Pauperis on Appeal 
• Statement of Trust Fund Account 
• Appellant's Informal Brief- Circuit Rule 28.1 
• United State Supreme Court Writ of Certiorari 
• Guide for Prospective Indigent Petitioners for Writs of Certiorari 
• Instructions for Completing Forms 
• Motion for Leave to Proceed In Forma Pauperis 
• Affidavit or Declaration in Support of Motion for Leave to Proceed In Forma Pauperis 
• Petition for Writ of Certiorari 
• Proof of Service 
• Waiver 
• Supreme Court Rules 
8. Miscellaneous Packets 
• Tort Claim 
• Tort Claim Instruction Sheet 
• Notice of Claim (Secretary of State) 
• Notice of Claim (City/County Clerk) 
• Credit for Time Served 





• Motion for Credit for Time Served 
• Affidavit of Defendant 
• Power of Attorney {Limited/General/Temporarily Delegating Parental Powers) 
Limited Power of Attorney 
• Limited Power of Attorney Cover Sheet 
• Limited Power of Attorney 
General Power of Attorney Form 
Power of Attorney Temporarily Delegating Parental Powers Regarding Care and 
Custody Form 
9. Miscellaneous Forms 
• Access to Court Request form (English) 
• Access to Court Request form (Spanish) 
• Appendix A (Court Filing Requirements) 
• Appendix C (List of Self-Help Packets) 
• Blank Affidavit 
• Blank Motion 
• Motion and Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on Partial Payment of Court Fees 
(Prisoners) 
• Order Re: Partial Payment of Court Fees (Prisoner) 
• Motion and Affidavit for Appointment of Counsel 
• Order Granting Motion for Appointment of Counsel 











POLICY NUMBER: 406 
POLICY 
MANUAL SUBJECT: 
Commissary Privileges and 
Services 
01.00.00. POLICY OF THE DEPARTMENT 
PAGE NUMBER: 




It is the policy of the Idaho Board of Correction that the Department of Correction will 
make commissary~ser:yices available to the incarcerated population. 
/ ·/ \.,.'\ 
( 
01.01.00. Purpose .... , 
The Department of "correction, Division of Institutional Services and Division of Prisons, 
under the direction of their respective administrators, have the responsibility to ensure 












TABLE OF CONT({TS~\ 
POLICY OF THE DEPAR17MENT 
Purpose ~ 








Standards for Adult Correctional Institutions, Second Edition, Standards 30-4042 and 
3-4043. 
04.00.00. DEFINITIONS 
Commissary Committee: Committee consisting of the Contractor's· ·Rep,r:~sentatives, 
Commissary Liaison, Contract Officer, and Institutional Representative's>././ 
\.! ' .. . ' 
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Commissary Liaison: Division of Prisons' representative assigned to coordinate the 
commissary com,mjttee and collaborate with Institutional Services on commissary 
operations issues"( \). 
! J 
ts 
C?~t~act Office~~~~~,Vsion o~ Institutional Service~· representative acting as the 
D1v1s1on's authority on all commissary contract-related issues. 
Contra.ctor: A person who has entered into a contract with the Board or Department, or 
a contract with the state of Idaho administered by the Board or Department to provide 
any service. The commissary services contractor is the company who has successfully 
bid and has been chosen to prov1r-c011tract commissary services for the IDOC. 
Institutional Representative: FacilC~sentative assigned to represent the facility in 





A Commissary Liaison (Division of Prisons) will be-,-assigned and coordinate the 
commissary committee and daily operational issue~ hlcommissary services with the 
private contractor. I r··~Y 
The Commissary Committee, consisting of Contractdr•s Representatives, Commissary 
Liaison, Contract Officer and Institutional Representatives, will ensure commissary 
services are meeting resident's needs, department policy, contract intent, and provide 
feedback to the Commissary Liaison. 
The Contracts Officer will be the final authority on all contractual issues related to the 
provision of commissary services. \\,}, ·· 
\/ 
05.02.00. Daily Operations f 1 , __ 
Daily operation issues for commissary services provision will be the responsibility of the 
Division of Prisons, in collaboration with the Contract Officer and the Private Contractor. 
' 
Contractual issues, Request for Proposal (RFP) development, and monitoring will be 
the responsibility of the Institutional Services Division. 
The formation of a Commissary Committee led by the Commissary Liaison, and 
consisting of representation from Institutional Services Division, each institution, and the 
4/4/01 revised djones 
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contractor, will ensure the services provided meet the needs of the residents, 
department policy, and contractual agreement. 
Commissary serviees will provide for the allowed food products, medical, dental, and 
grooming item~fanci"electronic equipment not provided by the Department of Correction 
but approved for use. All products will be approved for sale by the Department of 
Correction and\~'f'ed consistent with custody level and gender appropriateness. 










SUBJECT: Use of 
Telephones by 
Offenders 
01.00.00. POLICY OF THE DEPARTMENT 
PAGE NUMBER: 




It is the policy of the Board of Correction to allow the use of telephones to inmates 
based on sec,ur1ir'needs and resources. 
if -














POLICY OF THE DEPARTMENT 





PROCEDURE (( .. n 
Security Of Facility\Tele~dnes 
Attorney-Client Teleph-on/ Calls 




Department Policy 405, Access To Courts. 
Standards for Adult Correctional Institutions, Second Edition, Standards 2-4228, 
2-4229, and 2-4379. 
04.00.00. DEFINITIONS 
Attorney telephone call. A verifiable, unmonitored and unrecorded telef2hone call to an ':;:\, f attorney. , \ ... 
\\/, 
Board. The state Board of Correction. f( 
f 'j .,..: 
Department. The state Department of Correction. 
000391
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Director. The director of the Department of Correction. 
Facility. A building or residence, including the property and land where the building or 
residence is locarea-.b. owned or leased and operated or managed by the Board or 
Facility Heal ( The 1~erson with primary res po nsibi lily to oversee, manage or operate a 
Department f~~ility_~ 
Inmate. An individual in the physical custody of the Board. (See also Offender.) 
Monitoring. The electronic recording of or the in-person interception of an offender's 
telephone call. 
-B~. 
Offender. A person under the legal care, custody, supervision or authority of the Board 
including a person within or witfu\~ut thE(state pursuant to agreement with another state 
or a contractor. (See also Inmate)~;::,,· 
Recording. The electronic interception and audio taping of an offender's telephone call. 
05.00.00. SCOPE 
This policy establishes the guidelines for offender telephone, use in all facilities. 
06.00.00. RESPONSIBILITY 
' ___ .,/ / 
~ -~-. ---~ 
Facility heads are responsible for implementing the practices and procedures found in 
this policy. 
07.00.00. PROCEDURE 
Idaho Department of Correction facilities will designate public telephones for;5ffender 
use. The Operations Division and the department facilities will develop pt"dce'dures that 
provide reasonable and equitable access to offender public telephones for 'a1,( offenders, 
specifically hours of availability, maximum length of calls, and the rul~~ governing 
telephone use. 
All telephone calls will be either collect 9r coin operated at facilities that permit offenders 
to carry change. 
07.01.00. Security Of Facility Telephones 
000392
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Offenders will not be allowed to initiate telephone calls from any facility telephone 
without writte'};a~proval from the facility head or designee. This does not prohibit case 
managers fromintt:iflting conference calls with probation and parole agents or others 
involved in a/it:t(s plan for release. 
Any excessi~telephone costs caused by offender usage or damage will be paid 
through the inmate management fund. 
07.02.00. Attorney-Client Telephone Calls 
Information regarding attorney-client Jelephone calls shall be addressed in division 
directive. />,-----.. ,, ·· 
07.03.00. Monitoring And Recording Telephone Calls 
,,::.: .•' 
Information regarding monitoring and recording offender telephone calls shall be 
addressed in division directive. 
08.00.00. FLOWCHART 
Notapplicable to this policy. 
09.00.00. SIGNATURE 
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Policy ___________ __._ ____ Reviewed: 
Title: 3-6-2008 
Medical Co-pay Next Review: 
3-6-2010 
This document was approved by Brent Reinke, director of the Idaho 
Department of Correction, on 3/6/08 (signature on file). 
BO~:~e OF CORn\A RULE NUMBER 
POLICY STATEM~NT }J 
It is the policy b~hej_daho Board of Correction that the Idaho Department of Correction 
(IDOC) and its contraetJrs charge o:ffend~s incarcerated at IDOC faciliti~s a co-pay for 
medical and pharmacy service~.,out--do-not)deny access to medical, dental, and mental 
PU::::Eservices when the offe(doe,ve the resources to pay for such services. 
The purpose of this policy is to ce~cate the Boardts philosophy about promoting and 
encouraging responsibility and accountability in reg_a~s~~ffenders and their personal 
health. Nothing in this policy shall be construed to-f:elieve t~\contract medical provider(s) of 
any obligation and/or responsibility stipulated in1heir,respective contractual agreements. 
«"0 
SCOPE !) 
This policy applies to all employees, offenders, contractors, and su~contractors of the IDOC. 
This policy also applies to all procedures created under its authori1 / 
RESPONSIBILITY ~ 
The director of the IDOC and chief of the Division of Education,and Treatment are 
responsible for overseeing the implementation of this policy and the development and 
implementation of standard operating procedures (SOPs) to fully implement this policy. 
In addition: 
• The Department health authority is responsible for monitoring compliance with this 
policy. 
• When services are privatized, the contract medical provider is responsible for 







2.2 Medical Co- a 
Page Number: 
2 of 2 
National Commission on Correctional Health Care {NCCHC}, Standards for Health Services 
in Prisons, 2003, Appendix F, Charging Inmates a Fee for Health Care Services 
- End of Document -
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Medical Co-pay Next Review: 
11-4-2012 
This document was approved by Shane Evans, chief of the Division of 
Education and Treatment, on 11/4/10 (signature on file). 
BOARD OF CORR. EOTION1\.\A RULE NUMBER 
None (( }J 
POLICY STATEMEt;.JT NUMBER 411 
Medical Co-pa~ 
POLICY DOCUMENT NUMBER 411 
Medical Co-pay 
DEFINITIONS 
Standardized Definitions List A 
Chronic Care Clinic: A specialized clinic that ~es psycfliatric, endocrine, 
cardiovascular, pulmonary, neurological, infeetious'djs~ase!dr special needs services. 
V .""-.'-'/ 
Contract Medical Provider: A private company under contract with t.he Department to 
provide comprehensive medical, dental, and mental health services l~the incarcerated 
offender population. A contract medical provider may include privatd prison companies and 
other entities under contract with the Department to operate the ldahJ Correctional Center 
(ICC) and other out-of-state facilities housing Department offender~ 
Self-medication Program: A program that permits responsible£ttenders to carry and 
' administer their own medications. (Also known as Keep-on-Pe~~n Program.) 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this standard operating procedure (SOP) is to establish a system for 
charging offenders housed in Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) facilities a fee for 
healthcare services provided by the IDOC and/or its contractors. 
SCOPE 








1.5 Medical Co- a 
The health authority is responsible for: 
. . Page Number:. 
2 of 6 
• Monitoring and overseeing all aspects of healthcare services; and 
• The implementation and continued practice of the provisions provided in this 
SOP. 
When healthcare services are privatized, he will also be responsible for monitoring the 
contract medical provider's performance, to include but not limited to reviewing 
processes, procedures, forms, and protocols employed by the contract medical provider 
to ensure compliance with all healthcare-related requirements provided in this SOP. 
Contract Medicf!Jioviaer 
When healtlf~are se~~ are privatized, the contract medical provider is responsible for 
implementing and practibihg all provisions of this SOP, unless specifically exempted by 
• I ,J le 4 
written co~r~ctual agreements. 
Note: Nothin~ SOP shall be construed to relieve the contract medical provider(s) 
of any obligation and/or respo,nsil5ili!Y·s!ipulated in respective contractual agreements. 
Facility Heads {{"_,, ) ) 
Facility heads (or designees) will be responsible for designating facility staff to assess 
medical co-pay fees againt~tient's trust accounts. 
Tab:e~:~~;:;~~ments ..... . ·······························~······································ ...... 3 
1.. Offender Access to Healthcare Servicese. ....... ~ ................................................. 3 
2. Proc.edures for Offenders to Access Healthcare Services ......... ..,, ................................. 3 
3. Medical Co-pay Procedures .............................................................................................. 3 
4. Healthcare Services Requiring Payment of Medical Co-pay FeJ.L ... :~ ..... : ............... 3 
Prison Offenders, ewe Offender Facility Workers, and ~~C Work 
Release Offenders Medical Co-pay Fee ....................... q. ........................................ 3 
Employed ewe Work Release Offenders Medical Co-pay Fee ................................. 4 
5. Pharmacy Services Requiring Payment of Medical Co-pay Fee ...................................... .4 
Prison Offenders, ewe Offender Facility Workers, and Unemployed ewe Work 
Release Offenders Pharmacy Service Medical Co-pay Fee ....................................... 4 
Employed ewe Work Release Offenders Pharmacy Service Medical Co-pay Fee .. .4 
6. Approving, Reevaluating, Renewing, Rewriting, or Refilling a Medical Order .................. .4 
7. Services, Medicines, and Offenders Excluded from the Medical Co-pay Requirement.. .. 5 
8. Health Services Request Co-pay Form ............................................................................. 5 
9. Assessing the Medical Co-pay Fee ................................................................................... 6 
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Designated Facility Staff Member ............................................................................... 6 
10. Offender Concerns ............................................................................................................ 6 
11. Compliance ....................................................................................................................... 6 
References .............................................................................................................................. 6 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
I Note: Medical co-pay funds will be used to offset general fund medical expen~es. 
1. Offender Access to Healthcare Services 
The IDOC and/or contract medical provider shall not deny an offender access to healthcare 
services base~\he-olfe~(s inability to pay. 
2. Procedures toyQo Access Healthcare Services 
Each facility iJ responsible fof orientating and notifying both offenders and staff of the -procedures for,providi!)g offenders access to healthcare services on an on-going basis. 
Orientation and 'no~fion wi(!I take lace at intake orientation and upon arrival at new 
facilities. ~
3. Medical Co-pay Procedures ( ____ "- _ )}, 
Medical co-pay procedures wil\h>e applicaole to offenders housed in IDOC facilities. When 
subject to contractual agreemerit:_medi4t,cfo-pay proce~ures will also be applicable to 
offenders who are under the jurisdiction of the 1009.:1{nd'housed in out-of-state, county, or 
private facilities. (Offender patients housed in ou}'to~s(a~\'{ounty, or private facilities will be 
assessed the established medical co-pay, to i~e~ge,pharmaty services requiring the 
payment of a medical co-pay fee, in accorda~e-wft~cific facility's policy.) 
4. Healthcare Services Requiring Payment of Medical Co-pay Fee fi 
Prison Offenders, ewe Offender Facility Workers, and Unemployed ewe Work 
Release Offenders Medical Co-pay Fee ) ~
An offender-initiated visit for sick call service shall be assessedra medical co-pay fee of 
five dollars ($5.00) for a physician, physician assistant, nur.{e'practitioner, nurse, medical 
provider, dental, optometry, or emergency evaluation and treatment. 
Each initial sick call visit that is offender-initiated and not related to a serious chronic 
medical illness shall be assessed this five dollar ($5.00) medical co-pay fee. 
Note: Sick call for those offender assigned to special confinement (e.g., death row, 
administrative segregation, etc.) shall be assessed the same medical co-pay fees as 
those offender patients in the general population. 
See section 7 for medical co-pay exemptions and enrolling an offender into a chronic 
care clinic. 
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An offender-initiated visit for sick call service shall be assessed a medical co-pay fee of 
ten dollars ($10.00) for a physician, physician assistant, nurse practitioner, nurse, 
medical provider, dental, optometry, or emergency evaluation and treatment. 
Each initial sick call visit that is offender-initiated and not related to a serious chronic 
medical illness shall be assessed this ten dollar ($10.00) medical co-pay fee. 
See section 7 for medical co-pay exemptions and enrolling an offender into a chronic 
care clinic. 
See section 9 for responsibilities associated with assessing the medical co-pay fee. 
5. Pharmacy Services Requiring Payment of Medical Co-pay Fee 
Regardless of wh~dications are dispensed to the offender in self-medicate or 'keep-
on-person' quant~ies or by1he individual unit doses, all medical prescriptions will be ordered 
by qualified he~Jthcare profes'sionals in quantities and durations that are medically 
appropriate atn keeping <With all applicable laws and regulations. 
Offender patierrt~_"'-%i!Ll>~ assessed the medical co-pay fee every 90 days for the renewal of 
any chronic mainrer:fance medication~(except those covered under chronic care clinics). 
Prison Offenders, ewe Offe£~orkers, and Unemployed ewe Work 
Release Offenders Pharmaclyfservice Mectlcal Co-pay Fee 
A pharmacy service mediJa1, co-pay feef will be assessed to each offender patient who is 
dispensed over-the-countel\(i9.,l~Loryr~scription (Rx) medications. The pharmacy 
service medical co-pay fee will~be-three dollars {$3~0Q) per course/treatment or per 
prescription. ~~"' 
See section 7 for medical co-pay exemp~}a~d enrolling an offender into a chronic 
care clinic. V 
See section 9 for responsibilities associated with assessing the medical co-pay fee. 
Employed CWC Work Release Offenders Pharmacy Service Me.llal Co-pay Fee 
A pharmacy service medical co-pay fee will be assessed to each&!f.ender,patient who is 
dispensed OTC or Rx medications. The pharmacy service medical-co::payfee will be five 
dollars ($5.00) per course/treatment or per prescription. ~ 
See section 7 for medical co-pay exemptions and enrolling an offender into a chronic 
care clinic. 
See section 9 for responsibilities associated with assessing the medical co-pay fee. 
6. Approving, Reevaluating, Renewing, Rewriting, or Refilling a Medical Order 
Whenever a healthcare professional is required to approve, reevaluate, renew, rewrite, or 
refill a medication order, that transaction will be viewed as a new prescription chargeable to 
the offender patient. 
Each OTC or Rx medication that is renewed will be assessed a medical co-pay fee in 
accordance with section 5. 
Note: Some OTC medications for personal, elective use shall be made available in the 
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7. Services, Medicines, and Offenders Excluded from the Medical Co-pay Requirement 
The following will be excluded from medical co-payment requirement: 
• Initial assessments during the reception and diagnostic process, including physical 
and dental examinations and screening; 
• Prescribed laboratory studies and tests; 
• Prescribed electromagnetic radiations (X-rays); 
• Testing routinely done during the intake process; 
• Prescribed psychiatric and/or psychological testing and evaluation; 
• Dressing changes and other ongoing treatments ordered by healthcare staff. (Note: 
If the treatment is prescribed over the course of several days or weeks, the offender 
patient shQtrlci.Ao"t!>e charged for each visit.); · 
• Misce11C8"'s off~\r health assessments, including screenings for work and 
prografrt1' assign men~/ 
• Chron~ \are medicines including, but not limited to, prescriptions for diabetes, 
epilepsy~~nsion, mental illness, lung diseases, etc. (Note: Offender patients 
taking tuberculosis prophyla~es of medications will not be assessed the . . / / ",, 
pharmacy service med1e.~J,co-pay fee); 
Ch · 1· · · l1'ld. YJ d · ti t ~ · · d. • romc care c 1mcs me 1;1 mg: prescnue m 1rmary care, rans,er screenings, perio 1c 
• 1 J 'r 
assessments, and scheauled follo~~YP exams. {Also see the below note box.); 
• Follow-up visits authori~b~~care staff;A, 
• Written referrals by one healthcare staff me6'~~~another for the same presenting 
problem (as opposed to a different prob!?fu{ and J) 
• Offenders injured while on work proj~~~~ssigned duties, or Correctional 
Industries (Cl) assignments. ~ 1' 
Note: The facility medical director (or designee) shall be responsibli16r enrolling an 
offender into a chronic care clinic when the offender has a disease that if not followed and 
treated properly may become life-threatening. J ~
8. Health Services Request Co-pay Form 
A Health Services Request Co-pay Form shall be initiated during each visit for healthcare 
services or pharmacy services (except for those described in section 7). The Health 
Services Request Co-pay Form will be provided in No Carbon Required (NCR) paper. 
Note: NCR paper or carbonless copy paper is a type of paper used to make a copy of the 
original document by handwriting on the top copy of the paper. NCR paper forms typically 
come three (3) pages per form. 
The contract medical provider shall make available to offenders and complete a Health 
Services Request Co-pay Form for each medical or pharmacy service described in section 
~. section 5, and section 6. 
Healthcare staff shall verify the identification of the offender and obtain a signature from the 
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the Health Services Request Co-pay Form, healthcare staff shall document the offender's 
refusal on the form. 
' 
Upon completion of the Health Services Request Co-pay Form, the original will be retained 
by the healthcare staff. The first and second copy will be sent to a facility head designated 
staff member for assessing the medical co-pay fee. Once charges are documented on the 
second copy, it will be returned to the offender via institutional mail. 
The Health Services Request Co-pay Form shall be processed pursuant to directive 
114.03.03.011, Offender Trust Account. 
9. Assessing the Medical Co-pay Fee 
Healthcare Staff 
Healthcare s~ll'be responsible for determining the appropriate medical co-pay fee 
to charge in,accordance'with section 4 and/or section 5. 
~ ~ ).\ 
Designated 1acility Staff A.tember 
A facility he~d designated staff member shall be responsible for assessing the medical 
co-pay fee ~e offender patient's trust account. . 
·O. 
10. Offender Concerns ~ 
Offenders who feel as though they have be~n unfairly assessed the medical co-pay fee shall 
have the right to file a concern, 'which musVbe done by completing an IDOC Offender 
Concern Form and submitting \it\o th:..B..J:0'6e·f authority for resolution. (See SOP !~~-:~:~~~;nG::arce and il,fofJ!B!,R{~o./u .t .i //'on~- for Offenders, for procedures 
11.Compliance ~V} 
Compliance with this SOP and all related Department-approved protocols will be monitored 
by the health authority (or designee) by using various sources to incl~e: this SOP, clinical 
practice guidelines, routine reports, program reviews, and record reJiJws. 
REFERENCES 
Directive 114.03.03.011, Offender Trust Account 
Gilbert v. Hamar, U.S., 117S. Ct. 1807 (1987) 
IDAPA 06.01.01, Rules of the Board of Correction, Section 302.05, Medical, Dental, 
Psychological and Psychiatric Care 
IDAPA 06.01.01, Rules of the Board of Correction, Section 401, Medical Care 
Matthews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 96 S. Ct., 893 (1976) 
National Commission on Correctional Health Care (NCCHC), Standards for Health Services 
in Prisons, 2003, Appendix F, Charging Offenders a Fee for Health Care Services 
Shapely v. Nevada Board of State Prison Commissioners, 766 F .2d, at a 404 (9th Cir. 1985) 
Standard Operating Procedure 316.02.01.001, Grievance and Informal Resolution 
Procedure for Offenders 
. - End of Document -
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· PAGE NUMBER: 
1 of 2 
Approved: 12-01-1982 
Reviewed: 02-07-2006 
Next Review: 02-07-2008 
This document was approved by Thomas Beauclair, Director, Idaho Dept. of 
Corrections, on 02/07/06 (signature on file). 
BOARD OF CORRECTION IDAPA RULE NUMBER 608. 
Inmate Hobby Craft 
POLICY STATEME~ 
It is the policy~f the Idaho Department of Correction {IDOC) that offenders have 
opportunities l~\>ursue hobby craft activities. In developing hobby craft programs, facility 
safety and sec~rijy~areihe Department's priority. 
"--"' ~ • The Division of Operations will a.evelqp,a standard operating procedure (SOP) to 
implement this policy. ({ )\ 
• Hobby craft procedures a\~ practices w~~be reviewed during facility security audits. 
• Any person who violates tni~Rolicy orJ:ie related SOPs may be subject to disciplinary 
action, up to and including t~lnatfon of employme' 
PU::;~rpose of this policy is to provide guid.6<:Jzation in the development and 
hobby craft activities. 
RESPONSIBILITY 
The Division of Operations Administrator is responsible to oversee the implementation of 
this department policy and the development and implementation of a standard operating 
procedure for hobby craft activities. 
The following conditions must be addressed in the Division of Operation's SOP: 
• The process by which offenders are approved to participate in a hobby craft 
activities. 
• The area in which hobby craft is authorized. 
• The type of approved hobby craft activities. 
• Security practices for handicraft articles, materials, and tools. 
. . .. ~ ....... - .. . .. .... .. ~ ..; ' 
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• A 5% surcharge for hobby craft materials to defray the costs of the hobby craft 
program. 
• Guidelines for purchasing hobby craft materials and tools. 
REFERENCES 
IDAPA Rule 608 , Inmate Hobby Craft 
-- End of Document --
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Hobby Craft Next Review: 
1-15-2009 
This document was approved by Pam Sonnen, chief of the Division of 
Prisons, on 1/15/07 (signature on file). 
BOARD OF CORRE~PA RULE NUMBER 608 
Inmate Hobb/Ofuft l) 
\\ t..J 
POLICY STATEME~BER 608 
Hobby Craft Activities --
POLICY DOCUMENT NUMBER 608 .. 
Hobby Craft Activities 
DEFINITIONS 
Standardized Definitions List 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this standard operating procedure (SOP) is to establi~~ guidelines, rules, 
and expectations for the management of hobby craft activities in all Idaho Department of 
Correction {IDOC) correctional facilities. / /~ 
SCOPE ~ 
This standard operating procedure applies to all IDOC staff ani:i,offenders involved in hobby 
craft activities. 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
Facility heads are responsible for the following: 
• Implementing this standard operating procedure and ensuring that staff members 
follow the practices and guidelines contained herein. 
• Developing field memorandums that identify allowable hobby craft activities, hobby 
craft areas, and other hobby craft related practices. 
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS o· 
1. Introduction 
Most IDOC correctional facilities will~offer offenders h6t5oy'-craft activities. Exceptions to this 
practice may include intensive treatment program_p{1,r6h'att~erapeutic communities. Large 
facilities will normally offer a wider variety of hoboy{raft act~vities than small facilities do. 
Facility heads must approve hobby craft act~ities th~are avclilable at their facilities. Before 
approving hobby craft activities, facility heads"Will con'sict.er.t"a't a minimum, the following: 
• Resources required to support the activity 
• Costs associated with the hobby craft 
• Potential security risks 
• Health risks 
• Offenders' interests 
• Whether or not the offender can continue the hobby craft upon release and whether 
or not the hobby craft provides the offender an environment that supports a pro-
social lifestyle. 
2. In-cell and Hobby Shop Guidelines 
Facilities may have in-cell hobby craft activities, a hobby craft area, or both. Normally, in-cell 
hobby craft materials and the working project will be kept in the offender's cell. All other 
materials and projects will be kept in the hobby craft work area. Hobby craft work areas will 
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3. Examples .of Approved Hobby Craft Activities 
Page Number: 
3 of 4 
The following are examples of hobby craft activities that facility heads could approve: 
• Pen and pencil drawing (including charcoal, pastel, acrylics and water colors) 
• Beading 
• Horsehair braiding 
• Stick art 
• Paper weaving 
• Flytying 
• Crocheting:(ii,iciug __ knitting and cross-stitch) 
• String IJl{~fvi'ng ·\tt ~-, . 
4. Faes ~ 
The price of hobtiy!cr.ti~materials will include the purchase price, shipping, sales tax, and a 
5% surcharge. T_h~ S~o surcharg~£~Jreit~tg_ purchase hobby craft supplies and !terns that 
are used by part1c1pating offend~. such as0hobby shop tools. The surcharge will be 
collected and managed in acG.9liance with ~ndard operating procedure 114.03.03.011, 
Inmate Trust Account. :f __ ::J 
,,... ·: .·...., 5. Inclusio
n/Exclusion Criteria "''-•,<s.,,.;;;/ ~-, ..._ ;~ ':.-.. 
Inclusion ,"'i··· · ·:,., 
=:~:;::;'. the following Criteri~rif;)l!~t"'.'~ be approved to participate in 
• No Class A or B Disciplinary Offense Report (DOR) convictions within the last six 
(6) months. ,~} 
.~ ... 
• Remain in compliance with case plan goals . . ,. 
,:;.)).:::~~)ti.; .;f 
Exclusion ,., 
Offenders will be excluded from hobby craft activities for the following: 
• Being found guilty of a Class A or B DOR within the past six (6) months. 
• Failing to successfully participate in any program or activity made available in 
accordance with the offender's case plan goals. 
6. Removal from Hobby Craft Activities 
Offenders will be removed from hobby craft activities for the following: 
• Conviction of a Class A or B DOR. 
• Conviction of a Class C DOR related to hobby craft. 
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7. Completed Hobby Craft 
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Completed hobby craft items must be sent out of the facility within 14 days of completion 
and must be handled in accordance with SOP 320.02.01.001, Property: State-issued and 
Offender Personal Property. 
While offenders are permitted to send completed hobby crafts to someone for resale, the 
IDOC will not participate in or facilitate that activity. In addition, staff members are not 
allowed to purchase or accept, as a gift, a hobby craft item. 
8. Documentation 
Hobby craft should be documented in accordance with SOPs 613.02.01.001, Team Case 
Management and 320.02.01.001, Property: State-issued and Offender Personal Property. 
In-cell hobby crcif!Jjncl!tfroval from hobby craft should be documented in the 
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IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
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Case No. CV OC 1103414 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND IN 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COME NOW, Defendants Idaho State Board of Corrections, Idaho Department of 
Correction, Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent 
Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shirley Audens (hereinafter 
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"Defendants"), by and through their counsel of record, Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC, and 
respectfully submit this Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as follows. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
On or about May 18, 2011, Plaintiff Barry Searcy, an inmate in the custody of the Idaho 
Department of Correction ("IDOC"), initiated the instant action by filing a Civil Complaint against 
the IDOC, the Board of Correction and various employees of the IDOC. 
Plaintiffs Complaint generally alleges that Defendants violated the constitution and laws of 
Idaho by charging inmates telephone sales commissions, commissary sales commissions, medical 
co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges. The Civil Complaint contains three 
counts summarized as follows: (1) Count I of Plaintiffs Complaint alleges that the IDOC's use of 
these fees/surcharges to raise money for the IDOC exceeds and violates the scope of rule making 
authority granted under Idaho Code §20-212 and violates Idaho Code §18-314 and the following 
sections of the Idaho Constitution: Article II, Section 1; Article VII, Sections 2, 5 and/or 16; Article 
X, Section 1, see Civil Complaint, pp. 19-20; (2) Count II of Plaintiffs Complaint is brought under 
the Idaho Tort Claims Act ("ITCA") and alleges that the acts or omissions of Defendants constituted 
negligence, negligent supervision and conversion, in relation to "a scheme to circumvent the 
constitutional and statutory constraints on the legitimate means of securing revenue for IDOC uses," 
see Civil Complaint, pp. 21-22; and (3) Count III of Plaintiffs Complaint alleges that Defendants 
engaged in a civil conspiracy "to execute, implement, maintain and/or enforce IDOC policies, rules, 
practices and contracts which illegally raised revenue for IDOC uses by diverting moneys belonging 
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to Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of other persons ... without express state constitutional and/or 
statutory authority to do so," see Civil Complaint, p. 23. 
On October 20, 2011, Plaintiff filed a Partial Motion for Summary Judgment Against 
Defendant IDOC as to Liability Only on Count I, which is Plaintiffs state declaratory judgment 
claim. Plaintiffs motion requests that the Court enter summary declaratory judgment against 
Defendant IDOC declaring, inter alia, that the IDOC's raising of revenue for IDOC uses through 
phone and commissary commissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft 
surcharges, exceeds and violates the scope of rule making authority granted under Idaho law and 
violates various provisions of the Idaho Code and the Idaho Constitution. See Memorandum in 
Support of Plaintiffs Partial Motion for Summary Judgment Against Defendant IDOC, pp. 14-15. 
For the reasons set forth herein, however, Plaintiff is not entitled to declaratory judgment as 
a.matter of law on Count I, and his Motion for Partial Summary Judgment should therefore be 
denied. In fact, as established herein, Defendants are entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw on all 
, claims against them, including Plaintiffs claim for declaratory judgment. Accordingly, Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted. 
II. PERTINENT PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
Searcy I - Searcy v. Idaho State Board of Corrections, et al 
U.S. District Court for the District of Idaho Case No. 1:10-cv-00166-CWD 
On or about March 29, 2010, Plaintiff Barry Searcy, an inmate in the custody of the IDOC, 
filed a Complaint and Demand For Jury Trial (Dkt. 3) against various entities and individuals in 
United States District Court for the District of Idaho, Case No. 1: 1 O-cv-00166-CWD (hereinafter 
"Searcy I"). See Affidavit of Counsel (hereinafter "Aff. of Counsel"), Exhibit B. In addition to the 
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Idaho State Board of Correction and the Idaho Department of Correction, Plaintiff named the 
following individuals as Defendants: Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Anna 
Jane Dressen, Brent Reinke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shirley 
Audens. All individual Defendants were sued in their individual and official capacities, to wit: 
Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy and Anna Jane Dresssen as members of the 
Idaho State Board of Corrections; Brent Reinke as Director of the IDOC; Pam Sonnen as IDOC 
Chief of Division of Prisons; Tony Meatte as IDOC Chief of Management Services; Susan Fujinaga 
as IDOC Deputy Chief of Management Services; Theo Lowe as IDOC Executive Financial Officer; 
and Shirley Audens as an IDOC Senior Financial Specialist. See Aff. of Counsel, Exhibit B at pp. 
3-5. 
In his Complaint, Plaintiff generally alleged that Defendants engaged in negligent acts and 
· omissions and conspired with one another to unlawfully take money from Plaintiff and thousands 
of other inmates in order to illegally raise revenue for IDOC purposes. These alleged acts included 
.·:executing, implementing, maintaining, and/or enforcing IDOC policies, rules, practices and contracts 
that imposed phone and commissary sales commissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and 
hobby craft surcharges. Plaintiff claimed that the IDOC's policies, rules, practices and contracts in 
this regard constituted a "scheme to circumvent the constitutional and statutory constraints on the 
legitimate means of securing revenue for IDOC uses ... " See Aff. of Counsel, Exhibit B at p. 9. 
Plaintiff claimed this alleged scheme violated (1) the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 
Organizations Act (RICO), 18 U.S.C. §§1962(c)-(d), (2) the civil rights statute, 42 U.S.C. §1983, 
(3) Idaho state racketeering laws, (4) Idaho Code §18-313, and (5) the Idaho Constitution. See Aff. 
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of Counsel, Exhibit B at pp. 25-36. Plaintiff also asserted various tort and breach of contract claims 
under Idaho law. See Aff. of Counsel, Exhibit Bat pp. 37-45. 
Upon reviewing Plaintiffs Complaint to determine whether summary dismissal was 
appropriate pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§1915 and 1915A, the Honorable CandyW. Dale, ChiefUnited 
States Magistrate Judge, dismissed Plaintiffs federal claims with prejudice for failure to state a 
claim upon which relief can be granted. See Aff. of Counsel, Exhibit Cat pp. 8-9 and Exhibit D. The 
Court declined to exercise supplemental jurisdiction over Plaintiffs state law claims and dismissed 
those claims without prejudice. See Aff. of Counsel, Exhibit Cat pp. 8-9. Pursuant to the Court's 
Initial Review Order, Plaintiffs case was dismissed and Judgment was entered on September 13, 
2010. See Aff. of Counsel, Exhibit D. 
Searcy II - Searcy v. Idaho State Board of Corrections, et al 
District Court of the Fourth Judicial District Case No. CV-OC-1103414 
On or about May 18, 2011, Plaintiff filed the Civil Complaint initiating the instant action 
against various entities and individuals in the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and 
for Ada County. In addition to the Idaho State Board of Correction and the Idaho Department of 
Correction, Plaintiff named the following individuals as Defendants: Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Jay 
Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Anna Jane Dressen, Brent Reinke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan 
Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, Shirley Audens and Does 1-10. All individual Defendants were sued in their 
official capacities and as State employees, to wit: Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Jay Nielsen, Robin 
Sandy and Anna Jane Dresssen as members of the Idaho State Board of Corrections; Brent Reinke 
as Director of the IDOC; Pam Sonnen as IDOC Chief of Division of Prisons; Tony Meatte as IDOC 
Chief of Management Services; Susan Fujinaga as IDOC Deputy Chief of Management Services; 
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Theo Lowe as IDOC Executive Financial Officer; and Shirley Audens as an IDOC Senior Financial 
Specialist. 
In his Complaint, Plaintiff generally alleges that Defendants engaged in negligent acts and 
omissions and conspired with one another to unlawfully take money from Plaintiff and thousands 
of other inmates in order to illegally raise revenue for IDOC purposes. These alleged acts included 
executing, implementing, maintaining, and/or enforcing IDOC policies, rules, practices and contracts 
that imposed phone and commissary sales commissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and 
hobby craft surcharges. Plaintiff claims that the IDOC's policies, rules, practices and contracts in 
this regard constitute a "scheme to circumvent the constitutional and statutory constraints on the 
legitimate means of securing revenue for IDOC uses ... " See Civil Complaint, p.8. Plaintiff alleges 
violations of the laws and constitution ofldaho and also asserts tort claims under Idaho law. 
III. STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The relevant facts as they relate to this Motion are set forth in the Statement of Material Facts 
filed contemporaneously herewith. 
IV. SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD 
Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure governs motions for summary judgment. Rule 
56(c) provides in pertinent part: 
The judgment sought shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, 
depositions and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if 
any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and 
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. 
Upon motion for summary judgement, the Court will liberally construe all controverted facts in favor 
of the non-moving party and will draw all reasonable inferences in favor of that party. Arreguin v. 
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Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho, 145 Idaho 459,461, 180 P.3d 498, 500 (2008). If there is 
no genuine issue of material fact, there is only a question oflaw over which the Court will exercise 
free review. Infangerv. City o/Salmon, 137 Idaho 45, 47, 44 P.3d 1100, 1102 (2002). "The fact that 
the parties have filed cross-motions for summary judgment does not change the applicable standard 
of review, and [the] Court must evaluate each party's motion on its own merits." Intermountain 
Forest Mgmt., Inc. v. La. Pac. Corp., 136 Idaho 233,235, 31 P.3d 921,923 (2001). 
When a defending party moves for summary judgment under Rule 56(b ), as Defendants have 
done in this case, the non-moving party "cannot rest on mere speculation because a mere scintilla 
of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue." McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Idaho 765, 769, 820 P .2d 
360, 364 (1991 ). "It is axiomatic that summary judgment may be granted when there is no genuine 
issue of material fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw."Verbillis v. 
Dependable Appliance, Co., 107 Idaho 335,337,689 P.2d 227,229 (Ct. App. 1984). As stated in 
Rule 56(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure: 
When a motion for summary judgment is made and supported as 
provided in this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere 
allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's 
response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, must set 
forth specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial. If the 
party does not so respond, summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be-
entered against the party. 
Further, the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law when the non-moving 
party "fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that 
party's case on which that party will bear the burden of proof at trial." Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho 
166, 170~ 16 P.3d 263,267 (2000)(citing Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 107, 765 P.2d 126, 127 
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(1988)). If the non-moving party cannot make a showing on elements essential to his claims, "there 
can be no genuine issue of material facts since a complete failure of proof concerning an essential 
element on the non-moving party's case necessarily renders all other facts immaterial." McGilvray 
v. Farmers New World Life Insurance Co., 136 Idaho 39, 42, 28 P.3d 380, 383 (2001) (citing 
Celotex v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322-23,106 S. Ct. 2548, 2552 (1986)). 
V. ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITY 
A. PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT MUST BE DISMISSED 
ASAMATTEROFLAW. 
Count I of the Complaint claims that the IDOC's policies and rules imposing medical co-pay 
fees and surcharges on phone calls, commissary purchases, photocopying services, and hobby craft 
items in order to raise revenue for IDOC uses surpass Defendants' rulemaking authority and violates 
Idaho statutory and constitutional law. In his Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, 
Plaintiff requests declaratory judgment, essentially seeking determination of the following questions: 
Does the raising of revenue for IDOC uses by Defendants, the Board, the IDOC 
Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe 
and Audens, through phone and commissary commissions, medical co-pay fees, 
photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges, exceed and violate the scope of rule 
making authority granted under Idaho Code Section 20-212? 
and/or 
Does the raising of revenue for IDOC uses by Defendants, the Board, the IDOC 
Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe 
and Audens, through phone and commissary commissions, medical co-pay fees, 
photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges violate the provisions of Idaho 
Constitution, Article II, Section 1; Article VII, Sections 2, 5 and/or 16; Article X, 
Section 1; and/ or Idaho Code Section 18-314? 
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As set forth herein, the questions encompassed in Plaintiffs request for declaratory judgment 
must be answered in the negative, and Plaintiffs claim for declaratory judgment should be dismissed 
as a matter oflaw. 
1. Defendants Did Not Exceed The Scope of Their Authority. 
Idaho Constitution, Article 10, §5, mandated that the Idaho Legislature create a Board of 
Correction, which "shall have the control, direction and management of the penitentiaries of the 
state, their employees and properties, and of adult probation and parole, with such compensation, 
powers, and duties as may be prescribed by law." Pursuant to its constitutional mandate, the 
Legislature enacted Chapter 2, Title 20, Idaho Code, which created the Board of Correction to 
control, direct and manage the Idaho's correctional facilities and to provide for the care and 
maintenance of all prisoners in its custody. See I.C. §§20-201A, 20-209. "The Board, with its 
constitutionally anchored control over prisons, paroles and probations, is recognized as an agency 
of the executive branch." Mellinger v. !DOC, 114 Idaho 494,499, 757 P.2d 1213, 1218 (Ct. App. 
1988). See also I.C. §20-201 (stating the department of correction shall be an executive department 
of state government). The Board's prescribed powers include, but are not limited to, the power to 
make all necessary rules to carry out its duties, LC. §20-212; the power to appoint a director of 
correction as the chief administrative officer for the Board and business manager w];io shall assume 
all the authority, powers, functions and duties as may be delegated to him by the board, I.C. §20-
217 A; and the power to make and adopt such rules and regulations for the government and discipline 
of the correctional facility as they may consider expedient, I.C. §20-244. 
Plaintiffs request for declaratory judgment in the instant case is based, in part, on his 
assertion that Defendants lack the statutory authority to collect commissions or assess monetary 
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charges for services rendered pursuant to J.C. §20-212. Essentially, Plaintiffs position is that 
Defendants assessment of phone and commissary sales commissions, medical co-pay fees, 
photocopying fees, and hobby craft surcharges violates J.C. §20-212, which only authorizes rules 
"not inconsistent with express statutes or the state constitution" and provides no authority for raising 
revenue or assessing fees. 
In support of his argument in this regard, Plaintiff relies on Smith v. Florida Department of 
Corrections, 920 So.2d 638 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2005). In Smith the District Court of Appeal of 
Florida held that a fee charged for photocopying services by the Department of Corrections to 
inmates was not supported by a specific grant oflegislative authority and was therefore invalid. Id. 
at 643. In that case, the Court found that Florida's statutory scheme governing the DOC did not 
"authorize the Department to make monetary assessments; it simply authorize[ d] the Department 
to collect monetary assessments." Id. at 641-42 (emphasis in original). In concluding that the 
Department did not have the power to impose the copying fee, the Court noted that the Florida 
legislature had enacted specific legislation authorizing the Department to collect medical copayments 
from inmates. Id. at 642. The Court reasoned that this provision would have been unnecessary had 
the legislature intended to grant the DOC unbridled discretion to charge an inmate for any services 
rendered. Id. 
Plaintiffs reliance on Smith, which was based on Florida's statutory scheme governing the 
Florida DOC, is inapposite in reviewing the scope of authority granted to the Idaho Board of 
Corrections under Idaho law. By statute and constitutional provision, the Idaho Board of Correction 
is vested with the power to control, direct and manage Idaho's correctional facilities. See Idaho 
Const. Art. X, Sec. 5; J.C. §20-201; J.C. §20-209. Idaho Code §20-212 is not the sole source of the 
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Board of Correction's authority, as suggested by Plaintiff. "The Board ultimately derives its powers 
from article 10, §5 of the Idaho Constitution." Mellinger, 114 Idaho at 499, 757 P.2d at 1218. 
Moreover, unlike Florida's statute, Idaho's statutory scheme pertaining to the IDOC is void of 
specific provisions that would have the effect oflimiting its authority to make monetary assessments 
against inmates. To the contrary, Chapter 2, Title 20, Idaho Code, contains a broad grant of authority 
to the Board of Corrections to make all necessary rules to carry out its duties and to make and adopt 
such rules and regulations for the government and discipline of the correctional facility as they may 
consider expedient. LC. §20-212; I.C. §20-244. This encompasses the power to impose reasonable 
user fees for goods received and services rendered, and Defendants did not exceed their 
constitutional or statutory authority in this regard. See In re Hamilton, 41 Cal.App.4th 926, 933, 48 
Cal.Rptr.2d 845, 849 (Cal. Dist. Ct. App. 1996) (although none of the subject statutes specifically 
authorized a surcharge on handicraft materials, such authority was manifest based on the broad 
discretionary power vested in the Director of Corrections and the legislature's intent that the 
handicraft program be self-supporting). See also Allah v. Coughlin, 190 A.D.2d 233,237 (N.Y. App. 
Div. 1993) (finding the imposition of a $25 high school equivalency examination fee falls within the 
broad grant of authority given to the Commissioner of Correctional Services to operate the prison 
system). 
2. Defendants Did Not Invade The Province of The Legislature. 
The second part of Plaintiffs request for declaratory judgment seeks a determination that the 
Defendants "raising of revenue for IDOC uses ... through phone and commissary commissions, 
medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges violates the provisions ofldaho 
Constitution, Article II, Section 1; Article VII, Sections 2, 5 and 16; Article X, Section 1; and Idaho 
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Code Section 18-314." See Complaint, p. 20. Essentially, Plaintiff alleges that the challenged 
conduct violates the separation of powers doctrine of the Idaho constitution, Idaho Const. Art. II, 
Sec. 1, because it intrudes upon the Legislature's power and duty to "provide such revenue as may 
be needful." Idaho Const. Art. VII, Sec. 2; see also Art. X, Sec. 1 ("[P]enal institutions ... shall be 
established and supported by the state in such manner as prescribed by law."). This argument, 
however, is based on a mistaken premise, to wit, that the subject charges are unauthorized taxes. 
It does not appear that the specific question at issue in this case, whether the fees and 
surcharges challenged by Plaintiff constitute unconstitutional taxes, has been directly addressed in 
Idaho. The Idaho Supreme Court has, however, analyzed the distinction between a fee and a tax in 
other contexts, which is instructive in the instant case. In analyzing whether a fee imposed by a 
municipal corporation is actually an impermissible tax, the Idaho Supreme Court has noted: "[A] fee 
is a charge for a direct public service rendered to the particular consumer, while a tax is a forced 
contribution by the public at large to meet the public needs." Lewiston Independent School District 
v. City of Lewiston, 151 Idaho 800,264 P.3d 907,912 (2011) (citation omitted). Moreover, taxes are 
primarily revenue raising measures while a fee's purpose is regulation, though "municipal 
regulations enacted under the police power may provide revenue incidental to the enforcement of 
the regulation." Brewster v. City of Pocatello, 115 Idaho 502,504, 768 P.2d 765, 767 (1989). 
Employing this analysis in the instant case, it is apparent that the challenged fees and 
surcharges do not constitute impermissible taxes as they are not a forced contribution for revenue 
raising purposes. Cf Alpert v. Boise Water Corp., 118 Idaho 136, 145, 795 P.2d 298, 307 (1990). 
To the contrary, the fees are voluntary and based upon individual consumption and use. In this 
regard, there is no forfeiture of inmate property and no violation of Idaho Code § 18-314 as alleged 
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by Plaintiff. Inmates such as Plaintiff make their own decisions to purchase commissary items, 
make telephone calls, photocopy documents, purchase hobby craft items, and obtain medical 
services. In exchange for paying the subject fees and surcharges, inmates receive goods and the 
value of services rendered. See Jensen v. Klecker, 648 F .2d 1179, 1183 (81h Cir. 1981) (holding that 
a prison's postage fee does not involve a forfeiture of property as "it is in the nature of an assessment 
for value received"). The funds raised incidentally to the provision of extra goods and services to 
inmates are ultimately appropriated back to the IDOC for IDOC use. 
That the subject fees and surcharges constitute valid and permissible user fees is supported 
by the decision in Shackelford v. Audens, Idaho Fourth Judicial District Case No. CV-OC-09-13083. 
Similar to the instant case, Shackelford involved an inmate's challenge to the IDOC' s imposition of 
a fee on commissary purchases, which was used to fund the Inmate Monetary Fund. The specific 
issue in that case was whether the subject fee constituted an unconstitutional taking of the inmate's 
property without just compensation. See Affidavit of Andrew C. Brassey (hereinafter "Aff. of 
ACB"), Exhibit A at p. 2. In addressing this issue, the Honorable Patrick Owen found persuasive the 
decision of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in Vance v. Barret, 345 F.3d 1083, 1089 (9th Cir. 
2003), which held that a similar fee was not an unconstitutional taking. See Aff. of ACB, Exhibit A 
at p. 11. The court in Vance found that a fee charged for the creation and maintenance of inmate trust 
accounts was allowable as a reasonable user fee imposed for the reimbursement of the cost of 
government services. Vance, 345 F.3d at 1089. Likewise, Judge Owen found that the commissary 
charge challenged in Shackelford did not violate any of the inmate's constitutional rights and noted 
that commissary items were extra items, not necessary to prison existence, the enjoyment of which 
was a privilege and within the discretion of the inmate. See Aff. of ACB, Exhibit A at p. 12. Similar 
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reasoning was provided by Judge Dale for dismissing Plaintiff's federal claims in Searcy I. See Aff. 
of Counsel, Exhibit C. Plaintiff's due process and takings claims in Searcy I failed because he 
voluntarily exchanged his property for goods and services. See Aff. of Counsel, Exhibit Cat pp. 6-7. 
In this regard Judge Dale stated: "Plaintiff has made his own decisions to purchase commissary 
items, to make telephone calls, to photocopy documents, to purchase hobby craft items, and to obtain 
medical services. In exchange for his money, Plaintiff has received goods and the value of services 
rendered : .. Plaintiff's voluntary decisions on how to spend his money preclude a finding that the 
state deprived him of that money." See Aff. of Counsel, Exhibit Cat pp. 6-7. Though the courts in 
Shackelford, Vance and Searcy I were examining the challenged fees under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, their 
line of reasoning is persuasive in the instant case and supports a determination that the challenged 
charges are allowable user fees. 
For the aforementioned reasons, Plaintiff is not entitled to declaratory judgment as a matter 
oflaw on Count I, and therefore, Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment should be denied 
and Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted. 
B. PLAINTIFF'S CLAIMS UNDER THE IDAHO TORT CLAIM ACT MUST BE 
DISMISSED AS A MATTER OF LAW. 
In Count II of the Complaint, Plaintiff asserts that Defendants are liable under the Idaho Tort 
Claims Act ("ITCA"), as their alleged unconstitutional actions constitute negligence, negligent 
supervision and conversion. Under the ITCA, a governmental entity is subject to liability for money 
damages arising out of its negligent conduct and those of its employees acting within the course and 
scope of their employment to the extent a private party would be liable subject to certain statutory 
exceptions. See Idaho Code §§6-903 and 6-904. When reviewing a motion for summary judgment 
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in a suit involving claims brought against an employee of the State of Idaho under the ITCA, the 
court must engage in a three step analysis. Rees v. State, Dept. of Health and Welfare, 143 Idaho 
10, 14, 137 P.3d 397, 401 (2006) (citation omitted). As an initial matter, the court must first 
determine whether the torts asserted by Plaintiff exist under Idaho law. Id. at 15, 137 P.3d at 402. 
If the Court determines that tort recovery is allowed under the laws of the state ofldaho, it must then 
decide if an exception under the ITCA nonetheless shields the alleged conduct from liability. Id. If 
no exception applies, the court will examine "the merits of the claim as presented for consideration 
on the motion for summary judgment entitle the moving party to dismissal." Id. ( citation omitted). 
Plaintiffhas asserted claims for negligence, negligent supervision and conversion, which are 
recognized torts under Idaho law. As set forth below, however, Plaintiffs claims under the ITCA 
fail on the next stage of the analysis based on the availability of an exception to liability under the 
ITCA. Furthermore, Plaintiff cannot prevail on the merits of his state law claims, and they should 
be dismissed as a matter oflaw. 
1. Defendants Are Protected From Plaintiff's Claims Under The Idaho Tort 
Claims Act by Statutory Immunity. 
The exception to government liability applicable in the instant case is set forth in Idaho Code 
§6-904, which provides in pertinent part: 
A governmental entity and its employees while acting within the course and scope 
of their employment and without malice or criminal intent1 shall not be liable for any 
1The Idaho Supreme Court has defined "malice" as used in Idaho Code §6-904 as "the intentional 
commission of a wrongful or unlawful act, without legal justification or excuse and with ill will, whether or 
not the injury was intended." Anderson v. City of Pocatello, 112 Idaho 176, 188, 731 P.2d 1 n, 183 (1986) 
( emphasis in original). 
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claim which: 
1. Arises out of any act or omission of an employee of the governmental entity 
exercising ordinary care, in reliance upon or the execution or performance of 
a statutory or regulatory function, whether or not the statute or regulation be 
valid, or based upon the exercise or performance or the failure to exercise 
or perform a discretionary function or duty on the part of a governmental 
entity or employee thereof, whether or not the discretion be abused. 
LC. §6-904(1) ( emphasis added). The discretionary function exception contained in Idaho Code §6-
904(1) applies to governmental decisions entailing planning or policy formation. Ransom v. City of 
Garden City, 113 Idaho 202, 204, 743 P.2d 70, 72 (1987). This exception generally covers 
"determinations made by executives or administrators in establishing plans, specifications or 
schedules of operations. Where there is room for policy judgment and decision there is discretion." 
City of Lewiston v. Lindsey, 123 Idaho 851, 855, 853 P.2d 596, 600 (Ct. App. 1993) (citation 
omitted). 
The Idaho Supreme Court has established a two-step process for determining the applicability 
of the discretionary function exception. Id. at 205, 743 P.2d at 73. The first step is to examine the 
nature and quality of the challenged actions. Id. "Routine, everyday matters not requiring evaluation 
of broad policy factors will more likely than not be 'operational."' Ransom, 113 Idaho at 205, 743 
P.2d at 73. Decisions that require a consideration of the financial, political, economic and social 
effects of a policy or plan will generally be planning and "discretionary." Id. The second step is to 
consider the underlying policies of the discretionary function exception, which are: "(1) to permit 
those who govern to do so without being unduly inhibited in the performance of that function by the 
threat of liability for tortious conduct; and (2) to limit judicial re-examination of basic policy 
decisions properly entrusted to other branches of government." Id. A governmental entity is shielded 
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from liability under the ITCA for discretionary decisions but will be subject to liability for 
operational decisions to the extent it failed to exercise ordinary care. Dorea Enterprises, Inc. v. City 
of Blackfoot, 144 Idaho 422,425, 163 P.3d 211,214 (2007). 
Undertaking this analysis in the instant case, it is clear that the discretionary function 
exception applies. As an initial matter, it is undisputed that Defendants were acting within the course 
and scope of their employment and without malice or criminal intent. As set forth in Plaintiffs 
Complaint, the activity in question is the Defendants' conduct in relation to executing, 
implementing, maintaining and/or enforcing IDOC policies, rules, practices and contracts that 
imposed medical co-pay fees and surcharges on phone calls, commissary purchases, photocopying 
services, and hobby craft items. See Complaint, pp. 21-22. As more specifically set forth in the 
Complaint's Factual Summary, Plaintiff takes issue with the following policies and procedures of 
the IDOC: Management Services Division Directive 114.03 .03.014, which provides that the source 
of Inmate Management Fund ("IMF") monies includes phone sale and commissary commissions, 
see Complaint, pp. 8, 11; Policy 411, which charges inmates a co-pay fee for medical and pharmacy 
services to offset general fund medical expenses, see Complaint, p. 14; SOP 405.02.01.001, which 
provides that inmates be charged a $0.10 per page photocopying fee, see Complaint, p. 16; and SOP 
608.02.00.001, which sets forth that inmates are charged a 5% surcharge on hobby craft purchases, 
see Complaint, p. 17. 
Essentially, the activity complained of by Plaintiff is the development of policies and 
regulations that impose the challenged surcharges or fees. The policies and procedures of the IDOC, 
including those pertaining to institutional programs and activities and operational services, are 
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developed by IDOC leadership based on an evaluation of broad policy factors including 
consideration ofbudgetary constraints and financial, social and other effects. See Affidavit of Shirley 
Audens, 117, 11. Accordingly, the activity in question involves basic policy decisions and clearly 
falls within the ambit of the discretionary function exception. This conclusion is in accord with the 
underlying policies of the discretionary function exception, to wit, "to permit those who govern to 
do so without being inhibited by the threat of liability for tortious conduct and to limit re-
examination of policy decisions entrusted to other branches of government." Dorea Enterprises, Inc., 
144 Idaho at 426, 163 P.3d at 215. See also Harrison v. Federal Bureau of Prisons, 464 F.Supp.2d 
552, 558-59 (E.D. Va. 2006) (decisions related to the provision of telephone services in federal 
prisons, including long-distance rate increases, are matters committed to the Bureau of Prisons' 
discretion and immune from liability under the Federal Tort Claims Act by the discretionary function 
exception). 
Moreover, to the extent Plaintiff complains of operational activities in relation to 
implementing or enforcing the pertinent polices, Defendants are shielded from liability in this regard 
pursuant to Idaho Code §6-904(1) because there is simply no evidence that any Defendant failed to 
exercise ordinary care, as explored more fully infra. 
2. Plaintiff Cannot Make a Showing on The Essential Elements ofHis Tort Claims. 
As set forth above, the decisions pertaining to the imposition of the challenged fees and 
surcharges were discretionary, and Defendants are therefore immune from liability. However, even 
assuming, arguendo, that the discretionary function exception does not apply, Defendants would still 
be entitled to summary judgment because Plaintiff cannot prevail on the merits of his state law 
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claims. 
a. Negligence Claim. 
Negligence actions require a showing of the following: "(1) a duty recognized by law, 
requiring the defendant to conform to a certain standard of conduct; (2) a breach of that duty; (3) a 
causal connection between the defendant's conduct and the resulting injuries; and (4) actual loss or 
damage." Bramwell v. South Rigby Canal Co., 136 Idaho 648, 650, 39 P.3d 588, 590 (2001) 
(quotingBrizendinev. NampaMeridianlrrigationDist., 97 Idaho 580,583,548 P.2d 80, 83 (1976)). 
Therefore, the threshold question in a negligence action is whether the defendant owed the plaintiff 
a duty, the determination of which is a question oflaw to be decided by the court. Bramwell, 136 
Idaho at 650, 39 P.3d at 590 (citing Turpen v. Granieri, 133 Idaho 244, 247, 985 P.2d 669, 672 
(1999)). 
As a general rule, each person has a duty to use ordinary care to "prevent unreasonable, 
foreseeable risks ofharm to others." Sharp v. W.H. Moore Inc., 118 Idaho 297,300, 796 P.2d 506, 
509 (1990). In determining whether a duty exists in a particular context, the Idaho Supreme Court 
has identified several factors to consider: 
[T]he foreseeability of harm to the plaintiff, the degree of certainty that the plaintiff 
suffered injury, the closeness of the connection between the defendant's conduct and 
the injury suffered, the moral blame attached to the defendant's conduct, the policy 
of preventing future harm, the extent of the burden to the defendant and 
consequences to the community of imposing a duty to exercise care with resulting 
liability for breach, and the availability, cost, and prevalence of insurance for the risk 
involved. 
Turpen, 133 Idaho at 247,985 P.2d at 672 (citing Rife v. Long, 127 Idaho 841,846,908 P.2d 143, 
148 (1995)). The Supreme Court has explained that the concept of foreseeability is flexible and 
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varies with the circumstances of each case: "Where the degree of result or harm is great, but 
preventing it is not difficult, a relatively low degree of foreseeability is required. Conversely, where 
the threatened injury is minor but the burden of preventing such injury is high, a higher degree of 
forseeability may be required." Turpen, 133 Idaho at 248,985 P.2d at 673. This balancing of the 
harm should only be engaged in when the Court is "called upon to extend a duty beyond the scope 
previously imposed, or when a duty has not previously been recognized." Id. 
In the instant case, Plaintiff claims that Defendants had non-delegable duties of their own, 
as well as independent, non-delegable duties to train, supervise and control their subordinates, to: 
constrain themselves to raise revenue for IDOC uses through means expressly authorized by the 
Idaho Constitution and Idaho statutes and refrain from violating the rights of Idaho citizens and 
prisoners. See Complaint, p. 21. Plaintiff further alleges that Defendants "knew and appreciated that 
these duties existed to protect citizens and prisoners, including Plaintiff Searcy, from violations of 
their rights and from tortious conduct; and also knew that without proper training, supervision and 
control of the their employees and subordinates it was foreseeable that such transgressions would 
occur." See Complaint, p. 21. 
Admittedly, Defendants have a general duty to exercise ordinary care. "The duty is to act 
reasonably in the face of a foreseeable risk of harm to others ... it is a general duty which applies 
across the board to all members of society." Ransom, 113 Idaho at 208, 743 P.2d at 76. To the extent 
Plaintiff seeks to impose a special duty of care on Defendants, there is simply no basis for doing so 
under the facts of this case. Moreover, there is nothing in the record that would suggest that 
Defendants acted unreasonably or failed to exercise due care. See Affidavit of Shirley Audens, ,I21. 
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To the contrary, Plaintiff alleges that Defendants enforced IDOC's policies as written and used the 
monies collected for IDOC purposes. 
Furthermore, the damages alleged by Plaintiffin this case are purely economic losses, which 
are generally unrecoverable in negligence actions. See Duffin v. Idaho Crop. Improvement Assoc., 
126 Idaho 1002, 1007, 895 P.2d 1195, 1200 (1995). Plaintiff claims that he "has sustained, and will 
in the future sustain, economic losses in an amount to be determined at trial." See Complaint, p. 24. 
Economic losses unrelated to property damage or personal injury, such as those claimed by Plaintiff 
in the instant case, are not the proper subject of a negligence action. "[T]he economic loss rule 
prohibits recovery of purely economic losses in a negligence action because there is no duty to 
prevent economic loss to another." Blahd v. Richard B. Smith, Inc., 141 Idaho 296,300, 108 P.3d 
996, 1000 (2005). Though exceptions to this general rule exist, the Idaho Supreme Court has 
construed these exceptions very narrowly and has stated that there is "an extremely limited group 
of cases where the law of negligence extends its protections to a party's economic interest. "Duffin, 
126 Idaho at 1007-08, 895 P.2d at 1200-01 (emphasis added). Because the present case does not 
appear to involve facts that would satisfy the very narrow exceptions to the economic loss rule, 
Plaintiffs tort claims are barred by the same. 
b. Negligent Supervision Claim. 
As set forth above, to state a cause of action for negligence Plaintiff must establish the 
existence of a legal duty owed to him by Defendants, a breach of that duty, a causal connection 
between Defendants allegedly negligent conduct and Plaintiffs injuries, and damages. In the context 
of a claim for negligent supervision, "duty is the product of the supervisor's 'special relationship' 
with the supervised individual, not with the injured person" Podolan v. Idaho Legal Aid Services, 
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Inc., 123 Idaho 937,946,854 P.2d 280,289 (Ct. App. 1993) (citation omitted). Idaho courts have 
held the RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 319 describes the duty that applies to questions 
of negligent supervision: 
One who takes charge of a third person whom he knows or should know to be likely 
to cause bodily harm to others if not controlled is under a duty to exercise reasonable 
care to control the third person to prevent him from doing such harm. 
Podolan, 123 Idaho at 946,854 P.2d at 289. 
In case at bar, Plaintiff has asserted a claim for negligent supervision based on allegations 
that Defendants "knew, or had reason to know, that their employees and subordinates ... had a 
propensity to improperly raise revenues for IDOC uses and to violate the rights of citizens and 
prisoners." See Complaint, p. 22. In this regard, Plaintiff's negligent supervision claim fails on its 
face because he makes no allegation that he suffered "bodily harm" as contemplated by the 
Restatement. Accordingly, he has not stated a viable cause of action for negligent supervision and 
his claims in this regard should therefore be dismissed as a matter oflaw. 
c. Conversion Claim. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has defined conversion as "a distinct act of dominion wrongfully 
asserted over another's personal property in denial of or inconsistent with rights therein." Taylor v. 
McNichols, 149 Idaho 826, 846, 243 P.3d 642, 662 (2010) (citation omitted). Based on this 
definition, the Supreme Court has held that a valid claim of conversion requires three elements: "(l) 
that the charged party wrongfully gained dominion of property; (2) that property is owned or 
possessed by plaintiff at the time of possession; and (3) the property in question is personal 
property." Id. ( emphasis added). Further, it is well established that "conversion for misappropriation 
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of money does not lie unless it can be described or identified as a specific chattel." Id. ( citation 
omitted). 
In the instant case, Plaintiff has asserted a claim for conversion based on allegations that 
Defendants committed "an act of dominion wrongfully exerted over Plaintiff Searcy's ... 
personalty ... " See Complaint, p. 22. In this regard, however, th~ property that Defendants allegedly 
converted was not personal property but money. Moreover, nothing in Plaintiff's Complaint suggests 
that the alleged converted money is capable ofbeing described or identified as a specific chattel, and 
it is therefore not the proper subject of a conversion action. See Taylor, 149 Idaho at 846-47, 243 
P.3d at 662-63. Accordingly, Plaintiff's conversion claim should be dismissed as a matter oflaw. 
C. PLAINTIFF'S STATE CIVIL CONSPIRACY CLAIMS MUST BE DISMISSED AS 
A MATTER OF LAW. 
Under Idaho law there exists no independent cause of action for civil conspiracy. Mannas 
v. Moss, 143 Idaho 927, 934-35, 155 P.3d 1166, 1173-74 (2007). In this regard, the Idaho Supreme 
Court "has held: 
A civil conspiracy that gives rise to legal remedies exists only if there is an 
agreement between two or more to accomplish an unlawful objective or to 
accomplish a lawful objective in an unlawful manner. Civil conspiracy is not, by 
itself, a claim for relie£ The essence of a cause of action for civil conspiracy is the 
civil wrong committed as the objective of the conspiracy, not the conspiracy itsel£ 
Id. ( citation omitted). Because an "agreement" is the foundation of a conspiracy charge, "there must 
be specific evidence of a plan or agreement to demonstrate the existence of the conspiracy at the time 
the allegedly unlawful objective was accomplished." Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. v. Ernest, 149 
Idaho 881, 898-99, 243 P.3d 1069, 1086-87 (2010). 
Plaintiff alleges in Count III of his Complaint that Defendants engaged in a civil conspiracy 
to commit tortious acts and omissions and to violate Idaho's Constitution and statutes. See 
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Complaint, p. 23. As an initial matter, Plaintiffs civil conspiracy claim is subject to dismissal 
because it is not an independent cause of action and cannot survive dismissal of Plaintiffs other 
claims as set forth herein. Moreover, Plaintiff does not offer any specific evidence of an agreement 
between any of the Defendants to commit wrongful acts, which is fatal to a civil conspiracy claim. 
See Mannas, 143 Idaho at 934-35, 155 P.3d at 1173-74. In fact, the idea that Defendants could 
conspire to act negligently is a logical impossibility and precludes any claims for civil conspiracy 
relating to allegations of negligent conduct such as those made by Plaintiff in the instant case. See 
U.S. v. Mitlof, 165 F.Supp.2d 558,564 (S.D. N.Y. 2001). Accordingly, Plaintiffs civil conspiracy 
claim should be dismissed as a matter oflaw. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
WHEREFORE, for the aforementioned reasons, Defendants respectfully request this Court 
deny Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, grant Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment and dismiss Plaintiffs Complaint against them with prejudice, and for such other relief 
as the Court deems proper and just. 
DATED this {p day ofMarch, 2012. 
BRASSEY, CRAWFORD & HOWELL, PLLC 
B~l~ ANriR: BRASSEY, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _Jf2__ day of March, 2012, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the 
method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P.0.Box14 
Boise, ID 83707 
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IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE,PAMSONNEN, TONY 
MEA TTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on Friday, the 61h day of April, 2012, at 10:00 a.m., or as 
soon thereafter as the parties can be heard, before the Honorable Thomas F. Neville, at the Ada 
County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho, Defendants Idaho State Board of Corrections, Idaho Department 
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of Correction, Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent 
Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shirley Audens will call up 
for hearing DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT. 
DATED this~ day of March, 2012. 
BRASSEY, CRAWFORD & HOWELL, PLLC 
By~(Q~ofu. 
 RASSEY, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Ja__ day ofMarch, 2012, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the 
method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P.O.Box14 
Boise, ID 83707 
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) __________________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. 01 OC 1103414 
AFFIDAVIT OF BARRY SEARCY 
BARRY SEARCY, b::ing duly sworn on oath, dep&ses and say$: 
1 • I am over eighteen ( 18) years of age and competent to testify on 
matters herein. I am the Plaintiff in the above-entitled action and make this 
affidavit based upon personal knowledge. 
2. On August 4, 2011, I served upon Defendants' counsel Plaintiff's First 
Set of Discovery Requests: Interrogatories, Requests For Production and Requests 
For Admission. See Notice of Service of Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery 
Requests: Interrogatories, Requests For Production and Requests For Admissions, 
a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
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.. 
3. On September 6, 2011, Defendants' counsel served upon me Defendants' 
Objections and Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories, Requests 
For Production and Requests For Admissions, a true and correct copy of which 
is attached hereto'at Exhibit B. 
4. On September 13, 2011, pursuant to my obligation under Rule 37(a)(2), 
I.R.C.P. to confer or attempt to confer with the party not making the disclosure 
in an effort to secure disclosure of discovery requests without court action, 
I mailed a letter to Defendants' counsel to schedule a phone conference on 
September 23, 2011 to confer about the undisclosed discovery. A true and correct 
copy of my Septe".Ilber 13, 2011 letter is attached hereto as Exhibit C. 
5. On Friday, September 23, 2011, I had a telephone conference with Megan 
Goichoechea, Defendants' counsel, regarding undisclosed discovery. During this 
call, Ms. Goicoechea agreed to review my discovery requests and appropriately 
supplement Defendants' responses by October 10, 2011. 
6. On October 1 0, 2011 , Defendants' counsel served upon me Defendants' 
First Supplemental Answers and Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of 
Interrogatories, Requests For Production and Requests For Admissions, a true 
and correct copy_of which is attached hereto as Exhibit D. 
7. On December 1, 2011, pursuant to my obligation under RuJ;eJ37'.(9-) (2), 
I.R.C.P. to confer to attempt to confer with the party not making the disclosure 
in an effort to secure disclosure of discovery requests without court action, 
I mailed a letter to Defendants' counsel regarding undisclosed discovery. My 
letter requested that Defendant:s disclose the requested discovery "within 10 
days of the date of this letter." A true and correct copy of my December 1 , 
2011 letter is attached hereto as Exhibit E. 
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8. To date, Defendants have not responded to my December 1, 2011 letter, 
nor have they further supplemented their discovery disclosures pursuant to its 
request that they do so. 
9. , I contend that Defendants are withholding material and relevant 
discovery in this matter. I further contend that I have fulfilled my obligations 
qnder Rule 37{a):(2) ;;J ~~. and this matter is ripe for Plaintiff to file a motion 
to compel disclosure with the Court. 
10. Although I am not required to do so, I have chosen, to this point, 
to delay filing a motion to compel disclosure until after the Court rules on 
my pending Partial Motion For Summary Judgment Against Defend3.Ilt IDOC As To 
Liability Only On Count I. I have made this decision, in part, because the 
Court's ruling on my pending mJtion will necessarily clarify the relevant 
discovery that would be at issue in a motion to compel disclosure. I b,3lieve 
this course of action is financially and judicially economical for bJth the 
Parties and the Court. 
Further your affiant sayeth not. 
DATED this..lzva day of March, 2012. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this Z.:z .... d~y of March, 2012. 
~~IDAHO 
Residing at: t 
Conmission E_xp ...... i .aa..r-=es'"'"':'--~....,,,/li_.,~-~.....,-?,&.,..,,,..... 
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CERI'IFICA'l'E OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY Ti.1at I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
AFFIDAVIT OF BARRY SEARCY, on the following named persons, via the !SCI Prison 
Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 1st class postage prepaid, on March 2...7-..., 
2012: 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
( 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
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Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
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case No. 0/ oc 1103414 
NOI'ICE OF SERVICE OF 
PLAINTIFF I S FIPSI' SE!' OF DISC.UVBRY 
~TS: !NI'ERROGA'IDRIES, 'RBJ{JESTS 
FOR PRODUCTION AND REX:l{JESTS FOR 
ADMISSION 
Plaintiff Barry Searcy, prose, hereby notifies the Court that on this 
date he served upon Defendants' counsel Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery 
Requests: Interrogatories, ~equests For Production and Requests For Admission. 
Dated this '-/1,1.1 day of August, 201.1. 
RaSearcy ./ 
Plaintiff, prose 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SE!' OF DISCOVERY REXJUESTS: 
£x~11?rr A 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CF:RTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Notice of Service of Plaintiff's First Set of niscovery Requests: 
Interrogatories, Requests For Production and Requests For Admission on the 
following named person, via the !SCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 
1st class postage prepaid, on Augu~t,Y7,(,I , 2011: 
Andrew C. Brassey, !SB 2128 
Brassey, Wetherell & Crawford, LLP 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney C..eneral for Defendants 
earcy / 
OOI'ICE OF SERVICE OF PLAINI'IFF'S FIRST SE:!' OF DISOJVERY RmUESTS: 




Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Brassey, Wetherell & Crawford, LLP 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO ST ATE BOARD OF 
CORRECTION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT 
OF CORRECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, 
JIM TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN 
SANDY, ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEA TTE, SUSAN FU JIN A GA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named 
persons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTIONS AND 
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S 
FIRST SET OF 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS 
FOR PRODUCTION AND 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 
COME NOW Defendants, by and through counsel of record, Brassey, Wetherell & 
Crawford, LLP, and files their Objections and Responses to Plaintiff's First Set oflnterrogatories, 
Requests for Production and Requests for Admission herein as follows: 
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INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: Please identify every person known to you who is likely to 
have discoverable information that you may use to suppo~ your claims or defenses, stating in detail 
the subjects of the information known by such persons. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the 
grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further 
object to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks an exhaustive recitation of facts to support their 
defenses prior to the completion of discovery. Subject to and without waiving any objections, the 
following individuals may have discoverable information: 
Plaintiff Bany Searcy 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Defendants Caroline Meline, Jim Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, 
Brent Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shirley Audens 
c/o BRAS SEY WETHERELL & CRAWFORD 
P.O. Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
IDOC and ISCI Personnel including but not limited to Jill Whittington (ISCI 
Grievance Coordinator)and Terrie Rosenthal 
c/o Idaho Department of Corrections 
1299 North Orchard, Suite #110 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
The above-referenced individuals may have infonnation concerning the IDOC Offender 
Concern Fonns and Grievance Forms and Appeal of Grievance completed by Plaintiff and responses 
to the same; and rules, regulations, policies and procedures relating to legal assessments for services 
provided by the IDOC. 
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Discovery is ongoing and Defendants reserve the right to supplement, amend or correct their 
response to this Interrogatory if infonnation comes into their possession, custody or control that 
would justify such supplementation. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Please set forth in detail a description by category and 
location, or provide a copy of, all documents, ESI and tangible things that are in your possession, 
custody or control that you may use to support your claims or defenses. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the 
grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further 
object to this Interrogatory to the extent it seeks infonnation prepared in anticipation oflitigation or 
othe1wise protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege and/or work product doctrine. 
Subject to and without waiving any objections, the following categories of documents may be 
relevant: 
1. Copies of Plaintiffs Complaints and other related court documents filed against 
Defendants. 
2. Copies of relevant Idaho Department of Corrections Offender Concern Fonns and 
Grievance Fonns and Appeal of Grievance completed by Plaintiff. 
3. Policies, procedures, field memorandum, post orders and standard operating 
procedures authorized by the Board of Correction. 
Discovery is ongoing and Defendants reserve the right to supplement their response to this 
Interrogatory if infonnation comes into their possession, custody or control that would justify such 
supplementation. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Please identify every person known to you who is likely to 
have discoverable information related to this litigation, stating in detail the substance of the 
information related to this litigation known by such persons. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the 
grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further 
object to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks an exhaustive recitation of facts to support their 
defenses prior to the completion of discovery .. Subject to and without waiving any objections, see 
Answer and Objection to Interrogatory No. 1. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Please identify and describe in detail any communications 
you have had with any person(s) related to the subject matter of this litigation. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the 
grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further 
object to this Interrogatory to the extent it seeks information prepared in anticipation oflitigation or 
otherwise protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege and/or work product doctrine. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Please set forth in detail the facts related to your contentions 
with or in support of each and every denial and affirmative or separate defense alleged in your 
Answ.::r and associated pleadings filed herein. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the 
grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further 
object to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks an exhaustive recitation of facts to support their 
defenses prior to the completion of discovery. Subject to and without waiving any objections, 
discovery is just beginning in this matter and Defendant reserves the right to supplement this Answer 
in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and any Scheduling Order of the Court. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 6: Please describe in detail the facts related to the IDOC's use 
of the Inmate Management Fund during the relevant times, stating in detail (a) the facts and 
circumstances regarding the original establishment of the IMF and its history to the present time; (b) 
the methods and means of receiving, appropriating, budgeting and expending IMF funds; ( c) your 
own conduct related to the IMF; ( d) the identities of all persons known to you to have involvement 
related to the IMF and a description, in detail, of these persons' conduct related to the IMF; (e) the 
identity of all documents and ESI related to the IMF; (t) the identity of all persons who's 
compensation or pay is funded, in whole or in part, from IMF funds; (g) the criteria applied to IMF 
expenditures; (h) the policies related to the IMF; and (I) the specific legal authority that you contend 
permits the establishment and various uses of the IMF. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 6: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the 
grounds it vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further object 
to this Interrogatory on the grounds it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
relevant, material, or admissible evidence. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 7: Please describe in detail the facts related to the IDOC's use 
of the Inmate Trust Funds and Accounts (hereinafter, the "ITF &A") during the relevant times, 
stating in detail (a) the facts and circumstances regarding the original establishment of the ITF&A 
and its history to the present time; (b) the methods and means of receiving and expending ITF &A 
funds; (c) your own conduct related to the ITF&A; (d) the identities of all persons known to you to 
have involvement related to the ITF &A and a description, in detail, of these persons' conduct related 
to the ITF &A; ( e) the identities of all persons known to you to have legal duties (including, but not 
limited to, fiducial duties) related to the ITF &A and a description, in detail, of these legal duties; (t) 
the identity of all documents and ESI related to the ITF &A; (g) a detailed description of investments 
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made using ITF&A funds; (h) a detailed description of all profits, losses, dividends, interest and 
income received on ITF&A funds and their distribution, expenditures and uses; (I) the policies 
related to the ITF&A; and (j) the specific legal authority that you contend permits the establishment 
and various uses of the ITF&A. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 7: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the 
grounds it vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further object 
to this Interrogatory on the grounds it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
relevant, material, or admissible evidence. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 8: Please identify each person answering or assisting in 
answering these and any subsequent interrogatories, requests for production and requests for 
admission and describe in detail the information these persons provided. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 8: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the 
grounds it vague, ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further object 
to this Interrogatory on th.e grounds it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
relevant, material, or admissible evidence. Subject to and without waiving any objections, Attorneys 
Andrew Brassey and Megan Goicoechea assisted their clients in responding to Plaintiff's discovery 
requests. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Prior to answering these and any subsequent interrogatories, 
requests for production and requests for admission, have you made a diligent search of your books, 
records, papers, documents and ESI, and a diligent inquiry of your agents, employees, 
representatives and counsel, wth a view to eliciting and disclosing all infonnation available to you? 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the 
grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, subject to multiple interpretations and not reasonably calculated 
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to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Defendants further object to this Interrogatory to the 
extent it seeks infom1ation outside the scope of Rule 26 and 33, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure, and 
on the grounds it invades the attorney-client privilege and/or work product doctrine and involves 
' 
information prepared in anticipation of litigation or otherwise protected from disclosure. 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION ("RFP") NO. 1: Please produce any documents and 
ESI identified, considered or reviewed in answering, or which are related to, your answer to or the 
subject matter of the interrogatories listed above, and any subsequently served interrogatories. 
RESPONSE 'fO:REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ("RFP")NO. 1: Defendants object 
to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, subject to multiple interpretations 
and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Defendants further 
object to this Interrogatory to the extent it seeks information outside the scope of Rule 26 and 34, 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure. 
RFP NO. 2: Please produce the job descriptions of all individual persons identified in your 
answers to the interrogatories listed above. 
RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 2: Defendants object to this Request on the grounds it vague, 
ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further object to this Request to 
the extent it seeks infomrntion not relevant to the subject matter of this litigation and is not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
RFP NO. 3: Please produce all contracts in effect during the relevant times related to inmate 
telephones, commissary and medical care. 
RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 3: Defendants object to this Request on the grounds it vague, 
ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further object to this Request to 
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the extent it seeks information not relevant to the subject matter of this litigation and is not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant, material, or admissible evidence. 
Defendants also object to this Request on the grounds it seeks confidential and privileged 
information. 
RFP NO. 4: Please produce all documents and ESl related to inmate telephones, 
commissary, medical co-pays, photocopies, hobby craft, the IMF, and the Commissary Committee. 
RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 4: Defendants object to this Request on the grounds it vague, 
ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further object to this Request to 
the extent it seeks information not relevant to the subject matter of this litigation and is not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant, material, or admissible evidence. 
Defendants also object to this Request on the grounds it seeks confidential and privileged 
information. 
RFP NO. 5: Please produce all documents and ESI related to the establishment of the 
Inmate Trust Fund and Accounts. 
RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 5: Defendants object to this Request on the grounds it vague, 
ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further object to this Request on 
the grounds it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant, material, or 
admissible evidence. 
RFP NO. 6: Please produce all unprivileged documents and ESI related to any litigation 
related to the IMF. 
RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 6:Defendants object to this Request on the grounds it vague, 
ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further object to this Request to 
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the extent it seeks infonnation not relevant to the subject matter of this litigation and is not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
RFP NO. 7: Please produce all documents and ESI which show, in chronological order, the 
line item details of all IMF receipts and expenditures during the relevant times (e.g., the IMF 
accounting ledgers and sub-account ledgers). 
RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 7: Defendants object to this Request on the grounds it vague, 
ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further object to this Request on 
the grounds it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant, material, or 
admissible evidence. 
RFP NO. 8: Please produce all documents and ESI which show, in chronological order, the 
line item details of all Hobby Account receipts and expenditures during the relevant times ( e.g., the 
Hobby Account accounting ledgers and sub-account ledgers). 
RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 8: Defendants object to this Request on the grounds it vague, 
ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further object to this Request on 
the grounds it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant, material, or 
admissible evidence. 
RFP NO. 9: Please produce all documents and ESI related to the establishment of the 
Hobby Account. 
RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 9: Defendants object to this Request on the grounds it vague, 
ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further object to this Request on 
the grounds it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant, material, or 
admissible evidence. 
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RFP NO. 10: Please produce all documents and ESI which purport to limit the uses ofIMF 
funds. 
RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 10: Defendants object to this Request on the grounds it vague, 
ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further object to this Request on 
the grounds it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant, material, or 
admissible evidence. 
RFP NO. 11: Please produce all Inmate Handbooks that were in effect during the relevant 
times or which mention the IMF. 
RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 11: Defendants object to this Request on the grounds it vague, 
ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further object to this Request on 
the grounds it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant, material, or 
admissible evidence. 
RFP NO. 12: Please produce all documents and ESI which are the checks or payments of 
telephone and commissary commissions during the relevant times. 
RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 12:Defendants object to this Request on the grounds it vague, 
ambiguous, overly broad and/or unduly burdensome. Defendants further object to this Request on 
the grounds it is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant, material, or 
admissible evidence. 
RFP NO. 13: Please produce all documents and ESI which are the policies related to inmate 
telephones, commissary, medical co-pays, photocopies, hobby craft, and IMF, and the Inmate Trust 
Fund and Accounts. 
RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 13:Defendant objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that 
it is vague, ambiguous, overly broad and unduly burdensome. Subject to and without waiving any 
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objections, the current policies, regulations, and standard operating procedures of the IDOC are 
available on IDOC's website at:http://www.idoc.idaho.gov/content/about_ us/policies_ and_ forms. 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION ("RFA") NO. 1: Admit that between May 31, 1988 
through May 18, 2011, there was no Idaho statue which expressly authorized the IDOC to raise 
revenue through telephone sales commissions. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION ("RFA") N0.1: Defendants object to this 
Request on the grounds it is vague, ambiguous, complex, compound and overly broad as to time 
period. Subject to and without waiving any objections, Defendants would admit that Idaho law, 
including but not limited to Title 20 of the Idaho Code, the Rules of the Board qf Correction under 
the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act and the rules, policies and procedures promulgated 
thereunder, allow the Idaho Department of Correction to create, define and assess certain fees. 
RFA NO. 2: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, there was no Idaho 
statute which expressly authorized the IDOC to raise revenue through commissary sales 
commissions. 
ANSWER TO RFA NO. 2: Defendants object to this Request on the grounds it is vague, 
ambiguous, complex, compound and overly broad as to time period. Subject to and without waiving 
any objections, Defendants would admit that Idaho law, including but not limited to Title 20 of the 
Idaho Code, the Rules of the Board of Correction under the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act and 
the rules, policies and procedures promulgated thereunder, allow the Idaho Department of Correction 
to create, define and assess certain fees. 
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RFA NO. 3: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, there was no Idaho 
statute which expressly authorized the IDOC to riase revenue through medical co-pay fees. 
ANSWER TO RFA NO. 3: Defendants object to this Request on the grounds it is vague, 
ambiguous, complex, compound and overly broad as to time period. Subject to and without waiving 
any objections, Defendants would admit that Idaho law, including but not limited to Title 20 of the 
Idaho Code, the Rules of the Board of Correction under the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act and 
the rules, policies and procedures promulgated thereunder, allow the Idaho Department of Correction 
to create,. define and assess certain fees. 
RFA NO. 4: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, there was no Idaho 
statute which expressly authorized the IDOC to raise revenue through photocopying fees. 
ANSWER TO RFA NO. 4: Defendants object to this Request on the grounds it is vague, 
ambiguous, complex, compound and overly broad as to time period. Subject to and without waiving 
any objections, Defendants would admit that Idaho law, including but not limited to Title 20 of the 
Idaho Code, the Rules of the Board of Correction under the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act and 
the rules, policies and procedures promulgated thereunder, allow the Idaho Department of Correction 
to create, define and assess certain fees. 
RF A NO. 5: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, there was no Idaho 
statute which expressly authorized the IDOC to raise revenue through hobby craft surcharges. 
ANSWER TO RFA NO. 5: Defendants object to this Request on the grounds it is vague, 
ambiguous, complex, compound and overly broad as to time period. Subject to and without waiving 
any objections, Defendants would admit that Idaho law, including but not limited to Title 20 of the 
Idaho Code, the Rules of the Board of Correction under the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act and 
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the rules, policies and procedures promulgated thereunder, allow the Idaho Department of Correction 
to create, define and assess certain fees. 
RFA NO. 6: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through telephone sales commissions. 
ANSWER TO RFA NO. 6: Defendants object to this request on the grounds it is vague, 
ambiguous, complex, compound and overly broad as to time period. 
RFA NO. 7: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through commissary sales commissions. 
ANSWER TO RFA NO. 7: Defendants object to this request on the grounds it is vague, 
ambiguous, complex, compound and overly broad as to time period. 
RFA NO. 8: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through medical co-pay fees. 
ANSWER TO RFA NO. 8: Defendants object to this request on the grounds it is vague, 
ambiguous, complex, compound and overly broad as to time period. 
RFA NO. 9: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through photocopying fees. 
ANSWER TO RFA NO. 9: Defendants object to this request on the grounds it is vague, 
ambiguous, complex, compound and overly broad as to time period. 
RFA N0.10: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through hobby craft surcharges. 
ANSWER TO RFA NO. 10: Defendants object to this request on the grounds it is vague, 
ambiguous, complex, compound and overly broad as to time period. 
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RFA NO. 11: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through telephone sales commissions earned from Plaintiff Searcy' s purchases of phone 
time. 
ANSWER TO RFA NO. 11: Defendants object to this request on the grounds it is vague, 
ambiguous, complex, compound and overly broad as to time period. 
RFA NO. 12: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through commissary sales commissions earned from Plaintiff Searcy's commissary 
purchases. 
ANSWER TO RFA NO. 12: Defendants object to this request on the grounds it is vague, 
ambiguous, complex, compound and overly broad as to time period. 
RFA NO. 13: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through medical co-pay fees paid by Plaintiff Searcy. 
ANSWER TO RFA NO. 13: Defendants object to this request on the grounds it is vague, 
ambiguous, complex, compound and overly broad as to time period. 
RFA NO. 14: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through photocopying fees paid by Plaintiff Searcy. 
ANSWER TO RFA NO. 14: Defendants object to this request on the grounds it is vague, 
ambiguous, complex, compound and overly broad as to time period. 
RFA N0.15: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through hobby craft surcharges paid by Plaintiff Searcy. 
ANS\VER TO RFA NO. 15: Defendants object to this request on the grounds it is vague, 
ambiguous, complex, compound and overly broad as to time period. 
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DATED this{Jr day of September, 2011. 
HERELL & CRAWFORD, LLP 
SSEY, Of the Finn 
Attorneys for Defe dants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this btr-'day of September, 2011, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S 
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION AND 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS, upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to 
be delivered by the method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 14A-51B 
P. 0. Box 14 
Boise, ID 83 707 
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Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, IO 83707 
September 13, 2011 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Brassey, Wetherell & Crawford, LLP COPY 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Re: Searcy v. Idaho state Board of Correction, et al., case No. CV OC 1103414 
Dear Mr. Brassey, 
I am in receipt of Defendants' Objections And Responses To Plaintiff's First 
Set Of Interrogatories, Requests For Production And Requests For Admissions 
dated September 6, 2011. 
After reviewing Defendants' objections and responses, Plaintiff respectfully 
finds them entirely incomplete and failing to comply with both Plaintiff's 
discovery requests and the relevant Idaho "Rules of Civil Procedure governing 
the scope and disclosure of discovery. Indeed, Defendants have left Plaintiff's 
nine (9) Interrogatories almost entirely unanswered (other than by objection), 
have not produced a even a single document in response to Plaintiff's thirteen 
Requests For Production, and have neither admitted nor denied any of Plaintiff's 
fifteen (15) Requests For Admission, as they were framed by Plaintiff. 
This letter constitutes Plaintiff's good faith effort pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. 37(a)(2) to confer or attempt to confer with the party not making the 
disclosure in an effort to secure disclosure of discovery requests without court 
action. 
On Friday, September 23, 2011 at 9:00 am, I will be calling you prepaid at your 
office phone number (208) 344-7300 to confer regarding Defendants' stated 
objections and failure to disclose discovery. Please arrange to have your 
receptionist accept my call. If this date and time does not work for you, please 
write or otherwise contact me as soon as possible with an alternative date and 
time that works for you and is no later than the end of business on September 23, 
2011. I nonnally have access to a phone between 7:00 am - 10:30 am and 1:00 pm -
3:30 pm, Monday-Friday. In the alternative, if you wish, you may feel free 
to meet with me in person at ISCI by the end of business on September 23, 2011. 
Plaintiff sincerely hopes we are able to confer by phone or in person to discuss 
Defendants' objections and responses to Plaintiff's First Set Of Discovery 




end of business on September 23, 2011, Plaintiff will deem his obligation to 
confer or attempt to confer to have been satisfied and will proceed on that 
basis. 







Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Wetherell & Crawford, LLP 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO ST A TE BOARD OF 
CORRECTION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT 
OF CORRECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, 
JIM TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN 
SANDY, ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEA TIE, SUSAN FU JIN A GA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named 
persons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
DEFENDANTS' FIRST 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND 
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S 
FIRST SET OF 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS 
FOR PRODUCTION AND 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 
COME NOW Defendants, by and through counsel of record, Brassey, Wetherell & 
Crawford, LLP, and files their First Supplemental Answers and Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of 
Interrogatories, Requests for Production and Requests for Admission herein as follows: 
DEFENDANTS' FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANS\VERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAJNTIFF'S FJRST SET OF 




INTERROGATORY NO. 1: Please identify every person known to you who is likely to 
have discoverable infonnation that you may use to support your claims or defenses, stating in detail 
the subjects of the infonnation known by such persons. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1: Subject to and without 
waiving any previously stated objections and in addition to the individuals previously identified, the 
following individuals may have discoverable infonnation: 
IDOC Contract Services group including but not limited to Rod Leonard (Contract 
Manager: Offender Telephone Services, Commissary) and Tammy Majors (Contract 
Manager: ICC and Healthcare) 
c/o Idaho Department of Corrections 
1299 North Orchard, Suite # 110 
Boise, Idaho 83 706 
Additionally, individuals listed on the Division Leadership Organizational Chart attached 
hereto may have discoverable infonnation. 
These individuals may have infonnation relative to the services and commodities provided 
by those under contract with the IDOC; the rules, regulations, policies and procedures of the IDOC; 
and infonnation regarding the annual budget appropriated by the Idaho legislature for the operation 
of the Idaho state correction system. 
Discovery is ongoing and Defendants reserve the right to supplement, amend or correct their 
response to this Interrogatory if infonnation comes into their possession, custody or control that 
would justify such supplementation. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Please set forth in detail a description by category and 
location, or provide a copy of, all documents, ESI and tangible things that are in your possession, 
custody or control that you may use to support your claims or defenses. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Subject to and without 
waiving any previously stated objections and in addition to the information previously provided, see 
documents attached hereto. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Please identify every person known to you who is likely to 
have discoverable information related to this litigation, stating in detail the substance of the 
information related to this litigation known by such persons. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Subject to and without 
waiving any previously stated objections, see Supplemental Answer to Interrogatory No. 1. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 6: Please describe in detail the facts related to the IDOC's use 
of the Inmate Management Fund during the relevant times, stating in detail (a) the facts and 
circumstances regarding the original establishment of the IMF and its history to the present time; (b) 
the methods and means of receiving, appropriating, budgeting and expending IMF funds; ( c) your 
own conduct related to the IMF; (d) the identities of all persons known to you to have involvement 
related to the IMF and a description, in detail, of these persons' conduct related to the IMF; (e) the 
identity of all documents and ESI related to the IMF; (f) the identity of all persons who's 
compensation or pay is funded, in whole or in part, from IMF funds; (g) the criteria applied to IMF 
expenditures; (h) the policies related to the IMF; and (I) the specific legal authority that you contend 
pennits the establishment and various uses of the IMF. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 6: Subject to and without 
waiving any previously stated objections, the inmate management fund (IMF), in one fonn or 
another, has existed for many years. The IMF is made up of money that is collected by the IDOC 
and deposited in the state treasury. At present, the source of these monies includes telephone 
revenue, commissary revenue, vending revenue, laundry revenue, donation revenue, interest and 
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social security revenue. This money is then appropriated back to the IDOC each year as part of its 
annual budget from the Idaho legislature. Spending authority is granted through the Idaho State 
Legislative budgeting process. Money is allocated in a lump sum to the various IDOC facilities to 
spend in accordance with their respective financial plans. Regardless of what fund is being used for 
expenditures, all IDOC facilities have to abide with state purchasing policies and must comply with 
the Governmental Accepted Accounting Practices and the laws of the State of Idaho. There is no 
state law governing what expenditures can be made with IMF monies, and it is within the discretion 
of each IDOC facility how to spend its portion of the IMF. Traditionally, the IMF has been used 
primarily on school materials, library books/subscriptions, recreation, materials for the visiting 
center, the legal resource center, movies, cable television, specials meals on holidays, etc. In 
addition, some personnel costs for various positions are paid from the IMF including the legal 
assistant/paralegal in the Legal Resource Center, the correctional officer in the Recreation 
Department, the Religious Activities Coordinator and the Financial Specialist who monitors the 
IMF. See also documents attached hereto. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 7: Please describe in detail the facts related to the IDOC's use 
of the Inmate Trust Funds and Accounts (hereinafter, the "ITF&A") during the relevant times, 
stating in detail (a) the facts and circumstances regarding the original establishment of the ITF&A 
and its history to the present time; (b) the methods and means of receiving and expending ITF &A 
funds; ( c) your own conduct related to the ITF &A; ( d) the identities of all persons known to you to 
have involvement related to the ITF &A and a description, in detail, of these persons' conduct related 
to the ITF &A; ( e) the identities of all persons known to you to have legal duties (including, but not 
limited to, fiducial duties) related to the JTF&A and a description, in detail, of these legal duties; (f) 
the identity ofall documents and ESI related to the ITF&A; (g) a detailed description ofinvestments 
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made using ITF&A funds; (h) a detailed description of all profits, losses, dividends, interest and 
income received on ITF&A funds and their distribution, expenditures and uses; (I) the policies 
related to the ITF &A; and (j) the specific legal authority that you contend permits the establishment 
and various uses of the ITF&A. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 7: Subject to and without 
waiving any previously stated objections, to the extent this interrogatory seeks infonnation regarding 
inmate or offender bank accounts: Currently, an account is established in the Offender Tracking 
System, in each offender's name, when he or she enters an IDOC correctional institution. The use 
of this account is not mandatory, however, and the account only becomes active if money is 
deposited into it by or on behalf of the offender, or expenditures for medical, metered mail or 
photocopies occur. Money received by the IDOC for an offender's bank account is deposited into 
the IDOC Trust Fund bank account and posted to the inmate's account within the IDOC Trust 
accounting system (aka Offender Trust Account (OTA)). Inmate accounts allow offenders to make 
purchases and satisfy debts and financial obligations. Further, offenders may establish and maintain 
an outside interest-bearing savings or investment account at any financial institution or brokerage 
finn licensed with the Idaho Department of Finance or the United States Treasury Department. See 
also documents attached hereto. 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION {"RFP") NO. 1: Please produce any documents and 
ESI identified, considered or reviewed in answering, or which are related to, your answer to or the 
subject matter of the interrogatories listed above, and any subsequently served interrogatories. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ("RFP") NO. 
1: Subject to and without waiving any previously stated objections, documents attached hereto may 
be considered responsive to this discovery request. 
RFP NO. 4: Please produce all documents and ES] related to inmate telephones, 
commissary, medical co-pays, photocopies, hobby craft, the IMF, and the Commissary Committee. 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 4: Subject to and without waiving any 
previously stated objections, documents attached hereto may be considered responsive to this 
discovery request. 
RFP NO. 5: Please produce all documents and ESJ related to the establishment of the 
Inmate Trust Fund and Accounts. 
SUPPLEMENT AL RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 5: Subject to and without waiving any 
previously stated objections, documents attached hereto may be considered responsive to this 
discovery request. 
RFP NO. 9: Please produce all documents and ESI related to the establishment of the 
Hobby Account. 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 9: Subject to and without waiving any 
previously stated objections, documents attached hereto may be considered responsive to this 
discovery request. 
RFP NO. 10: Please produce all documents and ESI which purport to limit the uses ofIMF 
funds. 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO RFP NO. l 0: Subject to and without waiving any 
previously stated objections, documents attached hereto may be considered responsive to this 
discovery request. 
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RFP NO. 11: Please produce all Jnmate Handbooks that were in effect during the relevant 
times or which mention the JMF. 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 11: Subject to and without waiving any 
previously stated objections, see Idaho State Correctional Institution's Reception and Diagnostic 
Unit Offender Handbook attached hereto. 
RFP NO. 13: Please produce all documents and ESI which are the policies related to inmate 
telephones, commissary, medical co-pays, photocopies, hobby craft, and IMF, and the Inmate Trust 
Fund and Accounts. 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 13: Subject to and without waiving any 
previously stated objections, see documents attached hereto. 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 
RFA NO. 6: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the ]DOC raised 
revenue through telephone sales commissions. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO RFA NO. 6: Subject to and without waving any 
previously stated objections, Defendants would admit that currently part of the annual budget 
appropriated by the Idaho legislature for the operation of the Idaho state correction system is 
comprised of funds from telephone revenue. 
RFA NO. 7: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through commissary sales commissions. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANS\\'ER TO RFA NO. 7: Subject to and without waving any 
previously stated objections, Defendants would admit that currently part of the annual budget 
appropriated by the Idaho legislature for the operation of the Idaho state correction system is 
comprised of funds from commissary revenue. 
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RFA NO. 8: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through medical co-pay fees. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO RFA NO. 8: Subject to and without waving any 
previously stated objections, Defendants would admit that currently funds from medical co-pays 
assessed pursuant to standard operating procedure 411.06.03.001 are used to offset general fund 
medical expenses. See IDOC Policy Control Number 411 and standard operating procedure 
411.06.03 .001, attached hereto. 
RFA NO. 9: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through photocopying fees. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO RFA NO. 9: Subject to and without waving any 
previously stated objections, Defendants would admit that currently part of the annual budget 
appropriated by the Idaho legislature for the operation of the Idaho state correction system is 
comprised of funds from fees charged for photocopying. 
RFA NO. 10: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through hobby craft surcharges. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO RFA NO. 10: Subject to and without waving any 
previously stated objections, Defendants would admit that currently the price of hobby craft 
materials includes a five percent (5%) surcharge that is collected and managed in accordance with 
IDOC standard operating procedures and used to defray the costs of the hobby craft program. See 
IDOC Policy Control Number 608 and standard operating procedures attached hereto. 
RFA NO. 11: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through telephone sales commissions earned from Plaintiff Searcy's purchases of phone 
time. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO RFA NO. 11: Subject to and without waving any 
previously stated objections, Defendants would admit that currently part of the annual budget 
appropriated by the Idaho legislature for the operation of the Idaho state correction system is 
comprised of funds from telephone revenue. 
RFA NO. 12: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through commissary sales commissions earned from Plaintiff Searcy's commissary 
purchases. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO RFA NO. 12: Subject to and without waving any 
previously stated objections, Defendants would admit that currently part of the annual budget 
appropriated by the Idaho legislature for the operation of the Idaho state correction system is 
comprised of funds from commissary revenue. 
RFA NO. 13: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through medical co-pay fees paid by Plaintiff Searcy. 
SUPPLEMENT AL ANSWER TO RFA NO. 13: Subject to and without waving any 
previously stated objections, Defendants would admit that currently funds from medical co-pays 
assessed pursuant to standard operating procedure 411.06.03.001 are used to offset general fund 
medical expenses. See IDOC standard operating procedure 411.06.03 .001, attached hereto. 
RFA N0.14: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through photocopying fees paid by Plaintiff Searcy. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO RFA NO. 14: Subject to and without waving any 
previously stated objections, Defendants would admit that currently part of the annual budget 
appropriated by the Idaho legislature for the operation of the Idaho state correction system is 
comprised of funds from fees charged for photocopying. 
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RFA NO. 15: Admit that between May 31, 1988 through May 18, 2011, the IDOC raised 
revenue through hobby craft surcharges paid by Plaintiff Searcy. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO RFA NO. 15: Subject to and without waving any 
previously stated objections, Defendants would admit that currently the price of hobby craft 
materials includes a five percent (5%) surcharge that is collected and managed in accordance with 
IDOC standard operating procedures and used to defray the costs of the hobby craft program. See 
IDOC Policy Control Number 608 and standard operating procedures attached hereto. 
DATED this j_Q_ day of October, 2011. 
BRASSEY, WETHERELL & CRAWFORD, LLP 
SSEY, Of the Finn 
fondants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of October , 2011, l served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS FIRST SUPPLEMENT AL ANSWERS AND 
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS, upon each of the following individuals 
by causing the same to be delivered by the method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P. 0. Box 14 
Boise, ID 83 707 
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' 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, IO 83707 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Wetherell & Crawford, LLP 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
COPY 
Re: Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests: Interrogatories, Requests 
For Production and Requests For Admission; 
Searcy v. Idaho State Board of Correction, et al., Case No. 01 OC 1103414 
Dear Mr. Brassey and Ms. Goicoechea, 
On August 4, 2011, Plaintiff served you with Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery 
~equests: Interrogatories, 'Requests For Production and 'Requests For Admission 
(hereinafter, "Plaintiff's First Set of I?iscovery 'Requests"). 
On September 6, 2011, you served me with Defendants' Objections and f{esponses 
to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories, 'Requests For Production and 'Requests 
For Admissions (hereinafter, "Defendants' Objections and 'Responses to Plaintiff's 
First Set of Discovery Requests"). 
On September 13, 2011, Plaintiff mailed you a letter "constitut[ing] Plaintiff's 
good faith effort pursuant to I.'R.C.P. 37(a)(2) to confer or attempt to confer 
with the party not· making the disclosure in an effort to secure disclosure of 
discovery requests without court action." Plaintiff's letter scheduled a 
September 23, 2011 phone conference to discuss the outstanding discovery dispute. 
In the September 23 phone conference, Ms. r.,oicoechea agreed to review Plaintiff's 
First Set of Discovery 'Requests and to appropriately supplement Defendants' 
responses by October 10, 2011. 
On October 10, 2011, you served me with Defendants' First Supplemental Answers 
and Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories, Requests For 
Production and Requests For Admissions (hereinafter, "Defendants' First 
Supplemental Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests"). 
After reviewing Defendants' initial and supplemental responses, Plaintiff 
respectfully finds them incomplete and failing to comply with both Plaintiff's 
discovery requests and the relevant Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure governing 
the scope and disclosure of discovery. This letter constitutes Plaintiff's 
good faith effort pursuant to I.'R.C.P. 37(a)(2) to confer or attempt to confer 
with the party not making the disclosures in an effort to secure disclosure 




013.JECI'ION 00. 1: Defendants have variously phrased objections to Plaintiff's 
discovery requests on the grounds that they are "vague, ambiguous, overly broad 
and/or unduly burdensome." See Defendants' Objections and Responses to 
Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests, Answer To Interrogatory Nos. 1-9, 
Response 'lb Request For Production ("RFP") Nos. 1-13, and Answer To Request 
For Admission ("RFA") Nos. 1-15. 
These objections are without merit because Plaintiff's Interrogatory Nos. 1-9, 
RFP Nos. 1-13 and RFA Nos. 1-15 are adequately comprehensible and pertinent 
to the lawsuit. 
OBJEx:::TION 00. 2: Defendants have further variously phrased objections to 
Plaintiff's discovery requests to the extent they "seek[] an exhaustive 
recitation of facts to support their defenses prior to the completion of 
discovery." See Defendants' Objections and Responses to Plaintiff's First Set 
of Discovery Requests, Answer to Interrogatory Nos. 1, 3 and 5. 
These objections are also without merit. Indeed, it is Defendants themselves 
who have denied "each and every paragraph and allegation of Plaintiff's Complaint 
not herein expressly and specifically admitted" and who have asserted their 
defenses, thus making their denials and defenses subject to discovery. See 
Answer to Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, filed July 18, 2011, at 
pgs. 2-5. Rule 11(a), I.R.C.P., requires Defendants to have a good faith factual 
basis to their denials and defenses prior to alleging and asserting them. 
Plaintiff's Interrogatory Nos. 1, 3 and 5 merely make an allowed inquiry into 
the facts underlying Defendants' denials and defenses. 
Defendants' objections also propose the argument that they aren't required to 
answer Interrogatory Nos. 1, 3 and 5 until "the completion of discovery." 
However, the rules governing discovery require answers "separately and fully 
••• within 30 days after service." See Rule 33(a)(2). 
OBJECl'ION 00. 3: Defendants have further variously phrased objections to 
Plaintiff's discovery requests to the extent that they "seek[] information 
prepared in anticipation of litigation or otherwise protected from disclosure 
by the attorney-client privilege and/or work product doctrine." See Defendants' 
Objections and Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests, Answer 
To Interrogatory Nos. 2, 4 and 9, Response To "Request For Production ("RFP") 
Nos. 3 and 4. 
These objections are also without merit. By their own terms, Plaintiff's 
discovery requests are limited to information that is not protected by privilege. 
See Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests, at pg. 2 (Instruction No. 1) 
and at pg. 3 (Instruction No. 7). 
OBJECTION 00. 4: Defendants have further variously phrased objections to 
Plaintiff's discovery requests on the grounds that they are "not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant, material or admissible 
evidence." See Defendants' Objections and "Responses to Plaintiff's First Set 
of Discovery Requests, Answer To Interrogatory Nos. 6-9, Response To Request 




These objections are also without merit. Plaintiff's Interrogatory Nos. 6-9 
and RFP Nos. 1-12 all seek information relevant to the allegations of Plaintiff's 
Civil Complaint and/or the denials and defenses asserted in Defendants' Answer. 
OBJECTION 00. 5: Defendants have further variously phrased objections to 
Plaintiff's discovery requests to the extent that they seek information outside 
the scope of Rule 26, 33 and/or 34, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure. See 
Defendants' Objections and Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery 
Requests, Answer To Interrogatrory No. 9, Response To Request For Production 
( "RFP") No. 1. 
These objections are also without merit. By their own terms, Plaintiff's 
discovery requests are limited to information that is within the scope of the 
rules of discovery. See Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests, at pg. 1, 
at pg. 4 (Instruction No. 12), at pg. 10 (Preamble to Interrogatories), and 
at pgs. 12-13 (Preamble to Requests For Production). 
OBJECTION 00. 6: Defendants have further variously phrased objections to 
Plaintiff's discovery requests on the grounds that they are "subject to multiple 
interpretations." See Defendants Objections and Responses to Plaintiff's First 
Set of Discovery Requests, Answer To Interrogatory No. 9, Response To Request 
For Production ("RFP") No. 1. 
This objection is also without merit. Plaintiff's Interrogatory No. 9 and RFP 
No. 1 are adequately comprehensible and pertinent to the lawsuit. 
OBJECTION 00. 7: Defendants have further variously phrased objections to 
Plaintiff's discovery requests to the extent they "seek[] information not 
relevant to the subject matter of this litigation." See Defendants' Objection 
and Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests, Response To Request 
For Production ("RFP") Nos. 2-4 and 6. 
This objection is also without merit. Plaintiff's RFP Nos. 2-4 and 6 all seek 
information relevant to the allegations of Plaintiff's Civil Complaint and/or 
the denials and defenses asserted in Defendants' Answer. 
O~ON 00. 8: Defendants have further variously phrased objections to 
Plaintiff's discovery requests on the grounds that they are "complex, compound 
and overly broad as to time period." See Defendants' Objections and Responses 
to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests, Request For Admission ("RFA") 
Nos. 1-15. 
These objections are also without merit. Defendants are required to either 
admit or deny Plaintiff's Requests For Admission, as they were framed by 
Plaintiff. RFAs are deemed admitted if not denied or responded to as being 




Defendants' objections to Plaintiff's RFAs do not assert that they are "neither 
admissible nor deniable," as they were framed by Plaintiff. Therefore, since 
the 30 day time period has passed and Defendants have also been given a 
subsequent opportunity to supplement their answers, Plaintiff's Requests For 
Admission Nos. 1-15, as they were framed by Plaintiff, are deemed to be admitted 
by each of the named Defendants in this action. 
To the extent that Defendants have provided answers other than objection to 
Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests, these answers are inadequate. 
See Defendants' Objections and Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery 
Requests; Defendants' First Supplemental Responses to Plaintiff's First Set 
of Discovery Requests. 
First, Defendants' answers are unsworn and only signed by counsel. Plaintiff's 
"[i]nterrogatories are directed to each of the named Defendants in this action, 
and each must be answered individually, separately and fully, and in writing 
and under oath, by each Defendant these discovery requests are directed towards." 
See Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests, at pcJ. 10; also Rule 33(a)(2). 
Both Defendants' Objections and Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery 
Requests and Defendants' First Supplemental Resp)nses to Plaintiff's First Set 
of Discovery Requests fail to comply with Plaintiff's discovery request and 
Rule 33(a)(2). The signature of counsel is insufficient; each named Defendant 
must answer in compliance with the direction of the discovery request and 
Rule 33(a) (2). 
Second, because Defendants have refused to answer Interrogatory No. 9 (other 
than by objection), it is impossible to view Defendants' answers to Plaintiff's 
First Set of Discovery Requests as having been made after conducting the required 
"diligent search ••• with a view to eliciting·and disclosing all information 
available" to them. See Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests, at pcJ. 2 
(Instruction No. 2) and at pcJ. 12 (Interrogatory No. 9). Indeed, a review of 
Defendants' initial and supplemental answers to Plaintiff's discovery requests 
plainly show that Defendants have not fully disclosed all of the information 
requested. See Defendants' Objections and Resp)nses to Plaintiff's First Set 
of Discovery Requests; Defendants' First Supplemental Resp)nses to Plaintiff's 
First Set of Discovery Requests. 
By way of Interrogatory No. 9, Plaintiff seeks to ensure that Defendants conduct 
the required "diligent search ••• with a view to eliciting and disclosing all 
information available" to them, and requires Defendants to swear to it. This 
is an allowed use of interrogatories that Defendants should have no problem 
signing and swearing to so long as they have conducted the legally required 
inquiry. However, Defendants' objections and refusal to sign and swear to 
Interrogatory No. 9 only serves to cast doubt as to whether Defendants are 
complying with their duty to disclose requested discovery. 
Plaintiff requests that Defendants make the required "diligent search ••. with 
a view to eliciting and disclosing all information available" to them. Plaintiff 
further requests that each of the named Defendants in this action serve answers to 
Plaintiff's First Set of Discovery Requests "individually, separately and fully, 
and in writing and under oath" within 10 days of the date of this letter. 
-4-
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Please be advised that if Plaintiff is not served with answers to Plaintiff's 
First Set of Discovery Requests within 10 days of the date of this letter, he 
will view his obligation to confer or attempt to confer to have been satisfied 
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Case No. 01 OC 1103414 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE 'IO DEFEN0A..l\1TS' 
mrION FOR SCJr.ffi'RY JUDGMENT AND REPLY 
'IO DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION 'IO PLAINTIFF'S 
PARTIAL,•IDI'ION' FOR SUMMARY. JUDGMENT 
________________ ) 
Plaintiff Barry Searcy, prose, hereby submits his Response to Defendants' 
Motion For Su'IlffiarY Judgment and Reply to Defendants' Opposition to Plaintiff's 
Motion For Summary Judgment (hereinafter, "Plaintiff's Response and ·:R_~ply'n. 
Plaintiff's Response and "Reply:·· is supported by the Affiaavit of Barry 
Searcy, filed contemporaneously herewith, and th: pleadings, record and files 
herein 
I. INTRODUCTION 
As demonstrated below, the Court should grant Plaintiff's Partial Motion For 
Summary Jud3ffieI1t Ag~inst Defendant IDOC as to Liability Only on Count I. 
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Further, to the extent that it pertains to ~fendant IDOC and Count I, the Court 
' 
should deny Defendants' Motion For Summary Judgment. 
Additionally, for the reasons set forth herein, the Court should postp::m':! 
ruling on the remaindi:rr of Defendants' Motion For Summ:iry Judgment until after it 
rules on Plaintiff's Partial Motion For Surrmary Judgment and the completion of 
discovery by the parties. 
II.. 1>RdCEDUR1\If 1iIS'IOR¥ 
On May 18, 2011, Plaintiff's Civil Complaint was filed in the District 
Court of the Fourth Judicial District, initiating the instant action against the 
named Defendants. 
On October 20, 2011, Plaintiff's Partial Motion For Summary Judgment Against 
Defendant IDOC as to Liability Only on Count I was filed, requesting that the 
Court enter surnmary declaratory judgment against Defendant IDOC. Plaintiff's 
motion was supported by the Affidavit of Barry Searcy in Support of Plaintiff's 
Partial Motion For Summary Judgment Against Defendant IDOC as to Liability Only 
on Count I. On February 8, 2012, the Court notified the parties that Plaintiff's 
motion was set for hearing on Friday, April 6, 2012 at 10:00 am. 
On or about March 6, 2012, Defendants filed their own Motion For Summary 
Judgment, seeking dismissal of Plaintiff's Complaint against them. Defendants' 
motion was supported by the Affidavit of Shirley Audens, the Affidavit of 
Counsel, the Affidavit of Andrew C. Brassey, a statement of Material Facts and 
a Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion For Surnmary Judgment and in 
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion For Partial Summary Judgment (hereinafter, 
"Defendants' Memorandum and Opposition"). Defendants' motion is also set for 
hearing on April 6, 2012 at 10:00 am. 
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III. APPLICABLE LEX;AL STANDARDS 
"Courts of record within their respective jurisdictions shall have power 
to declare rights, status, and other legal relations, whether or not further 
relief is or could be claimed. No action or proceeding shall be open to 
objection on the ground that a declaratory judgment is prayed for. The 
declaration may be either affirmative or negative in fonn and effect, and such 
declarations shall have the force and effect of a final judgment or decree." 
I.C. § 10-1201. 
"Any person interested ••• whose rights, status or other legal relations 
are affected by a statute, municipal ordinance, contract or franchise, may have 
detennined any question of construction or validity arising under the instrument, 
statute, ordinance, contract or franchise and obtain a declaration of rights, 
status or other legal relations thereunder." I.C. § 10-1202. 
The Unifonn Declaratory Judgment Act "is declared to be remedial; its 
purpose is to settle and to afford relief from uncertainty and insecurity with 
respect to rights, status and other legal relations, and is to be liberally 
construed and administered." I.e.§ 10-1212. 
"A party seeking ••• to obtain a declaratory judgment may ••• move with 
or without supporting affidavits for a surrmary judgment in that party's favor 
upon all or any part thereof." I • R. C. P. 56 (a) • "The judgment sought shall 
be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as 
to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as 
a matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c). "Such judgment, when appropriate, may be 
rendered ·for or against any party to the action." Id. 
"The court may order a speedy hearing of an action for a declaratory 
judgment and may advance it on the calendar." I.R.C.P. 57. 
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"The fact that the parties have filed cross-motions for surnnary judgment 
does not change the applicable standard of review, and [the] Court must evaluate 
each party's motion on its own merits." Intermountain Forest Mgmt., Inc. v. 
La. Pac. Corp., 136 Idaho 233, 235, 31 P.3d 921, 923 (2001). "Those standards 
require the district court ••• to liberally construe the facts in the existing 
record in favor of the nonmoving party, and to draw all reasonable inferences 
from the record in favor of the nonmoving party." Doe v. Durtschi, 110 Idaho 
466, 469, 716 P.2d 1238, 1241 (1986). 
"Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that 
the party cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to 
justify the party's opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment 
or may order a continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions 
to be taken or discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just." 
I.R.C.P. 56(f). 
IV. ARGUMEm' 
A. THE CDURl' SHOUID GRANT PLAINTIFF'S PARl'IAL MJI'ION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AGAINST DEFENDANT IOOC AS 'IO LIABILITY ONLY ON COUNI' I. 
1. Defendants Exceeded The Scope Of Their Authority. 
Prior to bringing this suit, Plaintiff Barry Searcy (hereinafter, "Searcy") 
exhausted all available administrative remedies by utilizing the IDOC Concern 
Form I Grievance/ Appeal of Grievance process. Complaint, t 25, Appendix A. 
Throughout this process, IDOC agents and employees relied on the provisions 
of I.C. § 20-212 as authorization for their revenue raising scheme. Complaint, 
Appendix A, pgs. 4-6. 
Defendants now attempt to bolster their position by arguing that "[b]y 
statute and constitutional provision, the Idaho Board of Correction is vested 
with the power to control, direct and manage Idaho's correctional facilities. 
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See Defendants' Memorandum and Opposition, pgs. 9-11. "This encompasses the 
power to impose reasonable user fees for goods received and services rendered, 
and Defendants did ~ot exceed their constitutional or statutory authority in 
this regard." Id. 
Defendants' argument fails. IDOC's independent scheme of raising revenue 
through the assessment of phone and conmissary sales comnissions, medical co-pay 
fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges exceeds the scope of their 
constitutional and statutory authority. 
a. Defendants do not have constitutional authority to independently 
raise revenue. 
By its own terms, the Board's authority under Id. Const. Art. X, § 5 to 
"have control, direction and management of the penitentiaries of the state" 
is limited to "such compensation, powers, and duties as may be prescribed by 
law." There is no self-executing, independent authority under this provision 
to raise revenue for state purposes. 
The power to raise revenue lies exclusively with the Legislature. Idaho 
Constitution, Article VII, Section 2, provides that "[t]he legislature shall 
provide such revenue as may be needful." This section "corrmands the legislature 
to provide such revenue as may be needful ••• and applies particularly to revenue 
for state purposes." Fenton v. Board of Comn'rs, 20 Idaho 392, 399, 119 P. 
41, 43 (1911). Section 6 of this same article also specifically grants municipal 
corporations "the power to assess and collect taxes for all purposes of such 
corporation." However, even this specific constitutional grant of revenue 
raising authority is limited to that which "the legislature ••• may by law invest 
in the corporate authorities thereof." See also, Id. Const. Art. XVIII,§ 11 
("County, township, and precinct officers shall perform such duties as shall 
be prescribed by law."). 
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The phrase "as shall be prescribed by law" means that "the powers ••• [are] 
statutory and limited, and that such boards can only exercise those powers 
granted them by the statute." Fenton, 20 Idaho at 404, 119 P. at 45 (citing 
Fremont County v. Brandon, 6 Idaho 482, 56 P. 264); Brewster v. City of 
Pocatello, 115 Idaho 502, 768 P.2d 765, 766 (1988) ("Thus the grant of taxing 
power ••• is not self-executing or unlimited. It is limited by what taxing 
power the legislature authorizes in its implementing legislation."). 
Further, the Idaho Supreme Court "has consistently found the executive 
rule making authority to be rooted in a legislative delegation, not a power 
constitutionally granted to the executive." Mead v. Arnell, 117 Idaho 660, 
667, 791 P.2d 410 (1990). 
It is against this backdrop of Idaho Constitutional Law that Defendants 
now argue that Id. Const. Art. X, § 5, provides the Board of Correction authority 
for their revenue raising scheme. Defendants are essentially asking the Court 
to do two things regarding thisip:tovision, both:.of,,which the Court cannot,dot-
First, by arguing that the phrase "this board shall have the control, 
direction and management of the penitentiaries of the state" somehow gives the 
Board self-executing and unlimited powers, Defendants are asking the Court to 
utterly ignore and give no effect to the latter phrase of "with such 
compensation, powers, and duties as may be prescribed by law." 
Second, Defendants are asking the Court to read into the words "control, 
direction and management;' an independent, unlimited and self-executing power 
of the Board to raise revenue in any way it sees fit. 
The Court should not do either of these two things. Defendants' revenue 
raising scheme exceeds the scope of authority granted under Idaho Constitution, 
Article X, Section 5. 
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b. Defendants' revenue raising scheme is not authorized by statute. 
Defendants also argue that their revenue raising scheme is authorized by 
statute. See Defendants' Memorandum and Opposition, pgs. 9-11. Defendants 
specifically cite Idaho Code Sections 20-201A, 20-209, 20-201, 20-212, 20-217A 
and 20-244 for this authority. Id. Defendants are essentially arguing that 
somewhere within the provisions of Idaho Code Sections 20-201A, 20-209, 20-201, 
20-212, 20-217A and 20-244 is "encornpasse[d] the power to impose reasonable 
user fees for goods received and services rendered." Id., pg. 11. 
However, nowhere in any of these statutes is the authority granted to IDOC 
to independently raise revenue for state purposes, or that IDOC may collect 
corrmissions or assess monetary charges for services rendered to inmates. 
Defendants' argument is severely undermined by the fact that the Legislature 
has provided IDOC with express statutory authority for other types of revenue 
raising and monetary assessments. These express statutory revenue raising 
provisions support Plaintiff's contention that general rule making authority 
is not an adequate legal basis for IDOC to raise revenue through phone and 
corrmissary commissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft 
surcharges. See, e.g., I.C. § 20-102A (express statutory authority for the 
penitentiary earnings reserve fund);§ 20-103 (authority for the penitentiary 
income fund);§ 20-209D (authority for forfeiture of contraband property or 
money found in possession of inmates);§ 20-225 (authority for payment of cost 
of supervision under probation and parole);§ 20-225A (authority for interstate 
compact application fee);§ 20-241 (authority to accept federal and other funds); 
§ 20-242 (authority for furloughed prisoners to pay prisoner's board, personal 
expenses, and costs of administering such prisoner's work furlough program); 
and§ 20-245 (authority to charge offenders performing community service work 
an hourly fee for purposes of providing worker's compensation insurance). 
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Further, the Idaho Supreme Court has stated that not only must there be 
an express statutory grant of power to raise revenue in the first instance, 
but that "if they have no statutory authority to do so, then they have no power 
whatever to do so." Fenton, 20 Idaho at 404, 119 P. at 45. 
The Court should also find that Smith v. Florida Department of Corrections, 
920 So.2d 638 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2005) is persuasive in dete:rmining that 
Defendants' revenue raising scheme is illegal. In Smith, the court held that 
a fee charged for photocopying services by the Department of Corrections to 
inmates was not supported by a specific grant of legislative·authority and was 
therefore invalid. Id., at 643. "Nowhere in this statute does it state that 
the Department may, in the discharge of its supervisory authority over inmates 
in the state corrections system, assess monetary charges for services rendered 
to those inmates." Id., at 642. "[T]here is no specific grant of authority 
in this statute for the assessment by the Department of monetary costs for any 
particular service provided to inmates by the Department." Id. "A proposed 
or existing rule is an invalid exercise of delegated legislative authority if 
the agency has exceeded its grant of rule making authority • • • or the rule 
enlarges, modifies, or contravenes the specific provisions of the law 
implemented." Id., at 640-41. 
"A grant of rulemaking authority is necessary but not sufficient to allow 
an agency to adopt a rule; a specific law to be implemented is also required. 
An agency may adopt only rules that implement or interpret the specific powers 
and.duties granted by the enabling statute. No agency shall have authority 
to adopt a rule only because it is reasonably related to the purpose of the 
enabling legislation and is not arbitrary and capricious or is within the 
agency's class of powers and duties, nor shall an agency have the authority 
to implement statutory provisions setting forth general legislative intent or 
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policy. Statutory language granting rulemaking authority or generally describing 
the powers and functions of an agency shall be construed to extend no further 
than implementing or interpreting the specific powers and duties conferred by 
the same statute." Id., at 641. 
The Smith court noted that "[i]f [the statute] were interpreted in the 
manner set forth by the Department, the Department would have unbridled 
discretion to charge an inmate for any and all services rendered by the 
Department. While one may argue that this is appropriate public policy, such 
a policy decision should be made by the Legislature rather than the executive 
branch." Id., at 642. 
Defendants, however, ask this Court to uphold their revenue scheme by 
relying on In re Hamilton, 41 cal.App.4th 926, 933, 48 cal.Rptr.2d 845, 849 
(cal. Dist. ct. App. 1996) and Allah v. Coughlin, 190 A.D.2d 233, 237 (N.Y. 
App. Div. 1993). See Defendants' Memorandum and Opposition, pg. 11. 
The Court should not find In re Hamilton persuasive for Defendants' position 
because, in that case, the california Department of Corrections could at least 
point to a legislative intent that the handicraft.program be self-supporting. 
However, in the instant case, Defendant~' can point to no similar Idaho statute 
or statement of legislative intent that authorizes a self-supported prison hobby 
craft program, nor a revenue generating cornnissary and telephone program, nor 
a medical co-pay fee to offset general fund medical costs, nor a fee-based or 
self-supporting photocopying program. 
The Court should also reject In re Hamilton and Allah because neither of 
these cases are in hannony with the body of Idaho law, cited herein, whereas 
the scholarly Smith v. Florida Deparbnent of Corrections is entirely consonant 
with this same body of Idaho law. 
In all respects, Smith is consistent with Idaho's constitutional 
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requirements that the legislature shall provide such revenue as may be needful 
for state purposes. See Id. Const. Art. VII,~ 2; Fenton, 20 Idaho at 399, 
119 P. at 43. Smith is also consistent with Idaho's constitutional requirements 
that the power to raise revenue is statutory and limited, and that the only 
powers that may be exercised are those specifically granted by statute. Fenton, 
20 Idaho at 404, 119 P. at'45; Brewster, 115 Idaho 502, 768 P.2d at 766 ("Thus 
the grant of taxing power ••• is not self-executing or unlimited. It is limited 
by what taxing power the legislature authorizes in its implementing 
legislation."). Smith is also in agreement with the Idaho Supreme Court's 
determination that "if they have no statutory power to do so, then they have 
no power whatever to do so." Fenton, 20 Idaho at 404, 119 P. at 45. 
2. Defendants Invaded The Province Of The Legislature. 
Idaho Constitution, Article II, Section 1, provides that the "powers of the 
government of this state are divided into three distinct departments ••• and 
no person or collection of persons charged with the exercise of powers properly 
belonging to one of these departments shall exercise any powers properly 
belonging to either of the others." 
a. The Legislature's power to raise revenue. 
The power to raise revenue lies exclusively with the Legislature. Idaho's 
Constitution, Article VII, Section 2, provides that "[t]he legislature shall 
provide such revenue as may be needful." See also J.C. Penney Co. v. Diefendorf, 
54 Idaho 374, 392, 32 P.2d 784, 792 (1934) ("It is for the legislature to 
determine the tax policy of the state, subject only to the limitations prescribed 
by the Constitution."). This section "cornnands the legislature to provide such 
revenue as may be needful ••• and applies particularly to revenue for state 
purposes." Fenton, 20 Idaho at 399, 119 P. at 43. "[T]he grant of taxing power 
••• is not self-executing or unlimited. It is limited by what taxing power 
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the legislature authorizes in its implementing legislation." Brewster, 115 
Idaho 502, 768 P.2d at 766. "[I]f they have no statutory power to do so, then 
they have no power whatever to do so." Fenton, 20 Idaho at 404, 119 P. at 45. 
See also Id. Const. Art. VII,~ 16 ("The legislature shall pass all laws 
necessary to carry out the provisions of this article."). 
Because the Legislature has not specifically authorized the IDOC to raise 
revenue through the assessment of phone and commissary commissions, medical 
co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges, IDOC's revenue raising 
scheme violates the separation of powers clause of Idaho Constitution, Article II, 
Section 1. 
b. The Legislature's power to make law. 
IIX)C is placing its own rules and regulations on the same level as express 
statutory authority. It is well settled that the executive branch cannot do 
this. 
"While the power to make law lies exclusively within the province of the 
legislature (Idaho Constitution, art. 3 §§ 1, 15) 'the legislature may 
constitutionally leave to administrative agencies the selection of the means 
and the time and place of the execution of the legislative purpose, and to that 
end may prescribe suitable rules and regulations."' Mead v. Arnell, 117 Idaho 
660, 664, 791 P.2d 410 (1990). "However, while these rules and regulations 
may be given the 'force and effect of law, ' they do not rise to the level of 
statutory law." Id. 
"The Constitution of the state of Idaho and this Court, through its 
interpretation in the cases cited herein, have clearly established that the 
legislative power was vested in the legislature." Id. "The courts [and the 
executive] may not substitute their own wisdom and policy for the Legislature's." 
Idaho Gold Dredging Co. v. Balderston, 58 Idaho 692, 717, 78 P.2d 105, 116 
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(1938); ·Troutner v. Kempthorne, 142 Idaho 389, 393, 128 P.3d 926, 930 (2006). 
To the extent that IDOC asserts it has the authority to make rules that 
raise revenue through assessment of phone and corrmissary cormnissions, medical 
co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges because of their 
general rulernaking authority, that argument fails. 
"One of the settled maxims in constitutional law is that the power conferred 
upon the legislature to make laws cannot be delegated by that department to 
any other body or authority." Mead, 117 Idaho at 665, 791 P.2d 410. The Idaho 
Supreme Court has consistently held that administrative rules or regulations 
are "less than the equivalent of statutory law." Id. 
Defendants argue that Plaintiff's separation of powers claim "is based 
on a mistaken premise, to wit, that the subject charges are unauthorized taxes." 
Defendants' Memorandum and Opposition, pg. 12. Defendants argue the distinction 
between municipal fees and municipal taxes and then conclude that "it is apparent 
that the challenged fees and surcharges do not constitute impermissible taxes 
as they are not a forced contribution for revenue raising purposes." Id. "To 
the contrary, the fe_es are voluntary and based upon consumption and use." Id. 
This argument fails for a number of reasons. 
First, a municipal corporation actually enjoys a specific constitutional 
grant of taxing power, subject to the specific powers invested in it by the 
legislature. Id. Const. Art. VII, § 6. It also enjoys a specific statutory 
grant of power to "impose and cause to be collected fees for those services 
provided by that district which would otherwise be funded by ad valorem tax 
revenues." I.e.§ 63-2201A; Brewster, 115 Idaho 502, 768 P.2d at 766. 
Conversely, IDOC enjoys no specific constitutional grant of taxing power. See 
Id. Const. Art. X, §§ 1 and 5. Nor can IDOC point to any specific statute 
granting them "fee" authority pertaining to commissary, phones, medical co-pays, 
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photocopying or hobby craft. Thus, their municipal "tax/fee" analysis is nothing 
more than an irrelevant red herring. 
Second, since the revenue in question is "voluntary and based upon 
individual consumption and use" it comes under the definition of an excise tax, 
which "includes every fo:rm of charge imposed by public authority for the purpose 
of raising revenue upon the perfonnance of an act, the enjoyment of a privilege, 
or the engaging in an occupation." Idaho Gold Dredging Co. v. Balderston, 58 
Idaho at 708, 78 P.2d at 112. 
Third, it is irrelevant for the Court's separation of powers inquiry whether 
the revenue raised is technically a "tax" or a "fee." What matters is that 
IIXJC's rules which raise revenue through the assessment of phone and corrmissary 
corrmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges 
are implemented without specific statutory authority. They invade the province 
of the Legislature and violate Idaho Constitution, Article II, Section 1 • 
c. The due process takings rulings. 
Defendants invite the Court to rely on the due process takings rulings 
in Shackelford v. Audens, Vance v. Barret and Searcy I to reject Searcy's Count I 
declaratory judgment claims in the instant case. 
Searcy has a right to "have determined [his] question of construction or 
validity under the instrument, statute, ordinance, contract or franchise and 
obtain a declaration of rights, status or other legal relations thereunder." 
Defendants rray not re-frame the question presented and the Court should answer 
the question posed by Plaintiff in Paragraph 94 of his Civil Complaint. 
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3. Defendants' Revenue Raising Schene Violates Idaho Constitution, 
Article VII, Sections 2 and 16. 
Idaho Constitution, Article VII, Section 2, provides that "[t]he legislature 
shall provide such revenue as may be needful." Section 16 of this article 
provides that "[t]he legislature shall pass all laws necessary to carry out 
the provisions of this article. 111 
Searcy's arguments regarding Defendants' violation of these provisions 
are set forth above and are incorporated in this section. 
4. Defendants' Revenue Raising Schene Violates Idaho Constitution, 
Article x, Section 1 . 
Idaho Constitution, Article X, Section 1, provides that" ••• penal 
institutions ••• shall be established and supported by the state in such manner 
as may be prescribed by law." "Sec. 1, art. 10, is a direction to establish 
the institution, and authorizes state support but does not make such support 
exclusive nor prescribe how or from what sources the necessary funds shall be 
obtained, but leaves that to the legislature." State ex rel. Macey v. Johnson, 
50 Idaho 363, 368, 296 P. 588, 589 (1931). 
However, rather than "leaving it to the legislature," !DOC has chosen to 
independently establish the state's policy by itself and has created a revenue 
raising scheme that is utterly without legislative authority. IIX)C can point 
to no statutory authority which expressly authorizes IIX)C to raise revenue from 
inmates and their families, friends and associates through phone and cornnissary 
sales cornnissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees or hobby craft 
surcharges. !DOC' s revenue raising scheme violates Id. Const. Art. X, ~ 1. 
1 Plaintiff withdraws his claims under Id. Const. Art. VII,§ 5. See Idaho 
Gold Dredging Co. v. Balderston, 58 Idaho 692, 707, 78 P.2d 105, 112 (1938) 
("[T]he constitutional provisions against duplicate taxation are concerned only 
with direct property taxes."). 
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5. Defendants' Revenue Raising Scheme Violates Idaho Code Section 18-314. 
Idaho Code Section 18-314 provides that "no conviction of any person for 
crime works any forfeiture of any property, except in cases in which a forfeiture 
is expressly imposed by law." Defendants' argue that "the fees are voluntary 
and based upon individual consumption and use." Defendants' Memorandum and 
Opposition, pgs. 12-13. Defendants' rely on Jensen v. Klecker, 648 F.2d 1179, 
1183 (8th Cir. 1981) (holding that a prison's postage fee does not involve a 
forfeiture of property as "it is in the nature of an assessment for value 
received."). Id., at 13. 
Defendants' reliance on Jensen v. Klecker is misplaced because the facts 
in that case are easily distinguished from the case at bar. 
There is nothing in the Jensen v. Klecker decision that indicates the prison 
was deducting anything other than actual U.S. Postal Service postage rates. 
Nothing indicates the prison was actually generating its own revenue stream 
by deducting postage costs from the inmates' accounts. For that reason, the 
court found "it is in the nature of an assessment for value received." 
648 F.2d at 1183. That is not the situation in the instant case. 
Further, the Jensen court relied on the authority of prison regulations, 
whereas in this case, Searcy asserts that Defendants' revenue raising scheme 
may not rely on regulations alone, but must be "expressly imposed by law." 
I.C. § 18-314. Further, Jensen does not engage in an analysis of allegations 
that the deductions actually violated the state's constitutional and statutory 
provisions regarding revenue, taxation, separation of powers and the 
establishment and support of the state's penal institutions. 
Therefore, Defendant's revenue raising scheme is not "an assessment for 
value received." Instead, in constitutes a scheme which, at every transaction, 
causes a "forfeiture of property" that is not "expressly imposed by law." I.C. 
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§ 18-314 •. 
For the aforementioned reasons, Plaintiff is entitled to declaratory 
judgment as a matter of law on Count I against IDOC. Plaintiff's Motion For 
Partial Surnnary Judgment should be granted and Defendants' Motion For Surrmary 
Judgment, as it pertains to -rrx:>G'.' s · 1iab.i:lity ·on count T,·_ should_~ denied. : .= 
B. THE OOURl' SHOULD POSTPONE RULING ON DEFENDANTS' IDI'ION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMEN.I' 
UNTIL AFl'ER IT RULES ON PLAINTIFF'S PARI'IAL IDl'ION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
ON OOUNl' I AND THE CD1PLEI'ION OF DISCDVERY. 
The Court may advance an action for declaratory judgment on the calendar. 
I.R.C.P. 57. Further, in this case, it appears "from the affidavits of a party 
opposing the motion that the party cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit 
facts essential to justify the party's opposition." I.R.C.P. 56(f). Therefore, 
"the court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a continuance 
to pennit by affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery 
to be had or may make such other order as is just." Id. 
1. '!he Court Should First Rule On Plaintiff's Partial Motion For SUrrmary 
Judgment On Count I. 
This entire case rests on the question framed in Paragraph 94 of the Complaint 
as to whether IDOC's assessment of phone and commissary sales corrmissions, medical 
co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges violates the cited 
statutory and constitutional provisions. 
Since the purpose of a declaratory judgment "is to settle and to afford relief 
from uncertainty and insecurity with respect to rights, status and other legal 
relations" (I.C. § 10-1212), it makes sense legally, practically and from a case 
management perspective, to rule on Plaintiff's Partial Motion For Surnnary Judgment 
first, and to address all remaining issues in the case in subsequent proceedings. 
The Court's ruling on Plaintiff's motion will necessarily clarify, for the Court 
and the Parties, the stance of the case, the relative position of the Parties, 
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and the outstanding discovei:y and other issues that remain to be resolved. Ruling 
on Plaintiff's motion first is the most judicially economical approach to take 
at this time. 
2. '!he Court Should Allow The Parties To Ccmplete Discovery Before Ruling 
On Defendants' Motion For SUnmary Judgment. 
To the limited extent that it pertains only to Count I and liability against 
Defendant IDOC, Defendants' Motion For Surrmary Judgment is ripe for a ruling by 
the Court. The Parties are in agreement as to the relevant undisputed material 
facts and their arguments have been made. The Court should grant Plaintiff's 
Partial Motion For Surrmary Judgment and deny Defendants' Motion For Surrmary 
Judgment ( as limited by this paragraph) • However, on the remainder of Defendants' 
motion, the Court should continue and postpone its ruling until the completion 
of discovei:y by the Parties. 
As is established by the Affidavit of·Barry Searcy, ,HI 2-10, filed 
contemporaneously herewith, discovery in this case is still in its early stages. 
Further, Mr. Searcy contends that Defendants are withholding material and relevant 
discovei:y and the matter is ripe for Plaintiff to file a motion to compel 
disclosure with the Court. Id., ,r 9. Mr. Searcy's affidavit also discloses that, 
although he is not required to do so, that Plaintiff has, to this point, chosen 
to delay filing a motion to compel until after the Court rules on his pending 
Partial Motion For Summary Judgment. Id., ,r 10. Mr. Searcy has made this choice, 
in part, because the Court's ruling on his motion will clarify the relevant 
discovei:y that would be at issue in a motion to compel. Id. Thus, Mr. Searcy 
has chosen a course that is the most financially and judicially economical for 
both the Parties and the Court. Id. 
Plaintiff also respectfully submits that his requested course for the Court 
to take is in complete accord with the purposes of Rule 16(a), I.R.C.P. 
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For the reasons set forth herein, Plaintiff respectfully requests the Court 
to grant his Partial Motion For Summary Judgment Against Defendant rrx:x:: As To 
Liability On Count I. The Court should also deny Defendants' Motion For Summary 
Judgment to the extent it pertains to Defendant IDOC's liability on Count I. 
On the remainder of Defendants' Motion For Surrmary Judgment, the Court 
should continue and postpone its ruling until the completion of discovery by 
the Parties. 
DATED this22,i.,,p day of March, 2012. 
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IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MBA TIE, SUSAN FU JIN A GA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S 
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COME NOW, Defendants Idaho State Board of Corrections, Idaho Department of 
Correction, Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent 
Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shirley Audens (hereinafter 
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"Defendants"), by and through their counsel of record, Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC, and 
respectfully submit this Reply to Plaintiffs Response to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
as follows. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
On or about March 22, 2012, Plaintiff served a Response to Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment and Reply to Defendants' Opposition to Plaintiff's Partial Motion for Summary 
Judgment (hereinafter "Plaintiffs Response"), in which he rehashes the same arguments he raised 
in his Partial Motion for Summary Judgment Against Defendant IDOC as to Liability Only on Count 
I and requests that the Court postpone ruling on Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment until 
the completion of discovery. For the reasons set forth herein, there is no issue of material fact in 
regards to the legality and constitutionality of the challenged conduct, and Plaintiff has not 
adequately established a basis for a continuance. Accordingly, Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment should be granted. 
II. ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITY 
A. PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT MUST BE DISMISSED 
ASAMATTEROFLAW. 
The matter before this Court is the interpretation ofldaho' s statutory scheme governing the 
State Board of Correction, Chapter 2, Title 20, Idaho Code. Issues of statutory interpretation are 
questions oflaw to be determined by the court. State v. Doe, 147 Idaho 326,327,208 P.3d 730, 731 
(2009). The purpose of statutory interpretation is to "derive the intent of the legislature." State v. 
Payne, 146 Idaho 548,575, 199 P.3d 123,150 (2008). It is a well-established maxim of statutory 
interpretation that the Court "must consider all sections of applicable statutes together to determine 
the intent of the legislature." Ameritell Jnns, Inc. v. Pocatello-Chubbuck Auditorium or Community 
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Center, 146 Idaho 202, 204,192 P.3d 1026, 1028 (2008). This starts with the "literal words of the 
statute," giving those words their plain, usual and ordinary meaning unless such meaning is contrary 
to clearly expressed legislative intent or would lead to absurd results. Doe, 147 at 328, 208 P.3d at 
732. The Court should "not deal in any subtle refinements of the legislation, but ... ascertain and 
give effect to the purpose and intent of the legislature, based on the whole act and every word 
therein, lending substance and meaning to the provisions." Payne, 146 Idaho at 575, 199 P .3d at 150. 
Moreover, the Idaho Supreme Court "has long followed the rule that the construction given to a 
statute by the executive and administrative officers of the State is entitled to great weight and will 
be followed by the courts unless there are cogent reasons for holding otherwise." J.R. Simplot Co., 
Inc. v. Idaho State Tax Com'n, 120 Idaho 849,854,820 P.2d 1206, 1211 (1991). 
Plaintiff's Response mischaracterizes and confuses the question to be decided by the Court. 
Defendants do not argue, as Plaintiff suggests, that the Board of Correction ("BOC") has ''unlimited 
and self-executing power ... to raise revenue in any way it sees fit." See Plaintiff's Response, p. 6. 
Rather, the limited issue in this case is whether the charging of user fees related to commissary and 
hobby craft purchases, telephone use, medical services and photocopy services is within the scope 
of the Board's authority. Plaintiff's argument to the contrary is quite simply unavailing. 
The Board of Correction is the body that has been expressly granted the control, direction 
and management of the penitentiaries ofldaho. State v. Reese, 98 Idaho 347, 348, 563 P .2d 405,407 
(1977). "[T]he State Board of Correction exercises its constitutional and statutory authority through 
the instrumentality of the Department of Correction." Idaho Dept. of Correction v. Anderson, 134 
Idaho 680,690, 8 P.3d 675,685 (Ct. App. 2000). Chapter 2, Title 20, Idaho Code, contains a broad 
grant of authority to the Board of Corrections to make all necessary rules to carry out its duties and 
to make and adopt such rules and regulations for the government and discipline of the correctional 
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facilities as it considers expedient. I.C. §20-212; I.C. §20-244. Notwithstanding, Plaintiff contends 
that because there is no direct provision in Chapter 2, Title 20, Idaho Code, permitting the IDOC to 
collect commissions or assess monetary charges for goods provided and services rendered to inmates 
it has no authority to do so. See Plaintiffs Response, p. 7. Plaintiff essentially argues that the 
omission of a provision specifically allowing correctional facilities to charge user fees for goods and 
services provided to inmates evidences a legislative intent to prohibit the charging of such fees. He 
conveniently ignores the fact, however, that there are also no direct provisions permitting the Board 
of Corrections to provide inmates the opportunity to purchase commissary and hobby craft items, 
make telephone calls or photocopy documents, which by extension of Plaintiff's argument would 
indicate a legislative intent to prohibit the same. Nevertheless, Plaintiff is not contending that the 
BOC is not authorized to provide institutional programs, activities and services to inmates, only that 
inmates should not bear any of the costs associated with the same. 
Plaintiff's interpretation is not only self-serving, it does not comport with the well-
estabiished canons of statutory interpretation set forth above. "Legislative inaction has been called 
a 'weak reed upon which to lean' and a 'poor beacon to follow' in construing a statute." G.E. Solid 
State, Inc. v. Director, Div. of Taxation, 625 A.2d 468,475 (N.J. 1993). The absence of express, 
specific provisions allowing the BOC to charge inmates phone and commissary commissions, 
medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges does not mean it lacks the 
authority to do so. To the contrary, the BOC has been granted broad authority to control, direct, 
manage and govern Idaho's correctional facilities, which inherently encompasses the power to 
establish institutional programs and services to inmates and impose user fees to offset costs. See 
Idaho Const. Art. X, Sec. 5; I.C. §20-201, et seq. Such power is not curtailed by express statutory 
provisions that do mention monetary assessments, as set forth by Plaintiff, as none of these 
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provisions deal with type of fees at issue in the instant case and are entirely distinguishable. See 
Plaintiffs Response, p. 7. 
Plaintiff claims that the BOC does not have the authority to assess user fees on inmates 
because it lacks the express, affirmative statutory authority to do so, but he has not identified any 
provision prohibiting the challenged conduct nor has he offered any persuasive arguments why the 
power to impose such user fees cannot be naturally implied from the BOC's statutory authority. 
Instructive in this regard is the holding of the Idaho Supreme Court that the Idaho Transportation 
Department had implied authority to issue a conditional permit despite the absence of express 
authority to do so. Vickers v. Lowe, 150 Idaho 439,442,247 P.3d 666,669 (2011). In reaching this 
determination the Court noted: "Since the Legislature cannot possibly foresee all the practical 
difficulties that state agencies will encounter while carrying out their statutory functions, 
'administrative agencies have the implied or incidental powers that are reasonably necessary in order 
to carry out the powers expressly granted."' Id. See alsoLochsaFalls, LLCv. State, 147 Idaho 232, 
239,207 P.3d 963, 970 (2009) (holding that "the power to impose certain specific conditions upon 
an application for an encroachment permit, including ... provision of bonds and construction of 
traffic signals, is within the scope of the legislature's grant of authority to ITD to regulate the safe 
use of and access to controlled access highways."); Rich v. Williams, 81 Idaho 311,321,341 P.2d 
432, 438 (1959) ( citation omitted) ("It is a well-recognized rule oflaw that, if a board is charged 
with a specific duty and the means by which the duty is to be accomplished are not specified or 
provided for, the board so charged has the implied power to use such means as are reasonably 
necessary to the successful performance of the required duty."). Such reasoning is persuasive in the 
instant case, especially when one considers the incredibly difficult and complicated undertaking that 
the BOC has been tasked with. 
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It is well-established that the Court must grant deference to the informed discretion of 
correctional officials as "prison administrators ... , and not the courts, [are] to make the difficult 
judgments concerning institutional operations." Turner v. Safley, 482 US 78, 89, 107 S.Ct. 2254, 
2261-61 (1987). Accordingly, even if a prison regulation impinges on an inmate's constitutional 
rights, it will be valid if it is reasonably related to legitimate penological interests. Id. The United 
States Supreme Court has explained the rationale behind this standard: "Subjecting the day-to-day 
judgments of prison officials to an inflexible strict scrutiny analysis would seriously hamper their 
ability to anticipate security problems and to adopt innovative solutions to the intractable problems 
of prison administration." Id. 
The great deference afforded prison administrators is illustrated by the numerous court 
decisions that have upheld user fees similar to the ones challenged in the instant case. See, e.g., Vance 
v. Barret, 345 F.3d 1083, 1089 (9th Cir. 2003) (finding a fee charged for the creation and 
maintenance of inmate trust accounts was allowable as a reasonable user fee imposed for the 
reimbursement of the cost of government services); Tillman v. Lebanon County Correctional 
Facility, 221 F.3d 410, 423 (3rd Cir. 2000) ("Although we have not uncovered a statute explicitly 
providing for the deductions at issue here, the Cost Recovery Program was duly promulgated, not 
by the state, but by the county prison board, which has 'exclusive' authority regarding 'the 
government and management of the facility."'); Kuehner v. Myer, 2010 WL 4788049 at *4 
(W.D.Pa.) ("The courts have unanimously determined that requiring prisoners to pay for medical 
care is not per se unconstitutional."); Barney v. Camden County Board of Chosen Freeholders, 2009 
WL 5103206 at *7 (D.N.J.) (holding the Board's resolution charging prisoners a user fee did not 
constitute an ultra vires illegal act in the absence of an express user fee statute because the Board had 
been expressly granted broad authority to "prescribe the rules and regulation for the management 
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and conduct [of county correctional facilities]"); Slice v. Schweitzer, 2008 WL 5435338 at *7 
(D.Mont.) (stating if a prisoner is able to pay for medical care, charging a medical co-pay is not 
unconstitutional). Moreover, at least one Court has noted: "[S]paring the taxpayers the cost of 
imprisonment would likely be a constitutionally permissible governmental purpose." Tillman, 221 
F .3 d at 416. This Court should follow the lead of the numerous courts from various jurisdictions that 
have not "seen barriers to the promulgation" of policies such as those complained ofby Plaintiff in 
the instant case. Tillman, 221 F.3d at 423. 
By statute and constitutional provision, the Idaho Board of Correction is vested with the 
power to control, direct and manage Idaho's correctional facilities and the establishment of policies 
that impose user fees for goods provided and services rendered in order to offset the costs of the 
same is well within the ambit of its authority. Admittedly, however, the BOC does not have the 
authority to tax. In this regard, whether the charges challenged by Plaintiff are taxes or fees is wholly 
relevant in the instant case, contrary to Plaintiffs assertion otherwise. See Plaintiffs Response, p. 
13. As noted previously, the Idaho Supreme Court has previously analyzed the distinction between 
a fee and a tax, which is instructive in the instant case. Plaintiff argues this analysis is inapposite 
because it relates to municipal fees and taxes and municipal corporations enjoy a specific 
constitutional grant of taxing power. See Plaintiffs Response, p. 12. This, however, does not effect 
the basic premise relied on by Defendants: "[A] fee is a charge for a direct public service rendered 
to the particular consumer, while a tax is a forced contribution by the public at large to meet public 
needs." Potts Construction Company v. North Kootenai Water District, 141 Idaho 678, 682, 116 
P.3d 8, 11 (2005) (citation omitted). This distinction has not been limited to situations involving 
municipal fees and municipal taxes. See BHA Investments, Inc. v. State, 138 Idaho 348, 353-54, 63 
P.3d 474, 478-79 (2003). 
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Moreover, a fee does not become an unconstitutional tax merely because it provides 
incidental revenue. Brewster v. City of Pocatello, 115 Idaho 502, 504, 768 P .2d 765, 767 (1989). See 
also Foster's, Inc. v. Boise City, 63 Idaho 201, 118 P.2d 721, 729 (1941) (stating: "The fact that the 
fees charged produce more than the actual cost and expense of the enforcement and supervision is 
not an adequate objection to the exaction offees."). It is undisputed that any funds raised incidentally 
to the provision of extra goods and services to inmates are ultimately appropriated back to the IDOC 
for IDOC use. This scenario is not only permissible but was clearly contemplated by the legislature 
when they enacted Idaho Code §67-3611, which provides: 
§67-3611. Expenditure of funds from sale of services, rentals or sale of products by 
state institutions 
All state institutions, educational, charitable, penal and otherwise, shall be allowed 
to expend the funds arising from the sale of services, rentals of personal property, 
stock, farm or garden produce, or other goods, or article produced within or by the 
institution, for the maintenance, use and support of said institution, without reducing 
the amount of the appropriations made to such institutions; all such sums received 
shall be deposited with the state treasurer and it is hereby made the duty of the state 
controller and the state treasurer to enter deposits so received in the general fund of 
the state, and the state controller shall add the deposits so received to the 
appropriations made to such institutions severally; and the sums of money so 
received are hereby appropriated from the general fund of the state ofldaho for the 
maintenance, use and support of the institution by which the same are so received; 
and the said moneys shall be expended for the use and support of such institution for 
which the same were deposited, and shall be audited and accounted for as other 
appropriations to the said institution are. 
Ultimately, Plaintiff's complaint stems from his voluntary decisions on how to spend his 
money. In exchange for his money, Plaintiff has received goods and the value of services rendered 
and requiring Plaintiff to bear personal expenses that he is able to meet, and would be required to 
meet in the outside world, is not only legal but the right thing to do. Stated differently, requiring 
prisoners to make economic decisions about how to spend their money merely places the indigent 
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prisoner in a position similar to that faced by those whose basic costs ofliving are not paid by the 
state. Roller v. Gunn, 107 F.3d 227, 233 (4th Cir. 1997). 
B. PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR A CONTINUANCE SHOULD BE DENIED. 
Rule 56(f), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, allows a party opposing a motion for summary 
judgment to request more time to respond to the same under certain circumstances. Rule 56(f) 
provides: 
Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the party 
cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's 
opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a 
continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or 
discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just. 
It is well established that a party seeking more time to respond to a pending motion for summary 
judgment under Rule 56(f) must set forth what additional discovery is necessary and how it is 
relevant to the pending motion. Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233,239, 108 P.3d 380, 
386 (2005). Specifically, a party seeking to invoke Rule 56(f) must "do so in good faith by 
affirmatively demonstrating why he cannot respond to a movant's affidavits ... and how 
postponement of a ruling on the motion will enable him, by discovery or other means, to rebut the 
movant's showing of the absence of a genuine issue of fact." Id. ( citation omitted). The party moving 
for a continuance bears the burden of articulating "'what further discovery would reveal that is 
essential to justify their opposition,'" making clear "'what information is sought and how it would 
preclude summary judgment.'" Id. ( citation omitted). 
In the instant case, Plaintiff has requested that the Court postpone ruling on Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment until the completion of discovery by the parties. In support of his 
request, Plaintiff asserts that he believes Defendants "are withholding material and relevant 
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... 
discovery and the matter is ripe for Plaintiff to file a motion to compel with the Court." See 
Plaintiffs Response, p. 17. Neither his Response nor his Affidavit, however, sets forth the 
information Plaintiff believes is being withheld or otherwise indicates what information is sought 
and how it would preclude summary judgment. In fact, as set forth in Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment, Plaintiffs state law claims fail as a matter oflaw based on statutory immunity 
and his inability to make a showing on the essential elements of his claims, which further discovery 
would not rectify. Accordingly, Plaintiff has not met his burden under Rule 56(f), and his request 
for a continuance should be denied. 
III. CONCLUSION 
WHEREFORE, for the aforementioned reasons, Defendants respectfully request this Court 
deny Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, grant Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment and dismiss Plaintiffs Complaint against them with prejudice, and for such other relief 
as the Court deems proper and just. 
DATED this _3Q day of March, 2012. 
BRASSEY, CRAWFORD & HOWELL, PLLC 
Byv\AJt~~1~dd,r 
AND REC RAS SEY, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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STATE OF IDAHO BOARD OF 
CORRECTION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT 
OF CORRECTION,CAROLYN MELINE, 
JIM TIBBS,JAY NIELSEN,ROBIN 
SANDY,ANNA JANE DRESSEN, 
BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, 
TONY MEATTE,SUSAN FUJINAGA, 
THEO LOWE, SHIRLEY AU DENS, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-OC-2011-03414 
CONT'D MOTION ON MOTIONS 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED That a Status Conference has been set on Thursday, 
April 19, 2012, at 03:30 PM, in the Ada County Courthouse regarding the above entitled 
matter. 
Dated this 6th day of April, 2012 
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Judge Thomas F. Neville/Jane. . ... /Reporter: Sue Wolf/04/06/12 Courtroom503 
09:44:53 AMICourt called BARRY SEARCYv STATE BOARD OF CORR 
. I I cvoc 11-03414 
10:05:56 AM I Megan ' sel for defendant .. 
' 11 Goicochea . 
10:06:04" AM I Plaintiff I Barry Searcy not present, in a Federal case today . ............................................. _ ....... r----.. ··------·-..... _ ............. _ .................... -....................................................................................................................... _ ..... -......... ---·-......... _ ............. .. 
10:09:40 AM Court had agreed to reset this matter at the request of Judge Carter. Court 
understands the Board of Commissions is being sued in their official 
capacity, Court would have to disclose that is personally acquainted 
with Jim Tibbs. Familiar with Robin Sandy as well as Director Reinke. 
Court also has had Pam Sonnen in other cases testifying. 
1 O: 11: 17 AM j Megan believes Mr. Searcy suing in official capacity. 
!Goicochea 
10: 11 :56 AM I Court if possibility of personal liability with Jim Tibbs, Court could not stay in 
......... _ .._. __ ..... -.. --·--·-·-.. · .... -......................... -.. - his. case ... .Jf justJheir _official_ capacity,,Court_is. ok ...... - ......................... · ........................................... . 
.. 1.0:12:29 AM I.Court _______ will set over.to ..... April ... 1.s, ... 2012 @._3:30 p.m ...... _ .......... - ... -............................ -................................... -.. .. 
10:14:48 End Case 
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Judge Thomas F. Neville/Janet Ellis/Reporter: Sue Wolf/ 04/19/12 Courtroom501 
Time Speaker Note 
1:00:06 PM! !BARRY SEARCY vs IDOC, etal CVOC11-3414 
3:55: 1 O PM icourt I called case, plaintiff Barry Searcy telephonic. Court has set 
l !tor today previously set matters for April 6th. 
3:55:45 PM !court f understands that defendant's being sued in their personal 
! !capacity. Court familiar with a few of defendants, makes 
! !disclosures, that knows Mr. Tibbs, and Ms. Sandy, Court does 
! !not feel that it has a conflict, but wanted to make full 
! !disclosure. Court notes that on April 6th when this matter was 
! !previously set, The Court got a call from Federal Judge Carter · 
! [asking this Court to reset this matter to allow plaintiff to 
! (participate in a case that Mr. Searcy was part of a prisoner 
l !review group. Court has set for today three matters. 
I I 
4:01 :05 PM 1court icatalogs the pleadings in the Court file. Court would like to 
i iproceed first on plaintiff's Motion for Continuance . 
... 4:04:09 PM lBarry lMr. Searcy stated did not have notice of hearing, 
!Searcy l 
4:08:10 PM fcourt [could set over to April 26, 2012 @9:00 a.m. 
4:09: 17 PM icourt iwm hear rule 56 motion for continuance first and then to 
l \competing MSJ's qn Count I. And then on to Counts II and Ill, 
l !depending on how Court rules on Rule 56 motion. 
4:10:40 PM fcourt f requested that Sgt Barrosso make sure that it is on the 
l !calendar. 
4:13:36 PM !End Case [ 
: : 
4/19/2012 1 of 1 
000510
Judge Thomas F. Neville/Jahet Ellis/Reporter: SUE WOLF/04-26-1i Courtroom501 
Time Speaker Note 
8:42:01 AM I !Barry Searcy vs ID Dept of Corr. CVOC11-03414 
9:29:31 AM jcourt [called case, Barry Searcy telephonic 
9:30:38 AM jAndrew !counsel for defendant as well as Megan Goicochea. Court 
i Brassey i has three motions on the calendar. Pl's Rule 56 F motion for 
! !portion of defs MSJ other than Count I, and then Pl's MSJ on 
I !Count I, and Defs MSJ filed March 6th. Court cataloged 
! !pleadings in the Court file. 
i i 
: : 
9:35:07 AM tcourt [will hear pl's Rule 56 F motion first. 
9:35:18 AM iBarry !argued that motion goes to other defendant's that are also · 
!Searcy \part of the Rule 56 F motion. Will withdraw the negligence 
I [claim. 
9:41 :57 AM j Court jwould just like to hear Rule 56 F motion first 
9:42:23 AM jBarry [cont'd argument 
!Searcy ! 
9:45:12 AM !Megan [argument in opposition 
!Goicochea l 
i i 
9:47:20 AM lBarry lresponse 
!Searcy i 
9:50:08 AM {Court [ruled re: 56 F motion. Stand. is that opposing party may file 
I [motion when it appears a party cannot by reason stated in 
i f affidavit. Court may refuse an application, it is a discretionary 
I !call. In order for party to request from Court more time, party 
I !must articulate what add'I disc. is necessary and how it is 
! !relevent to the correspondence. Court for all reasons stated, 
! !does not believe plaintiff has met the burden. Court will deny 
! !Motion for continuation. Request defense counsel prepare 
I jorder. Court will go next to pl's MPSJ followed by defs MSJ. 
I I 
9:55:40 AM jBarry !argued MPSJ withdraw the duplicate taxation claim as well. 
!Searcy i 
10:14:53 AMlMegan !response to pl's MPSJ, cont'd to defendant's MSJ. Believe 
/Goicochea )defendant entitled to MSJ on all counts. 
10:32:35 AM ;Barry !argument in response 
!Searcy ! 
................................................ i ..................................... ,f .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
10:57:41 AM IMe~an !Limite~ issue is w~ether Board of Correction has implied 
!Go1cochea !authority to establish programs such as hobby craft and 
I !commissary programs to offset costs. Incidental revenue 
! !does not transfer user fee in to tax . 
................................................ + ...................................... i ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
11 :04:19 AM \Court !will take under advisement, Pl's MPSJ as well as Defendant's 
I IMSJ. Will enter written decision . ....................................................................................... , ........................................................................................................................................................................................... , ............... . 
11 :05:04 AM !End Case ! 
: : 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Cl rk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRIC'l8~~;J~LL1S 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECTION, 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION, 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA HANE 
DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, 
TONY MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named persons, 
Defendants. 
APPEARANCES: 
Case No. CV-OC-2010-20984 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER 
DENYING IN PART PLAINTIFF'S PARTIAL 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AGAINST DEFENDANT IDOC; GRANTING IN 
PART DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT; AND SETTING A 
SCHEDULE FOR FURTHER BRIEFING 
Barry Searcy, pro se, appearing telephonically 
Andrew C. Brassey and Megan Goicoechea, for Defendants 
This matter came before the Court for hearing regarding Plaintiffs Partial Motion for Summary 
Judgment on Count 1 of the Complaint and Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment on April 26, 
2012. The Plaintiff's Rule 56(f) Motion for Continuance on the portion of the Defendant's Motion fo 
Summary Judgment not relating to Count I of the Complaint was DENIED. 




























FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
Plaintiff Barry Searcy is an inmate at the Idaho State Correctional Institution in Boise, Idaho. On 
May 18, 2011, Plaintiff filed the Civil Complaint in this case, naming as defendants the Idaho State 
Board of Correction ("SBOC") and the Idaho Department of Correction ("IDOC"), along with individual 
defendants Carolyn Meline; Jim Tibbs; Jay Nielsen; Robin Sandy; Anna Jane Dressen; Brent Reinke; 
Pam Sonnen; Tony Meatte; Susan Fujinaga Theo Lowe; and Shirley Audens in their official capacities. 
It·is undisputed that IDOC charges the following fees, commissions, co-pays or surcharges to 
inmates who use the applicable programs or services: (1) sales commissions from telephone time 
purchases made by IDOC inmates and/or their family, friends and associates; (2) commissary sales 
commissions; (3) medical co-pay fees; (4) photocopying fees; and (5) a 5% surcharge on hobby craft 
purchases. Further, it is undisputed that the Idaho legislature has not enacted any statute specifically 
authorizing IDOC to impose the fees, commissions, co-pays and surcharges ( collectively referred to as 
"fees") which are the subject of the Plaintiffs claims. Each of the fees imposed by IDOC are the subject 
oflDOC policies or procedures and operate generally as follows: 
• IDOC collects commissions on sales of telephone time and commissary goods and 
deposits such commissions into the Inmate Management Fund ("IMF") for deposit into 
the state treasury pursuant to IDOC Standard Operating Procedure ("SOP") 
114.03.03.014. The legislature then appropriates IMF funds back to IDOC each year as 
part of the budget process. 
• Pursuant to IDOC SOP 405.02.01.001 (Access to Courts), inmates are charged a fee of 
ten cents ($.10) per page for photocopies. Indigent inmates are not charged the fee for 
photocopying and all photocopying may be subject to page limits in accordance with 
court rules. 
• IDOC Policy 411 provides that "[i]t is the policy of the Idaho Board of Correction that the 
Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) and its contractors charge offenders incarcerated 
at IDOC facilities a co-pay for medical and pharmacy services, but do not deny access to 
medical, dental, and mental health services when the offender does not have the resources 






























to pay for such services." IDOC SOP 411.06.03.01 (Medical Co-Pay) provides that an 
offender-initiated medical visit is assessed a five dollar ($5.00) medical co-pay fee. CWC 
work release offenders are assessed a ten dollar ($10.00) medical co-pay fee. A three 
dollar ($3.00) pharmacy service medical co-pay fee is assessed for dispensing either over-
the-counter or prescription medications per course/treatment or per prescription. 
Employed CWC work release offenders are assessed a five dollar ($5.00) pharmacy co-
pay fee. Medical co-pay funds are used by IDOC to offset general fund medical 
expenses. 
• IDOC Policy 608 (Hobby Craft Activities) provides that "[i]t is the policy of the Idaho 
Department of Correction (IDOC) that offenders have opportunities to pursue hobby craft 
activities." IDOC Policy 608 further provides that an SOP be implemented requiring "[a] 
5% surcharge for hobby craft materials to defray the costs of the hobby craft program." 
. IDOC SOP 608.02.00.001 provides that the price of hobby craft materials will include the 
purchase price, shipping, sales tax, and a 5% surcharge. Further, the SOP states that the 
surcharge "is used to purchase hobby craft supplies and items that are used by 
participating offenders, s.uch as hobby shop tools." 
Count I of the Civil Complaint is entitled "Violation ofldaho Code Section 20-212; Idaho 
Constitution, Article II,§ 1; Article VII,§§ 2, 51 and 16; Article X, § 1; and Idaho Code§ 18-314; Under 
Idaho Code§§ 10-1201 et seq." Count II of the Civil Complaint is entitled "Negligent Acts and 
Omissions, Conversion, and Negligent Training and Supervision by Board and IDOC Employees,.under 
the ITCA." Count III is entitled "State Civil Conspiracy to Commit Tortious Acts and Omissions, and to 
Violate Idaho's Constitution and Statutes." The Plaintiff seeks compensatory damages, interest and 
declaratory and injunctive relief against Defendants. 
Plaintiffs Partial Motion for Summary Judgment Against Defendant IDOC as to Liability Only 
on Count I was filed on October 20, 2011. Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment was filed on 
March 6, 2012, and encompasses all of the Plaintiff's claims. 
1 Plaintiff has since withdrawn his Article VII §5 claim. 





























Idaho Constitution, Article X, § 5 mandated the creation of a Board of Correction, which "shall 
have the control, direction and management of the penitentiaries of the state, their employees and 
properties, and of adult probation and parole, with such compensation, powers, and duties as may be 
prescribed by law." Idaho Code Chapter 2, Title 20, created the Board of Correction. The Board of 
Correction is empowered to ''make and adopt such rules and regulations for the government and 
discipline of the correctional facility as they may consider expedient.. .. " I.C. § 20-244. However, the 
Board has only the authority to promulgate rules and regulations which are "not inconsistent with 
express statutes or the state constitution." I.C. § 20-212. In addition, I.C. § 20-212 sets forth a 
procedure for promulgating rules, and requires that the implementation or prescription of policies be 
promulgated according to the procedures set forth in the statute. 
The Plaintiff's claims in Count I encompass a number of fees and a number of constitutional 
provisions and a statute which each fee is alleged to violate. The Court's analysis of the cross-motions 
for summary judgment regarding Count I is organized as follows: First, the Court will analyze all of the 
Plaintiff's claims encompassed in Count I as they relate to the telephone and commissary commissions. 
Next, the Court will analyze each of the Plaintiff's claims encompassed in Count I of the Civil 
Complaint by constitutional or statutory provision as related to each of the three remaining fees. 
Count I- Telephone and Commissary Commissfons 
Idaho Code§ 67-3611 allows the legislature to provide or allocate to an institution certain 
revenue consisting of funds arising from the sale of goods or services by that institution as follows: 
All state institutions, educational, charitable, penal and otherwise, shall be allowed to expend the 
funds arising from the sale of services, rentals of personal property, farm or garden produce, or 
other goods, or article produced within or by the institution, for the maintenance, use and support 
of said institution, without reducing the amount of the appropriations made to such institutions; 
all such sums received shall be deposited with the state treasurer and it is hereby made the duty 





























of the state controller and the state treasurer to enter deposits so received in the general fund of 
the state, and the state controller shall add the deposits so received to the appropriations made to 
such institutions severally; and the sums of money so received are hereby appropriated from the 
general fund of the state of Idaho for the maintenance, use and support of the institution by which 
the same are so received; and the said moneys shall be expended for the use and support of such 
institution for which the same were deposited, and shall be audited and accounted for as other 
appropriations to the said institution are. 
Thus, the legislature has provided express statutory authorization for the state penal institutions 
to sell services and goods, and to apply the proceeds from such sales to the support of such institutions 
without reducing the amount of the appropriations made to such institutions; provided, however, that the 
sums are deposited with the state treasurer in the general fund of the state and then appropriated back to 
the institution. 
Statutory construction "must begin with the literal words of the statute; those words must be 
given their plain, usual, and ordinary meaning; and the statute must be construed as a whole." Verska v . 
Saint Alphonsus Reg'! Med. Ctr., 151 Idaho 889,893,265 P.3d 502, 506 (2011). Idaho Code§ 67-3611 
plainly contemplates that state institutions, including penal institutions, may sell goods and services. 
The express language of the statute does not limit the class of persons to whom such instjtutions may sell 
such good or services, and the Court finds that the commissions charged to inmates for the voluntary 
purchases of telephone time and commissary goods are funds arising from the sale of goods or services 
pursuant to LC. § 67-3611. 
It is undisputed that the commissions collected from the sale of telephone services and 
commissary goods are directed to the inmate management fund ("IMF"), which fund is deposited in the 
state treas~ before it is appropriated back to the IDOC each year as part ofIDOC's annual budget. 
Accordingly, the Court finds that the funds collected from the telephone and commissary commissions, 




























deposited in the state treasury, and appropriated back to IDOC are legislatively authorized pursuant to 
LC. § 67-3611. 
Because the fact that a penal institution may generate funds from the sale of goods and services 
was contemplated and authorized by the legislature in enacting LC. § 67-3611, the Court finds that the 
generation and collection of such funds is not a violation of Article II, Section 1 of the Idaho 
Constitution relating to the separation of powers between the three branches of government. Idaho 
Constitution Article VII, Section 2 provides that "[t]he legislature shall provide such revenue as may be 
needful." LC. § 67-3611 meets this requirement by granting the institutions the power to conduct sales 
of goods and services, and by appropriating such funds back to the institutions after the funds are 
deposited in the State treasury. In enacting I.C. § 67-3611, the legislature met the mandate ofldaho 
Constitution Article VII, Section 16 that "[t]he legislature shall pass all laws necessary to carry out the 
provisions of this article" and the mandate of Idaho Constitution Article X, Section I that penal 
institutions shall be "supported by the state in such manner as may be prescribed by law." 
Finally, the Plaintiff argues that the collection of telephone and commissary coµunissions 
violates LC. 18-314 which provides that: 
No conviction of any person for crime works any forfeiture of any property, except in cases in 
which a forfeiture is expressly imposed by law; and all forfeitures to the people of this state, in 
the nature of a deodand, or where any person shall flee from justice, are abolished. 
Black's Law defines "forfeiture" as "[t]he divestiture of property without compensation." In this 
case, the choice to purchase telephone time or commissary goods is voluntary and vested in each 
individual inmate. In addition, in exchange for the divestiture of funds, each inmate choosing to .. 
purchase either 'telephone time or commissary goods receives compensation in that he or she receives 
25 telepho~e time or commissary goods. 
26 




























"Summary judgment is proper when 'the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together 
with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving 
party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 56(c). For the foregoing reasons, the Court 
DENIES IN PART the Plaintiffs Partial Motion for Summary Judgment as it relates to telephone and 
commissary commissions and GRANTS IN PART the Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, 
finding pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(c) that there is both no genuine issue of material fact and that Defendants 
are entitled to judgment as a matter of law on Count I of the Civil Complaint as it relates to telephone 
and commissary commissions. 
In so deciding, the Court notes that telephone calls and commissary items are extra goods and 
services which are not necessary for prison existence. There is no indication that the legislature 
intended for LC.§ 67-3611 to be a mechanism by which the SBOC or IDOC is granted the authority to 
charge inmates for the cost of their confinement by simply labeling such charges as "services" and 
depositing the revenue into the state treasury before it is appropriated back to IDOC. Rather, the Idaho 
Legislature has deemed it necessary to specifically authorize by statute certain fees charged to persons 
under the supervision of the Idaho Department of Corrections. See I. C. § 20-225 ( authority for payment 
of cost of supervision under probation and parole); § 20-225A ( authority for interstate compact 
application fee);§ 20-242 (authority for furloughed prisoners to pay for their board, personal expenses, 
and costs of administering such prisoner's work furlough program); and § 20-245 (authority to charge 
offenders performing community service work an hourly fee for purposes of providing worker's 
compensation insurance). 




























Count I- Idaho Constitution, Article II, Section 1 
The Plaintiff argues extensively that the policies and procedures put in place by IDOC and 
which imposed the fees at issue in this case are a violation of the separation of powers between the 
executive and legislative branches of state government pursuant to Idaho Constitution Article II, Section 
L In response, the Defendants argue that LC.§ 20-212 grants the SBOC broad authority to manage the 
prisons of this state. Indeed, I.C. § 20-212 grants the SBOC the authority to enact "all necessary rules." 
However, the broad grant of authority contained within the statute is conditioned upon legislative review 
of all proposed rules: 
All rules of the board shall be subject to review of the legislature pursuant to sections 67-454, 67-
5291 and 67-5292, Idaho Code, but no other provisions of chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code, shall 
apply to the board, except as otherwise specifically provided by statute. When making rules 
required by this section, the board or the department shall submit the rules to the office of the 
state administrative ~les coordinator, in a format suitable to the office of the state administrative 
rules coordinator as provided in section 67-5202, Idaho Code, and the board or department shall 
pay all the fees provided in section 67-5205, Idaho Code. The office of the state administrative 
rules coordinator is authorized and shall publish the board or department's rules in the 
administrative bulletin. Additionally, whenever the board or department desires to amend, 
modify or repeal any of its rules, it shall follow the procedure provided in this section. All rules, 
or the amendment or repeal of rules shall be effective thirty (30) days after the date of publication 
by the office of the administrative rules coordinator. If the board determines that the rules need to 
be effective at a sooner date, they shall issue a proclamation indicating that the public health, 
safety and welfare is in jeopardy and, if the governor agrees, the rules shall be effective upon the 
governor signing the proclamation. 
LC. § 20-212(1). In addition, the statute defines what qualifies as a "rule" which must be promulgated 
following the procedure set forth above as follows: 
"Rule" as used in this section means the whole or a part of the board of correction or department 
of correction's statement of general applicability that has been promulgated in compliance with 
the provisions of this section and that implements, interprets or prescribes: 
(a) Law or policy; or 
(b) The procedure or practice requirements of the board or department. The term includes 
the amendment, repeal, or suspension of an existing rule, but does not include: 
























(i) Statements concerning only the internal management or internal personnel 
policies of an agency and not affecting private rights of the public or procedures 
available to the public; or 
(ii) Declaratory rulings issued pursuant to statute or the board's rules; or 
(iii) Intra-department memoranda; or 
(iv) Any written statements given by the department or board which pertain to an 
interpretation of a rule or to the documentation of compliance with a rule. 
J.C.§ 20-212(2). The Court finds that SBOC or IDOC rules or policies promulgated pursuant to the 
procedure required by§ 20-212, and therefore subject to legislative review, do not infringe upon the 
province of the legislature, and that such properly promulgated rules or policies do not violate Idaho 
Constitution Article II, Section 1 as a matter of law. 
While the record before the Court shows that the fees which are the subject of this case are 
described in various IDOC Policies and Standard Operating Procedures, the record does not currently 
establish which, if any, of the policies or procedures imposing the fees which are the subject of this case 
were en~.cted via the rule-making procedure set forth in J.C. § 20-212, or which of such policies and 
procedures~ if any, have undergone legislative review outside of the rule-making process set forth in LC. 
§ 20-212. Accordingly, the Court at this time is unable to determine pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56 that no 
genuine issue of material fact exists in relation to either of the parties' cross-motions for summary 
judgment with regard to the Plaintiffs claim alleging a violation ofldaho Constitution Article II, 
Section 1. Further submissions are requested of both parties on the issue of legislative review of the 
specific policies or procedures requiring the collection of the fees remaining in this case. 
' 
Count I- Idaho Constitution, Article X, Section 1; and Article VII,§§ 2 and 16 
23 Idaho Constitution, Article X, Section 1 provides that " ... penal institutions ... shall be established 
24 and supported by the state in such manner as may be prescribed by law." Idaho Constitution Article VII, 
25 Section 2 provides that "[t]he legislature .shall provide such revenue as may be needful." ldah? 
26 




























Constitution, Article VII, Section 16 provides that "[t]he legislature shall pass all laws necessary to carry 
out the provisions of this article." In State v. Korsen, 141 Idaho 445,449, 111 P.3d 130, 134 (2005), the 
Idaho Supreme Court noted that "[i]n recent years, the state of Idaho has participated in the modem trend 
to require the guilty to bear the economic burden of their criminal activity." Id. In observing this trend, 
the Court pointed to several statutes enacted by the legislature, including Idaho Code § 20-225, which 
requires offenders to contribute toward the cost of probation or parole supervision. Id. 
In 2003, the legislature amended Idaho Code§ 20-225. The legislature's fiscal impact 
statement accompanying the amendment provided: 
This legislation will allow the Department of Correction to charge offenders for drug testing, 
programming materials, and for electronic monitoring and to deposit the funds into the State 
Treasury. The agency will be able to comply with a legislative audit finding that all fees 
collected from offenders, and services paid on behalf of offenders should be reported through the 
state accounting system. 
The plain language of the fiscal impact statement implies that, absent the 2003 legislation, IDOC 
\ 
would not be able to charge offenders for drug testing, programming materials, and for electronic 
monitoring. 
In 2011, the Idaho legislature amended I.C. § 20-225 to increase the maximum cost of 
supervision ("COS") fee to $75.00. The legislative Statement of Purpose provided that: 
An increase in the maximum allowable monthly COS fee is requested to assist the Department in 
continuing to provide the supervision services to Idaho's felony probationers and parolees at its 
current levels and to help reduce the burden on the state general fund budget. 
Further, the legislative fiscal note associated with the increased COS fee reads in part: 
[T]he fee increase would generate an estimated $720,000 annually in revenue for the Department 
of Correction. The revenue would be dedicated funding, used to pay for officers and other 
community corrections supervision services. The general fund would not be negatively impacted. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - PAGE 10 
000521
1 The Plaintiff argues that, absent legislation specifically authorizing the collection of fees or other 
2 revenue (an example of which is LC.§ 20-225), IDOC or the SBOC may not impose fees which 
3 generate revenue. Defendants argue that the power to impose "user fees" can naturally ~e implied from 
4 the SBOC's statutory authority. However, the Defendants' argument begs the question why, ifIDOC 
5 possesses the implied authority to impose fees upon those in its supervision to offset costs, is it 
6 necessary for IDOC to seek permission from the legislature to impose or to increase COS fees? A Court 
7 may not "presume that the legislature performed an idle act by enacting a meaningless provision." 
a Roberts v. Board o/Trustees, Pocatello School District No. 25, 134 Idaho 890, 893, 11 P.3d 1108, 1111 
9 (2000). 
10 The cases cited by the Defendants in support of their argument that IDOC or the SBOC has the 
11 implied authority to impose ''user fees" upon those in its supervision in order to offset costs are largely 
12 comprised of cases holding only that the imposition of "user fees" to inmates in exchange for services 
13 received is not an unconstitutional taking. See, e.g., Vance v. Barrett, 345 F.3d 1083 (9th Cir. 2003). 
14 That issue is not the subject of this case. However, the Defendants have also cited to Tillman v. Lebanon 
15 County Correctional Facility, 221 F.3d 410,423 (3rd Cir. 2000) which held that under Pennsylvania 
16 law, a county prison board, which had the exclusive authority regarding the government and 
1 7 management of the facility, had the authority to institute a "Cost Recovery Program" charging inmates 
1s fees to offset.the cost of their confinement when such program was "duly promulgated" and when the 
19 funds generated from the program were deposited in the county's general fund in order to satisfy a 
2 o requirement that the maintenance of prisoners was paid from the general fund. Id. 
21 The further briefing requested by the Court with regard to the separation of powers issue should 
22 provide information about whether the medical co-pay and photocopy fees instituted by IDOC are duly 
23 , promulgated. However, the Court hereb re uests additional briefin on the sub' ect of whether IDOC or 
2 4 the SBOC has the "exclusive" authority to institute user fees to offset costs in light of the Idaho 
25 legislature's activity in this arena. including the enactment ofl.C. § 20-225. 
26 

























Another issue is that, although it appears that revenue from the photocopying fees is deposited 
into the Miscellaneous Revenue Fund, which makes up part ofIDOC's annual budget appropriated by 
the legislature, it does not appear that the medical co-pay fees are processed in a manner similar to the 
other fees at issue in this case. IDOC SOP 411.06.03.001 states as follows: "Note: Medical co-pay 
funds will be used to offset general fund medical expenses." Directive Number 114.03.03.011 provides 
more detail: "Medical withdrawal slips are charged against the inmate's account and the fees are placed 
into a corresponding payable account. The Inmate Accounts Account Technician will close the medical 
payable account on a monthly basis and issue a check to the Idaho Department of Correction for the 
amount of medical fees collected from the previous month." The Court requests further submissions 
concerning the process by which medical co-pay fees are accounted for and whether such process meets 
the constitutional requirement that the legislature provide such revenue as needful. 
With regard to the five percent hobby craft surcharge, the undisputed evidence before this Court 
is that the proceeds of the surcharge are used to support the hobby craft program alone, and that such 
funds are not used to support IDOC or the state's penal institutions in general. Hobby craft programs are 
optional programs not necessary to prison life. Because the surcharges from the program are used solely 
to support the optional hobby craft program, the Court finds that the hobby craft surcharge does not 
support the penal institution as contemplated in Article X, Section 1, Idaho Constitution, nor does the 
hobby craft surcharge provide "needful" revenue as contemplated in Article VII, Section 2, Idaho 
Constitution. Accordingly, the Court DENIES IN PART the Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment and GRANTS IN PART the Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment as the motions relate 
to the issue of the constitutionality of the five percent hobby craft surcharge contained in Count I of the 

































Count I- Idaho Code § 18-314 
As noted in this Court's earlier discussion regarding telephone and commissary commissions, an 
inmate's voluntary decision to expend funds in exchange for value received does not constitute forfeiture 
as contemplated by I.C. § 18-314. An inmate's decision whether or not to participate in the hobby craft 
program is such a voluntary decision. In exchange for funds expended, an inmate pays for the materials 
themselves along with shipping and tax (which are necessary in order to purchase and receive the 
ordered materials), and he or she contributes a five percent surcharge to a fund which is used to purchase 
tools used by participants in the hobby craft program. 
Medical care (medical co-pay fee) and access to the courts (photocopy fee) are services which are 
distinguishable from programs such as the hobby craft program because they implicate certain rights 
held by inmates. See DeShaney v. Winnebago County Dept. a/Social Services, 489 U.S. 189 (1989): 
[W]hen the State takes a person into its custody and holds him there against his will, the 
Constitution imposes upon it a corresponding duty to assume some responsibility for his safety 
and general well being .... The rationale for this is simple enough: when the State by the 
affirmative exercise of its power so restrains an individual's liberty that it renders him unable to 
care for himself, and at the same time fails to provide for his basic human needs- e.g., food, 
clothing, shelter, medical care, and reasonable safety-it transgresses the substantive limits on 
state action set by the Eighth Amendment and the Due Process Clause. 
Id. at 199-200. However, only when medical care is denied to an inmate because of inability to 
make a co-payment are deliberate indifference concerns under the Eighth Amendment implicated. See, 
e.g., Collins v. Romer, 962 F.2d 1508, 1514 (10th Cir.1992). IDOC's photocopy fee is instituted 
pursuant to a policy entitled "Access to the Courts." See Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817, 828 (1977) 
("[T]he fundamental constitutional right of access to the courts requires prison authorities to assist 
inmates in the preparation and filing of meaningful legal papers by providing prisoners with adequate 




























law libraries or adequate assistance from persons trained in the law"). Nevertheless, the Plaintiff has not 
provided any authority for the proposition that medical co-pay fees and photocopying fees constitute a 
forfeiture, or that a different forfeiture analysis applies to these particular fees. 
In exchange for the funds expended by a non-indigent inmate for medical.co-pay fees, such 
inmate receives medical or pharmacy services. Likewise, in exchange for the funds expended for 
photocopy fees, a non-indigent inmate paying the minimal fee often cents per page receives the 
requested photocopies. When a fee is "in the nature of an assessment for value received," it is not a 
forfeiture of property or a penalty. Jensen v. Klecker, 648 F.2d 1179, 1183 (8th Cir. 1981). 
For the foregoing reasons, the Court finds pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56 ( c) that there is no genuine 
issue of material fact and that Defendants are entitled to judgment as a matter of law with respect to the 
medical co-pay, photocopy, and hobby craft fees as they relate to the portion of Count I concerning LC. § 
18-314. Accordingly, the Plaintiffs Partial Motion for Summary Judgment is DENIED IN PART and 
the Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED IN PART as it relates to Plaintiffs 
forfeiture claim. 
Count II-Negligence, Negligent Supervision and Conversion 
Count II of the Civil Complaint is entitled ''Negligent Acts and Omissions, Conversion, 
and Negligent Training and Supervision by Board and IDOC Employees, Under the ITCA." With regard 
to the negligence claim encompassed in Count II of the Civil Complaint, the Plaintiff alleges that the 
Defendants negligently "engag[ ed] in a scheme to circumvent the constitutional and statutory constraints 
on the legitimate means of securing revenue for IDOC uses" and that the Defendants negligently 
"executed, implemented, maintained, and/or enforced IDOC policies .... as a means to take and obtain 
moneys belonging to Plaintiff Searcy and thousands of other persons, totaling in the millions of dollars." 




























A cause of action for common law negligence in Idaho has four elements: "(1) a duty, recognized 
by law, requiring the defendant to conform to a·certain standard of conduct; (2) a breach of that duty; (3) 
a causal connection between the defendant's conduct and the resulting injury; and (4) actual loss or 
damage." O'Guin v. Bingham County, 142 Idaho 49, 52, 122 P.3d 308,311 (2005) (quoting Black 
Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First Natl. Bank, NA., 119 Idaho 171, 175-76, 804 P.2d 900, 
904-05 (1991)). In this case, the Plaintiff admits in his Civil Complaint that the damages he has 
sustained are "economic losses in an amount to be determined at trial." The specific economic losses 
listed by Plaintiff in the Civil Complaint include payment of the fees which are the subject of this case, 
and also payment for sales taxes collected on the amounts charged as commission on commissary goods 
and telephone time. In Idaho, "[ u ]nless an exception applies, the economic loss rule prohibits recovery 
of purely economic losses in a negligence action because there is no duty to prevent economic loss to 
another." Blahd v. Richard B. Smith, Inc., 141 Idaho 296,300, 108 P.3d 996, 1000 (2005). Further, ''the 
economic loss rule limits the actor's duty so that there is no cause of action in negligence." Brian and 
Christie, Inc. v. Leishman Elec., Inc., 150 Idaho 22, 28,244 P.3d 166, 172 (2010). Thus, because it is 
undisputed that the only damage to the Plaintiff as a result of the alleged negligence is an economic loss, 
there is no duty under the law of negligence for Defendants to "constrain themselves to only raising 
revenue for IDOC uses through means expressly authorized by the state constitution and statutes" and a 
claim for negligence does not lie. The Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED as it 
relates to the negligence claim encompassed in Count II of the Civil Complaint. 
The negligent supervision claim encompassed in Count II of the Complaint is based upon the 
following allegation: 
These Defendents knew, or had reason to know, that their employees and subordinates, including 
Meline, Tibbs, Nielsen, Sandy, Dressen, Reinke, Sonnen, Meatte, Fujinaga, Lowe and Audens, 




























had a propensity to improperly raise revenues for IDOC uses and to violate the rights of citizens 
and prisoners. 
The State can be liable for its negligence in managing its employees, but the plaintiff must 
"present evidence to raise a genuine issue of material fact concerning whether those who had the duty to 
supervise should have reasonably anticipated that those subject to their supervision would commit [a 
compensable tort]." Kessler v. Barowsky, 129 Idaho 647,654,931 P.2d 641,648 (1997); see also Doe v. 
Durtschi_, 110 Idaho 466,473, 716 P.2d 1238, 1245 (1986) (holding that state entities can be liable for 
negligent supervision). 
As discussed above, a claim for negligence does not lie in this case. However, even assuming, 
for purposes,ofthis motion only, that each of the individual defendants in this case committed a 
compensable tort, the record is devoid of any evidence to suggest that those who had the duty to 
supervise should have reasonably anticipated that the individual defendants would commit a 
compensable tort. In response to a motion for summary judgment, "the adverse party is unable to rest 
upon the mere allegations or denials from the pleadings, but must set forth specific facts showing a 
genuine issue for trial by affidavits or as otherwise provided in rule." I.R.C.P. Rule 56(e). The Court 
finds that with regard to the negligent supervision claim, there is both no genuine issue of material fact 
and Defendants are entitled to judgment as a matter of law. The Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment is GRANTED as it relates to the negligent supervision claim encompassed in Count II. 
The final claim encompassed within Count II of the Civil Complaint is a conversion claim. The 
elements of the tort of conversion are as follows: "(l) that the charged party wrongfully gained 
dominion of property; (2) that property is owned or possessed by plaintiff at the time of possession; and 
(3) the property in question is personal property." Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826,846,243 P.3d 
642, 662 (2010). "[C]onversion for misappropriation of money does not lie unless it can be described or 













identified as a specific chattel." Id. The imposition of any of the fees which are the subject of this case 
results in a deduction from an inmate's account. However, once the money is deducted from a particular 
inmate's account, the funds are deposited into various other IDOC accounts, depending upon the type of 
fee at issue. There is no,evidence before the Court that once the funds are commingled in any of the 
IDOC accounts that the funds can any longer be identified as a specific chattel. The Court finds pursuant 
to I.R.C.P. 56(c) that there is both no genuine issue of material fact and that Defendants are entitled to 
judgment as a matter oflaw. The Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED as it 
relates to the conversion claim encompassed in Count II of the Civil Complaint. 
Count III- State Civil Conspiracy to Commit Tortious Acts and Omissions, and to Violate Idaho's 
Constitution and Statutes 
~· 12 "A civil conspiracy that gives rise to legal remedies exists only if there is an agreement between 














manner." McPheters v. Maile, 138 Idaho 391, 395, 64 P.3d 317, 321 (2003). Civil conspiracy is not an 
independent claim for relief because "[t]he essence of a cause of action for civil conspiracy is the civil 
wrong committed as the objective of the conspiracy, not the conspiracy itself." Id. Furthermore, there 
must be specific evidence of a plan or agreement to demonstrate the existence of the conspiracy at the 
time the allegedly unlawful objective was accomplished. Mannos v. Moss, 143 Idaho 927, 935, 155 P.3d 
1166, 1174 (2007). 
In this case, the Plaintiff alleges that the Defendants engaged in a plan or agreement to 
implement or enforce IDOC policies, rules and contracts to illegally raise revenue for IDOC purposes. 
Even assuming for purposes of this motion only that the revenue at issue in this case was raised illegally, 
there is no evidence in the record to show that any IDOC policy or rule was promulgated or enforced 
with any of the defendants having knowledge that such policy or rule would cause revenue to be raised 













illegally. The fact that there was an agreement to implement or enforce certain rules alone is not enough 
to sustain the Plaintiffs conversion claim. Evidence of knowledge of the civil wrong (the alleged 
illegality of the revenue) is required to sustain the Plaintiffs claim, and no such evidence has been 
submitted to the Court. For the foregoing reasons, the Court finds pursuant to I.R.C.P 56(c) that there is 
no genuine issue of material fact and that Defendants are entitled to judgment as a matter of law. 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED as it relates to Count III of the Civil 
Complaint. 
CONCLUSION 
The Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED as it relates to the entirety of 
Counts II and III of the Civil Complaint. With regard to the cross-motions for summary judgment on 















PART and the Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is DENIED IN PART with regard to the 
following issues: 
(1) Telephone and commissary commissions as they related to all Plaintiffs claims; 
(2) The hobby craft surcharge as it relates to Plaintiffs claims under Idaho Constitution, Article X, 
Section 1; and Article VII, §§ 2 and 16; and 
(3) Plaintiffs forfeiture claim pursuant to Idaho Code§ 18-314. 
Defendants shall submit appropriate orders to reflect the Court's grant of summary judgment with regard 
to the issues detailed above. 
Thus, the issues remaining in this case are narrowed to the portions of Count I regarding 
Plaintiffs claim under Idaho Constitution, Article II, Section 1 (hobby craft, medical co-pay and 
photocopy fees only); and Plaintiffs claims under Idaho Constitution, Article X, Section 1 and Article 




























VII,§§ 2 and 16 (medical co-pay and photocopy fees only). The Court hereby reopens the record and 
requests the following: 
With regard to Plaintiffs claim in Count I concerning the Idaho Constitution, Article II, 
Section 1, the Court requests further submissions on the issue of legislative review of the specific 
policies or procedures authorizing or requiring the collection of the hobby craft, medical co-pay and 
photocopy fees. With regard to Plaintiffs claim concerning the Idaho Constitution, Article X, Section 1 
and Article VII,§§ 2 and 16, the Court requests further submissions on the subject of whether IDOC or 
the SBOC has the "exclusive" authority to institute user fees to offset costs in light of the legislature's 
activity in that area. Further submissions are also requested concerning the process by which medical 
co-pay fees are accounted for, including discussing specifically whether such process meets the 
constitutional requirement that the legislature provide such revenue as needful. The Defendants shall 
submit their briefing and°other filings, if any, on or before June 26, 2012 and the Plaintiff shall submit 
his reply and other filings, if any, on or before July 10, 2012. AND IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Datedthis /3~yof~20!2. 
Thomas F. Neville 
District Judge 
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IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEATIE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF 
TIME TO SUBMIT 
SUPPLEMENT AL BRIEFING 
COME NOW the Defendants, by and through their counsel of record, Brassey, Crawford & 
Howell, and pursuant to Rule 6(b ), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby move the Court for an 
Order extending the time to submit supplemental briefing as requested in the Court's Memorandum 
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Decision and Order dated June 13, 2012. Currently, pursuant to the Court's Order, Defendants' 
deadline to submit additional briefing is June 26, 2012. Defendants respectfully request that they 
be granted until July 26, 2012, to submit additional briefing as requested by the Court. 
Defendants request that the Court extend the deadline to submit additional briefing on the 
grounds that Defendants need more time to. adequately address the issues raised in the Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order, which requires conferring and meeting with various individuals 
and conducting additional research including review oflegislative, statutory and/or constitutional 
resources. This request is being made before the expiration of the period originally prescribed for 
submitting additional briefing and does not prejudice Plaintiff. Accordingly, Defendants request that 
the Court enlarge the period in its discretion pursuant to I.R.C.P. 6(b). 
DATED this Zl~ay of June, 2012. 
BRASSEY, CRAWFORD & HOWELL, PLLC 
By ,. 
ANDREW C. BRAS Y, Of the Firm 
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IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
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Case No. CV QC 1103414 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF 
TIME TO SUBMIT 
SUPPLEMENT AL BRIEFING 
The Court, having reviewed Defendants' Motion for Extension of Time and the record and 
file in this matter, being fully advised in the premises and finding good cause therefor; 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO SUBMIT SUPPLEMENTAL 
BRIEFING- I 
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Defendants' Motion for 
Extension of Time is GRANTED. The deadline for Defendants to submit supplemental briefing as 
requested in the Court's ,Mem~randum Decision and Order shall be July 26, 2012. Q ~ '4J 
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Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
NO. ____ i:iii::ri'"-r-J.r~~::.... 
AJA, ___ F-1".IL~~ ~J:5: 
JUL 2 4 20f2 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By STEPHANIE VIDAK 
DEPUTY 
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IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEA TIE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
SECOND MOTION FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME TO SUBMIT 
SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEFING 
COME NOW the Defendants, by and through their counsel ofrecord, Brassey, Crawford & 
Howell, and pursuant to Rule 6(b ), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby move the Court for an 
Order extending the time to submit supplemental briefing as requested in the Court's Memorandum 
SECOND MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO SUBMIT SUPPLEMENT AL BRIEFING- I 
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Decision and Order dated June 13, 2012. Currently, pursuant to the Court's Order Granting 
Defendants' Motion for Extension of Time, Defendants' deadline to submit additional briefing is 
July 26, 2012. Defendants respectfully request that they be granted until August 6, 2012, to submit 
additional briefing as requested by the Court, and that Plaintiff, in tum, be provided additional time, 
until August 20, 2012, to submit a reply. In order to address the issues raised in the Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order, Defendants have been working with various individuals with the 
Idaho Department of Correction and the Attorney General's Office for the Idaho Department of 
Correction. However, in light of the summer holiday, it has been difficult to coordinate everyone's 
schedules. This Motion is not intended to delay these proceedings, and while Defendants recognize 
that they have previously been granted an extension, they need additional time in order to address 
the issues as requested by the Court. This request is being made before the expiration of the period 
originally prescribed for submitting additional briefing and does not prejudice Plaintiff. 
Accordingly, Defendants request that the Court enlarge the period in its discretion pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. 6(b). 
DATED thisJ 1~ay of July, 2012. 
BRASSEY, CRAWFORD & HOWELL, PLLC 
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TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEA TIE, SUSAN FU JIN A GA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' 
SECOND MOTION FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME TO SUBMIT 
SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEFING 
The Court, having reviewed Defendants' Second Motion for Extension of Time and the 
record and file in this matter, being fully advised in the premises and finding good cause therefor; 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' SECOND MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO SUBMIT 
SUPPLEMENT AL BRIEFING - 1 
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Defendants' Second 
' 
Motion for Extension of Time is GRANTED. The deadline for Defendants to submit supplemental 
briefing as requested in the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order shall be August 6, 2012. The 
deadline for Plaintiff to submit his reply, if any, shall be August 20, 2012. 
DATED this cJ. '7.iaay of July, 2012. 
By az~ 
HONORABLE THOMAS F. NEVILLE 
District Judge 
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IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
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official capacities and as State employees; 
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Case No. CV OC 1103414 
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AND IN OPPOSITION 
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COME NOW, Defendants Idaho State Board of Corrections, Idaho Department of 
Correction, Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent 
· Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shirley Audens (hereinafter 
SUPPLEMENTALMEMORANDUMINSUPPORTOFDEFENDANT'SMOTIONFORSUMMARY ruDGMENT 
AND IN OPPOSmON TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY ruDGMENT - I 
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"Defendants"), by and through their counsel of record, Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC, and 
respectfully submit this Supplemental Memorandum in Support ofDefendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment and in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as follows. 
I. PERTINENT PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
Plaintiff Barry Searcy, an inmate in the custody of the Idaho Department of Correction 
("IDOC"), initiated the instant action on May 18, 2011, by filing a Civil Complaint against the 
IDOC, the Board of Correction ("BOC") and various employees of the IDOC, which generally 
alleges that Defendants violated the constitution and laws of the State ofldaho by charging inmates 
telephone sales commissions, commissary sales commissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying 
fees and hobby craft surcharges. Subsequently, on October 20, 2011, Plaintiff filed a Partial Motion 
for Summary Judgment Against Defendant IDOC as to Liability Only on Count I, which is 
Plaintiffs state declaratory judgment claim. Plaintiffs motion requested that the Court enter 
summary declaratory judgment against Defendant IDOC declaring, inter alia, that the IDOC's 
raising ofrevenue for IDOC uses through phone and commissary commissions, medical co-pay fees, 
photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges, exceeds and violates the scope of rule making 
authority granted under Idaho law and violates various provisions of the Idaho Code and the Idaho 
Constitution. On March 6, 2012, Defendants filed a Motion for Summary Judgment and Opposition 
to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, which sought summary judgment on all of 
Plaintiffs claims, including his claim for declaratory judgment. 
A hearing was held on the parties cross-motions for summary judgment on April 26, 2012. 
Thereafter, on June 13, 2012, this Court entered a Memorandum Decision and Order Denying in Part 
Plaintiffs Partial Motion for Summary Judgment Against Defendant IDOC and Granting in Part 
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Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment (hereinafter "Memorandum Decision and Order"). 
Specifically, the Court granted Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment as to Counts II and III 
of Plaintiffs Complaint ( encompassing claims for negligence, negligent supervision, conversion and 
civil conspiracy) and also granted Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment as to Count I in part. 
Specifically, the Court found that Defendants were entitled to judgment as a matter of law on the 
following issues: telephone and commissary commissions as they related to all Plaintiffs claims; 
the hobby craft surcharge as it relates to Plaintiff's claims under Idaho Constitution, Article X, § 1 
and Article VII,§§2 and 16; and Plaintiffs forfeiture claim under Idaho Code §18-314. 
The remaining claims under Count I are Plaintiffs claim under Idaho Constitution, Article 
II, § 1 as to hobby craft, medical co-pay and photocopy fees only and Plaintiffs claims under Idaho 
Constitution, Article VII, §§2 and 16, and Article X, § 1 as to medical co-pay and photocopy fees 
only. As to these claims, the Court has requested further submissions on the following topics: (1) 
the issue oflegislative review of the specific policies or procedures authorizing the collection of the 
hobby craft, medical co-pay and photocopy fees; (2) the issue of whether the State Board of 
Correction has the "exclusive" authority to institute user fees to off-set costs in light of the 
legislature's activity in that area; and (3) the process by which medical co-pay fees are accounted 
for, discussing specifically whether such process meets the constitutional requirement that the 
legislature provide such revenue as needful. As to Plaintiff's remaining claims and in response to 
the Court's inquiry, Defendants submit the following supported by the Affidavit of Lorenzo 
Washington and the Affidavit of David Sorensen filed contemporaneously herewith. 
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II. ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITY 
A. PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM UNDER IDAHO CONSTITUTION, ARTICLE II, §1 AS TO 
HOBBY CRAFT, MEDICAL CO-PAY AND PHOTOCOPY FEES. 
Article II of the Idaho Constitution is titled Distribution of Powers and provides: 
§ 1. Departments of government 
The powers of the government of this state are divided into three 
distinct departments, the legislative, executive and judicial; and no 
person or collection of persons charged with the exercise of powers 
properly belonging to one of these departments shall exercise any 
powers properly belonging to either of the others, except as in this 
constitution expressly directed or permitted. 
Plaintiff argues that the policies and procedures put in place by the IDOC and which impose 
the fees at issues in this case are a violation of the separation of powers between the executive and 
legislative branches of the state government pursuant to Idaho Constitution, Article II, § 1. The 
specific policies or procedures relating to the collection of the fees at issue are summarized as 
follows: 
• IDOC SOP 405.02.01.001, Access to Courts, provides that offenders have copying 
privileges subject to the following conditions: offenders ( excluding indigent 
offenders) will be charged a fee of ten cents ($.10) per page for copies and page 
limitations on pleadings may be enforced in accordance with court rules. See 
Affidavit of Shirley Audens in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment (hereinafter" Aff. of SA"), Exhibit G (IDOC SOP 405.02.01.001). 
• IDOC Policy 411, Medical Co-pay, provides that it is the policy of the Board of 
Corrections that the Idaho Department of Correction and its contractors charge 
offenders incarcerated at IDOC facilities a co-pay for certain medical and pharmacy 
services, but do not deny access to medical, dental and mental health services when 
the offender does not have the resources to pay for such services. See Aff. of SA, 
Exhibit J (IDOC Policy 411). IDOC SOP 411.06.03.001, Medical Co-pay, 
establishes the system for charging offenders the medical co-pay fee. See Aff. of SA, 
Exhibit K (IDOC SOP 411.06.03.001). 
• IDOC Policy 608, Hobby Craft Activities, provides that it is the policy of the IDOC 
that offenders have opportunities to pursue hobby craft activities. See Aff. of SA, 
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Exhibit L (IDOC Policy 608). IDOC SOP 608.02.00.001, Hobby Craft, establishes 
the guidelines, rules and expectations for the management of hobby craft activities 
and provides that the price of hobby craft materials will include the purchase price, 
shipping, sales tax, and a 5% surcharge, which is used to purchase hobby craft 
supplies and items that are used by participating offenders. See Aff. of SA, Exhibit 
M (IDOC SOP 608.02.00.001). 
1. The issue oflegislative review of the specific policies or procedures authorizing the 
collection of hobby craft, medical co-pay and photocopy fees. 
It is the executive branch, not the legislative or judicial branches, that is responsible for the 
control, direction and management ofldaho's correctional facilities. See Idaho Constitution, Article 
X, §5; see also Chapter 2, Title 20, Idaho Code. Article X, §5 of the Idaho Constitution provides in 
pertinent part: 
The state legislature shall establish a nonpartisan board to be known as the state 
board of correction ... This board shall have the control, direction and management 
of the penitentiaries of the state, their employees and properties, and of adult 
probation and parole, with such compensation, powers, and duties as may be 
prescribed by law. 
The Idaho Legislature implemented the constitutional directive found in Idaho Constitution, Article 
X, §5 by enacting Idaho Code §§20-201 to 20-249, which, in part, created the Board of Correction 
to control, direct and manage the Idaho's correctional facilities and to provide for the care and 
maintenance ofall prisoners in its custody. See I. C. § §20-201 A, 20-209(1 ), 20-212, 20-244. See also 
Mellinger v. JDOC, 114 Idaho 494,499, 757 P.2d 1213, 1218 (Ct. App. 1988). Thus, pursuant to 
constitutional and statutory provision, "[t]he supervision and maintenance of prisons in the State of 
Idaho is a function of the executive branch of the government; the State Board of Correction is the 
body which has been expressly granted the control, direction and management of the state 
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penitentiary." State v. Reese, 98 Idaho 347,348,563 P.2d 405,406 (1977); Burge v. State, 90 Idaho 
473,476, 413 P .2d 451, 452-53 (1966) ("[T]he supervision and maintenance of prisons is a function 
of the executive branch of the government, and . . . in the State of Idaho the State Board of 
Corrections is the body which has been expressly granted the control, Idaho Constitution, Art. X, 
Sec. 5; LC. s 20-209; and ... the courts do not have jurisdiction to supervise matters of ordinary 
prison discipline."). "[T]he State Board of Correction exercises its constitutional and statutory 
authority through the instrumentality ofthe Department of Correction." Idaho Dept. of Correction 
v. Anderson, 134 Idaho 680,690, 8 P.3d 675,685 (Ct. App. 2000). 
In its Memorandum Decision and Order, the Court indicates that Defendants argue that Idaho 
Code §20-212 grants the BOC broad authority to manage the prisons of this state. See Memorandum 
Decision and Order, p. 8. This mischaracterizes Defendants' position, however, as Idaho Code §20-
212, which grants the authority to make "all necessary rules" to carry out the provisions of the 
chapter, is not the sole source of the Board of Correction's authority, and the Board ultimately 
derives its power to control, direct and manage Idaho's correctional facilities from Article X, §5 of 
the Idaho Constitution. See Mellinger, 114 Idaho at 499, 757 P.2d at 1218. Reflecting the 
constitutional mandate of Article X, §5, Idaho Code §20-209 states in pertinent part: 
The state board of correction shall have the control, direction and management of 
such correctional facilities as may be acquired for use by the state board of correction 
and all property owned or used in connection therewith, and shall provide for the 
care, maintenance and employment of all prisoners now or hereinafter committed to 
its custody. 
Idaho Code §20-209(1). In light of the clear grant of authority to the BOC to control and manage 
Idaho's correctional facilities and to provide for the care and maintenance of all prisoners in its 
custody, it cannot be said that Defendants infringed upon the province of the legislature in, 
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developing policies and procedures related to the provision of institutional programs, activities and 
services to inmates, i.e. hobby craft activities, medical services and photocopy services. It should 
again be noted that Plaintiff is not arguing that the Board of Correction does not have the authority 
to provide inmates the opportunity to purchase hobby craft items, seek medical treatment or 
photocopy documents. Thus, Plaintiff would seem to agree that, though there are no direct statutory 
provisions permitting it to do so, the Board clearly has the authority and the responsibility to provide 
institutional programs, activities and services to inmates. Plaintiff simply disagrees with the Board's 
implementation of the same. However, the actions of the IDOC in this regard clearly relate to the 
management and care of Idaho's correctional facilities and those in its custody and are a proper 
exercise of the powers conferred by Article X, §5. In fact, as the Idaho Constitution confers on the 
Board of Correction, not the Legislature, the management and control of the state's penitentiaries, 
"the Legislature has not the power to take from that board the management and control of that 
institution, or make any rules and regulations for the government of the board that would in any way 
interfere with the efficient management and control of that institution." Akley v. Perrin, IO Idaho 
531, 79 P. 192, 192 (1905). 
In its Memorandum Decision and Order, the Court suggests that the broad authority granted 
to the BOC is conditioned upon legislative review of all proposed rules as set forth in Idaho Code 
§20-212. See Memorandum Decision and Order, p. 8. However, Idaho Code §20-212 does not 
diminish or abridge the Board's broad authority to manage and control Idaho's correctional facilities, 
which is a constitutionally anchored power, it merely brings the Board's rulemaking under 
legislative purview. Prior to its amendment in 1999, Idaho Code §20-212 did not provide any 
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procedure for rulemaking nor did it contain a definition of''rule."1 The legislative Statement of 
Purpose relating to amending Idaho Code §20-212 to provide that the rules of the Board of 
Correction and the Department of Correction be made in accordance with certain procedures, to 
define "rule" and to provide for legislative review of the rules states in pertinent part: 
[T]he Department of Correction is the only executive branch agency that is not 
required to follow the Administrative Procedures Act (AP A) when adopting 
procedural rules. . . This bill would give the Department the same protection for 
policy development and rule making that other state departments have by bringing 
their rule making under legislative purview. In order to exclude inmate complaints 
and other sensitive issues, this bill requires that procedural rules be brought before 
the germane committees of the Legislature for review and approval, like other state 
agencies, but exempts them from the other provisions of Chapter 52. 
1999 Idaho Laws Ch. 311 (S.B. 1110). Thus, the legislative history ofldaho Code §20-212 suggests 
that it was amended to protect the Department of Correction in the exercise of its rulemaking 
authority~ not curtail it. Notably, in order for an agency "rule" to have the "force and effect oflaw," 
it must be promulgated according to statutory directives for rulemaking. Asarco Incorporated v. 
State, 138 Idaho 719, 723, 69 P.3d 139, 143 (2003). 
Pursuant to the plain language ofldaho Code §20-212, the procedures set forth therein are 
only applicable with respect to the "rules of the board," which are defined as follows: 
1The prior version was titled "Rules and regulations - Authority of board," and provided: 
The state board of correction shall make all necessary rules and regulations to carry out the 
provisions of this act not inconsistent with express statutes or the state constitution. They 
shall fix the time and place of meetings, the order of business, the form of records to be 
kept, the reports to be made, and all other regulations necessary to the efficient management 
and control of the state penitentiary and all properties used in connection therewith. 
Idaho Code §20-212 (1998). 
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(2) "Rule" as used in this section means the whole or a part of the board of correction 
or department of correction's statement of general applicability that has been 
promulgated in compliance with the provisions of this section and that implements, 
interprets or prescribes: 
(a) Law or policy; or 
(b) The procedure or practice requirements of the board or department. The 
term includes the amendment, repeal, or suspension of an existing rule, but 
does not include: 
(I) Statements concerning only the internal management or internal 
personnel policies of an agency and not affecting private rights of the public 
or procedures available to the public; or 
(ii) Declaratory rulings issued pursuant to statute or the board's rules; or 
(iii) Intra-department memoranda; or 
(iv) Any written statements given by the department or board which pertain 
to an interpretation of a rule or to the documentation of compliance with a 
rule. 
Idaho Code §20-212(2)(emphasis added). This definition mirrors the definition of"rule" found in 
the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act ("IDAP A"). Idaho Code §67-5201 (19). The "Rules of the 
Board of Correction," which are promulgated pursuant to the unique rulemaking process set forth 
in Idaho Code §20-212, are found in IDAPA 06, Title 01, Chapter 01. See Affidavit of Lorenzo 
Washington (hereinafter "Aff. of L W"), ,rs and Exhibit C. Idaho Board of Correction IDAP A rules 
have the full force and effect of law and interpret, order and/or implement Idaho laws or IDOC 
policies, Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) or directives that affect the rights of the general 
public. Id. BOC IDAP A rules do not include statements concerning only the internal management 
of the Department that do not affect the rights of, or procedures available to, the general public. Id. 
See also Idaho Code §20-212(2). 
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In addition to IDAP A rules, the IDOC manages and administers over 400 policies and 
procedures. See Aff. of L W, iJ7 and Exhibits A and B. IDOC policies serve as the official 
communication of IDOC management philosophy regarding IDOC operations, practices and 
individuals under the authority of the director of the IDOC and the Idaho Board of Correction. Id. 
Standard Operating Procedures (and previously Directives) provide instruction and/or step-by-step 
procedure for implementing an IDOC policy. Id. Unlike BOC IDAP A rules, IDOC Policies and 
SOPs do not have the force and effect oflaw, though they do provide an !DOC-required course of 
action to follow. Id. 
The Court suggests that the IDOC policies and procedures imposing the fees at issue in this 
case were only duly promulgated if the procedure set forth in Idaho Code §20-212 was followed. See 
Memorandum Decision and Order, p. 9. However, this notion presupposes that Idaho Code §20-212 
is applicable when, in fact, it is not. The IDOC policies and procedures imposing the fees at issue 
in this case (IDOC SOP 405.02.01.001, IDOC Policy 411, IDOC SOP 411.06.03.001, IDOC Policy 
608, and IDOC SOP 608.02.00.001) were not promulgated in accordance with the procedures set 
forth in Idaho Code §20-212 because they concemonly the internal management of the IDOC and 
do not affect the private rights of or the procedures available to the public. Thus, they are not "rules" 
as defined in Idaho Code §20-212(2) and not required to be promulgated pursuant to the rulemaking 
procedure set forth therein. Compare with Service Employees International Union, Local 6 v. Frank, 
106 Idaho 756,759,683 P.2d 404,407 (1984) (finding Department's agency handbook "must be 
construed as merely an internal guideline capable of being changed by an agency head, when 
necessary, not having the force and effect oflaw, and thus not giving rise to a cause of action based 
on an alleged violation."). 
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Significantly, Idaho Code §20-244, which empowers the Board to make and adopt rules and 
regulations for the government and discipline of the correctional facility, does not indicate that such 
"rules and regulations" are subject to legislative review or indicate that the procedure in Idaho Code 
§20-212 is applicable. Notably, the definition of"rule" found in Idaho Code §20-212 only applies 
to the term as used in that section. Idaho Code §20-212(2). Idaho Code §20-244, titled Government 
and discipline of the correctional facility--Rules and regulations, states in its entirety: 
The state board of correction shall make and adopt such rules and regulations for the 
government and discipline of the correctional facility as they may consider expedient, 
and from time to time, change and amend the same as circumstances may require. A 
printed copy of the rules and regulations shall be furnished to every officer and guard 
at the time he is appointed, and so much thereof as relates to the duties and 
obligations of the convicted persons shall be given to the convicted person upon 
reception at the state's correctional institutions. 
Thus, the rules and regulations adopted under Idaho Code §20-244 are not conditioned upon 
legislative review but rather can be adopted by the Board and changed and amended as 
circumstances require. As such regulations are not required to be promulgated according to the 
statutory directive for rulemaking they would not have the "force and effect of law" but would 
provide an !DOC-required course of action to follow. 
Reading all of the constitutional and statutory provisions together and recognizing that the 
supervision and maintenance of prisons in the State of Idaho is a function of the executive branch 
of the government, specifically the Board of Correction, it is clear that the IDOC policies and 
procedures at issue do not violate the separation of powers between the executive and legislative 
branches of the state government pursu'.1Ilt to Idaho Constitution, Article II, § 1. 
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B. PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM UNDER IDAHO CONSTITUTION, ARTICLE VII, §§2 AND 
16 AND ARTICLE X, §1 AS TO MEDICAL CO-PAY AND PHOTOCOPY FEES. 
part: 
Article VII of the Idaho Constitution is titled Finance and Revenue and provides in pertinent 
§ 2. Revenue to be provided by taxation 
The legislature shall provide such revenue as may be rieedful, by 
levying a tax by valuation, s0, that every person or corporation shall 
pay a tax in proportion to the value of his, her, or its property, except 
as in this article hereinafter otherwise provided. The legislature may 
also impose a license tax, both upon natural persons and upon 
corporations, other than municipal, doing business in this state; also 
a per capita tax: provided, the legislature may exempt a limited 
amount of improvements upon land from taxation. 
§ 16. Legislature to pass necessary laws 
The legislature shall pass all laws necessary to carry out the 
provisions of this article. 
Article X of the Idaho Constitution is titled Public Institutions and provides in pertinent part: 
§ 1. State to establish and support institutions 
Educational, reformatory, and penal institutions, and those for the 
benefit of the insane, blind, deaf and dumb, and such other 
institutions as the public good may require, shall be established and 
supported by the state in such manner as may be prescribed by law. 
Plaintiff argues that absent legislation specifically authorizing the collection of fees or other 
revenue, the IDOC or the BOC may not impose fees which generate revenue and that Defendants 
imposition of fees invaded the province of the Legislature, which h~s the exclusive power to raise 
revenue and make law pursuant to Idaho Constitution, Article VII, §§2 and 16, and is charged with 
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supporting penal institutions pursuant to Idaho Constitution, Article X, § 1. The specific policies or 
procedures relating to the collection of the fees at issue are summarized as follows: 
• IDOC SOP 405.02.01.001, Access to Courts, provides that offenders have copying 
privileges subject to the following conditions: offenders (excluding indigent 
offenders) will be charged a fee of ten cents ($.10) per page for copies and page 
limitations on pleadings may be enforced in accordance with court rules. See 
Affidavit of Shirley Audens in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment (hereinafter" Aff. of SA"), Exhibit G (IDOC SOP 405.02.01.001). 
• IDOC Policy 411, Medical Co-pay, provides that it is the policy of the Board of 
Corrections that the Idaho Department of Correction and its contractors charge 
offenders incarcerated at IDOC facilities a co-pay for certain medical and pharmacy 
services, but do not deny access to medical, dental and mental health services when 
the offender does not have the resources to pay for such services. See Aff. of SA, 
Exhibit J (IDOC Policy 411). IDOC SOP 411.06.03.001, Medical Co-pay, 
establishes the system for charging offenders the medical co-pay fee. See Aff. of SA, 
Exhibit K (IDOC SOP 411.06.03.001). 
1. The process by which medical co-pay fees are accounted for and whether such 
process meets the constitutional requirement that the legislature provide such 
revenue as needful. 
The operating budgets of individual state ofldaho agencies, including the Idaho Department 
of Correction, are established annually. Appropriation acts establishing annual agency operating 
budgets are law, and the limits of those budgets cannot be exceeded. See Affidavit of David 
Sorensen (hereinafter "Aff. ofDS"), ,i6. The IDOC is funded primarily from the State General Fund. 
Other funding sources include, but are not necessarily limited to, endowment income, parolee cost 
of supervision fees, work crew revenue, federal funds and miscellaneous revenue. Id. at 17. The 
Miscellaneous Revenue Fund, which makes up part of the annual budget appropriated by the 
Legislature for the operation of the state correction system, is comprised of money from a variety 
of sources including, but not limited to, medical co-pay fees. Id. at ,is. 
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It is the policy of the Board of Corrections that the Idaho Department of Correction and its 
contractors charge offenders incarcerated at IDOC facilities a co-pay for certain medical and 
pharmacy services, but do not deny access to medical, dental and mental health services when the 
offender does not have the resources to pay for such services. Generally, an offender-initiated visit 
for sick call service is assessed a medical co-pay fee of five dollars ($5.00). A pharmacy service 
medical co-pay fee of three dollars ($3.00) per course/treatment or per prescription is assessed to 
each offender patient who is dispensed over-the-counter or prescription medications. A Health 
Services Request Co-Pay Form is initiated during each visit for non-exempt healthcare or pharmacy 
services. See Af£ ofDS, ,I9 and Exhibit A. Upon completion of the Health Services Request Co-Pay 
Form, copies of the same are sent to a designated staff member for assessing the medical co-pay 
fees, which are charged against the inmate's account and then placed in a corresponding payable 
account. Id. at ,II 0. The Inmate Accounts Account Technician closes the medical payable account 
on a monthly basis and issues a check to the Idaho Department of Correction for the amount of 
medical fees collected from the previous month. Id. That money is then deposited in a dedicated fund 
in the Miscellaneous Revenue Fund in the state treasury before it is appropriated back to the IDOC 
each year as part ofits annual budget from the Idaho Legislature. Id. Medical co-pay funds deposited 
in the Miscellaneous Revenue Fund are used to offset General Fund medical expenses. See Aff. of 
DS, ,II 1. For fiscal year 2012, the Legislature appropriated $81,000 collected from inmates through 
medical co-payments for this purpose. Id. 
Thus, medical co-pay fees are processed in a manner similar to the other fees at issue in this 
case, and the Legislature specifically appropriates medical co-pay funds to the IDOC. For example, 
the Statement of Purpose accompanying the supplemental appropriation for the Department of 
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Correction for fiscal year 2000 (S.B. 1362) states in pertinent part: "The Department will be able to 
use $66,000 collected from inmates under the medical co-payment and return $10,100 to the General 
Fund." In light of the same, it cannot be said the collection of medical co-pay fees is unauthorized. 
2. The issue o(whether the State Board of Correction has the "exclusive" authority 
to institute user fees to o[fset costs in light of the legislature's activity in that arena, 
including the enactment of Idaho Code. §20-225. 
Admittedly, the Board of Correction does not have the authority to tax or to make law. 
However, the fees at issue are not taxes nor are the policies and procedures that impose them laws. 
IDOC policies serve as the official communication of IDOC management philosophy regarding 
IDOC operations, practices and individuals under the authority of the director of the IDOC and the 
Idaho Board of Correction. See Aff. of L W, ,I7 and Exhibits A and B. IDOC Standard Operating 
Procedures provide instruction and/or step-by-step procedure for implementing an IDOC policy. Id. 
Unlike BOC IDAP A rules, IDOC Policies and SOPs do not have the force and effect oflaw, though 
they do provide an !DOC-required course of action to follow. Id. The Board has express 
constitutional and statutory authority to control, direct and manage the correctional facilities, Idaho 
Constitution,ArticleX, §5, Idaho Code §20-209, as well as express statutory authority to adopt rules 
and regulations for the government and discipline of the correctional facilities. Idaho Code §20-244. 
"Such authority to make rules and regulations to carry out an express legislative purpose or to effect 
the operation and enforcement of the same is not exclusively a legislative power, but is 
administrative in its nature." State v. Heitz, 72 Idaho 107, 112, 238 P.2d 439,442 (1951). 
Moreover, the IDOC has not infringed on the Legislature's power to levy taxes in order to 
provide such revenue as may be needful. The fees at issue are not taxes. "[A] fee is a charge for a 
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direct public service rendered to the particular consumer, while a tax is a forced contribution by the 
public at large to meet public needs." Potts Construction Company v. North Kootenai Water District, 
141 Idaho 678, 681, 116 P .3d 8, 11 (2005) ( citation omitted). It cannot be disputed that the subject 
fees are assessed based upon an inmate's individual consumption and use; an inmate will not be 
charged a medical co-pay fee or photocopy fee unless he seeks medical or photocopy services. In 
this regard, it should be noted that an inmate will not be denied access to medical, dental and mental 
health services if he does not have the resources to pay for such services nor are indigent inmates 
charged photocopy fees. Thus, inmates such as Plaintiff, who have the ability to pay, make their own 
decisions to photocopy documents and obtain medical services. In exchange for paying the subject 
fees, inmates receive the value of services rendered. 
A fee does not become an unconstitutional tax merely because it provides incidental revenue. 
Brewsterv. City of Pocatello, 115 Idaho 502,504, 768 P.2d 765, 767 (1989). Further, the incidental 
raising of revenue does not run afoul ofldaho Constitution, Article X, § 1, which provides that penal 
institutions shall be established and supported by the state. "Section 1, article 10, is a direction to 
establish the institution, and authorizes state support, but does not make such support exclusive nor 
prescribe how or from what sources the necessary funds shall be obtained, but leaves that to the 
Legislature." State v. Johnson, 50 Idaho 363, 296 P. 588, 589 (1931) (emphasis added). In this 
regard, it is significant that the funds raised incidentally to the provision of services to inmates are 
ultimately appropriated back to the IDOC by the Legislature for IDOC use. Appropriation acts 
establishing annual agency operating budgets, including the IDOC' s operating budget, are law. See 
Aff. ofDS, 16. 
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The absence of express, specific provisions allowing the BOC to charge medical co-pay fees 
and photocopying fees does not mean it lacks the authority to do so. To the contrary, the BOC has 
been granted broad authority to control, direct, manage and govern Idaho's correctional facilities, 
which inherently encompasses the power to establish institutional programs and services to inmates 
and to develop methods for implementing the same. Such power is not curtailed by Idaho Code §20-
225, which expressly mentions monetary assessments, as the fee authorized by that provision is 
entirely distinguishable from the fees at issue in the instant case. The current version ofldaho Code 
§20-225 provides: 
Any person under state probation or parole supervision shall be required to contribute 
not more than seventy-five dollars ($ 7 5. 00) per month as determined by the board of 
correction. Costs of supervision are the direct and indirect costs incurred by the 
department of correction to supervise probationers and parolees, including tests to 
determine drug and alcohol use, books and written materials to support rehabilitation 
efforts, and monitoring of physical location through the use of technology. Any 
failure to pay such contribution shall constitute grounds for the revocation of 
probation by the court or the revocation of parole by the commission for pardons and 
parole. The division of probation and parole in the department of correction may 
exempt a person from the payment of all or any part of the foregoing contribution if 
it finds any of the following factors to exist: 
(1) The offender has diligently attempted but been unable to obtain employment. 
(2) The offender has a disability affecting employment, as determined by a physical, 
psychological or psychiatric examination acceptable to the division of probation and 
parole. 
Money collected as a fee for services will be placed in the probation and parole 
receipts revenue fund, which is hereby created in the dedicated fund in the state 
treasury, and utilized to provide supervision for clients. Moneys in the probation and 
parole receipts revenue fund may be expended only after appropriation by the 
legislature. This section shall not restrict th~ court from ordering the payment of 
other costs and fees that, by law, may be imposed on persons who have been found 
guilty of or have pled guilty to a criminal offense, including those who have been 
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placed on probation or parole. 
The plain language ofldaho Code §20-225 reveals a number of features that differentiate the 
cost of supervision fee from the fees at issue in the instant case. First, it is significant that Idaho 
Code §20-225 relates to collecting fees from parolees and probationers who are out in the 
community and not residing in an IDOC correctional facility. Though the Board is charged with 
supervising parolees and probationers under Idaho Code §20-219, its control over them is attenuated 
by virtue of their status. Moreover, Idaho Code §20-225 makes payment for supervision mandatory: 
parolees and probationers must pay for their cost of supervision unless they are exempt. Otherwise, 
it is doubtful that parolees or probationers would voluntarily agree to contribute money for their 
supervision. In contrast, the fees challenged by Plaintiff are charged to inmates residing at IDOC 
facilities based upon their voluntary decisions on how to spend their money. If an inmate does not 
wish to pay the photocopy fee or the medical co-pay, he can choose not to make photocopies or 
obtain medical services. Idaho Code §20-225 also provides consequences for a failure to pay the cost 
of supervision fee, i.e. revocation of probation or parole. Without Idaho Code §20-225 the BOC 
would have little recourse against a parolee or probationer who refused to make his monthly COS 
payment. While IDOC policies and procedures establish an IDOC-required course of action to 
follow, they do not have the force and effect oflaw and no cause of action can be based on the same. 
With respect to the fees at issue in this case, non-payment is not a concern as such fees are deducted 
from an inmate's account once the inmate utilizes the subject services. Finally, Idaho Code §20-225 
created a dedicated probation and parole receipts revenue fund for moneys collected as costs of 
supervision. The fees at issue in this case, on the other hand, are deposited in the miscellaneous 
revenue fund. 
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The legislative history of Idaho Code §20-225 helps further explain why the cost of 
supervision fee is set forth in statute despite the Board's implied authority to charge user fees. The 
Statement of Purpose relating to the 1984 amendment to Chapter 2, Title 20, Idaho Code adding 
Idaho Code §20-225 (S.B. 1224) to provide that a person under probation or parole supervision shall 
be required to contribute money for his supervision states: 
The purpose of this legislation is to help offset some of the cost to the taxpayer of 
supervising adult felons and to help develop responsibility on the part of the 
offender. Current caseload sizes make it impossible to supervise felons as we feel 
they should be and the community expects. 




Al Murphy from the Department of Corrections spoke on the 
proposed legislation. The bill would amend Chapter 2, Title 20, Idaho 
Code by the addition of a new section 20-225 to provide that a person 
under probation or parole supervision shall be required to contribute 
money for his supervision, if not to provide for consequences, to also 
provide exemptions for contributing money. The bill, if passed, would 
create the probation and parole receipts account in a Dedicated 
Fund. 
Director Murphy explained that the parolee, under supervision, would 
be required to contribute a set amount per month. In collecting these 
fees, a major purpose would be to hire new probation and parole 
officers to start a program of supervision of the paroled 24 hours a 
day, thus allowing the Department to provide an alternative to 
incarceration for many inmates. 
Representative McDermott quested the need for a dedicated fund; 
was it to avoid going before the JF AC. 
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Representative Murphy responded by stating partially, because the 
Department does not want to start collecting fees, then having their 
appropriations cut by the amount of fees they collect. Mr. Murphy 
went on to explain that the Department would like to get funded at the 
same amount as present, but to let the Department keep the fees to 
increase the services. 
Minutes of the Meeting of the Judiciary, Rules and Administration Committee, March 13, 1984 
( emphasis added). 
This context confirms that Idaho Code §20-225 is not simply authorization for the IDOC to 
impose a fee but was intended to provide consequences for non-payment of the cost of supervision, 
provide exemptions for contributing money and establish a dedicated fund to deposit the moneys 
collected in order to allow the IDOC to implement an intensive supervision program. Thus, under 
these circumstances, the presence of specific statutory authority relating to payment for probation 
or parole services does not indicate that the IDOC lacks authority to charge user fees in relation to 
services rendered to inmates housed at IDOC facilities. 
III. CONCLUSION 
WHEREFORE, for the aforementioned reasons, Defendants respectfully request this Court 
deny Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, grant Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment and dismiss Plaintiffs Complaint against them with prejudice, and for such other relief 
as the Court deems proper and just. 
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134-
DATED this _(ti_ day of August, 2012. 
BRASSEY, CRAWFORD & HOWELL, PLLC 
ANDREW C. BRA: SEY, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
/~t,/ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this_~_ day of August, 2012, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the 
method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P.0.Box14 
Boise, ID 83707 
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Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
P OBox 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
NO. 
AUG D 6 2012 
CHR1sropl-tER D 
By CHRtST1N12sW;H, Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, nM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID SORENSEN 
DA VII> SORENSEN, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
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. 1. That I am over the age of eighteen ( 18) years, am competent to make this Affidavit, 
.and do so based upon personal knowledge. 
2. I am employed with the Idaho Department of Correction ("IDOC") and have been 
employed with the IDOC for approximately thirty-two (32) years. I currently hold the position of 
Financial Manager and have held substantially the same position, though under different job titles, 
for approximately fifteen (15) years. 
3. The Idaho Department of Correction is organized in two divisions - the Operations 
Division, which manages offenders, and the Management Services Division, which manages 
business support. Each division is led by a chief who is named by the Director of the Department 
of Correction. Currently, Kevin Kempf is the Chief of the Operations Division and oversees the 
Bureau of Prisons, the Bureau of Probation and Parole, and the Bureau of Education, Treatment & 
Reentry. Tony Meatte serves as the Chief of the Management Services Division and oversees the 
Bureau of Management Services, the_Bureau of Contract Services, and the Bureau of Correctional 
Industries. Each Bureau is comprised of several units. 
4. In my capacity as Financial Manager, I am part of the Budget/Payroll Management 
group, which is a unit within the Bureau of Management Services. The Budget/Payroll Management 
group develops and coordinates the Department's operating and capital budgets and provides all 
employee payroll services., 
5. In my capacity as Financial Manager, I am responsible for developing and monitoring 
the budgets of the Idaho Department of Correction. In this respect, I work closely with the Division 
of Financial Management, which is the Governor's Budget Office, and the Legislative Services 
Office. 
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6. The operating budgets· of individual state of Idaho agencies, including the Idaho 
Department of Correction, are established annually. Appropriation acts establishing annual 'agency 
operating budgets are law, and the limits of those budgets cannot be exceeded. 
7. The IDOC is funded primarily from the State General Fund. Other funding sources 
include, but are not necessarily limited to, endowment income, parolee cost of supervision fees, work 
crew revenue, federal funds and miscellaneous revenue. 
8. The Miscellaneous Revenue Fund, which makes up part of the annual budget 
appropriated by the Legislature for the operation of the s.tate correction system, is comprised of 
money from a variety of sources inch~ding, but not limited to, medical co-pay f~es. 
9. It is the policy of the Board of Corrections that the Idaho Department of Correction 
and its contractors charge offenders incarcerated at IDOC facilities a co-pay for medical and 
pharmacy services, but do not deny access to medical, dental and mental health services when the 
offender does not have the resources to pay for such services. Generally, an offender-initiated visit 
for sick call service is assessed a medical co-pay fee of five dollars ($5.00). A pharmacy service 
medical co-pay fee of three dollars ($3.00) per course/treatment or per prescription will be assessed 
to each offender patient who is dispensed over-the-counter or prescription medications. A Health 
Services Request Co-Pay Form is initiated during each visit for non-exempt healthcare or pharmacy 
services. A true and correct copy of a Health Services Request Co-Pay Form is attached hereto as 
Exhibit A. 
10. Upon completion of the Health Services Request Co-Pay Form, copies of the same 
are sent to a designated staff member for assessing the medical co-pay fees, which are charged 
against the inmate's account and then placed in a corresponding payable account. ·The Inmate 
Accounts Account Technician closes the medical payable account on a monthly basis and issues a 
check to the Idaho Department of Correction for the amount of medical fees C(?llected from the 
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previous month. That money is then deposited in a dedicated fund in the Miscellaneous Revenue 
Fund in the state treasury before it is appropriated back to the IDOC each year as part of its annual 
budget from the Idaho Legislature. 
11. Medical co-pay funds deposited in the Miscellaneous Revenue Fund are used to offset 
General Fund medical expenses. For Fiscal Year 2912, the Legislature appropriated $81,000 
collected from inmates through medical co-payments for this purpose. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT. 
. . Au7u..~+ 
Dated this c).. day of.:Jttly, 2012. 
By~-
DA VID SORENSEN 
~uJ-GlJ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this .:::2. day of-:ftrly, 2012. 
tb .. ~~l)o~ 
Notary Publicforldaha, , 
Residing at l'So l~ e 
Commission expires: · ~ f:21 ( t <.c 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
/3't.,... 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _W_ day of July, 2012, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the 
method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCIUnit 13 
P. 0. Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
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~ ''"Tdaiio"fiepartment of cori:ection ..... 
_jRI~~ 
Medical Dept Use Only 
D .· Inmate ~tiated Visit 
OTC (med) x __ 
Rx (med) . X 
HEALTH SERVICES REQUEST : 
CO-PAY FORM 
MC 206454 




$_· ___ _ 
$ ----
PrintName:_~----------~~ Initials: ___ InmateID: ________ _ 
Date ofBirth: ___________ HousingLoe:ation: _· ---------------
! consent to be treated by health staff for the condition described below. I understand my 
requesting health services may result in· having my account charged for health care received. 
Inmate Signature:------------------- .Date:--'----------
Nature of.Complaint/Problem: ---------------------------
PLACE;. TIDS SLIP IN l\1EDICAL BOX OR DESIGNATED AREA 
Do Not.Write Below This Line 
<Subjective: 
Objective: · BP __ _ 
Assessment: 
Plan:· 
0 Inmat~ Education Sheet Given. 
D Use ofNursing Protocol$ . · 
· Refer to: [j PAINPiPhysi~ian 
HEAL TH CARE DOCUMENTATION 
.p __ _ R '-----
T __ _ 





Signature:_·_· ____________ .. Title:·"· _., .. , ... , .. ,Date:_· _____ Tµne: ____ ._ .•_·_ .. ;, ... 
FORM'.7166 
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Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
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IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, TIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE,PAMSONNEN, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUTINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
AFFIDAVIT OF LORENZO 
WASHINGTON 
LORENZO WASHINGTON, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
follows: 
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1. That I am over the age of eighteen ( 18) years, am competent to make this Affidavit, 
and do so based upon personal knowledge. 
2. I am employed with the Idaho Department of Correction ("IDOC") as Policy 
Coordinator and have been employed in this capacity since February 2006. 
3. The IDOC is the state government agency responsible for the incarceration and 
community supervision of felony offenders in. Idaho. A three-member panel, called the Board of 
Correction ("BOC"), oversees the IDOC. The governor appoints the members, who serve six-year 
terms. The current members of the Board of Correction are Robin Sandy, J.R. Van Tassel and Jay 
Nielsen. 
4. The Board of Correction appoints a Director to serve as the head of the agency. The 
Director provides leadership, selects administrators and sets the strategic direction of the agency. 
Brent Reinke is the current Director of the Department of Correction. 
5. The Idaho Department of Correction is organized in two divisions - the Operations 
Division, which manages offenders, and the Management Services Division, which manages 
business support. Each division is led by a chief who is named by the Director. Currently, Kevin 
Kempf is the Chief of the Operations Division and oversees the Bureau of Prisons, the Bureau of 
Probation and Parole, and the Bureau of Education, Treatment & Reentry. Tony Meatte serves as 
the Chief of the Management Services Division and oversees the Bureau of Management Services, 
the Bureau of Contract Services, and the Bureau of Correctional Industries. Each Bureau is 
comprised of several units. 
6. As IDOC Policy Coordinator, I am a member the Director's Office staff and am 
responsible for (a) coordinating Idaho Administrative Procedure Act rule and IDOC policy-related 
matters; (b) ensuring that policies, standard operating procedures, directives, and their related forms 
and manuals are developed and managed pursuant to IDOC policy management system guidance; 
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L 
and ( c) providing standardized procedures, templates, and other resources for managing field 
memorandums (FMs) and post orders. In my capacity as Policy Coordinator, my responsibilities 
include, but are not limited to, the following: overseeing the management and quality control 
functions for the written guidance of the IDOC, which includes IDAP A rules, policies and 
SOPs/directives; processing Document Change Request (DCR) forms; ensuring the accurate and 
timely (when possible) review and distribution of any policy, SOP, directive, or its related form or 
,! 
manual; writing, editing, formatting, reviewing, distributing, and retaining the written guidance ·of 
the IDOC; coordinating IDAPA rule development, revision, review, formal approval, distribution 
or repeal; coordinating the formal approval of all policies, SOPs, directives, and their related forms 
or manuals; and coordinating the periodic review of all policies, SOPs and their related forms and 
manuals. 
7. The IDOC currently manages and administers over 400 policies and procedures. As 
IDOC Policy Coordinator, I have access to the policies and procedures of the Idaho Department of 
Correction in the ordinary course of business. IDOC policies serve as the official communication 
oflDOC management philosophy regarding IDOC operations, practices and individuals under the 
authority of the director of the IDOC and the Idaho Board of Correction. Standard Operating 
Procedures ("SOPs") ( and previously Directives), on the other hand, provide instruction and/or step-
by-step procedure for implementing an IDOC policy. The IDOC has established authority, 
responsibilities, and procedures for the oversight and administration oflDOC policies, SOPs, and 
directives. Attached hereto as Exhibits A and B, respectively, are true and correct copies of SOP 
Control Number 103.00.01.002, Policy: Development, Revision, and Management, and SOP Control 
Number 103.00.01.003, Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) and Directive: Development, 
Revision, and Management. These SOPs provide guidance on the change management, distribution, 
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implementation, access, retention, and periodic review process for IDOC policies, SOPsldirectives, 
and their related :forms or manuals. 
8. The IDOC also manages and administers rules under the Idaho Administrative 
Procedure Act (IDAPA), "Rules of the Board of Correction," IDAPA 06, Title 01, Chapter 01. A 
unique rule making process applies to the Idaho Department of Corrections as set forth in Idaho 
Code §20-21,2. Pursuant to Idaho Code §20-212(1), the rules of the Board are subject to review of 
the legislature pursuant to sections 67-454, 67-5291 and 67-5292, Idaho Code, but no other 
provisions of the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act, Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code, apply to 
the Board, except as otherwise specifically provided by statute. Thus, the Idaho Board of Correction 
is exempt from holding negotiated rule making meetings and public hearings. The IDOC has 
established authority, responsibilities, and procedures for the oversight and administration ofldaho 
Board of Correction IDAP A rules. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of SOP 
Control Number 103.00.01.001, Idaho Administrative Procedure Act (IDAP A) Rules: Development, 
Revision, and Repeal. This SOP provides guidance on how to initiate, prepare, promulgate, manage, 
and repeal Idaho Board of Correction IDAP A rules, which have the full force and effect of law and 
interpret, order and/or implement Idaho laws or IDOC policies, SOPs or directives that affect the 
rights of the general public. BOC IDAP A rules do not include statements concerning only the 
internal management of the Department that do not affect the rights of, or procedures available to, 








FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT. 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~ day of July, 2012. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisb~ay of July, 2012, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the 
method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCIUnit 13 
P. 0. Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
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This document was approved by Brent Reinke, director of the Idaho 
Department of Correction, on 4/6/12 (signature on file). 
Open to the general public: ~ Yes D No 
If no, is there a redac~.. r.'\available: D Yes D No 
BOARD OF COR CTION ioijA RULE NUMBER 
None 
POLICY CONTROL NUMBER 103 
Rules and Polic 
DEFINITIONS 
Control Number: A number assigned to Idaho De~ of Correction (IDOC) policies, 
standard operating procedures (SOPs), directiv~{, ~l.d m?tp randums (FMs), post orders, 
and their related forms for identification and o~ra;m~ational Ii> poses. 
(':; "'..........,~ 
Document Change Request (DCR) Form: form that-iS" sed to re uest the development 
of or change to an Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) policy, sta ard operating 
procedure (SOP), directive, or its related form or manual. / 
Document Change Request (DCR) Number: A number issued b{~ e lda.h"°epartment of 
Correction (IDOC) policy coordinator and recorded on the Documenf ange"'R.equest 
(OCR) Form for the purpose of identifying and tracking the mo~· nt of an IDOC policy, 
standard operating procedure (SOP), directive, or its related for.m or manual until the change 
request is fully completed. 
External Documents or Data: Documents or data not generated by the Idaho Department 
of Correction {IDOC) or its employees but hyperlinked to, and used to support, an IDOC 
policy, standard operating procedure (SOP), directive, or its related manual. 
/DOC Policy Coordinator: An Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) Director's Office staff 
member who is responsible for (a) coordinating Idaho Administrative Procedure Act (IDAPA) 
rule and IDOC policy-related matters; (b) ensuring that policies, standard operating 
procedures (SOPs), directives, and their related forms and manuals are developed and 
managed pursuant to IDOC policy management system guidance; and (c) providing 
standardized procedures, templates, and other resources for managing field memorandums 
(FMs) and post orders. 
--~~~~-"···...:. EXHIBIT , ,, ·· 
A 
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Manaoement 
Project Management Tool: An Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC)-approved computer 
software that may be used for organizing, sharing information, and communicating with 
others in an assigned workgroup during the development or revision of an IDOC policy, 
standard operating procedure (SOP), directive, field memorandum (FM), post order, or its 
related form or manual. 
Responsible Manager: The person designated by the director of the Idaho Department of 
Correction (IDOC), division chief, bureau deputy chief, bureau director, or facility head to 
manage the content development or revision of an IDOC policy, standard operating 
procedure (SOP), directive, field memorandum (FM), post order, or its related form or 
manual. 
Subject Matter Expert: The person or persons identified by the responsible manager as 
having extensive ~e.e,rie~e and knowledge in a subject, Idaho Department of Correction 
(IDOC) functiollr.· r:. mrorm~\n technology (IT). 
PURPOSE ({ JJ 
The purpose d~s sta11dard operating procedure (SOP) is to provide guidance on the 
change managern~tribution, ir:!l.~mentation, access, retention, and periodic review 
process for an Idaho Departme~}-Ce~ ion (IDOC) policy or its related form or manual. 
N.ot. e: This SOP does not provf · .. guidance)qr SOPs. and directives. For guidance on SOPs 
and directives, see SOP 103.0 .01.003, St -,pard Operating Procedure (SOP) and 
· Directive: Development, Revi§fo , and McJ ement. 
SCOPE . ··e A 
This SOP applies to any IDOC employee or c"tf{~ta~jber who: 
• Requests a change to an IDOC poli~~~m or manual; or 
• Writes, edits, formats, reviews, approves, distributes, or retai · an IDOC policy or its 
related form or manual. 
RESPONSIBILITY 
Director of the /DOC 
The director of the IDOC (or designee) is responsible for: 
• The developmental oversight of this SOP; 
• Ensuring that the IDOC policy coordinator practices the guidance and procedure 
provided herein; 
• Concurring with or opposing the viewing level of any policy or its related form or 
manual; 
• Approving or disapproving any policy or its related form or manual; and 
• Rescinding any guidance described in section 1. 
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Management 
Division Chief, Bureau Deputy Chief, or Bureau Director 
The division chief, bureau deputy chief, or bureau director (as applicable) is responsible 
for: 
• Implementing this SOP and ensuring his employees and contract staff practice 
the guidance and procedure provided herein; and 
• Concurring with or opposing the viewing level of any policy or its related form or 
manual pertaining to his respective division or bureau. 
Responsible Manager 
The responsible manager is responsible for: 
• Appr~i~"Or,d,enying requests to change any policy or its related form or manual 
in w~trers"'a ~ igned to manage its contents; 
• oe{i,nating an au hor and subject matter experts (as needed) for the 
dev lopment or · ision of the assigned policy or its related form or manual; 
• 
• 
pl(\author's timely development or revision of the assigned policy or its 
relate crn1"'or manual.· .... ----
Conducting the initiia~~b1 draft policy or its related form or manual and 
coordinating {with th1 author) any hanges needed; 
• Working with the I~ C policy c69 dinator to make the initial determination of the 
appropriate viewing !~newly devel pad or revised policy or its related 
form or manual; and · ,,-~ ". 
• Working with the IDOC policy coordi (to re't:I t (when needed) the policy or 
its related form or manual when it · ·'" · date.- ined that it should only be 
'open for disclosure in part'. (Se"'9==~t...:: 
/DOC Policy Coordinator 
The IDOC policy coordinator is responsible for: . 
• 
described in section 1; . · 
• Processing Document Change Request (DCR) Fol'. . ; 
• Ensuring the accurate and timely (when possible) review and distribution of any 
policy or its related form or manual; 
• Writing, editing, formatting, reviewing, distributing, and retaining any guidance 
described in section 1; 
• To the extent possible, ensuring that only approved standardized terms and 
definitions are used in policies and their related forms or manuals; 
• Coordinating the formal approval of all policies and their related forms or 
manuals; 
• Coordinating the periodic review of all policies and their related forms and 
• manuals; and 
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ManaQement 
• As necessary, discussing policy-related issues (to include making policy 
recommendations) with the IDOC's Leadership Team. 
Note: The Leadership Team consists of the director of the IDOC, division chiefs, 
the director's administrative support manager, and others as designated by the 
director. 
Standards and Operating Procedure Review Committee 
The Standards and Operating Procedure Review Committee (SOPRC) is responsible 
for: 
• Reviewing all new or revised terms and definitions for inclusion on the approved 
standardized terms and definitions list; 
• Ens4r,i~~veloped or revised policies and their related forms and 
ma!('lfs are conf tent with IDOC, state of Idaho, and federal government 
gur nee and reg irements; 
• Ens'{!· g there is no cross-functional impact with the divisions and/or bureaus 
that d o n the policy or its related form and manual; . 
• Ensuring newly dev1l~(ed policies and their related forms and 
manuals are clear ,,d understaioable; 
• Making content cha_ ge and impti ement recommendations to the author of the 
policy or its related~ ual;. and 
• As necessary, sending,Seli -related issu~t include policy recommendations) 
to the IDOC's Leadership Team for dis ~11: sio"" 
Deputy Attorneys General ~--
The deputy attorneys general (DAGs) who represent the IDOC ar responsible for: 
• Reviewing all newly developed or revised policies and tl iM"e~orms or 
manuals to identify that content that may present a risif'' r 1ability issue for the 
IDOC; 
• Addressing with the responsible manager and IDOC policy coordinator any 
concerns or issues found with the policy and its related form or manual; 
• Documenting any unresolved concerns or issues with the policy and its related 
form or manual on the Document Change Request (OCR) Form and not 
recommending the document for implementation; and 
• Recommending to the responsible manager and IDOC policy coordinator a 
viewing level different from the one initially selected for the policy or its related 
form or manual. 
/DOC Quality Assurance Manager 
The IDOC quality assurance manager is responsible for: 
• Tracking and coordinating the approval of policy deviations (see section 12); 
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• Coordinating and following up on corrective actions for policy deviations (see 
section 12); and 
• Making rescission recommendations regarding policy deviations to the IDOC 
Quality Council and/or Leadership Team. 
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
1. Written Guidance and their Hierarchy 
A hierarchical relationship exists between state of Idaho legislation and the guidance 
described herein this section. Excluding Idaho law (i.e., the Constitution of the State of Idaho 
and Idaho Code), the following table defines each guidance and its level of precedence from 








• Interprets, orders, and/or implements an Idaho 
law or IDOC policy, SOP, or directive that 
affects the rights of the general public. 
• Has the force and effect of law. 
Serves as the official communication of IDOC 
management philosophy regarding IDOC 
perations, practices, and individuals under 
e authority of the director of the IDOC and 
daho Board of Correction. 
Serves as a reference for future decision-
making · 
• Do~ t ha e he force and effect of law (i.e., 
do~ t have'\t e same power as law, but 
Aloes pr.Q!/Q..~ !DOC-required course of 
Yction to ron 
• Identified b a three 3 · it control number. 
Note: Also see the note box at is directly below 
this table. J 
• SOP - provides instrtf~nEJ/ step-by-step 
procedure for imp~enting an IDOC policy. 
• Directive - provials instruction for 
implementing an IDOC policy. 
• Neither has the force and effect of law (i.e., 
does not have the same power as law, but 
does provide an !DOC-required course of 
action to follow). 
• Both are identified b a 10 di it control number. 
Note: Also see the note box that is directly below 
this table. 
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• FM - provides detailed guidance that is (a) 
specific to a correctional facility, community 
work center (CWC), or probation and parole 
district office, and (b) only used to implement 
an SOP. 
• Post Order - provides detailed guidance that 
is specific to a post or area of assignment 
within the correctional facility, community work 
center (CWC), or probation and parole district 
office. 
Note:, An FM shall not exist without following. a 
specific SOP. 
• Forms - used to record and collect information 
required by the written guidance. 
• Manuals - typically provides more detailed 
information or instruction than what is provided 
in the SOP (e.g., detailed data entry or detailed 
ffender mana ement strate ies . 
Operational Memorandums{: J 
Operational memorandums~~:Aer be used as a tool for providing temporary 
supplemental guidance for poli~ en it is vital1Q. quickly distribute guidance to 
IDOC employees, the active (i.e., published on ~f9....'1:}.~·s Internet website) policy must 
be revised - even when the gui~ance _being .. ~id or re,tsed is ~ot the conclusive, final 
result or goal (e.g., when more time will b ..• ·. to fuJI examine and properly 
address the issue). In this situation, if th •··· 1s no · .. ·v licy in place, one shall be 
developed even if the policy is going to be very basic and not as etailed or thorough as 
it will ultimately need to be. In either of these situations, the polio_·· an be continuously 
revised or improved until a final result or goal is achieved. 
2. Management Control vs. Quality Control 
Management Control 
Management control involves the managing of any guidance ( described in section 1) 
through a standardized process. A standardized management control process is critical 
in developing consistency and continuity throughout the IDOC - from Central Office to 
· the field. A standardized management control process allows the IDOC to identify the 
following: 
• Who is authorized to approve a change to a guidance; 
• Who is responsible for processing change requests for guidance; 
• Who is responsible for reviewing and approving guidance; 
• How a guidance is distributed and to whom; 
• Education, training, and implementation requirements; 
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• Who may rescind a guidance and how; 
• Retention requirements; 
• Periodic review requirements; and 
• The appropriate use of external documents or data. 
For the purpose of this SOP, an I DOC-controlled guidance is: 
• A policy or its related form and manual approved by the director of the IDOC, 
which may or may not have an original signature, and filed in a lockable filing 
cabinet located in the IDOC policy coordinator's office {located at Central Office); 
or 
• Publis .a . e IDOC's Internet website and watermarked 'copy'. 
Nott"': rior to 1 \9f:, IDOC policies typically did not have a signature line or block 
forr e director olJ'e IDOC to sign. · · 
Not As of.the effective date of this SOP, all. I DOC policies and their related 
form~~nuals on file in the IDOC- policy coordinator's office (located. at 
Central Of'TIE"e) shall be..: e rked 'copy' or stamped· 'obsolete' (as· 
appropriafe), · . · ~ · . . · 
Note: Any IDOC' ern.!loyee or cot act staff member who elects to download or 
print and rnaint.ain f a·. rd. copyi£:of n lt;)OC policy or its related form or manual 
from the IDOC's lnte .. et we'1SJ1 shall be responsible for ensuring that he. is 
always using the mo~'C! ersion of th~ ocument ( see section 10). 
;Quality Control ~ 
Quality control involves the process of ei .. ·· t all1) dance (described in section 1) 
are well-written and standardized in appe-· nee, · includes, but is not limited to, 
numbering, titling, style, and formatting. SOPRC and the IDOC ~ ·cy coordinator shall 
have joint responsibility for quality control functions for policies n their related forms 
and manuals. (See the IDOC's Policy Writing Manual for additi information.) 
3. Requesting the Development or Revision of an IDOC Policy o ts elated Document 
Any IDOC employee or contract staff member may submit a c' ge request to develop or 
revise a policy or its related form or manual. 
Document Change Categories 
Prior to submitting a Document Change Request (OCR) Form, identify the type of 
change needed. 
Emergency: Use to request an immediate, urgent change to a policy published on the 
IDOC's Internet website or the immediate, urgent development of a policy. This category 
shall only be used when there is a safety, security, or liability concern or when a change 
in law dictates an immediate change. Total processing time from request to distribution 
is typically no more than three (3) business days, but all attempts will be made to 
process these requests as quickly as possible. 
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New: Use to request the development of a new policy or its related form or manual. For 
the purpose of this category, 'new' pertains to any IDOC policy or its related form or 
manual not currently published on the IDOC's Internet website. 
Revision: Use to request a revision to a policy or its related form or manual currently 
published on the IDOC's Internet website. 
Administrative: Use to correct minor grammatical or spelling errors; make changes to 
only an appended or hyperlinked form; repair hyperlinks that are no longer functional; 
and change from an old formatting standard to the most current formatting standard. 
This category shall not be used for any type of substantive content change to the policy 
or its related form or manual. 
Remove: Use to request the removal of the policy or its related form or manual from the 
IDOC's lnterne~(let websites. This category may be used when the procedures or 
guidance p rcfed in th~ocument are no longer practiced or when the document has 
been replac a by anothqdocument in its entirety. 
How to Sub~ Document Change Request (OCR) Form 
To submit a cl:la.nge- equest, do the following in the order provided: 
• Obtain a Document -ir~ est OCR Form from the policy toolkit located 
on the IDOC's lntran website.) 
I . 
• Complete section I ( he request@r' section) of the OCR Form. Ensure that all 
fields are complete~~ curate 3JI the reason for the change is clear and 
concise. When req·~~f ~airly simple re"ision change to a policy or its related 
form or manual, it may help to refer to t Efya~umber, section number, 
paragraph number, sentence numbert~~lle. t nu~~r, or table and step number. 
• Email the OCR Form to the resp<l.:~15~~~,· r processing (Cc the IDOC 
policy coordinator), or if you are the responsib.l.&- anager, email the OCR Form 
directly to the IDOC policy coordinator. If you do not kno ho the responsible 
manager is, contact the IDOC policy coordinator. 
· Note: Even though any IDOC employee. or contract staff membp ma SUQmit a change 
request for the development of a new policy or its related form .. uaf,'ihe 
development of one of these documents will most likely be r: ··• ested by the director of 
. the IDOC, division chief, bureau deputy chief, bureau dire tpf (as applicable), IDOC 
policy coordinator, or SOPRC. 
4. Processing a Document Change Request (DCR) Form 
Responsible Manager Duties 
To process a Document Change Request (OCR) Form, the responsible manager must 
complete section II (the responsible manager's section) of the form and comply with the 
following before emailing the IDOC policy coordinator. 
Disapproved Change Requests- Email the requester (Cc the IDOC policy 
coordinator), and clearly state the reason for not approving the change. 
Approved Change Requests - If approving an emergency, new, or revision change, do 
the following: 
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• Designate an author and subject matter experts (if needed) (see section II of the 
OCR Form), 
• Indicate that the change request is approved, and 
• Email the OCR Form to the IDOC policy coordinator (Cc the requester). 
A request for a revision change may be approved for immediate action or for inclusion in 
the next version of the policy or its related form or manual. If the revision change is not 
immediate, the responsible manager must clearly state that in his email. 
If approving an administrative or remove change, indicate that the change request is 
approved, and email the OCR Form to the IDOC policy coordinator (Cc the requester). 
Note: The respo ible manager must remember that the affected policy must· be revised 
prior to the 62( .· · tfo~9!e noted on the Notice of Policy Deviation or an extension must 
be sought. e sectio'?i .. J2.) · . . . · 
/DOC Policy l ordinator b ties 
To process~~orm, the IDOC policy coordinator must do the following after 
receiving an emaiKfom the res_p~F)Si e manager. 
Disapproved Change Req~t~-- Prri:i nd file the OCR Form and email received from 
the responsible manager. t tain for onJ ear and then destroy. 
Approved Change Requ _ ts - If an e r enc , new, or revision change is approved, 
do the following: ~ .. . · _ . . 
• Issue a OCR number; an og the ~.CR~A~ control number, title, and status 
of the policy. ~.. ~ 
• Ensure that sections I (the reque~o9t'se ~) an II (the responsible manager's 
section) of the OCR Form are compieted:'a ~ tion I accurately describes the 
change (e.g., page, section, paragraph, bullet, and spec~1 error). 
• Enter the OCR number on the OCR Form, save, and pri . 
• If applicable, place initial version and revision controls o~ he 
policy or its related form or manual (see the IDOC's Polf;,.u:.M/ilfffflnA 
additional information). · 
• As applicable, email the Word version of the policy (and/or its related form or 
manual), OCR Form, and appropriate templates to the author. (The process 
continues at section 6.) 
Note: A document change request (OCR) number must never be assigned twice. If a 
OCR number needs to be cancelled, remove the entire entry from·the log, and close out 
the OCR Form. 
· N'ote: If the responsible manager indicates that the revision change is not immediijte, 
the IOOC policy coordinator will only need to complete the above first three (3) bulleted 
steps, and then file the OCR Form until the, policy's periodic review is due. 
If an administrative change is approved, do the following: 
• Issue a OCR number; and log the OCR number, control number, title, and status 
of the policy. · 
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• Ensure that sections I (the requestor's section) and II (the responsible manager's 
section) of the OCR Form are completed, and section I accurately describes the 
change (e.g., page, section, paragraph, bullet, and specific error). 
• Enter the OCR number on the OCR Form, complete section Ill (the author's 
section) of the form, save, and print. 
• Place initial version and revision controls on the Word version of the policy or its 
related form or manual (see the IOOC's Policv Writing Manual for additional 
information). 






roved, do the following: 
er; and log the OCR number, control number, title, and status 
Ensu ~ections I (the requestor's section) and II (the responsible manager's 
secti~~e OCR Fo!J!?:,~completed, and section I accurately describes the 
reason why the polic 9its-re · id.. form or manual should be made obsolete and 
removed from publi ran and c \~ lation. 
Enter the OCR nu , er on the O Form, save, and print. 
Skip to section 7 . 
5. Use of External Documents or Data 
When external documents or data are used to s p art I ooq olicies and their related 
manuals, the author of the IOOC policy or its.,4a anua1 ust ensure that no changes 
are made to the external documents or data~hout ~ oval of the document or data's 
owner. The author must ensure that the IDOC policy or its related maqual properly cites and 
references the external documents or data and provides informatio 1g'n from where and/or 
from whom the external documents or data came. (See the IDOC's 'olic Writin Manual for 
examples of how to properly cite and reference.) If external documy s Q!:,.datet_ are obtained 
from a website, any reference of the documents or data in the ID C poliey-of'ifs related 
manual must be hyperlinked to the website's base address. 
Note: Because agencies and businesses frequently update (add and remove) documents 
and data maintained on their websites, authors shall only use the base address when 
hyperlinking. Authors shall also use the specific title of the external· document or data when 
referencing so that in the event the agency or business removes the document or data from 
their website, the document or data may be found via that website's 'search' or 'archives' 
feature. 
6. Development or Revision of an IDOC Policy or its Related Document 
The following process steps will be used to develop or revise policies and their related forms 
and manuals. Prior to beginning the following process steps, all IDOC employees playing a 
part in the development or revision of the document shall, at a minimum, review all 
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• If needed, set up a workgroup in the !DOC-approved 
project management tool, and post the Word version 
of the document. 
• Perform the work described on the OCR Form. 
• Work with the subject matter experts and responsible 
mana er to com lete the draft document. 
Note:.The Workgr,oup Should consistofthe:sUbject matter 
. experts and0 responsiblemanager identified on:the:.E!CR 
· Form. 
Note: Each time a draft is completed, change the. revision 
number of the document. (See the IDOC's Policy Writing 
Manual for additional information.) 
• Edit the draft document for correct spelling, grammar, 
punctuation, standardized terms and definitions, and 
atting. {See the IDOC's Policy Writing Manual for 
dd" al information.) 
• Updat9.. action Ill (the author's section) of the OCR 
Form, a d email the form and draft document to the 
IDOC lie coordinator. 
• Save th OCR Fa d draft ocument. 
• Log any new identifying informati n {e.g., new control 
number, new title, and new rev[s n number). 
• Check the draft document to 1~ ure :tl:l3!lt1e IDAPA 
rule number (if applicable~a9a tl'Of"Jiumber (if 
applicable) are appropriate-'fi- the document, and 
correct as needed. 
• Ensure that any definitions used in the draft document 
are from the approved, standardized terms and 
definitions list ( see the policy toolkit located on the 
IDOC's Intranet website . 
Note: If a non~approved term or defi"nition was used in; the: 
draft, check with the author to see if it was an oversight or if 
it was intentional, and correct as needed. If it was 
intentional, check for conflicts with other guidance 
·(described in section 1 of this SOP) and be prepared to 
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Tasks 
Edit the draft document for spelling, grammar, and 
punctuation errors. 
Check the document to see if the title is reflective of 
the overall contents of the document, and correct as 
needed. 
Check each section of the document to see if the 
section headings are reflective of the section's 
content, and correct as needed. 
Check the document for flow, and correct as needed . 
• Check the document for use of standardized styles 
and formattin , and correct as needed. 
• Save the draft document as a final document. 
• Convert the final document to portable document 
format (PDF) and save. 
• 
• 
Emergency Chan (If" initial a~roval) - Attach the 
OCR Form to the portable docum nt format (PDF) 
version of the document and h. ~. d-deliver it to the 
director of the !DOC. (The pro.~ s skips to step 8.) 
Emergency (post approval)A ~vision 
Change - Schedule the d_p~ for SO PRC review, 
and email the PDF versiowof the document to 
SOPRC a minimum of five (5) business days prior to 
the meeting. (The process continues with step 2.) 
• Administrative or Remove Change - Convert the 
Word version of the document to a PDF version, 
attach the OCR Form to the PDF version, and hand-
deliver it to the responsible manager for review and 
a roval. The rocess ski s to ste 4. 
Note: Whem scheduling the documentfor SOPRC review, 
notify the author of the meeting date and coordinate his 
attendance.. · 
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.. Tasks 
Review the document and ensure that: 
• The document is consistent with IDOC, state of Idaho, 
and federal government guidance and requirements; 
• There is no cross-functional impact (a responsibility of 
the non-owning divisions and/or bureaus); 
• The document is clear and understandable; 
• The need for performance measures is considered; 
and 
• When applicable, a training and/or education plan is 
appended to the policy. (SOPRC must ensure that the 
IDOC's Training Unit director [or designee] reviews all 
plans prior to submitting the document to the director 
of the IDOC. 
Note: SOPRC: will recol'l)mend the document for approval 
or ad~al work. S,OPRC may approve the document · 
lf~h~eementthat the.I DOC policy t?ordinatorwill 
'F,ke any _ nges agreed to during the meeting. If · 
1additional wT · _ is, requested, ~;OPRC mu~tensure, that the 
~uthor unde tands what add1t1onal work 1s needed. Also 
\~ee the not' 'bOX at the end of this table. ' 
A"dditio I Work Nee~~ 
• Place revisio"4~ .. on the Word version of the 
doc~~en~(-S~f th~ ID 
4 C's Policy Writing Manual for 
additional o t1on.f::J 
IDOC Policy 
Coordinator 
• Email tli Word ·-- ;(of the document and OCR 
Form to the author. (The proce~re. tu. r.ns to section 6 
of this SOP.) ,-
3 Document Approved 
• Complete section IV (SOJPRr's ecjL · · the OCR 
Form. 
• Log the status of the doc , · nt. 
• Hand-deliver the OCR Form and PDF version of the 
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Tasks 
Complete section V. A. (final approval section, responsible 
manager's review) of the OCR Form. 
• Select the proper viewing level for the document in 
accordance with section 8 of this SOP. 
• If approving the document - sign the OCR Form and 
hand-deliver the OCR Form and PDF version of the 
document to the IDOC policy coordinator. 
• If not approving the document - do not sign the 
OCR Form. Hand-deliver the OCR Form and PDF 
version of the document to the IDOC policy 
coordinator and discuss any issues, concerns, errors, 
etc. (You may decide to discontinue and end the 
recess at this ste . 
Note: If the document was already published on the 
IDOC's Internet website in accordance with emergency 
c~Rge-(ii;!J_tial approval) processes, the director of the 
i~Cwilr-~xe already selected a viewing level in . 
, pccordance\w"thsection 8 of this SOP. · · 
\ Document~pt Approved 
D t ·~e the appropriate step needed to address the 
oncern, er or, etc., and keep the document 
g forwar responsible manager may have 
decided in sb@· to , · ontinue and end the process.) 
Document AQ~~Q · 
• Log th~atus o~ument. 
• Hand-deliver the OCR Form an , PDF version of the 
document to the DAGs for a le a review. 
Note: There .is no need for the DAGs1 o review an 
administrative or remove change, s/,,procee<:1> o step 8. 
Complete section V. B. (final aper:d · · c 10n, deputy 
attorneys general review) of th~ R Form. 
• Review the document forl gal risks or liabilities. 
• Review the viewing level recommended by the 
responsible manager. 
• Sign the OCR Form. (Your signature only indicates 










Director of the IDOC 
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Management 
Tasks 
Hand-deliver the DCR Form and PDF version of the 
document to the IDOC olic coordinator. 
Note: If risk or liability issues exist, discuss:them with the 
responsible manager. If the responsible manager decides 
not to. make changes. to address the issues,. do -not· 
recommend the document for implementation; and. 
document thatdechsion on·the OCR Form; 
Note:. If in disag,re'ementwith. the selected viewingJevel, . 
' see,sectkm 8. of this· SOP and discuss with·the responsible 
manager and IDOC'policycoordinator. lfthe responsible 
manager disagrees and decides not to change the viewing 
level, oppose the viewingJevel, and document that decision 
on the· DCR Form. 
• Log the status of the document. 
• If approving the document -t· n the . .. DCR Form and 
hand-deliver the DCR Form and DF version of the 
document to the IDOC policy c' rdinator. 
• If not approving the documJ - dQ,flot._sign the 
DCR Form. Hand-deliver th~Q~Fdfmand PDF 
version of the document tQ1pl IDOC policy 
coordinator and discuss .1ffy issues, concerns, errors, 
etc. (You may decide to discontinue and end the 
rocess at this ste . 
Note: If the document is: an emergency change. (initiat 
approval), you will: need to select a viewing• level ill 
accordance with section 8 ofthis SOP. · .. · 
Note: If-you disagreewith:the Viewing, level selected by the 
responsible manager and/or DAG, see section 8 of this: 
SOP and record a new viewing level on the DCR Form. 
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Tasks 
Document Not Approved 
• Determine the appropriate step needed to address the 
issue, concern, error, etc., and keep the document 
moving forward. (The director of the IDOC may have 
decided in step 8 to discontinue and end the process.) 
Document Approved 
Remove Change 
• Close out the OCR Form (e.g., remove the entire entry 
from the tracking log and, if applicable, the periodic 
review log). 
• Ensure that the obsolete document is archived in 
accordance with section 14 of this SOP. 
Note: SOPRC will only review emergency, new, or r:e'v.is1 n changes. If there are issues . 
b. etween S.OPRC members that cannot be resol}e6~·t. he. lQ..GG,C. policy coordin. ator will first 
work with.the disa~reeing_members to try to f~Cji ,i{.olutio~; efore seeking IDOC 
~Leadership Team instruction. . {/' ...._~ 
Note: When a policy and/or its related form or manual has been submJtted to the IDOC 
policy coordinator as an emergency, new, or revision change, and itl~s been one year or 
less since SO PRC last reviewed the document, the IDOC policy coi6 nator will highlight 
the new changes, and email the. PDF version of the document to SA RC or,...,._ 
response/comment. The IDOC policy coordinator will ask SOPRC to pencticomment 
within two (2) business days, and it will be up to theindividual~ erto request that the 
document be scheduled fora regularly scheduled SOPRC review. If a regularly scheduled 
SOPRC review is not requested, the IDOC policy coordinator will immediately forward the 
document to the director of the IDOC. 
8. How to Determine Proper Viewing Level 
Due to the IDOC's commitment to being a transparent agency, the responsible manager 
and the IDOC policy coordinator shall work together to make the initial determination as to 
what the appropriate viewing level for the policy and/or its related form or manual should be. 
Viewing levels shall be determined using the parameters established in section 16. 
When it is determined that the document should be 'exempt from disclosure' (see section 
16), the responsible manager or IDOC policy coordinator shall provide a brief explanation 
on the OCR Form as to why a redacted version will not be made available. 
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Management 
Example Language.for DCR Form: This policy provides:. detailed transport ancffirearms 
requirements, which if disclosed could jeopardize both public. safety and the,safety of IDOC 
tra.nsport officers. This. exempt from disclosure decision has been determined in accordance 
with Idaho Code 9-3408(4)(a)(iii) and IDAPA 06.01.01, rule 108.04.a.iii. 
To help assist with validating and documenting 'exempt from disclosure' decisions on the 
OCR Form, any combination of the following guidance may be used: 
• Manual, Disclosure of Idaho Department of Correction Records under the Idaho 
Public Records Act. · 
• Policy 108, Public Access to Records. 
• IDAPA 06.01.01, section 108. 
• Idaho co<JG ~~-340B. 
9. Distribution a · 
When the poli . . nd/or its related form or manual has been signed by the director of the 
IDOC and is rea tribution, the IDOC policy coordinator shall do the following, in 
the order provided: 
• 
ve it, and upload a copy on 
UV ... •MUIL'CJ box.) 
Print the watermarked 'copy' of the PDF version of the docu t, and file the 
document and OCR Form in a lockable filing cabinet located i · the I DOC policy 
coordinator's office (located at Central Office). (The OCR Fa . must have original 
signatures and must be affixed to the document.) 
• Ensure that the obsolete document is archived in accor.9,a,ee with section 14. 
• Remove all working copies (e.g., those watermarked okaved as 'workingcopy', 
'review only', 'SO PRC review' and 'route for approval') from the electronic file 
system. 
• Close out the OCR Form ( e.g., remove the entire entry from the tracking log, and 
update the periodic review log.) 
• Send a broadcast email to all I DOC employees and select contract staff to inform 
them that a new or revised document has been published on the IDOC's Internet 
website and is ready for implementation. 
Note:. If the policy and/or its related form or manual was already published in accordance 
with emergency change {initial approval) processes - Upon completing all of the above. 
steps, the IDOC policy coordinator may or may not schedule the document for formal 
approval: (see the· note box below' the table in section 7.) 
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10. Access 
IDOC policies and their related forms and manuals will be accessible to all !DOC employees 
and select contract staff. (See section 16 for important disclosure rules.) The director of the 
IDOC, division chief, bureau deputy chief, or bureau director (as applicable) may grant a 
contract staff member access to the documents by submitting a request for support or 
services to the Information Technology (IT) Unit in accordance with SOP 141.03.04.005, IT 
Help Desk: Request for Support, Services, and Resolution. 
Any IDOC employee or contract staff member who falls within the scope of the policy or its 
related form or manual will be responsible for ensuring they are always using the active 
document (i.e., the document published on the IDOC's Internet website). It shall be the 
responsibility of the affected employee or contract staff member to read and understand the 
document. At their gj,sccetion, supervisors may elect to have affected employees and 
contract staff ac;oowled~ eir awareness of the new document or revised information. 
Note:. The !DO'(; policy coo~d nator will always inform IDOC employees and select contract 
staff when a rfe · version of-: e policy or its related form or manual is available on the 
IDOC's lnternt_twebsite. 
11. Implementation ~ 
Once the director of the IDOCA~(n"s the o~\ ent Change Request (OCR) Form, the policy 
or its related form or manual shpll be ready o implementation. When the OCR Form is 
signed, the IDOC policy coord~{t.~o. r .. will d~. -. ute the document in accordance with section 
~- Affected IDOC employees, c~a.m.,staffi, and facilities shall implement the document 
within 30 days ofbeing published 6F1-th DOC's lnto/~\Yebsite. In the event IDOC 
employees, contract staff, or facilities cannot me~..fti&~a implementation timeframe, 
the director of the IDOC or division chief (as ,FJli - ble) mil, rant a Notice of Policy 
Deviation (see section 12). /~ 
Note: From the effective date of this SOP, any policy-'o Is related form or manual- that 
has not gone through the formal approval process (see section 7) a1 distribution process 
(see section 9) shall not be implemented. Policies that are not conve ed to SOP formatting 
standards are not subject to an SOPRC review. / 
12. Deviation from Policy 
Policy deviations are the most efficient tools for addressing unexpected or unusual policy 
needs for a predetermined period of time for the purpose of allowing a problem or issue to 
be solved. Deviations allow entities (e.g., correctional facilities, community work centers, 
probation and parole district offices, or a specific unit or section) to deviate from a 
documented policy in a defined manner and revise the actual affected policy before the 
deviation expires. (A deviation shall be specific to only that entity.) Deviations may be 
approved for a 'temporary' or 'permanent' duration. The following are examples of when a 
deviation may be needed: 
• When an entity cannot (for legitimate reasons) meet implementation requirements 
and additional time is needed to fully come into compliance with the policy or a 
specific section or provision of the policy. 
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• When there is a legitimate need or reason to allow an act or thing that is not allowed 
per the policy. (E.g., to allow an alternate method, process, item, or supplier not 
expressly allowed.) 
• When there is a legitimate need or reason to give the entity immunity from following 
the policy or a specific section or provision of the policy. (E.g., to free the entity from 
meeting a requirement without insisting that an alternate method or process be 
implemented.) 
When approved, a deviation must (a) contain an effective date, (b) expire 90 calendar days 
from the effective date (unless a 'permanent' duration is approved), and (c) not have the 
expiration date extended without the IDOC director's (or acting IDOC director's) approval. 
When approved, expiration date extensions may be granted for one time only, may run for 
an additional 90 .. ~c Jendai.. ays, and will require that a new Notice of Policy Deviation be 
issued. // 
If the Notice o · olicy Deviation requests a 'permanent' deviation, it will require a heightened 
level of review a . val. When approved, the 'permanent' deviation will require the 
division chiefs (or ac mg division 9h~ signature and the IDOC director's (or acting 
director's) signature. · 
·Note: Both 'temporary; arid 'pp anent' dev.l lions may be· rescinded at any !ime in 
accordance with section 13. \ ·· 
A Notice of Policy Deviation will , y;, ea DA~re ~w (for legal risks or liabilities) prior 
to the IDOC policy coordinator (loca e at Central O (~·'i)" aking it available to staff (i.e., 
deviations will not require an SOPRC or respon,i, - an . r review as described in 
.section 7). // ·· 
The IDOC policy coordinator and IDOC quar assura . · nager (both located at Central 
Office) shall jointly track all deviation expiration dates and when the d viation has expired, 
the IDOC policy coordinator shall archive the Notice of Policy Deviatfo as described in 
section 14. 
Functional Roles and 
Res onsibilities Ste 







• Complete a Notice of Pol 
• assurance mana er. 
Note: If needed, a Notice of Policy Deviation 
(Supplemental Sheet) may be used. 
As soon as possible, but within three (3) working days of 
receiving the facility head's (or designee's) email, 
• Issue a deviation number, record it on the Notice of 
Policy Deviation, and save the Notice of Policy 
Deviation; 
• Log the affected policy's identifying information (e.g., 
control number, version number, document title, and 
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Tasks 
• Forward the email (with the updated Notice of Policy 
Deviation attached) to the appropriate division chief 
or actin division chie . 
• 1st request, 'temporary' deviation - approve or 
disapprove the deviation and hand-deliver the signed 
Notice of Deviation to the IDOC quality assurance 
manager. (The process skips to step 5.) 
• 1st request, 'permanent' deviation - jointly meet and 
consult with the IDOC Leadership Team and IDOC 
quality assurance manager to discuss whether or not 
to approve the deviation. Recommend the deviation 
for approval or disapproval, and hand-deliver the 
signed Notice of Policy Deviation to the IDOC director 
(or acting director) for final approval or disapproval. 
(The process continues with step 4.) 
~. quest, 'temporary' deviation - recommend the 
//ci.e~1a , for approval or disapproval, and hand-
. delive l e signed Notice of Policy Deviation to the 
IDOC [ ctor (or acting director) for final approval or 
disa , (, val. The recess continues with ste 4. 
'ftbtE!.:,P , ection 12 i r more information regarding 
'effective and 'expiratg · date and approval criteria. 
• Approve or .£Lis: · pro a,,,. he deviation; and 
• Hand-deJ~. signe . otice of Policy Deviation to 
the ID ·· uali ····. ce mana er. 
Note: See .section 12for more info~ion· regarding 
'effective' and 1expiration' date: and ~pproval criteria. 
• Ensure the signed Notice of Pdt y Deviation reflects 
'effective' and 'expiration' dat¥~ar.~propriate 
for a 'temporary' or 'permanent' vlaffi5ii; 
• Log the status and 'expir / date of the deviation; 
and 
• Hand-deliver the signed Notice of Policy Deviation to 
the DAGs for a le al review. 
Note:: See section 12. for more information regarding 
'effective' c1nd 'expiration' date, approval, .and routirig-
crlteria. 
• Review the Notice of Policy Deviation for legal risks or 
liabilities. 
• Recommend or do not recommend im lamentation. 
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Tasks 
• Sign the Notice of Policy Deviation. (Your signature 
only indicates that the legal review was 
accomplished.) 
• Hand-deliver the signed Notice of Policy Deviation to 
the IDOC uali assurance mana er. 
Note:· 1f risk or liability issues exist, send a privileged ( non-
email) communication to the IDOCquality assurance 
manager {located·atCentral.Qffice) to document your 
concerns. 
• Update your log and begin tracking the deviation to 
ensure (a) the noted corrective action takes place to 
include ensuring that the facility head (or designee) 
requests a revision change for the policy in 
accordance with section 3, and/or (b) the deviation is 
rescinded and the IDOC policy coordinator removes it 
.-Tr·,un ... n n the IDOC's Internet website in accordance 
with s~ 9; and 
• If the de iation was approved and the DAG 
nds implementation - hand-deliver the 
. f Policy Deviation that has the original 
"._~h,:nures to the OC policy coordinator; or 
• If the deviatio .. ot approved - end the process 
here. ~ 
exist, discus~tie prli~eQ; ommunication with the · 
Note: If the D~~tnfQrms~, 7o~)hat risk or liability issues 
appropriate division ch~f1 or acting division chief) in order 
to determine· whether or not to proce;~ with making the 
Notice of Policy Deviation available Jo staff. Do notdeliver 
the signed Notice of Policy Deviatiop; o th~l;,lOC policy 
coordinator until the issues are res61~~ 
• Scan the Notice of Policy CJ~ ation into a PDF 
version, watermark the PB! version 'copy', save it, 
and upload it on the IDOC's Internet website; 
• Overlay the affected policy with a Deviation Alert 
Cover Sheet, and hyperlink the PDF version of the 
Notice of Policy Deviation to the cover sheet; 
• Send a broadcast email to all IDOC employees and 
select contract staff to inform them that a deviation 
has been approved and published on the IDOC's 
Internet website; and 
• Affixed the Notice of Policy Deviation that has the 
original signatures to the affected policy, and file both 
documents in a lockable filing cabinet located in your 
office. 
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Tasks 
• IDOC policy coordinator task only - on a weekly 
basis, (a) check with the IDOC quality assurance 
manager to identify those deviations that have expired 
or been rescinded, and (b) as applicable, send a 
broadcast email to all lDOC employees and select 
contract staff to inform them that the deviation is no 
longer in effect and has been removed from the 
IDOC's Internet website. 
• IDOC quality assurance manager task only - report 
data and provide updates to the IDOC Quality Council 
and/or Leadership Team regarding the status of any 
corrective action taken or still outstanding; and make 
deviation rescission recommendations to the Quality 
Council and/or Leadershi Team. 
14.Retention ~' .· 
Pursuant. to the state of Idaho's Records Maf1c!l}~~4 appendix 9, administrative 
records, section SG0030, "policies and proceciures thaf.:gov rn the oEration and 
administra. tion of various programs within the organization" shall be :. .an. ently maintained. 
In order to meet the state of Idaho's records retention criteria, the IIY C policy coordinator 
must ensure the following: / 
• That superseded/obsolete policies and their related forms (Id · de- e approved 
Notice of Policy Deviation) and manuals are not destroY,. ; copy of the 
superseded/obsolete document (and the associated · · ment Change Request 
(OCR) Form that has original signatures) must be retained. 
• That the superseded/obsolete document, which may or may not have an original 
signature, is filed in a lockable filing cabinet located in the IDOC policy coordinator's 
office (located at Central Office). 
Note: Prior to 1995, policies. typically did not have a. signature line or block for the 
director of the IDOC to sign. In the case of a policy that does not have an original 
signature .. but needs to be archived, a copy of that document shall suffice. 
15. Periodic Reviews 
' 
Periodic reviews ensure IDOC policies and their related forms and manuals are reviewed 
and updates are made on a regular basis. Active policies and their related forms and 
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manuals (i.e., those published on the IDOC's Internet website) shall be reviewed for a 
possible revision or other change at least once every two (2) years. 
Note: The related form and manual will not reflects.periodic review date (e.g., a 'next. 
review' date) like the policy. As. a result, the related form or manual will most often be 
reviewed at the same time as the associated policy. 
Initiators 
Periodic reviews will most often be initiated by the IDOC policy coordinator; however, 
any of the following IDOC employees may initiate a periodic review: 
• Subject matter expert (or responsible manager); 
• Corr~~,:egrated System (CIS) coordinator (Operations or Management 
Serv~g"e&'CJIVISt ; 
• D)G, or · 
• Div.~f on chief, bureau deputy chief, or bureau director (as applicable). 
Note: WhenU'I . ' , die; review is initiated :by an IDOC employee indicated in-the; above· 
bulleted list, that employee s ·m tact the mac policy coordinator for a . . 
preliminary assessment ofJo atting a • ,standardization needs'. Periodic reviews shall 
: be documented on the Polle Periodic R1J iewForm. ··.. ·· · ... '. ... · 
Reviewers 
The primary purpose of perioais..tBllf' ws is to ide;itt&..issues that may cause the policy or 
its related form or manual to be revised o~cha CiJh as: 
• Changes in operating practices; · 
• Changes to make procedural pro sses m cient; 
• Changes to meet new statutory or regulatory requirementt· •· 
• Changes to meet new court mandates; f 
• To add, correct, replace, or remove titles and hyperlink,~uments; or 
• To correct formatting or standardize language in orde('!o'stay consistent with 
other documents. V 
The periodic review for a specific policy or its related form or manual must be completed 
within 30 business days after the 'next review' date reflected on the active policy. 
Periodic reviews will most often be reviewed by the following: 
• IDOC policy coordinator; 
• Subject matter expert (or responsible manager); 
• CIS coordinator (Operations or Management Services Division); 
• DAG; or 
• Division chief, bureau deputy chief, or bureau director (as applicable). 
Note: It may not be necessary for each of the IDOC employees indicated in the above 
bulleted: list to conduct a ~eriodic review ~g., when a ~olicy at its related form or 
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. rriariuaf'. does notcontain any CI$ process steps). However, it is the responsibility of 
each reviewer to consider that there may be issues that the next reviewer is aware of 
that would require a revision or other change. 
When the Policy Periodic Review Form has been completed, the initiator of the periodic 
review will be responsible for returning the completed Policy Periodic Review Form to 
the IDOC policy coordinator for filing. If a revision or other change is needed to the policy 
or its related form or manual, the initiator shall also be responsible for submitting a 
Document Change Request (OCR) Form in accordance with section 3. Prior to 
submitting the OCR Form, the initiator shall check with the IDOC policy coordinator to 
see if there are any open change requests for that particular policy or its related form or 
manual that can be combined. 
/DOC Policy Coo ft -ai uties 
To meet t~h··· 1teria not in this section, the IDOC policy coordinator shall do the 
· following , 
• Es · ish and maintain a periodic review schedule for all policies developed or 
revis' September, 2005. 
• At least 14 business J1 . prie, the 'next review' date reflected on the active 
pol(cy, notify the re A nsible maj. gerthat the policy is coming due its periodic 
review. 
• Check the locked fi~ for any re sion change requests that were approved but 
laced on hold until t: eli · next 'revie 'date and inform.the subject matter 
expert (or responsible manager). (Multipl.Ej(9 iaq__ge requests may be combined 
into a single request. For any change ,, tfest oo~ced on hold, the request will 
need to be processed in accordancp;~secti .) 
• Check all hyperlinks in the policy ··{cj its rela. rm or manual to ensure they 
are still functional. If a hyperlink is no longer functional or-~. n external document 
or data are no longer maintained on the external entity's r:, bsite, request an 
administrative change in accordance with section 3 so tl'}'a the link can be 
corrected or repaired or the external document or data cl. be emeved and/or 
replaced with a new external document or data. (For aclfli , aHnformation on 
external documents or data, see section 5.) •· 
• Attach the completed Policy Periodic Review Form to the policy or its related 
form or manual that is on file and file it. For example, a review form that was 
done for version 2.2 of a specific policy must be attached to the on-file copy of 
version 2.2 of that specific policy. 
• If no changes are/were needed, update only the 'reviewed', 'next review', or 
'last updated' date reflected on the policy or its related form or manual and 
prepare it for distribution in accordance with section 9. 
16. Disclosure 
In an effort to be a transparent agency and to be fully compliant with Idaho public records 
law, all IDOC policies and their related forms and manuals shall be managed and may be 
made available on the IDOC's Internet website as follows. 
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Open for Public Disclosure in Full 
The IDOC has determined that, if released, none of the document's content would 
jeopardize safety and security. If a document is 'open for public disclosure in full' any of 
the following acts are allowable: 
• Any IDOC employee or contract staff member may provide an offender or the 
general public access to the document; 
• Any IDOC employee or contract staff member may provide an offender or the 
general public a copy of the document; and 
• The general public may download and/or print a copy of the document from a 
non-lDOC computer. 
Open for Publi<;!JJ~!in Part 
The IDOC r determin · that, if released, some of the document's content could 
jeopardize.: afety ands~ rity. If a document is 'open for public disclosure in part', only 
the IDOC ~ .. icy coordinator shall redact the document and publish it on the IDOC's 
Internet web~ta.:,A~ess to or a c ..opy of only the redacted document may be provided to 
offenders andthe-g'eneral public-as-a scribed above in the subsection titled 'Open for 
Public Disclosure in Full'. 
Note: Redacted documen( are controll . No IDOC employee or contract staff member, 
other than the I DOC polic! 1oordinator./s all take it upon himself to redact a document 
and .provide it to an offend~gr the g~~ al public. Any IDOC employee or contract staff 
member in violation of this pt0~measure coul face corrective or disciplinary action 
in accordance with SOP 205.07 .01.001, CorrecJief.era Disciplinary Action . 
. :Exempt from Disclosure ~ 
The IDOC has determined that, if releasW.the db~.-.....-........ •s content could jeopardize 
safety and security. If a document is 'exempt from disclosure' it sp II not be released to 
an offender or the general public without an order of the 4th Jud/iii~ I District Court of the 
state of Idaho. l 
Note: Exempt documents are·controlled. Only IDOC employee~s ~contract staff 
shall have access to exempt documents. When an exemptj~ment is accessed by an 
.IDOC employee or select contract staff member via the IDWs Internet website, the 
following message. will appear: "This document is for staff use only. Do not release it to 
offenders or the general public. A redacted version ofthis document may be available for 
release to offenders and the general public.". When this message appears and there has 
been a request for access to or a copy of the document, the IDOC employee or contract 
staff member shall always check to see if there is a redacted version of the document 
available that can be. released. If a redacted version of the document is, not available, the 
!DOC employee or contract staff membershall not release it! (Redacted versions of 
documents can be identified on the I DOC'.s Internet website. from the alphabetized table 
of contents or via the 'policy search' feature.) Any IDOC employee or contract staff 
member in violation of this protective measure could face corrective or disciplinary action · 
in accordance with SOP 205.07.01;001, Corrective. and Disciplinary Action. Also see the·. 
note box in the above subsectiontitled 'Open for Public Disclosure in Part'. 
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REFERENCES 
Department Manual, Disclosure of Idaho Department of Correction Records under the Idaho 
Public Records Act 
Document Change Request (OCR) Form 
Idaho Codes, Sections 9-337 thru 9-350 {Idaho Public Records Law) 
Idaho Department of Correction, Policy Writing Manual 
IDAPA 06.01.01, Rules of the Board of Correction, Section 108, Idaho Public Records Act 
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Administration and Management 
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This document was approved by Brent Reinke, director of the Idaho 
Department of Correction, on 4/6/12 (signature on file). 
Open to the general public: [gl Yes D No 
If no, is there a redact ~l.. .·available: D Yes D No /j' , 
BOARD OF COR CTION ID A RULE NUMBER 
None 
POLICY CONTROL NUMBER 103 
Control Number: A number assigned to Idaho De, m of Correction (IDOC) policies, 
standard operating procedures (SOPs), directives': eld me1\' randums (FMs), post orders, 
and their related forms for identification and ~n · ~u poses. 
Document Change Request (DCR) Form: Xterm thaH sed to re uest the development 
of or change to an Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) policy, sta ard operating 
procedure (SOP), directive, or its related form or manual. / 
Document Change Request (DCR) Number: A number issued b•h e ld$~epartment of 
Correction (IDOC) policy coordinator and recorded on the Documei aFtgerRequest 
(OCR) Form for the purpose of identifying and tracking the mov. nt of an IDOC policy, 
standard operating procedure (SOP), directive, or its related fomi or manual until the change 
request is fully completed. 
External Documents or Data: Documents or data not generated by the Idaho Department 
of Correction (IDOC) or its employees but hyperlinked to, and used to support, an IDOC 
policy, standard operating procedure (SOP), directive, or its related manual. 
/DOC Policy Coordinator: An Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) Director's Office staff 
member who is responsible for (a) coordinating Idaho Administrative Procedure Act (IDAPA) 
rule and IDOC policy-related matters; (b) ensuring that policies, standard operating 
procedures (SOPs), directives, and their related forms and manuals are developed and 
managed pursuant to IDOC policy management system guidance; and (c) providing 
standardized procedures, templates, and other resources for managing field memorandums 
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Revision, and ManaQement 
Project Management Tool: An Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC)-approved computer 
software that may be used for organizing, sharing information, and communicating with 
others in an assigned workgroup during the development or revision of an IDOC policy, 
standard operating procedure (SOP), directive, field memorandum (FM), post order, or its 
related form or manual. 
Responsible Manager: The person designated by the director of the Idaho Department of 
Correction (IDOC), division chief, bureau deputy chief, bureau director, or facility head to 
manage the content development or revision of an IDOC policy, standard operating 
procedure (SOP), directive, field memorandum (FM), post order, or its related form or 
manual. 
Subject Matter Expert>-;e person or persons identified by the responsible manager as 
having extensiv~, r:Jerjen . and knowledge in a subject, Idaho Department of Correction 
(IDOC) functio r informal] technology (IT). 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of thi s · ard operati~rocedure (SOP) is to provide guidance on the 
change managemE:nt, distributi.o,2fjupl~tit.ation, access, retention, and periodic review 
process for an Idaho Departmentof Correcti n (IDOC) SOP, directive, or its related form or 
manual. { ) 
Note: This SOP does not pro~~de guidan9e r policies. For guidance on policies, see SOP 
103.00.01.002, Policy: Deve/op11Jftr:i~· ton, and M agement. · 
SCOPE ~ 
This SOP applies to any IDOC employee or ~):.faff 7ber who: 
• Requests a change to an IDOC SOP, directi~r-lts related orm or manual; or 
• Writes, edits, formats, reviews, approves, distributes, or retai an IDOC SOP, 
directive, or its related form or manual. / 
Note: In February 2006, the IDOC began converting dire<;:tives to gjps7§a ... result, from 
that date, no new directives will be developed. When a revisio~efi :fi"exlsting directive is 
requested, every attempt shall be made to convert it to an SO~J 
RESPONSIBILITY 
Director of the /DOC 
The director of the IDOC (or designee) is responsible for: 
• The developmental oversight of this SOP; 
• Ensuring that the IDOC policy coordinator practices the guidance and procedure 
provided herein; 
• Concurring with or opposing the viewing level of any SOP, directive, or its related 
form or manual; 
• Approving or disapproving any SOP, directive, or its related form or manual; and 
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• Rescinding any guidance described in section 1. 
Division Chief, Bureau Deputy Chief, or Bureau Director 
The division chief, bureau deputy chief, or bureau director (as applicable) is responsible 
for: 
• Implementing this SOP and ensuring his employees and contract staff practice 
the guidance and procedure provided herein; 
• Concurring with or opposing the viewing level of any SOP, directive, or its related 
form or manual pertaining to his respective division or bureau; 
• Approv~i;. isapproving any SOP, directive, its related form or manual 
pert,01 · ~ espective division or bureau; and 
• Res nding any S, P, directive, or its related field memorandum {FM), post order, 
fo 1· or manualfr: rtaining to his respective division or bureau. 
Responsible ~ 
The responsible manager is ~.~Et.or: 
• Approving or denyi "quests a;_ hange any SOP, directive, or its related form 
or manual in whic e is assigne& o manage its contents; 
• Designating an aut and s.11,'6 t matter experts (as needed) for the 
development or revislef -· assigned S , directive, or its related form or 
manual; e 
• Ensuring the author's timely develo e .. or re 1. n of the assigned SOP, 
directive, or its related form or m~ ; . 
• Conducting the initial review of the draft SO , 1rective, iits related form or 
manual and coordinating {with the author) any changes · ded; 
• Working with the IDOC policy coordinator to make the int I determination of the 
appropriate viewing level of the newly developed or revi, Q j ·rective, or its 
related form or manual; and · 
• Working with the IDOC policy coordinator to redac - en needed) the SOP, 
directive, or its related form or manual when it has been determined that it should 
only be 'open for disclosure in part'. {See section 8.) 
/DOC Policy Coordinator 
The IDOC policy coordinator is responsible for: 
• Overseeing the management and quality control functions for any guidance 
described in section 1 ; 
• Processing Document Change Request (OCR) Forms; 
• Ensuring the accurate emd timely (when possible) review and distribution of any 
SOP, directive, or its related form or manual; 
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• Writing, editing, formatting, reviewing, distributing, and retaining any guidance 
described in section 1; 
• To the extent possible, ensuring that only approved standardized terms and 
definitions are used in SOPs and their related forms or manuals; 
• Coordinating the formal approval of all SOPs, directives, and their related forms 
or manuals; 
• Coordinating the periodic review of all SOPs and their related forms and 
manuals; and 
• As necessary, discussing SOP and directive-related issues (to include making 
SOP or directive recommendations) with the IDOC's Leadership Team. 
No~.·e:,,tT etrea .. ship Team consists of the dire.ctor of the IDOC, division chiefs, 
t~e_lli ctor's adJ!rl' istrative support manager, and others as designated by the 
dir or. 
Standards an~_'e...e.~ng Procedure Review Committee 
The StandardS..:~Et'Operatin~= ure Review Committee (SOPRC) is responsible 
for: f/ 
• Reviewing all new (f revised tenp and definitions for inclusion on the approved 
standardized terms nd definiti~ list; 
• Ensuring_ newly ~e~\p.,,e.2..9:r/eJised SOP5,...and their related forms ~nd manual~-
are consistent with vl~G;..st e of Idaho, anoi;~deral government guidance and 
requirements; Ag· 
• Ensuring there is no cross-functi~'1a~. ct. witli t · e divisions and/or bureaus 
that do not own the SOP or its r+d fo~ nual; 
• Ensuring newly developed or revised SOPs and their rela d forms and manuals 
are clear and understandable; / 
• Ensuring newly developed or revised SOPs have perform nee measures; 
• Ensuring newly developed or revised SOPs and their rJ~ew-forms and manuals 
have an education, training, and implementation pl~hen appropriate); 
• Making content change and improvement recommendations to the author of the 
SOP or its related form and manual; and 
• As necessary, sending SOP and directive-related issues (to include SOP or 
directive recommendations) to the IDOC's Leadership Team for discussion . 
. Note: SO PRC will not review directives that have not been converted to SOP format, 
FMs, post orders, or·stand,.alone. forms.ar:id manuals .... 
Deputy Attorneys General 
The deputy attorneys general (DAGs) who represent the IDOC are responsible for: 
• Reviewing all newly developed or revised SOPs, directives, and their related 
forms or manuals to identify that content that may present a risk or liability issue 
for the IDOC; 
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• Addressing with the responsible manager and IDOC policy coordinator any 
concerns or issues found with the SOP, directive, and its related form or manual; 
• Documenting any unresolved concerns or issues with the SOP, directive, and its 
related form or manual on the Document Change Request (OCR) Form and not 
recommending the document for implementation; and 
• Recommending to the responsible manager and IDOC policy coordinator a 
viewing level different from the one initially selected for the SOP, directive, or its 
related form or manual. 
/DOC Quality Assurance Manager 
• Tra&r( and ccib inating the approval of SOP and directive deviations (see 
The IDOC qu~~i~~~nce manager is responsible for: 
selt n 12); ' 
• Co inating and following up on corrective actions for SOP and directive 
dev e section 12); and 
• Making rescission r~~ ns regarding SOP and directive deviations to 
the IDOC Quality q· cil and/o adership Team. 
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS (l ) 
1. Written Guidance and their H~~c~y.l9 
A hierarchical relationship exists ~twe n state of 11a~legislation and the guidance 
described herein this section. Excluding Idaho law~.: th\Constitution of the State of Idaho 
and Idaho Code), the following table defines eachluidance nd its level of precedence from 
highest to lowest. /n 
Precedence Guidance 
Idaho Administrative 




• Interprets, orders, and/pj implements an Idaho 
law or IDOC policy, S$ , or directive that 
affects the rights of th~~l~blic. 
• Has the force and ~~ t,,~· 
• Serves as the officf- communication of IDOC 
management phil sophy regarding IDOC 
operations, practices, and individuals under 
the authority of the director of the IDOC and 
Idaho Board of Correction. 
• Serves as a reference for future decision-
making. 
• Does not have the force and effect of law (i.e., 
does not have the same power as law, but 
does provide an !DOC-required course of 
action to follow). 
• Identified b a three 3 di it control number. 
Note: Also see the note box that is directly below 
this table. 
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related Forms and 
Manuals 
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• SOP - provides instruction and/or step-by-step 
procedure for implementing an IDOC policy. 
• Directive - provides instruction for 
implementing an IDOC policy. 
• Neither has the force and effect of law (i.e., 
does not have the same power as law, but 
does provide an !DOC-required course of 
action to follow). 
• Both are identified b a 10 di it control number. 
Note:. Also seethe note box that is directly below 
this table. 
• FM - provides detailed guidance that is (a) 
specific to a correctional facility, community 
work center (CWC), or probation and parole 
district office, and (b) only used to implement 
an SOP. 
ost Order - provides detailed guidance that 
specific to a post or area of assignment 
ithin the correctional facility, community work 
center (C C}, or probation and parole district 
office. 
Note: An · shal ·, t exist without following a 
specifi . 
Operational memorandums shall no longer be used as a tool for providing temporary 
supplemental guidance for SOPs. When it is vital to quickly distribute guidance to IDOC 
employees, the active (i.e., published on the IDOC's Internet website) SOP must be 
revised - even when the guidance being added or revised is not the conclusive, final 
result or goal (e.g., when more time will be needed to fully examine and properly 
address the issue). In this situation, if there is no active SOP in place, one shall be 
developed even if the SOP is going to be very basic and not as detailed or thorough as it 
will ultimately need to be. In either of these situations, the SOP can be continuously 
revised or improved until a final result or goal is achieved. 
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2. Management Control vs. Quality Control 
Management Control 
Management control involves the managing of any guidance (described in section 1) 
through a standardized process. A standardized management control process is critical 
in developing consistency and continuity throughout the IDOC - from Central Office to 
the field. A standardized management control process allows the IDOC to identify the 
following: 
• Who is authorized to approve a change to a guidance; 
• Who is responsible for processing change requests for guidance; 
• Who i - · le for reviewing and approving guidance; 
• Ho~ guidance i distributed and to whom; 
• Edt,ation, trairnh , and implementation requirements; 
• Wh~ , cind a guidance and how; 
• Retention requireme,W · 
• Periodic review rer1'ifements; ari. 
• The appropriate u\ of exte~a1A cuments or data. 
For the purpose of this SO ~00Ztontrolled ~idance is: 
• An SOP, directive, or its related form 81)@~~1 approved by the final approval 
authority, which may or may not have4'ii'origina ignature, and filed in a 
lockable filing cabinet located in thAP&kn~licY,1 ordinator's office (located at 
Central Office); or (/ rs;.:;;;:,( 
• Published on the IDOC's Internet website and watermar~~ 'copy'. 
Note: Priorto 1995, IDOC SOPs and directives typically cl ti not have a signature 
line or block for the final approval authority to sign. 
Note: As of the effective date of this SOP, all IDOC S "''s;-directives, and their 
related forms and manuals on file in the IDOC poliq,~ordinator's office (located 
at Central Office) shall be watermarked 'copy' or stamped 'obsolete.' (as 
appropriate). 
Note: Any IDOC employee or contract staff member who elects to download or 
print and maintain a hard copy of an IDOC SOP, directive, or its related form or 
manual from the IDOC's Internet.website shall. be responsible for ensuring that 
he. is always using the most current version of the document (see section 10). 
Quality Control 
Quality control involves the process of ensuring that all guidance (described in section 1) 
. are well-written and standardized in appearance, which includes, but is not limited to, 
numbering, titling, style, and formatting. SOPRC and the IDOC policy coordinator shall 
have joint responsibility for quality control functions for SOPs and their related forms and 
manuals. (See the IDOC's Policy Writing Manual for additional information.) 
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3. Requesting the Development or Revision of an IDOC SOP, Directive, or its Related 
Document 
Any IDOC employee or contract staff member may submit a change request to develop or 
revise an SOP, directive, or its related form or manual. 
Note: In February 2006,. the IDO.C began converting: directives to SOPs. As· a result,, from 
· that date, no new directives:will be developed~ When a revision of an existing directive is 
. requested, every attempt shaU'pe made to convert it to· an SOP~ 
Document Change Categories 
Prior to submitting a Document Change Request (OCR) Form, identify the type of 
change needed---
Emergenc6se to req · st an immediate, urgent change to an SOP or directive 
published 6 the IDOC'f temet website or the immediate, urgent development of an 
SOP. Thilcttegory shal · only be used when there is a safety, security, or liability 
concern o~~n ~ha~ge Jn la~ dictates an immediate change. !otal processing time 
from requesti~ut1on 1s typ1call no more than three (3) business days, but all 
attempts will be made to pro . ~. equests as quickly as possible. 
New: Use to request the d lopment of new SOP or its related form or manual. For 
the purpose of this catego , 'new' pert9.i1 to any IDOC SOP or its related form or 
manual not currently publis ed on the D C's Internet website. 
Revision:, Use to request a · _ · · an SOP, d1[~ctive, or its related form or manual 
currently published on the IDOC's Internet website.i... o see the above note box in this 
· section.) . ~ 
Administrative: Use to correct minor grartf~ . or s ing errors; make changes to 
only an appended or hyperlinked form; r~ir hyp n at are no longer functional; 
and change frorri an old formatting standard to the most currentf atting standard. 
This category shall not be used for any type of substantive cont n change to the SOP, 
directive, or its related form or manual. / 
Remove: Use to request the removal of the SOP, directive, or ·{s I . rm or manual 
from the IDOC's Internet or Intranet websites. This category . ~.. e used when the 
procedures or guidance provided in the document are no I· er practiced or when the 
document has been replaced by another document in its entirety. 
How to Submit a Document Change Request (DCR) Form 
· To submit a change request, do the following in the order provided: 
• Obtain a Document Change Request {OCR) Form from the policy toolkit located 
on the IDOC's Intranet website. 
• Complete section I (the requester's section) of the OCR Form. Ensure that all 
fields are complete, accurate, and the reason for the change is clear and 
concise. When requesting a fairly simple revision change to a SOP, directive, or 
its related form or manual, it may help to refer to the page number, section 
number, paragraph number, sentence number, bullet number, or table and step 
number. 
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• Email the OCR Form to the responsible manager for processing (Cc the IDOC 
policy coordinator), or if you are the responsible manager, email the OCR Form 
directly to the IDOC policy coordinator. If you do not know who the responsible 
manager is, contact the IDOC policy coordinator. 
Note: Even though any IDOC employee or contract staff member may submit a change 
request for the development of a new SOP or its related form or manual, the 
development of one of these documents will most likely be requested by the director of 
the IDOC, division chief, bureau deputy chief, or bureau director (as applicable), IDOG 
policy coordinator, or SOPRC. · 
4. Processing a Docul'fi'ijh;hange Request (DCR) Form 
/~ 
Responsible M.ahager Du1 · 
To proces~ J Documen · hange Request (OCR) Form, the responsible manager must 
complete ~ ... tion II (the responsible manager's section) of the form and comply with the 
following ~iling the IDOC policy coordinator. 
Disapproved Change Requ ii the requestor (Cc the IDOC policy 
coordinator), and clearly st t · he reas: for not approving the change. 
Approved Change Requ ts - If appr v ng an emergency, new, or revision change, do 
the following: 
• Designate an author cf ctst1 ·• ct ma.tter ex~rts. (if needed) ( see section 11 of the · 
OCR Form), ~
• Indicate that the change request is a~~ed, an 
• Email the OCR Form to the IDO~~ r (Cc the requestor). 
A request for a revision change may be approved for immediate ~tion or for inclusion in 
the next version of the SOP or its related form or manual. If the r~~ision change is not 
immediate, the responsible manager must clearly state that in hfs/email. 
If approving an administrative or remove change, indicate tha~/h~equest is 
approved, and email the OCR Form to the IDOC policy co~0,aror (Cc the requestor). 
Note: The responsible manager must remember that the affected SOP or directive must 
be revised prior to the expiration date noted on the Notice of Policy Deviation or an 
extension must be sought. (See section 12.) 
109c Policy Coordinator Duties 
To process a OCR Form, the IDOC policy coordinator must do the following after 
receiving an email from the responsible manager. 
Disapproved Change Requests - Print and file the OCR Form and email received from 
the responsible manager. Retain for one year and then destroy. 
Approved Change Requests - If an emergency, new, or revision change is approved, 
do the following: 
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• Issue a DCR number; and log the DCR number, control number, title, and status 
of the SOP or directive. 
• Ensure that sections I (the requester's section) and II (the responsible manager's 
section) of the OCR Form are completed, and section I accurately describes the 
change (e.g., page, section, paragraph, bullet, and specific error). 
• Enter the DCR number on the OCR Form, save, and print. 
• If applicable, place initial version and revision controls on the Word version of the 
SOP, directive, or its related form or manual (see the IDOC's Policy Writing 
Manual for additional information). 
• As ap~i~ mail the Word version of the SOP; directive; and/or its related 
form~o~anual~ CR Form; and appropriate templates to the author. (The 
prct"' ss continu at section 6.) 
: Note: lfthe r~sponsibl;e ma ... Q ·, ~'thatthe revision change. is· noHmmediate, 
. the IDOC pohcy coordmat, r 111 only ne t . to complete the above first three (3) bulleted 
. steps; and then file the O Form until SO P's periodic review is due; 
If an administrative chang~\~ do the following: 
• Issue a OCR numbe~d--1 g the DCR n .. · r, control number, title, and status 
of the SOP or directive. ~ · 
• Ensure that sections I (the request .. ·'""· , tion) a II (the responsible manager's 
section) of the OCR Form are co ·.· eted, ; ion I accurately describes the 
change (e.g., page, section, paragraph, bulle' and specizerror). 
• Enter the DCR number on the OCR Form, complete sectio Ill (the author's 
section) of the form, save, and print. / 
• Place initial version and revision controls on the Word V,,e s ·· tn SOP, 
directive, or its related form or manual (see the IDO~·olicv Writing Manual for 
additional information). V 
• Complete the work. 
• Skip to section 7. 
If a remove change is approved, do the following: 
• Issue a DCR number; and log the OCR number, control number, title, and status 
of the SOP or directive. 
• Ensure that sections I (the requester's section) and II (the responsible manager's 
section) of the OCR Form are completed, and section I accurately describes the 
reason why the SOP, directive, or its related form or manual should be made 
obsolete and removed from publication and circulation. 
• Enter the DCR number on the OCR Form, save, and print. 
• Skip to section 7. 
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5. Use of External Documents or Data 
When external documents or data are used to support IDOC SOPs, directives, and their 
related manuals, the author of the IDOC SOP, directive, or its related manual must ensure 
that no changes are made to the external documents or data without the approval of the 
document or data's owner. The author must ensure that the IDOC SOP, directive, or its 
related manual properly cites and references the external documents or data and provides 
information on from where and/or from whom the external documents or data came. (See 
the IDOC's Policy Writing Manual for examples of how to properly cite and reference.) If 
external documents or data are obtained from a website, any reference of the documents or 
data in the IDOC SOP, directive, or its related manual must be hyperlinked to the website's 
base address. 
Note: Because ag te-s--a businesses frequently update (add and remove) documents· 
and data main¢! ed on th~tlf ebsites, authors shall only use the base address when 
hyperlinking. ,t. hors shall rouse the specific title of the external document or data When 
referencing SC\1. at in the ev nt the agency or business removes the document or data from 
their website, th@~.929Jl{lent or data may be found via that website's 'search' or 'archives' 
feature.  
6. Development or Revision o1#,i_DOC SO , Directive, or its Related Document 
The following process steps wJI be to devi , or revise only SOPs, directives, and their 
related forms and manuals. Pn~ to begi .. n· g the following process steps, all I DOC 
employees playing a part in the cl~ nt or revisi · of the document shall, at a 
minimum, review all preceding sections of this SOR. ~ 
Note: In February 2006, the IDOC began con~ A~ . • • direct11J to SOPs. As a result, from 
that date, no new directives will be developet he~ revi~ , n of an existing directive is 
requested, every attempt shall be made to convert it to, ·· · P. 
Functional Roles and 
Res onsibilities Ste 
Author 1 
• 
• Perform the work described on the OCR Form. 
• Work with the subject matter experts and responsible 
mana er to com lete the draft document. 
Note: The workgroup should consist of the subject matter 
experts and responsible manager identified on, the DCR 
Form. 
Note: Each time a draft is. completed; change the revision 
number ofthe document. (See the IDOC's Policy Writing 
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Tasks 
• Edit the draft document for correct spelling, grammar, 
punctuation, standardized terms and definitions, and 
formatting. (See the IDOC's Policy Writing Manual for 
additional information.) 
• Update section Ill (the author's section) of the OCR 
Form, and email the form and draft document to the 
IDOC olic coordinator. 
·Note: Standardized terms and definitions: can be-found in· 
the policy toolkit located on the IDOC's Intranet website. 
Any deviation from the terms, definitions,. or formatting 
standards. must: be. approved by the I DOC policy 
coordinator. 
Note:. If a· no -approve ..,.. or definition1was used ln the . 
?raft, ~h·e.ck _with t~e-au .. thor to. .·see-if!. . .a· s. · a~ ove~ight or if 
1t was- mtent1onah- and correct as ne,. · d,. If 1t was: . 
intentional, check for conflicts with o . er guidance · 
(described in section 1 of this SO.PP)( ®-dw~pared .to 
discuss the conflicts, with SOP RC/~ 
• Edit the draft document to,C.spelling, grammar, and 
punctuation errors. 
• Check the document to see if the title is reflective of 
the overall contents of the document, and correct as 
needed. 
• Check each section of the document to see if the 
section headings are reflective of the section's 
content, and correct as needed. 
• Check the document for flow, and correct as needed. 
• Check the document for use of standardized styles 
and formattin , and correct as needed. 
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Functional Roles and 
Responsibilities Step Tasks 
• Save the draft document as a final document. 
IDOC Policy • Convert the final document to portable document 
Coordinator 5 format (PDF) and save. 
• Schedule the final document for formal approval. {The 
process continues at section 7 of this SOP.) 
7. Formal Approval of an IDOC SOP, Directive, or its Related Document 
The level of formal approval needed will depend on the type of change identified on the 
Document Change", · - ~ (OCR) Form and who is the final approval authority. 
• When~ OP, dire e, or its related form or manual applies to more than one 
divisioh the director. o the IDOC shall be the final approval authority. 
• When ~SOP, directive, or its related form or manual applies to more than one 
bureau ifl~sion, the bureau division chief or bureau director (as applicable) 
shall be the final approval o 
Functional Roles and . 
Res onsibilities Ste 
IDOC Policy 
Coordinator 1 
• Emergency"g an~ge "'(th. itial approval} - Attach the 
OCR Fo,;m to't orta}>I document format (PDF) 
version<of'fhe doc e · and hand-deliver it to the 
appropriate final approval authof. z]y. (The process 
skips to step 8.) / i 
• Emergency (post approval}, N w or Revision 
Change - Schedule the doc~rj,k,U.or .... S§l..PRC review, 
and email the PDF version ,gfJ,A&docuri'ient to 
SO PRC a minimum of fiv~ ... ~~siness days prior to 
the meeting. (The process continues with step 2.) 
• Administrative or Remove Change - Convert the 
Word version of the document to a PDF version, 
attach the OCR Form to the PDF version, and hand-
deliver it to the responsible manager for review and 
a roval. The rocess ski s to ste 4. 
Note: When scheduling the. documentfor SOPRC review, 
notify the author of the meeting date and coordinate his 
attendance. 
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Functional Roles and 
Res onsibilities Ste Tasks 




• The document is consistent with IDOC, state of Idaho, 
and federal government guidance and requirements; 
• There is no cross-functional impact (a responsibility of 
the non-owning divisions and/or bureaus); 
• The document is clear and understandable; 
• The need for performance measures is considered; 
and 
• When applicable, a training and/or education plan is 
appended to the SOP. (SOPRC must ensure that the 
IDOC's Training Unit director (or designee) reviews all 
plans prior to submitting the document to the final 
a roval authori . 
Additional Work N~gde · 
• Place rev~i4(ontro _ the Word version of the 
documep(JS~ e IDP 's Policy Writing Manual for 
additionai1nform -- ..• 
• Email the Word version of the d ument and OCR 
Form to the author. (The proce I returns to section 6 
of this SOP.) 
Document Approved 
• Complete section IV (SOP ,. 
Form. 
• Log the status of the document. 
• Hand-deliver the OCR Form and PDF version of the 
document to the responsible manager for review and 
a roval. 
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Tasks 
Complete section V. A. (final approval section, responsible 
manager's review) of the OCR Form. 
• Select the proper viewing level for the document in 
accordance with section 8 of this SOP. 
• If approving the document - sign the OCR Form and 
hand-deliver the OCR Form and PDF version of the 
document to the IDOC policy coordinator. 
• If not approving the document - do not sign the 
OCR Form. Hand-deliver the OCR Form and PDF 
version of the document to the IDOC policy 
coordinator and discuss any issues, concerns, errors, 
etc: (You may decide to discontinue and end the 
rocess at this ste . 
Note:· If the document was already published in accordance 
witJ;\-emei:gency change (initial approval) processes,, the 
/dfarappr0y I authority will have already selected a viewing 
1 !evel· in accci. · ance with section 8 of this SOP. 
I · Document J~t Approved 
' • Dete . ~e the appropriate step needed to address the 
........,~.,1,1 .. J ;.;·, concern, er or, etc., and keep the document 
oving forward · . responsible manager may have 
decided ins~ to , ontinue and end the process.) 
Document Apo(~ d 
• Log the~fus o e d ment. 
• Hand-deliver the O Form an PDF version of the 
document to the DAGs for a le a review. 
Note: There is no need for the DAG o review an 
administrative or remove change, sp roe~ to step 8. 
Complete section V. B. (final app~va tiori,"'°deputy 
attorneys general review) of the42 R Form. 
• Review the document for1 gal risks or liabilities. 
• Review the viewing level recommended by the 
responsible manager. 
• Sign the OCR Form. (Your signature only indicates 
that the legal review was accomplished.) 
• Hand-deliver the OCR Form and PDF version of the 
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Ste Tasks 
Note: If risk or liability issues exist, discuss them with the 
responsible manager. If the responsible manager decides 
not to make changes to address the issues, do not 
recommend the document for implementation, and 
document that decision on the OCR Form. 
68 Note: If in disagreement with the selected viewing level, 
7 
8 
. see. section 8 · of this SOP and discuss with the. responsible 
manager and IDOC policy coordinator. If the responsible 
manager disagrees and decides notto change the viewing 
level, oppose the viewing level, and document that decision 
on the OCR Form. 
• Log the status of the document. 
• Hand-deliver the OCR Form and PDF version of the 
document to it to the appropriate final approval 
..-:rimh, .... ri . See section 7 of this SOP for details. 
,~ e: If t , . AG did not recommend the document for 
( 
jmplementati~ or oppose the viewing level recommended 
by the respc5n ible manager, brief the final approval 
, uthority./ · · · 
.. Q!!lf)leti ectio~n ... C., fin. al approval section, final. 
approval authority's.. i~ of the OCR Form. 
• Concur with · ppose . e viewing level selected for 
the docu~T · accorda ce with section 8 of this 
SOP. (,/ 
• If approving the document -t· n the OCR Form and 
hand-deliver the OCR Form and.Ii DF version of the 
document to the IDOC policy cA rdinator. 
• If not approving the docum~n - dQ..notsign the 
OCR Form. Hand-deliver~h~.tO] Fo1'mand PDF 
version of the document to1 · IDOC policy 
coordinator and discuss a· y issues, concerns, errors, 
etc. (You may decide to discontinue and end the 
rocess at this ste . 
Note: If the document is an emergency change (initial 
approval), you will need to select a viewing level in 
accordance with section 8 of this SOP. 
Note: If you disagree with the viewing level selected by the 
responsible manager and/or DAG, see section 8. of this 
SOP and record a new viewing: level·on the OCR Form. 
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Tasks 
Document Not Approved 
• Determine the appropriate step needed to address the 
issue, concern, error, etc., and keep the document 
moving forward. (The final approval authority may 




• Close out the OCR.Form (e.g., remove the entire entry 
from the tracking log and, if applicable, the periodic 
review log). 
'Note: SO. PRC will only review emergency, ne . .' · ;,~evi~sion c ang~s .. If. the~e are_ is~ues 
betwee_n SOP~C me~~ers that cannot be r .·, e . lh,.~ t pohcy coo~d1nator will first 
·work with the disagreeing .members to -try to d a reso . before seekmg· IDOC 
Leadership Team ·instruction. 
Note:: When an SOP~· directive, and/or its related forrrr or manual ha .· 
IDOC policy coordinator as· an-emergency, new, or revision chang l 
year or less since SOPRC last reviewed the document, the IDOC . · ·nator will 
highlight the new changes,. and email the PDF' version of the dg. · ent to SO PRC for 
response/comment. The IQOC policy coordinator will ask SOR · to respond/comment 
within two (2) business, days, and it will be up to the individual member to request that the 
document be scheduled for a regularly scheduled SOPRC review; If a regularly scheduled 
. SO PRC review is not requested, the IDOC policy coordinator will immediately forward the 
document to the final approval authority. 
8. How to Determine Proper Viewing Level 
Due to the IDOC's commitment to being a transparent agency, the responsible manager 
and the IDOC policy coordinator shall work together to make the initial determination as to 
what the appropriate viewing level for the SOP, directive, and/or its related form or manual 
should be. Viewing levels shall be determined using the parameters established in section 
16. 
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When it is determined that the document should be 'exempt from disclosure' (see section 
16), the responsible manager or IDOC policy coordinator shall provide a brief explanation 
on the OCR Form as to why a redacted version will not be made available. 
Example Language.for DCR Form: This SOP provides detailed transport and firearms 
requirements, which if disclosed could jeopardize both public safety and the safety of I DOC 
transport officers. This exempt· from disclosure, decision has been determined ir1 accordance -
with Idaho- Code 9;.340B(4)~a)(iii) and. lDAPA 06';01\01·, rule 1'0R04.a.iiL 
To help assist with validating and documenting 'exempt from disclosure' decisions on the 
DCR Form, any combination of the following guidance may be used: 
• e of Idaho De artment of Correction Records under the Idaho 




• Watermark the PDF version of the document 'copy', save it, 
the IDOC's Internet website. (Also see the below note box.) 
• Print the watermarked 'copy' of the PDF version of the ~~ent, and file the 
document and OCR Form in a lockable filing cabinet lo~ed in the IDOC policy 
coordinator's office (located at Central Office). (The OCR Form must have original 
signatures and must be affixed to the document.) 
• Ensure that the obsolete document is archived in accordance with section 14. 
• Remove all working copies ( e.g., those watermarked or saved as 'workingcopy', 
'review only', 'SO PRC review' and 'route for approval') from the electronic file 
system. 
• Close out the OCR Form (e.g., remove the entire entry from the tracking log, and 
update the periodic review log.) 
• Send a broadcast email to all I DOC employees and select contract staff to inform 
them that a new or revised document has been published and is ready for 
implementation. 
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Note:. If the SOP, directive, and/or its related form or manual was already published in 
accordance with emergency change (initial approval) processes - Upon completing all of 
the above steps, the IDOC policy coordinator may or may not schedule the document for 
formal approval (see the note box below the table in section 7.) 
10. Access 
IDOC SOPs, directives, and their related forms and manuals will be accessible to all lDOC 
employees and select contract staff. (See section 16 for important disclosure rules.) The 
director of the IDOC, division chief, bureau deputy chief, or bureau director (as applicable) 
may grant a contract staff member access to IDOC documents by submitting a request for 
support or servic~tAe.J.nformation Technology (IT) Unit in accordance with SOP 
141.03.04.005~1,r 1:1e'lpE>as.;: Request for Support, Services, and Resolution. 
Any IDOC em I yee or con· ct staff member who falls within the scope of the SOP, 
directive, or it •. elated form manual will be responsible for ensuring they are always using 
the active doc, ent (i.e., the document published on the IDOC's Internet website). It shall 
be the responsi 'i . e affected employee or contract staff member to read and 
understand the document. At their~~~ n, supervisors may elect to have affected 
employees and contract staff a@ -owledQe.(I eir awareness of the new document or revised 
information. {i ) 
Note: The IDOC policy coord1~atorwill always inform IDOC employees and select contract 
staff when a new version .of the,SO.f.'J.,,~i.regtlve, or its related form or manual is available on 
the IDOC's lnternetwebs1te. ~ . 
11. Implementation r~ 
Once the final approval authority signs the • aeument~anjJ Request (OCR) Form, the 
SOP, directive, or its related form or manual shall be reaayfor imple~ntation. When the 
OCR Form is signed, the IDOC policy coordinator will distribute the 1<.fument in accordance 
with section 9. Affected IDOC employees, contract staff, and facilitielr:· hall implement the 
document within 30 days of being published on the IDOC's Internet/, ebsite. the event 
IDOC employees, contract staff, or facilities cannot meet the 30 d~ I· me ation 
timeframe, the director of the IDOC or division chief (as applic~ may grant a Notice of 
Policy Deviation (see section 12). V 
Note: From the effective date of this SOP, any SOP, directive, or its related form or manual 
that has not gone through the formal approval process (see section 7) and distribution 
process (see section 9) shall not be implemented. Directives that are not converted to SOP 
formatting standards are not subject to an SOP RC review. 
12. Deviation from SOP or Directive 
SOP and directive deviations are the most efficient tools for addressing unexpected or 
unusual SOP or directive needs for a predetermined period of time for the purpose of 
allowing a problem or issue to be solved. Deviations allow entities (e.g., correctional 
facilities, community work centers, probation and parole district offices, or a specific unit or 
section) to deviate from a documented SOP or directive in a defined manner and revise the 
actual affected SOP or directive before the deviation expires. (A deviation shall be specific 
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to only that entity.) Deviations may be approved for a 'temporary' or 'permanent' duration. 
The following are examples of when a deviation may be needed: 
• When an entity cannot (for legitimate reasons) meet implementation requirements 
and additional time is needed to fully come into compliance with the SOP or directive 
or a specific section or provision of the SOP or directive. 
• When there is a legitimate need or reason to allow an act or thing that is not allowed 
per the SOP. (E.g., to allow an alternate method, process, item, or supplier not 
expressly allowed.) 
• When there is a legitimate need or reason to give the entity immunity from following 
the SOP or directive or a specific section or provision of the SOP or directive. (E.g., 
to free the~ieeting a requirement without insisting that an alternate 
method 6' recess , implemented.) 
When approve:, a deviatio · ust (a) contain an effective date, (b) expire 90 calendar days 
from the effec~e date (unless a 'permanent' duration is approved), and (c) not have the 
expiration date ~end.aj without the IDOC director's (or acting IDOC director's) approval. 
When approved,~frinlon date extensie s may be granted for one time only, may run for 
an additional 90 calendar day;~ i reg ire that a new Notice of Policy Deviation be 
issued. / r \ 
If the Notice of Policy Deviatio~~ permane~nt' de. viation, it will require a heightened 
level of review and approval. When---ap roved, the 'P, ~nt' deviation will require the 
division chiefs (or acting division chiefs) signatur d t l OC director's (or acting 
director's) signature. 
Note:. Both 'temporary' and 'permanent' devfqt ons m?be' scinded at any time in 
accordance with section 13. 
A Notice of Policy Deviation will only require a DAG review (for lega{ sks or liabilities) prior 
to the IDOC policy coordinator (located at Central Office) making it,. ailable to staff (i.e., 
deviations will not require an SOPRC or responsible manager revie... s--de · ed in 
section 7). ,.o·· ·· ·· 
The IDOC policy coordinator and IDOC quality assurance mana er (both located at Central 
Office) shall jointly track all deviation expiration dates and when the deviation has expired, 
the IDOC policy coordinator shall archive the Notice of Policy Deviation as described in 
section 14. 
Functional Roles and 
Responsibilities Step Tasks: 
• Complete a Notice of Policy Deviation; and 
Facility Head (or • Email it to the IDOC quality assurance manager . 
Designee) 1 Note: If needed, a Notice ofPolicyDeviation 








Division Chief (or 
Acting Division Chief) 
IDOC Director (or 
Acting Director) 
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Tasks. 
As soon as possible, but within three (3) working days of 
receiving the facility head's (or designee's) email, 
• Issue a deviation number, record it on the Notice of 
Policy Deviation, and save the Notice of Policy 
Deviation; 
• Log the affected SOP's or directive's identifying 
information (e.g., control number, version number, 
document title, and type of deviation being requested); 
and 
• Forward the email (with the updated Notice of Policy 
Deviation attached) to the appropriate division chief 
or actin division chie . 
• 1st request, 'temporary' deviation - approve or 
disapprove the deviation and hand-deliver the signed ~if Deviation to the IDOC quality assurance 
// manag . (The process skips to step 5.) 
• 1st reqi st, 'permanent' deviation - jointly meet and 
consult ith the IDOC Leadership Team and IDOC 
'-"'-- ~~il§}ssurance manager to discuss whether or not 
~p~ove the de\"i tion. Recommend the deviation 
for approval o~r~. f'"-~:. oval, and hand-deliver the 
signed Notiefol'Polil:w,;: eviation to the IDOC director 
(or actin9~e ~ r).for fjn I approval or disapproval. 
(The pr~ss co~u~ ith step 4.) 
• 2nd request, 'temporary' devia!i.on - recommend the 
deviation for approval or disapP,~faval, and hand-
deliver the signed Notice of Polt Deviation to the 
IDOC director (or acting direct&r forfingj_ approval or 
disa roval. The rocess co r.i · ~te 4. 
Note: See section 12 for-more _!fl~ation regarding 
'effective' and 'expiration' date~nd approval criteria. 
• Approve or disapprove the deviation; and 
• Hand-deliver the signed Notice of Policy Deviation to 
the IDOC uali assurance mana er. 
Note:. See section 12 for more information regarding 
'effective' and 'expiration' date and approval criteria. 
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Tasks 
• Ensure the signed Notice of Policy Deviation reflects 
'effective' and 'expiration' dates that are appropriate 
for a 'temporary' or 'permanent' deviation; 
• Log the status and 'expiration' date of the deviation; 
and 
• Hand-deliver the signed Notice of Policy Deviation to 
the DAGs for a le al review. 
Note: See section 12 for more information regarding · 
'effective' and 'expiration' date, approval, and routing 
criteria. · 
• Review the Notice of Policy Deviation for legal risks or 
liabilities. 
• 
• If the deviation was approved and the DAG 
recommends implementation - hand-deliver the 
Notice of Policy Deviation that has the original 
signatures to the IDOC policy coordinator; or 
• If the deviation was not approved - end the process 
here. 
Note: If the DAG informs you that i'isk or liability issues 
exist, discuss the privileged.communication with the 
appropriate division chief ( oracting division chief) in order 
to determine, whether or not to proceed with making the 
Notice of Policy Deviation available to staff. Do not deliver 
the signed Notice of Policy Deviation·to the IDOG policy 
coordinator until the issues are resolved. . 
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• Scan the Notice of Policy Deviation into a PDF 
version, watermark the PDF version 'copy', save it, 
and upload it on the IDOC's Internet website; 
• Overlay the affected SOP or directive with a Deviation 
Alert Cover Sheet, and hyperlink the PDF version of 
the Notice of Policy Deviation to the cover sheet; 
• Send a broadcast email to all lDOC employees and 
select contract staff to inform them that a deviation 
has been approved and published on the IDOC's 
Internet website; and 
• Affixed the Notice of Policy Deviation that has the 
original signatures to the affected SOP or directive, 
and file both documents in a lockable filing cabinet 
located in our office. 
/.;: D p.olicy coordinator task only - on a weekly 
,. basis, . check with the IDOC quality assurance 
( 
managJt to identify those deviations. that have expired 
or been escinded, and (b) as applicable, send a 
\.."-..._ b~u; st email to all I DOC employees and select 
~ct staff to i f'[m them that the deviation is no 
longer in effec .~~. s been removed from the 
IDOC's lnte Elt"websi 
• IDOC qu~ty'@ uraJ: manager task only - report 
data a~providENJ, .... a7· s to the I DOC Quality Council 
and/or Leadership earn regardj~g the status of any 
corrective action taken or still o~tstanding; and make 
deviation rescission recommerjt tions to the Quality 
Council and/or Leadershi Te 
When the director of the IDOC determines that a specific corre ional practice or procedure 
is no longer in the best operational interest of the IDOC, the director may rescind the IDOC 
SOP, directive, or its related form or manual. 
The division chief, bureau deputy chief, or bureau director (as applicable) may rescind any 
SOP, directive, and/or its related form or manual pertaining to his respective division or 
bureau. 
Any SOP, directive, and/or its related form or manual that Is rescinded shall be processed as 
a remove change (see section 3). 
14. Retention 
Pursuant to the state of Idaho's Records Management Guide, appendix 9, administrative 
records, section SG0030, "policies and procedures that govern the operation and 
administration of various programs within the organization" shall be permanently maintained. 
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In order to meet the state of Idaho's records retention criteria, the IDOC policy coordinator 
must ensure the following: 
• That superseded/obsolete SOPs, directives, and their related forms (to include the 
approved Notice of Policy Deviation) and manuals are not destroyed; a copy of the 
superseded/obsolete document (and the associated Document Change Request 
(OCR) Form that has original signatures) must be retained. 
• That the superseded/obsolete document, which may or may not have an original 
signature, is filed in a lockable filing cabinet located in the IDOC policy coordinator's 
office (located at Central Office). 
Periodic reviews IDOC SOPs and their related forms and manuals are reviewed and 
updates are made on a regular ba s · e SOPs and their related forms and manuals 
(i.e., those published on the ID · Intern ebsite) shall be reviewed for a possible 
.revision or other change at le o (2) years. 
, ~ote: The related form and m't · ual will n.9~r fleet a periodic review date·(e.g., a 'next 
· review' date) like the SOP,: As a ~.M,!!,,.t~ elated form or ma_nual will most often ~e 
reviewed at the. same time as thei3ssoeiated SOPi _,.. · . 
Initiators 
Periodic reviews will most often be initia _ ' y t · . olicy coordinator; however, 
any of the following IDOC employees ma initiate 8'1l · die review: 
• Subject matter expert (or responsi~le manager); 
• Corrections Integrated System (CIS) coordinator (Opera i ns or Management 
Services Division); 
• DAG; or 
• Division chief, bureau deputy chief, or bureau director (as applicable). 
; _Note: When the. periodic review is initiated by art IDOC employee indicated in· the above 
: bulleted list, that employee· shall first contact the IDOC policy coordinator fora 
' preliminary assessment of formatting and· standardization needs~ Periodic reviews shall 
be documegted on the Policy Periodic Review Form~ 
Reviewers 
The primary purpose of periodic reviews is to identify issues that may cause the SOP or 
· its related form or manual to be revised or changed, such as: 
• Changes in operating practices; 
• Changes to make procedural processes more efficient; 
• Changes to meet new statutory or regulatory requirements; 
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• Changes to meet new court mandates; 
• To add, correct, replace, or remove titles and hyperlinks to other documents; or 
• To correct formatting or standardize language in order to stay consistent with 
other documents. 
The periodic review for a specific SOP or its related form or manual must be completed 
within 30 business days after the 'next review' date reflected on the active SOP. Periodic 
reviews will most often be reviewed by the following: 
• IDOC policy coordinator; 
• Subje2a;expert (or responsible manager); 
• CIS~l·~· ·  · perations or Management Services Division); 
• D~ , or · 
• rnJ~1on chief, bureau deputy chief, or bureau director (as applicable). 
Note: It may not-be"'hecessary for..each of the IDQC employees indicated in the above. 
bulleted list to conduct~ p~r"~e"revi~~· (e.g., When an SOP_ ~r its related fo~n_i .or 
man. ua. I does not contain a,1&rCI.S p. races.· steps). Howe.ve. r, 1t 1s the respons1b1hty of 
each reviewer to consider Uiat there ma.y i e issues that the next reviewer is aware of 
that would require a revisio or other cJ;(a..nge. 
When the Policy Periodic Re w-Fcrt:, has been mpleted, the initiator of the periodic 
review will be responsible for re urning the comyl' o/icy Periodic Review Form to 
the IDOC policy coordinator for filing. If a revis10. or at ~change is needed to the SOP 
or its related form or manual, the initiator s~~o be res onsible for submitting a 
Document Change Request (OCR) For~acco~ncl ith section 3. Prior to 
submitting the OCR Form,· the initiator shall check wittrt e IDOC olicy coordinator to 
see if there are any open change requests for that particular]SO. P. r its related form or 
manual that can be combined. 
/DOC Policy Coordinator Duties 
To meet the criteria noted in this section, the IDOC policy so~ mator shall do the 
following: V 
• Establish and maintain a periodic review schedule for all SOPs developed or 
revised since September, 2005. 
• At least 14 business days prior to the 'next review' date reflected on the active 
SOP, notify the responsible manager that the SOP is coming due its periodic 
review. 
• Check the locked files for any revision change requests that were approved but 
placed on hold until the SOP's next 'review' date and inform the subject matter 
expert (or responsible manager). (Multiple change requests may be combined 
into a single request. For any change request placed on hold, the request will 
need to be processed in accordance with section 4.) 
• Check all hyperlinks in the SOP and its related form and manual to ensure they 
are still functional. If a hyperlink is no longer functional or an external document 
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or data are no longer maintained on the external entity's website, request an 
administrative change in accordance with section 3 so that the link can be 
corrected or repaired or the external document or data can be removed and/or 
replaced with a new external document or data. (For additional information on 
external documents or data, see section 5.) 
• Attach the completed Policy Periodic Review Form to the SOP or its related form 
or manual that is on file and file it. For example, a review form that was done for 
version 2.2 of a specific SOP must be attached to the on-file copy of version 2.2 
of that specific SOP. 
• If no changes are/were needed, update only the 'reviewed', 'next review', or 
'last up@,· ate reflected on the SOP or its related form or manual and 
prep~~if'forcii 'bution in accordance with section 9. 
16. Disclosure {j · 
In an effort to!\ tran parent agency and to be fully compliant with Idaho public records 
law, all lDOC SOPs..an their relategjom,s and manuals shall be managed and may be 
made available on the IDOC's ~teinet-w~eb~'te as follows. 
Open for Public Disclosure ~ Full 
The IDOC has determine at, if rele , none of the document's content would 
jeopardize safety and secu : _ ~~JJ ent is 'open for public disclosure in full' any of 
the following acts are allowa61e~ 
. • Any IDOC employee or contract staff ~ber provide an offender or the 
general public access to the docu~~ 
• Any IDOC employee or contract ~ff membe provide an offender or the 
general public a copy of the document; and /\ 
• The general public may download and/or print a copy of tht document from a 
non-lDOC computer. 
Open for Public Disclosure in Part 
The IDOC has determined that, if released, some of the d ent's content could 
jeopardize safety and security. If a document is 'open for public disclosure in part', only 
the IDOC policy coordinator shall redact the document and publish it on the IDOC's 
Internet website. Access to or a copy of only the redacted document may be provided to 
offenders and.the general public as described above in the subsection titled 'Open for 
Public Disclosure in Full'. 
Note: Redacted documents are controlled .. No IDOC employee or contract staff member, 
· other than.the IDOC policy coordinator, shall take it upon himself to redact a document 
and provide it to an offender or-the general public; Any IDOC employee-or contract staff 
member in violation. of this protective measure could face corrective or disciplinary action 
in accordance with SOP 205.07.01.001, Corrective and Disciplinary Action. · 
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Exempt from Disclosure 
The IDOC has determined that, if released, the document's content could jeopardize 
safety and security. If a document is 'exempt from disclosure' it shall not be released to 
an offender or the general public without an order of the 4th Judicial District Court of the 
state of Idaho. 
Note: Exempt documents are controlled. Only IDOC employees and select contract staff 
shall have access to exempt documents. When an exempt document is accessed by an 
IDOC employee or select contract staff member via the IDOC's Internet website, the 
following message will appear: "This document is for staff use only. Do not release. it to 
offenders or the genera/public. A redacted version of this document may be available for 
release to offender& nd the general public;" When this message appears and there has 
been a reque~a~ s to o·r a copy of the document, the IDOC employee or contract 
staff membet~· shall alway: check to see if there is a redacted version of the document 
availa.ble th·· ... t can be re 10 sed. If a redacte.d version of the docu. ment is not available, the 
IDOC em~ ee or contr ct staff member shall not release it! (Redacted versions of 
. documents· · ~dentified on the IDOC's Internet website from the alphabetized table 
· ofcontents or via..thi 'policy sear.c~ture.) Any IDOC employee or contract staff 
. member in violation of this p1.of;et. · itre:-~· eesure could face corrective or disciplinary action 
· in accordance with SOP 205,:ITT.01 ;001,. orrective and Disciplinary Action. Also. see the 
note box in the above sub~r/ction titled ' 1 , en for Public Disclosure in Part'. 
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Idaho Administrative Procedure Act Next Review: 
(IDAPA) Rules: Development, Revision, 4_6_2014 
and Repeal 
This document was approved by Brent Reinke, director of the Idaho 
Department of Correction, on 4/6/12 (signature on file). 
Open to the general public:~ Yes D No 
If no, is there a redactecCversion available: D Yes D No 
!/ '\\ 
BOARD OF CORR.ECTION ID~A RULE NUMBER 
None ~ 
POLICY CONTROL NUMBER 103 
Rules and Policy Management System 
DEFINITIONS \l . 
Standardized Terms and Definition~ ~ 
/DOC Policy Coordinator: An Idaho Department of G6rrection (IDOC) Director's Office staff 
member who is re~ponsible for (a) coordinatin~l~t.€> Ad~iii~trative Procedure ~ct (IDAPA) 
rule and IDOC policy-related matters; (b) en~unng tfiat pohQ11s, standard operating 
procedures (SOPs), directives, and their rela"fe6 forms~ • .manuals are developed and 
managed pursuant to IDOC policy management system guidance; and (c) providing 
standardized procedures, templates, and other resources for managin~ field memorandums 
(FMs) and post .orders. J J- __........._ 
PURPOSE /~ 
The purpose of this standard operating procedure (SOP) is to ·pJovide guidance on how to 
initiate, prepare, promulgate, manage, and repeal Idaho Board of Correction Idaho 
Administrative Procedure Act (IDAPA) rules. 
SCOPE 
This SOP applies to any IDOC employee or contract staff member who: 
• Requests the development, revision, or repeal an Idaho Board of Correction IDAPA 
rule; or 
• Writes, edits, formats, reviews, approves, distributes, implements, or retains an 
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RESPONSIBILITY 
Idaho Board of Correction 
In accordance with Idaho Code 20-212, the Idaho Board of Correction is responsible for 
adopting, revising, and repealing Idaho Board of Correction IDAPA rules. 
Director of the /DOC 
The director of the IDOC (or designee) is responsible for: 
• The developmental oversight of this SOP; 
• Ensuring that the IDOC policy coordinator practices the guidance and procedure 
provided-herein; 
• Pre.s{ntrn;~~f:ld new or revised Idaho Board of Correction IDAPA rules to 
the{ldaho BoardeJ Correction; and 
• rnJctssing with the Idaho Board of Correction any recommendation to repeal an ' ... ldaho~of Correction IDAPA rule. 
Division Chief or Deputy Chi~~ 
The division chief or depu~6hief (as a1)cable) is responsible for: 
• Implementing this ~<DP; fl. 
· • Ensuring his emplo~~practice the guidanGe and procedure provided herein; 
and ~ ~
• Ensuring that IDAPA 06.01.01, Rules orthe Boar;a~of Correction, is fully 
implemented within his division oybyr~u"'(as applicable). 
V ~ 
/DOC Policy Coordinator /) 
The IDOC policy coordinator is responsible for: // 
• Coordinating Idaho Board of Correction IDAPA rule development,_revision, 
review, formal approval, distribution, or repeal. },, ~ 
• Writing, editing, formatting, reviewing, distributing, and~ining Idaho Board of 
Correction IDAPA rules. V 
• To the extent possible, ensuring that only approved standardized terms and 
definitions are used in Idaho Board of Correction IDAPA rules. 
• As necessary, discussing Idaho Board of Correction IDAPA rule-related issues 
(to include making IDAPA rule recommendations) with the IDOC's Legislative 
Team. 
Note: The Legislative Team is headed by the director of the IDOC's 
administrative support manager and consists of representatives from all lDOC 
divisions for the purpose of reviewing and making decisions on legislation and 
administrative rule. 
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• Submitting approved Idaho Board of Correction IDAPA rules to the state of Idaho 
Office of Administrative Rules for review and publication in the Idaho 
Administrative Bulletin. 
Standards and Operating Procedure Review Committee 
The Standards and Operating Procedure Review Committee (SOPRC) is responsible 
for: 
• Ensuring newly developed or revised Idaho Board of Correction IDAPA rules are 
consistent with IDOC policies, SOPs, directives, and their related forms and 
manuals; 
• Ensuring~y .... developed or revised Idaho Board of Correction IDAPA rules do 
not;iegatively'i~act divisions and/or bureaus; 
• En~ng newly ~~\eloped or revised Idaho Board of Correction IDAPA rules are 
clear\.and understandable; 
\..\.. A 
• Maki'ngeoritent changes and improvement recommendations to the IDOC policy .-coordinator; and ~ 
• As necessary, sending Idaho Bcfa~d of Correction IDAPA rule-related issues (to 
include IDAPA rul1commen;i0ns) to the IDOC's Legislative Team for 
discussion. \~ 
Deputy Attorneys General ~ &_ 
The deputy attorneys general (DAGs) who r:,.wesln'N~s_°OC are responsible for: 
• Reviewing all newly developed or ~se~--ldaho Board of Correction IDAPA rules 
to ensure the rules comply with sr2ecific ~isic/nJ of state of Idaho and federal 
law· .,... ...__..... 
• Re~iewing all newly developed or revised Idaho Board o{~orrection IDAPA rules 
to identify that content that may present a risk or liabilit}issue for the Idaho 
Board of Correction or IDOC; and ~
• Addressing with the IDOC's Legislative Team and/or1IDOC policy coordinator 
IL...J 
any concerns or issues found with Idaho Board of €9rrection IDAPA rules. 
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
1. Written Guidanc~\ Hierarchy 
A hierarchical §ationship Jxists between state of Idaho legislation and the guidance 
described herein this sectiob}Excluding Idaho law (i.e., the Constitution of the State of Idaho 
and Idaho Co~~), the following table defines each guidance and its level of precedence from 
hi hest to lowe'st~ 
Idaho Administ!at{e J'lnterprets, order~, and/or impl~me~ts an Idaho 
(IDAPA) Rule l'./'ffects the rights of the general public. 
Highest Procedure ActL · law or IDOC policy, SOP, or d1rect1ve that 
, V Has the fqrce and effect of law . 
Policy 
Lowest 
....._.,..,. • Serve}:as~e official communication of IDOC 
manag~ihent'philosophy regarding IDOC 
oRe1~ins, Pritd!ices, and individuals under 
<t~e~ut~r.,!!¥.,.Of ).he director of the IDOC and 
laaho Board_of Correction. 
• Serves as a reference f~ future decision-
making. // 
• Does not have the forc1 and effect of law (i.e., 
does not have the sarfie~r-a's law, but , ,,.-~ 
does provide an IQOG-required course of 
action to follow). V 
• Identified b a three 3 di it control number. 
Note: For further information, see SOP 
103.00.01.002, Policy: Development, Revision, and 
Management. 
•. ~ .. ' .... _. 
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• SOP - provides instruction and/or step-by-step 
procedure for implementing an IDOC policy. 
• Directive - provides instruction for 
implementing an IDOC policy. 
• Neither has the force and effect of law (i.e., 
does not have the same power as law, but 
does provide an !DOC-required course of 
action to follow). 
• 
Note: For further information, see SOP 
103.00.01.003, Standard Operating Procedure 
(SOP) and Directive: Development, Revision, and 
Management. 
'-'- ...... • FM - provides detailed guidance that is (a) 
~ specific to a correctional facility, community 
F. Id M d V' ~1 · work center (CWC), or probation and parole 1e emoran um , "\d. t . t ffi d (b) I d t · I t (FM) l ,1s nc o rce, an on y use o rmp emen 
an SOP. 
and/or · ·. . / /~ost Order - provides detailed guidance that 
Post Order / is specifi~o a post or area of assignment 
within the c0rrectional facility, community work 
cen~r'(.ewG)\?.' r probation and parole district 
Policy-related Forms 
and Manuals 
oftic7.;( ) \ 
• <!-orms\~us.ed'@ record and collect information 
required by-the' written guidance. 
• Manuals - typically pro~es more detailed 
information or instructtb1 than what is provided 
in the SOP (e.g., detailetl data entry or detailed 
offender mana emeot Jtr@~s~ 
2. Management and Quality Control 
Management Control 
Management control involves the managing of Idaho Board of Correction IDAPA rules 
through a standardized process. A standardized management control process is critical 
in developing consistency and continuity throughout the IDOC - from Central Office to 
the field. A standardized management control process allows the IDOC to identify the 
following: 
• Who is authorized to develop or revise an IDAPA rule; 
• Who is responsible for reviewing and approving an IDAPA rule; 
• Who is responsible for distributing an IDAPA rule; 
• Who is responsible for implementing an IDAPA rule; 
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• Who may repeal an IDAPA rule; and 
• Retention requirements. 
For the purpose of this SOP, a controlled IDAPA rule is: 
• One that is adopted by the Idaho Board of Correction and filed in a lockable filing 
cabinet located in the IDOC policy coordinator's office (located at Central Office); 
or 
• Published on the state of Idaho Department of Administration's Internet website. 
Note: Any IDOC employee or contract staff member who elects to download or 
print ang, . .maintain a hard copy of IDAPA 06.01.01, Rules of the Board of 
CorreGtion;-sh"all,be responsible for ensuring that he is always using the most 
cur~~fpublish~{l,DAPA 06.01.001 (see section 7). 
'l lJ Quality Contr:ol 
Quality co~~~ir:wolves the process of ensuring that Idaho Board of Correction IDAPA 
rules are well-writte'rl and standardized in appearance, which includes, but is not limited 
to style and formatting. TheJc:[OCpolicyfoordinator shall be responsible for quality 
control functions for IDAP~les. (See the state of Idaho Department of Administration's 
The Idaho Rule Writer's Mafua/. ).J), } 
3. How to Initiate Rulemaking V 
Any IDOC employee or contract staff member may s~it a written request (to include an 
email request) to develop, revise, or repeal a s'?Jeifie'ldah';}Board of Correction IDAPA rule. 
The written request must include: / A ) ) 
• A nontechnical explanation of the substance an~purpose for the development, 
revision, or repeal of the IDAPA rule; and /) 
• A reference to the specific IDOC policy, SOP, directive, or state of Idaho or federal 
law that is the reason for the request. 
The written request may be submitted to either of the following: 
• IDOC policy coordinator; or 
• Division chief or deputy chief (as applicable). 
Note: Even though any IDOC employee or contract staff member may submit a written 
request for the development of a new IDAPA rule, the IDAPA rule will most likely be 
requested by the director of the IDOC, division chief or deputy chief (as applicable), IDOC 
policy coordinator, or SOPRC. 
The IDOC policy coordinator and division chief or deputy chief (as applicable) will discuss 
the written request and make a decision to disapprove or preliminarily approve the request. 
Based on the decision, the following action will be taken: 
• Disapprove the Request- The division chief or deputy chief (as applicable) will 
reply to the requester (Cc the IDOC policy coordinator), and clearly state the reason 
for not approving the request. The process will then end here. 
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• Preliminarily Approve the Request - The division chief or deputy chief (as 
applicable) will reply to the requestor (Cc the IDOC policy coordinator), and clearly 
state that approval is contingent upon whether the Idaho Board of Correction adopts 
the new or revised rule or agrees to repeal the rule. The process will then continue 
as described in section 4. 
Note: When it has been agreed to preliminarily approve the request, the IDOC policy 
coordinator and division chief or deputy chief (as applicable) shall also determine 
whether an IDOC policy or SOP needs to be developed or revised to support the 
proposed IDAPArule. 
4. Preparing the Rulemaking 
Table 4-1: To D;;;;p...p·o~evise a Specific Idaho Board of Correction IDAPA Rule ..... '-\ 
The followjfigprocess steps will be used to prepare the IDAPA rule for review and formal 
approval. f~e author of/ttJ1e proposed IDAPA rule will be the IDOC policy coordinator or 
an IDOC employee designated by the division chief or deputy chief (as applicable). 
'\ '- ... ,~- > 
Functional Roles and-
~ Responsibilities Step Tasks 
( · IJsing a cop'y'of the written request described in section 3 
tsSOP:I} J 
ConJplete a draft IDAPA rule, and '·-~d(e that the ~xt,that is being omitted is struckout 
and the new te¥underlined (strike and underscore). 
; ... ' 
Author 1 Note: If needeQ{..~ivisiot.l chief or deputy chief (as 
applicable) willr.ieei:l~eJbpate subject matter experts to 
provide thei~pertise'to_tbe writing process. 
Note: All rule-writing guidance shall 'pe followed. (See the 
state of Idaho Department of Administfation's The Idaho 
Rule Writer's Manual.) J / 
• Edit the draft IDAPA rule for correctsp.ellihg, grammar, 
punctuation, and standardiz€cHeims and definitions. 
• If you are not the IDOC p{ii{y coordinator, email the 
Author 2 
draft IDAPA rule to the IDOC policy coordinator. 
Note: Standardized terms and definitions can be found in 
the policy toolkit located on the IDOC's Intranet website. 
Any deviations from the standardized terms and definitions 
must be approved by the IDOC policy coordinator. 
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Functional Roles and 
Responsibilities Step Tasks 
• Save the draft IDAPA rule . 
• If applicable, ensure that any definitions used in the 
draft IDAPA rule is from the approved, standardized 
terms and definitions list (see the policy toolkit located 
IDOC Policy on the IDOC's Intranet website). 
Coordinator 3 Note: If a non-approved term or definition was used in the 
draft IDAPA rule, check with the author (if applicable) to 
see if it was an oversight or if it was intentional, and correct 
!? ~ 
as needed. If it was intentional, check for conflicts with 
other guidance (described in section 1 of this SOP) and be 
prepared to discuss the conflicts with SOPRC. 
~) 
(J • Ensure that the text that is being omitted is struckout 
and the new text is underlined (strike and underscore). 
If the IDAPA rule is being revised, compare the draft 
//"IDA.f:£, rule against the active rule (i.e., the rule 
publi~d on the state of Idaho Department of 
( AdminiS!ration's Internet website) to ensure that 
· previoJs text is not incorrectly omitted or added. 




Coordinator • Check to see~e'dLaft IDAPA rule section headings 
are reflectiv.eo the section's content, and correct as 
needed~'-)} 
• Check tf.ie draft IGAPhrule for flow, and correct as 
needed. D. 
• Check the draft IDAPA rule for, se of standardized 
styles and formatting, and cor~edt as needed. (See the 
state of Idaho Department of ~9h,Jnistratkm's The 
Idaho Rule Writer's Manual,~'~ 
• ·Save the draft IDAPA rulQs"a final IDAPA rule . 
• Convert the final IDAPA rule to portable document 
format (PDF) and save. 
IDOC Policy 
5 • Download a Proposed/Temporary Administrative Coordinator Rules Form (PARF) from the state of Idaho 
Department of Administration's Internet website. 
• Prepare and save the PARF. (The process continues 
at section 5 of this SOP.) 
Table 4-2: To Repeal a Specific Idaho Board of Correction IDAPA Rule 
The following process steps will be used to prepare the IDAPA rule for repeal and formal 
approval. 
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Functional Roles and 
Responsibilities Step Tasks 
Using a copy of the written request described in section 3 
of this SOP: 
• Complete a draft IDAPA rule, and 
IDOC Policy • Ensure that the text that is being omitted is struckout 
Coordinator 1 (strike). 
Note: All rule-writing guidance shall be followed. (See the 
//' ~ 
state of Idaho Department of Administration's The Idaho 
Rule Writer's Manual.) 
l u 
• Save the draft IDAPA rule as a final IDAPA rule . 
• Convert the final IDAPA rule to portable document 
format (PDF) and save. 
IDOC Policy ). 2 • Download a ProposedfTemporary Administrative 
Coordinator ~s.Form (PARF) from the state of Idaho r Depilwoent of Administration's Internet website. 
( Prepar} °'and save the PARF. (The process continues 
at sectio~ 5 of this SOP.) 
\..\.. L/ 
5. ·:Formal Approval of the Final lcla~oard of Correction IDAPA Rule 
The following process steps will be used to formally_1Pp~e the proposed new, revised, or ,,- .,.. .,.. ' 
repealed IDAPA rule. The director of the IDOC shaWbe the,fir:ial approval authority. ,, ' \ \ 
Functional Roles and 
(/~'5ks · Responsibilities Step 
New or Revised Final IDAPA Rule fSchedule the final 
IDAPA rule for SOPRC review, and,.e~ail the following 
documents to SOP RC a minimum of five (5) business days 
prior to the meeting: } f;? 
• The PDF version of the I,~ rule; 
IDOC Policy 
• A copy of the written request described in section 3 of 
Coordinator 1 
this SOP; and 
• ProposedfTemporary Administrative Rules Form 
(PARF). (The process continues with step 2.) 
Repealed IDAPA Rule - Skip to step 5. 
Note: When scheduling the final IDAPA rule for SOPRC 
review, notify the author of the meeting date and 
coordinate his attendance. 
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Functional Roles and 
Responsibilities Step Tasks 
Review the final IDAPA rule and ensure that: 
• The IDAPA rule is consistent with IDOC, state of 
Idaho, and federal government guidance and 
requirements; 
• There is no cross-functional impact (a responsibility of 
all divisions and/or bureaus); and 
• The IDAPA rule is clear and understandable . 
SOPRC 
Note: SOPRC will recommend the IDAPA rule for approval 
1( 1 
or additional work. SOPRC may approve the IDAPA rule 
with the agreement that the IDOC policy coordinator will 
make any changes agreed to during the meeting. If 
additional work is requested, SOPRC must ensure that the 
author understands what additional work is needed. If there 
). are issues between SOPRC members that cannot be "....::::. re§olved,...the IDOC policy coordinator will first work with the 
,ctisagreein~rpembers to try to find a resolution before 
1 ;,§eking IDqq Legislative Team instruction. 
\ ttional/fnk Needed 
• Return a Word version working copy of the IDAPA rule 
~o-tlji,'1.uthor. (Th~ss returns to section 4 of this 
SOP.) J; 
IDOC Policy Document Approve~ 
3 • Prepare arru~r:nplete a sign-off sheet for recording Coordinator 
~p~ro~~signatu~s,-~d sign the sign-off sheet 
indicating SOPRC'·s-approval. 
• Hand-deliver the sign-off sheet,ta)PDF copy of the 
final IDAPA rule, a copy of the 1wfitten request, and the 
PARF to the DAGs for a leQal ,re,tiew_._-
• Review the final IDAPA rule f~egal-riSKS or liabilities . 
• Sign the sign-off sheet. {Tt,{,signature only indicates ......, 
that the legal review was accomplished.} 
• Hand-deliver the sign-off sheet, a PDF copy of the 
Deputy Attorneys final IDAPA rule, a copy of the written request, and the 
General (DAG) 4 PARF to the IDOC policy coordinator. 
Note: If risk or liability issues exist, discuss them with the 
IDOC policy coordinator, and the IDOC policy coordinator 
will schedule a meeting with the Legislative Team. The 
policy coordinator will inform the reviewing DAG of the 
meeting date. 
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Functional Roles and 
Responsibilities Step Tasks 
Hand-deliver the sign-off sheet, a PDF copy of the final 
IDAPA rule, a copy of the written request, and the PARF to 
the director of the IDOC. 
IDOC Policy Note: The director of the IDOC is a member of the IDOC 
Coordinator 5 Legislative Team, so if the reviewing DAG identified 
potential risk or liability issues, schedule a meeting with the 
Legislative Team. Invite the reviewing DAG to attend the 
meeting. 
• If approving the final IDAPA rule.- sign the sign-off 
(( 1 sheet; and return the PDF copy of the final IDAPA rule, a copy of the written request, and the PARF to the IDOC policy coordinator. 
Director of the I~ • If not approving the final IDAPA rule - do not sign 
} 6 the sign-off sheet. Return the PDF copy of the final 
IDA~A rule, a copy of the written request, and the r the IDOC policy coordinator, and discuss any 
issue~ncerns, errors, etc. (You may decide to 
, discontin. e and end the process at this step.) 
\ 
1Document/Not Approved 
~e~naing on the director of the IDOC's decision on 
whether to con~,to move the document forward, 
determine th~approp..riate step needed to address the 
IDOC .Policy issue, concern~rror,et'c. (The director of the IDOC 
7 may ha't.efdecided in ~ep 6 to discontinue and end the Coordinator process";.}., ~
i 
Document Approved !) 
• Submit the PARF to the state °;f ~tlaho Division of 
Financial Management. (The pr/cess continues at 
section 6 of this SOP.) / ~ 
6. Rule Promulgation ~ 
After the IDOC policy coordinator submits the PARF (see section 5) to the state of Idaho 
Division of Financial Management (DFM), DFM will either approve or deny the rulemaking 
and return a signed copy of the PARF to the IDOC policy coordinator. 
• If DFM denied the rulemaking, the IDOC policy coordinator will consult with the 
director of the IDOC ( or Legislative Team) for further instruction. (A denial may result 
in all rulemaking documents being redone and resubmitted.) 
• If DFM approved the rulemaking, the IDOC policy coordinator will download a Notice 
of Rulemaking - Temporary and Proposed Rule from the state of Idaho Department 
of Administration's Internet website and alter it to meet the statutory exemptions 
described in the below subsection. 
Note: Because of the statutory exemptions described in the below subsection, the 
Notice of FJu/emaking - Temporary and Proposed Rule must be altered to reflect th~ . 
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title 'Notice of Proclamation of Rulemaking'. After the title change, the following two 
(2) paragraphs must be removed: 'temporary rule justification' and 'incorporation by 
reference'. After altering the form, the IDOC policy coordinator must complete all 
remaining paragraphs. 
When the Notice of Proclamation of Rulemaking has been completed, the IDOC policy 
coordinator shall download a Rulemaking Checklist from the state of Idaho Department of 
Administration's Internet website and complete all sections, ensuring it is consistent with the 
completed Notice of Proclamation of Proclamation of Rulemaking. 
The IDOC policy coordinator will email the state of Idaho's administrative rules coordinator 
to obtain a working copy of IDAPA 06.06.01, Rules of the Board of Correction. The IDOC 
policy coordinator shall-then update the working copy of IDAPA 06.06.001 with information 
from the appro~e:6.,.firiaiiD~~A rule (see section 5). The text of the working copy must be in 
legislative for~tl{e.g., text1Hat is being omitted must be struckout and new text must be 
underlined). Tr1 working ccfpy must also be prepared in accordance with the state of Idaho 
Department of~dministration's The Idaho Rule Writer's Manual. 
When the workin~of IDAPA 06.06.01, Rules of the Board of Correction, is updated, 
the IDOC policy coordinator shall,e1naif:ahd mail (or hand-deliver) copies of the following 
documents to the state of ldah0's'8dmini~r~tive rules coordinator: 
• Ru/emaking Check/istff-m; ) ) 
• Notice of Proclamation"OfRulemaking; 
,~_/ A 
• Updated working copy of IDAPK06.06.01; /d the 
• DFM approved and signed copy of the ~R(~ 
Note: All of the above documents m~stl5e §uonmted,,.tb the administrative rules 
coordinator by the deadlines established in TIJ'e-ldaho Rule IJVriter's Manual. 
After processing the above bullet listed documents, the state of ldah&§ administrative rules 
L .. J 
coordinator will return a copy of IDAPA 06.06.001, Rules of the Boafa of Correction, to the 
IDOC policy coordinator for review and approval to publish the up~~~..3 06.06.001 in 
the Idaho Administrative Bulletin. )~ 
Prior to the newly updated IDAPA 06.06.01, Rules of the BoarstJ>f'Correction, being 
published in the Idaho Administrative Bulletin, the IDOC policy coordinator shall: 
• Print and file a hardcopy of the active IDAPA 06.06.01 (i.e., the IDAPA rules 
published on the state of Idaho Department of Administration's Internet website). 
• Remove all working and draft copies of all documents referenced in this section from 
the electronic file system. 
Note: Pursuant to the state of Idaho's Records Management Guide, appendix 9, 
administrative records, section SG0030, "policies and procedures that govern the 
operation and administration of various programs within the organization" shall be 
permanently maintained. 
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Statutory Exemptions for Idaho Board of Correction IDAPA Rulemaking 
Pursuant to Idaho Code 20-212, the Idaho Board of Correction is exempt from holding 
the following: 
• Negotiated rulemaking meetings; and 
• Public hearings. 
Also pursuant to Idaho Code 20-212, the Idaho Board of Correction's IDAPA rules go 
into full effect 30 days after being published in the Idaho Administrative Bulletin. 
7. Distribution and Access to Idaho Board of Correction IDAPA Rules 
On the 'effective Q.gt~i~ed on the Notice of Proclamation of Rulemaking ( or if the 
'effective dat~'Jails'on a weekend, the first working day after the 'effective date'), the IDOC 
policy coordinatlr shall senill 1 broadcast email to all lDOC employees and select contract 
staff to informM_em that the'-n1ewly updated IDAPA 06.01.01, Rules of the Board of 
Correction, has{~d and is in effect. 
Because IDAPA 06~Q.=k01, Rules oJ)he-Bfl?...ard of Correction, is maintained and managed by 
the state of Idaho Department of/Admin·istration, the rules may be accessed via the: 
• Department of Adminifrn's ln1.Jh\1 website; 
• IDOC'slntemetwebsit~!u 
• IDOC's Intranet websit~ A 
Note: It shall be the responsibility of IDOC employ~s'and'G~ntract staff to ensure they are 
always using the most current published IDAPA,.06501.001;\Rules of the Board of 
Correction. / / "-\..._ ) J 
V "-./ 
REFERENCES ~ 
Idaho Code, Title 20, Chapter 2, Section 20-212, Rules - Authority of, the Board 
IDAPA 06.01.01, Rules of the Board of Correction ) 
Standard Operating Procedure 103.00.01.002, Policy: DevelopmeRt, Revision, and 
Management </' 
Standard Operating Procedure 103.00.01.003, Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) and 
Directive: Development, Revision, and Management 
State of Idaho, Department of Administration (www.adm.idaho.gov) 
State of Idaho, Department of Administration, Idaho Administrative Bulletin 
State of Idaho, Department of Administration, Records Management Guide 
State of Idaho, Department of Administration, The Idaho Rule Writer's Manual 
State of Idaho, Division of Financial Management (www.dfm.idaho.gov) 
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PLAINTIFF'S IDI'ION FOR EXTENSION OF 
TIME 'ID SUBMIT SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEFING 
COMES row Plaintiff Barry Searcy, prose, and pursuant to Rule 6(b), Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedil"e, hereby moves the Court for an Order extending the 
time to submit supplemental briefing as requested in the Court's Memorandum 
Decision and Order dated June 13, 2012. CUrrently, pursuant to the court's 
Order Granting Defendants' Second Motion For Extension of Time to Submit 
Supplemental Briefing filed August 1, 2012, Plaintiff's deadline to submit 
additional briefing is August 20, 2012. Plaintiff respectfully requests that 
he be granted until August 30, 2012, to submit additional briefing as requested 
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:.,. 
by the Court. 
Plaintiff requests that the Court extend the deadline to submit additional 
briefing on the grounds that Plaintiff needs more time to adequately address 
the issues raised in the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order and Defendants' 
Supplemental Memorandum In Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
and in 9PPOsition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Surrmary Judgment filed 
August 6, 2012. The Court has previously granted Defendants two extensions 
of time to file their supplemental briefing. This request is being made before 
the expiration of the period originally prescribed for submitting additional 
br-iefing and does not prejudice the Defendants. Accordingly, Plaintiff requests 
that the Court enlarge the period in its discretion pursuant to I.R.C.P. 6(b). 
DATED this ~7N day of August, 2012. 
Plaintiff, prose 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Plaintiff's Motion For Extension of Time to Submit Supplemental Briefing 
on the following named persons at their last known address, via the !SCI Prison 
Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 1st class postage prepaid, on 
August I'/, 2012: 
Andrew C. Brassey, !SB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, !SB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney for Defendants 
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RECEIVED 
AUG 2 7 2012 
Ada County Clerk 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, prose 
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Case No. 01 OC 1103414 
PLAINTIFF Is SUPPLEMENTAL MEM:>RANDUM 
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S m:I'ION FOR 
PARI'IAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND IN 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANl''S m:I'ION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENI' 
________________ ) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Barry Searcy, prose, and hereby respectfully submits 
this Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment and in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Surnnary Judgment 
(hereinafter, "Plaintiff's Supplemental Memorandum") as follows. 
I. INTRODUCl'ION 
This case is about one thing - the authority and power to raise revenue 
under Idaho's constitutional and statutory scheme. Despite Defendants' effort 
to mischaracterize this case as a challenge to their control, direction and 
management of the penitentiaries of the state, that is simply not what this 
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case is about. Rather, this case asserts that Defendants' raising of revenue 
through phone and corrmissary sales corrmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying 
fees and hobby craft surcharges violates Idaho's constitution and statutes. 
Further, the claims set forth by Plaintiff do not in any way challenge the 
appropriation of any funds by Idaho's legislature. Rather, Plaintiff's claims 
are limited to the raising of revenue by Defendants through phone and corrmissary 
sales corrmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft 
surcharges. 
II. PERTINENI' PROCEDURAL HIS'IDRY 
Plaintiff Barry Searcy filed the Civil Complaint in the instant action 
prose on May 18, 2011. On October 20, 2011, Plaintiff filed his Partial Motion 
for Summary Judgment Against Defendant IDOC as to Liability Only on Count I, 
which is Plaintiff's state declaratory judgment claim. 
On March 6, 2012, Defendants filed their Motion for Summary Judgment, which 
sought surnnary judgment on all of Plaintiff's claims, including his claim for 
declaratory judgment. 
A hearing was held on the parties cross-motions for summary judgment on 
April 26, 2012. Thereafter, on June 13, 2012, this Court entered a Memorandum 
Decision and Order Denying in Part Plaintiff's Partial Motion for Surnnary 
Judgment Against Defendant IDOC and Granting in Part Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment (hereinafter, "Memorandum Decision and Order" or "MD0"), 1 in 
which the Court requested further submissions from the parties on the following 
1 Filed contemporaneously herewith is Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider the 
Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Filed June 13, 2012, wherein Plaintiff 
asks the Court, pursuant to Rule 59(e), I.R.C.P., to reconsider its order as 
it relates to the telephone and corrmissary commissions, and the hobby craft 
surcharge as it relates to Plaintiff's claims under Idaho Constitution, 
Article X, § 1 and Article VII, ~~ 2 and 16. 
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topics: (1) the issue of legislative review of the specific policies or 
procedures authorizing the collection of the hobby craft, medical co-pay and 
photocopy fees; (2) the issue of whether the State Board of Correction has the 
"exclusive" authority to institute user fees to off-set costs in light of the 
legislature's activity in that arena; and (3) the process by which medical co-pay 
fees are accounted for~ discussing specifically whether such process meets the 
constitutional requirement that the legislature provide such revenue as needful. 
On August 6, 2012, Defendants filed their Supplemental Memorandum in Support 
of Defendants' Motion for Surrmary Judgment and in Opp~sition to Plaintiff's 
Motion for Partial Smnnary Judgment (hereinafter, "Defendants' Supplemental 
Memorandum"). 
As to Plaintiff's rern~ining claims and in response to the Court's inquiry, 
Plaintiff submits the following. 
III. ARGUMENI' AND AUTHORITY 
A. PLAINl'IFF I S CLAIM UNDER IDAHO CONST!Till'ION, ARTICLE II, § 1 AS 'ID HOBBY 
CRAFl', MEDICAL CO-PAY AND PHarocoPYING FEES. 
Article II of the Idaho Constitution is titled Distribution of Powers and 
provides in pertinent part that the "powers of the government of this state 
are divided into three distinct departments ••• and no person or collection 
of persons charged with the exercise of powers properly belonging to one of 
these departments shall exercise any powers properly belonging to either of 
the others." 
It is the legislative branch, not the executive or judicial branches, that 
is exclusively responsible for the raising of revenue for the state of Idaho. 
See Idaho Constitution, Article VII, Section 2 ("The legislature shall provide 
such revenue as may be needful.") ; Section 16 ( "The legislature shall pass all 
laws necessary to carry out the provisions of this article."); Article X, 
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Section 1 ("[P]enal institutions ••• shall be established and supported by the 
state in such manner as may be prescribed by law."). 
"The Constitution of the state of Idaho" and the Idaho Supreme Court "have 
clearly established that the legislative power was vested in the legislature." 
Mead v. Arnell, 117 Idaho 660, 664, 791 P.2d 410 (1990). "The courts [and 
executive] may not substitute their own wisdom and policy for the Legislature's." 
Idaho Gold Dredging Co. v. Balderston, 58 Idaho 692, 717, 78 P.2d 105, 116 
(1938); Troutner v. Kempthorne, 142 Idaho 389, 393, 128 P.3d 926, 930 (2006). 
"One of the settled maxims in constitutional law is that the power conferred 
upon the legislature to make laws cannot be delegated by that department to 
any other body or authority." Mead v. Arnell, 117 Idaho at 665, 791 P.2d 410. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has consistently held that administrative rules or 
regulations are "less than the equivalent of statutory law." Id. 
Plaintiff asserts that the policies and procedures put in place by the 
Irxx:: and which impose the fees at issue in this case are a violation of the 
separation of powers between the legislative and executive branches of the state 
government pursuant to Idaho Constitution, Article II, Section 1. 
1. The issue of legislative review of the specific e:>licies or procedures 
authorizing the mllection of hobby craft, medical co-pay and photocopy 
fees. 
After months, even years, of maintaining that their revenue raising scheme 
was authorized by the legislature via Idaho Code Section 20-212, 2 Defendants now 
abruptly change their position and concede, for the first time, that none of 
Policies and SOPs at issue received legislative review and abandon their reliance 
2 Defendants asserted that their revenue raising scheme was authorized by 
the legislature via I.e.§ 20-212 and their IDAPA Rules at least as far back 
as the fall of 2009. See Complaint, Appendix A, pgs. 4-6. 
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on I.C. § 20-212. See Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum, generally at pgs. 
5-11. Even though from the very outset it has been Defendants themselves who 
have put I.e.§ 20-212 at issue, they still have the audacity to suggest that 
the Court is operating under preconceived notions: 
,_ 
"The Court suggests that the IIX>C policies and procedures imposing 
the fees at issue in this case were only duly promulgated if the procedures 
set forth in Idaho Code§ 20-212 was followed. See Memorandum Decision 
and Order, p.9. However, this notion presupposes that Idaho Code§ 20-212 
is applicable when, in fact, it is not. The IIX>C policies and procedures 
imposing the fees at issue in this case (IIX>C SOP 405.02.01.001, IIX>C Policy 
411, IIX)C SOP 411.06.03.001, IIX>C Policy 608, and IIX>C SOP 608.02.00.001) 
were not promulgated in accordance with the procedures set forth in Idaho 
Code§ 20-212 because they concern only the internal management of the 
II:OC and do not affect the private rights of or the procedures available 
to the public. Thus, they are not "rules" as defined in Idaho Code§ 
20-212(2) and not required to be promulgated pursuant to the rulemaking 
procedures set forth therein." 
Id., pg. 10. Defendants also concede that "[u]nlike BOC IDAPA rules, IDOC 
Policies and SOPs do not have the force and effect of law." Id., at pgs. 10 
and 11. 
Defendants' dilatory tactics in setting forth the legal authority they 
rely on in this case and their efforts to make said legal authority a moving 
target has prejudiced Plaintiff's preparation of his case and has frustrated 
this Court's deliberate and thoughtful effort to arrive at the correct decision 
on the merits of Plaintiff's claims. 
In light of Defendants' abandonment of I.C. § 20-212, prudence requires 
Plaintiff to re-evaluate his own claims and legal positions going forward. 
Therefore, conditioned upon: 
1. Defendants' pennanent abandonment of I.C. § 20-212 as a basis of legal 
authority for their revenue raising scheme and the Policies and SOPs 
at issue in this case; 
2. Defendants' admission that the Policies and SOPs at issue in this 
case did not receive legislative review; and 
3. Defendants' admission that the Policies and SOPs at issue in this 
case do not have the force and effect of law; 
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Plaintiff hereby conditionally withdraws and dismisses without prejudice his 
claims under Count I that Defendants' revenue raising scheme violates Idaho 
Code section 20-212. 3 
Notwithstanding their abrupt change of position, Defendants also argue 
at length that they have the constitutional and statutory authority under 
Article X, section 5, Idaho Constitution and the sequential statutes collected 
under Chapter 2, Title 20, Idaho Code (i.e., I.C. §§ 20-201 through 20-249, 
excluding 20-212) to have the control, direction and management of the 
penitentiaries of the state, and that this includes the authority to make rules 
to this end. See Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum, generally at pgs. 5-11. 
However, Defendants' arguments miss the whole point - this case is in no way 
a challenge to their control, direction and management of the penal system. 
Rather, this case is about one thing - the authority and power to raise revenue 
under Idaho's constitutional and statutory scheme. 
According to Defendants, their authority to make rules which raise revenue 
is implied under the umbrella of their authority to have the control, direction 
and management of the penitentiaries. See Id. , pgs. 5-11 • However, this 
argument begs the Court to ignore the overwhelming l::xxiy of Idaho constitutional 
and statutory law, and its interpretation by the Idaho Supreme Court, that the 
power to raise revenue is not implied, but must be expressly and specifically 
granted and that ultimately, the power to raise revenue comes from the 
legislature. 
(a) Article VII, Sections 2 and 16, Idaho Constitution. 
The power to raise revenue lies exclusively with the legislature. Idaho's 
3 
Plaint~ff's con<;li~ional withdrawal and dismissal without prejudice of his 
Count I claims pertaining to I.e.§ 20-212 is in no way a concession by Plaintiff 
that Defendants are not violating I.e.§ 20-212. 
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Constitution, Article VII, Section 2, provides that "[t]he legislature shall 
proyide such revenue as may be needful." This section "corrma.nds.the legislature 
to provide such revenue as may be needful ••• and applies particularly to revenue 
for state purposes." Fenton v. Board of Corrm'rs, 20 Idaho 392, 399, 119 P. 
41, 43 ( 1911). 4 
Indeed, even within the legislature, bills for raising revenue must 
originate in the house of representatives. See Id. Const. Art. III,§ 14. 
The purpose of incorporating this provision into the constitution is that the 
enacbnent of laws for raising revenue is the exercise of one of the highest 
prerogatives of government and the people have reserved the right to decide 
this necessity to that body of the legislature which comes most directly from 
people. Dumas v. Bryan, 35 Idaho 557, 207 P. 720, 722 (1922). 
"The legislature shall pass all laws necessary to carry out the provisions 
of this article." Article VII, Section 16, Idaho Constitution. 
(b) Article X, Section 1, Idaho Constitution. 
Penal institutions shall be "supported by the state in such manner as may 
be prescribed by law." Article x, Section 1, Idaho Constitution. This power 
and authority to provide support for the state's penal institutions lies 
exclusively with the legislature. This constitutional provision "authorizes 
state support but does not make such support exclusive nor prescribe how or 
from what sources the necessary funds shall be obtained, but leaves that to 
4 Section 6 of this article also specifically grants municipal corporations 
"the power to assess and collect taxes for all purposes of such corporation." 
However, even this specific constitutional grant of revenue raising authority 
is limited to that which "the legislature ••• may by law invest in the corporate 
authorities thereof. See also, Id. Const. Art. XVIII,§ 11 ("County, township 
and precinct officers shall perform such duties as shall be prescribed by law."). 
The phrase "as shall be prescribed by law" means that "the powers ••• [are] 
statutory and limited, and that such boards can only exercise those powers 
granted them by statute." Fenton, 20 Idaho at 404, 119 P. at 45. 
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the legislature." state ex rel. Macey v. Johnson, 50 Idaho 363, 368, 296 P. 
588, 589 (1931) (emphasis added). 
However, rather than "leaving it to the legislature," :mc:x: has chosen to 
independently establish the state's revenue policy by itself and has created 
a revenue raising scheme that is utterly without express legislative authority. 
IIX)C's revenue raising scheme unconstitutionally invades the province of the 
legislature. 
B. PLAINl'IFF'S CLAIM UNDER IDAHO CX>NSTITUrION, ARTICLE VII, §§ 2 AND 16 AND 
ARTICLE X, § 1 AS 'ID MEDICAL 00-PAY AND PH<JrOCX)PY FEES. 
Article VII of the Idaho Constitution is titled Finance and Revenue and 
provides in pertinent part at Section 2 that "[t]he legislature shall provide 
such revenue as may be needful." Section 16 of this same article provides that 
"[t]he legislature shall pass all laws necessary to carry out the provisions 
of this article." 
Article X of the Idaho Constitution is titled Public Institutions and 
provides in pertinent part ~citils~oo' s1 p:ira.tl. Iaah'd!lsxip'enal dnS:t1d.tutfbns;::;shaB:"' 
}Jer lislip~OO J°h)y ~fil:f"efl State"i:iR"'-SUChf manner:' :a:s:::rna.¥-1. De} pr6$CI'ibed by laW • II 
Plaintiff asserts that absent legislation specifically authorizing the 
collection of fees or other revenue, the :mc:x: may not impose fees which generate 
revenue and that Defendants have invaded the province of the legislature, which 
has the exclusive power to raise revenue and make law pursuant to Idaho 
Constitution, Article VII,§§ 2 and 16, and is charged with supporting the penal 
institutions pursuant to Idaho Constitution, Article X, § 1. 
1. The issue of whether the SBCX:: has the "exclusive" authority to institute 
user fees to offset costs in light of the legislature's activity in that 
arena, including the enacbnent of Idaho Code§ 20-225. 
Defendants argue that the power to impose "user fees" can be implied from 
the BOC's authority. 
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However, as the'Court noted in its MIX), "Defendants' argument begs the 
question why, if IDOC possesses the implied authority to impose fees upon those 
in its supervision to offset costs, is it necessary for IlX>C to seek permission 
from the legislature to impose or to increase COS fees. A Court may not 'presume 
that the legislature performed an idle act by enacting a meaningless provision.'" 
Id., pg~ 11, Ls. 4-9 (citing Roberts v. Board of Trustees, Pocatello School 
District No. 25, 134 Idaho 890, 11 P.3d 1108, 1111 (2000). 
The Court noted that Defendants cited Tillman v. Lebanon County Correctional 
Facility, 221, F.3d 410, 423 (3rd Cir. 2000) in support of their argument. Id., 
pg. 11, Ls. 10-20. There are two observations in regards to Tillman that the 
Court must bear in mind. 
First, the Tillman court's approval of the "Cost Recovery Program" at issue 
there was based on its determination that the program was "duly promulgated" 
under the applicable Pennsylvania law for rules of the county prison board. 
See, 221 F.3d at 423. However, in the instant case, Defendants have admitted 
that the policies and SOPs at issue are not "duly promulgated" under the 
applicable Idaho law for Rules of the Board of Correction (i.e., IDAPAs under 
I.C. § 20-212). Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum, pg. 10. 5 
Second, as discussed herein, the Court should not adopt the Tillman court's 
approval of the rules at issue there, passed under Pennsylvania law, when such 
an adoption would be inconsistent with the expansive body of Idaho law and Idaho 
Supreme Court decisions which hold that in Idaho it is the legislature that 
has exclusive authority to raise revenue and that this power is not implied 
under the umbrella of other substantive powers. 
5 The "rrxx:: Policies and SOPs do not have the force and effect of law;" the 
"policies and procedures imposing the fees at issue in this case ••• were not 
promulgated in accordance with the procedures set forth in Idaho Code§ 20-212." 
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(a) The SBOC' s authority to have the control, direction and management 
of the penitentiaries of the state is not "exclusive;" rather, it 
is limited to,only "with such compensation, powers and duties as may 
be prescribed by law." 
By its own terms, the Board's authority under Idaho Constitution, Article X, 
Section 5 to "have control, direction and management of the penitentiaries of 
the state" is limited to only "with such compensation, powers and duties as 
may be prescribed by law.'' There is no self-executing, independent authority 
under this provision to raise revenue for state purposes. 
The phrase "as shall be prescribed by law" means that "the powers ••• [are] 
statutory and limited, and that such boards can only exercise those powers 
granted them by statute." Fenton v. Board of Corrm'rs, 20 Idaho at 404, 119 
P. at 45. Further, the Idaho Supreme Court "has consistently found the executive 
rule making authority to be rooted in a legislative delegation, not a power 
constitutionally granted to the executive." Mead v. Arnell, 117 Idaho at 667, 
791 P.2d 410. 
Thus, Defendants' whole case boils down to their assertion that their 
authority to raise the rev~ue at issue is implied through their "express 
constitutional and statutory authority to control, direct and manage the 
correctional facilities, Idaho Constitution, Article X, § 5, Idaho Code§ 20-209, 
as well as express statutory authority to adopt rules and regulations for the 
government and discipline of the correctional facilities. Idaho Code§ 20-224." 
Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum, pg. 15. 
However, as the Defendants have admitted and the Court has noted, nowhere 
in these statutes is the authority expressly granted to :rrxx:: to independently 
raise revenue for state purposes, or that :rrxx:: may assess monetary charges for 
services rendered to inmates. 
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(b) The legislature's activity in enacting laws which raise revenue 
for nxx:::: undermines Defendants' argument that the power to raise revenue 
may be implied under other substantive powers. 
Notably, Defendants are unable to cite a single constitutional provision, 
statute, or Idaho Supreme Court decision that says that the power to raise 
revenue may be implied under the umbrella of other substantive powers. 
Defendants argue that the revenue being raised is a fee as opposed to a 
tax and that a fee is not unconstitutional merely because it provides incidental 
revenue. Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum, pgs. 15-16. This argument is 
flawed for a number of reasons. 
First, the argument that the revenue is a "fee" because it is based on 
individual consumption and use is legally incorrect because this is the 
definition of an excise tax, which "includes every fonn of_charge imposed by 
public authority for the purpose of raising revenue upon the performance of 
act, the enjoyment of a privilege, or the engaging in an occupation." Idaho 
Gold Dredging Co. v. Balderston, 58 Idaho at 708, 78 P.2d at 112. 
Second, the analogy of the assessments at issue to a municipal fee misses 
a funaa.mental point - a municipal corporation actually enjoys a specific 
constitutional grant of taxing power, subject to the specific powers invested 
in it by the legislature. Id. Const. Art. VII,§ 6. It also enjoys a specific 
statutory grant of power to "impose and cause to be collected fees for those 
services provided by that district which would otherwise be funded by ad valorem 
tax revenues." I.C. § 63-2201A; Brewster v. City of Pocatello, 115 Idaho 502, 
786 P.2d 765, 766 (1989). Conversely, IDOC enjoys no specific constitutional 
grant of taxing power. Nor can IIX)C point to any specific statute granting 
them "fee" authority pertaining to the assessments at issue. Thus, their 
municipal "tax/fee" argument is nothing more than an irrelevant red herring. 
Third, for the purpose of the Court's inquiry, it is irrelevant whether 
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the revenue is technically a "tax" or a "fee." What matters is that it is being 
raised without specific statutory authority. 
Defendants argue that "it is significant that the funds raised incidentally 
to the provision of services to inmates are ultimately appropriated back to 
the n:x:x:: by the Legislature for n:x:x:: use." Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum, 
pg. 16. However, this argument misses the point that Plaintiff's claims are 
only about the power to raise revenue; they do not in any way challenge the 
appropriation of any funds by Idaho's legislature. 
Defendants assert that the fees authorized by I.e.§ 20-225 are "'entirely 
distinguishable' from the fees at issue in the instant case" because (1) I.e • 
.. 
§ 20-225 applies to parolees and probationers rather than incarcerated offenders; 
(2) the fees imposed under§ 20-225 are mandatory rather than voluntary decisions 
on how to spend money; and (3) the fees imposed under§ 20-225 are to offset 
costs, provide consequences for nonpayment, provide exemptions from payment, 
and to establish a dedicated fund for the revenue raised under the statute. 
Id. pgs. 17-20. These arguments also lack merit. 
Defendants themselves have argued that fundamentally their authority derives 
from a constitutional grant of power under Article X, Section 5. However, this 
section says that the BOC' s power is not limited to the prisons - i;t also 
encompas.ses "adult probation and parole." Which begs the question - why, if 
as Defendants assert, they have the implied power to raise revenue for the 
prisons under the "control, direction and management" clause, do they not have 
the same power to raise revenue for adult probation and parole? The answer 
is that the BOC's power is limited to "such compensation, power and duties as 
may be imposed by law" and that an express statute for the COS revenue is 
required, as it is for the revenue at issue here. 
Further, parole in Idaho is not mandatory; it is granted through the 
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discretion of the Parole Corrmission and subject to the parolee's voluntary 
signing of a parole agreement. Thus, like the revenue at issue here, the 
offender/parolee is making a voluntary decision, by seeking and accepting parole, 
on how to spend his own money. He knows that by making the voluntary decision 
to accept parole he is also making the voluntary decision to subject himself 
to ms fees. He is also receiving the value of services rendered - he receives 
parole supervision services. Notwithstanding this, Defendants and the 
legislature recognized the necessity for the express statutory revenue raising 
authority granted via§ 20-225. 
Defendants' own position implies that their authority to have "control, 
direction and management" under Id. Const. Art. X, § 5 of parolees would include 
the imposition of consequences for parolees' failure to follow parole rules. 
Which again begs the question, why did Defendants seek statutory consequences 
for failure to pay COS fees if it were not from the recognition that only the 
legislature has the authority to expressly impose these·fees in the first place? 
Adq.itionally, just like the COS fees, the assessments for medical co-pays 
and photocopies also have "exemptions" for offenders who are unable to pay. 
Defendants also say they already have the authority to create their own 
dedicated funds accounts. See Affidavit of Shirley Audens filed March 6, 2012, 
Exhibit C (IIX)C SOP 114.03.03.011 (Inmate Trust Account) at pg. 10 ("All hobby 
purchases are charged a five percent (5%) surcharge that is debited to the G/L 
Hobby Account. The surcharge is automatically posted to the Hobby Account by 
the Inmate Trust Account System."). 
Thus, the fees authorized by·§ 20-225 are not "entirely distinguishable" 
from the fees at issue in this case. Indeed, every argument made to distinguish 
these fees is negated by the similarities and the implications of Defendants' 
own arguments and positions in this case. 
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Which leaves the Court with it's original question: "Why, if IIXJC possesses 
' the implied authority to impose fees upon those in its supervision to offset 
costs, is it necessary for IIXJC to seek pennission from the legislature to impose 
or to increase ms fees?" MIX), pg. 11. Why has the legislature passed the 
numerous laws that expressly raise revenue for IIXJC (e.g., I.e.§§ 20-102A, 
20-103, 20-209D, 20-225, 20-225A, 20-241, 20-242, 20-245 and 67-3611) if I[X)C 
already has this implied authority? 
The answer is simple and has already been stated by the Court: the 
. legislature did not "perform an idle act by enacting a meaningless provision." 
Roberts v. Board of Trustees, Pocatello School District No. 25, 134 Idaho 890, 
893, 11 P.3d 1108, 1111 (2000). Instead, the legislature did what only the 
legislature can do - it passed laws which expressly and specifically raised 
revenue for IIXJC as part of the legislature's exclusive constitutional mandate 
to raise revenue and support the state's penal institutions. Defendants' raising 
of revenue without express statutory authority invades the province of the 
legislature. 
2. The process by which medical co-pays are aCCOllllted for and whether 
such process meets the constitutional reguiremant that the legislature 
provide such revenue as needful. 
Defendants have provided additional details on how the medical co-pays 
are accounted for. Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum, pgs. 13-14. They in 
turn argue that "the Legislature specifically appropriates medical co-pay funds 
to the IIXJC" and that, therefore, "it cannot be said the collection of medical 
co-pay fees is unauthorized." Id. , pgs. 14-15. 
However, Defendants' argument fails to take into account that Plaintiff's 
claims do not in any way challenge the appropriation of any funds by Idaho's 
legislature; rather, his claims are limited to Defendants' raising of revenue 
without express statutory authority. Defendants have not, and cannot, 
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demonstrate that the legislature specifically authorized the assessment of the 
medical co-pay fees in the first place. 
In closing, the Court must be cognizant of the broader.implications of 
Defendants' argwnents. Taken to its logical and inevitable conclusion, IIXlC's 
position would allow virtually every executive branch department the implied, 
unbridled discretion to raise revenue under the umbrella of their other 
substantive powers. This slippery slope would result in the unravelling of the 
fonn of government set forth in Idaho's constitution, would by necessity 
disregard every Idaho Supreme Court decision.touching on the issues at hand, 
and would reopen this final question that was already resolved by the framers 
of our fundamental law - What then is the legislature for? 
IV. OONCLUSION 
The Court should grant Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Sumnary Judgment 
Against Defendant IIXlC as to Liability only on Count I and should deny 
Defendants' Motion for Sumnary Judgment as to Count I • 
. Respectfully submitted this,17..IZ.!) day of August, 2012. 
Barry earcy 
Plaintiff, prose 
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COMES NOW Plaintiff Barry Searcy, prose, and hereby files his Motion to 
Reconsider the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order filed June 13, 2012, 
pursuant to Rule 59(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Plaintiff's motion 
is supported by the Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider 
the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Filed June 13, 2012, filed 
contemporaneously herewith, and the record and files herein. 
DATED this 2'7UJ day of August, 2012. 
Plaintiff, prose 
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MEM>RANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
IDI'ION 'IO RECX>NSIDER THE COURT'S 
MEM>RANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
Filed June 13, 2012. 
________________ ) 
Plaintiff Barry Searcy, prose, hereby respectfully submits his Memorandum 
in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider the Court's Memorandum Decision 
and Order filed June 13, 2012. Plaintiff's motion is brought pursuant to Rule 
59(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure ("I.R.C.P."). 
I. IN1'RODUCl'ION 
This case is about one thing - the authority and power to raise revenue 
under Idaho's constitutional and statutory scheme. Despite Defendants' effort 
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to mischaracterize this case as a challenge to their control, direction and 
management of the penitentiaries of the state, that is simply not what this 
case is about. Rather, this case asserts that Defendants' raising of revenue 
through phone and corrmissary sales corrmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying 
fees and hobby craft surcharges violates Idaho's constitution and statutes. 
Further, the claims set forth by Plaintiff do not in any way challenge the 
appropriation of any funds by Idaho's legislature. Rather, Plaintiff's claims 
are limited to the raising of revenue by Defendants through phone and commissary 
sales corrmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft 
surcharges. 
For the reasons set forth in greater detail below, Plaintiff's motion asks 
the Court to reconsider its Memorandum Decision and Order ("M0011 ) 1 filed June 13, 
2012, wherein the Court, "[w]ith regard to the cross-motions for surrmary judgment 
on Count I of the Civil Complaint, the Defendants' Motion for Surnnary Judgment 
is GRANTED IN PART and the Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Surnnary Judgment is 
DENIED IN PART with regard to the following issues: 
(1) Telephone and corrmissary corrmissions as they relate to all Plaintiff's 
claims; [and] 
(2) The hobby craft surcharge as it relates to Plaintiff's claims under 
Idaho Constitution, Article X, Section 1; and Article VII,§§ 2 and 
16[.] 11 
Id., pg. 18, Ls. 9-17. In particular, Plaintiff asks the Court to reconsider 
1 Plaintiff's motion also necessarily requests reconsideration of the Court's 
Order Granting In Part Defendants' Motion For Surrmary Judgment, a draft of which 
was submitted to the Court by Defendants (at the Court's direction) on August 6, 
2012. . 
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its MIX> to the extent that the Court: 
1. found "that the corrmissions charged to inmates for the voluntary 
purchases of telephone time and corrmissary goods are funds arising 
from the sale of goods or services pursuant to I.C. § 67-3611." (Id., 
pg. 5, Ls. 17-19); 
2. found "that the funds collected from the telephone and corrmissary 
corrmissions, deposited in the state treasury, and appropriated back 
to II:X:x::! are legislatively authorized pursuant to I.C. § 67-3611." 
(Id., pg. 5, Ln. 24 - pg. 6, Ls. 1-2); and 
3. found "that the hobby craft surcharge does not support the penal 
institution as contemplated in Article X, Section, Idaho Constitution, 
nor does the hobby craft surcharge provide "needful" revenue as 
contemplated in Article VII, Section 2, Idaho Constitution." (Id., 
pg. 1 2, Ls • 1 6-1 9 ) • 
While Plaintiff's motion for'reconsideration does, respectfully, attribute 
error to the Court's decisions, Plaintiff believes that these errors may be 
due to the dilatory tactics of Defendants in setting forth the legal authority 
they rely on in this case and· their efforts to make said legal authority a moving 
target. 
Plaintiff respectfully asks the Court to take judicial notice that 
Defendants did not disclose their reliance on Idaho Code Section 67-3611 for 
the first time until they filed their Reply To Plaintiff's Response To 
Defendants' Motion For Surrmary Judgment (at pg. 8) on March 30, 2012 - the last 
document filed in the Parties' cross-motions for surrmary judgment proceedings 
before oral argument. This late disclosure violated both the letter and spirit 
of Rule 7's requirement that Defendants set forth "with particularity" the basis 
for their surrmary judgment motion, prevented Plaintiff from briefing the subject 
at all, and has frustrated this Court's deliberate and thoughtful effort to 
arrive at the correct decision on the merits of Plaintiff's claims. 
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II. APPLICABLE LEG\L STANDARDS 
Rule 59(e), I.R.C.P., provides that "[a] motion to alter or amend the 
judgment shall be served not later than fourteen (14) days after entry of the 
judgment." This rule was designed to allow the trial court the opportunity 
to correct errors both of fact or law that had occurred in its proceedings; 
it thereby provides a mechanism for corrective action short of an appeal. First 
Sec. Bank v. Neibaur, 98 Idaho 598, 570 P.2d 276 (1977); Lowe v. Lym, 103 Idaho 
259, 646 P.2d 1030 (Ct. App. 1982). 
A motion to reconsider a memorandum decision is properly treated as a motion 
to alter or amend judgment. Obray v. Mitchell, 98 Idaho 533, 567 P.2d 1284 
( 1977) • A plaintiff's motion for reconsideration of a grant of surrmary judgment 
is timely and proper even though the motion is ma.de prior to the formal entry 
of judgment. Willis v. Larsen, 110 Idaho 818, 718 P.2d 1256 (Ct. App. 1986). 
The decision whether to alter or amend a judgment is generally comnitted 
to the discretion of the trial judge. Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 
705, 979 P.2d 707 (1999). However, this liberal discretion standard does not 
apply to Rule 59(e) motions seeking review of a grant of smrmary judgment; as 
to those motions, a de novo standard appiies. See Cockrel v. Shelby County 
School Dist., 270 F.3d 1036, 1047 (6th Cir. 2001). 2 
2 
Other than a different (28 day) time limit, the language of Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 59(e) and I.R.C.P. 59(e) are virtually identical in that they allow "a motion 
to alter or amend the judgment" within a specified time (14 days for I.R.C.P. 
59(e)) "after entry of judgment." Therefore, the Court has discretion to look 
at federal case law discussing Fed. R. Civ. P. 59(e) for guidance. See Compton 
v. Compton, 101 Idaho 328, 334 n.1, 612 P.2d 1175, 1181 n.1 (1980) ("Idaho's 
Rule 60(b) is identical in all material respects to Rule 60(b) of the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure. We will therefore look to rulings on the scope of 
the federal rule for guidance in interpreting the Idaho Rule."). 
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III. ARGUMENI' 
A. THE CX>URr ERRED IN FINDING FACl'UALLY AND DRI'ERMINING LEX;ALLY THAT THE 
(!M,1!$SIONS CHARGED FOR TELEPHONE TIME AND (!M,ITSSARY GCXIDS ARE FUNDS 
ARISING PURSUANT 'IO, AND IN COMPLIANCE WITH, I.C. § 67-3611. 
In the Court's MOO, it found "that the commissions charged to inmates for 
the voluntary purchases of telephone time and corrmissary goods are funds arising 
from the sale of goods or services pursuant to I.e.§ 67-3611." Id., pg. 5, 
\ 
Ls. 17-19. Respectfully, this is error. 
1 • SUnrnary Judgment Standards. 
Rule 56 of the Idaho rules of Civil Procedure governs motions for surrmary 
judgment. Rule 56 ( c) provides in pertinent part:. 
The judgment sought shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings and 
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there 
is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the rnoving party is 
entitled · to a judgment as a matter of law. 
Upon .a rnotion 'for surrmary judgment, the Court will "liberally construe 
the facts in the existing record in favor of the nonrnoving party," and "draw 
all reasonable inferences from the record in favor·of the nonrnoving party." 
Doe v. Durtschi, 110 Idaho 466, 469, 716 P.2d 1238, 1241 (1986) (citing Anderson 
v. Ethington, 103 Idaho 658, 660, 651 P.2d 923, 925 (1982)). If ~ere is no 
genuine issue of material fact, there is only a question of.law over which the 
Court will exercise free review. Infanger v. City of Salmon, 137 Idaho 45, 
47, 44 P.3d 1100,1102 (2002). 
"The fact that the parties have filed cross-motions for surrmary judgment 
does not change the applicable standard of review, and [the] Court must evaluate 
each party's motion on its own merits." Intermountain Forest Mgmt., Inc. v. 
La. Pac. Corp., 136 Idaho 233, 235, 31 P.3d 921, 923 (2001). However, the rules 
do not contemplate the transformation of the court, sitting to hear a surrmary 
judgment rnotion, into a trier of fact when cross motions for surrmary judgment 
have been filed. Moss v. Mid-America Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 103 Idaho 298, 
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647 P.2d 754 (1982). 
Further, the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law when 
the nonmoving party "fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the 
existence of an element essential to that party's case on which that party will 
bear the burden of proof at trial." Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho.166, 170, 16 
P.3d 263, 267 (2000) (citing Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 107, _765 P.2d 126, 
127 (1988)). If the nonmoving party cannot make a showing on elements essential 
to his claims or defenses, "there can be no genuine issue of material fact since 
a complete failure of proof concerning an essential element on the non-moving 
party's case necessarily renders all other facts irrmaterial." McGiluray v. 
Farmers New World Life Ins. Co., 136 Idaho 39, 42, 28 P.3d 380, 383 (2001) 
(citing Celotex v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322-23, 106 s. ct. 2548, 2552 (1986)). 
2. The Essential Elements of I.e.§ 67-3611. 
Idaho Code seetion 67-3611 provides: 
All state institutions, educational, charitable, penal and otherwise, shall 
be allowed to expend the funds arising from the sale of services·, rentals 
of personal property, stock, fann or garden produce, or other_goods, or 
article produced within or by the institution, for the maintenance, _use 
and support of said institution, without reducing the amount of the 
appropriations made to such institutions; all such sums received shall 
be deposited with the state treasurer and it is hereby ~de the duty of 
the state controller and the state treasurer to enter deposits so received 
in the general fund of the state, and the state controller shall add the 
deposits so received to the appropriations made to such institutions· 
severally; and the sums of money so received are hereby appropriated from 
the general fund of the state of Idaho for the maintenance, use and support 
of the institution by which the saine are so received; and the said moneys 
shall be expended for the use and support of such institution for which 
the same were deposited, and shall be audited and accounted for as other 
appropriations to the said institution are. 
Id. ( emphasis added) • 
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However, the provisions of I.e.§ 67-3611 are specifically limited by the 
terms of Idaho Code Section 67-3602, which provides that: 
No portion of any appropriation made for expenses other than salaries and 
wages shall be expended in payment of salaries and wages; but with consent 
of the state board of examiners, any portion of any appropriation made 
for the payment of salaries and wages may be expended for other expenses 
of the particular office or institution for which it is appropriated. 
Id. (emphasis added). 
Therefore, by its own terms, I.e.§ 67-3611 requires that in order for 
funds to be found to be raised pursuant to the statute, the following essential 
elements must be satisfied: 
(a) that "no portion of any appropriation made for expenses other than 
salaries and wages shall be expended in payment of salaries and wages" 
(see I.e.§ 67-3602); 
(b) that "such sums received shall be deposited with the state treasurer" 
and "so received in the general fund of the state;" and that "the 
sums of money so received are hereby appropriated from the general 
fund of the state;" and 
(c) that the funds must arise "from the sale of services ••• or other 
goods, or article produced within or by·the institution[.]" 
Id. ( emphasis added) • 
3. Defendants Have Failed to Make a Showing on the Essential Elements 
of their I.e. § 67-3611 Defense. 
Defendants have asserted as a defense that the corrmissions charged for 
telephone time and corrmissary goods are imposed under the authority of I.C. 
§ 67-3611. See Reply to Plaintiff's Response to Defendants' Motion For Sumnary 
Judgment, filed March 30, 2012, at pg. 8. 
As the party asserting the defense, Defendants bear the burden of making 
a showing sufficient to establish the existence of each element essential to 
(., 
their defense. They have failed to do so. 
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(a). Defendants have failed to show that no portion of the funds 
raised by the telephone and corrmissary commissions were "expended 
in the payment of salaries and wages." 
Idaho Code Section 67-3602 mandates that "no pJrtion of any appropriation 
made for expenses other than salaries and wages shall be expended in payment 
of salaries and wages." This therefore is an essential element that Defendants 
are required to make an adequate showing upJn in asserting their I.e.§ 67-3611 
defense. They have not done so. 
Indeed, the documents submitted to the Court by Defendants themselves 
in the cross-motion surrmary judgment proceedings actually indicate the oppJsite -
that the funds are in fact being "expended in payment of salaries and wages." 
See Affidavit of Shirley Audens filed March 6, 2012, at ,i: 15 ("In addition, 
some personnel costs for various pJsitions are paid from the IMF including the 
legal assistant/paralegal in the Resource Center, the correctional officer in 
the Recreation Department, the Religious Activities Coordinator and the Financial 
Specialist who rnoni tors the IMF." ) • · 
(b). Defendants have failed to show that the funds received are 
deposited "in the general fund" and appropriated "from the general 
fund. II 
Idaho Code Section 67-3611 requires that funds raised pursuant to the 
statute are received "in the general fund" and thereafter appropriated "from 
the general fund." Id. ( emphasis added) • This therefore is an essential element 
\ 
that Defendants are required to make an adequate showing UpJn in asserting their 
I.e.§ 67-3611 defense. They have not done so. 
Indeed, the documents submitted to the Court by Defendants themselves in 
the cross-motion surrmary judgment proceedings actually indicate that the funds 
were not received in and appropriated from the General Fund. Rather, Defendants' 
submissions indicate that the telephone and corrmissary revenue was received 
in and appropriated from the Miscellaneous Revenue Fund. See, Statement of 
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Material Facts filed March 6, 2012: 
4. The IDOC is funded primarily from the State General Fund. Other 
funding sources include, but are not necessarily limited to, endowment 
income, cost of supervision fees, inmate labor, federal grants, and 
miscellaneous revenue. See Affidavit of Shirley Audens (hereinafter "Aff. 
of SA"), ,I12. 
5. The Miscellaneous Revenue Fund, . which makes up part of the annual 
budget appropriated by the Legislature for the operation of the state 
correction system, includes money from the inmate management fund (IMF). 
The IMF is made up of money that is collected by the IDOC and deposited 
in.the state treasury. CUrrently, as set forth in IDOC SOP 114.03.03.014 
(Revenue: Offender Management Fund), the source of these monies includes, 
but is not limited to: telephone revenue; corrmissary revenue, vending 
revenue; laundry revenue; donation revenue; and social security revenue. 
See Aff of SA, ,i:14. See also Civil Complaint, ,r,i:37, 52. 
Therefore, Defendants have failed to show the essential element that the funds 
rraised through telephone and commissary revenue are received in, and 
appropriated from, the general fund. 
(c). Defendants have failed to show that the telephone and corrmissary 
funds arise "from the sale of services ••• or other goods, or article 
'produced within or by the institution.'" 
Idaho Code Section 67-3611 has an essential element that must be satisfied: 
that the sale of services or goods must be from goods or services "produced 
within or by the institution." Defendants have failed to make an adequate 
showing on this essential element of their I.C. § 67-3611 defense. 
As the Court noted it its MOO, "[s]tatutory construction 'must begin with 
the literal words of the statute: those words must be given their plain, usual 
and ordinary meaning; and the statute must be construed as a whole.'" Id., 
pg. 5, Ls. 11-14 (citing Verska v. Sain Alphonsus Reg'l Med. ctr., 151 Idaho 
889, 893, 265 P.3d 502, 506 (2011)). 
The "plain, usual and ordinary meaning" of the word "produce" is "to make 
or manufacture [to produce steel]." Webster's New World Dictionary of the 
American Language, Second College Edition ( 1984) • 
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i. Defendants have not shown that the carmissary funds arise 
from the sale of goods "produced within ••• the institution" 
or "produced ••• ~ the institution." 
Defendants have set forth in their own cross-motion summary judgment 
submissions to the Court that a general description of the corrmissary goods 
is "the allowed food products, medical, dental, and grooming items, and 
electronic equipment not provided by the Deparbnent of Correction but approved 
for use." See Affidavit of Shirley Audens filed March 6, 2012, at~ 17 (at 
Exhibit H, Policy 406, at pg. 3). 
However, Defendants have not put forth any evidence that these "allowed 
food products, medical, dental, [] grooming items and electronic items" are, 
in fact, "produced" (i.e. "made or manufactured") "within or by the institution." 
Indeed, the documents submitted to the Court by Defendants themselves actually 
indicate otherwise - that these goods are merely brought into the institution 
(as opposed to "produced" within or by the institution) by a contract corrmissary 
vendor. See Id., at~ 17 (IMF "is partially comprised of funds from corrmissary 
revenue, which is the contracted sales percentage carmission agreed upon by 
the IDOC and the.corrmissary vendor."). 
11. Defendants have not shown that the telephone funds arise 
from the sale of services "produced within ••• the institution" 
or "produced ••• ~ the institution." 
Defendants have set forth in their own cross-motion summary judgment 
submissions to the Court that they "allow the use of telephones to inmates based 
on security needs and resources." See Affidavit of Shirley Audens filed March 6, 
2012, at~ 18 (emphasis added). 
However, Defendants have not put forth any evidence that this "allowed 
use of telephones" is, in fact, a service "produced" (i.e. "made or 
manufactured") "within or by the institution." Indeed, the documents submitted 
to the Court by Defendants themselves actually indicate otherwise - that this 
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telephone service is merely brought into the institution (as apposed to "produced 
within or by the institution") from the outside by a contract telephone vendor. 
See Id., at~ 18 (IMF "is partially comprised of funds from telephone revenue, 
which is the corrmission agreed upon by the IlX)C and the telephone vendor."). 
Defendants asserted their defense under I.e.§ 67-3611 for the first time 
in their Reply To Plaintiff's Response To Defendants' Motion For Srnmary Judgment 
filed March 30, 2012. See Id., at pg. 8. 
Therefore, the court must "liberally construe the facts in the existing 
record in favor of the nonmoving party," and "draw all reasonable inferences 
from the record in favor of the nonmoving party." Doe v. Durtschi, 110 Idaho 
at 469, 716 P.2d at 1241 (citing Anderson v. Ethington, 103 Idaho at 660, 651 
P.2d at 925). 
These facts in the existing record, and reasonable inferences therefrom 
include, but are not limited to (1) that expenditures for the payment of salaries 
a11d wages are made from the revenue raised:~mDm telephone and corrmissary sales 
corrmissions; (2) that the revenue raised from telephone and corrmissary sales 
corrmissions are deposited into the miscellaneous revenue fund (and not the 
general fund) and then appropriated from the miscellaneous revenue fund (and 
not the general fund); and (3) that the sale of telephone services and corrmissary 
goods are not of services and goods produced within or by the institution; all 
of which are contrary to the essential elements of funds that may be deemed 
to be raised pursuant to I.e.§ 67-3611. 
Therefore, Plaintiff is entitled to judgment as a matter of law because 
Defendants have "fail[ed] to make a showing sufficient to establish the existence 
of an element essential to that party's case on which that party will bear the 
burden at trial." Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho at 170, 16 P.3d at 267 (citing 
Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho at 107, 765 P.2d at 127). Because Defendants have 
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not made a showing on elements essential to their defenses, "there can be no 
genuine issue of material fact since a complete failure of proof concerning 
an essential element on [Defendants] case necessarily renders all other facts 
irrmaterial." MC'Giluray v. Farmers New World Life Ins. Co., 136 Idaho at 42, 
28 P.3d at 383 (citing Celotex v. catrett, 477 U.S. at 322-23, 106 s. ct. at 
2552). 
Put rrore simply, because Defendants HAVE Nor SHOWN FACTUALLY that (1) no 
expenditures were made for salaries and wages from the revenue raised from 
telephone and cornnissary sales commissions; (2) that the revenue raised from 
telephone and corrmissary sales commissions were deposited into, and then 
appropriated from, the general fund (as apposed to the miscellaneous revenue 
fund); and (3) that the telephone services and corrmissary goods are, in fact, 
produced within or by the institution, then the revenue raised from telephone 
and cornnissary sales corrmissions, in fact and by law, IS NOI', and indeed CANNor 
BE, revenue raised pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-3611. 
4. Because the Revenue Raised Through Telephone and Conmissary Sales 
Camti.ssions Does Not Satisfy the Essential Elements of Idaho Code 
Section 67-3611, Plaintiff is Entitled to Judgment as a Matter of 
Law that the Revenue is Raised in Violation of Article II Section 1 • 
Article VII, Sections 2 and 16; and Article X, Section 1 ~f the Idah~ 
Constitution. 
In its MOO, the Court was clear that its conclusion regarding the telephone 
and corrmissary revenue was based upon its determination that "[b]ecause the 
fact that a penal institution may generate funds from the sale of goods and 
services was contemplated and authorized by the legislature in enacting I.e. 
§ 67-3611, the Court finds that the generation and collection of such funds 
is not a violation" of Article II, Section 1; Article VII, Sections 2 and 16; 
and Article X, Section 1 of the Idaho Constitution. Id., pg. 6, Ls. 3-14. 
However, as demonstrated above, Defendants have "fail[ed] to make a showing 
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,• ,, 
sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to [their] case 
on which [they] will bear the burden at trial." Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho 
at 170, 16 P.3d at 267 (citing Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho at 107, 765 P.2d at 
127). Thus, "there can be no genuine issue of material fact since a complete 
failure of proof concerning an essential element on [Defendants'] case 
necessarily renders all other facts irrmaterial." McGiluray v. Farmers New World 
Life Ins. Co., 136 Idaho at 42, 28 P.3d at 383 (citing Celotex v. catrett, 477 
U.S. at 322-23, 106 S. ct. at 2552). Because there "is no genuine issue of 
material fact, there is only a question of law over which the Court will exercise 
free review." Infanger v. City of SaJmon~ 137 Idaho at 47, 44 P.3d at 1102. 
Therefore, Plaintiff respectfully asserts he is entitled to the Court's 
judgment as a matter of law that Defendants' raising of revenue through telephone 
and comnissary sales comnissions is a violation of Article II, Section 1 ; 
Article VII, Sections 2 and 16; and Article X, Section 1 of the Idaho 
Constitution.3 
It bears repeating that this case is about one thing - the authority and 
power to raise revenue under Idaho's constitutional and statutory scheme. 
Despite Defendants' effort to mischaracterize this case as a challenge to their 
constitutional and statutory authority to control, direct and manage the 
penitentiaries of the state, that is simply not what this case is about. 
Rather, this case simply asserts that Defendants' raising of revenue through 
3 In Plaintiff's Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion 
for Partial Surrmary Judgment and in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Surrmary 
Judgment, filed contemporaneously herewith, Plaintiff conditionally withdraws 
and dismisses without prejudice his Count I claims pertaining to I.e.§ 20-212. 
Therefore, Plaintiff will likewise not pursue claims pertaining to I.C. § 20-212 
on reconsideration. 
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phone and corrmissary sales conmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees 
and hobby craft surcharges violates Idaho's constitution and statutes. Further, 
the claims set forth by Plaintiff do not in any way challenge the appropriation 
of any funds by Idaho's legislature. Rather, Plaintiff's claims are limited 
to the raising of revenue by Defendants through phone and corrmissary sales 
corrmissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges. 
(a) Article II, Section 1, Idaho Constitution. 
Idaho Constitution, Article II, Section 1, provides that the "powers of the 
government of this state are divided into three distinct deparbnents ••• and 
no person or collection of persons charged with the exercise of powers properly 
belonging to one of these departments shall exercise any powers properly 
belonging to either of the others." Because IDOC raises revenue through phone 
and corrmissary sales conmissions without express statutory authority to do so 
from the legislature, IDOC invades the province of the legislature to raise 
revenue and support the state penal institutions under Article ·~ VII, Sections 
2 and 16; and Article X, Section 1, Idaho Constitution. 
(b) Article VII, Sections 2 and 16, Idaho Constitution. 
The power to raise revenue lies exclusively with the legislature. Idaho's 
Constitution, Article VII, Section 2, provides that "[t]he legislature shall 
provide such revenue as may be needful." See also J.C. Penney Co. v. Diefendorf, 
54 Idaho 374, 392, 32 P.2d 784, 792 (1934) ("It is for the legislature to 
determine the tax policy of the state, subject only to the limitations prescribed 
by the Constitution.") • This section "corrmands the legislature to provide such 
revenue as may be needful ••• and applies particularly to revenue for state 
purposes." Fenton v. ~d of Corrrn'rs, 20 Idaho 392, 399, 119 P. 41, 43 (1911). 
Further, where the raising of revenue is concerned, the Idaho Supreme Court 
has said in regards to governmental boards that "if they have no statutory power 
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to do so, then they have no power whatever to do so." Fenton, 20 Idaho at 404, 
119 P. at 45. 
Indeed, even within the legislature, bills for raising revenue must 
originate in the house of representatives. See Id. Const. Art. III, § 14. 
The purpose of incorporating this article into fundamental law is that enactment 
of laws for raising revenue is exercise of one of the highest prerogatives of 
of government and people have reserved right to pass upon necessity to that 
body of legislature which comes most directly from the people. Dumas v. Bryan, 
35 Idaho 557, 207 P. 720, ('722?.ll 922). 
"The legislature shall pass all laws necessary to carry out the provisions 
of this article." Article VII, Section 16, Idaho Constitution. 
(c) Article X, Section 1, Idaho Constitution. 
Penal institutions shall be "supported by the state in such manner as may 
be prescribed by law." Article X, Section 1, Idaho Constitution. This power 
and authority to provide support for the state's penal institutions lies 
exclusively with the legislature. This constitutional provision "authorizes 
state support but does not make such support exclusive nor prescribe how or 
from what sources the necessary funds shall be obtained, but leaves that to 
the legislature." State ex rel. Macey v. Johnson, 50 Idaho 363, 368, 296 P. 
588, 589 (1931) (emphasis added). 
However, rather than "leaving it to the legislature," IDOC has chosen to 
independently establish the state's revenue IJC)licy by itself and has created 
a revenue raising scheme that is utterly without legislative authority. IOCX:::: 
can IJC)int to not constitutional or statutory authority which expressly authorizes 
IOCX:::: to raise revenue from inmates and their families, friends and associates 
through telephone and corrmissary sales corrmissions. IDOC's raising of revenue 
through telephone and corrmissary corrmissions violates Article II, Section 1; 
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Article VII, Sections 2 and 16; and Article x, Section 1 of Idaho's Constitution, 
and the Court should grant Plaintiff smmiary judgment as a matter of law 
accordingly. 
B. THE OOURI' ERRED IN CDNCLUDING THAT THE HOBBY CRAFl' SURCHARGE OOES NOI' 
VIOLATE ARTICLE VII, ~ONS 2 AND 16 AND ARTICLE X, SECI'ION 1, IDAHO 
CDNSTI'IUI'ION. 
In its MOO, the Court concluded that: 
"With regard to the five percent hobby craft surcharge, the undisputed 
evidence before this Court is that the proceeds of the surcharge are used 
to support the hobby craft program alone, and that such funds are not used 
to support IDOC or the state's penal institutions in general. Hobby craft 
programs are optional programs not necessary to prison life. Because the 
surcharges from the program are used solely to support the optional hobby 
craft program, the Court finds that the hobby craft surcharge does not 
support the penal institution as contemplated in Article X, Section 1, 
Idaho Constitution, nor does the hobby craft surcharge provide "needful" 
revenue as contemplated in Article VII, Section 2, Idaho Constitution." 
Id., pg. 12, Ls. 12-22. 
Respectfully, this is error. The Court's conclusion implies that it is 
legally permissible for IDOC, who is not the legislature, to raise "optional" 
revenue for state purposes without express statutory authority to do so, ae 
long as this revenue is only used to support "optional" or "unnecessary" programs 
alone and not used to support the state penal system in general. 
The point that the Court is missing is that.under Article VII, Sections 
2 and 16, and Article X, Section 1, Idaho Constitution, it is only the 
legislature who is authorized to provide any revenue or support whatsoever, 
even revenue which reasonable minds may disagree on whether it's "needful" or 
"optional." 
The power to raise revenue lies exclusively with the le.gislature. Idaho 
Constitution, Article VII, Section 2, provides that "the legislature shall 
provide such revenue as may be needful." This section "corrmands the legislature 
to provide such revenue as may be needful ••• and applies particularly to revenue 
for state purposes." Fenton v. Board of Conun'rs, 20 Idaho 392, 399, 119 P. 
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41 , 43 ( 1911) • 
Further, where the raising of revenue for state purposes is concerned, 
whether it's "optional" or "necessary," the Supreme Court has said that "if 
they have no statutory power to do so, then they have no power whatever to do 
so." Fenton, 20 Idaho at 404, 119 P. at 45. See also, Article VII, Section 16, 
Idaho Constitution ("The legislature shall pass all laws necessary to carry 
out the provisions of this article."). 
Indeed, bills for raising revenue must originate in the house of 
representatives. The purpose of incorporating this provision into the 
constitution is that the enactment of laws for raising revenue is the exercise 
of one of the highest prerogatives of government and the people have reserved 
the right to determine this necessity to that body of legislature which comes 
most directly from the people. Dumas v. Bryan, 35 Idaho 557, 207 P. 720, 722 
( 1922). 
Likewise, support of state institutions lies exclusively with the 
legislature "in such manner as may be prescribed by law." Idaho Constitution 
Article X, Section 1. This provision "authorizes state support but does not 
make such support exclusive nor prescribe how or from what sources the necessary 
funds shall be obtained, "but leaves that to the legislature." state ex rel. 
Macey v. Johnson, 50 Idaho 363, 368, 296 P. 588, 589 (1931). 
However, rather than "leaving it to the legislature," IIX)C has chosen to 
independently establish the state's revenue policy itself by assessing a hobby 
surcharge "to defray the costs of the hobby craft program." See Affidavit of 
Barry Searcy in Support of Plaintiff's Partial Motion for Surnnary Judgment 
Against Defendant IIX)C as to Liability Only on Count I, Exhibit G (Policy 608 
(Hobby Craft Activities), at pg. 2). 
Plaintiff recognizes that this also points to a separation of powers issue 
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and that the Court has left that question undecided pending additional briefing 
by the Parties. However, the power to raise revenue and support the state penal 
institutions lies exclusively with the legislature under Article VII, Sections 
I 
'"" 2 and 16, and Article X, Section 1, of the Idaho Constitution and, respectfully, 
the Court erred in concluding that the hobby craft surcharge does not violate: 
these constitutional provisions. 
IV. roNCLUSION 
As set forth herein, the Court should reconsider its Memorandum Decision 
and Order filed June 13, 2012. 
Respectfully submitted this 2.rna day of August, 2012. 
Plaintiff, prose 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider the Court's Memorandum 
Decision and Order Filed June 13, 2012 on the following named persons at their 
last known address, via the ISCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 
1st class postage prepaid, on August n__, 2012: 
Andrew c. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy.Attorney General for Defendants 
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· By JERI HEATON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR- · 
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONN~N, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, ,and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
MOTION FOR ORAL ARGUMENT 
ON SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEFING 
COME NOW, Defendants Idaho State Board of Corrections, Idaho Department of 
Correction, Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent 
Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shirley Audens (hereinafter 
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·-· c, - f ; .,,;-"_.- '•1"•'"• .. ~ ~: . . ·.:' ... 
"Defendants") in the above-entitled matter, by and through their counsel of record, Brassey, 
Crawford & Howell, PLLC, and respectfully request the Court allow the parties to present oral 
argum~nt on the supplemental briefing submitted pursuant to the Court's Memorandum Decision 
and Order Denying in Part Plaintiffs Partial Motion for Summary Judgment Against Defendant 
IDOC and Granting in Part Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment entered on June 13, 2012. 
This Motion is based upon the records, pleadings and :fi_les herein. 
·18~ 
DATED this __ day ofAugust, 2012. 
BRASSEY CRAWFORD & HOWELL, PLLC 
SSEY, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for De endants 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisz/)~ of August, 2012, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the 
method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P.O.Box14 
Boise, ID 83707 









Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, prose 
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case No. cv oc 1103414 
IDl'ION FOR HEARING DATE AND BRIEFING 
SCHEDULE ON PLAINl'IFF Is PENDING IDI'ION 
'ID REO)NSIDER AND 
RESPONSE 'ID DEFENDANTS' IDI'ION FOR 
ORAL ARGUMENT ON SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEFING 
________________ ) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Barry Searcy, prose, and hereby files his Motion for 
Hearing Date and Briefing Schedule on Plaintiff's Pending Motion to Reconsider 
and Response to Defendants' Motion for Oral Argument on Supplemental Briefing. 
I. PERl'INENT PR(XE){JRAL HIS'IDRY 
On June 13, 2012, the Court entered its Memorandum Decision and Order 
Denying In Part Plaintiff's Partial Motion For SUllll1a.rY Judgment Against Defendant 
IDOC; Granting In Part Defendants' Motion for SUllll1a.rY Judgment; and Setting 
M:YrION FOR HF.ARING DATE AND BRIEFING SCHEDULE ON PLAINl'IFF I S PENDING 
M:YrION 'IO REXDNSIDER AND RESPONSE 'ID DEFENDANTS' IDl'ION FOR ORAL 
ARGUMENr ON ~AL BRIEfING - 1 ,. 
\ 
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a Schedule for Further Briefing (hereinafter, "Memorandum Decision and Order" 
or "MOO"), in which the Court, "[w]ith regard to the cross-motions for sumnary 
judgment on Count I of the Civil Complaint, the Defendants' Motion for Surrmary 
Judgment is GRANl'ED IN PART and the Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Surrmary 
Judgment is DENIED IN PART with regard to the following issues: 
(1) Telephone and corrmissary corrmissions as they related to all Plaintiff's 
claims; [and] 
(2) The hobby craft surcharge as it relates to Plaintiff's claims under 
Idaho Constitution, Article X, Section 1; and Article VII, §§ 2 and 
16 ;" 
(Id., pg. 18, Ls. 10-17) and requested. "further submissions on the issue[s] of 
legislative review of the specific policies and procedures authorizing or 
requiring the collection of the hobby craft, medical co-pay and photocopy fees 
••• on the subject of whether IDOC or SBCX! has the 'exclusive' authority to 
institute user fees to offset costs in light of the legislature's activity in 
that area ••• [and] the process by which medical co-pay fees are accounted for, 
including discussing specifically whether such process meets the constitutional 
requirement that the legislature provide such revenue as needful." (Id., pg. 18, 
Ls. 4-12). 
On August 6, 2012, Defendants filed their Supplemental Memorandum in Support 
of Defendants' Motion for Surrmary Judgment and in Opposition to Plaintiff's 
Motion for Partial Sumnary Judgment. 
On August 27, 2012, Plaintiff filed his Supplemental Memorandum in Support 
of Plaintiff's Motion for Surrmary Judgment and in Opposition to Defendants' 
Motion for surmriary Judgment. On the same day, Plaintiff filed his Motion to 
Reconsider the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Filed June 1 3, 2012 and 
supporting memorandum. 
leDI'ION FOR HEARING DATE AND BRIEFING SCHEDULE ON PLAINl'IFF' S PENDING 
leDI'ION 'ID REXDNSIDER AND RESPONSE 'ID DEFmDANTS I leDI'ION FOR ORAL 
ARGUMENl' ON SUPPL™ENTAL BRIEFING - 2 
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On August 28, 2012, Defendants filed their Motion for Oral Argument on 
Supplemental Briefing. 
Herein, Plaintiff submits his own Motion for Hearing Date and Briefing 
Schedule on Plaintiff's Pending Motion to Reconsider and his Response to 
Defendants' Motion for Oral Argument on Supplemental Briefing. 
II. ARGUMENT 
A. THE axJRI' SHOULD GRAN!' EACH OF THE PARTIES RESPECT'IVE MJTIONS FOR HEARING 
DATES, BRIEFING . SCHEDULE AND ORAL ARGUMENT. 
1. The Court Should Set a Hearing Date and Briefing Schedule on Plaintiff's 
Pending Motion to Reconsider. 
Plaintiff's pending Motion to Reconsider the Court's Memorandum Decision 
and Order Filed June 13, 2012 should be heard by the Court. The Court should 
set a hearing date and briefing schedule which gives Defendants an opportunity 
to file a response and Plaintiff his reply. 
2. The Court Should Also Allow the Parties Oral Argument on their 
Supplemental Briefing. 
Plaintiff does not oppose Defendants' motion for oral argument on the 
Parties respective supplemental briefing. Indeed, he supports it. 
However, for obvious practical reasons and to reduce the expense to the 
Parties and to minimize the use of the judicial resources of the Court, Plaintiff 
respectfully asserts that the hearing on Plaintiff's motion for reconsideration 
and oral argument on the Parties' supplemental briefing should be held at the 
same date and time. 
DATED this 1.:£.& day of September, 2012. 
earcy7 
Plaintiff, prose 
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CERl'll1ICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Motion For Hearing Date and Briefing Schedule on Plaintiff's Pending Motion 
to Reconsider and Response to Defendants' Motion For Oral Argument on 
Supplemental Briefing on the following named persons at their last known address, 
via the ISCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 1st class postage 
prepaid, on September , , 2012: 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan R. Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 W. Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Barljhearcy 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By JANET ELLIS 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
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IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT . 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEA TIE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO . 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
ORDER GRANTING IN PART 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Plaintiffs Partial Motion for Summary Judgment on Count I of the Complaint and 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment having duly and regularly come before this Court for 
hearing on April 26, 2012, Plaintiff Barry Searcy having appeared prose and Andrew C. Brassey 
ORDER GRANTING IN PART DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY ruDGMENT- 1 
000689
l. • 
and Megan Goicoechea having been present on behalf of Defendants Idaho State Board of 
I 
Corrections, Idaho Department ofCorrect~on, Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay 
Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and 
Shirley Audens, the Court having reviewed all the materials, having heard oral argument, and being 
fully advised in the premises; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, that Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment is GRANTED as it :relates to the entirety of Counts II and III of the Civil 
Complaint. With regard to the cross-motions for summary judgment on Count I of the Civil 
Complaint, the Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED IN PART and the 
Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is DENIED IN PART with regard to the following 
issues: 
(1) Telephone and commissary commissions as they related to all Plaintiff's claims; 
(2) The hobby craft surcharge as it relates to Plaintiff's claims under Idaho Constitution, 
Article X, §1 and Article VII, §§2 and 16; and 
(3) Plaintiff's forfeiture claim pursuant to Idaho Code §18-314. 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2'L day of~! served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the 
method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
Post Office Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Andrew C. Brassey 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell 
Post Office Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
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Andrew_ C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
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SEP 2 5 2012 
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IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE,PAMSONNEN, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
NON-OPPOSITION TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
HEARING DATE AND BRIEFING 
SCHEDULE ON PLAINTIFF'S 
PENDING MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER 
COME NOW, Defendants Idaho State Board of Corrections, Idaho Department of 
Correction, Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent 
NON-OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR HEARING DATE AND BRIEFING SCHEDULE ON 
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Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shirley Audens (hereinafter 
"Defendants") in the above-entitled matter, by and through their counsel of record, Brassey, 
Crawford & Howell, PLLC, and respectfully file this Non-Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for 
Hearing Date and Briefi~g Schedule on Plaintiff's Pending Motion to Reconsider. Defendants have 
no objection to this Court setting a hearing date on Plaintiff's pending Motion to Reconsider 
provided that they are given a meaningful opportunity to file a response to Plaintiff's pending motion 
prior to the hearing. Defendants also have no objection to the hearing on Plaintiff's Motion for 
Reconsideration and oral argument on the parties supplemental briefing being held at the same date 
and time. 
- -- -- - -- DATED this1'1~ay of Septemoer,-2012:- -
\, 
\ 
BRASSEY, CRAWFORD & HOWELL, PLLC 
SSEY, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for De endants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this2~ay of September, 2012, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered 
by the method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P. 0. Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
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Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
NO. ___ _....,.,Fl"""LED,,,__·+-y-f,~'+-'..,. ,,-
A.M. ____ ,P.M _____ _ 
FEB O 7 2013 ··]) 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk ., 
By JERI HEATON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on Friday, the 8th day of March, 2013, at 2:00 p.m., or as 
soon thereafter as the parties can be heard, before the Honorable Thomas F. Neville, at the Ada 
County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho, Defendants Idaho State Board of Corrections, Idaho Department 
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of Correction, Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent 
Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shirley Audens will' call up 
for hearing Defendants' supplemental briefing in support of Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment submitted pursuant 
to the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Denying in Part Plaintiff's Partial Motion for 
Summary Judgment Against Defendant IDOC and Granting in Part Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment entered on June 13, 2012. The Plaintiff shall appear telephonically and will be 
available at (208) 336-0740, extension 4780. 
DATED this~ of February, 2013. 
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.. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 't:day of February, 2013, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered 
by the method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P.0.Box14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Alan Stewart 
Paralegal 
ISCI Resource Center 
NOTICE OF HEARING- 3 
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Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, prose 
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case No. 01 oc 1103414 
OOITCE OF HEARING 
PLEASE TAKE l'Ul'ICE that on Friday, the 8th day of March, 2013, at 2:00 p.m., 
or as soon thereafter as the parties can be heard, before the Honorable 
Thomas F. Neville, at the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho, Plaintiff Barry 
Searcy will call up for hearing Plaintiff's Supplemental Memorandum in Support 
of Plaintiff's Motion For Partial Surnnary Judgment and in Opposition to 
Defendants' Motion for Surnnary Judgment submitted pursuant to the Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order Denying in Part Plaintiff's Partial Motion for 
Summary Judgment Against Defendant IDOC; Granting in Part Defendants' Motion 




J , ) 
for Summary Judgment; and Setting a Schedule for Further Briefing entered on 
June 13, 20·12. 
IN:ADDITION, Pla~ntiff will call up for hearing Plaintiff's Motion to 
Reconsider the Court' s Memorandum Decision and Order Filed June 1 3, 2012, which 
Plaintiff filed on August 27, 2012. 
The Plaintiff shall appear telepho~ically and will be available at (208) 
336-0740, extension 4780. 
DATED this Lr' [LI day of February, 2013. 
Searcy 
Plaintiff, prose 
CER'l'IE'ICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served'a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Notice of Hearing on the following named persons. at their last known address, 
via the ISCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 1st class postage 
prepaid, on February l..:f__, 2013: 
Andrew c. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
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Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
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MARO 1 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By CHRISTINE SWEET 
DEPUTY 
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IDAHO STATE BOARD OF 
CORRECTION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT 
OF CORRECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, 
JIM TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN 
SANDY, ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MBA TIE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named 
persons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV QC 1103414 
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER THE 
COURT'S MEMORANDUM 
DECISION AND ORDER 
COME NOW, Defendants Idaho State Board of Corrections, Idaho Department of 
Correction, Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent 
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Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shirley Audens (hereinafter 
"Defendants") in the above-entitled matter, by and through their counsel of record, Brassey, 
Crawford & Howell, PLLC, and respectfully submit ·this Response to Plaintiffs Motion to 
Reconsider the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order as follows. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
On June 13, 2012, this Court issued a Memorandum Decision and Order Denying in Part 
Plaintiffs Partial Motion for Summary Judgment Against Defendant IDOC; Granting in Part 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment; and Setting a Schedule for Further Briefing. In 
pertinent part, the Court granted Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment as it relates to the 
entirety of Counts II and III of Plaintiffs Civil Complaint, and with regard to the cross-motions for 
summary judgment on Count I of the Civil Complaint, the Court granted in part Defendants' Motion 
for Summary Judgment and denied in part Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment with 
regard to the following issues: 
(1) Telephone and commissary commissions as they related to all Plaintiffs claims; 
(2) The hobby craft surcharge as it relates to Plaintiffs claims under Idaho Constitution, 
Article X, §1 and Article VII, §§2 and 16; and 
(3) Plaintiffs forfeiture claim pursuant to Idaho Code§ 18-314. 
Plaintiff now brings a Motion to Reconsider the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order 
asking the Court to reconsider its findings related to telephone and commissary commissions and 
the hobby craft surcharge as it relates to Plaintiffs claims under Idaho Constitution, Article X, § 1 
and Article VII, §§2 and 16. 
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Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider again mischaracterizes and confuses the question to be 
decided by the Court. Despite his contention to the contrary, Plaintiff is, in fact, challenging the 
Board of Correction's control, direction and management of the penitentiaries of the state. By statute 
and constitutional provision, the Idaho Board of Correction is vested with the power to control, 
direct and manage Idaho's correctional facilities, and the establishment of policies that impose user 
fees for extra goods provided and services rendered is well within the ambit of its authority. 
Ultimately, Plaintiffs complaint stems from his voluntary decisions on how to spend his money. 
Telephone calls, commissary items, and hobby craft items are all extra goods and services that are 
not necessary to prison existence, and the state is not obliged to provide these extra items to inmates. 
That inmates enjoy these goods and services, albeit at a higher cost, is a privilege and a choice. 
Requiring prisoners to make economic decisions about how to spend their money merely places 
them in a position similar to that faced by those whose basic costs ofliving are not paid by the state. 
In large part, Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider rehashes the same arguments that he has 
already set forth in prior briefing. Accordingly, Defendants incorporate by reference their prior 
briefing and supporting documents including, but not necessarily limited to, Defendants' 
Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment and in Opposition to 
Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; Defendants' Reply to Plaintiffs Response to 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment; and Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum in 
Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment. As set forth herein and in Defendants' prior briefing, there is no basis 
for the Court to overturn its initial decision as requested by Plaintiff and Plaintiffs Motion to 
Reconsider should therefore be denied. 
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II. ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITY 
A. LEGAL STANDARD. 
Plaintiff brings his Motion to Reconsider the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order 
pursuant ,to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 59( e ). Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 59( e) provides: "A 
motion to alter or amend the judgment shall be served not later than fourteen (14) days after entry 
of the judgment." A Rule 59(e) motion to alter or amend a judgment is addressed to the discretion 
of the court. Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat 'l Bank of North Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, 823, 800 
P.2d 1026, 1037 (1990) (citation omitted). Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(a), 
"' [j]udgment' as used in these rules means a separate document entitled 'Judgment' or 'Decree'." 
See also State v. McNichols, 62 Idaho 616, 115 P.2d 104, 107 (1941) (citation omitted) ("A 
judgment is the final determination of the rights of the parties in an action or proceeding."). 
Notwithstanding Plaintiffs characterization of his motion as a motion under Rule 59(e), it 
may have been more appropriately brought pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 1 l(a)(2)(B), 
which allows reconsideration of an interlocutory order and states in pertinent part: "A motion for 
reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made at any time before the 
entry of final judgment but not later than fourteen (14) days after the entry of the final judgment." 
Because the Court granted partial summary judgment and final judgment has not been entered, the 
Court's Order is interlocutory and appears to be properly subject to reconsideration under Rule 
1 l(a)(2)(B). See PHH Mortg. Services Corp. v. Perreira, 146 Idaho 631, 635-36, 200 P.3d 1180, 
1184-85 (2009) (ruling that because an order granting partial summary judgment was entered prior 
to the entry of final judgment, it was an interlocutory order properly subject to a reconsideration 
under Rule ll(a)(2)(B) brought within fourteen days of entry of judgment). Although Rule 
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1 l(a)(2)(B) contains no express requirement that new evidence be submitted to a court in order to 
prevail on a motion for reconsideration, such motion must present something new to the court, 
whether evidence or legal argument, and not simply reiterate verbatim already rejected arguments. 
"A motion for reconsideration is a motion which allows the court-when new law is applied to 
previously presented facts, when new facts are applied to previously presented law, or any 
combination thereof-to reconsider the correctness of an interlocutory order." Johnson v. North 
Idaho College, 153 Idaho 58,278 P.3d 928,932 (2012). 
Regardless of whether Rule ll(a)(2)(B) or Rule 59(e) is applied, Plaintiffs motion is 
unavailing. Under Rule 59(e), Mr. Searcy's motion necessarily fails for the reasons stated in the 
Court's order granting in part Defendants' motion for summary judgment and as set forth herein. 
Under Rule 1 l(a)(2)(B), Mr. Searcy's motion is appropriately denied because the Court's ultimate 
finding was correct, and Plaintiff has provided no basis for the Court to overturn its initial decision. 
B. TELEPHONE AND COMMISSARY COMMISSIONS. 
Determining the meaning of a statute and its application is a matter oflaw. J.R. Simplot Co. 
v. Western Heritage Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 582, 584, 977 P.2d 196, 198 (1999). The purpose of 
statutory interpretation is to "derive the intent of the legislature." State v. Payne, 146 Idaho 548, 575, 
199 P .3d 123,150 (2008). This starts with the "literal words of the statute," giving those words their 
plain, usual and ordinary meaning unless such meaning is contrary to clearly expressed legislative 
intent or would lead to absurd results. State v. Doe, 147 Idaho 326,. 328,208 P.3d 730, 732 (2009). 
The Court should "not deal in any subtle refinements of the legislation, but ... ascertain and give 
effect to the purpose and intent of the legislature, based on the whole act and every word therein, 
lending substance and meaning to the provisions." Payne, 146 Idaho at 575, 199 P .3d at 150. "When 
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punctuation discloses a proper legislative intent or conveys a clear meaning the courts should give 
weight to it as evidence." State v. Nab, 112 Idaho 1139, 1141, 739 P.2d 438, 440 (Ct.App.1987) 
(quoting2A SUTHERLAND ON STATUTES AND STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION§ 47.15 at 
157 (4th ed. 1984)). 
In the instant case, the Court correctly found that Idaho Code §67-3611 plainly contemplates 
that state institutions, including penal institutions, may sell goods and services and expend the funds 
arising from the sale of the same for the maintenance, use and support of said institution. Idaho Code 
§67-3611 is entitled "Expenditure of funds from sale of services, rentals or sale of products by state 
institutions," and states: 
All state institutions, educational, charitable, penal and otherwise, shall be allowed 
to expend the funds arising from the sale of services, rentals of personal property, 
stock, farm or garden produce, or other goods, or article produced within or by the 
institution, for the maintenance, use and support of said institution, without reducing 
the amount of the appropriations made to such institutions; all such sums received 
shall be deposited with the state treasurer and it is hereby made the duty of the state 
controller and the state treasurer to enter deposits so received in the general fund of 
the state, and the state controller shall add the deposits so received to the 
appropriations made to such institutions severally; and the sums of money so 
received are hereby appropriated from the general fund of the state of Idaho for the 
maintenance, use and support of the institution by which the same are so received; 
and the said moneys shall be expended for the use and support of such institution for 
which the same were deposited, and shall be audited and accounted for as other 
appropriations to the said institution are. 
Based on the language of the statute, the Court found that the commissions charged to inmates for 
the voluntary purchases of telephone time and commissary goods are funds arising from the sale of 
goods or services pursuant to Idaho Code §67-3611. Plaintiff, however, argues, inter alia, that the· 
statute does not apply because these items were not "produced within or by the institution." 
Plaintiff's reliance on this phrase is misplaced. The pertinent section states: "All state institutions, 
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educational, charitable, penal and otherwise, shall be allowed to expend the funds arising from the 
sale of services, rentals of personal property, stock, farm or garden produce, or other goods, or 
article produced within or by the institution, for the maintenance, use and support of said institution 
... " LC. §67-3611 (emphasis added). Based on the plain language, and considering the placement 
of comas, it seems clear that the phrase relied on by Plaintiff only modifies "article," not the entire 
list of items preceding that term. Accordingly, goods or services do not necessarily have to be 
"produced within or by the institution" in order for this statute to apply. 
Though Plaintiff claims he does not "in any way challenge the appropriation of funds by 
Idaho's legislature," see Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider, pp. 2, 14, 
this is, in fact, exactly what he is doing. It is undisputed that any commissions charged to inmates 
for the voluntary purchases of telephone time and commissary goods are ultimately appropriated 
back to the IDOC for IDOC use. See Affidavit of David Sorensen,1 ,rs; Affidavit of Shirley 
Audens, ,r,r14-15. Appropriation acts establishing annual agency operating budgets are law, and the 
limits of those budgets cannot be exceeded. See Affidavit of David Sorensen, if 6. See also Idaho 
Code §67-3516 (1) ("Appropriation acts when passed by the legislature of the state ofldaho, and 
spending authority made thereunder, whether the appropriation is fixed or continuing, are fixed 
budgets beyond which state officers, departments, bureaus and institutions may not expend."). "A 
legislative act is presumed to be constitutional and all reasonable doubt as to its constitutionality 
1 Submitted in support of Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion 
for Summary Judgment and in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment filed on or 
about August 6, 2012. 
2Submitted in support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment and in Opposition to Plaintiff's 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment filed on or about March 6, 2012. 
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must be resolved in favorofits validity." Rich v. Williams, 81 Idaho 311, 316-17, 341 P.2d 432,435 
(1959). Plaintiffhas not made a showing that the appropriation acts establishing the IDOC's annual 
operating budgets are unconstitutional and in absence of a clear showing of invalidity the Court must 
uphold the constitutionality of the same. See id. 
That the commissions charged to inmates for the voluntary purchases of telephone time and 
commissary goods are deposited in the miscellaneous revenue fund, as opposed to the general fund, 
in no way indicates that these commissions are not legislatively authorized. To the contrary, the 
miscellaneous revenue fund makes up part of the annual budget appropriated by the Legislature for 
the operation of the state correctional system. See Affidavit of David Sorensen, ,rs; Affidavit of 
Shirley Audens,ifl4. Thus, the funds collected from the telephone and commissary commissions, 
deposited in the state treasury and appropriated back to IDOC, are legislatively authorized through 
the appropriations process and cannot be said to run afoul ofldaho Constitution, Article VII, §§2 and 
16, and Article X, § 1 as claimed by Plaintiff. Plaintiffs focus on technicalities over substance is 
even more unavailing when one considers that Idaho Code §67-3611 was adopted in 1945 and that 
there have been no substantive amendments to the statute since that time.3 One could assume that 
there have been changes to state budgetary and accounting processes and procedures since 1945 that 
may not be reflected in every provision of Idaho Code. What matters for purposes of the instant 
analysis is that Idaho Code §67-3611 plainly contemplates that state institutions, including penal 
institutions, may sell goods and services and expend the funds arising from the sale of the same for 
the maintenance, use and support of said institution. Again, there is no dispute that the telephone and 
3The statute was amended in 1994 to reflect proper nomenclature, changing the name of state auditor 
to state controller. See S.L. 1994, ch. 180, §215. 
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commissary commissions challenged by Plaintiff are deposited in the state treasury before they are 
appropriated back to the IDOC each year as part of its annual budget from the Idaho Legislature. 
Plaintiff's argument relating to Idaho Code §67-3602 is equally unpersuasive as that statute 
in no way indicates that telephone and commissary commissions are not legislatively authorized. 
Idaho Code §67-3602 provides: 
No portion of any appropriation made for expenses other than salaries and wages shall be 
expended in payment of salaries and wages; but with the consent of the state board of 
examiners, any portion of any appropriation made for the payment of salaries and wages may 
be expended for other expenses of the particular office or institution for which it is 
appropriated. 
Plaintiff has not set forth any evidence that the IDOC is expending the funds appropriated to it in 
a manner inconsistent with that contemplated by the legislature, nor for that matter has he established 
that he has standing to do so. As set forth previously by Defendants, telephone and commissary 
commissions, in part, comprise the inmate management fund ("IMF"), part of the miscellaneous 
revenue fund, which makes up part of the annual budget appropriated by the Legislature for the 
operation of the state correctional system. See Affidavit of Shirley Audens,,r,r14-15. There is no state 
law governing what expenditures can be made with IMF monies, and it is within the discretion of 
each IDOC facility how to spend its portion of the IMF. Id. See also Nelson, et al. v. Dawson, et 
al., Case No. CV06-53-S-BLW (D. Idaho Feb. 2009) (the Honorable Chief U.S. District Judge B. 
Lynn Winmill, of the United States District Court for the District ofldaho, found there is no statute, 
regulation, rule or injunctive order governing how the IMF is to be used by the IDOC). In light of 
the same, Plaintiff's reliance on Idaho Code §67-3602 is unavailing. 
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Based on the foregoing, the Court's grant of partial summary judgment to Defendants on 
Count I of the Civil Complaint as it relates to telephone and commissary commissions was proper, 
and Plaintiff has provided no basis for the Court to overturn its initial decision. 
C. HOBBY CRAFT SURCHARGE. 
Admittedly, Defendants do not have the authority to tax. Article VII of the Idaho Constitution 
is titled Finance and Revenue and provides in pertinent part: 
§ 2. Revenue to be provided by taxation 
The legislature shall provide such revenue as may be needful, by 
levying a tax by valuation, so that every person or corporation shall 
pay a tax in proportion to the value of his, her, or its property, except 
as in this article hereinafter otherwise provided. The legislature may 
also impose a license .tax, both upon natural persons and upon 
corporations, other than municipal, doing business in this state; also 
a per capita tax: provided, the legislature may exempt a limited 
amount. of improvements upon land from taxation: 
Despite Plaintiffs obstinate insistence otherwise, the IDOC has not infringed on the Legislature's 
power to levy taxes in order to provide such revenue as may be needful. Quite simply, the fees at 
issue, including the hobby craft surcharge, are not taxes. "[A] fee is a charge for a direct public 
service rendered to the particular consumer, while a tax is a forced contribution by the public at large 
to meet public needs." Potts Construction Company v. North Kootenai Water District, 141 Idaho 
678, 681, 116 P.3d 8, 11 (2005) (citation omitted). It cannot be disputed that the hobby craft 
surcharge is assessed based upon an inmate's individual consumption and use; an inmate will not 
be charged the hobby craft surcharge unless he voluntarily chooses to participate in hobby craft 
activities. That Plaintiff enjoys the hobby craft program is a privilege, and ifhe does not want to pay 
the hobby craft surcharge he is free to discontinue participating in hobby craft activities. 
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The BOC has been granted broad authority to control, direct, manage and govern Idaho's 
correctional facilities, which inherently encompasses the power to establish institutional programs 
such as the hobby craft program and to develop methods for implementing the same. The proceeds 
of the hobby craft surcharge are used to defray the costs of the hobby craft program, participation 
in which is completely voluntary, not to support the state's penal institutions in general. Thus, the 
challenged hobby craft surcharge is not a forced contribution for revenue raising purposes and does 
not, therefore, constitute an impermissible' tax. The incidental raising of revenue does not run afoul 
ofldaho Constitution, Article X, § 1, which provides that penal institutions shall be established and 
supported by the state. "Section 1, article 10, is a direction to establish the institution, and authorizes 
I 
state support, but does not make such support exclusive nor prescribe how or from what sources the 
necessary funds shall be obtained, but leaves that to the Legislature." State v. Johnson, 50 Idaho 363, 
296 P. 588, 589 (1931) (emphasis added} A fee does not become an unconstitutional tax merely 
' 
because it provides incidental revenue. See Brewster v. City of Pocatello, 115 Idaho 502,504, 768 
P.2d 765, 767 (1989). Accordingly, the IDOC has not infringed on the Legislature's power to levy 
taxes in order to provide such revenue as may be needful and acted within its authority in 
establishing the hobby craft program. 
Based on the foregoing, the Court~s grant of partial summary judgment to Defendants on 
Count I of the Civil Complaint as it relates to the hobby craft surcharge was proper, and Plaintiff has 
provided no basis for the Court to overturn its initial decision. 





WHEREFORE, for the aforementioned reasons, Defendants respectfully request this Court 
deny Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order and for such 
other relief as the Court deems proper and just. 
I Sf-
DATED this _L_ day of March, 2013. 
BRASSEY, CRAWFORD & HOWELL, PLLC 
Byv'\:)\_~ I lQ«d.tla £cc 
AND~ RAS SEY, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for efendants . 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
)~+-I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this __ day of March, 2013, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER THE COURT'S 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER upon each of the following individuals by causing 
the same to be delivered by the method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P.O.Box14 
Boise, ID 83707 
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PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, prose 
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case No. 0J oc 1103414 
REPLY TO DEFllIDANI'S' RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFF'S IDl'ION TO REXnNSIDER 
THE cnuRI'' S MEM>RANDUM DOCISION 
AND ORDER 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Barry Searcy, prose, and hereby submits his Reply 
to Defendants' Response to Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider the Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order. Plaintiff's reply is supported by the Affidavit 
of Ban;y"""Sear;.cy:ain I Supp~;>rtr.;ofi:"R.eply,::i.tbi.Bef entlah:ttsli. Resp0nsesttcbP lalnt:tf:IH:s r Motion 
to Reconsider the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order, filed contemporaneously 
herewith. 
In Defendants' Response to Plaintiff's Motion to 'Reconsider the Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order (hereinafter, "Defendants' Response"), Defendants 
argue that "Plaintiff's argument relating to Idaho Co:1e ~67-3602 is ••• 
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unpersuasive" and that "Plaintiff has not set forth any evidence that the IDOC 
is expending the funds appropriated to it in a manner inconsistent with that 
contemplated by the legislature." Id., pg. 9. Defendants rely on the decision 
in Nelson, et al. v. Dawson, et al., Case No. CV06-53-S-BLW (D. Idaho Feb. 2009) 
for the proposition that "there is no statute, regulation, rule or injunctive 
order governing hm1 the IMF is to be used by the IDOC." Id. 
Defendants' reliance on Nelson v. Dawson is misplaced. Defendants seem 
to forget that it is they, and not Plaintiff, who has asserted in this case 
that their authority to raise revenue through commissary and telephone sales 
cornmissions is derived by and through Idaho Code Section 67-3611. By making 
this assertion (which Plaintiff disputes), Defendants have also placed the 
commissary and telephone revenue within the confines of Idaho Code§ 67-3602 
which provides: 
No portion of any appropriation made for expenses other than salaries and 
wages shall be expended in payment of salaries and wages; but with the 
consent of the state board of examiners, any portion of any appropriation 
made for the paym:nt of salaries and wages may be expended for other 
expenses of the particular office or institution for which it is 
appropriated. 
However, in Nelson v. Dawson, the defendants asserted "that presently there 
is no statute, regulation, rule, or injunctive order governing how the Fund 
is to be used by the IDOC" and that "because there is no state law governing 
how money from the IMF must be disbursed, they do not owe a fiduciary duty to 
the inmates with respect to this particular resource." Id. 
Defendants cannot have it both ways. They cannot assert in Nelson v. Dawson 
that there is no Idaho statute that authorizes them to raise revenue through 
commissary and telephone sales commissions, and then also argue in this case 
that they have statutory legal authority to raise this revenue pursuant to 
I.C. § 67-3611. The legal authority to raise this revenue cannot be a moving 
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) 
target and Defendants cannot have their cake and eat it too. 
In this case, Plaintiff is entitled to judgment as a matter of law where 
Defendants "fail[] to make a showing sufficient to establish the existence of 
an element essential to that party's case on which that party will bear the 
burden at trial." Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho 166, 170, 16 P.3d 263, 267 (2000) 
(citing Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 107, 765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988)). If 
Defendants cannot make a showing on elements essential to their claims or 
defenses, "there can be no genuine issue of material fact since a complete 
failure of proof concerning an essential element on the [Defendants'] case 
necessarily renders all other facts immaterial." McGuiluray v. Fanners New 
World Life Ins. Co., 136 Idaho 39, 42, 28 P.3d 380, 383 (2001) (citing Celotex 
v. catrett, 477 u.s. 317, 322-23, 106 s. ct. 2548, 2552 (1986)). 
In this case, it is Defendants themselves who asserted their reliance on 
Idaho Code Section 67-3611. Even though they did not disclose their reliance 
on this statute until they filed their Reply To Plaintiffs' Response To 
Defendants' Motion For SUI1l11ary Judgment (at pg. 8) on March 30, 2012 - the last 
document filed in the Parties' cross-motions for SUI1l11arY judgment proceedings 
before oral argument - they still bear the burden of establishing the existence 
of each and every essential element of I.C. ~ 67-3611. They have not done so. 
By asserting I.C. ~ 67-3611 Defendants must show, pursuant to I.C. § · ·:.. 
67-3602, that Hno portion of any_approp,.:iati.on rn.a<·l2 f.o:: exp:.n.~·~s other than 
67-3602, that "no portion of any appropriation made for expenses other than 
salaries and wages shall be expended in payment of salaries and wages." This 
is an essential element that Defendants are required to make an adequate showing 
upon in asserting their I.C. ~ 67-3611 defense. They have not done so. 
Rather, the documents submitted to the Court by Defen~ts themselves in 
the cross-motion SUI1l11arY judgment proceedings actually indicate the opposite -
that the funds are in fact being "expended in payment of salaries and wages." 
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See Affidavit of Shirley Audens filed March 6, 2012, at i[ 15 ("In addition, 
some personnel costs for various positions are paid from the IMF including the 
legal assistant/paralegal in the Resource Center, the correctional officer in 
the Recreation Department, the Religious Activities Coordinator and the Financial 
Specialist who monitors the IMF."). Indeed, the evidence submitted by Plaintiff 
shows that the IDCX: budgeted $948,400.00 in FY-2008 and $1,004,500.00 in FY-2009 
in personnel costs from the Inmate Management Fund. See Affidavit of Barry 
Searcy, filed contemporaneously herewith, at 11',I 3-4 (Exhibit A). 
In Defendants' Response, Defendants also argue that the deposit of the 
cornmissary and telephone revenue "in the miscellaneous fund, as opposed to the 
general fund, in no way indicates that these commissions are not legislatively 
authorized." Id., at pg. 8. Defendants accuse Plaintiff of focusing "on 
technicalities over substance." Id. 
Plaintiff is not being hyper-technical. Rather, he is only asking the 
Court to start, as Defendants themselves have argued, "with the 'literal words 
of the statute,' giving those words their plain, usual and ordinary meaning 
unless such meaning is contrary to clearly expressed legislative intent or would 
lead to absurd results." See Defendants' Response, pg. 5 (citing State v. Doe, 
147 Idaho 326, 328, 208 P.3d 730, 732 (2009)). 
In this case, the "literal words of the statute" (I.C. § 67-3611) requires 
that funds raised pursuant to the statute are recieved "in the general fund" 
and are thereafter appropriated "from the general fund." Id. (emphasis added). 
This is an essential element that Defendants are required to make an adequate 
showing upon in asserting their I.e.~ 67-3611 defense. The have not done so. 
Rather, the documents submitted to the Court by Defendants themselves in 
the cross-motion surnnary judgment proceedings actually indicate that the funds 
were not received in and appropriated from the General Fund. Rather, Defendants' 
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submissions indicate that the telephone and commissary revenue was received 
in and appropriated from the Miscellaneous Revenue Fund. See, Statement of 
Material Facts filed March 6, 2012: 
4. The IDOC is funded primarily from the State General Fund. Other 
funding sources include, but are not necessarily limited to, endowment 
income, cost of supervision fees, inmate labor, federal grants, and 
miscellaneous revenue. See Affidavit of Shirley Audens (hereinafter "Aff. 
of SA"), ,r12. 
51..i.e ~1~r:rhe2.fllis.ceili:haneousnllevenue, Fuhcllr,:hwm.hllrnnaJ~es0~up parth0fabheaannual 
budget appropriated by the Legislature for the operation of the state 
correction system, includes money from the inmate management fund (IMF). 
The IMF is made up of money that is collected by the IDOC and deposited 
in the state treasury. CUrrently, as set forth in IDOC SOP 114.03.03.014 
(Revenue: Offender Management Fund), the source of these monies includes, 
but is not limited to: telephone revenue; cormtlssary revenue; vending 
revenue; laundry revenue; donation revenue; and social security revenue. 
See Aff of SA, t 14. See also Civil Complaint, !!37, 52. 
Therefore, Defendants have failed to show the essential element of the "literal 
words of the statute," to wit, that the funds raised through telephone and 
cormnissary revenue are received in, and appropriated from, the general fund. 
see I.e.§ 67-3611. 
In Defendants' Response, Defendants also argue that the phrase "produced 
within or by the institution" only modifies "article," not the entire list of 
items preceding that tenn. Id., pgs. 6-7. "Accordingly, goods or services 
do not necessarily have to be "produced within or by the institution" in order 
for this statute to apply." Id., pg. 7. 
Defendants' argument makes no sense and would result in an absurd result. 
If allowed to be taken to its logical conclusion, Defendants argument would 
allow that "funds arising from the sale of services, rentals of personal 
property, stock, farm or garden produce, or other goods," by anyone anywhere 
to be construed to be funds arising under I.C. § 67-3611. The phrase "produced 
within or by the institution" plainly applies to and modifies all items preceding 
the tenn to avoid this absurd result. 
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As the Court noted in its Memorandum Decision and Order, "[s]taturory 
construction 'must begin with the literal words of the statute: those words 
must be given their plain, usual and ordinary meaning; and the statute must 
be construed as a whole.'" Id., pg. 5, Ls. 11-14 (citing Verska v. Saint 
Alphonsus Reg'l Med. Ctr., 151 Idaho 889, 893, 265 P.3d 502, 506 (2011)). 
The "plain, usual and ordinary meaning" of the word "produce" is "to make 
or manufacture [to produce steel]." Webster's J\lew World Dictionary of the 
American Language, Second College Edition (1984). 
Defendants have set forth in their own cross-motion summary judgment 
submission to the Court that a general description of the corranissary goods is 
"the allowed food products, medical, dental, and grooming items, and electronic 
equipment not provided by the Department of Correction but approved for use." 
See Affidavit of Shirley Audens filed March 6, 2012, at fl 17 (at Exhibit H, 
Policy 406, at pg. 3). 
However, Defendants have not put forth any evidence that these "allowed 
food products, medical, dental, [] grooming ,items and electronic items" are, 
in fact, "produced" (i.e., "made or manufactured") "within or by the institution." 
Indeed, the documents submitted to the Court by Defendants themselves actually 
indicate otherwise - that these goods are merely brought into the institution 
(as opposed to "produced" within or by the institution) by a contract commissary 
vendor. See Id., at fl 17 (IMF "is partially comprised of funds from cormnissary 
revenue, which is the contracted sales percentage corrmission agreed upon by 
the IDOC and the commissary vendor."). 
Likewise, Defendants have also set forth in their own cross-motion summary 
judgment submissions to the Court that they "allow the use of telephones to 
inmates based on security needs and resources." See Affidavit of Shirley Audens 
filed March 6, 2012, at fl 18. 
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use of telephones" is, in fact, a service "produced" (i.e., "made or 
manufactured") "within or by the institution." Indeed, the documents submitted 
to the Court by Defendants themselves actually indicate otherwise - that this 
telephone service is merely brought into the institution (as opposed to "produced 
within or by the institution") from the outside by a contract telephone vendor. 
See Id., at ,r 18 (IMF "is partially comprised of funds from telephone revenue, 
which is the corrmission agreed upon by the IDOC and the telephone vendor."). 
Therefore, Defendants have failed to show the essential element of the 
"literal words of the statute," to wit, that the corrmissary items and telephone 
service are "produced within or by the institution." See I.e.§ 67-3611. 
Plaintiff respectfully asserts that he is entitled to the Court's judgment 
as a matter of law that Defendants' raising of revenue through telephone and 
cormnissary sales corrmissions is a violation of Article II, Section 1; 
Article VII, Sections 2 and 16; and Article x, Section 1 of the Idaho 
Constitution. 
In Defendants' Response, Defendants also argue "[t]hat Plaintiff enjoys 
the hobby craft program is a privilege, and if he does not want to pay the hobby 
craft surcharge he is free fo discontinue participating in hobby craft 
activities." Id. , pgs. 10. Defendants argue that "IDOC hai; not infringed on 
the Legislature's power to levy taxes in order to provide such revenue as may 
be needful and acted within its authority in establishing the hobby craft 
program." Id., pg. 11. 
Plaintiff disagrees and refers the Court to his argument on this subject 
in his Memorandum In Support Of Plaintiff's Motion To Reconsider The Court's 
Memorandum Decision And Order, which was filed on August 27, 2012, at pgs. 16-18. 
It bears repeating that this case is about one thing - the authority and 
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power to raise revenue under Idaho's constitutional and statutory scheme. 
Despite Defendants' effort to mischaracterize this case as a challenge to their 
constitutional and statutory authority to control, direct and manage the 
penitentiaries of the state, that is simply not what this case is about. 
Rather, this case simply asserts that Defendants' raising of revenue through 
phone and corrmissary sales commissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees 
and hobby craft surcharges violates Idaho's constitution and statutes. Further, 
the claims set forth by Plaintiff do not in any way challenge the appropriation 
of any funds by Idaho's legislature. Rather, Plaintiff's claims are limited 
to the raising of revenue by Defendants through phone and commissary sales 
commissions, medical co-pay fees, photocopying fees and hobby craft surcharges. 
Respectfully, the Court should grant Plaintiff's motion to reconsider the 
Court's Memorandum Decision and Order filed June 13, 2012. 
DATED this Sr~ day of March, 2013. 
Plaintiff, prose 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Reply to Defendants' Response to Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider the Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order on the following named persons at their last known 
address, via the !SCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 1st class 
postage prepaid, on March _£_, 2013: 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
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) ________________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO) 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
case No. 0/ oc 1103414 
AFFIDAVIT OF BARRY SEARCY IN SUPPORT 
OF REPLY 'ID DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE 'ID 
PLAINTIFF'S IDl'ION 'ID REXX>NSIDER 
THE CDURT' S MEMJRANDUM DOCISION 
AND ORDER 
BARRY SEARCY, being duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1 • I am over eighteen ( 18) years old and competent to testify on matters 
herein. I make this affidavit based upon personal knowledge. 
2. I roake this affidavit in support of Plaintiff's Reply to Defendants' 
Response to Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider the Court's Memorandum Decision 
and Order, which is filed contemporaneously herewith. 
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3. Attached hereto as F.xhibit A is a true and correct copy of the 
Miscellaneous Revenue Fund 0349 budget surrmary (hereinafter, "IMF Surrmary") 
for Fiscal Years 2008 and 2009. This IMF Surrmary was provided to me by !DOC 
pursuant to·a Public Records Request I made on !DOC prior to filing the Complaint 
in this matter. 
4. The IMF Summary (Exhibit A) shows that :rrxx::: budgeted $948,400.00 in 
FY-2008 and $1,004,500.00 in FY-2009 in Personnel Costs ("PC") from the Inmate 
Management Fund. 
Further your affiant sayeth not 
DATED this S'm day of March, 2013. 
-SUBSCRIBID AND SWORN to before me this _2.__ day of March, 2013. 
~IoruD 
Residing at: 1- /'?g, tJ 
Corrmission F.:xpires :'{ ft{ l · 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Affidavit of Barry Searcy in Support of Reply to Defendants' Response to 
Plaintiff's.Motion to Reconsider the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order on 
the following named persons at their.last known address, via the !SCI Prison 
Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 1st class postage prepaid, 
on March 5-, 2013: 
Andrew c. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
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MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE FUND 0349 
, 
_ _ ilget Budget 
ISCI Inmate Management 2008 2009 
PC $354,400 $261,900 
OE $103,000 $103,000 
CO Appropriated in place of General Fund Request 
$457,400 $364,900 
ICl-0 Inmate Management 
PC $105,000 $55,000 
OE $55,500 $55,500 
CO Appropriated in place of General Fund Request 
$160,500 $110,500 
NICI Inmate Management 
PC $45,200 $48,100 
OE $62,300 $62,300 
co 
$107,500 $110,400 
SICI Inmate Management 
PC 
OE $43,600 $43,600 
CO Appropriated in place of General Fund Request 
$43,600 $43,600 
SICI Work Center 
OE $4,000 
IMSI Inmate Management 
PC $100,900 $107,100 
OE $55,300 $55,300 
CO Appropriated in place of General Fund Request 
$156,200 $162,400 
SAWC Inmate Management 
PC 
OE $16,500 
CO Appropriated in place of General Fund Request 
$16,500 
PWCC Inmate Management 
PC $213,700 
OE $21,000 
CO Appropriated in place of General Fund Request 
$234,700 
SBWCC Inmate Management 
OE $5,200 
Support Inmate Management 
PC $129,200 $141,600 
OE $66,500 $66,500 
co 
$195,700 $208,100 
Operations Admln Inmate Management 
PC $166,600 
OE $36,900 $36,900 
$36,900 $203,500 
Offender Programs Inmate Management 
OE-RDU Contract $58,500 $58,500 
Community Work Centers Inmate Management Fund 
OE $25.700 $29,700 
Total Inmate Management Fund 
PC $948,400 ~1.004,500 
OE $554,000 $554,000 
co $0 $0 




Judge Thomas F. Neville/Janet .,;/Reporter: Sue Wolf/03/08/13 Courtroom501 
11 :43:27 AM I Court called case BARRY SEARCY vs ISBOC 
02: 18: 19-PM i Barry ·searcy-r~:;l;~~o h::~::::a::f~~~d-~=~~~-ti~-~-~ 
......................... - ........................................................................ r ................................................................................................ -.... ·-···--·-·-................ ___ . __ .... -.................................................................................................  
02: 18:33 PM I John Howell I counsel for defendant's with co counsel Megan Goicochea 
.. 02:22:.18_.PM I.Court ...... ____ ............ 1.will .. allow.two ... rounds ......................... ----·-.. ·-·---·-·----.. -· ............................................................................................... .. 
02:22:26 PM I Barry Searcy argument on Motion to Reconsider. Goes next to plaintiff's MSJ -
I re: defendant's abandoning 22-12, will conditionally dismiss with 
I defendant's abandoning, no legislative review, no force and effect of law. 
02:47:40 PM{Megan . 1responds re: Motion to Reconsider & supplemental briefing and 
! Goicochea I MSJ 
03:02:54 PM i Barry Searcy I response - re: Motion To Re::consider - challenging the revenue 
.... ---·-.. -·-......... _..... . ........ ·--·-------!. raisi ng .. part of ,,it. ..... -.............. ____ ..... · .. -........ --........... _. ______ ....................................................................... .. 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, lerk 
By JANET ELLIS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF DEPUTY 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECTION, 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION, 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA JANE 
DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, 
TONY MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named persons, 
Defendants. 
APPEARANCES: 
Case No. CV-OC-201J.:o "3'-ft'/ 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER 
DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER; DENYING PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT; AND GRANTING DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Barry Searcy, pro se, appearing telephonically 
Andrew C. Brassey and Megan Goicoechea, Special Deputy Attorneys General, for Defendants 
This matter came before the Court for hearing on March 8, 2013 regarding Plaintifrs Motion to 
Reconsider, and for further argument regarding the parties' motions for summary judgment, about which 
this Court had requested further briefing in its Memorandum Decision and Order filed June 13, 2012. 




























FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
Plaintiff Barry Searcy is an inmate at the Idaho State Correctional Institution in Boise, Idaho. On 
May 18, 2011, Plaintiff filed the Civil Complaint in this case, naming as defendants the Idaho State 
Board of Correction ("SBOC") and the Idaho Department of Correction ("IDOC"), along with individual 
defendants Carolyn Meline; Jim Tibbs; Jay Nielsen; Robin Sandy; Anna Jane Dressen; Brent Reinke; 
Pam Sonnen; Tony Meatte; Susan Fujinaga Theo Lowe; and Shirley Audens in their official capacities. 
It is undisputed that IDOC charges the following fees, commissions, co-pays or surcharges to inmates 
who use the applicable programs or services: (1) sales commissions from telephone time purchases 
made by IDOC inmates and/or their family, friends and associates; (2) commissary sales commissions; 
(3) medical co-pay fees; (4) photocopying fees; and (5) a 5% surcharge on hobby craft purchases. 
Further, it is undisputed that the Idaho legislature has not enacted any statute explicitly authorizing 
IDOC to impose the specific fees, commissions, co-pays and surcharges ( collectively referred to as 
"fees") which are the subject of the Plaintiffs claims. However, the Court has discovered in the course 
of its research concerning this case that new Idaho Administrative Procedures Act ("IDAP A") Rules 
concerning certain of the fees at issue in this case were adopted on Novermber 2, 2012, during the 
pendency of this case. Administrative Rules have the force and effect oflaw and as such are subject to a 
comprehensive process that includes review and approval by the Idaho Legislature in order to become 
final and enforceable. 
Each of the fees imposed by IDOC are the subject ofIDAPA Rules and/or IDOC policies or 
procedures and operate generally as follows: 
• IDOC collects commissions on sales of telephone time and commissary goods and 
deposits such commissions into the Inmate Management Fund ("IMF") for deposit into 
the state treasury pursuant to IDOC Standard Operating Procedure ("SOP") 
114.03.03.014. The legislature then appropriates IMF funds back to IDOC each year as 
part of the budget process. 




























• IDAPA Rule 06.01.01.013.06 is entitled "Photo Copy Fee" and provides in part that "the 
Department may charge offenders a fee for photocopying court documents relating to 
qualified legal claims or other documents as authorized by the Department. Off enders 
will not be denied access to courts based on their inability to pay for photocopies related 
to qualified legal claims." Pursuant to IDOC SOP 405.02.01.001 (Access to Courts), 
inmates are charged a fee of ten cents ($.10) per page for photocopies. 
• IDAPA Rule 06.01.01.013.07 is entitled "Medical Co-Pay Fee" and provides that 
"[p]ursuant to Section 20-209, Idaho Code, the Board shall provide for the care, 
maintenance and employment of all prisoners now or hereinafter committed to its 
custody. In order to offset the costs associated therewith, the Department may charge 
offenders a fee for medical services. The IDOC and/or contract medical provider shall not 
deny an offender access to healthcare services based on the offender's inability to pay. 
The Department currently sets the fee in Department standard operating procedure." 
IDOC SOP 411.06.03.01 (Medical Co-Pay) provides that an offender-initiated medical 
visit is assessed a five dollar ($5.00) medical co-pay fee. CWC work release offenders 
are assessed a ten dollar ($10.00) medical co-pay fee. A three dollar ($3.00) pharmacy 
service medical co-pay fee is assessed for dispensing either over-the-counter or 
prescription medications per course/treatment or per prescription. Employed CWC work 
release offenders are assessed a five dollar ($5.00) pharmacy co-pay fee. Medical co-pay 
funds are used by IDOC to offset general fund medical expenses. 
• IDAPA Rule 06.01.01.013.05 is entitled "Hobby Craft Surcharge" and provides that 
"Pursuant to Department standard. operating procedure, the Department may charge 
offenders who participate in facility hobby craft activities a surcharge to offset the cost of 
hobby craft supplies and items that are used by participating offenders, such as hobby 
shop tools. The Department currently sets the fee in Department standard operating 
procedure." IDOC SOP 608.02.00.001 provides that the price of hobby craft materials 
will include the purchase price, shipping, sales tax, and a 5% surcharge. Further, the SOP 
states that the surcharge "is used to purchase hobby craft supplies and items that are used 
by participating offenders, such as hobby shop tools." 
Count I of the Civil Complaint is entitled "Violation ofldaho Code Section 20-212; Idaho 
Constitution, Article II, § 1; Article VII, §§ 2, 51 and 16; Article X, § 1; and Idaho Code § 18-314; Under 
Idaho Code§§ 10-1201 et seq." Count II of the Civil Complaint is entitled "Negligent Acts and 
Omissions, Conversion, and Negligent Training and Supervision by Board and IDOC Employees, under 
1 Plaintiff has since withdrawn his Article VII §5 claim. 









the ITCA." Count III is entitled "State Civil Conspiracy to Comm.it Tortious Acts and Omissions, and to 
Violate Idaho's Constitution and Statutes." The Plaintiff seeks compensatory damages, interest and 
declaratory and injunctive relief against Defendants. 
Plaintiff's Partial Motion for Summary Judgment Against Defendant IDOC as to Liability Only 
on Count I was filed on October 20, 2011. Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment was filed on 
March 6, 2012, and encompasses all of the Plaintifrs claims. This Court filed its Memorandum 




















Summary Judgment as it related to the entirety of Counts II and III of the Civil Complaint. This Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order filed June 13, 2012 is hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set 
forth herein. With regard to Count I, the Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment was granted in 
part and the Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment was denied in part with regard to the following: 
(1) telephone and commissary commissions as they relate to all of Plaintifrs claims; (2) The hobby craft 
surcharge as it relates to Plaintifrs claims under Idaho Constitution, Article X, § 1; and Article VII,§§ 2 
and 16; and Plaintiff's forfeiture claim pursuant to Idaho Code§ 18-314. 
Thus, the issues remaining in the case were narrowed to the portions of Count I regarding 
Plaintiff's claim under Idaho Constitution, Article II, Section 1 (hobby craft, medical co-pay and 
photocopy fees only); and Plaintiff's claims under Idaho Constitution, Article X, Section 1 and Article 
VII,§§ 2 and 16 (medical co-pay and photocopy fees only). On August 27, 2012, the Plaintiff filed his 
Motion to Reconsider the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Filed June 13, 2012, requesting that 
this Court reconsider its decision with regard to the following: (1) telephone and commissary 
commissions as they relate to all Plaintifrs claims; and (2) the hobby craft surcharge as it relates to 
Plaintiff's claims under Idaho Constitution, Article X, § 1; and Article VII, §§ 2 and 16. 




























MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
DISCUSSION 
The Plaintiff states that he brings his Motion to Reconsider pursuant to I.R.C.P. 59(e). However, 
Rule 59( e) concerns a motion to alter or amend a judgment. As judgment has not yet been entered in 
this case, the Court construes the Plaintiffs motion as a Motion to Reconsider pursuant to I.R.C.P. 
1 l(a)(2)(B). A decision whether to grant or deny a motion for reconsideration made pursuant to Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 1 l(a)(2)(B) is left to the sound discretion of the trial court. Van v. Portneuf 
Medical Center, 147 Idaho 552,560,212 P.3d 982,990 (2009). "[W]hen reviewing a motion for 
reconsideration, the district court 'should take into account any new facts presented by the moving party 
that bear on the correctness of the interlocutory order. The burden is on the moving party to bring the 
trial court's attention to the new facts."' Puckett v. Verska, 144 Idaho 161, 166, 158 P.3d 937, 942 (2007) 
(quoting Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Natl. Bank, 118 Idaho 812, 823, 800 P.2d 1026, 1037 
(1990)). 
With regard to the telephone and commissary commissions, the Plaintiff argues that this Court 
erred when it found that the commissions charged to inmates for the voluntary purchases of telephone 
time and commissary goods are funds arising from the sale of goods or services pursuant to J.C.§ 67-
3611, which provides: 
All state institutions, educational, charitable, penal and otherwise, shall be allowed to expend the 
funds arising from the sale of services, rentals of personal property, stock, farm or garden 
produce, or other goods, or article produced within or by the institution, for the maintenance, use 
and support of said institution, without reducing the amount of the appropriations made to such 
institutions; all such sums received shall be deposited with the state treasurer and it is hereby 
made the duty of the state controller and the state treasurer to enter deposits so received in the 
general fund of the state, and the state controller shall add the deposits so received to the 
appropriations made to such institutions severally; and the sums of money so received are hereby 
appropriated from the general fund of the state of Idaho for the maintenance, use and support of 
the institution by which the same are so received; and the said moneys shall be expended for the 




























use and support of such institution for which the same were deposited, and shall be audited and 
accounted for as other appropriations to the said institution are. 
First, the Plaintiff argues that the phrase "produced within or by the institution" modifies every item on 
the list of activities from which the institution may collect and expend funds. 
To analyze the meaning of the statute "we must look to the grammatical construction of the statute as 
the legislature intended the statute to be construed according to generally accepted principles of 
English grammar." State v. Collinsworth, 96 Idaho 910,914,539 P.2d 263,267 (1975). Generally, 
"[u]nder the rule of the last antecedent clause, a referential or qualifying clause refers solely to the 
last antecedent, absent a showing of contrary intent." BHC Intermountain Hosp., Inc. v. Ada Cnty., 
150 Idaho 93, 96,244 P.3d 237,240 (2010). However, "[w]hen punctuation discloses a proper 
legislative intent or conveys a clear meaning the courts should give weight to it as evidence." 2A 
Sutherland Statutory Construction§ 47:15 (5th ed. 1992). "Evidence that a qualifying phrase is 
supposed to apply to all antecedents instead of only to the immediately preceding one may be found 
in the fact that it is separated from the antecedents by a comma." Id, § 47.32. 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney v. 2007 Legendary Motorcycle, 153 Idaho_, 298 P.3d 245, 
248 (2013). Here, the last antecedent is the word "article." The qualifying clause is "produced within or 
by the institution." The word "or" which precedes the word "article" shows intent to separate articles 
"produced within or by the institution" from the other items in the list, as does the fact that the phrase 
"produced within or by the institution" is not separated from all of the antecedents by a comma. 
Accordingly, the Court finds that LC. § 67-3611 is not limited only to goods or services produced by or 
within the institution, and declines to reconsider its decision with regard to telephone and commissary 
commissions on the ground that such goods or services must be produced within or by the institution. 
The Plaintiff next argues that I.C. § 67-3611 requires that funds raised pursuant to the statute are 
received in the general fund and thereafter appropriated from the general fund, and because Defendants 
have failed to show that the funds received are deposited in the general fund, the Court erred in granting 
summary judgment. However, it is not the duty of the Defendants to enter such deposits in the general 





























fund of the State. Rather, I.C. § 67-3611 explicitly places that burden on the state controller and the 
state treasurer. The pertinent portion ofl.C. § 67-3611 reads as follows: 
[A]ll such sums received shall be deposited with the state treasurer and it is hereb made the du 
of the state controller and the state treasurer to enter deposits so received in the general fund of 
the state, and the state controller shall add the deposits so received to the appropriations made to 
such institutions severally; and the sums of money so received are hereby appropriated from the 
general fund of the state of Idaho for the maintenance, use and support of the institution by which 
the same are so received ... 
The Plaintiff has cited to no authority which stands for the proposition that the alleged failure of the state 
controller and state treasurer to enter the deposits in the general fund prohibits the Defendants from 
collecting such funds pursuant to LC.§ 67-3611, and the Court declines to reconsider its decision on this 
basis. 
Finally, the Plaintiff argues that, if l.C. § 67-3611 applies, then so does I.C. § 67-3602, which 
provides in part that "no portion of any appropriation made for expenses other than salaries and wages 
shall be expended in payment of salaries and wages." However, the subject matter of Plaintiffs Civil 
Complaint is what he alleges to be the illegal raising of revenue, and not the manner in which allegedly 
illegally raised revenue was spent. Plaintiff has cited to no authority for the proposition that an allegedly 
improper expenditure of revenue raised pursuant to I.C. § 67-3611 prohibits the Defendants from raising 
such revenue in the future. Accordingly, the Court declines to reconsider its decision on this basis. 
With regard to the hobby craft surcharge, the Plaintiff argues that the Court erred in finding that 
the hobby craft surcharge does not violate Article VII, Sections 2 and 16, and Article X, Section 1, Idaho 
Constitution. Plaintiff argues that "[t]he point that the Court is missing" is that "it is only the legislature 
[which] is authorized to provide any revenue or support whatsoever, even revenue which reasonable 
minds may disagree on whether it's [sic] 'needful' or 'optional."' Article VII,§ 2 does not discuss the 
support of the State's penal institution. That subject is addressed by Article X, § 1, which is a direction 




















to establish penal institutions, and "authorizes state support, but does not make such support 
exclusive ... " State v. Johnson, 50 Idaho 363,368,296 P. 588,589 -90 (1931). In any event, as this 
Court addressed in its Memorandum Decision and Order filed June 13, 2012, the undisputed evidence 
shows that the funds collected from the hobby craft surcharge are not used to support the penal 
institution. Rather, the funds collected from the hobby craft surcharge are used to support the hobby 
craft program, which is entirely distinguishable from support of the penal institution, as the hobby craft 
program is not a necessary program which the Defendants are under any obligation to provide to 
inmates. The Court declines to reconsider its decision with respect to the hobby craft surcharge. 
REMAINING CLAIMS 
DISCUSSION 
Plaintiffs claim under Idaho Constitution, Article II, § 1 (hobby craft, medical co-pay and 
photocopy fees only); and Plaintiffs claims under Idaho Constitution, Article X, § 1 and Article VII,§§ 
2 and 16 (medical co-pay and photocopy fees only) are the claims remaining in this case. 
Article II, § 1 (hobby craft, medical co-pay and photocopy fees only) 
1 s The Plaintiff argues that the fees at issue in this case are a violation of the separation of powers 
19 between the executive and legislative branches of state government pursuant to Idaho Constitution 
20 Article II, Section I. It is undisputed that the legislature has delegated the power to make and adopt rules 
21 and regulations for the efficient management of prison administration and discipline to the Idaho Board 
22 of Correction. See Idaho Code§§ 20-212 and 20-244. However, the legislature has not explicitly 
23 provided for the specific fees at issue in this case via statute. 
2 4 When deciding whether a broad grant of power to make and adopt rules and regulations is 
25 sufficient for a penal institution to set fees to defray costs, courts have looked to whether the rule was 
26 
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I 
1 duly promulgated by an entity "which has 'exclusive[]' authority regarding 'the government and 
2 management' of the facility." Tillman v. Lebanon County Correctional Facility, 221 F.3d 410,423 (3rd 
3 Cir. 2000) (upholding fees associated with a "cost recovery program" imposed by a county prison board 
4 with such exclusive authority); see also Hahs.field v. Polhemus, 2012 WL 603089, *5 (D.N.J. 2012); 
5 Williamson v. Northampton County Prison, 2012 WL 1656291, *2 (E.D. Pa. 2012) (finding that ''the 
6 fact that the policy in question is not grounded in a statute or approved by Pennsylvania's Attorney 
7 General does not establish that it is illegal"). 
a In Idaho, the Board of Correction holds authority which is nearly exclusive, with only certain 
9 exceptions in which rulemaking subject to legislative review pursuant to LC.§ 20-212 is required. One 
10 such exception (which may well be applicable in this case) is when the Board of Correction is setting 
11 law or policy. Id. The Defendants argue that the imposition of the fees at issue in this case does not 
12 constitute a matter of law or policy, but are "statements concerning only the internal management or 
13 internal personnel policies of an agency and not affecting private rights of the public or procedures 
14 available to the public," and are therefore not subject to the rule-making procedures of LC. § 20-212. 
15 However, in the time since the filing of this Court's Memorandum Decision and Order on June 13, 2012, 
16 IDAPA Rules have been promulgated setting the IDOC fee structure, including the hobby craft 
1 7 surcharge, the photocopy fee, and the medical co-pay fee. Because such remedial action has been taken, 
10 the Court need not and does not decide the issue of whether the taking of funds in which inmates hold a 
19 property right is a matter of law or policy, or whether such taking is merely some sort of statement 
2 o concerning internal management. 
21 Because the Defendants have taken remedial action to promulgate IDAPA rules subject to 
22 legislative oversight, the court finds now that the hobby craft surcharge, the photocopy fee, and the 
23 medical co-pay fee are not a violation of the separation of powers between the executive and legislative 
2 4 branches of state government pursuant to Idaho Constitution Article II, Section I. In addition, the Court 
25 
26 
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l 
1 finds that any claim made by the Plaintiff that the fees in question should have been promulgated as rules 

























Article X, § 1 and Article VII,§§ 2 and 16 (medical co-pay and photocopy fees only) 
Article X of the Idaho Constitution is titled Public Institutions and provides in part: 
§ 1. State to establish and support institutions 
Educational, reformatory, and penal institutions, and those for the benefit of the insane, blind, 
deaf and dumb, and such other institutions as the public good may require, shall be established 
and supported by the state in such manner as may be prescribed by law. 
"Section 1, article 10, is a direction to establish the institution, and authorizes state support, but does not 
make such support exclusive nor prescribe how or from what sources the necessary funds shall be 
obtained, but leaves that to the Legislature." State v. Johnson, 50 Idaho 363, 368, 296 P. 588, 589 -90 
(1931). 
Article VII of the Idaho Constitution is titled Finance and Revenue and provides in part: 
§ 2. Revenue to be provided by taxation 
The legislature shall provide such revenue as may be needful, by levying a tax by valuation, so 
that every person or corporation shall pay a tax in proportion to the value of his, her, or its 
property, except as in this article hereinafter otherwise provided. The legislature may also impose 
a license tax, both upon natural persons and upon corporations, other than municipal, doing 
business in this state; also a per capita tax: provided, the legislature may exempt a limited 
amount of improvements upon land from taxation. 
§ 16. Legislature to pass all necessary laws 
The legislature shall pass all laws necessary to carry out the provisions of this article. 
While Article VII, § 2 provides that revenue is to be provided by taxation, there is no requirement that 
all of the funds necessary to support the penal institutions of the State be sourced from such revenue. 
Johnson, 50 Idaho at 368,296 P. at 589-90. 



















The Plaintiff argues that the all of the fees at issue in this case constitute some sort of tax. 
Plaintiff has argued that the fees constitute a sales tax, as they are charges which accompany the 
procurement of goods or services. Plaintiff has also argued that the fees constitute an excise tax. The 
Defendants acknowledge that they have no authority to levy taxes and argue th.at the fees are user fees. 
A user fee is "a charge designed as compensation for Government-supplied services, facilities, or 
benefits." US. v. US. Shoe Corp., 523 U.S. 360,363 (1998). In the instant case, each of the fees in 
question is a charge which is designed as compensation for the use of government supplied services or 
benefits, such as medical care and pharmacy services; and photocopying supplies and services. The 
Court finds that the medical co-pay and photocopy fees still at issue in this case are user fees and are not 
taxes. Accordingly, Plaintiffs claims pursuant to Idaho Constitution, Article VII, §§ 2 and 16 must be 
dismissed. 
Plaintiffs argument regarding Article X, § 1 is that, "[r]ather than 'leaving it to the legislature,' 
IDOC has chosen to independently establish the state's policy by itself." Memorandum in Support of 
Plaintiffs Partial Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 13. However, the Defendants have the broad 











of the state pursuant to Idaho Constitution, Article X, § 5, and they have taken appropriate remedial 
action to adopt IDAPA Rules concerning the department's fee structure with legislative oversight as 
required by LC.§ 20-212. The Court finds that, in light of the remedial action taken by the adoption of 
appropriate IDAP A Rules, the Defendants have not exceeded the authority granted to them in the Idaho 
Constitution, nor have they exceeded the authority granted to them by the legislature pursuant to J.C. § 
20-212. 




























' , . 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, and in a careful exercise of discretion, the Plaintiff's Motion to 
Reconsider is DENIED. In addition, the Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is DENIED. 
The Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED. Defendants shall prepare an 
appropriate order consistent with this decision, subject to Plaintiff's right to review for form. AND IT IS 
SO ORDERED. 
Dated this l s!!1aay of ~ , 2013. 
Thomas F. Neville 
District Judge 
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Boise, IO 83707 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH·, Clerk 
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case No. 0,1 ~ 1103414 
PLAINTIFF'S O~ON TO DEFFNOANTS' 
DRAFI' OF OlIDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S 
ro!'ION 'ID REDJNSIOER; DENYING 
PLAINr:[FF Is ID!'IOO FOR SUMMARY JUDGMFNI'; 
AND GRANl'ING DEFENDANTS I ID!'ION ~ 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT; AND DRAFT OF JUDGMFNI' 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Barry Searcy, prose, and hereby files his Objection 
to Defendants' Draft of Order Denying Plaintiff's Motion to "R.econsider; Denying 
Plaintiff's Motion for Surnnary Judgment; and Granting Defendants' Motion for 
Surnnary Judgment; and Draft of Judgment; which were submitted to the Court on 
May 21, 201"3 (see letter attached hereto as Exhibit A), true and correct copies 
of which (with Plaintiff's requested amendments and strikes) are attached hereto 
as "P:Xhibit Band 'F!xhibit c. 
PLAJ;Nl'IFF' S 013."JECT'ION 'IO DEFaIDANI'S' D~FT OF ORDER 0~ PLAINTIFF' s-'.'~-PTION 
TO RECDNSIDER; DENYING PLMN!'IFF'S ~ON FO"R SUMMA"R.Y JUDGMENT; A'NO GRANl'ING 
OEFF.NOANTS I IDl'ION l?O~ ~~y JUDGMF.Nl'; ANO [)RAFT OF JU0GMENT - 1 
' 
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In its Memorandum Decision and Order filed May 16, 201~, the .court 
concluded as follows: 
For the foregoing reasons, and in a careful exercise of discretion, 
the Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider is DENIED. In addition, the. 
Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is DENIED. The Defendants' 
·Motion for Surrmary Judgment is GRANTED. Defendants shall prepare an 
appropriate order consistent with this decision, subject to Plaintiff's 
right to review for fonn. AND IT IS SO ORDERED. 
( emphasis added) • 
However, rather than drafting and submitting proposed documents that were 
"consistent with this _decision," Defendants have drafted documents in which 
the language expands and extends upon what was actually ordered by the Court. 
In Defendants' draft Order. Denying Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider; Denying 
Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; and Granting Defendants' Motion 
for Surrmary Judgment, at page 2, Defendants propose the following language: 
. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUOGED AND OF.CREED, that Plaintiff's Motion 
to Reconsider is DENIED; Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Surrmary Judgment 
is DENIED; and Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED in its 
entirety and Plaintiff's Complaint shall be.dismissed with prejudice. 
(emphasis added). See Exhibit B at pg. 2. 
The Court's Memorandum Decisions· and Orders of June 13, 2012 and May .16, 
2013 are not rulings on motions for dismissal. Rather, they are summary judgment 
rulings on the merits of Plaintiff's claims. Therefore, the proposed phrase 
immediately following the word "GRANTED" of "in its entirety and Plaintiff's 
Complaint shall be dismissed with prejudice" is inappropriate, inconsistent 
with the Court's decision, and should be stricken from the Court's final order. 
In the Court's final order, a per1od ( • ) should be· inserted immediately following 
the word "GRANTED" and the phrase "in its entirety and Plaintiff's Complaint 
shall be dismissed with prejudice" should be deleted. 
PLAINTIFF Is OBJECrION 'ID DEFffiDANTS I DRAFT OF ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF' s ID!'ION 
'ID REX:X>NSIDER; DENYING PLAINTIFF'S ID!'ION FOR ~y JUDGMENT; AND GRANTING 
DEFENDANTS I ID!'ION FOR ~y JUDGMENI'; AND DRAFI' OF JUDGMENT - 2 
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Likewise, in Defendants' draft Judgment, at page 2, Defendants propose 
the following language: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, that Judgment is entered 
in favor of Defendants and against Plaintiff, that Plaintiff takes nothing 
in this action and that Plaintiff's Complaint be and the same hereby is 
dismissed in its entirety with prejudice. 
(emphasis added). See Exhibit Cat pg. 2. 
For the reasons already stated above, the proposed phrase irrnnediately 
following the words "and against Plaintiff" of", that Plaintiff takes nothing 
in this action and that Plaintiff's Complaint be and the same hereby is 
~ismissed in its entirety with prejudice" is i11appropriate,· inconsistent with 
the Court's decision, and should be stricken from the Court's final judgment. 
In the Court's final judgment, a period (.) should be inserted irrmediately 
following the words "and against Plaintiff" and the phrase", that Plaintiff 
takes nothing in this action and that Plaintiff's Complaint be and the same 
hereby is dismissed in its entirety with prejudice" should be deleted. 
DATED this 5vr1v day of May, 2013 •. 
Plaintiff, prose 
PLAINl'IFF Is OBJECl'ION 'ID DEFmDANl'S ~ DRAF'I' OF ORDER DmYING PLAINl'IFF Is IDl'ION 
'ID REXDNSIDER; DENYING PLAIN1'IFF 1 S IDl'ION FOR suz.t.fARY JUDGMENT; AND GRANrING 
DEFENDANTS I IDl'ION FOR S£.Ir,1,1ARY JUDGMENI'; AND DRAFr OF JUDGMENT - · 3 
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CERI'IFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Plaintiff's Objection to Defendants' Draft of Order Denying Plaintiff's Motion 
to Reconsider, Denying Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment; and Granting 
Defendants' Motion for Surrmary Judgment; and Draft of Judgment, on the following 
named persons at their last known address, via the ISCI Prison Legal Mail System 
and the U.S. Mail, 1st class postage prepaid, on May Yo , 2013: 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
r-1:egan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
PLAINl'IFF Is O~ION TO DEFENDANrs I DRAFI' OF ORDER DENYING PLAINl'IFF1 s IDl'ION 
TO RECONSIDER; DENYING PLAINI'IFF'S IDl'ION FOR SCJr.i.1ARY JUDGMENT; AND GRANTING 
DEFENDANrs I IDl'ION FOR ~y JUDGMENT; AND DRAF'I' OF JUDGMENT - 4 
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LAW OFFICE 
BRASSEY, CRAWFORD & HOWELL, PLLC 
203 W. MAIN STREET 
ANDREW C. BRASSEY 
The Honorable T mas F. Neville 
Ada County irrthouse 
200 West ont Street 
83702-7300 
POST OFFICE BOX 1009 
BOISE, IDAHO 83 70 I 
May 21, 2013 
Re: Searcy v. Idaho State Board of Correction, et al. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 







Pursuant to the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Plaintiffs Motion to 
Reconsider; Denying Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; and Granting Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment entered on May 16, 2013, enclosed please find a proposed Order as 
well as a proposed Judgment for your review. I am also sending a copy of this letter and enclosures 
to Plaintiff so that he can review for form. 
If the Order and Judgment meet with your approval, I would appreciate if you would sign 
them and have your clerk return conformed copies to the parties in the envelopes provided. 
ACB/mg 
Encls. 




Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEATIE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER; 
DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT; AND GRANTING 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration, Plaintiff's Partial Motion for Summary Judgment on 
Count I of the Complaint, and Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment having duly and 
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONS~DER; DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 




regularly come before this Court for hearing on March 8, 2013, Plaintiff Barry Searcy having 
appeared pro se and John M. Howell and Megan Goicoechea having been present on behalf of 
Defendants Idaho State Board of Corrections, Idaho Department of Correction, Carolyn Meline, Jim 
Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, 
Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shirley Audens, the Court having reviewed all the materials, 
having heard oral argument, and being fully advised in the premises; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, that Plaintiffs Motion to 
Reconsider is DENIED; Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is DENIED; and 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED.,.<iR its emi.ret¥ ana Plaintiffs Cofflf)la-iHt 
shall be disfflissed with. pfejucliee. 
DATED this __ day ofMay, 2013. 
HONORABLE THOMAS F. NEVILLE 
District Judge 
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER; DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT; AND GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-2 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this __ day of May, 2013, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the 
method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27 413 
ISCI Unit 13 
Post Office Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Andrew C. Brassey 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell 
Post Office Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Clerk 








ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER; DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 




Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 76_23 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 








IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, that Judgment is entered in 
favor of Defendants and against Plaintift that Pla-ifttiffte.kes nothing in this action and that PlmntifPs 
\Complaint be ruttHhe-same-her-eby-i-s-clismissecl~in-its·entiFety v,.rith pFCjucliee. 
: DATED this __ day of May, 2013. 
JUDGMENT-2 
By __________________ _ 





CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this __ day of May, 2013, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the 
method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
Post Office Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Andrew C. Brassey 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell 
Post Office Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
JUDGMENT-3 
Clerk 











Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
P OBox 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
NO.----c"F1iii=Le:n"o -::;-:-;'::Ji ,~o:---
A,M.----P.M_.J~J~"'--
JUN -4 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By JANET ELLIS 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER; 
DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT; AND GRANTING 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration, Plaintiff's Partial Motion for Summary Judgment on 
Count I of the Complaint, and Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment having duly and 
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER; DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 




. ~ . 
,.:,, .... _: .. 
regularly come before this Court for hearing on March 8, 2013, Plaintiff Barry Searcy having 
appeared pro seJ and John M. Howell and Megan Goicoechea having been present on behalf of 'Jf(I. 
Defendants Idaho State Board of Corrections, Idaho Department of Correction, Carolyn Meline, Jim 
Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, 
~ cw-eQ ~ p ~ ' ~(Q I • I s,2.0(3 CJ.v-cJ) I 
· usan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shir ey Au ens, e Court havm eviewed all the materials, 
having heard oral argument, and being fully advised in the premises; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, that Plaintiff's Motion to 
Reconsider is DENIED; Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is DENIED; and 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED in its entirety and Plaintiff's Complaint 
shall be dismissed with prejudice. 
DATED this L/-$.day of~013. 
By dJ:~ 
HONORABLE THOMAS F. NEVILLE 
District Judge 
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER; DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT; AND GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-2 
000752
...... • ...... 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this r;;- day o~013, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the 
method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27 413 
ISCI Unit 13 
Post Office Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Andrew C. Brassey 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell 
Post Office Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Clerk 









ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER; DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 




' - . 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
NO. ____ 'i:iii:;:;-~---
FILED 3 · A.M. ___ -1"'.,M. I I#"' 
JUN -4 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Cleik 
By JANET ELLIS 
DEPUTY 
· IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEA TIE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 




Case No. CV OC 1103414 
JUDGMENT 
000754
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, that Judgment is entered in 
favor of Defendants and against Plaintiff, that Plaintiff takes nothing in this action and that Plaintiff's 
Complaint be and the same hereby is dismissed in its entirety with prejudice. 
DATED this ~ay o~013. 
JUDGMENT-2 
By c5:iz~..x.OX!Qg~~~ 




;. . . . ,, ,,;. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this t;' day of~ 2013, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the 
method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
Post Office Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Andrew C. Brassey 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell 
Post Office Box 1009 














Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, prose 
~$,._,;.:z;v .. 1 ... es 
AJA,• m 4aSP'll 
Fll.llt> )-
,,P.M,--:;_..---
JUL 1 5 2013 
CHflUSTOPHEFl D. RICH, C1erk 
~y "IC NEL~ON 
Bt!PUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT OOURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STA'IE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE OOUNTY OF ADA 
) 






IDAHO STA'IE BOARD OF OORRECI'ION, ) 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF OORRECI'ION, ) 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY ) 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA JANE ) 
DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, ) 
TONY MEAT'IE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, ) 
THED LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, ) 
in their official capacities and ) 
as State employees; DOES 1 through ) 




Case No. c:v oc 1103414 
IDI'ION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION 
'ID PROCEED ON PARI'IAL PAYMENI' OF OOURI' 
FEES (PRISONER) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff-Appellant Barry Searcy, prose, and hereby moves the 
Court for pennission to proceed on partial payment of court fees, pursuant to 
I.C. § 31-3220A. Plaintiff-Appellant swears under oath that: 
1. Thi$ action is an appeal by right to the Idaho Supreme Court. I 
IDI'ION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION 'ID PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMEN!' OF OOURT FEES (PRISONER) - 1 
000757
believe I am entitled to get what I am asking for. 
2. I have not previously brought this claim against the same party --
or a claim based on the same operative facts in any state or federal court. 
X I have filed this claim against the same party or a claim based on the 
same operative facts in a state or federal court under '!=he federal supplemental 
jurisdiction statute. The federal court dismissed these state law claims and 
declined to exercise federal court jurisdiction after dismissing the federal 
law claims. These state law claims were thereafter brought in this Court. 
3. I am unable to pay ?1,ll the court costs now. I have attached to this 
affidavit a current statement of my inmate account, certified by a custodian 
of inmate accounts, that reflects the activity of the account over my period 
of incarceration or for the last twelve (12) months, whichever is less. 
4. I understand I will be required to pay an initial partial filing fee 
in the amount of 20% of the greater of (a) the average monthly deposits to my 
inmate account or (b) the average monthly balance to my inmate account for the 
last six (6) months. I also understand that I must pay the remainder of the 
filing fees by making monthly payments of 20% of the preceding month's income 
in my inmate account until the fee is paid in full. 
5. I verify that the statements made in this affidavit are true and 
correct to the best of my knowledge and belief and are made under penalty of 
perjury •. 
IDENI'IFICATION AND RESIDENCE: 
Name: Barry Searcy Other name ( s) I have used: Barryngton Eugene Searcy 
Address: Idaho State Correctional Institution How long at that address: most 
of the last twenty-five (25) years; continually since about February of 2000. 
IDI'ION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION 'ID PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENI' OF CXlURI' FEES (PRISONER) - 2 
000758
Year and place of birth: 1966 in Murray, Utah. 
DEPENDENI'S: 
I am ~x~ single 
information: 
Name of spouce: N/A. 
married. If married, you must provide the following 
My other dependents including minor children (use only initials and age to 
identify children) are: N/A. 
INCX>ME: 
Amount of my income: about $50.00 per month. 
Other than my inmate account I have outside money from: N/A. 
My spouse's income: N/A. 
ASSEl'S: 
List all real property (land and buildings) owned or being purchased by you. 
N/A. 
List all other property owned by you and state it's value. 
Description (provide description for each item) 
Cash: N/A. 
Notes and Receivables: N/A. 
Vehicles: N/A. 
Bank/Credit Union/Savings/Checking Accounts: N/A. 
Stocks/Bonds/Investments/Certificates of Deposit: N/A. 
Trust Funds: N/A. ,i; 
Retirement Accounts/IRAs/401(k)s: N/A. 
cash Value Insurance: N/A. 
Motorcycles/Boats/RVs/Snowmobiles: N/A. 
Furniture/Appliances: prison cell Television and Fan, approximate value is 
IDI'ION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION 'ID PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENI' OF CX>URl' FEES (PRISONER) - 3 
000759
less than $100.00, probably less than $50.00. 
Jewelry /Antiques/Collectibles: N/A. 
Description (provide description for each item) 
TVs/Stereos/Computers/Electronics: prison cell Zenith color TV and Fan, 
approximate value less than $100.00, probably less than $50.00. 
Tools/Equipment: N/A. 
Sporting Goods/Guns: N/A. 
Horses/Livestock/Tack: N/A. 
Other: N/A. 
EXPENSES: (list all of your monthly expenses) 
Expense. 
Rent/House Payment: N/A. 
Vehicle Payment(s): N/A. 
Credit Cards (list last four digits of each account number): N/A. 
Loans (name of lender and reason for loan): N/A. 
Electricity/Natural Gas: N/A. 
Water/Sewer/Trash: N/A. 
Phone: about $10.00 per month. 
Groceries: about $10.00 per month. 
Clothing: about .. $5.00 per month. 
Auto Fuel: N/A. 
Auto Maintenance: N/A. 
Cosmetics/Haircuts/Salons/Hygiene: about $10.00 per month. 
Entertainment/Books/Magazines: N/A. 
Horne Insurance: N/A. 
Auto Insurance: N/A. 
MJl'ION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION 'ID PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMEN.l' OF COURl' FEF.s (PRISONER) - 4 
000760
Life Insurance: N/A. 
Medical Insurance: N/A. 




How much can you borrow: $ N/A. From whom? N/A. 
When did you file your last income tax return? To the best of my recollection, 
in 2003. Amount of Refund: None. 
PERSONAL REFERENCES: (These persons must be able to verify infonnation provided) 
Name: Shirley Audens, IIX)C Financial Specialist Sr. Address: 1 299 N. Orchard 
Street, Suite 110, Boise, ID 83706 
* Ms. Audens can document and verify the activity of my inmate trust account 
for a number of the past years. 
Barry Searcy 
STATE OF Idaho) 
)ss 
County of Ada ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this_[_(_ day of July, 2013. 
~,Jc 
NOTlilirLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: i 
C~ssion ~xpires: W'fi{/htz.( 
mrION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION '10 PROCEED 
ON PARl'IAL PAYMENI' OF CXXJRI' FEES (PRISONER) - 5 
000761
CERl'IFJiG\.TE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
MOI'ION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION 'IO PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF CX>URT FEES 
(PRISONER) on the following named persons at their last known address on the 
date indicated below, via the ISCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 
1st class postage prepaid: 
Andrew c. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
Mark Kubinski 
Deputy Attorney General 
Lead Counsel, Correction Section 
Idaho Department of Correction 
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110 
Boise, ID 83706 
Sue Wolf 
Fourth Judicial District Court Reporter 
C/0 Judge Neville's Chambers 
Ada County Courthouse 
200 West Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
DATED this /lm_ day of July, 2013. 
IDl'ION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION 'ro PR.CX!EED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) - 6 
000762
= IDOC TRUST OFFENDER BANK BALANCES 
Doc No: 27413 Name: SEARCY, BARRYINGTON EUGENE 
Account: CHK Status: ACTIVE 
Transaction Dates: 06/0l/2012-06/14/2013 
Beginning Total Total 
Balance Charges Payments 
51.86 806.38 827.87 
06/14/2013 = 






Date Batch Description Ref Doc Amount Balance 
---------- ------------- ------------------ ---------- ---------- -----------
06/04/2012 II0587445-014 223-MAY PAY RECREATION 60.00 111.86 
06/04/2012 HQ0587447-001 063-COURT ORDR CV-00294-R 12.'00DB 99.86 
06/04/2012 II0587461-168 099-COMM SPL 10.60DB 89.26 
06/05/2012 HQ0587718-008 011-RCPT MO/CC RCPT MO 10.00 99.26 
06/05/2012 HQ0587719-002 063-COURT ORDR CV-00294-R 2.00DB 97.26 
06/12/2012 II0588795-013 071-MED CO-PAY 409488 9 .. OODB 88.26 
06/14/2012 II0589046-009 100-CR INM CMM 15.11 103.37 
06/15/2012 II0589070-001 072-METER MAIL 206739 5.30DB 98.07 
06/15/2012 II0589070-002 072-METER MAIL 206738 5.30DB 92.77 
06/15/2012 II0589070-003 072-METER MAIL 206736 2.30DB 90.47 
06/15/2012 II0589070-004 072-METER MAIL 206735 1. 70DB 88.77 
06/18/2012 II0589271-269 099-COMM SPL 7.77DB 81. 00 
06/18/2012 II0589271-270 099-COMM SPL 15.llDB 65.89 
06/20/2012 II0589602-011 070-PHOTO COPY 206737 28.80DB 3.7. 09 
06/20/2012 II0589602-012 070-PHOTO COPY 206734 7.00DB 30.09 
06/22/2012"II0589854-013 072-METER MAIL 206768 3.60DB 26.49 
06/25/2012 II0589893-001 090-INST RESTI SETTLEMENT 46.94 73.43 
06/26/2012 II0590185-007 070-PHOTO COPY 206767 5.60DB 67.83 
07/02/2012 II0590491-194 099-COMM SPL 2.31DB 65.52 
07/02/2012 II0590491-195 099-COMM SPL 18.68DB 46.84 
07/03/2012 II0590795-017 223-JUN PAY RECREATION 45.00 91. 84 
07/03/2012 HQ0590J97-001 063-COURT ORDR CV-00294-R 9.00DB 82.84 
07/06/2012 HQ0591141~007 061-CK INMATE 206769 6.00DB 76.84 
07/09/2012 II0591276-255 099-COMM SPL 6.lODB 70.74 
07/19/2012 II0592755-005 070-PHOTO COPY 199432 0.60DB 70.14 
07/23/2012 II0592967-230 099-COMM SPL 1.21DB 68.93 
07/23/2012 II0592967-231 099-COMM SPL 15.90DB 53.03 
07/27/2012 II0593614-007 072-METER MAIL 199908 1.50DB 51. 53 
07/27/2012 II0593614-008 072-METER MAIL 199909 1. SODB 50.03 
07/30/2012 II0593682-223 099-COMM SPL 10.llDB 39.92 
08/01/2012 II0593959-013 223-JUL PAY RECREATION 75.60 115.52 
08/01/2012 HQ0593961-001 063-COURT ORDR CV-00294-R 15.12DB 100.40 
08/03/2012 II0594359-005 072-METER MAIL 204822 2.lODB 98.30 
08/03/2012 II0594359-006 072-METER MAIL 204823 1. 90DB 96.40 
08/03/2012 II0594370-003 070-PHOTO COPY 199907 4.lODB 92.30 
08/06/2012 II0594452-265 099-COMM SPL 12.85DB 79.45 
08/06/2012 II0594452-266 099-COMM SPL. 4.24DB 75.21 
08/10/2012 II0595354-006 070-PHOTO COPY 204821 7.30DB 67.91 
08/15/2012 II0595782-006 072-METER MAIL 204839 1.30DB 66.61 
000763
= IDOC TRUST----------- OFFENDER BANK BALANCES 
Doc No: 27413 Name: SEARCY, BARRYINGTON EUGENE 
Account: CHK Status: ACTIVE 
Transaction Dates: 06/0l/2012-06/14/2013 
06/14'/2013 = 
ISCI/UNT13 PRES FACIL 
TIER-C CELL-66 
Beginning Total Total Current 
Balance Charges Payments Balance 
51.86 806.38 827.87 73.35 
================================TRANSACTIONS================================ 
Date Batch Description Ref Doc Amount Balance 
08/15/2012 HQ0595813-001 061-CK INMATE 
08/17/2012 II0596044-010 070-PHOTO COPY 
08/24/2012 II0596670-007 072-METER MAIL 
08/24/2012 II0596670-008 072-METER MAIL 
08/29/2012 II0597096-022 070-PHOTO COPY 
09/06/2012 II0598111-031 223-AUG PAY 
09/06/2012 HQ0598113-001 063-COURT ORDR 
09/07/2012 II0598535-002 072-METER MAIL 
09/07/2012 II0598535-003 072-METER MAIL 
09/10/2012 II0598608-245 099-COMM SPL 
09/10/2012 II0598608-246 099-COMM SPL 
09/14/2012 II0599510-010 070-PHOTO COPY 
09/14/2012 II0599510-011 070-PHOTO COPY 
09/19/2012 II0600023-003 072-METER MAIL 
10/04/2012 II0601792-020 223-SEP PAY 
'10/04/2012 HQ0601794-001 063-COURT ORDR 
10/15/2012 II0603046-262 099-COMM SPL 
10/22/2012 II0603881-231 099-COMM SPL 
10/25/2012 II0604424-012 071-MED CO-PAY 
10/29/2012 II0604625-223 099-COMM SPL 
11/01/2012 II0605005-016 223-0CT PAY· 
11/01/2012 HQ0605007-001 063-COURT ORDR 
11/02/2012 II0605252-013 072-METER MAIL 
11/02/2012 II0605252-014 072-METER MAIL 
11/07/2012 II0605986-001 070-PHOTO COPY 
11/12/2012 II0606372-271 099-COMM SPL 
11/18/2012 II0607059-245 099-COMM SPL 
12/03/2012 II0608455-263 099-COMM SPL 
12/05/2012 II0609018-016 223-NOV PAY 
12/05/2012 HQ0609020-001 063-COURT ORDR 
12/10/2012 II0609437-276 099-COMM SPL 
12/14/2012 II0610219-016 072-METER MAIL 
12/17/2012 II0610283-267 099-COMM SPL 
12/18/2012 II0610509-006 070-PHOTO COPY 
12/19/2012 II0610720-002 100-CR INM CMM 
12/23/2012 II0611017-287 099-COMM SPL 
12/23/2012 II0611017-288 099-COMM SPL 
12/28/2012 II0611651-001 070-PHOTO COPY 









































































































= IDOC TRUST OFFENDER BANK BALANCES 06/14/2013 = 
Doc No: 27413 Name: SE~CY, BARRYINGTON EUGENE 
Account: CHK Status: ACTIVE 
ISCI/UNT13 PRES FACIL 
TIER-C CELL-66 
Transaction Dates: 06/0l/2012-06/14/2013 
Beginning Total Total Current 
Balance Charges Payments ·Balance 
51.86 806.38 827.87 73.35 
================================TRANSACTIONS================================ 
Date Batch Description Ref Doc Amount Balance 
12/30/2012 II0611657-279 099-COMM SPL 
01/02/2013 II0611996-019 223-DEC PAY 
01/02/2013 HQ0611998-001 063-COURT ORDR 
01/07/2013 II0612443-318 099-COMM SPL 
01/07/2013 II0612443-319 099-COMM SPL 
01/14/2013 II0613715-276 099-COMM SPL 
01/21/2013 II0614020-249 099-COMM SPL 
01/22/2013 HQ0614138-017 011-RCPT MO/CC 
02/01/2013 II0615376-021 223-JAN PAY 
02/0'1/2013 HQ0615378-001 063-COURT ORDR 
02/04/2013 II0615468-269 099-CQMM SPL 
02/05/2013 II0615858-004 070-PHOTO COPY 
02/11/2013 HQ0616500-015 011-RCPT MO/CC 
02/11/2013 HQ0616501-001 063-COURT ORDR 
02/11/2013 II0616507-316 099-COMM SPL 
·'"02/11/2013 TI0616507-317 099-COMM SPL 
02/15/2013 II0617161-004 072-METER MAIL 
02/18/2013 II0617194-275 099-COMM SPL 
02/22/2013 II0617828-003 070-PHOTO COPY 
03/04/2013 II0618640-016 223-FEB PAY 
03/04/2013 HQ0618641-001 063-COURT ORDR 
03/06/2013 II0619116-004 072-METER MAIL 
03/06/2013 II0619.116-009 072-METER MAIL 
03/08/2013 II0619486-011 070-PHOTO COPY 
03/11/2013 II0619605-324 099-COMM SPL 
04/01/2013 II0621853-288 099-COMM SPL 
04/01/2oi3 II0621853-289 099-COMM SPL 
04/02/2013 II0622185-016 223-MAR PAY 
04/02/2013 HQ0622186-001 063-COURT ORDR 
04/08/2013 II0622728-353 099-COMM SPL 
04/19/2013 HQ0624164-006 061-CK INMATE 
04/19/2013 HQ0624164-011 061-CK INMATE 
04/22/2013 II0624217-294 099-COMM SPL 
04/29/2013 II0624779-265 099-COMM SPL 
05/01/2013 II0625281-016 223-APR PAY 
05/01/2013 HQ0625283-001 063-COURT ORDR 
05/02/2013 HQ0625523-002 011-RCPT MO/CC 
05/02/2013 HQ0625524-001 063-COURT ORDR 
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= IDOC TRUST OFFENDER BANK BALANCES 06/14/2013 = 
Doc No: 27413 Name: SEARCY, BARRYINGTON EUGENE 
Account: CHK Status: ACTIVE 
ISCI/UNT13 PRES FACIL 
TIER-C CELL-66 
Transaction Dates: 06/0l/2012-06/14/2013 
Beginning Total Total Current 
Balance Charges Payments. Balance 
51.86 806.38 827.87 73.35 
===============================TRANSACTIONS================================ 















- - - - - - ·- - - - - - - ------------------ ---------- ----------
II0625880-310 099-COMM SPL 
II0628199-289 099-COMM SPL 
II0628199-290 099-COMM SPL 
HQ0628291-002 011-RCPT MO/CC RCPT MO 
HQ0628292-001 063-COURT ORDR CV-00294-R 
II0628664-005 072-METER MAIL 216642 
II0628664-010 072-METER MAIL 2166414 
II0628763-257 099-COMM SPL 
II0629271-016 223-MAY PAY RECREATION 
HQ0629272-001 063-COURT ORDR CV-00294-R 
II0629814-353 099-COMM SPL 
II0630179-0011070-PHOTO COPY 2166639 
II0630439-009 072-METER MAIL 216617 
STATE OF IDAHO 
'Idaho Department of Correction 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true aJ1(I 
correct copy of an instrument as the same now remains 
on file and of record in my office. T/1-
WITNESS my hand heret~ affixed this IL/ -
day of· _ r. · A.D.,2(), L-J 






























, ... -· -
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff, prose 
NO·-----;;;~--:----
FILED LI' A.M. _____ 
1
P.M. . oo 
JUL 1 5 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By BRADLEY J. THIES 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRicr COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRicr 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
) 




vs. ~ ) 
) 
IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECI'ION, ) 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECI'ION, ) 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY ) 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA JANE ) 
DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, ) 
TONY MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, ) 
THEO I.OWE, and SHIRLEY AUDEN'S, ) 
in their official capacities and ) 
as State employees; DOES 1 through ) 
10, fictitiously named persons, ) 
) 
DefendantsTRespondents. ) ________________ ) 
case No. CV oc 1103414 
IDI'ICE OF APPEAL 
'f{(J,,:: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CO'RRECI'ION, IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF . CORRECI'ION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, SH~ AUDENS AND DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named persons, AND 
THE PARTIES' ATTORNEYS, Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 and Megan Goicoechea, 
IDI'ICE OF APPEAL - 1 
000767
ISB 7623, Special Deputy Attorneys General for Defendants, 203 West Main Street, 
PO Box 1009, Boise, Idaho, 83701-1009, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT: 
NOI'ICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant BARRY SEARCY appeals against the above named 
respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the following orders: 
a. MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER DENYING IN PART PLAINTIFF'S PARTIAL 
MOI'ION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANT IDOC; GRANTING 
IN PART DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT; AND SEI"I'ING 
A SCHEDULE FOR FURTHER BRIEFING, entered June 13, 2012; 
b. MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER; DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT; 
AND GRANTING DEFENDANTS I MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, entered 
May 16, 2013; 
c. ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER; DENYING 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT; AND GRANTING 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, entered June 4, 2013; 
and 
d. JUDGMENT, entered June 4, 2013; 
in the above entitled action, Honorable Judge Thomas F. Neville presiding. 
2. That the party has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, 
and the judgment or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to Rule 11 (a) ( 1-7), I.A.R. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant 
then intends to assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal 
shall not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal: 
OOl'ICE OF APPEAL - 2 
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a. That the District Court erred in finding and concluding that 
the cornmissions charged for telephone time and conmissary goods 
are funds arising trom the sale of goods or services pursuant 
to I.e.§ 67-3611; 
' b. That the District Court erred in finding and concluding that 
the revenue raised through telephone and corrmissary sales 
commissions does not violate Article II, Section 1; Article VII, 
Sections 2 and/or 16; and/or Article X, Section 1 of the Idaho 
Constitution; 
c. That the District Court erred in finding and concluding that 
the revenue raised through the hobby craft surcharge does not 
violate Article x, Section 1 and/or Article VII, Sections 2 and/or 
16 of the Idaho Constitution; 
c. That the District Court erred in finding and concluding that 
the revenue raised through hobby craft surcharges, medical 
co-pays and photocopy fees does not violate Article II, 
Section 1 of the Idaho Constitution and/or I.e. § 20-212; 
d. That the District Court erred in finding and concluding that 
the revenue raised through medical co-pays and photocopy fees 
does not violate Article X, Section 1; Article VII, Sect:j.ons 2 
and 16 and/or I.e.~ 20-212. 
4. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? 
If so, wI:a.t portion? N/A - no portion of the record has been sealed. 
mrICE OF APPEAL - 3 
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5. a. Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes. 
b. The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions 
of the reporter's transcript: The entire reporter's standard 
transcript as defined in Rule 25(a), I.A.R., supplemented by the 
following: the transcripts of the hearings held on April 26, 2012 
and on March 8, ol013 ~ 
c. The appellant requests a compressed fonnat transcript, as 
described in Rule 26, I.A.R. 
6. The appellant request the following documents to be included in the 
clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule '29, I.A.R.: 
a. Register of actions. 
b. All court minutes. 
c. All documents filed or lodged with the District Court in this 
case, including all documents filed or lodged after the filing or 
lodging of the notice of appeal. This request shall be broadly 
construed to be a "catch-all" request that is inclusive (rather than 
exclusive) of all documents that are part of the clerk's and/or 
District Court's record of this case. 
7. I certify: 
a. That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the 
reporter. 
b. 
i. That the clerk of the di$trict court or administrative 
agency has been paid the estimated fee for preparation of 
the reporter's transcript. 
ii. X That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated 
fee because: The appellant is unable to. pay all of the 




applicable appellate filing fees, reporter's fees and clerk's 
record fees, and has requested to proceed on appeal with 
a partial payment of said fees, pursuant to I.C. § 31-3220A. 
Appellant believes he is entitled to proceed on appeal with 
.'. a partial payment of said fees, pursuant to I.C. § 31-3220A. 
i. That the estimat~ fee for preparation of the clerk's 
or agency record has been paid. 
ii. X That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated 
i. 
ii. 
fee for the preparation of the record because: The appellant 
is unable to pay all of the applicable. appellate filing. ·' 
fees, reporter's fees and clerk's record fees, and has 
requested to proceed on appeal with a partial payment of 
said fees, pursuant to I.C. § 31-3220A. Appellant believes 
he is entitled to proceed on appeal with a partial payment 
of said fees, pursuant to I.e.~ 31-3220A. 
-- That the appellate filing fees has been paid. 
x That the appellant is exempt from paying the appellate 
filing fees because: The appellant is unable to pay all 
of the applicable appellate filing fees, reporter's fees 
and clerk's record fees, and has requested to proceed on 
appeal with a partial payment of said fees, pursuant to 
I.C •. § 31-3220A. Appellant believes he is entitled to 
proceed on appeal with a partial payment of said fees, 
pursuant to I.e.§ 31-3220A. 
ml'ICE OF APPEAL - 5 
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' • ,• 
e. That service has been made upon all parties to be served pursuant 
Rule 20,· I.A.R., and the Attorney .General of Idaho pursuant to Section 
67-1401(1), Idaho Code. 
DATED this /I 11J day of July, 2013. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss 
County of Ada ) 
Barry4arcy 
Plaintiff-Appellant, prose 
BARRY SEARCY, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 
That the party is the appellant in the above-entitled action and that all 
statements in this notice of appeal are true and correct to the best of his 
knowledge and belief. 
In addition, that the party is an inmate and timely files this notice of 
appeal within 42 days from the date evidenceJ by the filing stamp of the clerk 
on any judgments, orders or decrees of the district court appealable as a matter 
of right, by depositing it in the ISCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S. 
Mail, 1st class postage prepaid, on the 11:zJ.L'day of July, 2013, addressed to: 
Clerk of the Court 
Fourth Judicial District Court 
200 W. Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
000772
CERI'll'ICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
NOTICE OF APPEAL on the following named persons at their last known address 
on the date indicated below, via the ISCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S. 
Mail, 1st class postage prepaid: 
Andrew c. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO:Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
Mark Kubinski 
Deputy Attorney General 
Lead Coµnsel, cotrection·section 
Idaho Department of Correction 
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110 
Boise, ID 83706 
Sue Wolf 
Fourth Judicial District Court Reporter 
C/0 Judge Neville's Chambers 
Ada County Courthouse 
200 West Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
DATED this 1/..z.y_ day of July, 2013. 
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OCl.1 8 2013 
.. r 1•, 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By DEBBIE SCOTT 
DEPUTY 
u-+~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE \ JUDICIAL DISTRICT --------
0 F THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF _ ___._M_.__....-...aa..0........,,,-----
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
01:Je <f Id~J Koretk<M 
Defendant. .,d. 
Having reviewed the.P<j Plaintiff's [ 
Partial Payment of Court Fees, 
THIS COURT FINDS AND ORDERS: 
Case No.: C.vO C. l \ 0 ~\.\ \ '-\ 
ORDER RE: PARTIAL PAYMENT OF 
COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
] Defendant's Motion and Affidavit for 
[ V]The average monthly deposits in the prisoner's inmate account total 
/' oC, 
$ ~ 2 - ,·th~ea!RI~ bahwc~eRef;si~~o~ 
,t~~mo:n~~R4,0 c::- ....... , 2vi 20% of.tbc:fJ,rstc:r~ amountk·is 
$ (1. ~ and must be paid as a partial initial fee at the time of filing. The prisoner shall 
make monthly payments of not less than 20% of the preceding month's income credited 
to the prisoner's inmate account until the remainder of the court filing fees in the amount 
of$ foo, ~ are paid in full. The agency or entity having custody of the prisoner shall 
forward payments from the prisoner's inmate account to the clerk of-the court each time 
the amount in the prisoner's inmate account exceeds ten dollars ($10.00) until the full 
amount is paid 
or [ ] The prisoner has no assets and need not pay any fee at this time. The prisoner 
shall make monthly payments of not less than 20% of the preceding month's income 
ORDER RE: PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 




credited to the prisoner's inmate account until the court filing fees in the amount of$ __ 
___ are paid in full. The agency or entity having custody of the prisoner shall forward 
payments from the prisoner's inmate account to the clerk of the court each time the 
amount in the prisoner's inmate account exceeds ten dollars ($10.00) until the full 
amount is paid. 
, or [ ] THIS COURT DENIES the motion because 
[ ] the prisoner did not comply with all the requirements of Idaho Code §31-3220A , or 
[ ] the Court finds the prisoner has the ability to pay the full filing fee at this time. 
Date: C9~ (7, Zc::,(3 
Judge 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that a copy was served: 
[ ] Hand-delivery 
[v{'Mailing 
[ ] Fax to (number) 
, To [ ] counsel for the county sheriff [ ] the department of correction or [ ] the private 
correctional facility: 
, 
Name: [ ] Hand-delivery 
Address: ------------
City, State, Zip:----------
Da.te: /0-lf- -(3:, 
ORDER R~: PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 




Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff prose 
NO. W.~- F~--
-NOV 1 2 2013 
CHRISTOPHl;R D. RICH, Cieri< 
By JAMIE MARTIN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT CDUR.T OF TFfB ~TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
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) ________________ ) 
case No. 0.J oc 1103414 
PLAINTIFF'S NOTICE OF SUBMISSION OF 
PARTIAL INITIAL FILING FEE 'ID IDOC 
1\C(l)UNTING 
Plaintiff Barry Searcy, pro se, hereby notifies the Court that on this 
date he submitted his payment of the $12.41 partial initial filing fee required 
by the Court's order filed October 18, 2013 to IDOC Accounting for a check to 
be cut from his inmate trust account to the Clerk of the Court. 
DATEO this 1 n.l day of Nov~ber, 2013. 
PLAINTIFF'S NOI'ICE OF SUBMISSION O'F' l?A~IAL 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY ~IFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Plaintiff's Notice of Submission of Partial Initial Filing Fee to !DOC Accounting 
on the following named persons at their last known address, via the !SCI Prison 
Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 1st class postage prepaid, on 
November 7ru , 2013: 
Andrew c. Brassey, !SB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
·Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
PLAINl'IFF'S NOl'ICE OF SUBMISSION OF PARTIAL 
INITIAL FILING FEE TO !DOC Aca:>UNTING - 2 
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Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff-Appellant, prose 
NO.----=FIL:":::'ED~----
8: co AM.__.;~ ....... --rP.M-----
.. 
DEC 12 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By BRADLEY J. THIES 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
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) ________________ ) 
case No. c:v oc 1103414 
Supreme Court Docket No. 41216-2013 
PLAINTIFF'S IDI'ION 'ID CLARIFY THAT 
THE FEE FOR THE CLERK'S RECORD IS 
ENCOMPASSED WITHIN THE COURT'S ORDER 
RE: PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
(PRISONER) Filed October 18, 2013 
COMES NOW Plaintiff-Appellant Barry Searcy, prose, and hereby submits 
his Motion To Clarify That The Fee For The Clerk's Record Is Encompassed Within 
The Court's Order Re: Partial Payment Of Court Fees (Prisoner) filed October 18, 
2013. 
This motion is supported by the Memorandum In Support of Plaintiff's Motion 
To Clarify That The Fee For The Clerk's Record Is Encompassed Within The Court's 
Order Re: Partial Payment Of Court Fees (Prisoner) Filed October 18, 2013 and 
the Affidavit of Barry Searcy, both filed contemporaneously herewith, and the 
record and files herein. 
PLAINTIFF'S IDI'ION 'ID CLARIFY THAT THE FEE FOR THE CLERK'S RECORD IS 
mcDMPASSED WITHIN THE COURT'S ORDER RE: PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 




Pursuant to Rule 8.2 of the Local Rules of the Fourth Judicial District, 
Plaintiff-Appellant respectfully submits a proposed order herewith, accompanied 
by envelopes with sufficient postage, addressed to all parties, and includes 
a certificate of service reflecting the addresses on the envelopes provided. 
DATED this ~ru day of December, 2013. 
Plaintiff-Appellant, prose 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That.I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
PLAINTIFF'S IYDTION TO CLARIFY THAT THE FEE FOR THE CLERK'S RECORD IS ENCOMPASSED 
WITHIN THE COURT'S ORDER RE: PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) Filed 
October 18, 2013 on the following named persons at their last known address, 
via the !SCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 1st class postage 
prepaid, on this l!2n:,._ day of December, 2013: 
Andrew c. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendatns 
Mark Kubinski 
Deputy Attorney General 
Lead Counsel, Correction Section 
Idaho Oeparbnent of Correction 
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110 
Boise, ID 83706 
PLAINTIFF'S IDI'ION ID CLARIFY THAT THE FEE FOR THE CLERK'S RECORD IS 
ma)MPASSED WITHlN THE COURT'S ORDER RE: PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
(PRISONER) Filed October 18, 2013 - 2 
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Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff-Appellant, prose 
NO. 
B!OO FILED A.M. P.M ____ _ 
DEC 1·.2 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By BRADLEY J. THIES 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
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) ________________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO) 
)ss 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
Supreme Court Docket No. 41216-2013 
AFFIDAVIT OF BARRY SEARCY 
BARRY SEARCY, being duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1 • I am over eighteen ( 18) years old and competent to testify on matters 
herein. I make this affidavit based upon personal knowledge. 
2. On November 7, 2013, I submitted Idaho Department of Correction 
Offender Personal Funds Withdrawal Slip No. HQ 218309 for $12.41, payable to 
the Clerk of the Court, Ada County Courthouse, for the initial partial court 
fee for this appeal in District Court Case No. CV OC 1103414, to the paralegal 
at the ISCI Resource Center, for submission to IDOC Inmate Banking. However, 
as I learned later, the ISCI Resource Center paralegal did not sign the 
AFFIDAVIT OF BARRY SEARCY - 1 
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"Approving Official's Signature and Associate ID Number" signature line and 
therefore, nxx:: Inmate Banking did not cut a check to the District Court Clerk 
on Withdrawal Slip No. HQ 218309. 
3. At the same time and in the same envelope, I also submitted an IIX)C 
Offender Concern Form addressed to Shirley Audens - IIX)C Inmate Banking (who 
is also a named Defendant-Respondent in this case), in which I stated: 
"Attached please find Withdrawal Slip No. HQ 218309 for $12.41 payable 
to the Clerk of the Court at the Ada County Courthouse. This is the payment 
of the initial partial filing fee in Case No. CV OC 1103414 - Appeal to 
Supreme Court. I've included a stamped envelope and cover letter addressed 
to th [sic] Clerk. I've also included, for your records the Order for 
ongoing payments monthly towards the $100.00 filing fee. 
Thank you for your assistance on this matter." 
4. I subsequently received back the November 7, 2013 Concern Form, with 
a response from "s. Audens" dated 11-12-2013, which stated: 
"The envelope and all its contents were returned to you. There was no 
approving signature on the drawslip." 
However, contrary to the statement in this response, I did not receive back 
with 8-le tbric~~ ~O:rrri ;;th~ einv~ldpe; ~d ~ii it~ toHf~f~: 11 At;·the''tfule,·~I 1oni~'( 
received the November 7, 2013 Concern Form. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is 
a true and correct copy of the November 7, 2013 Concern Form. 
5. After being notified by Defendant-Respondent Shirley Audens of IIX)C 
Inmate Banking, via the November.?, 2013 Concern Form (Exhibit A), that a check 
had not been cut on Withdrawal Slip No. HQ 218309, I submitted a new Withdrawal 
Slip No. HQ 221740 on November 17, 2013 for $12.41, payable to the Clerk of 
the Fourth Judicial District Court for the initial partial filing fee - appeal 
of CV OC 1103414. A true and correct copy of Withdrawal Slip No. HQ 221740 
is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of my IIX)C 
inmate Trust Fund Statement for the period of November 1 , 2013 through 
November 30, 2013, which shows that on November 22, 2013, the amount of $12.41 
was removed from my account based on "Ref Doc" 221740. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of the Order 
Conditionally Dismissing Appeal dated November 20, 2013. 
AFFIDAVIT OF BARRY SEARCY - 2 
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8. Attached hereto as Exhibit Eis a true and correct copy of the 
Estimate/ Invoice from Court Reporter Susan M. Wolf, which shows that the cost 
of the Reporter's Transcript in this appeal would be $513.50, which I am unable 
to pay. 
DATED this LhJ:L. day of December., 2013. 
4,l 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this \ O day of December, 2013. 
,i111111,,,,, . ,,, N D . ,,,, 
, .. , 1~ . 1.4 "· ,,. 
.~ .... 5)~ ....... ; .. O#Y,, ~ ~ 
.. .~ •• ... ~,;,>'~ 
: 'l~OTA -..~\ : . ~r. = 
: :: ' : -::~: ...... :: 
: !'\ .: i 
NDrARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: \~-k~o 
Conmission Expires: o=r -tc;-zct~ 
';. ~ • l>lfBL\C l I 
~ -,;,.. •• .• " ' CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
# .d'>. •• •• £<;.V ~ ,, -,,li' ••••••. -~, .. ,, ' 
I HERE.it,~~.~~t I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Affidavit of Barry Searcy on the following named persons at their last known 
address, via the ISCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 1st class 
postage prepaid, on this Lo r1J day of December, 2013: 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
Mark Kubinski 
Deputy Attorney General 
Lead Counsel, Correction Section 
Idaho Department of Correction 
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110 
Boise, ID 83706 
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t1fyrv.:r'.' IDAHO oi::.~:~~~;c~~n ~~:ECTION 
>,''··:-;;. ' ~ Offender Name: ,fuiKRY _hey ~- r 
·,, ;.; · ;·: , •,. Institution, Housing Unit, & Cell: /5"< / /7C- .Jo;ilf-'. --~··':-
•\,: s ;·,·,: Tok;;.~m:,o~=,:re ~~ mo;.~cit=~~f:!::oe o, coaeem) 
~o 
IDOC Number: :bl/)>? 
Date: // /7 /zo13 
7 / 
~~p7~~Yp1;:··· ·.~;(~:~~~t· 




,!'.:: ::_·/:~~~~- --lssue/Concem--A-Frtr7tFt)-f7(60ff-r1A1-~-WrF)::tf)17/.Jvf/AL.-.FL-r~---:;tl!o--:-1-i-Q-17"3-zocx~-/.-1z;-<JJ--~~-: ·~ 
.,.\: .',~: · l: .,.G<:0.,.e:4/e- h .Jk Cu:-/ll< ef TJJ~ 4,t,/lr A7 1,;J~ AIJA Ca,14;;,Y /awrDbV.f<:. 7°")/)J' ,&< 7//~ 
.,:"':·· .. , ~.,' /7/.JYtf//r,(/,- of. -r//(' //11,Tl,4(, /?AffT->A'-. hUN5 r§€ /A/' r,:1..rE ~- CV a,. //e,Jf!Y- 4(?ffAI W 
jl •' •. ·.' ,. ", • ..J{/ ,d.,7r/,,,_~ f"ov/l7, .C"'t!..e / ,VrLf/1}(:I) A rt,()(tt.LJE )) 6-,. t,N, .t2(¥" &1('7 Ce,,1/<,-,t Lcr:-1 z<.,q rf .(J,IJXC:f (c/1 LO 7),/ CL'mK, 
.·•,,;·_ • 1•• ft..>~ aho IAdLf!OEO • Eorl.. '.ltJv/?. /fff.o,u:J.r - 7.lle o,'l,;(V( ..co.-t l&!:Ja111<1 /:1>:,,,~,&7J /f111/f/T>IC!( TtJWM/.J./ 
,'.!, '~'<~:• 't".', •. f ; -rJJt: .f/lJU. c,CJ J:"n ... 1,-.,; ~ -
.~··p ,'.,. • 7"..{,<1,v): YPv /4,z Yi?vA AJoJTtwc<- 0111 'Till[ &,4-,'Jtf.-£. 
(Desc · tion of the issue must be written only on the Imes provided above.) 
Offender signature..:__· ~~~:L,.....S::::~~~~-...:__ _______ _ 
·~_·'~··i.'"~.::.:.j ... ·~· .. , ... ,'' 
Collected/Received: <f3" t \ { I { I~ 
_}:ii:.\·: 
. ,' ... :__.« 
-..., 
taff Member Acknowledging receipt) / Associate ID # 
Pink copy to offender (after receiving staffs signature), 
Original and yellow to responding staff (after completing reply, yellow copy returned to offender.) 
Appendix A 316.02.01.001 
(Appendix last updated 2lliL12) 
' 
(Date collected or Received) 
-ltJ 
PRT3NCRCF 
. ' ·.;. 
, . ·~ :,,,. 
'' ,, 
...,,· ··,'.:. Ji3.i'•. 
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Date: /I); 7 /z.al] , 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
Offender Personal ·Funds Withdrawal Slip 
·---~-,,~-·- -· co~ 
Voucher Number: HQ221740 
- • r.'I' 1-w 
Balance Before Draw:------- Facility/Housing Unit: .....c...![<--'/'--'l:.............,Jc.-'"J____;:;;C_-....;~:;..=.6-<..A..___ ______ -,,....,..,.... 
~JJ.d./3s Offender Trust Account Withdrawal Details · 
Key Description Qty Per Total Price Key Description Qty Per Total Price 
,----------,----,---•------·--- ?t,,,~v L. z;h , ,.,.,,--/-'L.~[1"iJD--•----•--/7z_-t/T -~ _ 
(\ I I ( 
l"1 I~ }-_. ,· 
~ i' . 
; ( jl I 
r 
J 
Please charge to my offender trust account the sum of $ / z.. </ / 
I authorized the amount charged to be paid to: 
Ci~;(./( or:- J)J~ n;v/lrlj JvD)C !AL Qx:Trocf" <t)(//1.( 
(Payee) (Street Address) 
J.hH~. )/) f77trL, /A.;n-/4'- 1°]anAL &u/1/1 &c -h<"11t. of < (/QC /)() 1Yli 
(City, State, and Zip Code) 
1J..J'/,!7xY ¥;All CV 
(Offender's Printed Name) 
Jt: t~~ ~urpose of) 
(Offender~1gnature) / 
271/ 1...5 
(Offender's IDOC Number) 
J 
The offender's trust account has been charged in the amount authorized:-:7""_-:--~:-::-f\..,..~c.,-=.~C...-~_T_~_,_ __ ,.......-=-------
(Approving Official's Signature and Associate ID Number) 
Pink copy (offender maintains) 
Original and Yellow copy to approving official (after completing, yellow copy returned to offender) 
l'RT3NCRIWNISCI 
.. ::{'~~:~; ?!if 
. .,, .. 
··=f,, 
,':··,!'. 
• f ,,• ., ~ 
'i•,.· .. ;. 
,\; , .. 
.,. 






OFFSTMT ST ATE OF ID AHO DATE: 12/02/2013 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS TIME: 07:59:07 
TRUST FUND STATEMENT 
Doc No: 27413 Name: SEARCY, BARRYINGTON EUGENE ISCI/UNT13 PRES FACIL 
TIER-C CELL-SO 





-- CHECKING TRANSACTIONS 
Date Bad:h 








































































1J the supreme Cou~:~r the state ~fldaho 
., . ... " 
. '~' . · . 
- ,}' .. "' ·-. 
-.... · 
BARRr SEARCY, . . . ··,· ... : :· . ~ ,', .. 
.. Pl~tiff-~ppellant;. .:. . . . '. ·: . · · ... · ..• _'. ) . .. OR.DER CONDITION_ALLY 
· ' .. . · . · . . .. · . . . ·:. ) . DISMISSING APPEAL 
v. . ·:.·:,., .: ·,< . . .':- .-.. . :J ·.' " . '.:, .;: . . 
. . ) __ SupremeCourtDocketNo:41216-io13 
IDAH(? STATE BOARD OF. CORRECTioN, ',) Ada County_1'_fo·. 2011;.3414 . . 
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... -: .. 
Defendants-Respondents. : .·· · . · :: ·. · ..') · -. · · ,,. ·. >... •. .: ''- . 
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Defendants. ·" , . . . . . : . . ) . . ... , .. . . . . . . : . . , . 
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':): _·_. An·O~ERG~!~~~~TJ#.PA~~:r:orcoURTF~ES_wa.~~~ter~dby. 
the Honorable Thomas f. ;N"ev1lle onOctol,er 18; 2012, reqwrmg Appellant to pay art lllltial fee of 
$12,41. llli• District Cmm fui,; fufo~ti this court that. to date no payment has been received; . 
thei;efore; . . . . . · · . . · -. · . . · · · :. · · . · . · . 
· . '. j · IT HEREl3\7 _is ORD~RED. that. t!rls_ ~ppe~~ be, and hereby _i~, CONDI'.f~ONALL Y. 
DISM1$f ED ~less the required initial fili,ng fee :the f~e for prep~ation, of the Clerk's R~cord i.~ 
paid to:rh~ District, Court Clerk· and the. fee for ·prep~ation of ·the Reporter's TranscriP,t, if 
requested, is paid to the District Court Reporter within twenty-one (21) days from the 'date of this . · · 
, Order. 
IT FURTHER IS O;ROERED that this appeal is SUSPENDED until further notice. 
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Susan M. Wolf 
Court Reporter to Hon. Thomas F. Neville 
200 West Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
ESTIMATE/ INVOICE 
I 
Mr. Barry Searcy 27413 




P.O. Box 14 INV DATE: 11-26-13 
I 
Bo.ise, ID 83707 
I 
DUE UPON RECIEPT 
l 
BARRY SEARCY vs. IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECTION, et al, 
Docket Nb. 41216-2013, (Ada County Case No. CVOC-2011-0003414) 
I 
Transcrip~s of Hearings held April 26, 2012 and March 8, 2013 before 
the Hon. Thomas F. Neville, District Court Judge 
Estimated!pages: 04-26-12 = 95 03-08-13 = 63 
Original and 3 copies 158 pgs @ 3.25 $ 513.50 
,&;... ... 
DEPOSIT DUE $ 513.50 
Please make check or money order payable to Susan Wolf and mail/deliver to 
I • 
Ada Counfy Courthouse, TCA, Fourth Floor, 200 West Front Street, Boise, ID, 
83702. Prbduction of transcripts will commence upon receipt of payment. 
ORIGINAL 
Certified Reporters - Guardians of the Record. 
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DEC 1·2 2013 
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk 
By BRADLEY J. THIES 
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IN THE DISTRicr OJURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRicr 
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case No. 01 oc 1103414 
Supr~e Court Docket No. 41216-2013 
MEMJRANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
IDI'ION 'IO CLARIFY THAT THE FEE FOR 
THE CLERK'S RECX)RD IS ENCOMPASSED WITHIN 
THE COURT'S ORDER RE: PARTIAL PAYMENT 
OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) Filed 
October 18, 2013 
Plaintiff-Appellant Barry Searcy, prose, hereby respectfully submits his 
Memorandum In Su~port Of Plaintiff's Motion To Clarify That The Fee For The 
Clerk's Record Is Encompassed Within The Court's Order Re: Partial Payment Of 
Court Fees (Prisoner) Filed October 18, 2013. This memorandum is supported 
by the Affidavit of Barry Searcy, filed contemporaneously herewith, and the 
record and files herein. 
I. PERTINENT PROCEDURAL HIS'IDRY 
On July 15, 2013, Plaintiff-Appellant Barry Searcy ("Mr. Searcy") filed 
in this Court his original Notice of Appeal and his Motion and Affidavit For 
Permission to Proceed on Partial Payment of Court Fees (Prisoner) pursuant to 
Idaho Code Section 31-3220A. In Mr. Searcy's motion and affidavit, he set forth 
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that he was "unable to pay all the court costs now,·~ but that he understood 
he "will be required to pay an initial partial filing fee in the amount of 20% 
of the greater of (a) the average monthly deposits to [his] inmate account or 
(b) the average monthly balance to [his] inmate account for the last six (6) 
months." Id., pg. 2 at ~,r 3-4. Mr. Searcy's motion and affidavit also stated 
that he understood he "must pay the remainder of the filing fees by making 
monthly payments of 20% of the preceding month's income to [his] inmate account 
until the fee is paid in full." Id., pg. 2 at ~ 4. 
On October 18, 2013, this Court granted Mr. Searcy's motion and filed its 
Order Re: Partial Payment of Court Fees (Prisoner) • The Court found that the 
"average monthly deposits" in Mr. Searcy's "inmate account total $62.09" and 
that "20% of this amount is $12.41 and must be paid as a partial fee at the 
time of filing." Id., pg. 1. The Court also ordered that Mr. Searcy "shall 
make monthly payments of not less than 20% of the preceding month's income 
credited to the prisoner's inmate account until the remainder of the court filing 
fees in the amount of $100.00 are paid in full." Id. This Court ordered the 
"agency or entity having custody of the prisoner shall forward payments from 
the prisoner's inmate account to the clerk of the court each time the amount 
in the prisoner's inmate account exceeds ten dollars ($10.00) until the full 
amount is paid[.]" Id. 
On November 7, 2013, Mr. Searcy submitted an IlXlC Offender Personal Funds 
Withdrawal Slip, authorizing and requesting that IlXlC cut a check for $12.41, 
payable to the Clerk of the District Court for the partial initial court fee 
in this appeal. However, the ISCI Resource Center paralegal did not sign the 
approval line on the Withdrawal Slip and, therefore, IlXlC Inmate Banking did 
not cut the check. Affidavit of Barry Searcy (hereinafter, "Searcy Affidavit"), 
at ,r,r 2-3. 
After being notified that his first attempt to pay the partial initial 
court fee had. failed, on November 17, 2013 Mr. Searcy submitted a second 
Withdrawal Slip to authorize IDOC to cut the check to pay his partial initial 
court fee. A check was cut and the partial initial court fee of $12.41 was 
removed from Mr. Searcy's inmate account on November 22, 2013. Searcy Affidavit, 
at ,r,r 4-6 (Exhibits A, B & C). 
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On November 20, 2013, the Clerk of the Supreme Court signed an Order 
Conditionally Dismissing Appeal. The order noted that "[a]n ORDER GRANTING 
PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES was entered by the Honorable Thomas F. Neville 
on October 18, 2012 [sic], requiring Appellant to pay an initial fee of $12.41." 
The order stated that the "District Court has infonned this Court that to date 
no payment has been received[.]" The order stated that the appeal was 
conditionally dismissed "unless the required initial filing fee the fee for 
preparation of the Clerk's Record is paid to the District Court Clerk and the 
fee for preparation of the Reporter's Transcript, if requested, is paid to the 
District Court Reporter within twenty-one (21) days from the date of this Order." 
Searcy Affidavit, at ,:r 7 (Exhibit D (Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal dated 
November 20, 2013)). 
Mr. Searcy subsequently received an estimate/ invoice from Court Reporter 
Susan M. Wolf, requesting $513.50 for preparation of the Reporter's Transcript, 
which Mr. Searcy is unable to pay. Searcy Affidavit, at ,:r 8 (Exhibit E). 
On December 6, 2013, Mr. Searcy mailed and filed with this Court (under 
the prisoner mailbox rule) his Amended Notice of Appeal, in which he specifically 
declined to request a reporter's transcript (Id., pg. 3, at ,:r 5) and "elected 
to proceed on appeal without the reporter's transcipt." Id., at ,:r 7(b)(iii). 
Also on December 6, 2013, Mr. Searcy mailed and filed in the Supreme Court 
(under the prisoner mailbox rule) his Verified Notice, Motion And Affidavit 
Re: Payment Of Initial Partial Filing Fee, Filing Of Amended Notice Of Appeal, 
And Request To Vacate Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal dated November 20, 
2013, in which he set forth that he "has paid the initial partial fee of $12.41 
to the District Court Clerk" and that he had mailed "to the District Court an 
Amended Notice of Appeal, in which he specifically elects to proceed on appeal 
without·a reporter's transcript." Id., pgs. 1-2. Mr. Searcy requested "that the 
Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal dated November 20, 2013, should be vacated, 
and this appeal should be allowed to go forward, with Mr. Searcy paying all 
applicable court costs under the payment schedule set forth in I.e.§ 
31-3220A(5), with Mr. Searcy reserving his right to seek recovery of these costs 
from respondents should he prevail on appeal." Id., pg. 3. 
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II. ARGUMENT 
THE CLERK'S RECX)RD FEE IS ENCX)MpASSED WITHIN 
THE FEES THIS COURT HAS ORDERED MR. SEARCY 
TO PAY IN ITS ORDER RE: PARTIAL PAYMENT 
OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
filed October 18, 2013 
Idaho Code Section 31-3220A makes it clear that the question, as to whether 
the fee for preparation of the Clerk's Record is encompassed within this Court's 
October 18, 2013 Order Re: Partial Payment of Court Fees (Prisoner) is this: 
Is the fee for preparation of the Clerk's Record a court fee set forth "in 
sections 31-3201 and 31-3201A, Idaho Code?" See, e.g., I.e.§§ 31-3220A(2), 
(3), (4) and (5). 
The answer to this question is "Yes," the fee for preparation of the Clerk's 
Record is encompassed within the court fees set forth in I.C. §§ 31-3201'and 
31-3201A. Indeed, the Clerk's Record fee easily falls under numerous provisions 
of these two statutes. 
A. Idaho Code Section 31-3201. 
Idaho Code Section 31-3201(1) sets forth that "[t]he clerk of the district 
court shall lawfully charge, demand and receive the following fees for services 
rendered by him in discharging the duties imposed upon him by law[.]" The 
statute's subsection then lists a number of specified duties and fees, and then 
sets forth that "[f]or all services not herein enumerated, and of him lawfully 
required, the clerk of the district court shall demand and receive such fees 
as are herein allowed for similar services." See I.C. § 31-3201(1). 
B. Idaho Code Section 31-3201A. 
Idaho Code Section 31-3201A sets forth that "[t]he clerk of the district 
court ••• shall charge, demand and receive the following fees for services 
rendered by him in discharging the duties imposed upon him by law: 
(13) Fees not covered by this section shall be set by rule or administrative 
order of the supreme court. 
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(14) All fees required to be paid by this section or by rule or 
administrative order of the supreme court shall be collected by the clerk 
of the district court or by a person appointed by the clerk of the district 
court for this purpose. If it appears that there is a necessity for such 
fees to be collected by persons other than the clerk of the district court 
or a person designated by the clerk for such purpose, the supreme court 
by rule or administrative order may provide for the designation of persons 
authorized to receive such fees. Persons so designated shall account for 
such fees in the same manner required of the clerk of the district court 
and shall pay such fees to the clerk of the district court of the county 
in which such fees are collected." 
See I.e.§§ 31-3201A(13) and (14). 
c. The Clerk's Record Fee is En 
31-3201A(13) and or (14). 
sed Within I.C. 31-3201(1) 
Idaho Appellate Rules 27 and 28 set forth the clerk of the district court's 
duties regarding the preparation of the Clerk's Record and the fees associated 
and required thereunder. These Rules set forth for the clerk ( 1 ) "duties imposed 
upon him by law;" (2) require "fees for services rendered by him;" (3) are "not 
herein enumerated, and of him lawfully required;" and (4) are "such fees as 
are herein allowed for similar services." Thus, the fee for preparation of 
the Clerk's Record easily falls under the umbrella of the statutory language 
of I.e.§ 31-3201(1). see I.e.§ 31-3201(1). 
The Clerk's Record fees set forth in Idaho Appellate Rules 27(c) and (d) 
are also (1) "[f]ees not covered by this section" and "set by rule or 
administrative order of the supreme court;" are (2) "fees required to be paid 
••• by rule or administrative order of the supreme court;" and (3) are fees 
in which, pursuant to the language of I.C. § 31-3220A(5), "there is a necessity 
••• to be collected by persons other than the clerk of the district court." 
Thus, the fees for preparation of the Clerk's Record also easily fall under 
the umbrella of the statutory language of either I.e.§§ 31-3220A(13), or (14), 
or both. See I.e.§§ 31-3201A(13) and (14). 
D. The Clerk's Record Fee Is Encompassed Within the Court's October 18, 2013 
Order Re: Partial Payment of Fees (Prisoner). 
Mr. Searcy's Motion and Affidavit For Permission to Proceed on Partial 
Payment of Court Fees (Prisoner), filed on July 15, 2013, was brought "pursuant 
to I.C. § 31-3220A." Id., pg. 1. 
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On October 18, 2013, the Court granted Mr. Searcy's motion by filing its 
Order Re: Partial Payment of Court Fees (Prisoner). The Court found that 
Mr. Searcy's average monthly deposits in his inmate account was $62.09 and 
ordered that 20% of this amount (i.e., $12.41) "must be paid as a partial initial 
fee at the time of filing." Id., pg. 1. Having considered Mr. Searcy's "ability 
to pay all court fees at the time of filing" the appeal (See I.C. § 31-3220A(3)), 
the Court ordered that Mr. Searcy make monthly payments according to the fee 
payment schedule set forth in I.C. § 31-3220A(5) "until the remainder of the 
court filing fees in the amount of $100.00 are paid in full." Id. 
Notwithstanding an initial delay, attributable to the IIX>C, in getting 
the initial partial filing fee to the clerk of the district court, Mr. Searcy 
has now paid the partial initial filing fee. Searcy Affidavit, at ,rn: 2-6 
(Exhibits A, B & C). Mr. Searcy stands ready and willing (and indeed has been 
so ordered) to pay the remainder of the applicable, assessed court fees according 
to the fee payment schedule set forth in I.e.§ 31-3220A(5). 
As set forth above, the Ckerk's Record fee1 is encompassed under the 
umbrella of the language set forth in I.e.§§ 31-3201(1), 31-3201A(13) and/or 
(14) and is thus encompassed within the provisions of I.C. § 31-3220A and the 
Court's Order Re: Partial Payment of Court Fees (Prisoner) filed on October 18, 
2013. 
III. CDNCLUSION 
The Clerk's Record fee is encompassed within the fees the Court has ordered 
Mr. Searcy to pay in its Order Re: Partial Payment of Court Fees (Prisoner) 
filed October 18, 2013. 
Respectfully submitted this,lt),JJ day of December, 2013. 
Plaintiff-Appellant, prose 
1 In order to reduce the cost of this appeal and the Clerk's Record, filed 
contemporaneously herewith is Mr. Searcy's Notice of Request For Scanned Clerk's 
Record. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S IDI'ION TO CLARIFY THAT THE FEE FOR THE 
CLERK'S RECORD IS ENCOMPASSED WITHIN THE COURT'S ORDER RE: PARTIAL PAYMENT OF 
COURT FEES (Prisoner) Filed October 18, 2013 on the following named persons 
at their last known address, via the !SCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S. 
Mail, 1st class postage prepaid, on this LIJii1. day of December, 2013: 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney C':ieneral for Defendants 
Mark Kubinski 
Deputy Attorney General 
Lead Counsel, Correction Section 
Idaho Deparbnent of Correction 
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110 
Boise, ID 83706 
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,, 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff-Appellant, prose 
NO·-~----:=::------B ,'co FILED A.M.--,._.......,;:=--iP.M. ___ _ 
DEC 12 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By BRADLEY J. THIES 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRicr cnuRT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRicr 
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'ID: THE CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT: 
case No. 0/ oc 1103414 
Supreme Court Docket No. 41216-2013 
Nal'ICE OF REQUEST FOR 
SCANNED CLERK'S RECORD 
Nal'ICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT Plaintiff-Appellant Barry Searcy, prose, hereby 
requests that a scanned Clerk's Record be prepared for the appeal in this matter, 
pursuant to Rules 27(b) and (c)(2) of the Idaho Appellate 'Rules. 
DATED this 1/lrJJ... day of December, 2013. 
Plaintiff-Appellant, prose 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
NO!'ICE OF RmUE8T FOR SCANNED CLERK'S RECORD on the following named persons 
at their last known address, via the !SCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S. 
Mail, 1st class postage prepaid, on this~ day of December, 2013: 
Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
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Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff-Appellant, prose 
NO.--:::::--~~----
A.M. 8 ! OC Fl~~ ----
DEC 13 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By BRADLEY J. THIES 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRicr CX>URT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRicr 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE CDUNl'Y OF· ADA 
) 






IDAHO STATE OOARD OF CORRECI'ION, ) 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECI'ION, ) 
CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY ) 
NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, ANNA JANE ) 
DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, ) 
TONY MEATI'E, SUSAN FUJINAGA, ) 
THEO I.OWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, ) 
in their official capacities and ) 
as State employees; DOES 1 through ) 
10, fictitiously named persons, ) 
) 
Defendants-Respondents. ) ________________ ) 
Case No. C:V OC 1103414 
Supreme Court Docket No. 41216-2013 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Plaintiff-Appellant Barry Searcy, prose, hereby submits his Amended Notice 
of Appeal, pursuant to Idaho Appelate Rule 17 ( m) • 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECTION, IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY MEATE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, SHIRLEY AUDENS AND DOES 1 through 1 O, fictitiously named persons, AND 
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THE RESPONDENTS' ATroRNEYS, Andrew c. Brassey, ISB 2128 and Megan Goicoechea, 
ISB 7623, Special Deputy Attorneys General for Defendants, 203 West Main Street, 
PO Box 1009, Boise, Idaho, 83701-1009, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT: 
· NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant BARRY SEARCY appeals against the above named 
respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the following orders: 
a. ~RANDOM DECISION AND ORDER DENYING IN PART PLAINTIFF;'s PARTIAL 
MOI'ION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANT IIX)C; GRANTING 
IN PART DEFENDANTS' MOI'ION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT; AND SErl'ING 
A SCHEDULE FOR FURTHER BRIEFING, entered June 13, 2012; 
b. MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOI'ION TO 
RECONSIDER; DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOI'ION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT; 
AND. GRANTING DEFENDANTS' IDI'ION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, entered 
May 16, 2013; 
c. ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S IDI'ION TO RECONSIDER; DENYING 
PLAINTIFF'S MOI'ION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT; AND GRANTING 
DEFENDANTS' IDI'ION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, entered June 4, 2013; 
and 
d. JUDGMENT, entered June 4, 2013; 
in the above entitled action, Honorable Judge Thomas F. Neville, presiding. 
2. That the party has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, 
and the judgment or orders described in paragraph 1, above, are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to Rule 11 (a) ( 1-7), I.A.R. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant 
intends to assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal 
shall not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal: 
a. That the District Court erred in finding and concluding that 
the corrmissions charged for telephone time and corrmissary goods 
are funds arising from the sale of goods or services pursuant 
to I.e.§ 67-3611; 
b. That the District Court erred in finding and concluding that 
the revenue raised through telephone and corrmissary sales 
corrnnissions does not violate<'· Article II, Section 1 ; Article VII, 
Sections 2 and/or 16; and/or Article X, Section 1 of the Idaho 
Constitution; 
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c. That the District Court erred in finding and concluding that 
the revenue raised through hobby craft surcharges, medical 
co-pays and photocopy fees does not violate Article II, 
Section 1 of the Idaho Constitution and/or I.C. § 20-212; and 
d. That the District Court erred in finding and concluding that 
the revenue raised through medical co-pays and photocopy fees 
does not violate Article X, Section 1; Article VII, Sections 2 
and/or 16 of the Idaho Constitution and/or I.C. § 20-212. 
4. Has ah order,;been entered sealing all or, .any .portion,ofr;the''record? 
If so, what portion? N/A - no portion of the record has been sealed. 
5. Is a reporter's transcript requested? No. 
6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the 
clerk's record in addition·to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.: 
a. Register of actions. 
b. All court minutes. 
c. All documents filed or lodged with the District Court in this 
case, including all documents filed or lodged after the filing or 
lodging of the original notice of appeal and this amended notice of 
appeal. This request shall be broadly construed to be a "catch-all" 
request that is inclusive (rather than exclusive) of all documents 
that are part of the clerk's and/or District Court's record of this 
case. 
7. I certify: 
a. That a copy of the original notice of appeal and this amended 
notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
b. 
i. That the clerk of the district court or administrative 
agency·1has!::been!:paid; ,theiestirna:tect::fee fo17lp:geparat±0n,1:of•.:.ri 
the repom:er's transcript. 
ii: , _·_. That the appellant is ~exempt· :flr<bm pa~ing,:ithe e~timated 
iii. ...i_ That the appellant has elected to proceed on appeal 
without the reporter's transcript. 
--. ~ 




i. That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or 
agency record has been paid. 
ii. ___K_ That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee 
for the preparation of the record because: The appellant is unable 
to pay all of the applicable appellate filing fees, reporter's 
fees and clerk's record fees, and the District Court has ordered 
and allowed appellant to proceed on appeal with a partial payment 
of said fees ($12.41 initial partial payment, which has been 
paid by appellant), pursuant to I.e.~ 31-3220A. 
i. That the appellate filing fees have been paid. 
ii. _x_ That the appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing 
filing fees because: The appellant is unable to pay all of the 
applicable appellate filing fees, reporter's fees and clerk's 
record fees, and the District Court has ordered and allowed 
appellant to proceed on appeal with partial payment of said fees 
($12.41 initial partial payment, which has been paid by 
appellant), pursuant to I.e.~ 31-3220A. 
e. That service has been made upon all parties to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20, I.A.R., and the Attorney General of Idaho pursuant to Section 
67-1401(1), Idaho Code. 
DATED this 6:JL. day of December, 2013. 
STATE OF IDAHO) 
)ss 
County of Ada ) 
Plaintiff-Appellant, prose 
BARRY SEARCY, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 
That the party is the appellant in the above-entitled action and that all 
statements in this amended notice of appeal are true and correct to the best 
of his knowledge and belief. 
In addition, that the party is an inmate and timely files this amended 
notice of appeal within 42 days from the date evidenced by the filing stamp 
AMENDED ml'ICE OF APPEAL - 4 
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of the clerk (relating back to the date of filing of the original notice of 
appeal, pursuant to Rule 17(m), I.A.R. and the "prisoner mailbox rule") on any 
judgments, orders or decrees of the district court appealable as a matter of 
right, by depositing it in the ISCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 
1st class postage prepaid, on the~ day of December, 2013, addressed to: 
Clerk of the Court 
Fourth Judicial District Court 
Ada County Courthouse 
200 W. Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Plaintiff-Appellant, prose 
' :\"-
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN 'ID before me this ~ day of December, 2013. ,,,, , ....... ,, 
,,,, ~N D,4~•,,. 
....... ~~\ ........ '/'.; ~.,, 
.,,,• "t'v •• . •• ~~ ~ 
/ .•·~OTA~~·.(\\ .. : '\ -: ~ . : 
: : -·- . ~ ; : J E 
-:. \ ~ C : :: ~<A.• lrBL\ .•" ~ 
':. ""' •• •• ~"J..v :, .. ,, -1,..;··· .. ·•• ~, ......... 
',,, OF \U ,,, .. 
NarARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: \~~ 
My Corrmission Expires: 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE \ 
,,,, ,,, 
I HEREBY ~~f.IT That I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL on the following named persons at their last known 
address, via the ISCI Prison Legal Mail System and the U.S. Mail, 1st class 
postage prepaid, on this U1:1_ day of December, 2013: 
Andrew c. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Maip Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83701-1009 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
Mark Kubinski 
Deputy Attorney General 
Lead Counsel, Correction Section 
Idaho Department of Correction 
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110 
Boise, ID 83706 
AM&'IDED Nrn'ICE OF APPEAL - 5 
Susan M. Wolf 
4th District Court Reporter 
c/o Judge Neville's Chambers 
Ada County Courthouse 
200 West Front street 
Boise, ID 83702 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECTION, IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION, CAROLYN 
MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN 
SANDY, ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, 
PAM SONNEN, TONY MEATTE, SUSAN 
FUJINAGA, THEO LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, 
in their official capacities and as State employees, 
Defendants-Respondents, 
and 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named persons, 
Defendants. 
Supreme Court Case No. 41216 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the 
course of this action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 23rd day of December, 2013. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
,, ....... ,,, ,, ,, 
,,,, b.'S.\\ JUD/e, ,,,, 
CHRISTOPHER D .... ~~·••••••• 1'1( ,,,, 
Clerk of the Distri~~ \:. sTA;;• •• ~ "\ 
.. ,. ~ • ~\\ • cJ>, • .. .....,. ~ ........ 
: f-, : C) o? - : e : -u: - :n: 
By ~~o />-iS 
D ty Cl k ,:. •• •• t;- ~ epu er -:,. ~n. •• .• ~~ ,: 
,, V > •••••••• ,.<:) .... ,, ""' ~" ,, ,,, "1ND FOR ~'O 111 ,, ,, 
'••uun••'' 
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IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECTION, IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION, CAROLYN 
MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN 
SANDY, ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, 
PAM SONNEN, TONY MEATTE, SUSAN 
FUJINAGA, THEO LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, 
in their official capacities and as State employees, 
Defendants-Respondents, 
and 
DOES 1 throug~ 10, fictitiously named persons, 
Defendants. 
Supreme Court Case No. 41216 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, CHRJSTOPHER D. RlCH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
CLERK'S RECORD 
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
BARRY SEARCY 
APPELLANT PRO SE 
BOISE, IDAHO 
Date of Service: ---------
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
ANDREW C. BRASSEY 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
',, ........ ,, ,, ,, 
~,, '.'\\\ JUDJe, ,,,, CHR1STOPHER D. )N gi; ....... '4,; '•, ~&:..•• •e ~ I 
Clerk of the District"uo~11.- TAT;•.~\ : 8 .. ~ ~'c\i s •• (/l~ ; 
.. • • .-;a • 1£. . •0 .,.,. 
~: E- • or - • - : 
: -~ :n• By)J£ o : ~: 
Deputy Clerk ~ ••• • £ / 
I r'l- •• • ,:;:::,~ .. 
,, v/, •••••••• r~ .... ,, ti' ~" .. , 
'•,, 11ND FOR to.~ ,,,, 
.......... 11•'' 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECTION, IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION, CAROLYN 
MELINE, JIM TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN 
SANDY, ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT REINKE, 
PAM SONNEN, TONY MEATTE, SUSAN 
FUJINAGA, THEO LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, 
in their official capacities and as State employees, 
Defendants-Respondents, 
and 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named persons, 
Defendants. 
Supreme Court Case No. 41216 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in 
the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction as, and is a true and correct record of the 
pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, 
as well as those requested by Counsel. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
15th day of July, 2013. 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH ,,,,1111111,,,, 
Clerk of the District Court ,,,,,: ... \UDICI,4, '•,,,, 
. ~ ,.'\'\~ •••••••• .o~ ,, ~ Y\ •• •• ,r<P -:. 
. I~ ... ~~~'\:E ••• 1> ,:;, \J \A~ \~: 
By ~ ~~ G' :q: • o o~· • • Deputy Clerk : • , o • >- • : ~ ~ ~~ : f...: 
-:.~·. \~ .. ~$ ,:. rj;: • •• /:::, .. , ~ ... .. " .. . 
,, <I'; ••••••• ('\" .. . ,, ,r(l ~v ,, 





Andrew C. Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
__ Brassey, Cr~~fort&; J:Io~_ell,lLLg __ . ---··- _____ . 
NO... " = = r:,u:"Z' ~ 
A.M, ... .,"' lliiOYN&e· .... ...P.M ... , -
203 West Main Street 
P OBox 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
JAN 2 1 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RJCH, Clerk 
By JAMIE MARTIN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE .DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




.... ,•. •, ..... 
IDAHO STATE BOARD OF 
CORRECTION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT 
OF CORRECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, 
JIM TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN 
SANDY, ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named 
persons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
Supreme Court Case No. 41216 
OBJECTION TO CLERK'S 
RECORD ON APPEAL 
COME NOW, Defendants Idaho State Board of Corrections, Idaho Department of 
Correction, Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent 
OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL - 1 
__,_ __ 
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Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and Shirley Audens (hereinafter 
''.De(endants") in the __ above-entitled_ matter, lJy _and ~hrcmgh their counsel of _record, Br~sey, 
Crawford & Howell, PLLC, and pursuant to the Idaho Appellate Rules including, but not necessarily 
limited to, Idaho Appellate·Rule 29(a), respectfully submit their objection to the Clerk's Record on 
Appeal as follows. 
Defendants object to the inclusion of the following documents in the Clerk's Record on 
Appeal ·and request that they be deleted: 
Name of document: Motion for Relief from Judgment or Orders 
Date of filing: October 7, 2013 
Clerk's Page Nos.: 000773-000774 
Name of document: Memorandum in Support of Motion for Relief from Judgment or 
Orders 
Date of filing: October 7, 2013 
Clerk's Page Nos.: 000775-000788 
Name of document: Affidavit of Barry Searcy in Support of Motion for Relief from 
Judgment or Orders 
Date of filing: October 7, 2013 
Clerk's Page Nos.: 000789-000798 
Name of document: Motion for Oral Argument on Motion for Relief from Judgment or 
Orders 
Date of filing: October 7, 2013 
Clerk's Page Nos.: 000799-000800 
The basis for Defendants' objection to the inclusion of the above-referenced documents in 
the Clerk's Record on Appeal is that these documents were filed subsequent to the entry of Judgment 
and the Notice of Appeal in this matter and, thus, have no bearing on the appeal or the issues 
currently being appealed. 
OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL - 2 
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DATED$~ofJanlllll)',2014. 
BRASSEY, CRAWFORD & HOWELL, PLLC 
SS Y, Of the Finµ 
Attorneys for Defendant 
OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL - 3 
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..... I ,e.,0 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ,Z]~y of January, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL upon each of the · ·· 
following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the method and to the addresses 
indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
P.O.Box14 
Boise, ID 83707 
OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL - 4 






Andrew e Brassey, ISB 2128 
Megan Goicoechea, ISB 7623 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell, PLLC 
203 West Main Street 
PO Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
Special Deputy Attorney General for Defendants 
NO. ~ 
AM. iS:U FIL~.M. ----
FEB 2. 0 · 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By JANET ELLIS 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORREC-
TION, IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTION, CAROLYN MELINE, JIM 
TIBBS, JAY NIELSEN, ROBIN SANDY, 
ANNA JANE DRESSEN, BRENT 
REINKE, PAM SONNEN, TONY 
MEATTE, SUSAN FUJINAGA, THEO 
LOWE, and SHIRLEY AUDENS, in their 
official capacities and as State employees; 
DOES 1 through 10, fictitiously named per-
sons, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 1103414 
ORDER SUSTAINING 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Defendant's Objection to Clerk' s Record on Appeal having duly and regularly come before 
this Court for hearing on February 11, 2014, Plaintiff Barry Searcy having telephonically appeared 
ORDER SUSTAINING DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL - 1 
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pro se and Megan Goicoechea having been present on behalf of Defendants Idaho State Board of 
Corrections, Idaho Department of Correction, Carolyn Meline, Jim Tibbs, Anna Jane Dressen, Jay 
Nielsen, Robin Sandy, Brent Rienke, Pam Sonnen, Tony Meatte, Susan Fujinaga, Theo Lowe, and 
Shirley Audens, the Court having reviewed all the materials, having heard oral argument, and being 
fully advised in the premises; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, that Defendants Objection to 
Clerk's Record is SUSTAINED and the following documents shall be deleted from the Clerk's 
Record on Appeal: 
Name of document: Motion for Relief from Judgment or Orders 
Date of filing: October 7, 2013 
Clerk's Page Nos.: 000773-000774 
Name of document: Memorandum in Support of Motion for Relief from Judgment or 
Orders 
Date of filing: October 7, 2013 
Clerk's Page Nos.: 000775-000788 
Name of document: Affidavit of Barry Searcy in Support of Motion for Relief from 
Judgment or Orders 
Date of filing: October 7, 2013 
Clerk's Page Nos.: 000789-000798 
Name of document: Motion for Oral Argument on Motion for Relief from Judgment or 
Orders 
Date of filing: October 7, 2013 
Clerk's Page Nos.: 000799-000800 
All of the foregoing documents were filed subsequently to the entry of Judgment and to the Notice of 
Appeal, and are not relevant to issues decided by the Court or from which the Plaintiff appeals. 
The Court hereby incorporates by reference the findings of fact and conclusions oflaw made on the 
record at the hearing of this matter as if set forth herein. 
ORDER SUSTAINING DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO CLERK.' S RECORD ON APPEAL - 2 
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• 
DATED this 2-o ~ay of February, 2014. 
THOMAS F. NEVILLE 
District Judge 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1/0 day of February, 2014, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing upon each of the following individuals by causing the same to be delivered by 
the method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Barry Searcy 27413 
ISCI Unit 13 
Post Office Box 14 
Boise, ID 83 707 
Andrew C. Brassey 
Brassey, Crawford & Howell 
Post Office Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Clerk 
--f U.S. Mail, postage prepaid Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
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